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REVENUE ACT OF 1962

TUESDAY, APRIL 24, 1962

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Wa8 ington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Smathers, Douglas, Talmadge,
McCarthy, Williams, andCurtis. .

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, committee clerk; and Cohn F.
Stain and L. N. Woodward of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Randolph W. Thrower of the American

Bar Association.
Senator TALMADO. Mr. Chairman, may I say Mr. Thrower is a

constituent of mine and friend, and It is a pleasure Indeed to welcome
him to this committee.

Mr. THnoW n. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAnMAN. You may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF RANDOLPH W. THROWER, CHAIRMAN, SECTION
OF TAXATION, AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
RICHARD H. APPERT, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON TAXATION OF
FOREIGN INCOME, AMERICAN BARASSOCIATION, AND ARTHUR
B. WILLIS, CHAIRMAN, SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON EXTENSION OF
WITHHOLDING ON DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST

Mr. THRowER. May name is Randolph W. Thrower; my address is
1500 First National Bank Building, Atlant, Ga. I am appearing
here on behalf of the American Bar Association in my capacity as
chairman of the section on taxationof that association.

With your permission I would like to have here with me two of the
committee chairmen of the section. On my right is Richard H, Appert
of the firm of White & Case of New York City, who is the chairmitn
of'our committee on taxation of foreign income, and on my left is Mr.
Arthur B. Willis of the firth of Willr-, MacCracken & Butler of Los
Angeles, Calif., who is chairman of our section's special committee
on extension of withholdfing on dividends and interest.

Each has directed an Intensive study of certain portions of the bill
under consideration and can be of assistance in answering questions
in these areas.
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REVENUE ACT OF 1962

By way of preface, I should explain that as to the greater part of
the bill before you we have not. undertaken to arrive at any categorical
position for or against any particular segment of the bill but have felt
that greater assistance might be rendered to your committee by pro-
viding as much information as possible not only on technical drafting
problems but also on the practical application of these provisions.

Our general authority from the American Bar on the bill is to pro-
vide technical advice and assistance. When the bill was before the
Ways and Means Committee we submitted detailed memorandums
and held extended conferences with the staff of the joint committee
on most of the sections of the bill. We are today submitting addi-
tional memorandums to your committee on certain sections of H.R.
10650 as passed by the House.

With that introduction I will now cover briefly some of the more
consequential of the positions we have taken.

WITHnOLDING

As to withholding, in the spring of 1961 our special committee on
extension of withholding taxes initiated an exhaustive study of the
proposals for withholding on dividends and interest and for a system
of taxpayer account numbers for purposes of automatic data process-
ing, which system is often referred to as ADP.

Our committee's report, which was formally adopted by the sec-
tion of taxation and the house of delegates of the ABA, anl has been
submitted to your committee, gave an enthusiastic endorsement to
ADP but expressed grave misgivings about the desirability at that
time of introducing an involved and intricate system of withholding
on dividends and interest.

I might say that the study of that committee has been continued
throughout the past year. Our misgivings have not been dispelled
but in some respects have grown.

We do not minimize the importance of closing the gap on the under-
reporting of income but, rather than, a program to close the gap on
dividends and a portion of interest such as is being proposed, we would
prefer to see a major coordinated effort using automatic data process-
in directed at the entire gap of $20 to $25 billion.

While we do-not categorically oppose withholding on dividends and
interest, we would favor it if, and only if, all other reasonable
measures, which we are suggesting, have been tried and have failed
and this should be found to be the only way to close the gap on interest
and dividends within a reasonable time.

We feel, however, that the following combination of measures will
have a significant impact on underreporting in this area and should be
given a fair trial before withholding is instituted:

First. The use by the Internal Revenue Service of automatic data
processing, with the taxpayer account number system. The delay of
the House bill for a full year and the acceleration of the automatic
data processing program makes this factor more significant than it
was when the committee first reached this conclusion.

Although automattic data processing should be a very effective en-
forcemeit tool permitting the collection of unreported dividends and
interest at less cost to the Service, perhaps an even greater contribution
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REVENUE ACT OF 1962

to be made by automatic data processing in this area will be through
increasing the degree of voluntary compliance by many taxpayers
large andsmall in the reporting of dividends and interest.

The second factor is the program of better taxpayer education in-
spired by the Service and participated in by the payers of dividends
and interest, and by many other groups, including the American Bar
Association.

Third. The proposed reduction of the information return require-
ments on interest from $600 to a level of around $100, which is sug-
gested in our report.

It seems apparent to us that the fore oing measures would go far
to close the gap on the underreporting oidividends and interest. Cer-
tainly this would seem true as to all but the very small amounts of
dividends and interest.

The complaint may be made, however, that tax on the very small
payments cannot be collected despite taxpayer education and strict en-
forcement using automatic processing. This leads to the conclusion
that the merit of this whole intricate process depends to a large extent
upon its justification as a means of withholding on the small interest
and dividend accounts. But it is the small wIthholdings from mil-
lions of small counts that, in our opinion, will create the greatest
confusion and the greatest cost, both to the Government and to the
payor. We are very much alarmed at the problems which will arise
from the withholding of close to $5 billion from several hundred mil-
lion payment items each year with no receipt or report to the payee
and no accounting to the Government of the amount withheld from
any particular taxpayer.

ftefunds and credits will necessarily be made largely on faith. The
system is one that will produce a staggering number of errors in re-
turns and claims and wi invite many fruds..

Furthermore, the redtape involved in claiming exemptions or filing
claims for refund will cause many people of low income through ig-
norance or frustration to ignore the whole thing, thus converting
withholding into a gross receipts tax of 20 percent. If these with-
holding procedures should be enacted by Congress and if there arises
the confusion which we fear, we are concerned that the failure of the
program would be prejudicial to the public good will on which our
self-assessment system depends for success and, through being asso-
ciated with the automatic data processing program, might also seri-
ously handicap the public acceptance of that program.

ThAV~fj AND nNTwrlAW3MEN;T EXPElNSE

We are filing with you a report prepared by our special committee
on travel and entertainment expense headed by Mark H. Johnson of
the firm of Rabkin & Johnson, New York City. That committee was
appointed early last fall. Our report is dated January 24 1962 and
it antedates, of course, the report by the Ways and Means committee ,
but as you will note it indicates approval of much of the substance
of thle bill passed b7 the House and it probably initiated some sug'
gestions whili were incorporatedn that bill.

We are also filing additional written comments on the bill as passed
by the House. There are only a few remarks which I will add.
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REVENUE ACT OF 1962

First, we have favored the elimination or restriction of the so-called
Colan rule under which taxpayers have supported partial deduc-
t ioin; w ith tie most general kind of testimony. The present draft and
rJeport, however, swings too far in the other direction in denying the
efficacy of oral testimony which is specific, clear, reasonable, and un-
impear.hed. Establishing arbitrary rules of evidence often leads to
unnecessary controversy and unintended hardships, and we would like
to see this aspect corrected.

Second, to rlquire that expenses of entertainment be "directly re-
lated to the active conduct, of the taxpayer's trade or business" is not
objectionable insofar as this implements the basic rule that such ex-
penses must be essentially for business purposes rather than essentially
personal expenses with only a minor business aspect. To this extent,
we think writing this into the code as is proposed in the legislation
will have a very salutary effect, but we raise the question, does the
House bill and House committee report, read together, go beyond this,
and if they do go beyond this, how far beyond this do they go?

What, for example, is the purpose for a number of the exceptions
under section 274(d), particularly the exception for entertainment
under circumstances "conducive to a business discussion"?

For example, must a taxpayer entertaining customers or prospects
at a supper club show a closer relationship to his business than his
competitor entertaining similar prospects and customers at a down-
town luncheon club?

Is there a difference in the test of deductibility or merely a different
inference of fact affecting the rules of evidence? Is it intended that
one who provides tle entertainment at the luncheon club will have a
more liberal rule than exists under the present law; We think the act,
as amplified by the report, is ambiguous in this respect.

Furthermore, the House presumably does not propose to disallow
entertainment for business goodwill, where the business interest is clear
and dominant, since it rejected this provision of the discussion draft.
We think this particular point is ambiguous under the bill and should
be clarified.

Moreover, the bill apparently is not intended to confine the deduc-
tions for business entertainment, recreation or amusement of custom-
ers or prospects tu those occasions where business is discussed, but
this is not clear, and we fear that unless these points are clarified a
great deal of controversy and uncertainty will be spawned, and this
will increase rather than decrease the difficulties of administering this
particular portion of the Internal Revenue Code. In view of al the
attention given to this subject it would be disappointing for it to be left
in this State. We would like to add we think this sub ct deserves the
continued attention of this committee, and we would i Ike to see it re-
viewed from time to time to ascertain whether or not the provisions as
adopted and as enforced are adequately meeting the problems that all
of us recognize in this area.

FOREIGN INCOME

As to foreign income, the proposals for the taxation of foreign in.
come constitute in total a very ambitious program. The statutory
language in these provisions itself consumes approximately half of th6
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REVENUE ACT OF 1962

total bill and some of the important segments of this present bill were
not in, the discussion draft of 1961 but apparently were only recently
drafted.

Moreover, the amount of available information on the nature,
volume and economic significance of the foreign transactions touched
)y the House bill is now admittedly limited and incomplete. Under

these circumstances, we would recommend that the Congress move
cautiously in this area on the theory that it would be better at first to
fall a little short than to go much too far.

.Our principal concern, that is as to the specific provisions, specific
sections in the foreign income area, have been directed toward the
provision of section 13, changing the rules as to the taxation of the
income of foreign corporations.

We seriously question whether this section should be enacted before
the Treasury has had a chance to correct abuses under existing law,
especially if implemented by some of the proposed secti6ns on foreign
income other than section 13, with the assistance of the new informa-
tion provisions under which it is receiving detailed information as to
foreign operations for the first time this year.

We feel that there are serious constitutional problems involved in
the proposed approach, particularly to the extent that it would tax
undistributed income of foreign corporations to stockholders who, in
fact, do not have effective control of the income, and may in fact never
receive that income.

Moreover, constitutional questions aside, it seems patently unfair
and unjust to tax anyone on income which he has not received and
which is not within his control.

Our committee has found many instances of what it considers tech-
nical defects in the bill and we would suggest, at the least, a very care-
ful screening to correct these defects before passage. ; This is not to
criticize the draftsmen of the House bill but, as you gentlemen know,
with respect to any new tax legislation that is extensive and compli-
cated it is always extremely difficult to eliminate the "bugs." -

We hope that the memorandum prepared by our committee on tax-
ation of foreign income will be heipftil in this regard. I should add
that representatives of this committee, as well as of our other commit-'
tees, concerned with other sections of the bill would certainly be very
happy to confer Witih the members of the staff of the Joint Committee,
on Internal Revenue Taxation if that should seem desirable.

APPEARANCES WITH RESPECT, TO LEGISLATION

We are pleased to see witiil the bill a provision for the deduction
of busiess expenses legitimately incirred in making presentations
before legislative bodies.,

In 158, one of my predecessors, Lee f,"Park Of the firm of Hamel,
Morgan, Park & Saunders of WashitigW, .O., testified before the
Ways and Means Conliittee in support of, an American Bar Associa-
tion recommendation t this effect,,

Our' to0inndati c Was confined to expenses in 6red "ii coneec-
tiben with appearances before, or submission of statementss to, commit-
tees of (1on6ress ibf airiy state or local legislati, ebody.
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Such presentations, on the one hand, are often essential to the eco-
nomic livelihood of a business, and, on the other hand, they provide
information that is often valuable to the legislators in making their
decisions. Where the presentation is for the benefit of the business,
and is not personal, we see no policy that would be served by disallow-
ing the deduction of such legitimate business expenses.

Entertainment expenses and the expense of public campaigns would
not be includible and thus these areas of possible abuse would not be
involved.

The provisions of the House bill, I do need to point out, expand
somewhat upon the American Bar Association recommendation but
are not inconsistent with its basic premises. The American Bar pro-
posal is limited to presentations to committees of Congress or local
bodies having legislative powers, while the House bill also covers pre-
sentations to individual legislators and presentations to or by organi-
zations:of which the taxpayer is a member.

In closing I would like to summarize the memorandums which we
have today submitted to your commitee, which are replete with techni-
cal suggestions, and to request that they be included in the record of
these hearings.

The CHARMAN. Without objection.
Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Does that mean they will be printed in the hearings or included in

the files and filed with the hearings?
The CHAIRMAN. It has been customary-are they very extensive in

length, Mr. Thrower?
Senator KERR. There they are, beginning with that book.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you reduce that part of it, that is put a

part of it in the record and file the rest? -I see you have a pamphlet
here with a good many pages in it.

Mr. THROWER. Well, the particular pamphlet there is on the subject
of the proposed withholding with respect to dividends and interest. I
would say that I think it does contain material that will be of consider-
able interest, of considerable pertinent interest. I don't want to im-
pose on you.

The CHAIRMAN. I will ask the staff to go over it and we will insert
all that we think is essential to yottr statement at the end of your testi-
m6ny.

Mr. THROWER. Thank you, sir.
These are:
(1) Report on extension of withholditig taxes; approved by the

House of Delegates of the American Bar Association on August 9,
1961, supplemented by comments recently prepared 6n the provisiohs
of section 19 of H.R. 10650.

(2) Report of the special comMittee on travel and entertainment ex-
penses, dated January 24, 1962, suppleitiented by comments recently
prepared on the provsions of section 4 of H.R. 10650.

(P) Comments assembled by o'r commit 'on taxation of foreign
income on the provisions of H.R. 10650 'dealing with taxation of for-
eign income; namely, sections 5, 6,7, 9,11, 12, 13, 15-16, 20- and 21.

(4) Comments assembled by our committee on depreciation and
amortization on the provisions of sections 2 and 14.
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(5) Comments assembled by our committee on general income tax
problems on the provisions of section 3.

(6) Comments assembled by our committee on estate and gift taxes
on the provisions of section 18.

Finally, let me emphasize that the memorandums entitled "Com-
ments" are merely collections of opinions of individual members and
do not represent committee action and certainly not action of the sec-
tion of taxation and the American Bar Association.

(The material referred to appears following Mr. Thrower's testi-
mony.)

The CHAIRMAN. I want to commend you and congratulate you on
making a very clear analysis, especially of withholding.

As I understand it, you think that the withholding of tax on divi-
dends and interest should await the operation of the automatic data
processing in an effort, to collect an amount estimated at $20 to $25
billion, which is a gap allegedly.

I want to ask this question :The Internal Revenue and the Treasury
state they now collect 92 percent of dividends. Is it your belief that
this withholding system will collect more than 92 percent in view
of the errors which you think will occur in the refunding? As stated
on top of page 5, of your prepared statement-

This system is one that will produce a staggering number of errors in returns
and claims and will invite many frauds.

I was wondering if your investigation had gone to the point that
you could say wit any certainty that a larger percent of dividends
would be collected by the withholding than is now being collected?

Mr. THROWER. Senator, may I refer that question to Mr. Willis
here, who, as I stated, is the chairman of our special committee in this
field, and while I could undertake to answer it, I think he has the
figures much better at hand than I would have.

The CHAIRMAN. Of course, we should take into consideration the
cost of making these refunds; the cost of withholding on the part of
the individual companies, and the expense of the Government in
checking on this complicated system they have.

Mr. WLLms. Senator, we attempted to comparethe relative eficien-
cies and relative costs as to the Treasury Department of the two con-
cepts: (1) of the automatic data processing without withholding, and
(2) the withholding implemented by the automatic data p recessing.
Mr. C Ha in stated in his'speech Wfore the Section on .Taxation of

the New York State Bar Assodation that use of automtic data ptc-
essing would require lowering the interest floor on reporting to $10
and thi would add approximately 150 million foirm 1009's to the
amounts they hav to process which would bring up to a total of 250
million- the form 1099-ls that would be processed. Mr. Caplin said
thisewould cost the Gove-nmdnt $5.5 million a year.

This figures out to a cost of $2.25 forcprocessimg 100 form 1099's
and sitice there would be an increase of 156n(iffion forms there would
be an increase in cost or $3,300,000 in the processing if the reporting
re4uirement'were reduced t6 $10. ' ,

This dosnot take o accoul t the savings possible in doing what
we ere ld by Mr. Smith, Asstant Commissionor of Internal Reve-

nlue, is alreadyy being don' on ft ;kes nd'is being cbjitemPlted on divi-
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'REVENUE ACT OF 1982

dends and interest. This is obtaining magnetic tapes from the divi-
dends payers and interest, which would be processed in lieu of form
1099, into the Treasury Department's ADP system.

If this can be expanded in the form that the Service contemplates,
it will save most of the cost of processing and will assure greater
accuracy. Using magnetic tape provided by payers, the information
goes from one machine to another without intervention of human
effort.

I am confident the information made available to us because of
time, the increase in input, would not have this $5.5 million in cost of
input because so much would be done with magnetic tape with the
intervention of practically no human in between.

The CIAIRMAN. Your investigation hasn't gone far enough to say
whether or not, considering the cost and ari other items relating
thereto, that the net return to the Government. would be more than
92 percent which is the collection now on dividends? I am not
speaking of interest. but of dividends.

Mr. WILLIS. I am confident it will be more than 92 percent, I am
confident it will be more than 99 percent either with withholding sup-
plemented by ADP or ADP without withholding.

•The CHAIRMAN'. But you haven't got any figure.
Mr. WILLIS. I think it is impossible to get that.
May I point out something, though, that comes up in connection with

the efficiency of ADP and the relative costs.
One of the points made by the Treasury Department and Internal

Revenue Service is that with ADP without withholding it would be
possible to collect approximately one-fourth of the estimated tax pay-
able on the present unreported amount of dividend and interest
income.

With withholding, implemented by ADP they estimate it will be
possible to collect about 75 percent.

Further, the Treasury estimates that the, costs of ADP without
withholding, because of the enforcement, the' followup would be very
tremendous, something like $21.3 million.

We met with representatives of the Treasury Department, theIn-
ternal Revenue Service, and the joint committee in December1960,
when our committee was trying to obtain background inforniation
with respect to the problem of withholding.

We were told at t hat time that the ADP machinery that the Treas-
ury Department had ordered was completely c.AapIble of matching
the infomatioii returns with the individual income tax returns and
then printing automat k ally a letter that would go,oi~t to the taxpayer
saying, in effect: ' ,

DEAR ,MR. JONs: You reported $135 in dividends. Information returns that
we have indicate that you received $250. If this is correct you owe additional
tax of $35.10 plus interest conipited to such and such a date of. $1.35. , If. you
are in agreement with the figures that we have, please send your check for this
amount,, Including Interest, along with the 6nelosed 1rihinthed Acard.

Now, inthe groht iirhber of cases it is 0rob-ble whei'el here has
been an omission that there will be n need for correspbndence. , The
taxpayer upbn receipt of this pfint'd c'tnmitnictin0'from the, ma-
chine itself will ag'ee with the e6Ienc., eI cloe hIs cheek,,and this
close the matter toid fldt* be requiredd to hve an ait, assh,
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Now, no one call guess in what number of cases this vill be doneautomatically with virtually no humm being involved in it, every -

thing being done by machine.
It would seem reasonable to expect since we already are well ac-

quainted with the process of paying bills along with prepunched cards,
that the great proportion of the deficiencies resulting from under,
statements of dividends and interest will be paid without the neces-
sity of an actual audit. I would contemplate this letter would state'at
the time it wont out that-
This letter does not constitute an audit of your return Und your retuni may be
subject to audit later on.

We were further informed that the machine lias the capability of
being set to any degree of difference that the Internal Revenue Service
determines.

For example, the Service might determine that a differential of
less than $25 was not worth going after. So the-machine wouldonly
print out letters where there was a difference between the amount, re-
ported and the total shown on the information returns of more than'
$25 or that could be set at whatever figure the Service determined from
experience was appropriate.

Now? the feasibfility of this seems to be pretty well buttressed by
an article by Mr. Stanley Surrey, assistant to the Secretary of the
Treasury, appearing in the current issue of the Tax Law Reiew 'for
January 1962, issue.

Mr.7urrey is talking about billing procedure and not matching
information returns with tax returns and then sending out a bill, but
I believe what he says there would be equally applicable.

With your permission-
The CHAIRMAN. Let me ask you another question.
Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir. y
The CHAIRMAN. Let us assume that the automatic data processing

becomes operative, which it will in time. I am an enthusiast of the
numbering system. I had the privilege of liandling the bill on the
floor of the Senate. I was authorized then by theTreasury to say
that this bill would bring in additional taxes to the extent of $5 bil-.
lion a year.

Now, assumingthat the automatic data processing is in operation
a year from now, wouldn't that be much more effective in collecting
taxes at less expense than the withholding'plan?

Mr. WILLIS. Senator Byrd, after a careful analysis we think it
would be much, more efficient. There would be fewer complications.
There would be a collection of close to the total amount. . I '

The CHAI.RMAN. There wotild'be much less hardship on individuals
with small incomes. Allegedly they will get refunds every quarter.

Mr. WILLIS. This islcorreet, if they file'.laims.
The CHAIRMAN. It iS my opinion that ig going to b impossible th do

in hn effective manner, because th'O iicoficefluctuates in different quar-
ters. At the end Of the year the entire yeat must be checked to deter-
mine whether the refurtds Were excessive. , " ' 1 z 1

Mr. WIL18s. i uliderstaid, tltwgh, that can beidone oiiha spot check
basis .

'The :CHAigxA9. When do you think this numberng'system could
getintooperati6t - ' , ,
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Mr. WILLIS. Well, the numbering system will be in operation Jan-
uary 1, 1963, under the legislation. I understand that the latest word
from Mr. Caplin is that the automatic data processing will be in full
operation throughout the United States as of January 1, 1965.

The CHAIRMAN. But it is your opinion, as I understand it, that the
numbering system would be more effective in collecting a larger
amount of taxes and likewise imposing less hardship than the with-
holding plan ?

Mr. WILLIS. Senator Byrd, we will have the numbering system
either way$ and they also plan under withholding to use the automatic
data processing to check up-

The CHAIRMAN. Our objective, though, is to collect the taxes. That
is the only justification for withholding. What I want to know is
your opinion as to whether the numbering system will be more effec-
tive than the withholding plan.

Mr. WILLIS. I believe it will be more effective, less bothersome to
the payees, the.payors, and the U.S. Government, the Internal RevenueSeriice;- yes, sir.The CH:neAx. I think our Government owes a responsibility to

the millions of taxpayers to make the collection of such taxes as
simple as can be done, bearing in mind always that we should make
everyone pay their share of taxes.

What I am trying to get clear in my mind is whether the plan for
automatic data processing, even if it is deferred for a year from now;
wouldn't it be a much fairer operation than the withholding plan,
whether it is connected with the numbering plan or not.

Mr. T4ROwER. Senator, let me summarize our position with respect
to that: We are quite enthusiastic about the automatic data processing
system. We believe that with proper enforcement it can do the job.
We think it should be given a trial.

We would not favor the introduction of a withholding system unless
and until it is found that automatic data processing has not been
successful. We think it will be successful in closing the largest part
of this gap.

The CHArTMAN. You think there would be a good deal of fraud
in these refunds. The Chair has the same belief about it because,
as you say, it must be practically determined largely on faith.

Mr. TtmowFi. A combination of fraud and error.
The CHAMMAN. That will pr6duee a lot of complications.
Now the interest, of course, is another matter., It is my belief that

there is considerably more evasion in payment of taxes on interest than
there is on dividends.

Mr. WILLS. The statistics show that, Senator.
The CHARMKAN. All dividends are reported to the Internal Revenue

Department by every corporation that pays a dividend. The Internal
Revenue Service has that data to Io on now. If we would enact a: law
rquiring that all interest shQul4 be reported likewise, such as the
interest on bank deposits or buildings and loans, and so forth, I should
thifk that would be helpful in, collecting the taxes on interest.

Mr. THROWER. I think it could be, done by regulation.
The CHAIRMAN. If this numbering plan works as they claim it

will, it certainly ought to be able to consolidate the incoite from both
interest and dividends received by a given individual, thereby deter-
mining whether e.y dividends or interest incomeis being om fitted.
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Have you given any thought to the fact of putting a severe penalty
on those who fail to report dividends and interest?

Mr. WILLIS. We have given consideration to that. We feel it
probably would be inappropriate to try to do it at this time. As
further information is developed, if there is not a substantial im-

provement in compliance because of the fear of automatic data process-
ing which we feelwill follow, then consideration at that time might
begiven to penalizing the negligent taxpayer.

Of course, we already have in the law a 5-percent negligence penalty
provision. At any time it was felt there was a ,negligently prepared
return there could be a 5-percent penalty under the law.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, the complications of withholding the tax
on interest are considerably greater than on dividends, is that right?

Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir.
But we feel these problems of unreported interest are going to be

solved over a period of time. We developed information in our com-
mittee that the commercial banks could report down to $180 of in-
terest payments and only pick up 15 percent of the total accounts that
they had.

Unfortunately, the- statistics they had did not break at the $100
mark which is the figure that we happen to have used in our report.
But we believe it would 'be possible, starting next year, to reduce the
interest reporting level to somewhere between $100 and $150, and
thereafter to reduce it over a period of years as the banks and other
interest payers get into the electronic machinery era as the dividend
payers already have done.

The CHAIRMAN. You approve of these withholding exemptions in
the House bill.

Doesn't that complicate the plan very much?
Mr. WILLIS. I think that it does. When we get into an area of

having exemptions and refunds, and-then have some interest subject
to witholding and some not subject to withholding, we have many
complications.

One of the complications that disturbs me a great deal is a com-
plication on the return to be prepared by the individual.

Take the case of the simplest individual tax return form. This is
form 1040A, the card form, which, you can use if you don't have more
more than $10,000 of income and not more than $200 from sources
other than wages subject to withholding.

For 1959 there were 915,000, out of some 18 million returns, report-
ing "other income." Presumably most of that was dividend and in-
terest income.

I have great admiration for the ingenuity of the forms'division of
the Service but I frankly don't see:how it would be possible to con.
tinue to use the card form in a situation where you have these various
combinations of interest subject to withholding, interest not subject
to withholding, exemptions, refunds, grossing up and all of that. I
think that everybody who has any amount of diVidends and interest
will be required to report on form 1040 and no matter hoW diligently
the form experts work in simplifying.'form 1040 and instrubtiohN it
is going to be quite complicate d. '

The (3HAIRMAN,, One more question: What is the opinion of the bar
association on tie6investment tax!6reditV?: '

82100 0-w.t. 6_--2
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Mr. THRowER. Senator, we have not undertaken to take a categor-
ical position either for or against the credit, we have supplied com-
ments which go to the technical provisions. We did give considera-
tion to it. O course, we found the views divided among those that
I spoke to. There were a good many among those that I spoke to who
opposed it but their reasons for opposing it. were so varied and some
were conditional, so we felt that the opinions would not be of great
value.

The CHAIRMAN. As I, read your statement, the strongest disap-
proval that you have given any part of this bill is the withholding,
and that is because of its complications and the difficulty of operating
under it, is that a fact?'

Mr. THROWER. We have been authorized by the American Bar As-
sociation, after considerable study, to take the position that we have
indicated here on withholding, so that we have taken a stronger
position.

I might indicate, Senator, with respect to the investment credit,
as a matter of general principle, there are some aspects of that which
concern us to the extent it introduces into the Internal Revenue Code
any nonrevenue provisions.

We believe that the acceptance of the Internal Revenue Code by the
public generally depends. upon its maintaining a kind of objectivity
or integrity.

We think that is lost to some extent as nonrevenue provisions are
introduced.

People take great issue with the way in which Congress might spend
money. While people dislike paying taxes, they don't take issue to
the same extent with the way that taxes are being raised.

If political and social provisions that are of a nonrevenue nature
are introduced into the code, then we bring the code into a controversial
area where at any one time you may have a great number of the pop-
ulace opposed, and thus we think it would lose its aspect of objectivity
and integrity, and that would, of course, be adverse to the interests of
the Service, to the Treasury, and to the Government.

As an abstract proposition of long-range significance, we think this
principle is quite important. We have felt within our own section a
great many pressures, more pressures than in the past, to go to the
code for an answer to every problem. We have had great pressures
to approve credit for higher education, great pressure to approve
credit for fallout shelters.,

I noticed the other day the recommendatioh to provide credit for
campaign contributions.

This is a credit to stimulate investment. Each of the objectives
may be excellent, but we feel that each of these steps is a stepin the
wrong direction so far as' the maintenance of the integrity of the
Internal Revenue Code.

I certainly would not want to defend every provision that is now
in the code. We think this could stand substantial -modification but
we think this is a step in 'the wrong direction. ,

The CHAmxAN;. Doyou rekard this tax credits a subsidy?
Senator KXm. What was the question? . ,

The CHAMMAN.' The question is whether the witness regard the
investment tax credit as a subsidy; in other words, whether he regards
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it as a stimulation, a bonus, so to speak, for a business to do a certain
thing in order to receive the credit.

M. TTHROWER. I think I would ; yes.
As I understand it, it is a reimbursement to certain taxpayers for

certain costs of equipment that they incur, and in that sense I think
it is a subsidy.

The CHAIRMAN. It only applies to certain taxpayers. It. is not
universal like most of the taxes. To that extent, it would seem to
me to be a departure from, just as you have stated, the fundamental
principles of taxation on income for the purpose of operating the
Government.

In other words, it is another "gimmick" in an already very compli-
cated tax system. Isn't that right'?

Mr. THRowEn. What I intended to say, I would hesitate to call it
a "gimmick," though I have heard that term used frequently.

The CHAIRMAN. Would you prefer a subsidy or wouldyou prefer
a "gimmick"? [Laughter.]

Senator KERR. Do you mean as a designation of what this is or is a
recipient?

The CHAIRMAN. Those of us who call it a subsidy have been severely
chastised by those who deny it is a subsidy. Well, it is either a sub-
sidy or it is a bonus. It gives a special tax reduction to a taxpayer
who does a specific thing.

Mr. THROWER. It does seem to us to be a kind of appropriation that
is written into the tax bill and not a. revenue measure, as with the other
credits that I spoke of.

The CHAIRMAN. To show the fallacy of the investment tax credits
proposal it is retroactive to Janiary 1 and thereby gives tax relief
amounting to about $600 to $700 million to those companies that
couldn't have been influenced by the tax credit because they started
their modernization perhaps the 1st of January. . They had no infor-
mation then that this itax credit would be adopted by Congress and,
therefore, it was not an incentive. It would be a windfall, wouldn't
it, to those concerns that wotild receive it covering expenditures that
were, made prior to the passage of this bili? I understand it amounts
to about $600 or $700 million; is that your understanding?

Mr. THROWER. I think that taxpayers have been encotirnged to go
ahead and make their investment and not wait on the bill tb he extent
that they were led by that to make theirinvestment- z

The CHAUhMAN-, There is still a Congtess left in this country.
Mr. THROWER. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN, I don't believe the businessmen are going to take

a statement made by the adnminlistatil in powe&-I amnbt referring
tothe present'administration, but tiy of tlien-h theyrecoimnend
a certain thing and then abuslnessman goes ahead bfi the assumption
that it iscertaint~bedeuadted. '

Mr. THROWER. That is true, Senator. They were" lik Wise "endour-
aged last year to make, th.6 iiivdstment and iot whit for their passage

The ftAiakwrAN. Thejn- o tMiit dtitlits as recoinmeiided' last year
were very muchi more extnsive thatlei'thisbIAl.

Mr. T44Ad*PiR. 'TA ih Nhak
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The CHAIRMAN. They included the buildings, and to belogical about
it if you give an investment credit at all, it should include -buildings,
because many industries cannot modernize unless they put up new
buildings

So this is just the beginning of this special treatment and this $1,400
million is a reduction in taxes which falls heavily on all the taxpayers.
It may be necessary to. increase other tax brackets if we ever are to
balance the budget again. I am not certain we are going to balance
it. But if we ever balance the budget again and give relief to this
group of taxpayers, then we will have to increase taxes on other tax-
payers to make up that loss; is that correct

Mr. THRowEa. Senator, if this were an appropriation bill we would
not presume to be here testifing on it; that is, if what you had
referred to as a subsidy were ,ivenby direct appropriations, we would
not consider ourselves specially prepared to testify upon it.

The CHAMMAN. But I understood you to say a few moments ago,
you consider this in the nature of an appropriation.

Mr. THROWER. That is correct.
And we would as a matter of principle think indirect appropria-

tions of things of this sort should not be in the internal revenue bill.
The CHAIRMAN. We also must remember that all of these things

of this character in the nature of a subsidy, whether it is actually a
subsidy or not, whatever it may be, grow and grow.

I have been here 29 years and I have seen them start little and they
getbigger and bi er and bigger and they are never repealed. It may
be thought possible-sometimes that if a corporation receives a sub-
sidy that then they can increase wages and not increase the price of
the product they sell.

That might be possible some day.
Senator Kerr?

.Senator K.mR I am quite interested in the discussion you have
just had.

The CHAIRMAN. I didn't want to offend you by calling it a subsidy,
but I thought it was a good point to start from anyway.

Senator KERR. The reat chairman of this committee could not
possibly offend me. I have respect and affection for him andadmi-
ration, and I am so aware of hisgreat integrity that there , would-be
no possibility of offense.

Certainly men can disagree either as to what something is or what
the significance of it is without thereby offending each other.

The CHAIRMAN. I haven't been offended at all.
Senator KsR. Nor have I.
The CHARMAN. Let's shake hands. [Laughter.1 . -,
Senator KmUU I thought the significance was the question, and I

didn't know whether you answered it or acquiesced in an answer, or
either, asking if a tax reduction to certain taxpayers who do certain
things is a subsidy..

I understood you to say that you interpreted it as an appropriation.
Now, we are talking about tax credit in this bill, and I am sure that you
are as familiar with it and understand it, as well as any ,witness who
has appeared before this con ilttee in thesehearins.

I would like for you to just tell the committee. wether y6u regard
it as a&tax reduction or as.a subsidy or as a gimmick or an appropria-
tion or as a lawyer how you i*tterpret it?
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Mr. THROWER. Senator, I would interpret it as a tax credit that is
dependent upon conditions which are not taken into account in tom-
puting gross income or deductions, therefore, as a credit not related'
to the com mutation of taxable income.

Senator KERR. You say it is not related to taxable income?
Mr. THROWER. Not related-as I understand the credit, it does not

enter into the computation of taxable income.
Senator KERR. That is correct.
Mr. THROWER. It does not reduce the basis of the property which

is acquired.
Senator KERR. That is correct.
Mr. THROWER. And, therefore, it is a non-income-tax item or a non-

income item. It is simply a provision for the credit or reduction of
the taxes that would otherwisebe due.

Senator KERR. The credit against or reduction of taxes.
Mr. THROWER. Taxes otherwise due; yes.
Senator KERR. Then would it be a correct statement to say that it

does provide a tax reduction for any taxpayer in the United States
who complies with it or whose actions conform to the specifications
written into it?

Mr. THROWER. Yes.
Senator KERR. Not the slightest question about that, is there?
Mr. THROWER. I would think not; no.
Senator KERR. It is universal in application in that it is applicable

to any taxpayer who performs in accordance with the requirements
set forth in it in order for that taxpayer to receive that reduction in
his taxes.

The CHAIRMAN. Will the Senator yield at that point?
Senator KERR. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. If there is a loss on the part of the corporation that

makes that investment to modernize then there is nothing, they can't
get a credit.

So it is not uniform entirely.
Mr. THROWER. What the Senator says is, of course correct.
Senator KERR. It might not be an implemented credit but it would

still be a credit, wouldn't it ?
Mr. THROWER. The credit is only against tax that is otherwise due.

If the enterprise for which the purchase is made is unsuccessful, and
there are losses and the carryover is not made available, then the credit
would not be obtainable by-

Senator KERR. Would not be implemented. If it were a subsidy
it would-be implemented, wouldn't it?

Mr. TBROWER. If it were a'direct payment without regard to these
other conditions, it would.

Senator KRR, If it amounted to a subsidy the corporation doing it
would get some benefit from it, wouldn't it, if it were a subsidyI

'Mr. THRoWER. If it were a direct subsidy, that is right. .,
Senator KERR. Therefore, instead of the question by the Senator

from Virginia producing an answer to prove that it is. not a tax re-
duction, in the judgment of the Senator from Oklahdma, the ques-
tion and the answer prove that it is not a subsidy because if lit were
,a subsidy the taxpayer would receive it.
I As I understand .the difference between subsidy and a tax reduc-
tion, on the one hand, a subsidy is something received. A tax reduc-
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tion, on the other hand, is i reduction of the amount of taxes that a
taxpayer owes.

Would you disagree with that,?
Mr. TilnoWEn. Well, that, Senator, seems to me to get in a certain

conflict here of semantics,
Senator KERR. Identify the conflict in semantics.
Mr. THROWER. Well, the conflict-
Senator KERR. I speak to you with a great amount of respect for

your ability or you couldn't have given the lucid statement your pre-
sented here, nor would you be in the position you occupy in the
American Bar Association.

Mr. TuROWER. Well, this certainly is a very new and novel provi-
sion within our particular code.

Senator KERR. When we put a provision--
Mr. THROWER. The terminology that might be applied to it--
Senator KERR. When we put a provision in the code permitting a

reduction of taxable income by charitable contributions that was an
innovation, wasn't it?

Mr. ThRowER. That was allowed as a deduction against income,
whether rightly or wrongly-

Senator KERR. I say that was an innovation, wasn't it?
Mr. TnROWER. That was an innovation, yes, at the point that it had

never been done before.
Senator KERR. It didn't apply to anybody who didn't do it, did it?
Mr. THROWER. That is correct.
Senator KERR. Is that correct?
Mr. THROWER. That would be correct; yes.
Senator KERR. But it did apply to everybody who did do it if they

had taxable income?
Mr. THROWER. That is right.
Senator KERR. Not only right, but correct.
Mr. THROWER. Correct.
Senator KERR. Exemptions for dependent children doesn't apply

to everybody, does it ?
Mr. THnowER. No; it does not.
Senator KERR. It rarely applies to single persons, does it?
Mr. THROWER. Rarely.
Senator Kum. Unless under the laws of the State there is an off-

spring which has either been willingly acknowledged or unwillingly
established. [Laughter.]

Yet it is regarded as a universal application, i 't itj or a law of
universal application as nearly so as one could be. .

Mr. THRowmR. It is applicable to all who meet the conditions of
the provisions; yes.

Senator KERR. Well, that is true of the tax credit provision in this
bill isn't it ?

Mr. THROWER. It is applicable to all who meet the conditions of the
provisions; yes.

Senator KERR. Just as true as the exemption for dependents, Just.
as applicableI

Mr. TnRowFR. In the sense that I sitid; yes.
Senator KERR. Well, on the basis that in either case the lawior. the

benefit applies to anyone whose situation meets 'the requirements of
the law for the benefit to acerue? j
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Mr. THROWER. Well, yes.
Senato KERR. Is that correct?
Mr. THROWER. I think that it is evident; yes.
Senator KERR. I think it is evident. Do you think it is correct?
Mr. THROWER. I think it is evident and correct; yes.
Senator KERR. You are not only an expert lawyer but an adroit,

witness. Now, you were speaking about business expenses. That is
not universal in application if universal in application would mean
that it applied to every taxpayer, is it?

Mr. THROWER. Every taxpayer does not have expenses of that
nature; no.

Senator KERR. But any taxpayer who does, gets the benefit of that
provision under the law; is that correct?

Mr. THROWER. That is correct; yes. Either the benefit or subject
to the limitations.

Senator KERR. I understand. Well this is subject to limitation.
So that the proposed legislation before us or that part of it that

provides for a tax credit is just as universal in application as any of
the other provisions in the code that we have discussed, isn't it?

Senator KERR. Well, they all. apply to a taxpayer who meets the
requirements.

Mr. THROWER. They all apply to taxpayers who meet the require-
ments.

Senator KERR. And neither applies to any taxpayer who does not.
Mr. THROWER. That is true. Some are more limited than others.
Senator KERR. I understand.
Mr. THROWER. The only point I made, undertook to make, was that

within the Internal Revenue Code most of the provisions are related
to the computation of income or matters related to the computation of
income. This is a provision which does not enter into the computation
of income.

Senator KERR. Well, when we reduced certain excise taxes from 20
percent to 10 percent, they didn't enter into the computation of income,
aid they?

Mr. THROWER. Well, that, I think is a-a direct excise tax would
not be within the scope of what I was discussing.

Senator KERR. But I am now bringing it into the discussion.
Mr. THROWER. Well, this is a credit against income tax.
Senator KERR. I say, the reduction of an excise tax from 20 percent

to 10 percent is not dependent upon the income of the taxpayer nor is
it a part of the income tax code, is it?

Mr. THROWER. It is not within the income tax provisions of the
code; no.

Senator KERR. Of the code. Yet it was a tax reduction.
Mr. THROWER. It was a reduction of the excise tax ;yes.
Senator KERR. Would you call'that a tax reduction ?
Mr. THROWER. That woidd be a tax reduction within that area; yes.
Senator KERR. Well, was it a tax redtction?.
Mr. THROWER. Yes, definitely.
Senator KERR. Will the proposed tax credit in this law, if enacted,

be a tax reduction ?
Mr. THROWER..XNot in the general sense that we have commonly in

the past thought of tax reduction.
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Senator KERR. You mean not similar to other-
Mr. THIROWER. Not in a-
Senator KERR. You mean it will be dissimilar to other tax reduc-

tionsI
Mr. THROWER. That is right.
Senator KERR. But will it be a tax reduction?
Mr. THROWER. It will be a reduction of the obligation of the tax.

payer who gets the benefit of it and to that extent it will be a tax reduc-
tion.

Senator KEmm. Well, that is almost an affirmative answer [laughter]
and I appreciate it.

Now, you were talking about the withholding provision of the law.
At this point, did the chairman have a definition he wanted to put in
the record? I see the dictionary there.

The CHAIRMAN. There is something I would like to put into the
record.

We have been talking about reductions on earned income. This is
entirely income.

Senator KERR. I was not talking about reduction in earned income.
The CHAIRMAN. You cited a number of things. Take dependent

children and all that.
Senator KERR. I did.
The CHAIRMAN. This is not an exemption; it is a tax credit.
Senator KERR. It is a reduction, Mr. Chairman, of taxable income.
The CHAIRMAN. I know it is.
Senator KERR. They get the reduction whether it is against earned

income or investments.
The CHAIRMAN. No; you take it off your tax. That is entirely dif-

ferent from making a deduction from your earned income. Here is
the definition of subsidy in the dictionary:

Pecuniary aid directly granted by Government to an individual or commercial
enterprise deemed productive of public benefit.

When you take a tax credit after estimating what your tax is, it is
entirely different from a tax reduction, because a tax reduction should
be taken off of the earned income before yodr tax is determined; isn't
that correct?

Mr. THROWER. Well, within the income tax field, that would be
correct; es.

The GHAiRMAN. I think the dictionary here, with all due consid-
eration to my very learned and distingtisied friend-

Senator KERR. I read the same provision into the record the otherdayThe CHATIMAN. Well, nobody questioned it at that time.

Senator KERR. I am not questioning it now.
The CHAIMAN. Here it is and I think it applies to this case:

"pecuniary aid directly granted by Government to an individual or
commercial enterprise deemed productive of public benefit."

Now, the basis of investment credit is that it is for public benefit
because these industries Will be inditced to modernize, and that is al-
leged to be for ptiblib benefit. But I will compromise with my dis-
tingatished friend and let's call it a gift. [laughter]; that is what it is.

Senator KERR. But you see, Mr. Chairman, and, of course, we will
carry this n-
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The CHAIRMAN. If you want to read the definition of a gift we can
locate it in this dictionary.

Senator KERR. We wil carry this on, I am sure, after this is over
with. The Senator from Oklahoma does not regard this as A grant
or as a gift, because a grant or a gift is something which the receiver
obtains by acceptance, and that is all the receiver has to do.

The CHAIRMAN. Except this-
Senator K'Ri. No; in order to get this investment credit they have

to do certain things.
If you maki a grant to me, all I have to do is to accept it.
The CHTAMMAN. Let me change it now and make it a bonus, if you

don't like the word "gift" or "subsidy."
Senator KERR. I like the word "gift." I even like gifts, either as a

giver or a givee. It is just a matter of interpretation of the signifi-
cance of the law, of the language in a bill. Where the taxpayer has
to do certain things in order to receive a credit the Senator from Okla-
homa does not regard the credit as a grant or a gift or a subsidy but
as a reditwtion in the tax owed by the taxpayer and with reference to
which he is able to reduce his taxes by that amount by reason of having
performed in accordance with the requirement in the law to entitle
him to receive that reduction in his tax liability to his Government.

The Senator from Oklahoma had to make his living at one period
in his life practicing law, and although he may not have learned much,
he learned that much.

The CHAIRMAN. I regard the Senator from Oklahoma as the best
cross-examiner I have ever known and I hope he will never get me on
the witness stand. [Laughter.]

Senator KERR. Let's go to withholding, Mr. Witness.
Are you familiar with the way regulated, investment companies

operate?
Mr. THROWER. May I refer that to Mr. Willis?
Mr. WILLIS. Not sjeciflRcally. I have some knowledge of it.
Senator KERR. Well, I am going to try to outline what I think is the

method of their operation and do not do so critically, I have sat
on this committee and helped write ti law under which they operate,
and I think 'it is a reasonable law and a ju lawt but I want to talk
to you about it and ask you a question or two.

You are a~iare of the fact that a regulated investment company that
passes its earnihgs on through to its owners or stockholders or share-
holders or partidpant.$ has no tax liability to the Government with
reference to those earnings.

Mr. WILLms. That is right.
Senator KuRi. You are familiar with that
Mr. WhLLus. Yes, sir. .
Senator KERR. Amre you familiar with the fact that in many cases

and maybe most of them, and in my judgment all of them where they
are able to do so, they have a contract with the participant or the
owner or the beneficiary whereby those earnings are deposited i4to a
depository, ordinarily a bank, in a fund, which, when so deposited
under the terms of the agreement between the participant and the
company, axe deemed to have been distributed to th partiipant

Mr. WiLLIS. Yes, sirI ani acquainted with that.
Senator KERR. "But with reference to which the piipant ha no

right to withdraw? c
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Mr. WILI& Correct.
Setntor KERR. So that they are retained there and under that agree-

ment the investment company reinvests it?
Mr. WILLIS. That is correct, sir.
Senator KvP.R. For the account of its shareholders and that then each

shareholder gets hisparticipation in the asset acquired by the rein vest-
ment of that distribution.

Mr. WILLIS. Correct, sir.
Senator KER. What percentage of those shareholders do you think

included in their tax returns the amount. of money t hus distributed
by the investment company by depositing it into a reinvestment fund
with reference to which the equitable or actual beneficiary never actu-
ally receives it until he either withdraws his entire account or at a
certain date he begins to receive a certain amount a month or other-
wise terminates his arrangement with the investment company?

Mr. W ,rms.. Senator Kerr, I think a very high percent included it
for the reason that the investment fund has to get out a notice at the
end. of the year to tell the total amount of the distribution, the amount
subject to ordinary income tax and the amount of capital gain. Thus
the shareholders receive a specific notice as to the amounts they have
received during the year.

While it is only surmise, I would surmise that most of the recipients
of those notices have reported the correct amounts in their tax returns.

Senator KERR. You think most of them do?
Mr. WILMS. Yes, sir, I do.
Senator KEmH. Are you familiar with the fact that a very large

percent of savings accounts, both in savings banks and commercial
banks, are handled in such a way that periodically the bank credits
the savings account of the depositor with the interest earned and that
the depositor is notified of it or aware of it only by reason of the fact
that when he receirns his statement at such times as the statements are
furnished to the depositors, in which, if he examined it carefully lie
will find that his account now reflects what he put in it plusthe earn-
ings that have been deposited to him.

Mr. Wmtis. I am acquainted with this practice; yes, sir.
Senator KERR. And that the same is true of building and loan as-

sociations and the commercial banks advertise the advantages of the
saver depositing funds and letting the income be added to the prin-
cipal so that the earngs are compounded, and thereby the account
caused to grow at a relatively faster or accelerated rate.

Mr. WILLS. The Senator states it very accurately, yes, sir.
Senator KEm..The Senator from Oklahoffia was talking t6 a v*ry

dear friend of his the other day, who ig the mtalhaging officer, of one
of Oklahoma's fine banking institutions, and the eoAversitiof iong
this line took p lace. ' 1

He said, "You know, I think this withholding tax is going to pi'o-
duce an astoniahng amount of revehue." This gentlema ih's not oily
one of the best batkers In Oklahbma, he is ohe of the best lawyers in
Oklahoma.

He said, "Every member'Of fiy fa~iily aid ry wife's family, and
our in-laws have savings accouMts. *We have a. good ah income tax
consultant as. there -is ih Or atei." "le said, afterr this Isgue was
brought up atid was-brdught ttbout by the suggestIon that a ithh6ld-
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ing tax be legislated, I went back and checked to see if the earnings
credited to the accounts of the members of my family had been in-
cluded in their tax returns, income tax returns, and, le said, "to my
amazement I found out they had not been." m

He said, "I immediately visited our tax consultant to revisecurrent
and previous tax returns to show those earnings."

He said, "It certainly was an astonishing experience,, but4" lie said,
"I understood how easily it happened because of the fact that it was
income we were unaware of, we never saw,'and just, accumulated to
us and inadvertently had not been included in our returns."

Would you say that1hat was a rare occurrence.or would you say it
night be possible that, that was an occurrence of some degree of
frequency? .

Mr. Wrxu.is. I think it is an occurrence with some degree of fre-
quency, I think there are a large number of people who have been
credited with interest on their savings accounts .or their savings and
loan accounts which they have not thought of at the time of preparing
their tax return and have not'included in their taxable incoute.

I might mention we hie talked to quite a few bankers and cor-
responded with bankers and this is a matter that is beginning to
concern them entirely aside from the taxation aspect.

Some banks have estimated that as to 25 *percent of their savings
accounts depositors no longer. have accurate addresses and are not
sure how to communicate with their depositors. They are becoming
aware of the fact this is poor public relations and quite a few of them
have indicated they think they are going to get around to the
practic -

Senator KERR. Get what? ,
Mr. Wi rs. Get around to the practice of sending out an annual

statement to the depositor telling. himithe balance in his account, how
much he was credited with interest., They will do this as a matter
of customer relationships, and also keeping their customers' addresses
up to date. We would hope, with theautomatic data, procesigand
the amount required to be reported eventually reduced to a level per-
haps comparaile to the $10 level for dividends, which I thitik some
day will be feasible, there will be a much higher level of reporting
interest income credited on accounts in bidiks and- savings 'and loaninstitUtiOns. •

Senator KvFi A witness appeared. here the other day representing
a certain group of regulated investment companies..'In fact he not
only represented the grbtip but he was the matiaging head of what he
saidwas one of the very large ones.

He said the passage of this withholding tax wotild',destroy the
integrity of their. arrangement 'with their participants by reason of
the Lact that they wouldthen not be able, to meet their commitments
to their partidliprits which they can do only by compounding all
of the revenue received by their participants and adding 'it to the
principal of their.asset rotate oraccount.

The Senator from Oklahima was rather astonished at that state-
ment because itmade it quite plain to rhim, to me, asto fthe itiatton
that exists there, that evdently his, company,. and 1-would' presume
those that he represented, was such- that the sUccess of thdirrlation-
ship vith their shareholders 4nd ftheir ability to do what theyhad
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assured their shareholders they would do and could do for them, de-
pended upon their shareholders paying their income tax on their
earnings out of their funds if they pai them at all, out of money
other than the earnings which that particular investment generated.

I wondered if it wasn't entirely possible that the millions of people
participating in these investment funds, apparently the most of whom
do not get their earnings in the form of actual cash distributions
received, in many instances, and maybe a very high percentage of the
instances, would be unaware of the fact that they had that taxable
income.

Mr. WILMS. Senator, I think in the case of the participants in the
plan you speak of, they would receive notices from the company at the
end of the year, because they have, as I mentioned, the two classes of
income that must be broken down so they can promptly report them on
their tax returns.

Senator KERR. Well, you know the participants in farm cooperatives
get their notices but they don't pay any tax on it.

Mr. WILLIS. I am acquainted with the figures which tend to show
that, sir.

Senator KER. Don't you think that if we pass a law whereby a
farm cooperative withholds 20 percent of the amount credited to the
participant and transmits it to the Government against the tax lia-
bility of that participating farmer, whether it exists or not, that it
would be equitable to provide the same treatment for the participant
in an investment fund I

Mr. WILus. Senator, I am not well acquainted with cooperatives.
As I understand it, under the proposed bill the same treatment would
be accorded to the participants in tie cooperative as the stockholders in
a mutual investment fund.

There would be the same withholding.
Senator'Kzr. Well, don't you think if we are going to apply that

principle to the farmer who is a member of the co-.op, that we ought
to apply it to the town man who is a member of the group imi an in-
vestment fund venture?

Mr. Wxus. You mean one of these investment clubs not the regu-
lated investments?

Senator Krim. I am talking about the regulated investment com-
panies

Mir. Wnus. I think the same thing is applied, Senator. I think
there is a 20-percent withholding there, too,..on their dividend pay-
ments.

Senator KERR. There is in this provision.
Mr. Wrws. Yes, sir. In the proposed law.
Senator KRR. But as I understand your position you are opposed

to the withholding feature of this law.
Mr. Wmurs. Yes, sir.,
Senator Km., Are you opposed to the provision that withholds

20 percent of the amount of the credit certificates issued by farm
co, ops to farmers IMr. Wiais. I think it is just as unnecessary there as it is in the

case of the withholding on the dividends and interest, yes sir,
Senator KERR. In other words, you would be just as muck opposed

to that provision of the law as you are to theother•
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Mr. WI,LIS. Yes sir
Senator KERn. Thank you, very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Thrower, I think most of us are in agree-

ment that no doubt there are a substantial number of savings accounts
upon which interest is allowed to accumulate and credited back to
the account and which, in turn, is not reported as taxable income by
the depositor.

However, can you imagine many situations existing where bankers
themselves are not aware of the fact that the interest which is cred-
ited back to their own accounts or to that of their families would
not be taxable?

Would not most bankers realize that interest is a taxable part of
their income?

Mr. THROWER. I would think that most bankers would realize that.
Senator WILLAMS. It would be hard to realize man situations

where there would be lack of knowledge on the part. of tMe depositor
that his interest which was credited back to his account was not prop-
erly supposed to be included in his taxable income?

Mr. THROWER. I would think that would be right, yes.
Senator WILLAmS. Now, in connection with the investment credit,

I don't want to get involved in a discussion between two very able
lawyers. I, as a layman, certainly know better than that.

However, I have been reading with interest here comments on a
report which has been submitted, as I understand it, by your group
to the staff of the committee for study. It is .entitled " Comments
on Sections 2 and 14." And as I understand it these comments rep-
resent the comments of different, members of your organization but
which have not been boiled down, you might. say, to be included in
your statement which you presented to our committee today.

Mr. THROWER. That is right.
Within the limited time we had available we undertook to dis-

tribute the House bill, and the House report as widely as possible,
among the several committees that would be interested atid con-
cerned and would have a responsibility.

This would extend to several hundred members of the tax section.
We have compiled their comments, and they are represented in

these reports that are headed "Comments." Those are not repre-
sentations by the committee as such, but simply an individual member.
They certainly-

Sengtdr KEiR. You made it very clear they were not the position
of the American Bar Association, didn't you I
* Mr. THiOWER. 'That is right.,
Well, I intended to; yes. They are individual comments.
Senator WILLt AMS. That is my understanding, they are the com-

ments of the individual members of the American Bar Association.
Mr. THROWEn. That is right.
Senator WUUIAMS. I noticed some of these comments are rather

I am reading from comments on section 2. I am quoting this par-
ticul r member Of your organization:

I am completely opposed to the investment credit provision. It provides
leedIve rate reduction for a lij ited group of taxpayers and is an outright

subsidy.
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At least that member of your organization thought this was an out-
right subsidy.

Commenting, he said:
It Is extremely unfair to the taxpayer who made an investment in depreciable

property last year or the year before, and he does not qualify for the credit
this year.

The CHAIRMAN. Will the Senator from Delaware yield for just
one moment I

Senator WILLIAMS. Yes.
The CHIAIMAN. As I remember the representative of the CIO called

it a subsidy.
Senator WILLIAMS. It's been called subsidy, as I understand it, by

several others.
Senator KERR. Will the Senator yield?
Senator WILLIAMS. Oh, yes.
Senator KERR. Would the chairman ask the staff to notify both the

man who made that comment and the representative of the 010 of the
chairman's approval of their comment?

The CHAIRMAN. They indicated the chairman's approval at .thfe
time. I mentioned the fact that the U.S. Chamber of Commerce was
opposed to this, I won't call it a subsidy.

Senator KERR. I noticed you put them on the bottom of the totem
pole.

The CHAIRMAN. I used the word "gimmick." The National Asso-
ciation of Manufacturers is opposed to it. The CIO and AFL is op-
posed to it, and the American Farm Bureau is opposed to it, and the
Farmers Union is opposed to it.

Senator WILLIAMS. I would like to continue. There were other
members of your organizations who were likewise opposed to it. I
would like to read the comments of this member of your organization:

The provision for the so-called investment crel it is so basically wrong-in
principle that It sems next to useless to attempt o achieve any technical im-
provement. I start with an unreserved endorse, ent of the minority report
printed on pages B-5 through B-14 In House Rejlort No. 1447 to accompany
*11R. 1050.

Reading again, I find that another member of your organization has
this to say:

The question is whether either approach would have the desired effect so as
to warrant selectivity and subsidy.

So we find the word "subsidy" drawn aH throuuth Tliese comments of
the various members of your organization. So I don't think there is
too much of a difference of opinion or too much exception cah be
taken to the point that there are many people Who have considered this
investment credit proposal and have termed it a "subsidy."

Senator KERR. You know a lot of people thought. the world was
level until Columbus proved otherwise.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is correct.
Senator KERR. The compounding of error never created accuray.

[Laughter.]
Senator WLLIAMS. The Senator from Delaware hhd one other

statement here:
If one were to advocate that the amount of investment credit would' be do.

ducted from basis, we merely create another problem. In terms of subsidy it
would mean there was only a question of degree.
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Senator KEW. That was not the statement of the Senator from
Oklahoma.

Senator WILLIAMS. No, no; it is a statement of the members of this
profession of attorneys. As a layman-

Senator KzPu. Of attorneys.
Senator WILLIAMS. I understand the members of the American Bar

Association are attorneys. I understand the Senator from Oklahoma
is an attorney. I

Senator Krm. I am an attorney, I am not a member of the Ameri-
can Bar Association.

Senator WILAMS. No; but I am quoting from a most respected
profession of men who have told us laymen that this is a subsidy.
nd I understand that the witness before us likewise has agreed that

this is in effect a subsidy. [Laughter.]
I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Km. There is another answer provided for you, Mr. Wit-

hess, but you are not bound by it. You can state your own coficlu-
sions.

Senator WILLIAMS. I will ask the witness this question. In answer
to the question from the chairman of the committee, did you not like-
wise agree that this was a subsidy I

Mr. THROWER. With your leave, Senator, il I may'at this point I
would like to stand on the record. (Laughter.]

The CHAMAN. That is a good witness.
Senator Douglas?
Senator DoumLs. I would like to ask Mr. Thrower thisquestion: It

s quite evident that you prefer automatic data processing to with-
holding for the collection of taxes on dividends and interest.

Do you favor the replacement of withholding or automatic data
processing on the collection of wages and salaries?

Mr. Tunowmi. We do not; no.
Senator DouGLAs. You do not ?
Mr. THROWER. We do not; no.
Senator DOUOLAS., You favor withholding for wages and salaries.
Well now, if automatic data processing is superior to withholding

for the collection of taxes on dividends and interest, why is it not
superior for the collection of taxes- on wages and salaries

Mr. THROWFm. May I again ask the chairman of odr comni ittee-
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes; I would be much interested in the answer

to that question.
Mr. TihRoWow (continuing). To comment on that.
Mr. Wris. Senator, I think there are several differences.
In the case of withholding on wages for most part you have one

employer. It is possible tolhave personal exemptions reognized so
that in the ordinary case the withholding is going to about equal the
tax liability.

In the second place, the wage earner usually has nothing but his
wage with- which to pay taxes. The person receiving dividends or
interest income has his stock, bond, or bank accoutit available to the
(ax collector, so if he does not report and the service atehes up with
him, there is the capital available. The' wage earner does not have
this capital available.
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Senator DouvaAS. May I answer that?
Mr. Wmus. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. The record shows that about 25 percent of divi-

dend and interest payments taken together escape taxation, whereas
the percentage of wages and salaries which escape taxation is relatively
small, it is something in the order of 3 percent.

Mr. WiLmS. That is correct, sir. The percentage in the case of
dividends where we have adequate information returns filed now is
in the area of 7 or 8 percent.

This is the percentage of dividends escaping taxation that should be
taxed.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes; but I mean if you take dividend and interest
together it is approximately 25 percent.

Mr. Wi uis. This is correct. The big gap is in the interest area.
Senator DOUGLAS. I understand.
Mr. Wus. And the withholding would not. close all of this because

there will not be withholding on all of the interest that is paid.
Senator Duors. Now the withholding system was applied , to

wages and salaries, as I understand it, in approximately 1942.
Mr. WILLIS. That is correct, sir.
Senator DOUGLAs. Before the electronic computing machines had

come into existence. Now, they are in existence. Why not scrap
withholding for wages and salaries and substitute automatic data
processing for them?

Mr. Wfums. I think that there are reasons why we should not do
that. We then would have to require all wage earners to file declara-
tions of estimated tax, which is done by people who have a substantial
amount of other income now.

The most efficient way in the case of the wage earner is to deduct
his tax from the source, as it is paid. There is a different problem in
the case of the wage earher than the recipient of dividends or interest.

Senator DOUGLAS. Why is that not the most efficient way of collect-
ing taxes from those receiving dividends and interest.

.Mr. WiuLis. Because there is the capital available to insure the
payment of the tax in the case of the dividend and interest. There
is not the capital available in the case of the employees.

Senator DoUGLAs. The record shows that 25 percent of divided
and interest escapes taxation year after year after year after year.

Mr. Wx;is. Senator, I am convinced that with the proper utiliza-
tion of automatic data processing it is going to be possible to close
that gap to a negligible'am6unt. I think it would be possible to close
it more than the amount'indikAted in table 10 of Mr. Dillon's exhibit 2
with the use of withholding. /

Senator DoI)OLAS. If you have such cotifldence in automatic data
processing why not applyit to wages and salaries?

Mr. WILLIs. We have dissimilair situations because we cannot give
reflection reasonably in the dividend aiidinterest area to the marital
status and theniimiber 6f dependents, for example._

In the case of dividends and interest, there either has to be a total
exemption or no exemption. Everybody seems agreed this'is the only
practical way of working the exemption system in the case of divi,
dtends and iffterest.
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Senator DOUGLAS. You are aware of the fact, are you not, that there
are some 87 million cases of overwithholding in the case of wages and
salaries, are you notI

Mr. WILLIS. The total flgure- .yes, sir; it is around that.
Senator DOU.LAS. Approximately 60 percent on those who earn

wages and salaries have more taxes withheld from them than they
Ultimately owe.

Mr. WILLIS. This is correct Senator.
Senator DOUGLAS. Is not this a severe hardship that they experienceI
Mr, WILLIS. I wish we had more complete statistics with respect to

this area. I confess that I was somewhat concerned as I reviewed
the available figures. If we knew not just what the average refund
is, which incidentally amounts to about $125, but what the median
refund was, we would get a much better idea. If the great bulk of
these refunds are in the area of $5 or $10, and then we have a rela-
tively few large refunds to bring the average up to $125, I would feel
it is not a very severe problem.

If, in fact, the median refund gets close to $125, then I think a study
should be made to ascertain the reason for this. There may be several
reasons: A person who is employed may lose his employment. He
may have seasonable unemployment. He may have unexpected medi-
cal expenses.

Senator, I am expressing personally my personal viewpoint and
not at all the viewpoint of the American Bar Assciation, but I would
feel if the statistics showed there was much excess withholding on
wages because of these conditions that cannot be reflected in the rates
of withholding, that consideration should be given to intra-annual
refunds in the case of withholding on wages.

I think it is only fair that it should be done in that case where there
are these factors that cannot be considered in the rates of withholding.

Senator DOUGLAS. You propose quarterly refunds then in wages and
salaries comparable to the quarterly refunds provided in the present
bill?

Mr. WILLIS. I don't know whether it would be necessary to have it
quarterly or not, Senator.

Senator DOUoLAS. Would you attempt to have it quarterly to at-
tempt to make the treatment parallel ?

Mr. WiLis. Perhaps it should be quarterly. But certainly the
man who has lost his job or has had unexpected medical expenses
and because of the overwithholding sh0Uld get his tax more promptly
than at the end of the year.

Senator DOUGLAS. Aren't you subjecting yourself to the criticism
that you are giving more favorable treatment to the recipients of
dividends and interest than to recipients of wages and salaries, be.
cause you approve of withholding in the case of those receiving wages
and salaries, but disapprove of it in the case of those receiving divi-
dends and interest? Why should you have inequality of treatment
between two classes? I am not saying that wages and salaries are
more honorific than dividends and interest. I am not maitining
that, although at one tite the Internal Revenue Code did give them
better treatment.. I am merely saying, are they not equal, of equalvalue?

Mr. WIuLIs. Yes; I thiiik they are of equal value.

82190 0-42-pt. 6-8
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Senator DouoLAs. Why should you give a dollar of dividend and
interest favored treatment as compared to a dollar of wages alid
salaries?

Mr. WILLIS. The recipient of dividends and interest, who is going
to be in a tax bracket is required to file a declaration of estimated
taxes paid at least on a quarterly return, so the tax is paid quarterly
on his declaration of estimated tax liability.

Senator DouoLAs. But the withholding on wages and salaries is
each week.

Mr. WILLIs. This is true. So there is that loss of time. But I
think that in the case of wages and salaries this is truly a benefit as
the easy way of paying the tax.

Senator bourAs. Why would it not be a benefit in the case of
dividend and interest? Let's assume that people who receive dividends
and interest are law-abiding citizens who want to pay their taxes.
This enables them to pay their taxes as they o a onjg instead of
waiting until the end of the year to pay it. This was the great rea-
son why withholding was imposed in the case of wages anA salaries
at the outbreak of World War II.

Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. It makes that easier for them instead of throw-

ing this strain upon them. They don't have to remember as much.
They don't have to draw down their account as much at the end of
the year, but can use the pay-as-you-go principle which was said to
be a great improvement in the tax system when it was first introduced20years ago. Why not have pay as you go for everyone

Mr. WILLIS. I think we do have pay as you go through the declara-
tion of estimated tax.

Senator DoUoLAs. The record shows that the estimated income is
not equal to the actual income in the case of dividends and interest
and also not equal to actual Income in the case of independent busi-
nesses and professional people who get their income directly from
the public, without going. through the intermediate receiving corpo-
ration.

Mr. WILLIS. Senator, as I remember the statistics the refund be.
cause of overpayment on the tax returns about equaled in dollar
amount the additional tax to be collected.

There was about an offset on'the two. There was substantial anidunt
of refunds, too, arising not only from wage withholding but also the
declaration-of estimated tax.

So quite a-
Sentor DouGLAs. I don't wish to pursue the subject much further,

because I do thifik that you are laying yourself op6en to the criticism
that you are trying to protect the recipients of dividends and interest
to a degree that you do not wish to protect the recipients of wages
and salaries.

May I ask a question about the-
Mr. Tnnown. Senator, if I may comment on that particular, state-

ment before wo leave it.
Senator DoUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. TnowzWi. Because I would not want there to be any question

about our position.
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We don't feel that because withholding is deemed by us to be effi-
cient in aiding the collection of one particular type of income that
there is any intent to discriminate if we conclude th at it is not efficient
in undertaking to collect another type of income, .and that is simply
our position- ,

Senator DOUOLAS. You haven't tried it yet.
Mr. TimnOWi. Of the basic facts.
Senator DouoiLs. And the same predictions were made by less in-

fluential people when the withholding tax was proposed: for wages
and salaries. It was said to be administratively cumbersome and
could not be worked out.

I believe that after a year. or two the bugs were eliminated and the
system has gone along very well. The percentage of evasion is rela-
tively slight. The percentage of refunds is extremely high much
greater, I would think, than would be the case of dividends and inter-
est, because the average income of recipients of dividend and interest
is appreciably above the average income of those of wages and
salaries.

Are you not exaggerating. the administrative difficulties I
Mr. THROwER. Well, of course, our representations in our report

will have to speak for themselves. But in the one instance you are
dealing with payments that may for a year total or average two or
three thousand dollars or more, where there is a receipt given to the
payee and there is a report and accounting to the FederalGo .vernent.

On the other hand, you are dealing with many hundreds of millions
of accounts that may be less than payment items thatmay be less than
$10, maybe 40 cents, 60 cents, with no reportingor accounting in either
direction, and our conclusion is not that the income should not be
collected, but simply that this particular technique, we think, is not
an efficient way to correct the problem of underreporting.

Senator DouOLAs. May I ask a question about entertainment ex-
penditures whikh you touch upon ?

I take it that you believe that ,the language under section 274(d)
and possibly also (b) is too indefinite, and would be subject to a great
zone of uncertainty which would hamper its admitistration, is that
correct? thn hti

Mr. THRozR. Wethinktlat i true; yes.
Senator Douos. Wouldn't thisbe true of any qualitative tests?

These are primarily qualitative tests.
For instance, it says business meals under (d) of a type generally

considered to be condiuoive to business discussion. This involves te
comparative merits of a businessman's lunoh. and an elaborate dinner
at the 21 Club or other 61ace of entertainment the, degree to ,whidhattend6fice at y FaIir Lady or the Follies,' if the Follies are
still going, Woulcbe condudive to operation of business. es

Mr. Tinowz. Wel~l, as to the first Senator, we would think that
the meeting at idayj shotdd meet the same tests as the meeting in
the evening.

Senator Doyaus;-You mean that it should require the evening
entrtaitent to be of the same simPle characteristic which is ordi-
naiily attendant li6in anoon luihheon 1
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,Mr. THROWER. Well, the test, I intended to refer to was the test that
it be directly related or attributable to the business or the production
of income or whatever the words may be..

Senator DOUGLAS. You find fault with that because you say it is
subject to a great zone of uncertainty as to how it is to be interpreted.

Mr. THROWER. Well, would it mean, for example, as to the meeting
at midday, that you need not show that it is related, directly related
to the conduct of a business?

Senator DOUGLAS. Wouldn't it be simpler if you imposed quantative
tests?

Mr. THROWER. Well ,I think-
Senator DOVGLAS. Say that a luncheon check was in excess of $5,

that would be-that this would be excessive or an evening dinner in
excess of $10.

Mr. THROWER. Well, Senator. I think when you attempt to take the
complex,. varied operations of all different kinds of business, and state
them in an arbitrary formula you are producing more problems than
you are removing.

Senator DOUGLAS. But you are finding fault with the present defini-
tion because these are qualitative terms. I

Mr. THROWER. I don't think I intended to do that. I say, the im-
port of my remarks as I intended it, was that there simply are some
ambiguities in here which seem evident to us, and that they can be
clarified and should be clarified.

Whatever the rule may be, is it intended that entertainment for
goodwill be allowed or not allowed ? Now that is an important issue.

Senator DoUGJJAs. Remember the expression, "Liberty, liberty, whatcrimes are committed in thy name."
Can it not 'be now said, AGoodwill, goodwill, what crimes are com-

mitted in your name"?
Mr. THROWER. My first statement is that it should be clearly stated

one way or the other.
Senator DovoLAs. Would you favor a provision that entertainment

for the purposes of goodwill wouldnot be tax exempt?
Mr. TmiowERn. It would not be a question of tax exemption. I

would say that if the entertainment is for the 'benefit of a business
and is a business expense, as a general-proposition w*e think that busi-
ness expenses that are lemitimate, that is,-are. not illegal or inimbral
or against public policy, should be deducted.-

Senator DoUGLAs. What wofltd you say about'the case of the morti-
clian who spent $5,000 entertaitifig people on his yacht in Florida and
justified it on the ground th'at it was a business expense to attract fu-
ture customers, and-wag successful in maInftlntg'his claim.

Mr. Tnnown. As an internal revenue agent, I would find it hard
to maintain that position.

Senator DOVULAS, Well, hewas successful in miftitainitip his claim.
Mr. THRowER. The regulatitis hatve required a showitig thitt the ex-

pense be attributable
Senator DovGLAs. 11e-was buildihg'uo goodwill bn the 'lart of those

who would die in the! fttire whose heirs might wish to have this
gentleman bury him.

Senator Kgii. What he was doing was inorder that they might have
their heirs bury otem.
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Senator DOUGLAS. I don't think there was any homicide.
Senator KERR. Not at all, not at all,: but I would think that his

entertainment of prospective customers might be with reference to the
business they would be paying for rather than the business for which
their heirs would pay.

Senator DOUOLAS. All right.
Mr. THROWER. Senator, we think there has prevailed very widely

and unfortunately a feeling that any expense in this area if it had a
very remote business relationship could be deductible.

Senator DOUGLAS. You think there have been abuses?
Mr. THROWER. There is no question about that.
Our feeling is that they, under the present law should not have been

allowed.
Senator DouvLos. Would trips to Europe to enhance one's profes-

sional capabilities? Would that be a proper expense ?
Mr. THROWER. We will always have judgment questions whatever

the rule may be and that involves-
Senator DouGLAs. I merely ask your judgment. Is an expense to

go to Europe, to go to a meeting of a trade or professional association,
a proper deductible item?

Mr. THROWER. Well, I think that if it involved a meeting with
foreign businessmen very much interested in the problems-

Senator DOUOLAS. No. I mean a professional association.
Mr. THROWER. I thought you referred to it as a trade association.
Senator DOUGLAS. I was trying to be polite. Let us say professional

association.
Senator KERR. A lawyer going over there to an international bar

meeting.
Mr. THROWER. Well, there would be a judgment. question. I think

that it would be the feeling of the American Bar Association that the
meeting in London did contribute greatly to the profession, and that
those who went to that meeting to partfitpate in that effort were en-
hancing their own position and enhancing the position of the bar
association of both countries.

Senator DOUOLAs.* This would include not merely the cost of travel
between here and London, but it would include supplementary travel
on the Continent?

Mr. THROWER. Well, it certainly wbuld not. It would not include
members of families.

Senator DOUGLAS. Did this apply to doctors if the AMA held its
meeting in, say, Paris?

Mr. THROWER. I do not think a generalized-
Senator DOUrLAS. If it applies to lawyers that they would enhance

their professional skill by going to a meeting of the bar association
in London, why w6uld it not enhance the professional skill of doctors
by going to a meeting in Paris?

Mr. THROWER. I do not think lawyers could just pick any point on
the globe and say, "We want to meet there."

I think the mieeting-
Senat6ik DouoLAs. You prefer Lonldon "to Paris then? Is it proper

to charge up expenses to go to .Londbn but not Paris? You mean
there may be temptations in Paris whih'd6 not exist ift Lohdon?

Mr. TImowER. Or vice versa.
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Senator DouGLAS. Well, why is it that you say that it. is proper to
deduct expenditures for London but not for Paris?

M,'. TnOWER. I am not undertaking to state a flat position. I did
not go on this trip, but. I am saying that there was a purpose for the
select ion of the place of London which was closely related to the aims
and purposes of the American Bar Association.

Senator Dovart-s. British medicine is of a very high order. Anti-
septic surgery came from London with Joseph Lister. Would you say
it. would be proper for the American Medical Association to have its
expenditures at it joint meeting in Iondon deducted from income and
made nontaxable?

Mr. TiumOWER. Not simply because there is some relationship, but
if it, is demonstrable that. the purpose of that meeting is to enhance
t lie value of the services of the American Medical Association, then I
would think that that would be within

Senator DOVOLAS. Would this apply in the case of accountants?
Mr. THROWF.R. What is tlt?
Senator i)otvor.s. That would apply in the case of accountants?
Mr. THROWER. If they meet a test of that sort, yes.
Senator DoITLAS. Well, if they meet. Don't you think they would

meet, this test?
Mr. TiHROWER. I do not know the facts with respect to the medical

association.
Senator DoUOLAS. Why do you think that the travel of the bar as-

sociation met, this test but you are doubtful as to whether the travel
of the doctors or of tie accountants would meet this test.?

Mr. THROWER. Because I know in some detail the reasons for the
holding of the American Bar Association meeting in London. I do
not know in detail any reasons for the other groups.
Senator DouLAs. What about actualies going to Edinburgh? The

Scotch are reputed to be the best actuaries in theworld. I always was
struck by the fact that, most of the American actuaries are of 8cotch
blood. Do you think that would be a. proper deduction?

Mr. THROWER. I simply would not know.
Senator DOoLAs. Wouldn't you think thtt American accountants

would profit from association with the keenest mifids in the actuarial
field ?

Mr. Tinowp. Again, Senator-
Senator DOUOLAS. In other words, you are certain about. lawyers,

you are not certain about these other professions.
Mr. TiuowvER. I do not think on the basis of the simple statement

of some relationship you could judge the business justification for it
trip any place in the world.

Senator DoULAs. Are you dubious, then, for instance, about trade
associations meeting in Nassau whilh, I fun told, is quite a pleasant
place in the wintertime?

Mr. THRowE.R. I tlifk these are questions of degree, and I am not-
not having studied the matter, I do not kffiw where the line is drawn.
I (1o not understand, Senator, thltt there is any proposal to disallow
expenses of atteindingI conventfios of oie's prfessiotial group.

Senator DOUOLAS. 'Wherever they are?
Mr. Tniowit. There is no reference to the limitation of space.
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Senator DoUGLAS. But it is a quest ion-of whether we should or'shoUld
not.

As the Senator from Oklahoma and the Senator from Virginia said,
Congress is an independent agency and is not confined to the proposals
made b the administration. . 1 1

Mr. THROwER. Well, I do not understand thtit, the proposals made
by the House extended any geographical limitation.

Senator DovG.As. Nor is the Senate confined to the proposals made
by the House,

Mr. THROWER. Consequently, I have not studied that particular
thing. I think, as in regard to many of these other questions, it is a
matter of degree.

Senator DOVOLAS. Would not the situation be improved if certain
quantitative tests and standards were laid down in the bill so that we
would not have the vaguenesses of interpretation which can be
stretched for one group but applied more rigidly to another group?
Aren't you really making an argument for a precise definition of
quantitative qualifications?

Mr. THROWER. Senator, as a general proposition, I do not think
there is any substitute for judgment in this area. I do think, we do
think, that administration wil be greatly improved by some of the
measures that have been proposed, and it will be simplified.

We have pointed out that we think there are stiN some ambiguities
that will create problems if.they are not clarified, as all ambiguities do.

Senator DOUOLAS. May I turn to the question of the taxation of for-
eign corporations, particularly the controlled foreign corporations,
and the subsidiaries of American-owned foreign corporations.

This is a highly coinpcated subject, and i confess that I certainly
am not an expert in the field and, of course, I am not a lawyer.

Am I correct in inferring thftt one of the differences between the
taxation of American corporations at home and the taxation of Ameri-
can-owned corporations abroad is the fact that here at home earnings
are taxed as they are made, whereas abroad earnings are taxed only
when transmitted back fo the United States?

Senator KERR. Would the Senator repeat that question?
Senator DOUOLAS. I did not interrupt the Senator from Oklahoma.
Senator KERR. I was paying very close attention. I did not under-

stand the question. I beg yur pardon.
Senator DOUGLAS. Not at all.
Senator KERR. I thought he said "abroad earnings"; I beg your

pardon.
Senator DOu1GLAS. I will try to restate it, for the benefit of the Sell-

ator from Oklahoma, who normally has very acute ears and very
sharp sense.

Senator KFRR. I admit both.
Senator DOUGLAS. I started dUt, may I remind my colleague, with

the statement that I certainly ai|i not an expert in this fleild, not a
lawyer, but seeking enlightinent, afid I hope the Senator will betar with
me in my efforts.

Senator KlRR. Will the Senator yield right there?
Senator DbOGLAS. No; I will not.
Do I understand that the mai-nl'difffrence between the taxation of

the earnings of American httporations ifiorp b ited in this cb6fiftry
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and the taxation of American-owned foreign corporations differs
primarily in this respect:

That the earnings of domestic corporations are taxed annually as
made, whereas in the case of foreign corporations the earnings are
taxed when they are transmitted back to the United States. But as
iong as they are held in foreign corporaitons, taxation is deferred.
Is that question clear to youI

Mr. THROWERi. The question, I think, is clear.
Senator DovoLAs. Is my understanding correct or erroneous?
Mr. THROWER. Let me ask Mr. Appert, if he will, to comment on

that.
Senator DOUOLAS. Yes.
Mr. APPERT. Senator, I think that the net result sometimes amounts

to this although I do not think your statement covers the principle in
full. The answer really is that foreign corporations are taxed only
on income from U.S. sources, and American corporations are taxed-

Senator DOUGLAS. I am speaking of the difference between American
corporations doing business at home and American corporations doing
business abroad and/or incorporated abroad.

Mr. APPioRT. Well, you have two different results there.
Senator DoUorAs. Yes.
Mr. APPERT. An American corporation is taxed on income regard-

less of source, so if it directly operates abroad it is taxed on income as
that income is earned.

If the American corporation has a foreign subsidiary, the foreign
subsidiary is not taxed at all unless it earns income from U.S. sources.

Senator DOuOLAs. That is the point I want to make. Taxation on
the earnings made abroad, will only be taxed when they are sent back
to the United States.

Mr. APPERT. They will be taxed in this country.
Senator DOUoLAS. That is correct.
Mr. APPRT. They will be taxed in the country where the company

is operating.
Senator DOUGLAS. Suppose a foreign subsidiary of an American

corporation is based in the Canton of Zug in Sw'itzerland or in the
principality of Liechtenstein, in both of which places, asI understand
it, there are no personal income taxes and no corporate income taxes;
isn't that correct?

Mr. APPEwr. There are no corporate income taxes under certain
circumstances.

Senator DOttLAS. Isn't it true in general that there are no income
taxes in Liechtenstein, no corporate income taxes in Zug, and very
low personal tt&fietaxes in Zug; isn't that-true?

Mr. APPErr. At least it is true that certain types of arrangements
can be set up so you do not have-to pay taxes.

I am not so sure about the precise laws of these countries with
respect to corporations which are actively doing business in, those
coiflitries, so far as they are concerned, but certaifily it is true that cer-
tain types of inionme can flow in-, ad Aot be taxed.

Senator Dtrots. Yes. W
NXow, do you-thlftk this is equitable to tax American industry at a

higher rate thift the earnifigs of-
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Mr. APPERT. It was thought for a time that it was not equitable, and
there was a proposal, as you may recall, in the Boggs bill to perntit the
deferment. of tax on the foreign income of American compbhies that
were operated directly abroad. So there is some problem in this area.

You also have juWlisdictional problems. How do you tax foreign
entities and whereido you draw the line?

Senator DOUOLAS. Are you saying such a tax as this would be
unconstitutional?

Mr. APPF.RT. I think it depends, Senator. Icertainly think there
are grave constitutional problems in section 13 as it is drawn in this
bill, which would go so far as to tax an American shareholder who had
as little as 10 percent of a foreign corporation.

After all, this bill is drawn so that if 51 percent of the stock is owned
by people lp this country, although they are completely unrelated, and
any one individual has 10 percent either actually owned or attributed
to him, he is taxed on his share of the income of the foreign corpora-
tion concerned, even though he has no actual control of whether the
income is distributed to him or not, and even though it might not be
removable from the foreign corporation.

Senator DOUGLAS. Are you speaking of the foreign personal hold-ing companyIif. APcFyT. No, I am speaking of section 13 which is misnamed,

"Controlled Foreign Corporations."
The point there is that this provision is extended far beyond any

element of real control, and that is why we object to that section.
Now, when you get into the other area of an actual control, I think

there is less of a constitutional problem. You may have some con-
stitutional problems even there, because in this situation the tax is
not on the foreign corporation.

We have no jurisdiction to tax it, and we are taxing an American
corporation on income that has not yet been its income, or it may be
an American individual. This is not limited only to American
corporations-

Senator DOUoLAS. I understand.
Mr. APPE~r (Contituing). Which own stock in a foreign

corporation.
Senator DoUtLAs. There is a very real question as to a movie actor

who goes abroad, gets high income establishes residence abroad, and
still holds American citizenship, there is a very real question as to
whether he should be exempt from paying taxes.

Mr. APPrt. Senator, this is another question. It does not tie in
with section 13.

Senator D.ttLAS. But it is the same thing. The question is whether
you sh6Oild give more favorable tax treatment to American corp6ra-
tions and individuals living or dbitig business abroad than you give
to corresponding corporatins and individtAls doing business atid
living here at home.

Wht justiflcation is there for this?
Mr. APPRRT. Well, Senator, so far as the proposal to limit the

exemption on income earned by individuls abroad is concerned, we
have voiced iio objectidhto that, We feel that is entirely a matter 6f
policy a question of weighing the necessity of giving some tax incen-
tiv--I thifik this Might be a term whichthe Senator from Oklah6tha
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might be interested in using, as an answer to this colloquy that went o1
before.

Senator DouaLAs. Come to the point, please.
Mr. APPFxrT. A tax incentive may be what we are talking about here.
Senator DOUoLAS. You mean you favor using the taxing system to

encourage investment abroad ?
Mr. APPER'r. Well, we are skipping now back and forth from the

individual earning problem to the foreign corporation problem.
Senator DotUOLAS. I am talking about the corporate tax now. You

agree with us on individuals. I am talking about the corporation.
You favor giving favorable tax treatment to companies investing
abroad as compared with companies investing at home?

Mr. ApPr T. This is not a question of favorable tax treatment to
companies investing abroad as against investing at home. It is a
question of whether you tax foreign corporations or you do not.

Senator DoULA s. These foreign corporations that I referred to are
American subsidiaries of American companies.

Mr. APPERT. Not in every instances where they are hit by this bill.
Senator DOUoLAs. Well, would you favor this where they were sub-

sidiaries of American corporations?
Mr. APPERT. I think there is a stronger case if you limit the applica-

tion of section 13 to a wholly owned subsidiary of an American cor-
poration.

Senator DOUaLAS. Or a predominantly owned subsidiary.
Mr. APPEr. Or a controlled, actually controlled, subsidiary. I

think you have a much better case for that than you have in this broad-
gaged-

Senator DouGLAs. Would you approve of it?
Mr. APPERT. I have reservations about it.
Senator DOUGLAS. I see.
Mr. APPFRT. I have reservations about it.
Senator DOUaLAS. I thought we were about to get agreement on it.

So you are not in favor of even that?
Mr. APPlgRT. I think there is much less of a problem when you con-

fine this to the wholly owned subsidiaries. But then you get into the
question of, Do we want todiscrindinate from a competitive standpoint
in taxing a wholly owned subsidiary one way and taxing something
which is not quite wholly owned a different way?

So I do not thifik I can say -without reservation that I approve of
taxation of a wholly owned subsidiary either. I think it is grossly
unftlt and probably unconstitutinal to tax something that is not con-
trolled directly by the shareholders.

But when you get to the other area I do not think you have quite the
same constitutli'al problem. But I think there are a lot of policy
questions that militate against taxation of this.

Senator Dords. I am a very simple man with a very simple and
rudimentary mied bn these thfigs. I want to come back to the basic
question. 9hould you give'tax advantages to the iflvestment of Ameri-
can.capital, abroad which are not given to the investment of American
capital at home ?
. Mr. APPERT. Well, you get these advantages only because the for-

eign companies in which this inete--the foreign countries in which
this income is generated have more favorable tax rates than ours. if
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they do not, there is not any tax advantage. You are paying foreign
taxes that are- -

Senator DoviloAS. Yes; but I pointed out that there are tax havens
abroad which do not exist at home, and I can give other examples;
There are two other cantons in Switzerland, I thlnk, in addition to
Zug, which have virtually no taxation of either corporate or personal
income. I I

There are tax havens -in the Western Hemisphere, notably the
Bahhmas and certain other places which we are trying to locate.

Mr. APPERT. I do not think, Senator-
Senator DouoAs. I believe Morocco is a tax haven also.
Mr. APPFRT. I do not believe, Senator, there is any question about

the fact that there are abuses in this area, and that legislationto cure
abuses, if necessary should be enacted. I think a great many of the
abuses can be remedied under existing law. I think section 482, even
as it now stands, without any amendment, permitting the reallocation
of income between affiliated companies can do away with a lot of the
abuses.

In other words, in any situation where what is really the income of
an American company is diverted and made to look like the income of
a foreign corporation from foreign sources by transactions that are
not at arm's length, it can be reached here. Anything that is a real
diversion of income can be reached.

I think methods could be arrived at for taxing unreasonable accu-
inulations, taking away the incentive to accumulate, and distribute
ultimately at capital gains rates.

Senator DOUOLAS. Would you apply a qualitative test to that?
Mr. APPERT. I think you can apply the same quantitative test

on that-
Senator DOUGLAS. Are you opposed to using quantitative tests?
Mr. APPERT. I do not understand what you mean by quantitative

tests.
Senator DOUGLAS. I mean, as I did referring to entertainment.
Mr. APPmaT. If you mean the statute should set. down a definite

dollar amount and so forth, I would be inclined to oppose it. I think
the test of reasonableness that we apply to thepenalty surtax on un-
reasonable accumUlrftiots of domestic corporations can be applied in
this other area.

Senator DOUGLAS. Why do you think Congress gave this more
favorable treatmelit to American capital invested abroad than Ameri.
can capital invested at home? Have you gone into the history of
that?

Mr. APPRT. This is a natural growth. It is not a question really
of anything being given. It is a ,aestion of-

Senator DOVOLAS. Accorded. Strike the word "given." Why did
Congress accord ?

Mr. APP~aT. It was a question of basic jurisdiction to tax.
Senator DoUGLAs. You thiik tht was it ?
Mr, APPEERT. I think so.
Senator DotoLrs. Or was it granted in the belief that it was import-

ant to buld tp Western Europe?
Mr. APPuaT. No; I do not think so.
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Senator DOUGLAS. I think if you will go into the history of the act,
it is said one will find that one of the reasons for the passage of these
provisions was the belief that after the war Western Europe needed
to be built up, American capital should go there, and so forth. I
want to'correct my statement. I am told that is not correct.

Mr. APPjwT. This has been something that is historic so long as the
income tax provisions have been in effect. In fact, this thought that
ou had just expressed has come to you from someplace else. There
as been a lot of talk to that effect, and it is one of the disturbing

things about.this.
Senator DouGLAs. I am glad to have the record corrected on this

point.
Mr. Aprmrr. It is spoken of as a grant. It was not.
Senator DoUGLAs. Whether this would be the reason for the origin,

it has certainly been an argument which has been advanced to justify
its continuance. Do you think that in the case of Western Europe
they are so retarded as to deserve this inducement to American invest-
ment?* Mr. AnPmrr. Well, I am not so sure that it is a question of induce-
ment. It is a question of competition abroad.

Senator DoUGLAS I have heard people argue at previous sessions of
this committee that you should not eliminate this because we do need
to build up the prosperity of Western Europe.

Mr. APPERT. Well, I am not so sure that that should be the sole test
here.

Senator DOUGLAs. Are you certain that it should not be?
Mr. APPRT. Well, let me put it this way: I think the real question

is whether it is to the advantage of the United States to encourage a
participation by U.S. citizens in worldwide investment or are they
going to be handicapped by less favorable tax rules in this country
than other countries impose on the investments of their nationals.

Senator DotoLAs. Does this mean that we should let Zug, Liech-
tenstein, and Nassau set the pace for the American taxation?

Mr. APPEim. Well, in a sense, yes; in a sense, yes, because what often
happens here is that these countries, the incorporations in the so-called
tax haven countries, are used not to avoid American taxes but to avoid
local taxes in other countries.

You have royalties that flow from, say, a German corporation to a
Swiss company which reduce the taxable income in Germany, and then
are not taxed in Switzerland.

Now, to the extent that these things are successful in reducing these
foreign taxes, it means that more is ultimately broiight home to this
county to be taxed. So I am not at all sure that these things are bad
from the American standpoint.

What we can do I thiflk, is to take some means of seeing that there
is not an undhe delay in getting them back, an reasonable accutfu-
latifit abroad.

Senator DOtOLAS. How would you define "undue" and "unreason-
able"?

Mr. APPmR. Well, it is a question of-the same test we use today
in determinifig whether the [nceo e f a corporation is acciiffilted
beyofndthe reasonable needs of thebusiness, and if you have jUSt a pure
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holding company that is just accumulating funds in a, Swiss bank you
have a pretty clear case that it is an unreasonable accumulation.-

Senator DOUOLAS. Of course, that accumulation of funds can be in
a numbered account which you cannot identify.

Mr. APPERT. Well, I think that that difficulty will largely be over-
come by these new information requirements. Numbered account or
not, the responsibility is being put upon American controlling cor-
porations to divulge the transactions with their foreign affiliates and
between the foreign affiliates. So that I think from now on the Trea-
sury will have-

Senator DOUOLAS. Will our law supersede the Swiss law?
Mr. APPERT. Well, you do not go to the Swiss bank. You get the

American owner of this and ask him what he has put in. You do not
have to find out.

Senator DouOLAs. Is he given sanctuary under Swiss law?
Mr. APPmjrr. I am sorry, I did not understand.
Senator DoUOLAs. Can he claim sanctuary under Swiss law?
Mr. APPERT. I can't see how an American can claim sanctuary under

Swiss law with respect to what he has abroad.
Senator DoUOLAs. You still have doubts as to the constitutionality

of these provisions?
Mr. APPERT. Of section 13 as written, I most certainly do.
Senator DOUGLAS. Are you acquainted with the existing law dealing

with foreign personal holding companies?
Mr. APPERT. Yes, Senator, i am.
Senator DOUGLAs. Doesn't that provide for the taxation of income

as earned?
Mr. APPFRT. It provides for the taxation of the undistributed in-

come as if it were a dividend to the shareholders.
Senator DottOLAs. Are you aware that has been held constitutional

by the circuit court of the second circuit?
Mr. APPRT. Indirectly it was. It has never been passed on by the

U.S. Supreme Court.
Senator DOUGLAS. I know, but never carried on appeal to the

Supreme Court.
Mr. APPERT. That is correct.
Senator DOUOLAS. The decision, as I understand it, in the second

circuit was that this taxation was constitutional.
Mr. AVPERT. I might even mention, Senator, that the taxpayer in

that case did not even question the constitutionality in his brief. He
said in his brief that he did not question the constitutionality of the
foreign personal holding company provisions.

What he was questioning was the constitutionality of taxing under
the foreign personal holyng company provisions income that was
blocked in one of the South American countries. I cannot remember
at this moment which ohe.

Senator DOUGLAS. Is it not true that the controlling opifibl in
dealing with thistlaw is that the tax is constitutional ?

Mr. APPERT. Well, it is the only opifflon-there are only two opin-
ions, one in the Eder case in the second circuit which, I thifik, must be
constfu as passing on the constitutionality of the law because a for-
tiori if it is constitutional to tax blocked personal hoMlding company
income tothe sharehiders-
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Senator DounrAs. You are exactly right.
Mr. APPERT. A fortiori I think you can tax unblocked income of

the corporation tothe shareholders. So that case stands for the propo-
sition. It has not been passed on by the U.S. Supreme Court.

Senator DoUGLAS. No appeal was taken.
Mr. APPERT. And no appeal was taken, that is correct.
As I said, the taxpayer did not even question the constitutionality of

the section, so it really hag not been litigated.
Senator DororAs. I think it was litigated. Is not the decision of

the circuit court presumptive evidence until it is overruled that such
a tax is constitutional? I had always assumed that if a circuit court
passed on a question of constitutionality in a case, decided it favorably,
that in the absence of it being overruled by the Supreme Court this
could be presumed to be the constitutional law of the land.

Mr. APPERT. My only point is that the decision was reached without
anybody really arguing that the foreign personal holding company
provisions were unconstitutional.

Senator DouGLAS. Don't you think this creates a very strong pre-
sumption in favor of the constitutionality?

Mr. APPERT. I do; and I think there is quite a difference here.
Senator DOUGLAS. Would you pardon a person who is not a lawyer

saying that he somewhat doubts the constitutional arguments of the
lawyers in this matter?

Mr. APPERT. Well, you have ignored the point that I am making,
though. In the foreign personal holding company provisions you
have dealt with an individual; in every case where that has been up
you have dealt with an individual or a small ffnl'ily group that actu-
ally had control of this corporation. You are dealing with a corpora-
tion that is an incorporated pocketbook in the sense of merely holding
securities in other corporattions and not transacting business and
having a real business purpose in that sense. I think there is quite
a distinction between those two situations.

I am not at all sure thAt even the foreign personal holding company
provisions would be upheld as constitutiofial against some individual
shareholder who was not at all related to the controlling shareholders
and had no connection with the determination of whether dividends
are distributed or not.

Senator DOULAs. The only way to find out is to try it; isn't that
correct?

Mr. APPERT. That is correct. It has not been dnte; I merely point
out it has never been d6ne. It has never been tested.

Senator DOUGLAS. The presumptifns of the Circuit Court, are that
it would be constitfitift-al.

Mr. APPERT. I am not sure about that, Senator, because the case
before it dealt with a family group that did control it. I do not
think you have mueh of a question about the U.S. Supreme Court
being willhfg to attribute to a family group the characteristics of a
single taxpayer, and tMRt is wht -

Senator D)0UGLAS. Yet wholly owned subsidiaries abroad would be
subject to taxation on eafit&tgs as made,.,would they not, constitu-
ti6 fAlly I

Mr. Arp T. I thiftk that probAbly'the coflrt would hold those con-
stitti intl. There iss a t.
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Senator DoVoAs. Or where 51 percent f 'the stock was owned. '
Mr. APPEirr. There is a dicta to that effect in the National Grocery

Company case. There'the Court, the Supreme- Cotrt of the United
States, was dealing with the question of the propriety of pttting
a. penalty tax on the corporation for filing to distribute ehrhings to
the stockholders

In the course of the decision the Court remarked that the single
individual stockholder could, if Congress made the law that way,
be taxed on the earnings of the corporation. This was dicta. It was
not the point up for consideration by the Court.

But I think fit is a strong indication, long with the decision irtlhe
Eder case, that the Court would probably uphold as constitutional a
tax where there is teal control.
Senator DOUGLAS. I want to poirt nut that this opinion of yours

is quite different from the brief, the statement submitted by a repre-
sentative of the American Bar Association whili rather threw the
weight on the constitutional question against the probable consti-
tutionality of such a measure.

Now you are saying that the case of wholly owned subsidiaries or
subsidiaries where an American corporation owns a controlling inter-
est or exercises controlling interest, that the presumption would-be
in favor of constitutionality.

Mr. THROWER. What brief was that to which you were referring?
Senator DouGLAS. Well, excuse me, testimony, your testimony. I

thought that the weight of your testimony was that such tax would be
of very doubtful coustitutionahity.

Mr. THnROWER. I was referring in my testimony, Senator, to--spe-
cifically to--the minority stockholder not related to the controlling
group, and I believe that would be perfectly consistent with what
Mr. Appert has just said.

Senator DOUGLAS. Isn't it true that in section 13 we are dealing with
51 percent U.S. ownership 10 percent individual or corporate owner-
ship, and isn't this controlled?

Mr. APPERT. I do not believe it is. I think that is one of the main
diffdctilties with the section.

Senator DOULAS. Fifty-one percent U.S. ownership is not con-
trolled?

Mr. APPERT. Fifty-one percent in any one individuad or any one
individual or corporation which may be regarded for tax purposes
as a single person is control. Fifty-one percent scattered widely over
the United States is not control, and the bill hits both.

Senator DoUGLAS. Would you say that the Ford Motor Co. of Eng-
land would be subject to section 13 as it is now'drafted,?

Mr. APPERT. I am not quite familiar with the stockownership in
that corpbrAtion.

Senator DOUOLAS. I believe the Ford Co. of the United States owns
a majoi'ity of the stock in the Ford Co. of England.

Mr. AP ERT. Well, that AWuld certaiffly be hit by sdectin 13.
Senator DOUoLAs. And yofu thiifk it should be?
Mr. APPERT, As I say, I am not quite sure-well, do you-ask me

do I thhik it should be, or do I thitfik it cold be cohstitutiofll? I
told y6u-

Senator DOUGLAS. Let us first say or ask, could it be constitutional ?
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Mr. APPERT. As I said before on that point, there has been no
clear-cut decision. I think there are indications that the Supreme
Court would hold it constitutional if there was actual control.

Senator Douor)s. Do you think it should be?
Mr. APPEnT. So far as whether it should be, I have misgivings as

to whether we should discrininate where you have a foreign operation,
a foreign corporation, and income being generated abroad; as to
whether the foreign corporation, just because it is controlled here,
should be treated differently than the foreign corporation that is not
controlled here when the two have to compete with each other.

Senator DouoLAs. If I may turn to this challenge to the investment
credit through taxation which Mr. Thrower laid down. As I under-
stood it, he said that income of corporation taxes should not be used
to stimulate one form of consumption or investment as compared to
others.

Did I understand that correctly, that the tax system should be
neutral in a sense on purposes for consumption or investment?

Mr. THROWER. I intended to say as a matter of general principle
we felt that it was in the public interest that nonrevenue matters not
be brought into the Internal Revenue Code.

Senator DOUGLAS. It is precisely on this point that I have been
skeptical of the investment credit, and I wanted to hear more argu-
ment on it.

I tend to be skeptical of investment credit on just this one point.
Let me ask you this: Do you favor then the repeal of the 4-percent

dividend tax credit which permits the deduction from taxes of 4 per-
cent of dividends received?

Mr. THROWER. Well. I would think that it would have to be said
with respect to that, Senator, that that is related to proper income
determination and taxing.

Senator Douowus. Oh, no, no; it is not.
Mr. THROWER. If I may refer back, I think the initial proposal was

made in recognition of. the fact that there was a double taxation of
corporate earnings to the extent that they were distributed in this
country. For those corporations that were in a 52-percent bracket,
where taxes were paid on a dollar of earnings, and where they, as
corporations, were encouraged to and did distribute a substantial part
of the remaining portidnof the dollar, say, up to 70 or 80 percent, and
that was taxed again to the individual recipients, the portion of the
total dollar of corporate earnings taken in taxes was extremely high,
particularly in relation to what other industrial countries were doing,
and it was recognized that there shotild be some alleviation of that.

I think the initial proposal was substantially m6re.
Senator DOUGLAs. So far as other countries are concerned I think

you will flind that virtually all the coUfltlies, with the possible excep-
tion of one, have a rate of taxation on corporate profits of approxi-
mately 50 percent, approximately the same as our and, in general,
the rates of individ al inlme taxation in most of tiese counties are
either equal to or in excess of ourtown.

Mr. THROWER. I thifik that-
Senator DOUGLAS. So that I thifik an examiftiont lf the cotpara-

tive tax structures rules that argument out.
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Mr. THuowER. Well, I think it could be briefed, Senator, and if it
would be helpful, we certainly would be happy to submit a memo-
randum on that, that corporate earnings to the extent that they are
distributed are generally not taxed in the other industrial countries
as high as they are here.

For example, in England, I believe, that the credit there is given
to the corporation when it distributes. I am not really prepared
on this, but that is my recollection, and we could, if you wish, give
you a memorandum on that.

I would say as to that my real answer was that the credit is related
to proper income taxing and determinttion. Whether you have it,
or whether it is good or whether it is bad, it still is related as com-
pared to these other things that are not related.

(The following was later received for the record:)
MEMoRANDVm-TAXATION OF DXSTRIBUT CORPORATE EARNINGS in LEADiNo

FOREIGN INDUSTRIAL COU1TRIEs

In the summary tabulations below it should be noted that the British avoid
double taxation of dividends in a substantial measure by requiring the dividend
recipient to "gross up" the dividend and by permitting a credit for the stand-
ard tax paid by the corporation (88/ percent).

The West Germans avoid double taxation in a substantial measure by a dif-
ference in tax rates on undistributed profits and distributed profits.

The Canadian and the Japanese permit liberal credits to the individual tax-
payer on dividend income.

The French have lower individual rates, but do not seek directly to avoid
double taxation.

UNITED KINGDOM
On Individuals:

The standard tax graduates from about 8% percent on the first $168 to
88% percent over $1,008.

The surtax graduates from 10 percent on the first $5,600 to 50 percent over
$42,000.

On corporations: The standard tax is 888/ percent; the profits tax is 15 percent,
or a total of 53 percent.

On dividends to resident shareholders: The individual "grosses up" the dividend
and takes credit for the amount of the standard tax paid by the corporation.
Thus, there is only one tax at standard tax levels.
Dividends are taxable for surtax purposes to the individual. The corpora-

tion, however, may have profits tax relief on distributions to reduce the double
tax.

WEST GERMANY
On individuals: Tax Is 20 percent on first $2,000; 53 percent over $27,500.
On corporations: Tax on undistributed profits Is 51 percent; tax on distributed

profits Is 15 percent.
On dividends to resident shareholders: The effect of system is that shareholder

reports the dividend: which has been taxed at 15 percent by the corpora.
tion.

CANADA

On individuals: Tax is 11 percent on first $1,000 to 80 percent over $400;000.
On corporations: Tax is 21 percent on first $35,000; 50 percent over $35,000.
On dividends to resident shareholders: Tax on dividends is 15 percent but tax-

payers are given a 20-percent credit on dividends received.

JAPAN
On individuals: Tax is 10 percent on first $188.50 to T0 percent over $188,500.
On corporations: Tax Is 8 percent on $1,400, 10 percent on $1,400 to $2,800, 12

percent over $2,800; also 88 percent up to $5,600, 88 percent over $5,600, or a
ttal of 50 percent over $5,600.

bn dividends to resident shareholders: Taxpayers are given a 20-percent credit
oh dividenids received.
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FRANCE

On indlvldual: irax ts 5 perceht on flrt$444 up to 65 per fent over $12,210.
On corporations: Tac Is 5 i rcent..retr$21

Senator Douoxs. AI rijIgt. TAt us turn to another facet of the
same principle.
You favor the existing, the provision in the House bill, on lobbying

expenses. This encourages, of course, expenditures on lobbying.
Would you say tha* this violated 'the principle of integrity of the

tax structure in encouraging one set of expenditures?'Mr. TInROWrFm. Senator,, to the extent that 'the expenditure icon-
stitutes t legitimate business deduction we would think that it ought
to enter ihto the computation of what the tax will be upon the income
of that business.

Senator DoUGLAS. That blgs the question.
Mr. THROWER. The initial ABA proposal, of course, was in the

presentations to committees of legislative bodies. But I do not think
that is in any way inconsistent with the principle I stated. We would
think if it is a legitimate business expense directly related to the con-
dut of the business, like-other expenses, it should be deducted, unless
it is against public policy in some way. The activities covered within
our recommendation, and I think within the recommendation of the
House or the House bill, would not be against public policy

Senator DouoLAs. Do you think then that H.R. 10, which your asso-
ciation has sponsored, violates the principles of the neutrality of the
tax system which regards certain types of expenditures more favorably
as compared to others. Does not this encourage voluntary purchasing
of insurance, of annuities by independent professionals and business-
men by giving them tax favors which are not accorded to others?

Mr. THROWER. 'If we were discussing pension and profit-sharing
plans from the very initiation there might, I think, be merit in your
suggestion.

While I am not prepared to stAte the case of the bar association on
I.R. 10, as it should be stated, I do think that one of the primary

supports for the proposal is that there is a discrimination against the
professional man who cannot incorporate, and against others in similar
positions, that others have gotten relief from very high rates through
such things as pension and profit-sharing plans, capital gains and the
like, and that it is the rare individual, and frequently the professional,
who really pays surtax rates on all of his earned income.

Senator DouGLAs. In other words, since this privilege has been given
to the employees of corporations it should be accorded-to the independ-
ent professional.

Mr. THROWER. I think that basically would be one of the reasons.
Senator DOUGLAS. If this is true, should it not also be accorded to

employees of companies which do not have retirement plans?
Mr. THROWER. Well, I had not given consideration to that.
Senator DorOIAs. We have got to give consideration to it, the

Members of Congress.
Mr THROWER. Well, as I say, I did not come prepared to discuss

that.
Senator DouoLAs. Your association, with the American Medical

'Assoiation, have been the two strongest groups in advocating H.R. 10
which was passed out of this committee, which was reported out. ol
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this committee, which is now before the Senate, after having passed
the House, and which is trembling on the verge of enactment.

You do not wish topass judgment as to whether this should be ex.'
tended to employees of companies which do not have retirement plans
but who may wish to take out voluntarily policies ?

Mr. THROWER. I have not seen any, analysis of such a proposal or
really given any consideration to it, and I could not comment on it.

Senator DouoAs. Mr. Thrower, we have got to give consideration
to this.

Mr. THROWER. Well, I am sure that the group within our associa-
tion that is more closely identified with this proposal and familiar with
it would be happy to submit something with respect to that to you.

Senator DOUGLAS. I would be much interested in any statement they
make.

Would you say that the recipients of benefits under the railway re-
tirement system should have their compulsory contributions exempted
from taxation?

Mr. T1iRoWER. Well, I ani simply not prepared to extend into that.
Senator DOUGLAS. What about civil service, people on civil service?
Mr. TjIROWEa. I would have to make the same comment as to that.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or those under social security?
Mr. THROWER. Well-
Senator DOUGLAS. What about savings for education, the education

of one's children? Is retirement any more socially beneficial than
the development of the.natural abilities of one's sons and daughters?

Mr. THROWER. Well, I think I introduced the comment you asked
for on this particular subject by saying that I think the approach to
it might be somewhat different if we were taking up the entire problem
from its initiation.

Senator DOUGLAS. You say you would hold the line against the
request for having savings for education exempted from taxation;
isn't that true? You have refused to endorse that, isn't that true?

Mr. THROWER. We have been urged to endorse it. We have not
yet endorsed it.

Senator DOUGLAS. You have not done so, that is right. But you
have endorsed exemption for savings by independent professionals
to provide retirement benefits in old age.

Mr. THROWEiR. That has been an outstanding position of the asso-
ciation for many years.

Senator DOUGLAS. Isn't it inconsistent to favor something which
benefits you but not to favor something which benefits others?- What
about savings to purchase a home? Is not homeownership highly
important in society? Is not the homeownership one of the physical
attributes around which family affection is built?

Mr. THROWER. Well, I do not really understand the question. Cer-
tainly the savings for homeownership-

Senator DOUGLAS. Should you not exempt, from taxation money
spent for the purchase of a home I

Mr. THROWER. I do not think that is proposed, certainly not-
Senator DOUGLAS. Some people are proposing it, yes, indeed.
You have reservations on all these points, and I have them, too.

But you do not seem to have reservations on exempting from taxation
amounts contributed by lawyers for future pensions. -I have reserva-
t ions on that point, too.
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Mr. TRoWER. Well, Senator
Senator I)OUOLAs. I have the same reservations about your profes-

sion that you have about other professions.
Mr. Tiinowin. I did not know, Senator, that I had expressed any

reservations about any professions. I think I did make it clear-
Senator DotLAS. About other occupations.
Mr. THnOWER (continuing). That. within the broad principle that

I stated, if we now faced tlie question anew as to whether or not
pensions and profit-sharing plans should be made available to the
corporate emph)yee or the employed nonownier of the uitincorporated
business, the principle might indicate thitt it would be a move in the
wrol)g direction to adopt such a plank,

Senator DoGLAs. That is if we had gone back. I had proposed
to this committee that we roll back and rep al those special exemptions
for deductions of corporate contributions to pension fund. But,
failing that, and I was not success-ful in that and I think Senator
Gore and I were the only two who voted for It, but failing that, would
you say you should stop with the independent professional? If you
grant it ior the index endent professional, don't you have to go logically
to the employees of companies which do not have plans but who in-
dividually want to take out policies, and then the recipients of railway
retirement, the recipients of military pensions, the recipients of mili-
tary service )ensions, t'he recipients of social security, to the savings
for homes, -to the savings for the education for children an so forth.
In the end you wind up with virtually all of the income of the country
exempt from taxation except expenditures on consumption of material
obiects. That is where all these exemptions are leading you.

This is one of the reasons, Mr. Chairman, I am more than skeptical
about this investment credit because I think it is a member of the
same family, that has helped to disintegrate our whole tax structure.

Mr. THROWER. Senator, you may be interested in this. We have
recently appointed a committee, we think it will be a committee of
the most able of our members, to make a study of substantive tax
reform which, I believe, will go into all these matters, ineluiding the
matter of rate reduction.

Senator DOUGLAS. I hope you will also go into H.R. 10.
Mr. THROWER. I would think under the present state of the law

that it would be evident that many of those who have high individual
earnings, and there are professional people within the group, and who
are dependent upon those earnings and have none of the corporate
benefits, have none of the capital gains benefits, that there is a high
degree of discrimination in the sense that they are bearing proportion-
ately a much larger portion of the tax burden than others.

Senator DOUOLAS. Would you favor the repeal. then, of the provi-
sions exempting from taxation corporation contributions to pensions,
voluntary corporate contributions to pensions of their employees?

Mr. THROWER. I really am not prepared to take. any position. I
certainly would not be authorized as a representative of the section
of Vhe association to take any position with respect to that.

Senator DOUGLAS. As 'long as corporate employees are getting it,
you think the independent Professional should get it? .

Mr. THROWER. I do not believe I stated it exactly thr*t way or that
T would stnte it that way exactly.
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Senator DO:OlJAS. Well, in substance, that is correct?
Mr. THROWER. If it is accepted as a part of our national tax policy,

then, I think it is important as to whether some attention-
Senator DouGLAS. The question is, Should it be exempted?
Mr. THROWER. Then some attention should be given to the problems

of the man who is paying a disproportionate part of the tax burden.
Senator I)OVOLAs. All right.
What about those who are saving to educate their children?
Mr. TIIROWER. Well, I am doing that myself, Senator, and I rec-

ognize they have a problem. I do not think it is a tax problem, as I
have statedpreviously.

Senator DOUGLAS. I thank you very much.
Senator KERR. Mr. Chairman, may I have a moment?
The IAIRMA N. Senator Kerr.
Senator KERR. First, I would like to put into the record at this

point a release of the U.S. Department of Commerce on reports re-
quired on foreign investments and licensing, because I think it throws
some light on the question of the reporting requirements for inter-
national investors and licensors who are contemplated to be subject
to some of the provisions of section 13.

The CHAIRS[AN. Without objection.
(The document referred to follows:)

[For immediate release Monday, Apr. 23, 1962, OBE 62-351

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, OFFICE OF BUSINESS ECONOMICS

REPORTS REQUIRED ON FOREIGN INVESTMENTS AND LICENSING

New reporting requirements for international investors and licensors were
announced today by the Office of Business Economics, U.S. Department of Com-
merce, in a major effort to improve the data now used in the balance-of-payments
accounts.

Under the new regulations, U.S. business firms and others holding substantial
interests in foreign firms-generally 10 percent or more of the controlling
stock-are required to file regular reports on their intercompany transactions.
Similar reports are required of U.S. firms substantially controlled abroad, and
a further report must be filed by firms receiving or paying royalties and license
fees.

Up to the present, statistics on these international investments, income flows,
and licensing operations have been collected on the basis of voluntary reports
filed by sample groups of leading firms. The Office of Business Economics of
the Commerce Department, which is responsible for the preparation of the
balance-of-payments accounts, expects the new mandatory reporting system
to strengthen these essential data in three ways: by broadening the coverage,
improving the accuracy and timeliness of the reports, and producing new figures
on certain types of investments not previously covered.

Ufiderlining the importance of these new reports, the Department noted that
U.S. investments abroad are now valued at nearly $87 billion, account for
annual capital outflows of $1.6 billion, earn over $3 billion a year abroad
and remit about $3 billion to the United States annu~tlly as income, royalties,
and fees.

The foreign direct investments in the United States covered by the new report-
ing system total some $7 billion.

Reports must be filed by those persons or business firms having the type of
foreign business investment or foreign control mentioned above, as specified
In more detail in the instructions available with the reporting forms. Certain
of the forms are quarterly and must be filed beginning with a report for the
first quarter of 1962. Other reports are annual, and the first report is to
cover the calendar year 1961.
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Completed reports are to beiflledwith the Omce of'Businesp .,n9miqs, U.S.
Department.* 9.pm.or%,,W shin~to D.I, , Additional informitloT qd pies
of the regulattons , rs 5-y obtapned' o th'4 t Omice ht ' ' 'tho 1om.mere Dopat nntfM dome P,~ ~ gJ'~ the rite4( i i~e .,  '  ,

Details of' s '- ftkqlrementg' and the ,regUlatonsi conoernink' the reports
are published in the, Federal Regleter dated.Apr 21,. l 2' anid .ire codified in
the Code of Federal Regulations.under, title 15, chapter. VVIJ po 8O.

Senator Kmm. Then I would like to say, and :would like .forfthe
Senator frofi illinois to. hearit,,that the Senator from Ilhnois today,
when I asked, him 4: question, said not onl that he Would not yiebut
that he would not pernlitinterruption and, imustflcation, stated that
"1 do not interrupt the Senator from Oklahoma. ..

On last Friday the Senator, from Oklahoma, was interroptin a
witness in whnt he regarded as a much less rigorous cross-examination
than that conducted by the Senator from Illinois with reference to the
witnesses before him today, and the Senator from Illinois did inter-
rupt the Senator from Oklahoma, and stated for the record and pub-
licly that he resented the rudeness and the discourtesy of the Senator
from Oklahoma, in conducting, of the crss-examination.

I want to say, publicly that I did not resent the: Senator,jrpm Illi.
iois interrupting me then, nor do I ever resent it, orfear.it, butwelcome
it, because there is no one with whom I would rather, clash sawords
orally than. with the Senator fromIllinois,,,;,

I was just amused and not even resentful when' to ay the 'Senaor
from Oklahoma-bffek'ed- what he thought was a iliuch less rugged inter-
ruption of the Senator from. Illinois, that the Senator from Illinois
refused to yield, and stated that he diM riot interrut't the Senator from
Oklahoma and, therefore, would not permit the Senator from Okla-
homa. to int rrupt.

Senator Dovors. Is the Senator from Oklahoma fished .
SenatorKaR. No, sir; I have concluded my statement, [Laughter.]
Senator DOUGLAS. It is always difficult to know how to deal withthe Senator from Oklahoma."
Senator Kww. That is one o'f the asset of the Senator from Okla-

homa. [Laughter:]
Senator DOiOLAS. At' times I try to tuMn the other cheek.- :I do

not seem to be successful in altering the methods of the Senator from
Oklahoma. At other ti sI strike back i' the 4se!.n' r ne -4tat the

Senator from Oklahoma strikes, although not as effectively or with
the same caustic wit as' the Senator from Oklahoma' possesses. In
the present instance, so far as this mo0i -iso neerned; I" did not
interrupt the Senator. when he' was -c6ndtinghis lengthyy ,croes-
examination, and I know the Senator from -Oklihoma isa, masteirlof
diversionary -tactics. ' '

This makes hinti One 6f theimost forriidablb people to deAl within
the history of the 1.ES, Senate,. O0 starts, #' h iin 61f ihnt, -
gation an the Senator fr6m Oklahoma breaks in and gets the eon-
versation off on an- entirely different subject;. !Not having ,the same
ability as the Senator from Oklahoma, not"Iihiin his ektraordinhyaaity 'I lhaVe to1 resit tlhese 4iy rnnary tactit qcaoiwe ikEriv?
that i he ,throws me offbadab anceilt,,wil! be vey hirm to, get bac

The Senator from, klahopiwdoes notsufferroni this mental

Now, if the Senator o klahoma wishes iKthW',ti b'f
of last Friday put in the record, the Senator from Ill ioi~s 6' perfectly
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willing to have it done, It was my understanding that it, was elimi,
Rated -rorn the record with the Consent f ithe Senator from Oklahoma
and not ak the! request of the Sensor from Illinois,, And, theoij it
is put in the record, if anyone ever reads the record 1 they can judgQI may say, that the Senator from Oklahoma said that my eross-
examination was rigorous. I hope it was courteous.

I would like to ask Mr. Thrower, if he regarded it as courteo s?
Mr. THROWER. Indeed so; yes.
Senator DoUOLAs, I did not think that the cross-,examination 'of

the Senator fr6m Oklahomal of the banker from North Carolina wa
courteous. I thought it was extremely discourteous; and I felt, there,
fore an obligation to make a protest to protect the witness because
we dwell here in sort of a castle as a judge does where a witness cannotanswer back and, therefore, I have always felt we should observe
restraint, and if any time I err in being discourteous to a wiless or
insulting to a witness, I want to be called to,order, and Iwill Apologize.
I did not think I had been this onl

I am y frank to o the Sena rom Oklahoma had
been last ursday, tat is objected at, time. I ask that
this stay in the d.

Senator KE . I hope it will, the stateme which the
Senator from linois made w s tryi interrupt. Thought
that the reco for hisbe ts I uld clan'fe' ca

Senator GLouI 1. a say t, iend that I areclate
this kind icitude th hehas r

Senate KERRn. Then tot nwas d. [Laugh.
Senate Douots. It is ve u ng, t I ave he same lig

toward that th Trojan d abut th I beware o
Greeks en they ri 1 oftf nator rom Okla oma
when he homes toy ur ass n

The C AmMAN. enator UrtIs.
Senate KERR. t the rd sh e hands wer ci ped.3aughte ,]
The Cu RHAN. a'or Cu
Mr. TH WER. Senator, ma to he re r a lis of the

documents ttI referred arhier
TheaCHAI N. yes.
Mr. TROWE There are one, point we have co red so that

it mi ht be help to submit a brief comment or ex Sign. May I
give that tote repo r when we correct the record?

The CHAIRMAN. You 'do so.
Senator Curtis.
Senator CurRs. I will be vry brief. Whether or n p-d Y

colloquy contributes to our tax problems, history will hae to answer
that verdict. I am sure it is convincin p=f that we have as the
chairman of the commute the most, patient individual that I in all
mv'lie have eveA kn .own.

. want to thank the Bar Association Committee on lTaxatiqn.
Throughout, the yers you have been very. helpfgi to the on0inittees

oovr )rie. I hop I ca ask someTi ..ei 0 IVl1 .'not .4 ~i y" for "~cs~o )" - t t1 er' c
questions ch-tP itint, 6!

b~brefin vrsndanhig al6i be s-rni wi ii . ,,...
br e sins insurance? ADo -

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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vidual takes a policy and pays one premium, interest, starts to ac-
cumulate and before a very long time passes it is a credit to his policy.

Have you examined this bill as to whether or not. there is going to
have to be withlid1ding there?

Mr. WILLIS. It is my recollection that there is withholding on the
interest that is credited.

Senator CURTIS. And that could be a very few cents, could it not?
Mr. WILLIS. It could be quite a small amount, sir.
Senator CURTIS. I do not know how many millions of people hold life

insurance nor how many individual policies. But I have followed
these hearings ver, carefully, and no one has come up with any satis-
factory mathematics to my mind that the Treasury is not going to
suffer a loss.

Mr. WILLIS. I think the gist of what I said with respect to the
automatic data processing letter is to query the validity of the figures
used in table 10 of exhibit 2 of Secretary Dillon's testimony which
purported to show that there would be a substantial increase in reserve
collections under withholding supplemented by ADP; whereas there
would only be a recovery of about 25 percent of the tax under ADP
without withholding.

I believe that these figures are questionable.
Senator CURTIS. All of those estimates are quite speculative.
Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTIS. There are banks in my State which encourage

people to open a savings account with $1; $1 is the corpus, not the
interest.

Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir.
Senator CuRTIs. And I just do not believe that such things will

be encouraged if we enact such a proposal.
It has been stated that 8 percent of the dividends are not reported,

7 or 8 percent or thereab~t$ts.
Mr. WILLIS. That is correct, sir.
Senator CunRns. Do you have any proof that that 7 or 8 percent

should be subject to taxhtin?
Mr. WILLIS. No, sir.
Senator CURTIS. You do not know how much of it comes within

the $50 exclusion?
Mr. WILLIS. No, sir. This has to be estimated.
Senator CURTIS. Yes. In all probability it does involve taxpayers

of modest income. The larger taxpayers are going to be audited,
are they not, more often?

Mr. WILLIS. The Treasury Department figures did not indicate
that, sir. Under their figures they apparently assumed that the
average tax bracket of the omitted dividend is 41 or 42 percent.

Senator CURTIS. But here is the poifit they overlook. The tax-
payer of substantial incone, the likelihood of his being audited is
mach more probable.

Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir.
Senator Cumrrs. The likelihood of his tax return going to show

log-terrn gaihs and losses in dealing with securities is going to make
it impossible for him-toignore divid6eids that he has received-if he has
those securities in -his tax return whioh he has named. So, perhaps,
much of this 8 percent may be covered by the $50 exclusi6n which
for a doupOle, is $160 exclusion, whikh might rdb to investments Oi
$1'860 "to $2,60
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Now, reference was made to a special penalty for failure to report
dividends and interest. If you had a heavier penalty for that failure
than to report other income might you run into some constitutional
questions?

Mr. WILLIS. Yes, sir; I think you would, and I would ]late to see
this as a precedent. I am not sure that there is any theoretical differ-
ence in the necessity to report income from other sources than in the
case of dividends or interest. I think probably the present 5-percent
negligence penalty and 50-percent fraud penalty are adequate deter-
rentsif they are applied to situations where they are deserved.

Senator CURTIS. I do not want to take time especially at this hour
to rehash. all that was said about withholding on wages and salaries.
But I remember the debates well, and it was presented as a pay-as-you-
go package for the benefit of the taxpayer anO his previous year's
taxes in the lower brackets were forgiven, and in the larger brackets
substantially forgiven in order that. he might pay as he goes, and
that he might be relieved of digging up substantial sums when his
income was derived from wages at the end of the year.

Mr. WILIS. The Senator is correct.
Senator CURTIS. Have you submitted-and I do not care to go into

the details of it now, but to make sure it is in the record or in the
hands of the staff-your suggested draft on entertainment expenses?
The bar association had a suggested draft on that, did they not?

Mr. THROWER. Our suggestions are in the record. We do not have
an entire draft, I think at this point that our differences are relatively
minor and can be resolved better through conference with the repre-
sentatives of the staff, I would think, than attempting to redraft.

Senator CURTIS. I understand that.
Now, in reference to business expenses with respect to appearing

before legislative bodies, does that also cover appearing before the
executive branch? Various executive branches of the Government
have quasi-legislative functions.

Mr. THROWER. I think those are allowed under present law where
there are business expenses.

Senator CuRs. Does the draft in the House bill, or what you pro-
pose, cover business expenses where a case is not only taken to com-
mittees of Congress but taken to the public?

Mr. THROWER. It does not.
Senator CURTIS. Don't you think it should?
Mr. THRowE. Well, the ABA proposal is more conservative than

the House bill, and the House billdoes not go so far as to cover the
taking of the issue to the public. I think as you move alotig the line it
does become more debatable. I would want to say-

Senator CURTIS. I am now arguing about a local muni6ipality'that
proposes to take over a business that is now handled by private oper-
ation, to make it a municipal affair, and that business faces extinction.
But certainly it is a business expense there just the same as it is a busi-
ness expense to carry fire insurance that they could take their story
to the people,

Mr.TnowR. I think we would agree on that; yes.
Senator CuRTis. I do not believe there is an accouttitant who would

say this is not a legit.iimtte business expense, so far as business and
aecoubting practices are concerned. Wouldn't you agree?
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Mr. THtRWER. I would agree that it would clearly be. a necessary
expense to the life of thtbusiness; yes.

Senator CunTrs. That is all I have.
Now, in reference to H.R. 10, which is not before us-
Mr. WILLTS. Senator Curtis, may I expand an answer to a question

you asked me with respect to life insurance interest ?
Senator CURTIS. Yes.
Mr. WILLIS. Withholding applies only'to Interest on amounts held

by an insurance company under an .agreement to pay interest. The
coMmittee re port of the Ways and Means Committee stated that this
provision inides interest, paid with respect to dividends held by an
insurance company and interest on the proceeds of insurance policies
held by an insurer under an agreement to pay interest thereon. This
provision does not apply to amounts which represent the so-called
interest element in the case of annuity or installment payments under
a life insurance or endowment contract.

Senator CURTIs. 'Would it apply to the interest that is credited to
the policy used either to lessen the anoufit of the premium or to lessen
the number of years-

Mr. WILLIS. I think it does not apply to that as I read the last
sentence theft I read, I do not think it would apply to the interest
portion which is really an offset against the premium cost.

Senator CURTiS. I might say while H.R. 10 is not before us, if you
will look at the last hearings we had you will fifnd that I did offer an
amendifi6nt which was discussed in thehearings toi deal with the sub-
ject of all people in a limited degree who are outside of a corporate
plan whreby they cttn save for-ld age.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAI!-AN. Thank you very much, Mr. Thrower. You and

yourlssociates have made a valuable contribution.
Mr. THROWER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The coi ittee will, recess uitil 2:30.
(The material submitted by Mr. Thrower follows:)

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, SECTION OF TAXATION

(Attachments to prepared statement of Randolph IV. Thrower, chairman of the
section of taxation, before the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, April 24,
1962, relative to H.R. 10650)
The attachments are:
(1) "Report on Extension of Withhold1ing Taxes," approved by the house of

delegates of the American Bar AssocihtQn on Aug st 0, 1061, supjilemented by
comments recently prepared on the provisions of section 19 of H.R. 10650.

(2) "Report of the Special CoMfiiittee on Travel and Entertainment Expenses,"
dated January 24, 1962, supplemented by comments recently Ire), red. on the
provisions of section 4 of H.R. 10650.

(3) Comments assembled by our cotnittee on taxation of foreign lnconi6 on
the Ifovistions of HAR. 10650 dealing with taxation of foreign Income; namely,
sections 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13,15, 16, 20, and 21.

(4) Comments assembled by our committee on depreciation and amortization
on the provisions of sections 2 and 14.
(5) Comments assembled by obr confiliittee on general Inome tax problems

on the provisions of section 3.
(6) Comments assembled by our committee on estate and gift taxes on the

provisions of section 18.
The memiorAddthiils entitled "Comments" consist of cotnplaftions of'the views

of those'inember* who submittki comments. Nothing herein conhiined shall be
construted as the Action of the American Bar Association unless the same shall
have been approved by the house of delegates or the board of governors, or of |
the section of taxation of'fhe American Bar Association unless first approved by
the section'or its council, I
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FOREWORD.

The within report and legislative recommendation were prepared
after extensive investigation by a special committee of the Section of
Taxation of which Arthur B. Willis, Esq., Los Angeles, California,
Chairman, and Lee I. Park, Esq., Washington, D. C., Vice-Chairman.

The report on extension of withholding taxes and the legislative rec-
ommendation on a system of taxpayer account numbers were adopted
by the Section of Taxation at its Annual Meeting in St. Louis on
August 5, 1961. On August 8, -19f the report was presented to and
adopted by the House of Delegates. The House of Delegates on the
same day adopted the legislative recommendation. The legislative
recommendation is accompanied by an explanation of the reasons for
its adoption.

RANDOLPH W. THROWER

Chairman, Section of Taxation

SECTION OF TAXATION
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

1120 CONNECTICUT AVENUE
WASHI O 'o 6, D. C.
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REPORT ON EXTENSION OF
WITHHOLDING TAXES

General Discussion

One of the most significant tax measures before Congress in 1961
is that involving appropriate legislation to obtain better enforcement
of the reporting of income from dividends and interest. Without
question, the gap in underreporting of various types of income, ineltid-
ing dividends and interest is a serious problem. The extent of the
underreporting in various categories of income is illustrated in the fol-
lowing estimates furnished to the Ways and Means Committee at its
hearings in 1959 (all figures are for 1957 and are after adjustment for
estimated legitimate non-reporting because of personal exemptions):

Underreported
Type of Income (in Billions)

Dividends 1 ............. ..... $ 0.9
Interest 2 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.5
Salaries and wages 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

60 a0 4 05.5

Business and professional ....... 5.3
Farm 'operators ................. 2.9
Rent6 . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 .0

Total of above ........... ..... $20.1

Unless effective steps are taken to close the gap, the careless or
dishonest underreporters will continue to shift their fair share of the
tax burden to the shoulders of others who report fully all income and
pay tax thereon.

Recognizing the interest of all concerned in this problem and the
possible extension to dividend and interest payment of the withholding
tax concept, in August, 1960, the Section of Taxation established this
committee. The committee was instructed to investigate the various
areas of problems pertaining to the underreporting of income by
taxpayers and possible solutions to the problem. The committee was
specifically instructed to submit a report on the advisability of and
problems with respect to the extension of withholding of taxes on pay-
ments of dividends and interest.

After the appointment of the committee, its first activity was
gathering available information concerning the extent of the problem
and possible solutions. This ineltided the panel discussions and the
papers submitted in connection with the hearings before the ComiIttee
6n Ways and Means in Noveimber and December, 1959, on the subject

1 Holland, Compendiulm, page 1399, as revised in Hearings, page 768, and as
adjusted in Comipendium, pages 1400-1402, and revised in Hearings, pages 767-768.

1H0latid, Coi~frndluii, page 1418, as adjusted at page 1419.
Kahn, Coruipenflltuf, page 1459, as adjusted in Hearings, page 781.
4 Kahn, Cotflpendium, page 1449, as adjusted at page 1455.
5Kan Compendium, page 1449, as adjusted at page 1455.
6 Pechi" h, Hearings, page 121; see also page 125.
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of broadening the tax bases. Further information was developed from
other sources.

The committee made a conscientious effort to approach the prob-
lems objectively and without bias. It was agreed from the outset that
steps must be taken to close the gap of underreporting of income. The
only question was the best way to achieve that objective, having in
mind the imminence of automatic data processing and the extent of
the burden that the various proposals would impose upon the Internal
Revenue Service and upon the payors and payees of dividends and
interest.

The comments in this report may be materially affected by the more
recent information and statistics whieh undoubtedly will be developed
in the 1961 Congressional hearings.

There may be developments after the submission of this report
(such as the introduction of a specific Administration bill on the
subject of interest and dividends withholding) which might cause the
committee to present, at the 1961 Annual Meeting, specific legislative
recommendations. In the absence of any such Administration bill at
the time of submission of this report, the committee's legislative
recommendations have been confined in this report to the matter of
taxpayer account numbers.

1. The Scope and Nature of the Problem

Any estifnate of the gap representing improper underreporting of
dividends and interest involves many assumptions, and is subject to
a very large possible margin of error. Estimates made by different
persons may differ substantially. However, the following table of
estimated underreporting is taken from relatively recent information
prepared by the Tax Analysis Staff of the Office of the Secretary of
the Treasury:

Year Dividend Reporting Interest Reporting
Gap Gap

(In millions of dollars)
1955 .............. 1,333
1956 .............. 1,091 2,072
1957 .............. 851 2,534
1958 .............. 917 2,605
1959 .............. 940 2,837

Even if these estimates are subject to as much as a 50% margin of
error, they still indicate a serious problem of underreporting in those
areas.

The Coninmissioner's Annual Report for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1060, states that there were approximately 116 million Form 1099's
and Form 1087's filed with the Internal Revetue Service during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1960. These report payments of dividends
in excess of $10, interest in excess of $600, and other types of income
such as rents, roytlties, etc. The task of manually sorting these
information returns and associating them with the returns filed by
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the taxpayers has proved to be so massive that in the past the Service
has succeeded in carrying through with the matching on only approxi-
mately 10% to 17o of the information returns.

Withholding of tax on salaries and wages has been in effect since
1943. Consideration has been given by Congress from time to time
in the intervening period to the imposition of the withholding of tax
on dividends and interest. Thus far, such legislation has not been
adopted because it was believed to be unnecessary and to involve
complexities, not present with salaries and wages, which would im-
pose a substantial burden on business and investors.

To insure better taxpayer compliance in this area, a nationwide
educational program was undertaken last year by the Treasury De-
partment and the Internal Revenue Service to acquaint taxpayers with
the legal requirements for reporting income from these sources. This
campaign was conducted with the cooperation of the principal, asso-
ciations of interest and dividend payers and thousands of corpora-
tions, banks, and other institutions that make such payments. The
analysis by the Service of the statistics of income for 1959 indicates
that there was little improvement in 1959 as compared with 1958 in
the reporting of dividends and interest. The improved reporting that
was generally expected to follow the educational program may not
be evident until 1960 or later years. Then again, the errors of estimate
that are inherent in the final conclusion about the dividend and interest
gaps may have offset some actual improvement for 1959 in reporting
attributable to the educational program. As of the date of this report,
the problem appears to be of sufficient magnitude to justify further
serious consideration.

2. Taxpayer Account Numbers

This committee is taking separate action with a view to obtaining
approval of a recommendation that the Congress adopt specific legis-
lation providing for taxpayer account numbers and that such legisla-
tion be enacted as expeditiously as possible.'

For the reasons set forth in the explanatory statement accompanying
such legislative recommendation, the committee believes such legisla-
tion is highly desirable for effective utilization of automatic data
processing whether or not a system of WithhliIding of tax on dividends
and interest is enacted. Even before autofratic data processing be-
comes fully effective, the use of the taxpayer account number will
facilitate the ffhanual sortifig and matching of information returns
with taxpayer returns. During this interim period, taxpayer knowledge
of the intended use of the taxpayer account numbers may have, the
psychological effect of encudirtiging a greater degree of reporting of
income, including dividends and ifitetest, than has been true in the
past. Such numbers might well be used to close the gap, not only on
dividends and interest, but also on other types of income where the
gap is much greater. However, the extent of such effectiveness can be
greatly influened by the Treasury's'prbgramnfor' amouiti'g the neces-
sary autitlatic data progcssing equipfliifit and instit~tiig new pro-
cedures for the cliolyniMtit of such Adfqtflefit as an eftofrceient aid.
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3. The Service's Plans for Automatic Data Processing

The Internal Revenue Service plans an automatic data processing
center to be located at Martinsburg, West Virginia, served by seven
satellite centers located in various regions of the country. Taxpayer
returns will be sent to a regional center where the information con-
tained therein will be encoded upon magnetic tape. At the regional
center the return will be mathmffatically verified and audit programs
at the local level will be selected and processed on medium sized
computers located in each regional center. Duplicate tapes will be
forwarded to Martinsburg, West Virginia, where the information
contained thereon will be collated with the taxpayer's master account
number. Additionally, data from information-returns filed with respect
to each taxpayer will be inserted in his master account and collated
with the other material therein. Ultimately, the taxpayer's complete tax
history from the inception of automatic data processing will appear on
a portion of magnetic tape located at the Martinsburg center.

Automatic data processing machines process information at ex-
tremely high speeds. Thus, the taxpayer's reported income can be
matched with his information returns (W-2's, 1099's, 1087's etc.),
and any discrepancies will be alhst immediately available to the
Service for enforcement purposes. In addition, new and accurate
statistical information can be developed for use in both enforcement
and legislative programs.

4. Basic Issues

The basic issues are:
(1) Wouild withholding of tax on-dividends and interest be desirable

when there is effective use of automaticdata processing?
(2) If withholding of tax on dividends and interest would not be

desirable when automatic data processing is in full operation, is
withholding of tax -on dividends anidinterest worthwhile as an interim
measure until autotnatic data processing is in fill operations

'(3) If the answer to either (1) or (2) is in the affirnatiVe, what
features sh6itld 'be in luded in the witholdihg tax system?

4.1 Withholding of Tax Considered with Automatic Data Processing

The suggestion has been made (by persons other otitbials of the
Treasury Departmeit) that withholding of tax on payenfits 'of
dividends and ifiterest is justified to eliminate the time gap on "pay-
ment of income tax on income from -dividenids and ifiterest as compared
with income frm wages, on which tax is now withheld. This does
not appear to be souned. The existing statutory plan for current
paymeiits based upon declarations "of estimated tax was intended to
overcome this time gap.

Withholding of 'tax upon wages involves differing considerations.
If a wage earner spends histax money he may have nothing left with
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which to satisfy his obligation for taxes, except his continuing eating
capacity, which in turn is subject to additional income taxes, when
realized. No similar reason exits in the dividend and interest ireas.
The recipients of dividends and interest, even though they spend
their receipts, still own the underlying capital which produced the
income and the Government can resort to this f6r the collection of
its taxes.

It appears doubtful that, once automatic data processing is in
full operation, withholding would appreciably redfice a idhistrative
costs.

If automatic data processing is used to the fullest extent practicable,
it may be questioned whether withholding of tax upon dividends and
interest would have sufficient administrative value, as a device for
enforcing payment of tax upon income from dividends and interest, to
justify the costs of imposition of such a withholding system. This
assumes that the minimum requirement of $600 for reporting interest
payments would be reduced, when automatic data processing is fully
operative, to a level more comparable to the. reporting requirement
for dividends.

It has been suggested that withholding of tax on dividends and
interest is justified to insure collection of tax on amounts that are too
small to justify the administrative effort of identifying and collecting
deficiencies in underreporting. If these amounts are too small to
justify such administrative action, consideration should be given to
whether they are too small to justify the burdens 'that would be imposed
by withholding of tax on payors, payees, and the Service. It has never
been suggested that there be withholding of tax solely on amounts of
dividend and interest payments that are too small to justify adminis-
trative follow-up. The imposition of withholding of tax on all payments
of dividends and interest, in order to insure collection of a tax on the
minimum fringe may involve an uneven balance of interests.

4.:2 Withholding of Tax on Dividends and Interest as an
Interim Measure

Automatic data processing will not be fully effective on a nation-
wide basis until approximately 1967 or 1968. The question accord-
ingly arises as to the necessity for affirmative action prior to that
time to close for the intervening years the gap in underreporting of
dividends and interest.

One answer, proposed by the President, is *to put in effect'as of
January 1, 1962, a Withholding of tax on dividends and interest without
issuance of receipts. Whether the px'oblems ihvolved in such a method
of withholding of tax on dividends and interest otitweigh the gains
from the collebtion of such tax is a matter for serious consideration in
the light of the discussion which follows.
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5. Withholding Problems in the Dividend Area

There are more than thirty-eight million shareholder accounts in
the United States, and the annual dividend payments are estimated to
require in excess of one hundred million checks. However, there is a
peculiarity in the dividend situation in that a substantial number of
large corporations utilize the services of banks as disbursing agents.
This narrows to some extent the impact of the problem, and at the
same time aggravates the burdens on disbursing agents because they
are acting for so many corporations.

For 1958, dividend income was reported in 5,125,813 returns of indi-
viduals in a total amount in excess of $9 billion.7 This does not take
into account dividends included in income on Form 1040A, since divi-
dends on this form are not identified as such.8 There were 41,955,064
returns for 1958 filed on Form 1040,0 so that dividend income was
reported in approximately 1 out of 8 returns.
. Dividends in excess of the $50 exclusion were reported in 4,235,017
returns of individuals in a total amount of $8,740 million.10 In num-
ber of returns, about one-half of the returns reporting dividend income
had adjusted gross income of under $10,000.11 In dollars reported,
after deduction of the $50 exclusion, approximately one-half of the
dividend income was reported by taxpayers with adjusted gross income
of less than $25,000.12 Although average dividends reported after
deducting the exclusion were approximately $2,200 ($8,740,560 thou-
sands 4,235,017 returns),"' over half of the returns filed reported
taxable dividend income of under $400.11

5.1 Payor and Disbursing Agent Considerations

The disbursing agents who issue dividefid checks for many corpora-
tions have special problems with respect to the utilization of their
mechanical equipnme6it. The committee was not able to ascertain the
capabilities of existing equipment to handle additional reporting
requirements, and particularly to handle reporting requirements con-
nected with withholdinfg bdf tax on dividends. Obviously, however, if
a reporting requireffient were imposed in eohntion with withholding
of tax on dividends, both the disbursing agents and the corporations
which pay dividends directly to their stockholders would be faced with
the problem of chhngeover to new equipment which would meet the
requirements thereby thrust upon them.

' Statistics of Income-Intdlvildual Income Tax Returns for 1958 (hereinafter
referred to as "Statistics of Income"), page 4, Table B, Coltirmn (3).

$Statistics of Income, page 4.
9 Statistics of Income, page 15, Table Q Coloti (1).s t atistics of Income, page 30, Table 4 Columns (4) and (5).
0. 0Otation from data in Statics of Income, page 0, Table 4, Columhi i(4).
12 Compitation from data in Statitics of Income, page'30, Table 4, C lthfn (5).
is See note (12).
l'Computtlbn from Statistics of Income, page44, Table 0, Colum ts (1), (2),

(3), (4) and (5).
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5.2 .Payee Consideratione

Because of exemptions,' standard deductions, and other such allow-
ances, a withholding system would necessarily inOlve some excess
withholdt'xg on dividend recedits in the lower income brackets. This
will work a hardship on such recipients (with the exception of special
groups such as minors supported by their parentss), unless some special
provision is made to rectify overwithholding.

Due to the deductions, exemptions and dividbnd credits allowable
under existing law, surprisingly large amounts of dividends iay be
received, and still have overwithholding at a 20% rate, if the tax-
payer's sole itioome is from dividends. This is illustrated in the
following table, which shows the amounts of dividend income where
tax payable exactly equals tax withheld at a 20% rate. If the divi-'
dend income were any less than the amount indicated, there would be
overwithholding.

Deduction of
13% of

Standard Adjusted Gross
Deduction Income 15

Married couple filing joiit return;
both over 65; no dependents ... $24,950 $32,103

Married couple filing joint return;
both under 65; no dependents ... 21,950 28,633

Head of household with one
dependent; under 65 ........... 16,447 20,153

Single person; over 65; no
dependents ................... 13,750 16,116

Single person , Under 65; no
dependents ................ 12,296 14,384

Figures are not availlAble in fhe Statistic of Income as to the
number of returns reporting only dividend income, so it is impossible
to draw any conclusions as to the number of taxpayers in this category
who will be subjected to overvithh6l ding on dividends.

Overwithho1ding 6h dividends :will not exist if there is sufficint
taxable income not subject to withholding (or subject, as in the case
of wages, to withholdihg that reflects the standar d' deduction a'd lanly
exemptions). Some examples Of the break-even po6it ini6nome subject
and not subject to wthhlftl0ng of tax are set forth in Exhibits 1
and 2, attached.

From an adtlltistrMtive standpidifit, it is necessary to weigh the
desirdbility of fairness to lower bracket taxpayers against the almilis-
tralive problems thtt may be itblVed 'ii reducing the hared'1itp of
overWithht1dthg.

It is not possible to do more than to esttffiite the category of fyees

15 Ratio -of Deductions to Adjosted Cross I'come for all taxable returns with
Adjusted Gross Income of $25,000 to $50,000; coiputed from data in Statistics
of Income, page 57, Table 10.
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who are principally responsible for the underreporting of dividend
income. Statistics developed a decade ago indicate that. a substantial
portion of the underreporting occurs in connection with taxpayers in
lower income brackets. Thus, it was estimated that 34.5% of the
dividend underreporting for the year 1948 occurred in connection with
taxpayers having an income of less than $7,000 a year.

Consideration was given by the committee to the possibility of a
personal exemption, similar to that in the case of wages. The problems
involved with respect to exemptions from withholding of tax are dis-
cussed at Sections 7.5, 7.6 and 7.7, infra.

Provision for intra-annual refunds, perhaps on a quarterly basis,
would reduce the burden on the low bracket recipients of dividend
income. This, however, would multiply the administrative problems
of the Service, and such problems would probably be greater without
receipts than with receipts. It would also present serious problems for
payers if receipts were required. Even without receipts, payers would
be faced with problems in connection with the necessity for furnishing
information to the payee which the payee could use to support his
claim for refund, assuming that such supporting information with
respect to intra-annual refunds would be necessary.

The lowering of the withholding rate is one meats of reducing the
problem of overwithholding, but this, in 'turn, reduces the effectiveness
of the withholding tax as an instri,ent to insure full reporting of
dividend income and to reduce the revevte loss from underreporting.

Consideration might be given to an alternative such as allowing
interest'on refunds of overwithheld tax on dividends from an earlier
date (for example, from June 30 of the year in which the overwith-
holding occurred). The additional interest on the refund would com-
pensate for the payees' loss of use of the dividend income and the
extra interest cost to the Government may be less than ihe'adminis-
trative cost in verifying and handling intra-annual refunds.

5.3 Fiscal Considerations

The direct cost to the Treasury Department in administering a with-
holding, of tax on dividends necessarily depends upbh the nature of
the withhold'hg system ;and the extent to whtch an attempt is made
to alleviate overwithh6ldfig by means such 'as )itra-annual refuhds.
We were advised that in the case of' refunds of excess withholding on
wages, it is currently costing the Service 34 cents to process each
refund, plus 15 cents for each refund check, a total c6st of 49 cents
per refiud. The Service, at the present time, makes approximately
35 million refunds between Jatittry 1 and May 31 of each year. No
practical esihtbate can be made of the cost to the Service of handling
refunds of excess withholdig gof tax on dividends.

There is an additihfal cost to the Treasury DepArtient of with-
holding in that payers will incur increased expenses with respect to
the operation of the withholding system aid additional reporting to
payees and the Treasury Department. These additional costs will tbe
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deductible in computing the taxable Income of the payers, and in most
cases the Treasury Department will bear 52% of these additional costs.
If the Treasury Department does not require receipts, these additional
costs will arise only to the extent the payor is required, or finds it
appropriate, to furnish Information to the payees at the request of the
payee or voluntarily as a matter of good business practice.

The cost to payers is also dependent upon the nature of the with-
holding system. A gross-up withholding of tax, involving no receipts
to payees and no additional reports to the Internal Revenue Service,
would involve very little additional cost to payers. However, a system
involving receipts to payees might create a large economic and admin-
istrative burden on corporations. This cost would be considerably
increased if there were an enforcement of the requirement of an annual
reporting of dividends paid during the year, rather than the current
acceptance of reporting dividends paid on a per dividend basis.

5.4 Economic Repercussions of Withholding of Tax on Dividends and
No Withholding of Tax on Interest

Mechanically it would appear less difficult to impose tax withholding
on dividends than on interest for reasons that will be developed in
Section 6 of this report. Therefore, there may be an inclination to
impose the withholding of tax on dividends and not to impose a with-
holding of tax on interest.

It is believed that it would be unwise and inequitable to impose a
withholding of tax on dividends and not on investment-type interest.
A one-sided Withholding might encourage investors to switch from
corporate stocks to interest-bearing obligations. Further, the gap of
underreporting for 1956 and 1957 appeared to be approximately two
to three times as great in the interest field as in the dividend field.

6. Withlhding Problems in the Interest Area

There is no eentralizatioti of payors 'of interest in a relatively small
group as in the case of dividends. On the contrary) interest payments
involve every segment of'otir economy, frmfthe long-range, financing
of business enterprises and the United Sthtes Treasury to the typical
credit transactions wherein the consumer buys, merchandise on charge
accounts br conditional sales contrabts;, froi the financing of' railroad
roliig stobk to the savings of ohlfdren in their school thrift programs.
There is also a wide spread tof taxpayers receiving ifiterest payments.
This would range from the small savingsaccunt in a bank or savings
and loan association to finance companies and leading intitutions
whose principal business is the earning of interest. It appears to be
generally accepted that a large part of the gap in underreporting of
interest income arises with respect to small taxpayers receiving rela-
tively small amounts of Interest income on govertriint obligations
and on deposits in savings accounts in banks or savings and loan
associations.
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There are attached hereto, as Exhibits 3 and 4, tables recently pre-
pared by the Tax Analysis Staff of the Office of the Secretary of the
Treasury which give breakdowns of interest and dividend payments by
types for several recent years.

As noted at Section 5.2 in connection with dividend income, sur-
prisingly large amounts of investment-type income may be received
and there still may be overwithholdlng of tax at a 20% rate, if the
taxpayer's sole income is from income subject to withholding of tax.
This is illustrated in the following table which shows the amount of
interest income if interest constitutes the only taxable income where
tax payable exactly equals tax withheld at a 20% rate. If the interest
income were any less than the amount indicated, there would be
overwithholding.

Deduction of
13% of

Standard Adjusted Gross
Deduction Income1

Married couple filing joint return;
both over 65; no dependents... $19,000 $24,384

Married couple filing joint return;
both under 65; no dependents... 15,400 20,125'

Head of houshold with one
dependent; under 65.......... 12,367 14,847

Single person; over 65; no
dependents 10,771 12,192

Single person; under 65; no
dependents . ................ 8,857 10,063

Figures are not available in the Statistics of Income as to the
number of returns reporting only investment-type interest income, so
it is impossible to draw, any conclusion as to the number of taxpayers
in this category who will be subjected to overwithholding on interest.

Overwithholding on interest Will not exist if there is sufficient taxable
income not subject to withh6dling (or subject, as in the case of wages,
to withholding that reflects the standard deduction and any exemp-
tions). Some examples of the break-even point in interest subject to
withholding tax and other income subject to no withholding tax are
set forth below (Sched~les attached as Exhibits 1 and 2 show more
comprehensively the break-even pots of income subject and not sub-
ject to withholding of tax (i.e., the points at whioh the tax payable
exactly equals the tax withheld at source).):

16 See footnote (15).
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Deduction of
20% of

Standard Adjusted Gross
Deduction Income 17

Married couple filing joint return; both
over 65; no dependents
1. If taxable income is ........... $ 1,000 $ 1,000

Adjusted gross income will be..... 3,778 4,250
There will be overwithholding if--

Interest subject to withholding is
more than .................. 1,000 1,000

Interest not subject to withhold-
ing is less than .............. 2,778 3,250

2. If taxable income is ........... 5,000 5,000
Adjusted gross income will be ..... 8,222 9,250
There will be overwithholding if-

Interest subject to withholding is
more than ................ 5,100 5,100

Interest not subject to withhold-
ing is less than............ 3,122 4,150

3. If taxable income is .......... 10,000 10)000
Adjusted gross income will be. 13,400 15,500
There will be overwithholding if-

Interest subject to withholding is
more than .. ................ 11,000 11,000

Interest not subject to withhold-
ing is less than ............ 2,400 4,500

4. If taxable income is ................ 15,000 15,000
Adjusted gross income e will be..... 18,400 21,750
There will be overwithholding If-

Interest subject to withholding is
more than ............... 18,100 18,100

Interest not subject to withold-
ing is less than.. .............. 300- 3,650

6.1 Payor and Disbursing Agent Considerations

Many of the payor and disbursing agent considerations with respect
to withholding of tax on interest are similar to those previously dis-
cussed at 5.1 with respect to withholding of tax on dividends. In addi-
tion, there are special problems in the interest area which must be
considered.

One such is the "bddk-to-back ' ' interest problem. Thus, a bAnk
may have' tax withheld on some of the ihitercst It receives, on loais,
and at the same tidie be paying interest to the Federal Reserve )3ank
on its bwn borrowings. Thus, uitil such time as the interest withheld
cotild be applied against its tax liability, such a financial institution
woUld be pdlaced'under -an economic hatidtcap. Of course, the individual

17 Ratio of Deductions to Aditsted Gross Income for all taxable returns with
Adjusted Gross Income of Ie.s than $0,000 actual figure, computed from data
in Statistics of Income, phge 57, Table 10, is f9.53%, which' was rounded to 2001.
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who has tax withheld on interest paid to him may also be put to an
economic disadvantage, but the problem may be more serious in the
case of a financial institution whose interest income may be in large
part offset by interest payments.

Another matter to be considered with respect to withholding of tax
on interest is the effect of such withholding on the normal practice of
depositors leaving in the bank or savings and loan association the
interest earned, thus increasing the depositors' balance. To an appre-
ciable extent, this practice also exists in the dividend area under
dividend reinvestment programs sponsored by investment companies
and others.

While withholding of tax on dividends would be applicable to all
payers, withholding of tax on interest would not be apt to have such
wide application. In contrast to dividend transactions which involve
only a corporation and its shareholders, borrowings cut across every
type of business and personal transaction and the imposition of with-
holding requirements on every interest transaction would swamp both
persons and businesses with paperwork. Such an imposition would also
impose almost insoluble administrative problems upon thd Service. The
delinquent trust accounts would probably rise because of the failure of
a payor of a few dollars of 'interest to remit the withheld amount to the
Service. And because of the volume of transactions, most of which
would involve small amounts, the cost of enforcement would be dispro-
portionate to the amount collected. This suggests that interest pay-
ments made by individuals should be excluded from the requirements
of withholding.

In the first instance at least, withholding might preferably be
limited to interest on corporate and government obligations, savings
accounts and like investments. Presumably there would be withhold-
ing on such investment-type interest received by corporations, part-
nerships and other recipients, as well as by individuals. The exclusion
from withholding of other types of interest should not affect collections
of tax upbn interest adversely and would, at the same time, materially
decrease the administrative and enforcement problem existent in this
area. It would, however, seem to require separate reporting of with-
holdablo and nonwithholdable interest in the tax return forms of
recipiefits.

6.2 Payee Consideration8

Payee considerations inv6lve matters previously discussed at Sec-
tion 5.2 with respect to the overwithh~lding of tax on dividend pay-
ments. In addition, in the case of the savings accounts at a batik Or
savings afid loan association, the payee usually must take affimAtive
acthnt todetermine the amotnt-of interest earned on his deposit. This
differs from the dividefid situAtion where the owner of the stock or his
nominee receives the dividend check, and therefore has iifforriitton as
to his dividend income during the year. In the case of the savings
accoutit, the interest is credited to the account and the depositor gener-
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ally does not know the amount of his interest income until such time
as he turns in his passbook for crediting of the interest.

As in the case of withholding of tax on dividends (also discussed'
at Section 5.2 above), the desirability of fairness to lower bracket
taxpayers musb be weighed against the administrative problems to the
Service and to the payor. These will depend in part upon the nature
of the withholding system and the reporting requirements. The addi-
tional cost to the Service of administering tax withholding presumably
would be a substantial amount, but we know of no basis for a reliable
estimate. The same observation would apply to the additional cost to
the payers. The increased cost of the payers would reduce taxable
income and income tax liability of the payers.

6.3 Fiscal Co nderations

In addition to the costs to the Service of administering the tax with-
holding system and the cost to the payers of interest, there would be
significant fiscal effects upon obligations of the United States Govern-
ment if there is to be a reporting requirement by payers. In the
absence of such requirement, there may possibly be some effect because
of requests for information from payees. The committee was informed
in December, 1060, that of $288 billion of interest-bearing obligations,
there are $243 billion in the hands of the public. Of the $243 billion,
$185 billion are in the form of marketable securities. There are $39 bil-
lion of Treasury bills sold at a discount and $25 billion of certificates
of indebtedness, most having two interest certificates attached and
some only one. Of $42 billion of Treasury notes, about half have
coupons and half do not. Of the nonmarketable securities, the bulk is
in savings bonds, of which $9 billion are in interest-bearing form. In
the case of savings bonds, there are 440 million pieces, aggregating
$38 billion.

The committee was also informed in December, 1960, that providing
annual information returns with respect to interest paid by the United
States Government would be expensive. In the case of some bonds it
might be possible to have the withholding donle by banks which cash
the bondsor the interest coupons. The Treasury Department now pays
an average of 12 cents per boind to btiiks for their services in handlingredemptions. Ir the bank is required to-prepare a receipt and an ifor-
mation return, it is estimated this might double the cost.

In December, 1960, we were informed that the additional estimated
cost to the Treasury Department of complying, as an issuer of bonds,
with a tax withholding system involving recelots might run from$11 million to $25 million a year, depenbding upon the reporting and
receipt ret~ilrements of a partitlar withholding system. These figures
do notincltide the additionaldcost With respect to registered bonids.

An effective tax withholding system for Interest payments would
almost certainly have to include iiterept payments by :the United
States Governrinotit on its outstanding -bligations.
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7. Facets of Various Withholding Plans

It is obviously necessary to balance the conidcrations of fairness to
taxpayers against the administrative cost to the Service and to the
payers of dividends and interest and withholding agents. Any system
should be so devised that it would not encourage wholesale dishonesty
or errors because of the lack of reasonable veriflcation of claims for
refund of overwithholding of tax. On the other hand, if the system
becomes enmeshed In too many intricacies it may strangle in its own
complexity.

7.1 Gross-Up with No Receipts

A plan for withholding of tax ostensibly involving a minimum of
administrative complications to the Service, to payers and recipients of
dividends and interest is the gross-up plan without receipts to payees.
This is the theory of the withholding plan proposed in the President's
Tax Message and explained In more detail in the statement of the
Secretary of the Treasury. Under this concept there would be with-
holding of tax at a rate which would permit easy grossing-up. For
example, the withholding rate might be at 20%, with the 80% being
remitted to the owner of the stock or of the Interest-bearing obligation.
The recipient would total the amounts he had received as dividends or
interest payments and gross-up by adding 25% of the total amount
he had a tally received, and reporting the sum as his income from
dividends and interest. He would then claim a credit in his tax return
for the tax withheld in an amount equal to 20% of the total amount
reported as dividend and interest income. The payor would remit the
tax withheld but make no additional reports to the Internal Revenue
Service and would not be required to issue any receipts to the payee.

The introduction of a gross-up concept of reporting dividends and
certain interest would present substantial problems of form design,
particularly with respect to Forms 1040A and 1040W. The extra
gross-up computations may lead to additional errors in returns and
difficulties in processing.

The principal objection to this simple approach lies in the absence
of a y feasible verificati6n 7of refund ola ims. Since there Would be no
receipts, an individual might claim refund based on his contention
tht he had received $50 or $100 of dividend Ificome, which is not
taxable because of his exemptions and eductibns, relying on the fact
that he is not required to submit receipts or other pfof of tax with-
held. The Service wotildhave to be prepared for the most part to allow
the refuhd- on a "quickie" basis without any attempt at verifloation.
No doubt certain information would be required in the claims for
refund, such as listing by payers and afitoufits the dividends and
interest on which there was withh'lding. It has been suggested that
this wotld tend to tinhtbit -flifig of false claims for refund.

Another problem 6f withholdifg of "tax without receipts is the payee's
difficulty in distingtiishing in his tax rett~in between interest on which
tax has been withheld and tiftrest on which there was no withholding.
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This would appear to impose an additional record-keeping burden on
small taxpayers.

The proponents of this plan suggest that protection against cheating*
could be achieved through sample checks in various communities of
refund claims for overwithholding on dividends and interest. There
would be letters mailed out to the sample selectees requesting specifica-
tion as to the sources of the dividends and interest payments, and
probably a subsequent letter to the alleged sources of these payments
requesting verification that such amounts were paid to the taxpayers
claiming the refund and that tax in the amount claimed was with-
held. This might be done on a very small percentage of the total
claims for refund, but considerable publicity would be given to the
verification program, and a few criminal actions instituted in a com-
munity undertaken for the purpose of publicizing the penalties that
might attach to fraudulent claims for refund of taxes alleged to have
been overwithheld.

After careful consideration of this plan, serious doubts remain as
to the adoption of a system permitting refunds without receipts unless
Congress is satisfied that it would not lead to extensive fraudulent or
erroneous refund claims against the Government. The committee did
not find appealing the "in terrbrem" concept that prosecution of a
few violators is the proper means to deter others from cheating. If
withholding of tax is adopted, it is desirable that the plan include
administrative provisions that will assure proper functioning.

Such a plan would be feasible, at bept, in a limited number of cases
involving relatively small receipts of dividends or of interest subject
to withholding from only a few sources. However, to the knowledge of
the committee, no realistic estimate has been made of the number of
cases of overwithholding which may arise at the proposed 20% rate.
Some idea of the minimum figure of overwithholding situations is
available from the information that for 1958 dividends were reported
on 608,362 nontaxable returns filed by individuals and interest income
was reported on 1,215,439 nontaxable returns filed by individuals.1B
There will be a substantial amount of dividend and ifiterest income
reported by tax-exempt corporations, charitable trusts, pension anid
profit-sharing plans, and other tax-exempt institutions. The extefit to
which overwithholding on dividends and interest paid to these organi-
zations will actually be subject to offset, as suggested in the statem~fit
of the Secretary of the Treasury, against social security arid wage
withholding is in the realm of speculation.

In addition, there is whht appears to be an unknown area of possible
refunds of overwithholding on taxable returns. As reflected in, Ex-
hibits 1 and 2, attached, the dollar size of returns in which there
would be overwithholding at the 20 rate is surprisingly large ($32,103
of iniome solely from dlvide8s in the case of a married couple, both
over 65, with no dependents and deductions of 13% of adjusted gross
income, which was the national average in 1958 for this bratbket;
$24,384 of income solely from interest with the balance of the- assumed

18Statjstics of income, page 30, Table 4, Columns (4) and (6), Line 38.
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facts the same). The prospect of withholding of tax on dividends and
interest could be approached with greater certainty if more facts were
known about the magnitude of the problem, and particularly of intra-
annual refunds of overwithholding.

The sizable amounts of dividend and interest income which may
produce overwithholding in certain cases (see Exhibits 1 and 2,
attached), raise an important question as to the administrative
feasibility of properly processing refund claims without receipts. It
may be feasible to spotclleck refund claims involving a few hundred
dollars of dividend and interest income from a small number of payors.
It is difficult to contemplate an adequate verification of refund claims
where the dividend or interest income runs into the thousands of
dollars and may be from 50 to 100 or more sources.

7.2 Receipt8

If Congress should ad6pt a tax withholding system for dividends
and interest, further consideration should be given to legislation which
requires issuance of receipts to-payees. In the long range it is believed
inevitable that receipts will-have to be furnished to the payees on an
annual basis, summarizing the total payments to the payee during
the year. As a temporary expedient it might be satisfactory to permit
receipts to be furnished with respect to each payment so as to ease
the burden upon the payor during the transition period, although there
may be difficulties in the replacement of lost or mislaid receipts.

Automatic data processing bears upon the necessity of receipts.
Without automatic data processing, receipts seem highly desirable for
good administration, both from the standpoint of protecting the
Treasury from improper clairis and from the standpoint of assisting
the honest taxpayer by giving him supporting proof of his claiffi. They
may prove invaluable in the processing of claims for refund of tax
overwithheld or claims for credit in excess of the tax actually being
paid on the reported amount of dividends and interest. With auto-
matic data processing, the receipt system may be less important than
it would be at the present time from an administrative standpoint,
assuming a lowering of the present $600 minimum for filing of infor-
mation returns regarding payments of interest.

Realistically, a system starting out with no receipts might well con-
vert itself, in a relatively short time, to a receipts system. It may well
be that the Treasury Department, after an initial experience with a
no-receipts system, will find that receipts to payees are essential.

Even if the Treasury Department is willing and able to accept a
no-receipts system, payees may well demand receipts to assist them
in preparing their returns or claims fbr refund. The demands of the
payees for receipts probably will be addressed initially to the payors.
If the response is not fast enough and complete enough, Congress may
be requested by the payees to enact legislation requiring payors to
furnish receipts. I
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7.3 Intra-Annual Refunds
There will be hardships, especially in the first year of the withhold-

ing tax, to small bracket taxpayers relying upon income from dividends
and Interest as a source of livelihood if taxes are overwithheld, and the
taxpayer cannot recover the tax overwithheld until after the end of the
taxable year. It has been suggested that there might be Intra-annual
refunds to take care of these cases. The committee gave careful consid-
eration to the problems involved in intra-annual refunds with full sym-
pathy for the problems of the small taxpayer, but the committee con-
cluded that intra-annual refunds would involve serious administrative
complications which would have to be balanced against the hardship on
payees.

It should be noted that one objection to intra-annual refunds with
respect to dividends and interest is that it might establish a precedent
for intra-annual refunds on overwithholding of wages. Thus, the
administrative problem of making intra-annual refunds could eventu-
ally become much greater than that which would flow directly from
intra-annual refunds of overwithholding solely in connection with
dividends and interest payments.

7.4 Gross-Up with Receipts

The gross-up concept, as indicated at 7.1, is indispensable to a with-
holding plan which does not involve receipts to payees. It has been
suggested that the gross-up concept would also be of value, even in a
withholding plan which did involve receipts to payees.

The committee concluded that, while there might be some incidental
benefits from ease in grossing-up receipts of dividends and interest to
determine the total amount of these payments before withholding of
tax, on the whole the receipt system sufiTliently answered the verifica-
tion problems so that the gross-up concept was not an essential feature
of a withholding plan involving receipts.

7.5 Total Exemption Certificates for Tax Exempt Institutions

It has been proposed (by persons other than officials of the Treasury
Department) that tax-exempt institutions be permitted to file exemp-
tion certificates under the terms of which they would not be subject
to withholding on divideidsand interest received. From the stand-
point of the payor and withholding agent, this would increase the cost
because these exempt institutions would have to be flagged and the fill
amount of any dividend or Interest remitted to them. It has been
suggested (by persons other than officials of the Treasury Department)
that the ntttnber of total exemption certificates is sufficiently small to
permit this to be done withoitt an additional disproportionate cost
burden upon the payor. The committee is informed thAt, to the extent
paybrs ian use automatic or machine processing of withholding, the
introduction of an "all 'or h6thii'g" exemption would not materially
alter the system imisofar as costs are concerned. The exempt recipients
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would, of course, benefit from this because they would not have to
wait to receive the refunds and the Service would be spared the
mechanical problem of making such refunds.

7.6 Total Exemption Certificates for Individuals
The withholding statute might provide for no tax to be withheld

on payments of dividends and interest if the payee has filed with the
payor a certificate of exemption. It is further assumed that the exemp-
tion certificate would be issued only in cases where the payee's exemp-
tions exceeded his expected income from all sources.

There occurred to the committee no serious objections to such exemp-
tion certificates, unless the number of such certificates issued was
sufficiently large to cause a substantial increase in the payor's han-
dling costs.

7.7 Partial Exemption Certificates for Individuals

The committee considered a plan for partial exemption certificates
for individuals to be filed in much the same manner as they are with
W-2 statements. Such an exemption system would be very costly to
payers and withholding agents because of the difference in handling
each separate payment in accordance with particular exemption certifi-
cates filed by the payee. Unlike wage withholding where there is a
personal relationship between the employer and the employee, the
corporation shareholder and creditor-debtor relationship is by and
large conducted entirely by mail, and the additional correspondence
and paperwork involved in securing both proper exemption certificates
and a verification with respect to status would be immense. The
personal exemption certificate works well with wage withholding
where there usually is only one employer. However, the investor may
have dividends and interest from several sources, thereby complicating
the operation.

7.8 Payees' Considerations-Interrelationship of Rates, Exemptions
and Intra-Annual Refunds

From the standpoint of the payee, the use of the exemption or the
provision for intra-annual refunds are mechanics for alleviating the
burden caused by overwithholding. To some extent the same result
can be achieved by a lowering of the effective withholding rate. These
three mechanics are not mutually exclusive and can be applied either
alone or in combination.

7.9 Administrative Considerations
From the standpoint of administering a withholding system, the

interrelationship of these various facets must be explicitly set forth.
It can reasonably be anticipated that there will be many claims for
refund filed if ifitra-aniual refunds are permitted. This committee
knows of no way effectively to check the validity of these claims
without a receipt system.
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The advantage to be gained by the use of the gross-up technique,
that is, a flat rate and simplicity of determining the gross amount to
be reported as income, disappears if personal exemptions are per-
mitted. The use of variable personal exemptions will change the
effective withholding rate on each payee, and grossing-up will then
be invalid.' Similarly, if personal exemptions are permitted, receipts
will be necessary to permit both the taxpayer and the Service to know
what the effective withholding rate was. Therefore, no personal exemp-
tion system can be permitted unless a receipt system is adopted.

Similarly, intra-annual refunds are designed to accomplish. the same
results as personal exemption certificates. It would seem to increase
unnecessarily the paperwork of the payees, payers and the Service to
use both of these techniques when one should suffice, and the addition
of the second technique would not be economically sound.

If intra-annual refunds are permitted, a simple gross-up will not be
valid for a person who has received an intra-annual refund and special
provision will have to be made for such person.

8. Additional Problems

There are a number of additional problems which must be solved in
the enactment of legislation designed to institute withholding on divi-
dends and interest.

If no receipts are required, the payee will be in the position of hav-
ing part of his money sent to the United States Government although
the payor is not required to furnish any accounting to him annually
or periodically. There should be considered a statutory enactment
which will require certain payers to account to payees upon demand.
It may be that such legislation would be necessary only with respect
to United States obligations, such as Series E Bonds. A taxpayer
selling or buying stock will ordinarily have the certificate or some
record from the broker to show his ownership of the stock. A taxpayer
buying or cashing Series E Bonds at a bank, however, may have no
record of his ownership, and may be unable to prove to an examining
revenue agent his right to a credit or refund.

If there are no receipts, the definition of the payments which are
subject tO withholding, and the payments which are not, should be
very simple and very clear, so as to avoid confusion and error by
payees. The definition of a dividend as presently contained in the
Internal Revenue Code may be too complicated for purposes of any
system of withholding without receipts.

Whether or not there are receipts, there will be special problems in
determinifig how to treat, and who is to obtain the benefits of, the
withheld amount in the case of fiduciaries who receive income and
make digtributiss of all or part of their income to beneficiaries, in
the case of partnerships, in the case of regulated investment com-
panies, in the case of 0orPoMati6ns which have elected to be taxed Uider
Subchapter S, and so forth. All of these areas of the tax law are
already quite complicated, and the provision flr the-treatinent of with-
held anftlots in these cases should be as simple as possible. It might.
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be undesirable to require a "tracing" of the dividend or interest on
which there is withholding.

The present income tax forms 'are quite complicated. The provisions
for withholding may make then even more complex. This will be
particularly true if the withholding system does not require receipts,
since there will then probably have to be two schedules, one for divi-
dends and interest subject to withholding, and another for dividends
and interest not subject to withholding.

The present system for estimated tax returns should be. reconsidered
so as to coordinate its requirements with the new withholding system.

9. Conclusion

The committee would favor a withholding of tax on dividends and
interest, if it were demonstrated to be a practicable way and the only
practicable way to close the gap in reporting of dividends and interest
within a reasonable time. However, the committee does not favor such
withholding unless, after thorough investigation and analysis, it is
reasonably apparent that this is necessary.

In making such investigation and analysis the following should be
considered:

1. Separation from the balance of the current tax legislation the
matter of taxpayer account numbers and sending that through as
a separate bill.

The effective date would be the earliest practicable. Informa-
tion furnished to the committee is to the effect that a change-
over to taxpayer account numbers in the case of a large propor-
tion of dividend mayors might be possible by January 1, 1963.
The committee has no information as to when interest payors
could commence operations with taxpayer account numbers.
2. Reduction of the information return requirements on interest

payments.
A level of around $100 may be more realistic than the present

$600 level.
3. If taxpayer. account numbers can go into full operation in

1963, a complete collation and matching of information returns
with tax returns for that year.

a. Acceleration of the time schedule for automatic data proc-
essing so as to obtain as much assistance as possible from the
new electrolie- equipment.

b. Communrication with a substantial percentage of taxpayers
who understate dividend and interest income for 1963 beyond
a tolerance set by the Treasury Department.

c. ExamifiAtio- of the returns for prior years of taxpayers
who substantially understate dividend or interest income for
1963. The information developed for 1963 would assist in this
operation.

d. Developtent of more statistical information from' the
matching of information retu 'hs With tax returns. This infor-
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mation would show more accurately than is presently possible
how much divided fnd interest income is underreported and
the brackets of the taxpayers involved. Data should be devel-
oped so that there will be information which will make it
possible, for example, accurately to estimate the number and
amount of refunds because of ovcrwilthholding at various
alternative rates.

The cost of the matching of all information returns with tax returns
will be very large. However, this committee believes that the results
would justify a substantial expenditure because: (1) there should be
better reporting as the result of public knowledge of the matching
program, (2) additional tax will be collected from those whose under-
statements are revealed by the matching program, and (3) it will
provide the data for a more informed determination as to the desira-
bility of a withholding of tax on dividends and interest and its imple-
mentation, if determined to be desirable. The above suggestions are
directed at all types of underreported income, which for 1957 were
estimated to aggregate more than $20 billion.
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EXHIBIT I
WITHHOLDING OF TAX AT 20% ON DIVIDE NDS AND INTEREST

ANALYSIS OF POINTS AT WHicu TiHmr WILL B9 AN OVERWITHOLDING OF TAX
UNDER VARIOUS STATED ASSUMPTIONS

(All Computations Assume the Standard Deduction and Do Not Include the
Retirement Income Credit)

Married
Couple;

Over 6 6;
No De.
pendents

1. Income solely from divi-
dends; preIent law as to
exclusion and credit for
dividends

Withholding at 20% will
result in overwithhold-
ing on any income under. $24,950

2. Income solely from with-
holdable interest

Withholding at 20% will
result in overwithhold-
ing on any income under. 19,000

3. Mixed income-part sub-
ject to 20% withholding
and part not subject (no
recognition of dividend ex-
clusion or credit)
a. Taxable income of $1,000

Gross income ......... 3,778
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ...... 1,000
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 2,778

b. Taxable income of $2,000
Gross income ......... 4,889
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
i8 more than -. ...... 2,000
And the amount of
income not subject, to
withholding is less
than ................ 2,889

c. Taxable income of $3,000
Gross income ......... 6,000
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more thnqr. ...... 3,000
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 3,000

d. Taxable income of $4,000
Gross income ......... 7,111
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Married
Couple;

Under 65;
No De.

pendents

lfead of
Household;
Under 65;
1 Depend.

out

Single ;
Over 05;
No De.

pendents

Single;
Under

05i; No
Depend-

ents

$21,950 $16,447 $13,750 $12,296

15,400 12,367 10,771

2,444

1,000

1,444

3,556

2,444

1,000

1,444

3,556

2,444

1,000

1,444

3,556

8,857

1,778

1,000

778

2,889

2,000 2,000 2,000

1,556

4,667

3,000

1,667

5,778

1,556

4,667

3,050

1,617
5,778

1,556

4,667

3,100

1,567

5,778

889
4,000

3,100

000

5,111
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MarriedCouple;
Over 85;f

No De.pendent.

Amount of income
subject to withholding
Is more than-. ..... $4,000
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 3111

e. Taxable income of $5,000
Gross income ....... ,. 8,222
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ...... 5,100
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ...... , ......... 3J22

f. Taxable income of $6,000
Gross income ........ 9,333
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-...... 6,200
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 3,133

g. Taxable income of $7,000
Gross income ........ 10,400
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ...... 7,300
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 3,100

h. Taxable income of $8,000
Gross income ......... 11,400
There will be overwith.
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than- ...... 8,400
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ...... ,,000

i. Taxable iicohI6ef $9,0
Gross Income ......... 12,400
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ...... 9,100
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 2,700

Married
o uple;

Under 65 ;
No De-

pendents

Head of
Houuohold;
Under 05;
1 Depend-

ent.

Single;
Over 05;

No De-
pendents

2325
Single I
Under
85: No
Depend.

onto

$4,000 $4,100 $4,200 $4,200

1,778

6,889

1,678

6s880

1578

6o889

011

6o222

5,100 5,300 5500 51500

1,789

8,000

6,200

1,800

0,111

7,300

1,589

8,000

I89

8,000

6,600 6,800

1,500

9,111

7,800

1,200

9,111

8,300

1,811 10311 811

10,200 10,200 10,20

8,400 9,100 9,800

1.800 1.100 400

11,200 11,200

9,700 10,800

1,500 600.

722

73

533

8,444

8,300

144

Not
Appli-
cable

Not Applicable

1
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Married
Couple;

Over 65;
No De-

pendents
j. Taxable income of

$10,000
Gross income ......... $13,400
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ...... 11,000
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 2,400

k. Taxable Income of
$11,000
Grosw income ......... 14,400
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than--. ...... 12,300
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ............. 2,100

1. Taxable Income of
$12,000
Gross income ......... 15,400
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-....... 13,600
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 1,800

m. Taxable income of
$13,000
Gross income .........
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ......
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................

n. Taxable income of
$14,000
Gross income ........
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ......
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than .... , ....

16,400

15,100

1,300

17,400

16,600

800

Married
Couple.

Under 6 9
No De-

pendents

Head of
Household;
Under 65;
1 Depend.

ent

$12,200 $12,200

11,000 12,100

1,200 100

12,300

Single ;
Over 65;

No De-
pendents

Single;
Under
65; No

Depend.
ents

Not Applicable

Applicable

149200

13,600

600

15,200

15,100

100

Not Applicable

REVENUM ACT OF 1962

EXHIBIT I-Continued
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Married Married Head of 8lnle;

Couple; Couple; Household Single; Uner

Over 6;5 Under 85 Under 65; Over 85; 65; NO
No De- No De. 1 Depend. No De. Depend-

pendents pendents ent pendents ento

o. Taxable income of
$15,000
Gross income ......... $18,400
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ..... 18,100
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 300
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EXHIBIT 2
WITHHOLDING OF TAX AT 20% ON DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST

ANALYSIS OF POINTS AT WmiicH THERE WILL BE AN OVERWITHHOLDINu OF TAX
UNDER VARIOUS STATED ASSUMPTIONS

(All Computations Assume Total Deductions as Indicated and
Retirement Income Credit)

Do Not Include the

Married
Couple;

Over 66;
No De.

pendents
1. Income solely from divi-

dends; present law as to
exclusion and credit for
dividends (Footnote 1)

Withholding at 20% will
result in overwithhold-
ing on any income under. $32,103

2. Income solely from with-
holdable interest (Foot-
note 1)

Withholding at 20% will
result in overwithhold-
ing on any income under. 24,384

3. Mixed income-part sub-
ject to 20% withholding and
part not subject (no recog-
nition of dividend exclusion
or credit) (Footnote 2)
a. Taxable income of $1,000

Gross income ......... 4,250
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-....... 1,000
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 3,250

b. Taxable income of $2,000
Gross income ......... 5,500

Married
Couple;

Under 65
No De.

pendents

Ilead of
household;
Under 65 ;
1 Depend.

ent

Single ;
Over 65;

No De-
pendents

Single;
Under
65; No

Depend.
ents

$28,633 $20,153 $16,116 $14,384

20,125 14,847 12,192 10,063

2,750

1,000

1,750

4,000

2,750 2,750

1,oo 1,000

1,750

4,000

1,750

4,000

2,000

1,000

1,000

3,250
1 These computations assume total deductions equal 13% of adjusted gross in-

come. The ratio of deductions to adjusted gross income reflected in taxable returns
for 1958 of individuals claiming itemized deductions and with adjusted gross income
between $25,000 and $50,000 was 13.43%. This ratio was computed from data in
Statistics of Income-1958, Individual Income Tax Returns, Table 10, page 57,
Columns (2), (3) and (4).2 The following computations assume total deductions equal 20% of adjusted
gross income. The ratio of deductions to adjusted gross income reflected in taxable
returns for 1958 of individuals claiming itemized deductions and with adjusted
gross income of less than $10,000 was 19.53%. This ratio was computed from data
in Statistics of Income-1058, Individual Income Tax Returns Table 10, page 57,
Columns (2), (3) and (4) for the total of adjusted income brackets on lines 1
through 14, inclusive. For computation purposes, the 20% ratio was used even
though the assumed adjusted gross income exceeded $10,000. For informational
purposes, the actual ratios of deductions to adjusted gross income in the brackets
of adjusted gross income in excess of $10,000 were as follows:

Ratio of Total Deductions
Adjusted Gross Income to Adjusted Gross Income
$10,000 under $15,000 .................. 16.01%.
$15,000 under $20,000 ........................... 15.55%
$20,000 under $25,000 ........... .... 14.56%,
$25,000 under $50,000..... ................ 13.43%
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There will be overwiti
holding if-

Amount of incom
subject to withholding
is more than-. .....
And the amount c
income not subject t
withholding is les
than ...............

c. Taxable income of $3,00
Gross income ........
There will be overwith
holding if-

Amount of ineomi
subject to witiholdinj
is more than- .....
And the amount o
income not subject t(
withholding is les
than ...............

d. Taxable income of $4,00
Gross income .........
There will be overwith.
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholdin
is more than- ......
And the amount ol
income not subject tc
withholding is less
than ................

e. Taxable income of $5,000
Gross income.......
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-. ......
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................

f. Taxable income of $6,000
Gross income .......
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amouint of income
subject to withholding
is more than- ......
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................

g. Taxable income of $7,000
Gross income .........
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of inqoflte
subject to. withholding
is more than-.......
And the amount of
income not subject to

Married
Couple;
Over 65;
No De.

pendents

$2,000

3,500

6,760

3,000

3,750

8,000

4,000

4,000

9,250

5,100

4,150

10,500

6,200

4,300

11,750

7,300

Married
Couple ;

Under 05;
No De-

pendents

Head of
Household;
Under 05;
I Depend.

ent

Single:
Over 66;
No De.

pendents

2329
Single ;
Under
05; No

Depend-
ents

$2,000 $2,000 $2,000 $2,000

2,000

5,250

3,000

2,250

6,500

4,000

2,500

7,750

5,100

2,650

9,000

6,200

2,800

10,250'

7,300

2,000

5,250

3,050

2,200

6,500

2,000

3,100

2,150

6,500

4,100 4,200

2,400

7,750

5,300

2,450

0,000

6,500

2,500

10,250

7,800

2,300

7,750

5,500

2,50

9,000

6,800

2,200

10,250

8,300

1,250

4,500

3,100

1,450

5,750

4,200

1,550

7,000

5,500

1,500

8,250

6,800

1,450

9,500

8,300
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EXHIBIT 2-Continued
Married
Couple;Over (15;

No Ie-
pendents

withholding is less
than ................ $4,450

h. Taxable income of $8,000
Gross income ......... 13,000
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-....... 8,400
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 4,600

i. Taxable income of $9,000
Gross income ......... 14,250
There will be ovcrwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-....... 9,700
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 4,550

j. Taxable income of
$10,000
Gross income ......... 15,500
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-........ 11,000
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 4,500

k. Taxable income of
$11,00O
Gross income ......... 16,750
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-........ 12,300
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 4,450

1. Taxable income of
$12o00
Gross income ......... 18,000
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-....,.. 13,600
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 4,400

Married
Couple;

Under 06;
No De-

pendents

$2,950

11,500

8,400

Iread of
Household;
Under 06 ;
1 )epend-

ent

$2,450

11,500

Single:
(1ver 6 ;

No De.
pendents

$1,950

11,500

Single;Under
(15 ; No

Depend-
ents

10,750

9,100 9,800 9,800

3,100 2,400 1,700 950

12,750 12,750 12,750 12,000

9,700 10,600 11,500 11,500

3,050 2,150 1,250 500

14,000 14,000 14,000 13,250

11,000 12,100 13,200 13,200

3,000 1,900 800

15,250 15,250 15,250

12,300 13,700 15,100

2,950 1,550 150

16,500

13,600

2,900

16,500

15,300

11200.f

50

Not
Appli-
cable

Not Applicable
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Married
Couple;Over 05 ;
No De-

pendents
in. Taxable income of$13,000

Gross income ......... $19,250
There wiil be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-........ 15,100
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 4,150

n. Taxable income of
$14,000
Gross income ......... 20,500
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-........ 16,600
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 3,900

o. Taxable income of
$15,000
Gross income ......... 21,750
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-........ 18,100
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 3,650

p. Taxable income of
$20,000
Gross income ........ 28,000
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income
subject to withholding
is more than-...... 26,400
And the amount of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ... , ......... 1,600

q. Taxable income of
$22,000
Gross income ......... 30,500
There will be overwith-
holding if-

Amount of income N
subject to withholding
is mor than-...... 30,200
And the amount Of
income not subject to
withholding is less
than ................ 300.

ACT OF 1062

Married Head of
Couple; Household

Under065; Under 05
No De. 1 Depend

pendents eut

$17,750 $17,750

15,100 17,100

2,650 650

19,000 19,000

16,600 18,900

2,400 1001

20,250

2331

Single;
Over e6;
No De.

pendents

Single;
Under
65 ; No

Depend-
ents

Not Applicable
18,100

2,1501

26,500

Not Applicable
20,400

100

ot Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable



ca
ESTIMATED DIVIDEND GAP 1955 TO 1959

(In millions of dollars)

1955 19,58 1957 1 958 10959
Cash distributions to stockholders by domestic corporations Statistics of Income.. 13,592 14,498 14,914 14,52 16,M1Domestic dividends received by domestic corporations, Statistics of Income,les dividends received from Federal Reserve Banks ....................... -2,563 -2,677 -2,669 -2,816 -2,M990

NLdvdnsadbdoetccorporations 
11,029...............l' 11,821 12,245 12,136 13,1691paidabroad 302 - 284 - 321 - 408 - 442+ore+gn 

dividends received by individuals ................................... + 171 + 119 + 114 + 114 + 115Distributions paid to individuals, fiduciaries and tax-exempt organizations . 10,898 11,656 12,038 111M2 12$,2,Distributions of small business corporations taxed as partnerships ............ - 67 - 1MDtbutions exempt from tax ........... 11 - 200 - 200 ZDitiuins taxable as capital gains. 278 - 368 - 349 - 329 - 506received by corporate pension funds2 ..... ........................- 174 - 229 - 271 - 318 - 365Dvidendreceiedyothertaxexempt organizationS 2. . ................. - 45 - 479 - 491 - 481 - 501 >Dividends received by persons not required to file or who use 1040A....... - 94 - 101 - 104 - 107 - 117 0Dividends retained by estates and trusts...........................- 340 - 346 - 365 - 365 - 396P
Total dectios...................................................... -1,465 -1,673 -1,755 -1,887 -2,188Dividends includable on individual tax returns .................................. 9,433 9,983 10283 9,975 10,5Dividends reported on individual tax returns ............................ 8,100 88 9,432 9,058 9,714Dividend reporting gap ................................... ....... 8,00.... 1 ,09. 851 917 940Attributable to nontaxable filers .................................... 153 125 9S 104 106Attributable to taxable filers..................................... 1,180 966 753 813 834Offie of the Secretary of the Treasury 

May 3,1961 MOffice of Tax Analysis
I Estimated by rltionship to Commerce Department estimates.2w estimate limited to o pension funds as defined by SEC. Joint, union controlled and non-profit institution funds are included Wwith other tax-exempt ognztos
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IX; ISILATIVE II E(X)MMI, NATION FOR A
SYSTEM\I OF TAXPAYER ACCOUNT NUMBERS

SUIWJ IYINO OF IDENTIFYING NUMBERS

Resolved, That tlie American liar Association recommends to the Congress
that it enact legislation to improve the Internal Revenue tax administration by
providing for the use of numbers to identify taxpayers on returns filed by tax.
payers and on information returns showing payments of income to taxpayers; and

Be It Further Resolved, That the Association proposes that this result be
effected by amending the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 by adding thereto a
new section; and

Be It Further Resolved, That the Section of Taxation is directed to urge the
following amendment, or its equivalent in purpose and effect, upon the proper
committees of Congress:

Sec. 1. Part I of Subehapter A of Chapter 61 of the Internal Revenue Code of
1954 (relating to records, statements, and special returns) is amended by adding
at the end thereof the following new section (insert new matter in italics):

SEC. 6002. SUPPLYING OF IDENTIFYING NUMBERS.

In addition to the requirements set forth in Parts II and III of this sub.
chapter, when required by regulations prescribed by the Secretary or hi
delegate-

(I) Any person required by this title or by regulations made under
authority thereof to make a return, statement, or other document shall
include in such return, statement, or other document such identifying
number as may be prescribed for securing proper identification of such
person.

(2) Any person with respect to whom a return or statement of information
is required by this title or by regulations made under authority thereof to
be made by another person shall furnish to such other person such identify.
ing number as may be prescribed for securing his proper identification.

(8) Any person required by this title or by regulations made under
authority thereof to make a return or statement of information with respect
to another person shall include therein such identifying number, received
from such other person, as may be prescribed for securing proper identifica.
tion of such other person, unless reasonable cause is shown for failure to
so include such identifying number.

Sec. 2. The title of Part I of Subchapter A of Chapter 61 of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1054 is amended to read as follows (eliminate matter struck
through and insert new matter in italics):

PART I-RECORDS, STATEMENTS, 4#Sm.*dIAL RETURNS, AND
IDEN7IP YING NUMBERS

See. 3. The table of sections for Part I of Subchapter A of Chapter 61 of the
Ititernftl Revethie Code of 1954 is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following:

See. 6002. Supplying of identifying numbers.
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EXPLANATION

Summary

In order to enforce the income tax laws more effectively, the Internal Revenue
Service should be able to establish for each taxpayer a master file from which
it can readily obtain pertinent information shown on the taxpayer's own return
and on information returns showing payments of income to him. This type of file,
as well as automatic matching of such information, is possible with modern
electronic computing equipment if there is adequate identification of the taxpayer.

The Service has initiated a program which contemplates a complete change-over
in due course to the use of such electronic computing equipment for record
purposes. The name and address of the taxpayer is all that is now required on
information returns (other than information returns with respect to wages), and
this is not adequate identification for an automatic data processing system with
modern electronic equipment. It is necessary for adequate identification that each
taxpayer be assigned an account number which will be used on the taxpayer's
own return as well as on information returns reporting payments of income to the
taxpayer.

It is contemplated that the proposed legislation would require every taxpayer
to obtain and use a number similar to the Social Security number used by re-
cipients of wages at the present time. It is understood that the Social Security
number would be used by those taxpayers who now have such numbers; other
taxpayers would in effect be required to obtain Social Security numbers.

The enactment of this legislation is recommended because it is needed by the
Internal Revenue Service in order to adopt and put into full operation the master
file concept of tax administration. Such legislation is an important step in making
it possible for the Service, when dealing with a taxpayer, to do so with full
knowledge of all pertinent information in the files of the Service. With this
system, it will be possible for the Service to process automatically a great deal of
information made available to it each year. Such master files will also provide
the Service with a valuable and ready source of statistical information needed for
other purposes.

Discussion

Carefoil and exhaustive statistical studies which have been made during recent
years by the Committees of Congress and by the Treasury Department indicate
the existence of so-called "gaps" of unreported income received by individuals.
It is practically impossible to determine the exact amount of each gap but esti-
mates by reliable sources range, in the case of dividends from the neighborhood
of one hundred million up to one billion dollars, in the case of interest in the
neighborhood of three billion dollars, and possibly as high as ten billion dollars
in the case of entrepreneurial Income.

The Internal Revenue Service cannot audit every individual Income tax return
(around sixty million for each of the last three years) for the purpose of ascertain-
ing and recovering this lost revenue. The manpower is not available, but even If
it were, the cost, relative to the gain, would be prohibitive.

In order to facilitate the audit work of the Service, Congress has for many
years provided for'information returns by various types of payors of income, By
matching the information in such returns with the tax returns of the recipients
of the income, the Service can readily spot any omission by them of income re-
ported on the information returns. This, however, involves the association of the
information returns with the tax returns of the recipients. For the reasons stated
below, the Service has found it impracticable to accomplish any general association
and, as a consequence, has not been able to use the information returns as effec-
tlively as would be desirable.

Identification of the income recipient shown in the information returns, which
how only his name and address, ha been one of the major problems encountered
in trying to associate taxpayers' returns with itiformation returns on any full scale
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basis. The identification factors of name and address are subject to an almost
endless variety of errors and mutations, any one of which makes it impossible
(without further investigation) to match the information document with the tax
return. For example, the name of a given individual might appear on the stock
ownership register of different corporations as John T. Miller, John Tracy Miller,
J. T. Miller, John T. Miller, Jr., etc. Similarly, the addresses of the taxpayer used
by various payors may be different and may be different from the address used
on the taxpayer's return. In many instances, identification is further complicated
by the fact that many married persons own stock independently but file tax re.
turns jointly. Conversely, stocks are sometimes owned jointly by persons who file
returns separately.

Thus, it seems clear that a simple and reliable identification medium should
be adopted if the full enforcement potential of information returns is to be
realized.

It is believed that the adoption of a system which would require each taxpayer
to obtain and use a number would solve most, if not all, of the identification
problems and thus greatly facilitate the association of taxpayers' returns with
information returns.

The great volume of returns involved has also been a serious problem in
connection with the association of returns. More than sixty million income tax
returns were filed by individuals for the year 1960. Nearly 325 million information
returns were received by the Service for 1960. Of these returns, more than
208 million were Forms W-2 (wages paid to and tax withheld on employees),
approximately 110 million were Forms 10Q9 (information returns on payments
of dividends, interest, etc.) and approximately 6 million were Forms 1087 (owner-
ship certificate-dividends on stock). It appears obvious that, because of the
great volume of returns involved, manual association, even with account numbers,
would still be very costly, if not prohibitive.

In order to improve administration, including meeting the problem of volume,
the Treasury Department now is developing plans for a change-over to a compre-
hensive system of automatic data processing of tax returns and related documents.
A pilot plant, in the Atlanta region, is expected to begin returns processing in
January, 1962. The general use of electrohtie equipment is contemplated as soon
as projected acquisition and operational programs can be completed. An essential
element of the use of such a mechanized system, however, is the use of account
numbers in addition to names and addresses to identify taxpayers throughout'the
processing and record-keeping operations.

We are informed that reasonably complete and satisfactory association of infor-
mation returns with taxpayer returns can be accomplished through the use of
automatic data processing equipment if taxpayer account numbers are available
for use in processing the documents through such equipment. Such association
of returns should enable the Service to establish and maintain a master file for
every taxpayer which would contain (in addition to taxpayer's number, name and
address) such information as:

1. Detail of income and deductions as reported on his returns and as
changed on account of audit adjustments. '

2. Information reported on Forms W-2 (Withholding Tax Statement on
Wages), 1099 (Information Return of Income Paid), 1087 (Ownership Certifi-
cate-Dividends on Stock) and other information returns by, payois.

3. Estimated and withheld taxes paid by the taxpayer; bills sent to him;
payments received from him; refunds made to him; balances due from him.

The recording of these categories of information in the master file would enable
the Service to achieve specific objectives which are now either impractical or only
partly practical. Thus, the following objectives could be accomplished:

1. Systematic check on failure of individuals and business entities to fileIreturns. I
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2. Verification of mathematical accuracy of returns filed and computation

of tax or refunds due.
3. Determination of taxpayer indebtedness for prior year taxes of all types

prior to issuance of a current refund, and identification of duplicate refunds.
4. Provision for a consolidated tax account for each taxpayer that will

reflect current tax status at any given point in time.
5. Matching of data reported on information documents with corresponding

data on taxpayer returns.
6. Classification of returns for audit purposes.
7. Preparation of management, operating, and statistical reports.

It is believed that such master files would greatly facilitate the work of the
Service in reducing the income gaps referred to above. They would also be of
great help to the Service in detecting and correcting'improper deductions.

Legislation is deemed to be needed before a general taxpayer account number
system can be used by the Service. The proposed legislation would give the
Service the needed authority to use such a system.

It is contemplated that if this legislation is adopted the Treasury Department
would probably require those taxpayers who already have Social Security numbers
to use these numbers and would probably require other taxpayers who make
returns to obtain similar numbers which would be their permanent numbers
similar to Social Security numbers. Since 85% to 90% of all individual income tax
returns filed at the present time show a Social Security account number, this
would appear to be a practical way of requiring every taxpayer to obtain a
number for Federal income tax purposes.

Mention should be made of the problems of payors if a general taxpayer
account number system is adopted. Payors will be required to obtain the account
numbers from payees and show the account numbers thus obtained on their infor-
mation returns. Admittedly this would involve additional time and expense on
the part of payers. especially in the initial stages of the system. The seriousness
of this factor would vary with different payors. It would also be aggravated in
cases where payees were uncooperative. It might also, in some case, be more
or less disturbing to payor and payee client relationships. It is believed, however,
that the additional cost and inconvenience to payors would not be sufficiently
great to offset the revenue benefit which would be expected to flow from a
general association of returns, the establishment of taxpayer master files, and
automatic data processing. This revenue benefit would redound to the benefit of
taxpayers generally.

The question of sanctions should also be mentioned. It must be recognized
that this legislation imposes many additional duties on payors of income. This
new system may present a number of practical problems for payors, particularly
during the transitional period when it is first being placed in operation. It is the
opinion of the committee that, because of the nature and newness of the system,
no severe sanctions should Le imposed. The problem of uncooperative payees
who fail or refuse to give their account numbers to payors of income should be
handled by the Service; a report to the Service by the payor shoUld discharge
his duty in the matter. A penalty for noncompliance similar to that provided
by section 6652, which is assessed in the same manner as taxes, would appear
to be desirable. Both payors and payees should be given a reasonable amount
of time for preparation for comntllance before any other penalties are imposed.
There should be no sanctions with respect to payors who comply with the require.
ments of putting on information returns the numbers received.

No specific recommendation is made with respect to the effective date of
the legislation. It is believed that this determination should be made after
consideration by Congress of the time needed by taxpayers for compliance with
the new procedures. It may be noted in this connection that the time within which
taxpayers are required to obtain and use account numbers for themselves could
very well precede the time when such account numbers must be furtished to
payors and used by the payors in connection with information returns. It is
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further believed that in view of the additional cost and inconvenience to payers
in adapting their procedures to this legislation, their problems should be given
sympathetic attention, and Congress should adopt a liberal attitude with respect
to the time to be granted them for compliance.

The present information return system recognizes that taxpayers may make
their investments in the name of an agent or nominee rather than in their own
name. Form 1087 is filed by the agent or nominee in order to disclose the true
owner to the Service; this information need not be given to the payor of the
income. It is expected that the Service will make appropriate provision for a
similar system of anonymity for the true owner in the event the taxpayer account
number system is adopted.

A mass income tax system was adopted in 1942 as a result of the demands of
World War II. Prior to that date, there was a relatively thorough investigation
of income tax liability. This thorough investigation has heretofore been impossible
for the mass income tax system because of the vast number of returns involved.
Sampling and similar techniques have been adopted to make efficient use of avail.
able personnel and equipment. The use of such techniques has failed to prevent
the development of large gaps in the reporting of taxable income. Modem elec-
tronic equipment should facilitate a more thorough use of the information available
to the Service (automatic data processing), and a taxpayer account number system
is essential to the efficient operation of such equipment. In addition, automatic
data processing is not limited to any one function, such as the matching of tax-
payers' returns with information returns. It is likely that experience by the Service
with modern electronic computers may enable it to develop other functions for
this equipment which will permit an even more thorough investigation of income
tax liability than that now contemplated.

It is believed that the adoption of the proposed legislation would, for the
reasons set forth above, greatly facilitate the administration of the income tax
laws, to the end of recovering large amounts of revenue otherwise lost. The
enactment of such legislation is therefore recommended.
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H1.R. 100: COMMENTS ON SECTION 1|-ITIMIOIDNO OF INCOME TAX AT SOURCE
ON INTEREST, )IVIENDS, AND PATRONAGE DIVIDENDS

SECTION 3484-REFFTND OF TAX TO INnIVIDUALS

The refund allowance under section 3484(b) is geared in such a mnanner that
It cannot po ssibly take into account. deductions in excess of standard deduc-
tions. Reclplents of dividends or Interest, particularly if they are aged, may
hive deductions for medical expenses, etc., well In excess of the standard de-
duction. In the case of these individuals, the refund allowance would not be
sufficient to cover the excess withholding.

Also, the refund allowance in section 3484(b) does not take into account that
the overwithholding may vary with the amount of dividends or Interest received
by a taxpayer. Thus, in the case of a married couple, both Under (5, with no
Income other than from dividends and interest, the refund allowance under see.
tion 3484(b) would be $264 (22 percent of $1,200). If their income from in-
terest were $2,000 and they had no other income, using the standard deduc-
tion, there would be a net tax payable of $120. There would have been with.
held $400, so that the overwithholding wotld be $280. The refund allowance
would be $264, which is only $10 less than the withholding in excess of tax liabil-
Ity. If this same married couple has $5,000 of income from Interest and no
other Income, their tax liability would be $660 and the withholding of $1,000
would be excessive to the extent of $340. Howeve; their refund allowance
would be $264, just as In the case of the couple with $2,000 of Interest income.
Thus, there would be $76 of excessive withholding that could not be recovered
until the filing of the tax return after the end of the year. Because of the prog-
gressive tax rates, the differential between the refund allowance and the with-
holding In excess of actual tax liability does not. increase radically over the
$5,000 of interest income level. Thus. In the case of $10,000 of interest income
and no other income, the hypothetical couple would owe a tax of $1,630, which is
$364 less than the $2,000 that would be withheld. This, of course, Is exactly
$100 more than the refund allowance.

Section 3484 also does not take into account in the refund tlowance under
subsection (h) the differential between the taxation of Income from dividends
and Income from Interest. For example, If the hypothetical couple both under
age 65 received $5,000 in dividends and had no other income, their income tax
liability would be $452. This Is $548 less than the $1.000 that would be with-
held on their dividend income. The refund allowance would still be $264, so
they would have $284 of excess withholding that could not be recouped until
the filing of their tax return the following year.

Another criticism with respect to section 3484 Is that the refund would not
be made ratably but would fall preponderantly In the early quarters. Going
back to our hypothetical married couple, both under age 65, with $5,000 of In-
come from interest and no other income, the refund allowance would be $264.
Under section 3484 (a), for the first quarter they would be entitled to a refund
of $250, which Is the amount of the tax deducted and withheld during that quarter
and which Is not In excess of the $264 refund allowance. They would receive
a refund of $14 for the second quarter, and no refund for the third quar-
ter. This may not be a defect since there may be merit In having the fast re-
fund, but at least It is a peculiarity of the operation of section 3484 which war-
ranto further consideration.

SECTION 8452-INTEREST DEFINED

In deftling interest the bill Introduces a new definition of indebtedness. If
existing or prior definitions as to which case authority has been developed are
found to meet the legislative intention there would be an advantage in avoiding
the further confusion of mtiltilile definitions.

For documentary stamp tax purposes the term employed is "certificates of
indebtedness," which Is defined In section 4381(a) to mean "bonds, debentures,
or certificates of Indebtedness; and Includes all instruments, however termed,
issued by a corporation with interest cotpons or in registered form, known
generally as corporate securities."

There is a considerable body of case law Interpreting the stamp tax definition.
Under section 439(b)'(1) of the 1939 code "outstanding indebtedness" was

defined for borrowed capital purposes as "the outstanding indebtedness (not
including interest) of the taxpayer, Incurred In good faith for the purposes of
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the business, which is evidenced by a bond, note, bill of exchange, debenture
certificate of Indebtedness, mortgage, deed of trust, bank loan, agreement, o
conditional sales (ntract." Here again there is it substantial body of efas
law interpreting the term.

The multipllicity of defiltitions may lead to conffusion in an area In which
without the use of receipts, it will be Impossible to determine whether the with
holding agent is adopting the same interpretation as to a given instrument a
the payee claiming tax credit.

The report of the Ways and Means Committee, at page A140, states thal
"If an instrument can be transferred by endorsement it is not in registered forn
even though a list is maintained by the corporation of the negotiable lnstru,
ments issued by it. Therefore an evidence of Indebtltedness issited by a corpora
tion falls into category (a) if it either is nonnegotiable, or if negotiable, waf
issued with interest coupons." The final statement. seems too broad. An instru
meant may be nonnegotiable by reason of a legend inscribed on It destroying negoti.
ability without being "in registered form," at least insofar as that. term ha
been construed by the courts ntider provisions such as section 165(g) (2) (C)
and section 1232(a) (1).

SECTION 8452 () (7) (A) -INTEREST DEFINED

The Internal Revenue Service is understood to have had under consideration for
some time the Issue of whether withholding under section 1441 is applicable to
discoutnt. There is an early ruling, 0.124, 2 C.B. 189 (1920), ruling that discount
was not subject to withholding. The Service followed this ruling in I.T. 1398, 1-2
C.B. 149 (192'2), holding that gain arising from the buying and selling of dis.
count bank accepththces was not subject to withholding. It is understood that
the Service has drafted regulations reaching a contrary result, but that they
have been under reconsideratloti. With the express reference to discount in see-
tion 8452(a) (7) (A), the Service may be foreclosed on the issue of withholding
on discount under section 1441(b). The fact that the section 3452 definition
is "for purposes of this chapter" may not prevent prejudice to other areas of the
code.

SECTION 3462(b) (8)-DIVIDEND DEFINED

There is no indication whether the portion of the gain under section (e) (1),
which is treated as dividefid incotfe to an Individual, cO htittltes income subject
to withholding. It is assumed that the omission indicates thnt no withholding
Is Intended.

SECTION 3481 (b)-LIABILITY FOR RETURN AND PAYMENT OF WITUItIELD TAX PAID BY
RECIPIENT

Under section 1463, if the recipient has paid the tax no penalties are Itfpiosed
on the withholding agent in the absence of fraud. It is not clear why differing
treatment is imposed under section 3481 (b).

SECTION 3488-OBLIGATION SOLD BETWEEN INTEREST-PAYMENT DATES

The section expressly covers sales and exchanges, but it does not refer to re-
demptions. The treatment of a redemption as an exchange under section 1232
(a) (1) is "for purposes of this subtitle." For purposes of section 1441 it is lin-
derstood that the Service does not require withholding on interest paid up01
redemption of bonds between iterest dates. (See special ruling dated February
7, 1949, 5 CCH (1949) Standard Federal Tax Reporter' par. 6094). In view
of the administrative interpretation It may be desirable to include redemptions
in section 3488 If withh6ld ihg is desired.

SECTION 30(fa)-TAX WIfTIIELD ON INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, AND PATRONAGE
DIVIDENDS

This section provides a credit against the tax for the taxable year in which the
amount subject to wtthholding "is received." In the case of accrual-basis tax-
payers the credit will thus frequently fall in the year following the year of
accrual. Such 'axpayers who claim credit-for such witbhlding in estimating
their tax will have mderpaid their tax. The year of actual receipt may very
well be postponed for many years, as in the case of interest paid at maturity.
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Some consideration must be given to the meaning of the term "receipt." If
Interest Is crelited to the account of a taxpayer tinder circumstances whiclt would
result in "consitructive receiptt" may the taxpayer clahn credit for the tax with-
held? It should be noted that section 3451 (a) uses the term "pays," and there
appears to he no doctrine of "constructive payment" corresponding to that of
"constructive receipt."

REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSE

This special committee was constituted by the Council of the Tax Section to
consider the problems of traveling and entertainment expenses in light of the
Treasury recommendations In this area and of the "Discussion Draft" released
by the Ways and Means Committee on August 24, 1061.

Two committee meetings were held in Washington, attended by nearly all mem-
bers of the committee, and meetings have been held with representatives of the
InternAl Revenue Service and of the Treasury Department, and with the staff
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation. The committee recog-
nizes that there are serious administrative problems in tills area, and appreciates
the concern of the Treasury lest taxpayer's morale be adversely affected by travel-
Ing and entertainment abuses.

The committee's starting premise has been continuation of the basic rule that
a taxpayer should be entitled to deduct his ordinary and necessary business ex-
penses. We believe that the existing administrative problems can be mitigated
without requiring any change In the aforesaid basic concept, which has been
embedded in the income tax law virtually since its inception. The changes which
the committee recommends are mainly in the interests of statutory clarification
and of better enforcement. These changes will still leave borflerline areas for
the exercise of reasonable judgment by taxpayers, administrators, and courts,
and will not keep dishonest taxpayers from filing fraudulent returns. By this
time, however, we have all learned that no statute can foreclose attempts at tax
evasion, nor can any statute eliminate controversy and litigation. If the objec-
tive is to retain the basic framework of existing law, and to administer it effec-
tively, we are hopeful that this can be substantially achieved without arbitrary
rules which would create inequities and distort the basic framework. Our com-
mittee suggests that sufficient time be allowed to assess the results of the Serv-
ice's tightened enforcement policy, especially if that policy is strengthened by
administrative and interpretative amendments such,has those herein recommended.

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

1. 1,Eli il.atonm, of the Cohan rile
The committee agrees that serious administrative difficulties have been ex-

perienced in policing excessive deductions because of the application of the so-
ealled Coha t rule, and the committee favors elimination of the Cohan rdle in
order to conform the burden of substantiating deducted items to the same stand-
ards commonly applied outside the travel and entertainment area.

The "Discussion Draft" dated August 24, 1001, released by the Ways and Means
Committee, contains a proposed new section 274(c) designed to accomplish that
objective. It is as follows:

"(c) DISALLOWANCE OP EXPENDITURES NOT SUBSTANTIATED. No deduction shall
be allowed-

"(1) under action 162 or 212 for any traveling expense includingg meals
and 16dging while away from home), or

"(2) for any item with respect to an activity which Is of a type generally
considered to constitute entertainment, amusement, or recreation, or with
respect to a facility used in c6nection with suoh an activity,

unless the taxpayer substantiates by adequate records or other sufficient evidence
the amm tifit of such expense or other item, the time and place of the travel,
entertainment, amusement, recreation, or use of the facility, the business purpose
of the expense or other item, and the business relationship to the taxpayer of
Persons entertained or using the facility."

The committee feels thht-provision to be a suitable method of achieving elim-
Inatlon of the Vohan rule. However, the comniftt4e Understands that such a pro-
Ision would not impose upon taxpayers the maintenance of formal books f

aetcolht and would permit ttilization of customary kinds of evidence with respect
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to specific items deducted, of the same nature as are available as proof in other
areas. To preclude possible misinte'rpretation of any proposed amendment the
committee urges the inclusion of it statement to the following effect iI the legs.
lative reports: - .

"The amendment is designed to require reasonable evidence of the nature
and amount of an expendlttire so that the dedletibility may he determined oil
examination of the taxpayer's return. The amendment would require more
than all unsubstantiated estimate after the close of the taxable year. It. is coni-
templated that such evidence may consist of receipts, bills, stubs, and similar
documents. It may consist also of expense slips, account books, diary entries,
and similar (contenlporaneous records. Moreover, since the purliuse of the
amendment is to require reamable evidence of specific items of expense, and not
to iinpose any formal or artificial rules of recordkeellng, any proper evidence is
admissible, Including the taxpayer's own testimony, if it tends to prove that
amounts were spent on specific occasions, and if it tends to prove the amount of
the expenditure with reasonable specificity. On the other hand, it is assumed
that the taxpayer will have the specific burden of explaining tile absence of any
statements or other revrds which lie could be expected to receive and retain
in the ordinary course of his business."

2, "B11u81188 gifts"
!rhe committee also shares the concern of the Treasury Department over the

difficUlt enforcement problems in the areas of "business gifts" and favors legisla-
tive aid to better enforcement. The committee believes that the rules now being
developed in the courts would properly classify most of the substantial items of
this type as a deductible business expense of the payor, and as taxable com-
pensation to the payee. It is considered undesirable to reverse this logical re-
suIlt merely because it is hard to collect the tax from the payee. Nor does there
seem to be enough Justification, in any thoery of "public policy" to require an
arbitrary disallowance of such an item which constitutes an ordinary and nec.
essary business expense. On the other hand, a part of the questionable practices
fit this area appear to derive from the belief that payees, other than employees,
receive a form of exempt income, although an examining agent, if alerted to the
transaction, might determine that compensation had been received. A healthy
deterrent to such practices would be the knowledge of a mandatory reporting
requirement on the part of the payor, at least to the extent of disallowing a de-
duction to the nonreporting payor in those cases where It Is ultimately deter-
mined that the amount is nontaxable to the payee. It may be assumed that few
payers would take the risk of not disclosing a borderline payment, even if the
payor correctly believes that the Item should be reported as Income by the
payee.

Accordingly the committee suggests the enactment of a provision to the fol-
lowing or similar effect:

"CONDITIONS TO EDVOTION OF BI5INESS GIFTs. In the case of any gift made
directly or Indirectly to any individual other than an employee or the taxpayer,
no deduction shall be allowed under section 162 or section 212 to the extent
that the amount of such gift, when added to the amount of prior gifts made to
such Individual during the same taxable year, exceeds $ , unless the tax-
payer shall file with his return for the taxable year such information as to the
Identity of the recipient and the nature of the transaction as the Secretary shall
prescribe by regulation."

Although the committee is aware of the undesirable aspects of additional
cluttering of tax returns, and is reluctant to impose this nuisance upon tax-
payers generally, It Is believed appropriate to condition the allowance of the
deductloni upon some form of Informative reporting. The recommendation has
left open the minimum amount which Congress may consider to be appropriate,
and It specifies Treasury regulations for the purpose of permitting flexible rules
to meet the developing experience in this area, It is suggested that the con-
gressional committee reports on this amendment state that It Is not intended
to Interfere with the substantive tests on the compensation issue as they are
now -being developed by the courts.
3. Expenditure disallowance except where directly related to business

The committee further believes that the present law with respect to the deduc-
tion of ordinary and necessary business expenses should be clarified by strength-
ening the distinction between business and personal expenses. This objective
might be sought by a specific statutory provision. The committee has considered
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ard finds acceptable, two alternative approaches which can be embodied In
statutory provisions sminllar to the following:

"[First alternative:] EXPENDITURE DISAL.LOWED EXCEPT HERE DIREaTLY RE-
LATED TO IltISINESS. No deduction otherwise allowable under this chapter shall
be allowed for any expense, or any portion thereof, with respect to an activity
which Is of a type generally considered to constitute entertainment, amusement,
or recreation, or with respect to a facility used in connection with such activity,
except to the extent that the taxpayer establishes that the expense, or a portion
thereof, was incurred primarily for the furtherance of the taxpayer's business.

"[Second alternative:] EXPENDITURE DISALLOWED EXCEPT HERE DIRECTLY
RELATED TO BtrSINESS. No deduction otherwise allowable under this chapter
shall be allowed for any expense with respect to an activity which is of a type
generally considered to constitute entertainment, amusement, or recreation, or
with respect to a facility used in connection with such activity, unless the tax-
payer establishes that the expense was incurred primarily for the furtherance
of the taxpayer's business; and such deduction shall in no event exceed the
portion of such expense incurred for the furtherance of the taxpayer's business."

Both alternatives are designed mainly to clarify existing law, by imposing the
test that expenses which are generally considered to be for "entertainment,
amusement, or recreation" are deductible only if they are incurred "primarily
for the furtherance of the taxpayer's business." This is intended to combat
an apparently widespread understanding that any faint relationship of an ex.
pense to the taxpayer's business Is sufficient to Justify a deduction. But see
Challenge Manutfaoturln Co., 87 T.C., No. 05 (January 10, 1962). It Is
especially intended to preclude deductions in an area which may be characterized
as "social good will" unless the taxpayer can show that an expenditure which
creates such good will was incurred by him primarily in furtherance of his
business.

It is to be noted that both alternatives of this recommendation preclude de-
duction for the portion of any expense which is attributable to personal rather
than to business purposes. For example, if the taxpayer's use of a social club
Is 80 percent for business entertainment and 20 percent for personal and family
recreation, he may deduct only 80 percent of his dues, plus the specific charges
applicable to his bfisgiess entertainment. This is the correct result under existing
law. Where the recommended alternatives differ is in the treatment of expenses
which are predominantly for personal use. For example, suppose in the above
case that only 20 percent of the taxpayer's club dues are attributable to business
entertainment. The first alternative would allow him 20 percent of his dues,
plus the specific charges for business entertainment. The second alternative
would allow him only his specific business charges, with no deduction for any
part of the dues.

This second alternative would be a substantial limitation of existing law. It
Is based upon the assumption that a taxpayer should not obtain a tax benefit
for an expense which he incurred primarily for personal reasons, even though
some portion of the expense concededly contributes to his business income.
Moreover, it has the administrative advantage of eliminating the apportionment
problem where an obviously minor portion of an expense is business connected.
On the other hand, there appears to be a degree of inequity in refusing any de-
duction for these "mixed motive" expenses. And the elimination of any com.
promise "noteh" below 50 percent would place an inordinate premium in the
borderline case on establishing a 51-percent business motive. A further dis-
advantage in many types of expense would be the question of whether the ex-
pense is truly uflitary or whether it is an aggregate of separate items; e.g,, a
single restaurant check for a number of people, home entertainment, etc. The
eofilnittee has recognized the near balance of pros and cons on this problem, and
Is agreed that either approach would be acceptable.

CONCLUSION

The committee has desired to be of the utmost assistance to the Treasury
Department in providing more adequate enforcement tools, but has not been
convinced that enforcement needs require at this time abandonment of basic tax
Principles and adoption of arbitrary disallowance of designated items. There-
fore, the committee, In accordance with the preceding discussion, suggests the
following:

(1) Elimination of the Cohan rule;
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(2) Imposition of a reporting requirement as a condition to a deduction for
business gifts; and

(3) Strengthening the standards applicable to the deduction of ordinary an(]
necessary business expenses by suggesting alternative provisions which the com.
mittee believes will tend to discourage allowance of personal expenditures.

Respectfully submitted.
MARK H. JOHNSON, Chairman.

Dated January 24, 1962.

H.R. 10650: CO'MAENTS ON SECTION 4--DISALLOWANCE OF CERTAIN
FENTERTAINMENT, ETC., EXPENSES

Each of the following numbered comments on section 4 were received from a
separate person:

1. The discussion draft of August 24, 1961, would have disallowed entertain.
meant expenditures unless the "item was directly related to the production of
income and was not merely for goodwill." [Enphasis supplied.] The special
committee on travel and entertainment expense objected, as did many others, to
the disallowance of an entertainment expenditure because it was incurred solely
for good will purposes. H.R. 10650 elniihated the words "and was not merely
for good will," but the Ways and Means Committee report quite clearly says
that an expenditure is not directly related to the active conduct of the taxpayer's
business If It is incurred only for the purpose of creating good will for that
business.

2. Section 4 Is far closer to the recommendation of our special committee than
it is to the Treasury's recommendation, and it is a considerable Improvement
over the discussion draft. And it is considerably better than the House cont.
mittee's original decision to introduce a 50-percent deduction rule. Nevertheless,
a few misgivings about the bill are In order:

(a) The Cohan rule.--The special committee recomimended the discussion
draft provision on this, but with the proviso that a conuittee report "preclude
possible misinterpretation" of the statute as Imposing "formal or artificial rules
of recordkeeping." To the contrary, the text of the bill, as well as the House
committee report, are more dangerous than the tentative draft and report. The
discussion draft disallowed the deduction "unless the taxpayer substantiates by
adequate records or other sufficient evidence" the amount, identification, and
purpose of the expense. The bill now disallows the deduction "unless the tax-
payer substantiates by adequate records or by sufficient evidence corroborating
his own statement" the amount, identification, and purpose of the expense.

The House committee report states: "The reqluirement that the taxpayer's
statements be corroborated will insure that no deduction is allowed solely on
the basis of his own unsupported, self-serving testimony. However, the degree
of corroboration required to support a claimed deduction Will vary as respects
the business relationship and purpose, the time and place, and the amount of
the expense. Thus, oral testimony of the taxpayer, together with circumstatitiol
evidence available, may be considered sufficient evidence for the purpose of
establishing the business purpose required under the new provision. However,
oral testimony of the taxpayer plus more specific evidence would be required
to be sufficient evidence as to the amount of an expense."

Does not this get us back to the risk of a revenue agent demnandifg afildavits
from taxi drivers and hat-check girls, unless the taxpayer keeps his little black
book clutched In his hand and careftilly notes the Items for the delectation of his
guests?

The special committee's report makes it clear that the taxpayer's own testi-
mony should be sufficient if it is enough to identify specific occasions and reason-
ably specific amounts, subject only to normal Inferences as to lack of credibility
in the absence of records whith he could be expected to receive and retain. The
statute could well be interPreted as inilacably denying the sufficiency of such
evidence.

(b) Relationship of erpcnee to bonsiness.-The discussion draft nade no dis.
tinction between an "activity" and a "facility" for entertainment, nor did Our
special committee's report. The special coffiittee therefore introduced the
concept of "primarilly for the furtherance of the taxpayer's trade or business" as
applicable to both. The bill now separates "activity" and "facility" expenses,
makes the "furtherance" test applicable only to the "facility," and applies a new
test to both, viz, "that theitem was directly related to the active conduct of the
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taxpayer's trade or business." This pattern seems to be reasonable enough, if it
is reasonably interpreted; but I do worry about the House committee report
which explains it. I am especially concerned with the following excerpt, which
seems to confuse this Issue with the "quiet business discussionn" test which the
Treasury has been advocating and which raises the question of whether all good-
will expenses will be disallowed:

"If the expenditure is for entertainment which occurs tinder circumstances
where there Is little or no possibility of conducting business affairs or carrying
on negotiations or discussions relating thereto, the expenditure will generally be
considered not to have been directly related to the active conduct of business.
Thus, the absence of the taxpayer or his representative from the entertainment
activity ordinarily indicates that the entertainment was not directly related to
the conduct of the taxpayer's trade or business. Siffillrly, If the grolp of per-
sons entertained is large or the distractions substantial, the cost of the enter-
talmnent will not be deductible, in the absence of a clear showing of a direct
relationship to the active conduct of the trade or business."

Incidentally, the more I think of the special committee's 50-percent rule which
the House has adopted, the more misgivings I have about its correctness. My
only consolation is that this did seem to be the alternative which Induced the
House to abandon its own 50-percent rule.

(e) BTsiness gflts.-The bill adolts the discussion draft provision for disal-
lowance of any deduction for gifts which are excludable from the gross income
of the recipient. The special committee recommendation was to disallow such
deduction unlless the taxpayer files information on his return as to the identity
of the recipient and the nature of the transaction. I still believe that the
special committee recommendation is fairer, and more likely -to prevent tax
evasion by the recipient. After all, most of these so-called gifts arc taxable
Income to the recipient under the prevailing rulings and decisions, so that the
basic problem is one of disclosure as to 'the recipient, not of disallowance to the
payor. Our thesis has been that the average payor would not take the chance of
a disallowance if there was any possibility that the payee would be held non-
taxable, and would therefore protect himself by reporting'any borderline pay-
ment on his own return. Under the bill, there is no incentive for such reporting,
and therefore less likelihood of tracking down recipients who should be reporting
the Items.

((1) "Reasona,ble" meals and lodging lt travel.-The bill adopts the discus-
slon draft provision for limiting the travel expense deduction to "a reoeasable
allowance for amounts expended for meals and lodging." Although the special
eotnmittee report did not specifically disapprove this provision, it did advise
against any changes in existing law beyond those whieh were recommended. I
ant not sure that this is worth fussing about at this stage, but I certaiffly deplore
the prospect of convincing a revenue agent that in my old age I am entitled to
eat and sleep while I endure the rigors of travel so that I canl pay more income
tax.

3. My reaction to section 4 of the tax bill is that the language is sufficiently
rague that It could mean either (1) that the Ways and Means Committee
adopted the special comiMittee's approach to entertainment expense or (2) that
It adopted the Treasury's proposal to disallow goodwill expenditures.

Front the House coffiltittee report, particularly the bottom of page 20 and the
top of age 21, I wotild judge that the Treasury interpretation has prevailed. In
iny Judgment the paragraph in the report which indietites thtt an expenditure
will "generally be considered not to have been directly related to the active con-
duct of business" where there is littlee or no possibility of coflductihg business
affairs or carrying on negotiations" will be used by the Internal Revenue Service
In drafting regulations which will for all practical purposes bar the deduction
of exiendittitres at nightclUbs, theaters, football games, prizefights, and the like.

This may not he a bad thing, but it seems to me that It goes far beyond the
vlews expressed in the report of our special committee.

4. In general, the language of section 4 is satisfactory. It carries out the
fundamental principles the Special Committee on Travel and Entetalnment
Expenses approved, and does so even with a few improvements. It has been
suggested that the House committee report indicates that expenditures solely to
create good will Will not be "directly related to tjie active conduct of the tax-
Iayer's trade or business." That is perhaI|s based on language in the last fill
Iaragraph on page 20 of the HOuse committee report. While there is basis for
cncern in thht language, there is doubt that the proposition will be seriously
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pressed, particularly in view of the change in statutory language from the dis-
cussion draft. It seems that the result will be simply to require "a greater degree
of appropriate relation between the expenditure and his trade or business than
Is required under present law."

Problems are raised regarding the special committee's position of "business
gifts."

5. Section 4 is satisfactory. It appears that the efforts of the special com-
mittee "paid off." While one could "flyspeck," it doesn't appear that such efforts
would be rewarded. The statutory proposals carry out to a very large degree
the thoughts of the special committee. I

6. Paragraph (7) of the proposed section 274(d) provides an exception for
entertainment expenses in connection with meetings or conventions of business
leagues, chambers of commerce, etc., which are "exempt from, taxation under
section 501 (a)." The expenses of attending a convention should. be deductible
without regard to whether the business league or chamber of commerce is or is
not exempt from taxation.

7. The proposed amendment of section 162(a) (2) Is a mistake. Present law
allows the deduction of "the entire amount expended for meals and lodging"
while away from home on business. By provIding that only a "reasonable
amount" is deductible, we can be sure that agents will be cOnstantly insisting
that the taxpayer lived too well while away from home-he should have been
satisfied with an $8 room instead of a $12 room, etc.

H.R. 10650: COMMENTS ON SzorxoNs 5, 6, 7t, 9, 11, 12, 18, 15, 16, 20, AND 21

INTRODUCTORY

The Committee on Taxation of Foreign Income of the Section of Tazatlon of
the American Bar Association has reviewed the sections of H.R. 10650 which deal
with the taxation of foreign income. These sections are:

Section 5. Amount of distribution where certain foreign corporations distribute
property in kind.

Section 6. Amendment of section 482.
Section 7. Distributions of foreign personal holding company income.
Section 9. Distributions by foreign trusts.
Section 11. Domestic corporations receiving dividends from foreign corpora-

tions.
Section 12. Earned Income from sources without the United States.
Section 18. Controlled foreign corporations.
Section 15. Foreign investment companies.
Section 16. Gain from certain sales or exchanges of stock in certain foreign

corporations..
Section 20. Information with respect to certain foreign entities.
Section 21. Treaties.
This memorandum summarizes comments which have beei submitted by in-

dividual members and by special subcommittees of the Committee on Taxation
of Foreign Income. Because of limitations of time, this memorandum has not
been submitted for formal adoption by the Committee on Taxation of Foreign
Income.

•rhts section of the bill would add a hew subparagraph '(0) to section 801
(b) (1) of the code to provide, that dividends In property other than money
from a foreign corporation to i dorliorate shareholder are to be taked at fair
market value Instead of at the loetof fair market value or the adjusted ba~s
to the distributing corporation under the pese t rule. An exception is made
and the present rule is retained to the ertknt hat the dividend qualifie for
the dividends received creditunder section 245.It 16 stated in the committee kepoift that section 5 is a' companion provision
to section 16 of the bill dealing wth, liqtidations and oles- of stock of
trolled foreign eprporaton committeee report, p. 27).

The purpose of section 10asppetr, 'to be the taxation of income realized by
a foreign corporation (t6 forein'0orpoaton's earnflgs and profits)'to. U.N.
shareholders uw Ordi=a4y l.Ome at t0n ,tn6'Iof lIqIdation "Of the foreign
corpoiation or sale"o .iIts tockr If -tOn a d sctioli 16 are: tot be cor* 1
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panion sections, it would appear essential to provide for nonduplication of
the ordinary income tax to U.S. shareholders with respect to the earnings and
profits of the foreign corporation.

Section 5 contains appropriate adjustments for basis, but there are, however,
no provisions for adjustment of earnings and profits of the distributing foreign
corporation in cases where appreciated property is distributed. Under section
312 of the present bode, which is not amended by the bill, earnings and profits
would be reduced only by the basis of the distributed property. If the dis-
tribution of appreciated property is to be treated as a distribution of cash
In an amount equal to the value of the property, section 812 should be amended
to provide that any distribution of appreciated property would result in a
reduction of earnings and profits of the foreign corporation in an amount equal
to the amount of the distribution In the hands of the distributee. In this way
there would be coordination between the provisions of section 5 and section 16.
If earnings and profits of the foreign corporation are to be reduced only to the
extent of adjusted basis,. the total axrdinary income because
of distributions from a cont ed foreign corporation uld exceed the ac-
cumulated earnings and to of such subsidiary by the ount of the un-
realized appreciation o e distributed property. If the sugg amendment
to section 312 a ma , the present section P.Qb) will st op e to insure
that any unreali appreciation on inven ry ultatel taxed at
ordinary income ra

Section 5(d) the bill prov tha for p rposes of ection 902(a), elating
to credit for for ign taxes, amoun of an distrib on shall be the ount
detemIned by pplying s tion 301(b (1) ( t r t amount the
distribution s forth und 'b) (1) ( aling wIt dis-
tributions by oreign corporate ns. t th vi on is that the
amount of a distribution for corn t amo t of ny fo eign tax cr dit
under sectlo 902(a) will be the 1 o fa r mar t value or adjusted ba Is.
Section 5(d) of the bil holly n ns t with approa h of sectlo 5
which treats the amou t di r ti f I arket value. If he
amount of a distributl is to its r, rt' lue a eemed a w h-
drawal of e Ings and profits the s t in such amount, the it
would seem nly logical in comp ng the t foreign tax credit at
such distrtbu on should be a sir utlon the on of its fair ma et
value. Section 5 (d) In It p nt forns u o ble.

Reotion 6
This section ould add anew Ion (b) t secio 42of t oe

listing at great 1 gth factors e consd te thing the a ation
of income arising m sales of mission tr nsacti etween do tic and
foreign organization owned or con ctly or indirectly b the same
interests.

The proposed amendm t does not purport to state a precis ormula under
which a proper Intercompa price or Intercompany commit on can be deter-
mined and it Is obvious that h a formula 'ould e dev which
would fit all situations. To the e set forth amend-
ment are considered to represent a rigid formula, the provislo Id have
unfair results. To the extent that the proposed provision Is Inte merely
to suggest factors to be considered, it adds nothing to the present provisions
of section. 482 In authorizing the Secretary and his delegate to distribute, ap-
portion, or allocate gross income, deductions, credits, or allowances between
or among entities, if necessary, to prevent evasion of taxes or clearly reflect
Income.

In order. to make certain that the factors set forth, In proposed section 482
(b) (2) (A) are not th6 only factors which the Secretary or his delegate must
consider if others are appropriate, It is suggested that the last sentence
subparagraph (A) be restated to provide that the method of allocation "shall"
also give consideration to other factors Instead 6f "may" as contained In the
present bill. Similarly, section 482(b) (2) (B) should give the taxpayer the
right to estabilish an alternative formula 'by the preponderance of the evi-
dence" Instead of reqUtiing establishment "to the satisfaction of the Secretary
or his delegate."'Th6' provision n prPoeed sect.10t1 482(b) (9) (A) requiring the use of basis
o book alue rather than market valutt-ifconsidering the assets factor would
seem to be contrary to cfnomle reality. The relative .market talue 6f Othe

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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assets would seem to be of greater economic significance and should be usable if
available. Basis or book value should be considered if market value is not
available.

The provisions of section 482(b) (3) (B) eliminating inventory from the assets
to he considered would also seem to be at variance with economic reality since
the investment which a foreign subsidiary must maintain in inventory is of
significance in determining the portion of the profit which should fairly be allo-
cated to it.

Section 482(b) (8) (B) is also unclear in stating that the assets to be con-
sidered "include real property and tangible personal property (whether owned
or leased by a member of the group)." If this is intended to exclude intangible
assets from consideration, this should be made clear by rephrasing the provision
to provide that the assets referred to "Include only real property and tangible
personal property." Moreover, it would seem improper to exclude intangible
personal property such as patents, copyrights, and trademarks from a consldera-
tion of the proper allocation of income and if the Intent is not to exclude then),
the provision should be rephrased to make this clear.

Section 482(b) (6), providing for the allocation of no amount of income to a
foreign organization whose assets, personnel, office, and other facilities which
are not attributable to the United States are grossly inadequate for its activities
outside the United States, would seem to be an improper provision. If an allo-
cation is Properly made on the basis of the factors previously enumerated in the
section and results In the allocation of some amount of the foreign organization,
the Secretary or his delegate should not be authorized then arbitrarily to ignore
such an allocation by second-guessing business management as to the adequacy
of assets, personnel, office, and other facilities.

It should be noted that the allocation factors set forth in the proposed amend-
ment are quite different from those presently set forth in the regulations under
section 863, where a foreign corporation is manufacturing abroad and selling in
the United States, or manufacturing in the United States and selling abroad.

Regulation, section 1.863-3 provides for the allocation of taxable income within
and without the United States, where an independent factory or production price
has not been established, by apportioning one-half In accordance with the value,
within and without the United States, of the taxpayer's property used in the
production of the goods sold and by apportioning one-half on the basis of the
taxpayer's sales of the product within and without the United States. This
formula could differ materially in result from the result which would be achieved
by applying the factors in the proposed amendment to section 482. Hence, a
different allocation of income within and without the United States would result
if a foreign manufacturing corporation manufactured its product abroad and
sold it in the United States through a branch, making the regulations under
section 863 applicable, or sold the product through a U.S. subsidiary, making the
allocation under the proposed amendment to section 482 applicable.

If the proposed amendment is adopted, it is suggested that an amendment
be added prohibiting any adjustment under section 482 unless the intercompany
price is grossly unreasonable in order to prevent unnecessary harassnleht of
taxpayers with trivial adjustments by the Internal Revenue Service.

It is doubtful that the proposed amendment to section 482 is needed if see.
tons 13 and 16 of the bill are adopted. Under those sections some foreign
income earned by controlled foreign corporations will be taxed to the U.S. parent
corporations currently and all of it will be taxed eventually as ordinary income.
Hence, there would seem to be little need to readjust prices in order to prevent
the diversion of income from U.S. corporations to foreign affiliates. If sections
15 and 16 are not adopted, the adjustment of Intercompany prices under section
482 becomes more important. It is doubtful, however, that the detailed previ-
sions of the proposed amendment are necessary for an effective administration
of section 482 and in any event the above-mentioned defects should be elimminted
in order to prevent the amendment from being made the basis of arbitrary ad-
justments heavily weighted toward attributing Income to the United States.

If the proposed amendment to section 482 Is adopted, it wotild seem necessary
for paragraph (8) to go further than it does to compensate for the fact that
foreign taxes may have been paid on the income which Is reallotiated to the
domestic organization. _The present amendment treats" the tax paid by the
foreign organization as' If It were paid instead by the domestic orgatliztion.
The intent, of course, is to give the domestic organization a tax credit for the
foreign taxes actually paid on the Income re61lloctlted to the dormestic organt-
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nation. However, this will be of little use unless it is also provided that tile
reallocated income is to be treated as income from the foreign country to which
the tax was paid. For example, if a U.S. parent corporation manufactures goods
here and sells them to its foreign subsidiary which takes title here and resells
abroad, any readjustment of the intercompany sales price increasing the profit
of the domestic corporation would not constitute income from sources outside
of the United States under existing law. Hence, the attribution of the foreign
tax to the U.S. parent would serve no useful purpose since, without foreign
income, no foreign tax credit would be available to the domestic parent under
the limitations of section 904. Paragraph (8) should therefore be amended
to provide that the increase in the taxable income of a domestic organization
through application of the section will be regarded as income from the foreign
country to which the tax was paid for the purposes of section 904.

It is also suggested that a provision be added to the proposed amendment
to section 482 which would permit adjustment of payments between the affiliated
organizations corresponding to the reapportionment made by the Service with-
out incurring any additional tax beyond that attributable to the reapportion-
inent. For example, if it is determined that the price at which a domestic
parent sells to Its foreign subsidiary is too low and the parent is taxed on the
profit that would have resulted if the intercomlany price had been higher,
the subsidiary should be permitted to pay the addition to the price to the
parent corporation without such payment being taxed as a dividend.
section 7

This section amends part III of subchapter 0 of chapter I of the Internal
Revenue Code dealing with foreign personal holding companies.

The amendments change the definition of a foreign personal holding company
with respect to its income requirements to provide that a foreign corporation
shall be deemed a foreign personal holding company If at least 20 percent of
its gross Income is foreign personal holding company income. Under the
present law, a corporation is a foreign personal holding company only if at
least 60 percent of its gross income is foreign personal holding company income
as defined.

Under present law, if a corporation Is a foreign personal holding company,
its entire undistributed foreign personal holding company Income is taxed to the
U.S. shareholders, whether or not distributed. Section 7 amends this law to
provide as follows:

(a) If the foreign personal holding company income of' the foreign corporation
exceeds 80 percent of its gross income, then the U.S. shareholders must pay
an Income tax on their pro rata share of the company's entire undistributed
foreign personal holding company income.

(b) If the foreign personal holding company income does not exceed 80 per-
cent of the comp.tny's gross income, then the U.S. shareholders must pay a
tax only on that part of their pro rata share of the company's undistributed
income determined by multiplying such pro rata share by a fraction, the
numerator of which is the foreign personal holding company income of thecoIrpnny and the denoinator of which Is the gross income of the company.

Tmahe purpose of the amendment, as set forth in the report of the Ways and
Means Coinuilittee, is to conform the percentage of income requirements for
foreign personal holding companies with the reqtiremenits of section 13 of
1,1. 10050, which section deals With "controlled foreign corporations."
Technically, the seefion appears to be well drafted except for the fact that

,under proposed section 556(a)"(2) dividend distributions are applied propor-
tMndtely against personal holding company and, othei income. Hence, if a
corporation derives its Inome principally from business operationp qnd receives
as little ,as 20 percent of its gross income in the form of personal holding com-
pany in noe, it muqt distribute all of its taxable income In order to avoid
taxation to its shareholders of more than is actually distributed. There may
be some Justificalol for requiring the distribution of the personal holding
company Income even where it is such a small part of te total gross income,
but since there may be legitimate reasons for accumulating the operating in-
come, the statute should not be worded in such a way as torefleet a retention
of the operating income as if it were a partial. retention of the .personal holding
company income. If the proposed amendment to 'the personal holding company
provisions is adopted,,it should provide for the apication of dividend die-
tributions first against the personal holding company inconre,
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Consideration, moreover, should be given to the necessity for continuing part
III of subchapter G of chapter I of the Internal Revenue Code in the law if
section 13 of the present bill is enacted. These foreign personal holding com.
pany provisions, section 551 through section 558, are enormously complex. The
entire subject matter of this subchapter is now covered by section 18 with
extremely limited exceptions. It appears that in practically every case in which
a corporation would be subject to treatment as a foreign personal holding com-
pany under part III of subchapter G, it would also be subject to treatment as a
controlled foreign corporation under section 13. The only exception would
seen to be in a rare case in which a corporation failed to meet the stock owner.
ship requirements under the attribution rules of section 13 but met the stock
ownership requirement with respect to foreign personal holding companies
because of the slightly wider family attribution rules of sections 554 and 544.
Similarly, and with one limited exception, the U.S. shareholders of a corporation
subject to treatment as a foreign personal holding company, would be taxed on
their share of the undistributed foreign personal holding company income under
section 13 of H.R. 10050. The single exception is in the case of a shareholder
owning less than 10 percent of the stock of the foreign corporation, directly or
indirectly, and after applying rules of attribution. Under the foreign personal
holding company provisions, such a shareholder would be subject to tax on his
pro rata share of the undistributed foreign personal holding company income.
Under section 13, such a shareholder would not be subject to tax.

It would appear desirable to conform the policy with respect to the treatment
of persons owning less than 10 percent of the shares with the policy under sec-
tion 18 and if section 18 is enacted, the foreign personal holding company pro-
visions should be deleted or the exemption of persons owning less than 10 per-
cent of the stock should be extended to foreign personal holding companies.

It is therefore respectfully recommended that, if the provisions of section 18
of the bill are enacted, the foreign personal holding company provisions should
be eliminated. If they are not eliminated, some provision should be made to
indicate which provisions take priority if a foreign corporation meets the tests
of both the foreign personal holding provisions and the provisions of section 18
of the bill. At present there seems to be no such provision.
Section 9

The net effect of section 9 is that, if a foreign trust is established by a U.S.
grantor and makes distribution of prior accumulated income to any U.S. bene-
ficiary, such beneficiary will be required to treat the income as gross income upon
distribution for purposes of U.S. income taxation. Alternative formulas for
allocating the income to prior years are provided to prevent the imposition of
excessive surtax rates in the year of receipt by the beneficiary.

Section 0(a) of the bill would amend section 648(a) (6) of the code to rede-
fine the distributable net income of foreign trusts and section 9(b) provides a
new definition for accumulation distributions of foreign trusts created by U.S.
persons. The restriction of the throwback rule to the five preceding 'taxable
years of a trust is removed by section 9(c) (2) for foreign trusts created by a
U,S, person. Section 9(e) creates a new section 669 of the code which pro-
vides that a beneficiary who is a U.S. person and who satisfies certain additional
requirements may elect between two methods of computing the limitation on
tax attributable to an accumulation distribution received from a foreign trust
created by a U.S. person. The two methods provided are in addition to the
methods available to the beneficiary of computing his tax in the ordinary way
by including in income the entire amoutlit of an accumulation distribution when
it is paid, granted, or required to be distributed. Additional sections are pro-
posed by section 9 requiring a return to be filed in the event of a creation of a
foreign trust or the transfer of money or property to such trust, and a penalty
is provided forYfailre to file such returns.

While the bill recognizes the validity and extraterritorial nature of foreign
trusts, the proposed section fails to eliminate what has probably been the most
Important question in the area of foreign trusts in recent years namely, What is
a "foreign trust"? Section 9+(h) would amend section 7701(ai(81) of the code
to read "the term 'foreign estate' and 'foreign trust' mqan an estate or trust,
as the case may be, the income of which from sources without the United States
is not includible in gross income under subtitle A." Section 9(h) is not a def-
niti. In essence section 9(h) states a foreign trust is a foreign trpst since
all previously attempted definitions have settled on the fact that a trust must
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qualify as a nonresident alien to escape tax under subtitle A. No attempt is
made in the committee reports to expand on the definition of a foreign trust. As
a consequence, the law surrounding the taxation of foreign trusts remains unset-
tled. While the observation can be made that the confusion as to what consti-
tutes a foreign trust may deter creation of such trusts for purposes of tax futtire
deferral, it is doubtful whether confusion in the law should be relied upon to
accomplish the intent of the legislators.

It is accordingly suggested that a foreign trust be defined as a trust "cre-
ated or organized under law other than that of the United States or of
any State or territory and principally administered outside the United States."

The proposed sections will impose the expense of additional administration on
the part of the taxpayer and the Internal Revenue Service. If such expense is
significantly exceeded by the collection of tax otherwise avoided, then the sec-
tions may be justified. Assuredly, some consideration should be-given to an
appraisal of the expenses and collections.

Section 11
This section provides for the grossup of the tax deemed paid by foreign sub-

sidiaries (that Is, adding to the amount of dividend declared by the foreign cor-
pwration, the amount of foreign tax deemed paid under section 902(a) of the
1954 code by the domestic corporate recipient).

It would seem that the amendment should be clarified to provide that the
Increase In gross income for the purpose of the tax credit computation Is not to
be included In income for the purpose of computing earnings and profits of the
recipient domestic corporation. Otherwise there would be an overstatement of
earnings and Iprofits affecting the tax status of distributions by the domestic
corporation under sections 301 and 816 of the code, since there is nothing which
provides for the deduction of the subsidiary tax deemed paid by the domestic
parent from earnings and profit if the Increase in gross income has the effect
of Increasing earnings and profits. It is suggested that the parenthetical ex-
pression "(other than section 245)" In proposed section 78 of the code be ex-
panded to read "(other than for the purposes of section 245 and the computa-
tion of earnings and profits) ".

There Is nothing in subsections (a)-(d), inclusive, or in the committee re-
port to Indicate that there is any intention to eliminate the rule now contained
In section 902(c) (1) that dividends paid during the first 60 days of any year
are attributable to profits accumulated during prior years. On the other hand,
both paragraph (2) and the later "for the purposes of" sentence of subsection
(f) might be read to exclude the traditional 60-day rule of section 902(c) (1).
In order to eliminate any possible confusion, a sentence to the effect that the
proposed amendments are not Intended to affect the 60-day rule of section
902(c) (1) should be added to the committee report. It would also be helpful
if Congress added a similar exception to subsection (f), perhaps at the end
of subsection (f) somewhat as follows:

"For the purposes of the preceding sentence and of paragraph (2), dividends
paid by a foreign corporation during the first 60 days of any year shall be
treated as having been paid from the accumulated profits of the preceding year
or years."

Section 18
This section amends section 911 of the Internal Revenue Code dealing with

the exclusion of Income earned by U.S. citizens working outside of the United
States.

The provisions as drafted appear to carry out the policy set forth in the report
of the Ways and Means Committee. Consideration, however, should be given
to whether this policy will make it unduly difficult to get U.S. citizens to accept
employment abroad.

Consideration should also be given to reexamination of the policy with respect
to the treatment of, compensation for services' received in a year subsequent
to the year In which the services were rendered, either by way of def6ered
compensation or by way of pension plan benefits. It is not apparent, and would
seem undesirable, to tax such payments as ordinary income if they would not
have been excludable from income If received In the year the services were
rendered or In the immediately succeeding year, under the provisions of the
section as drafted.

SIt is suggested that Within the limitations of section 011(c) (1), the amounts
abroad should be exempt, to the extent that the total amodhte received do not
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received at any time for services rendered during a period of qualified residence
exceed (a) $20,000 in the case of an individual subject to the limitations of
section 911(c) (1) (A), or (b) $35,000 in the case of an individual subject to
the limitations of section 911 (c) (1) (B).

Under the proposed statute, if a person who had been a bona fide resident of
a foreign country for a minimum of 3 years had an employment arrangement
providing for payment of $20,000 in the fourth year plus $5,000 additional for
the fourth year's service to be paid during the sixth year, and a salary of $35,000
during the sixth year, such individual would owe an income tax on the $5,000
bonus payment paid in the sixth year, despite the fact that if it had been received
in the fourth year, it would have been excluded from income. The reason for
such a policy requirement is not apparent.

It is suggested that the exclusions from income be applicable to all amounts
of earned income whenever received attributable to services rendered during the
exempt period, subject only to the dollar limitations contained in the proposed
section 911(c) (1).
,Reotito 18

In general, the amendments proposed by this section constitute an inordinately
complex set of provisions of dubious fairness in an effort to tax the income of
foreign corporations which is generated abroad before it is distributed to U.S.
stockholders. This attempt to tax anticipated income before its realization by
the persons subject to U.S. tax presents serious constitutional problems, par.
ticularly to the extent that the provisions would tax undistributed income to
persons who are not actually in a position to control the distribution. The com-
mittee report speaks of eliminating tax deferral which exists under the present
law. Actually, the provisions are taxing anticipated income rather than realized
income as under present law.

It is recognized that there have been abuses with respect to the use of foreign
affiliates. The Treasury Department has a legitimate complaint to the extent
that artificial transactions have been entered into in order to convert what is
in substance income from U.S. sources of a domestic corporation to income from
sources outside of the United States of a foreign corporation. However, ade-
quate statutory authority for correcting such abuses already exists under sec-
tion 482 of the code. Up to the present time, the Treasury may properly com-
plain that it did not have enough information about these Intercompany trans-
actions to make effective use of section 482. However, the Internal Revenue
Service has not yet received the full benefits of the amended sections 6038 and
0046. It will obtain the comprehensive information of form 2952 for the first
time beginning In 1962. These should supply the Service with the information
and source data it requires. A trial should be given to this approach before the
blunderbuss approach of section 13 is adopted.

Section 482 affords a sufficient basis for eliminating any diversion of income
to foreign affiliates. The only other reasonable complaint which the Treasury
Department may have is the unreasonable accumtilation of legitimately earned
foreign profits in order to bring them back to the United States at capital gains
rates on liquidation instead of at ordinary income rates by way of dividend.
This motivation for accumuliting earnings in foreign corporations could be
eliminated by applying regular incnie tax rates when such unreasonable accum-
ulations accumulated after enactment of the bill fre ultimately distributed,
whether by way of liqiildation or dividend.

If, despite the foregoing objections to the whole approach of section 18, it is
decided that the section should be enacted, substantial changes should be made
in order to eliminate inequities, unfairness, and possible unconstitutionality.

Section 951 would tax so-called subpart F income and aiy other earnings
invested in unqualified property to the U.S. shareholders even though not dis.
tributed. The section would apply to any person who, under rules of attribution,
would be deemed to -own 10 percent*or mbre of the total combined voting power
of all classes of stock or of the total value of shares of all classes of stock. This
is a harsh and Uhconscionable prov1sIon since it would tax a person on income
which he has not received and which is not actually within his Control. Merely
defining a 10 percent stockholders as a cotIlling stockholder des not make him
one in fact. The section as drawn can mean that a stockholder who has not
received the income and cannot compel Its distribution will nevertheless be
taxed upon it. The absurdity of the approach, in fact the absolute tyranny of
the'proposal, is made evident by the simple rjstion: Where Is such a stockholder
to get the money With which to pay the tax? The Treasury apparently assumeS
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that every person who owns stock in a foreign corporation has ample income and
funds from other sources with which to pay such a tax.

If this section Is enacted at all, It should be drastically modified to tax only a
person who actually or by reasonable rules of attribution has at least 50 percent
control of the foreign corporation. Even then, such person should be relieved
bf the tax to the extent that he can show that there are legal restrictions which
prevent the distribution of the Income to him. The fact that the Eder case (138
F. 2d 27) is on the books demonstrates that the Treasury Department will not
be inclined to meet the problem by a reasonable administrative approach if the
matter of legal restrictions is not covered in the statute.

Section 962 defines subpart F income which is to be taxed to the U.S. share-
holders under section 951. It is defined as the sum of (a) income derived from
insurance ot: U.S. risks, (b) income from U.S. patents, copyrights, formulas, and
processes, and (o) the net foreign base company income where the controlled
foreign corporation is 50 percent owned by five or fewer U.S. persons. The terms
used in (a), (b), and (c) are defined respectively in sections 952(b), 952(c), and
952 (d) and (e).

Section 952(c) (1) includes in income from U.S. patents, copyrights, and ex-
clusive processes, not only income from the license, sublicense, or exchange of
such intangible assets, but also from their use. Section 952(c) (3) defines
income from use to be the amount which would be obtained as a gross rent,
royalty, or other payment in an arm's-length transaction with an unrelated
person for a similar use of the rights. Thus, a foreign subsidiary manufactur-
Ing under a patent obtained from its U.S. parent would be deemed to have
subpart F income in the amount which it would have paid by way of royalty if it
had obtained a license to use the patent from an unrelated person. Section
952(c) (2) specifically provides that the manufacturing expenses cannot be
deducted in determining the subpart F income from these assets. Accordingly,
it is possible that income would be imputed in these amounts to the subsidiary
and taxed to the U.S. parent even though the subsidiary were actually operat-
ing at a loss with respect to the patented process, so long as it had earnings
and profits from all of its operations. It is bad enough to tax a U.S. shareholder
on income earned by a controlled foreign corporation before it is distributed.
This section goes further and taxes the U.S. shareholder on income which may
not even have been earned by the foreign corporation.

Section 952(c) (1) defines income from U.S. patents, copyrights, and exclusive
formulas and processes to mean income from such assets which are either sub-
stantially developed, created, or produced in the United States or are acquired
from a U.S person. This provision will have the direct effect of discouraging
research in the United States and discriminating against the American inventor.

If the foreign subsidiary of an American corporation is seeking to acquire a
patent or process from nonaffiliated interests for use in its foreign operations,
section 952(c) (2) will be a direct inducement to buy the patent or process from
a foreign inventor rather than from an American inventor. If it buys from the
foreign inventor there will be no imputed income to the U.S. parent from the
use of the patent or process. If it buys from an American inventor, there will be
such imputed income to the U.S. parent even though the U.S. parent did not de-
velop the patent or process and never had any property interest in it.

Similarly, section 952(c) (1) willrbe a strong Inducementfor U.S. corporations
to transfer their research activities to. foreign subsidiaries operating abroad. Any
patents thus developed would escape the penalty of imputed income because they
would neither have been developed in the United States nor acquired from any
U.S. person.

Section 952(e) (2) defines foreign base company sales income as income in
connection with the purchase of property from a related person and its sale to
any person, or the purchase of property from any person and its sale to a related
person where the property is manufactured outside the country in which the
controlled foreign corporation is incorporated and sold for use or consumption
outside such country.

This provision should be modified because the country of incorporation affords
an insufficient basis for such a distinction. For example, a sale by a corporation
incorporated in country A, for local use or conaunption, of goods manufactured
in tAe United States by a related parent does not fall within the definition; but,
if the same goods were sold to the same customers by a company organized in
country B (even if the sale is made locally in country A by. corporation B), the
resulting income falls within the section. This distinction appears purely tech.

82190 0--62--pt. 0-
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nical-it is possible to fall outside the provision merely by incorporating in the
country of the destination of the property.

Similarly, regardless of where the product 18 purchased, it falls within the defi.
nition if it is sold to a related person for use or consumption outside the country
in which the controlled foreign corporation was incorporated. It would appear
that the country of incorporation is of dubious relevance to the place or use of
consumption of the products.

Section 952(e) (2) apparently is intended to include sales commissions in sub.
part F income where the foreign subsidiary sells as agent for the U.S. parent on
a commission basis instead of purchasing and reselling. However, despite the
reference to commissions parenthetically in section 952(e) (2), the typical com.
mission transaction would nqt fall within the section because there would be no
purchase of the property from a related person. There would simply be a manu.
facture and sale to the ultimate customer by the U.S. corporation with the for.
eign subsidiary acting merely as a commission agent.

Under section 052(e) (3) rents are to be included in foreign base company in.
come and therefore in subpart F income without regard to whether or not such
rents constitute more than 50 percent of gross income. This section could oper-
ate most unfairly where foreign corporations are used purely for local or non.
tax reasons. For example, if an individual operates an apartment house in
Canada through a Canadian corporation, he would be taxed under proposed sub.
part P on the undistributed income of the Canadian corporation with no credit
foi Canadian taxes paid. On the other hand, were he able to operate through
a domestic corporation, that corporation would pay little, if any, additional U.S.
tax as a result of the foreign tax credit and the stockholder would pay no tax
at individual rates until the corporation actually distributed the income. Thus,
the bill would drastically penalize operation through a foreign corporation in-
stead of achieving tax neutrality.

If rents arb construed for this purpose, as they tire under Regulation section
1.548-1 (b) (10) with respect to personal holding company income, to include
charter fees, section 952(e) (8) could operate most unfairly under the typical
arrangements entered into for the financing of ships. In these cases U.S. share-
holders have caused foreign corporations controlled by them to purchase ships
with borrowed money and then chartered the ships to the users of the vessels.
The financing arrangements require the charter fees to be applied to the pay.
ment of the debt and they could not be withdrawn as dividends. Nevertheless,
the U.S. shareholders would be taxed on the amount of these charter fees with-
out deduction for the amounts used to pay off the debt. They would thus be
taxed on amounts which they not only had not received but would never receive.
It seems certain that the payment of the debt on the vessels would not be re-
garded as an investment in qualified property in less developed countries since
the activities of the vessels could'not be carried on almost wholly within a less
developed country or countries within the meaning of section 953(b) (3) (A) (i).

Section 052(f) permits the computation of investment in qualified and non-
qualified property for purposes of computing net foreign base company income to
be made 75 days after the close of the taxable year. In effect, this gives the
foreign corporation 75 days in which to complete the investment of its foreign
base company income in qualified property in less developed countries. This is
a wholly impractical time, limit. It is suggested that a provision be added to
permit as an alternative the establishment of reserveslfor such investment which
would become subject to tax if not actually used for the designated purpose
within a period of 2 or 3 years.

Section 953 is a catchall provision aimed at any undistributed income not
taxed as subpart F income unless invested in qualified property.

Reinvestment in a business not within a less developed country or countries
is permitted only if the business was in existence on December 31, 1062, or has
been in existence during all of the 5-year period ending with the close of the
preceding -taxable year. * This is a direct discrimination against any new busl.
ness in countries other than the so-called less developed countries.

Under section 953(a) (2), the Increase in earnings invested in unqualified
property is determined as of theend of the year, There is not even the inade
quate 75-day grace period provided in section 952(f) with respect to the re
investment of foreign base company income. It is somewhatlanonmalous that a
grace period is given for the reinvestment of a foreign base company income
whereas the supposedly more favored income not falling within the definition
of foreign base company income must be invested in qualified property before
the end of the year in which it is earned in order to avoid taxation under section951 (a), (II (aB1. f f I
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To avoid this problem, It is suggested that there be substituted for the narrow
provisions of section 953 a provision along'the lines of section 531 preveflting
unreasonable accumulations.

Section 953(b) (2) (A) requires that qualified property is locoited outside
the United States. Section 958(a) (8) (A) (1) specifies that a qualified trade or
business must be carried on outside the United States, Section 48(a) (2) (B), In
defining domestic property eligible for the Investment credit, recognizes that
aircraft, rolling stock, vessels, motor vehicles, containers, and other property used
in transportation present special problems of situs. It would appear that the
temporary presence in the United States of such property should not disqualify
it for Investment, particularly If it is used predominantly outside the United
States, a concept used in section 48(a) (2) (A).

Similarly, It would appear that a trade or business which is carried on pre-
dominantly outside the United States should not be disqualified under section
953(a) (3) (A) (i) because of Incidental U.S. activities.

In the case of a controlled foreign corporation engaged In trade or business
in the United States Its gross income from sources within the United States is de-
ducted In determining subpart F Income under section 952(a) (2). There does
not appear, however, to be a corresponding provision permitting the reinvestment
of such earnings In property used in the trade or business within the United
States. Thus, for example, two corporations, one a United States corporation
and one a Canadian corporation having Identical United States controlling stock-
holders, may engage solely in a trade or business conducted in the United States.
The U.S. corporation may, within the limits of section 531, accumulate and rein-
vest Its income In its business. The Canadian corporation apparently would be
denied this privilege, although it would 'pay the same U.S.' tax as its sister
corporation.

Section 953(b) (8) (B) defines as a qualified trade or business, a trade or
business which is a qualified trade or business for a corporation in which the con-
trolled foreign corporation had an 80-percent stock interest since December

- 31, 1962, or during the 1-year period ending with the close of the preceding
taxable year. The committee report (p. A98) Indicates that the purpose of this
provision Is to permit Investment by the controlled foreign corporation In the
stock of a second foreign corporation which meets the tests of section 953 (b) (8).
However, literally, section 958 (b) (8) states that the qualified trade or business
of the 80-percent-owned subsidiary constitutes a qualified trade or business of
the controlled foreign corporation parent. This would permit the controlled
foreign corporation parent to invest In the same kind of business directly, but
there Is nothing which permits the controlled foreign corporation parent to
qualify by Investing in the stock of the subsidiary. To accomplish this, there
should be inserted In section 958(b) (2) an additional subparagraph comparable
to subparagraph (C), which permits Investment in the stock of a 10-percent-
owned subsidiary In a less developed country under certain circumstances. The
new subparagraph would permit Investment In the stock of a corporation de
bribed in section 958 (b) (8) (B).

Section 953(b) (5) contains a most unsatisfactory definition of less developed
countries It sets forth no standards% except that certain named countries and
the Sino-Soviet bloc will not be designated as less developed countries. There Is
no definition of the Sino-Soviet bloc. -The result of this definition Is that an
investment made In good faith In a particular country can suddenly, be sub-
Jected to all the burdensome penalties of section 951 at the mere sweep of the
executive pen. With respect to* the countries specifically listed, the designation
of the Union of South Africa as a country which cannot be designated as less
developed would seem questionable.

The definition of controlled foreign corporations to which the amendments of
section 18 of the bill are applicable Is contained in section 954. The basic defini-
tion in section 954(a) Includes within the term "controlled foreign corporation"
ay foreign corporation of which 50 percent of the total combined voting power
Of all classes of stock entitled to vote Is owned directly or Indirectly by U.S.
Persons on any day during the taxable year of such foreign corporation. This
test would seem much too broad since It would Include publicly held foreign
corporations where no U.S. shareholder really had any effective control over
t corporation. -It Is submitted that the definition should limit the term to a
foreign corporation more than 50 percent of the combined voting power of all
,lasses ok stock of which is owned by a single U.S. person or is attributed to a
inle U.S. person under reasonable rules of attribution, Under the present
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definition, a U.S. investor in a foreign corporation may suddenly become subject
to the provisions of proposed subpart F merely because a few additional U.S.
persons buy a small interest in the foreign corporation during the course of a
taxable year. It is also difficult ,to determine, in the case of a publicly held
company, what portion of the total voting stock is owned directly or indirectly
by U.S. persons.

Section 955 contains the rules of attribution applicable In applying the provi.
sions of subpart F. Section 955(a) contains the rules for determining the stock
which is to be attributed to a shareholder for the purpose of determining the
percentage of the income or earnings on which he is to be subjected to tax. Sec.
tion 955 (b) contains broader rules of attribution for the purpose of determining
whether the stockholder Is a 10-percent stockholder so as to be subjected to tax
under these provisions, for the purpose of determining whether the Income of
the foreign corporation constitutes foreign-base company income under section
952(a) (1) (0) and for the purpose of determining whether the foreign corpora.
tion is a controlled foreign corporation within the meaning of section 954(a).

Section 955(a) (2) attributes actual ownership to a U.S. taxpayer of his bene.
facial interest in stock of a foreign corporation owned by another foreign corpora.
tion, a foreign partnership, or a foreign trust or estate. The U.S. taxpayer thus
becomes taxable on the undistributed earnings of a foreign corporation even
though he directly owns no stock in such corporation and the stock is owned by
a foreign entity which he does not control. For example, if the nonresident alien
owner of all the stock of a family-owned manufacturing company transferred
more than 50 percent of the stock to a foreign trust for the benefit of his children
who are U.S. residents, such children would become taxable on the undistributed
income of the foreign corporation even though they have no way of controlling.
the distribution of dividends by the foreign corporation and even though under
the terms of the trust if dividends had been paid they would have been distribu-
table to the beneficiaries only in the discretion of the trustee.

Similarly, a stockholder in a foreign corporation owning stock in another for-
eign corporation could be taxed under subpart F on income he did not receive
and over which he had no control. For example, if 70 percent of a foreign
corporation were held directly by U.S. shareholders and 80 percent were held in
a Canadian corporation owned 60 percent by Canadian shareholders and 40 per-
cent by a U.S. shareholder who was not in any way related to the U.S. holders of
the 70 percent, the U.S. stockholder in the Canadian corporation would be taxed
on the undistributed income of the operating foreign corporation even though
he not only did not control the distribution of dividends by the operating foreign
corporation, but could not control the distribution to -himself of any dividends
actually paid by such foreign ope eating corporation to the Canadian corporation.

It should also be noted that the statute is most unclear as to which beneficiaries
of a trust are to be taxed on curent income. If all of the beneficiaries are to
divide the trust's share of the undistributed Income of a foreign corporation
whose stock is held by the trust in accordance with the actuarial value of their
respective interests it will mean that the remaindermen will'be taxed on income
which, If it had actually been distributed, would have gone to the income benef-
ciary. On the other hand, if the problem is resolved by taxing the income
beneficiary, -he will be taxed on income which, if not in fact distributed as a,
dividend, may ultimately go to the remaindermen.

Section 955(b) adopts the attribution rules of section 818(a) with certain
modifications. It is difficult to understand the purpose or justification of the
exception made in section 955(b) (2). This section provides that in attributing,
the stock held by a partnership, estate, trust, or corporation' to the partners,
beneficiaries, or stockholders if such partnership, estate, trust, or corporation
owns directly or indirectly more than 50 percent of the stock of the foreign cor-
poration whose earnings are to be taxed, it shall be considered as owning all the
stock. On its face, this seems to be an attempt to legislate that black is white.

Section 957 entitles a domestic corporation to obtain a foreign -tax credit for
the taxes paid by the foreign corporation which are applicable to the foreign
corporation's income taxed to the domestic corporation Under subpart F. This
is, of course, analagous to the credit which would be available to the domestic
corporation if it received a dividend from the foreign Corporation and accord-
ingly it Is conditioned upon a 10-percent interest In a directly owned foreign
corporation and upon a 50-percenit Interest In a subsidiary foieign corporation,
being held by the directly held foreign corporation.
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Since the subpart F approach really involves a complete disregard of the corpo-
rate entity, it would seem only fair that all taxpayers who are taxed on the un-
distributed income of a foreign corporation under subpart F should be entitled
to a credit for the foreign taxes just as If the taxpayers themselves had operated
directly the business conducted by the foreign corporation. This is particularly
equitable in the case of individual shareholders because of the high Individual
rates at which undistributed corporate income will be taxed under these
provisions.

Seotom 15
This section of the bill deals with the tax treatment of shareholders of foreign

Investment companies.
Under proposed section 1246(a) any gains realized by shareholders of such a

company upon the sale of their stock would be treated as ordinary income to
the extent of their ratable share of the earnings and profits accumulated after
December 31, 1962, during the period while the stockholder held such stock.
Earning. which would be taxable under the proposed new subpart F would be
excluded from the operation of this section.

The statute proposes to Impose on the taxpayer the burden of establishing
the amount of his ratable share of earnings and profits accumulated during the
period of his ownership. If he falls to meet this burden, all the gain would be
considered ordinary Income. Obviously no stockholder could ever be In a position
hiniself to determine these figures; normally a corporation does not determine
such figures more frequently than once a year although unaudited figures may
be available quarter-annually. It is unlikely that a foreign investment company
could reasonably be expected to assume the burden of a daily calculation of its
earnings and profits. Accordingly, as a practical matter, it would be possible
for the taxpayer only in that most exceptional situation where both purchase
and sale took place on report dates to be able precisely to determine his ratable
share In the earnings and profits for the holding period. Perhaps a provision
should be inserted providing for a ratable allocation of earnings for the ac-
counting period to any fraction of the period for which the stock has been held.

If a gain is to be taxable as ordinary income, it would seem equitable to give
equivalent tax treatment to a loss on a sale if the taxpayer can establish that
during the holding period the foreign investment company incurred a loss.

The definition in proposed section 1246(b) involves an obvious problem: If
the foreign investment corporation is not registered ander the Investment Com-
pany Act of 1940, how can it be compelled to disclose whether 50 percent of the
total voting stock or 50 percent of the value of its stock was held by U.S. persons?
It is submitted that any attempted presumptions in the absence of a disclosure
would be unfair to the U.S. stockholders since the situation is not within his
control.

Under proposed section 1274, a foreign investment company is granted an elec-
tion to distribute income currently. The exercise of such election would exclude
the shareholder from the application of subpart F and render proposed section
1246 inapplicable.

The election requires a distribution by the electing corporation of 90 percent
or more of Its taxable income calculated as if it were a domestic corporation.
This fornftila may preclude the election by foreign investment companies where
the apiilcable muniepal law would make such a distribution unlawful, as where
the law of the country of incorporation requires the establishment of reserves.

A serious defect in proposed section 1274 is the complete absence of a pro-
vision in reslct to a shareholder who disposes of his stock within the year.
What long-term capital gains would such stockholder of an electing corporation
include in his return? Would each of two or more shareholders owning the
same shares within a year be required to Include in his income the entire appli-
cable share of the capital gain for the entire year in order to be a qualified
shareholder?

A U.S. shareholder would be required to include in his gross income his pro
rata share of undistributed capital gains and pay the tax thereon. If he fails
to do so he remains subject to proposed section 1246 and is not entitled to an
adjustment of his basis. The principal objection to this provision is that it
would require the stockholder to make a tax Paynient even though he has not
received a 'divided. Adaptation of the provisions of section 852(b) (8) (D)
is not practicable in this sittiation in the absence of 100 percent U.S. stock-
holders,
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Equity would require that the provisions of the code dealing with foreign tax
credits should be integrated with proposed section 1247 to assure full availability
of the credits to all shareholders.,

It would appear desirable that the bill provides a reasonable opportunity-.
say until December 31, 1963-for foreign investment companies to reorganize
tax free and become domestic corporations. It is likely that at least some would
do so in the interests of thblr stockholders and thus avoid the discriminations
and practical problems mentioned above. Such an opportunity would at least
save from the penalty consequences of the bill the shareholders who relied on a
legislative policy which encouraged them to invest in foreign investment
companies.

Section 16
Section 16 of the bill changes materially the treatment of gains received by

holders of 10 percent or more of the stock of a controlled foreign corporation
upon the redemption, sale, or transfer of the stock held therein.

The committee on taxation of foreign income, in its comments on the draft
bill released by the Committee on Ways and Means, advocated a study of "ef-
fective means to prevent the unreasonable accumulation of foreign income by a
U.S. controlled foreign corporation which has no intention of reinvesting such
earnings for expansion or growth in order to ultimately sell or liquidate on a
capital gains basis."

The committee's report then proposed that such a study might consider "the
possibility of applying regular income tax rates rather than capital gains rates
on the ultimate liquidation of such companies to the extent the liquidating dis-
tributions represent unreasonable or excessive accumulations."

A similar suggestion is made in this statement In the general discussion with
respect to section 18.

The proposed legislation incorporates only the method suggested by the coni-
mittee's suggestion and not the gain to which the committee suggested the method
be applied. The proposed legislation applies ordinary income rates to the tax.
payer's gain to the extent of his proportionate share of (1) all earnings and
profits -of the controlled foreign corporation accumulated since 1913, where a
redemption or liquidation takes place, and (2) all earnings and profits of the
controlled foreign corporation accumulated during the period stock, sold or ex-
changed, was held.

The proposed legislation applies the regular income tax rate to accumulations
of earnings and profits made prior to the date of enactment of this section.
The retrospective effect of the proposed legislation should be carefully reviewed.
If it Is deemed desirable to close the present "capital gains loophole" available
by the redemption or sale of a stock of a foreign controlled corporation, then the
legislation should provide for the application of ordinary income tax rates to
accumulations of profits and earnings made after the date of the enactment of
such legislation. The present statutes give capital gains treatment to the receipt
on liquidation of the accumulations of profits and earnings of foreign coro
rations or the realization of equivalent gains by way of sale. To retroactively
increase the rate of tax on prior accumulations of those corporations Is unjust
and unfair. Secretary Dillon, in his testimony before the Committee on Finance,
in describing this provision, has himself stated: "The committee may want to
consider whether it wishes to retain the applicability of this provision to earn-
ings heretofore accumulated."

Furthermore, there would seem to be no basis for the difference in result
between a liquidation and a sale which would take place under proposed sec-
tion '1246 (a) and (b). In the case of liquidations the gain is taxed to the full
extent of the stockholder's share In the earnings and profits, whereas in the case
of a sale the gain, taxable at ordinary income rates. is limited to the earnings
and profits accumulated during the stockholder's holding period.

If adopted at all, proposed section 1248 should tax at ordinary income rates
only profits accumulated during the period -of the taxpayer's stock ownership
after the effective date of the new provisions.

Consistent with the effective date provisions of the other sections of the, bill
dealing with foreign income, proposed section 1248 should be applied only to
liqitdatlobs or sales, taking place after Pecember 81, 1962. It Is unfair not to
give taxpayers a chlnce to adapt their affairs to the new provisions when they
have made Investtients in reliance on such vastly different rules of law of 1i1n
standing.
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Proposed section 1248 leaves open the question of whether the foreign tax
credit will be available to a U.S. parent corporation with respect to the amounts
taxed as ordinary Income. This is, in essence, the same question dealt with in
Freeport /ulphu ur and As8ociated Telephone & Telegraph and should be specific-
ally treated here to remove any uncertainty.

section 20
Section 20(a) proposes to amend section 0038(a) of the 1954 code. The latter

section authorizes the Secretary or his delegate to require the furnishing of a
variety of information with respect to foreign corporations controlled by "a
domestic corporation." The proposed amendment would require such reports of
"every U.S. person" who controls any foreign corporation. The phrase "U.S.
person" means a citizen or resident of the United States, a domestic partner-
ship or corporation, and a foreign estate or trust.

Section 6038(a) as amended would basically follow the substance of the
section in its present form with appropriate changes to reflect the expanded re-
porting requirement. It should be noted, however, that the definition of control
has been expanded to include the constructive ownership rules of section 318(a)
with the familiar elimination of the 50-percent limitation of clause (I) of section
318(a) (2) (0).

Section 20(b) proposes to amend section 6040. The latter section now re-
quires returns containing such information as the Secretary or his delegate may
require where a foreign corporation has been organized or reorganized; such
return to be filed by officers or directors or shareholders in prescribed circum-
stances. Under the proposed amendment the test of office holding or share
holding would not be limited to the 60-day period after an organization or
reorganization occurred but the new section would be invoked on or after Janu-
ary 1, 1963, whenever a U.S. citizen or resident became an officer of director
of a foreign corporation or acquired the requisite 5-percent stock ownership.

Section 20(c) would add a civil penalty of $1,000 (in addition to any crim-
Inal penalty) where without reasonable cause there is a failure to file a return
required by section 6040 or If filed, a failure to show the required information.

With respect to the loss of foreign tax credit provisions under section 6038(b),
it would seem appropriate to provide that the penalty applies only for inten-
tional failures to furnish the information. For example, where a dormant sub-
sidiary, among many others, for one reason or another is inadvertently omitted,
It seems a harsh result to deny a foreign tax credit with respect to the other
subsidiaries.

In section 6040, it would seem appropriate to incorporate the heading into
subsection (b) so that the information which can be required by the Secretary is
limited to information with respect to organization, reorganization, or acquisi-
tions of stock.

Rection 21
This section of the bill would, in effect, amend present section 7852(d) of the

code, which provides that code provisions shall not apply where their application
would be contrary to any treaty obligation of the Urited States'in effect on the
date of enactment of the code so that that section will not apply with* respect to
any amendment made by the bill, when enacted.

As a result of the amendment made by section 21 the gross-up amendments
made by section 11 unilaterally affect a number of our tax treaties:

(a) Onur treaties with Australia, New Zealand, and Honduras provide that
the foreign tax credit provisions shall remain as they were when the treaty Wassigned.sb) Ot r treaties with Austria, Belgium; Finland, Ireland, Norway, Pakistan,
gwitzerland, and the Union of South Africa provide that the foreign tax credit
provisions shall remain as they were at the time of "the treaty's "eitry into
force."

(c) The Japanese treaty provides that the foreign ax credit. prvisi'oni',shall
remain as they were on January 1, 1964.

(d) As a result of the amendment of our treaty with the Mito thgdom,
the cutoff date i January 1,1956.

Even th6Ugh the so-called savings clause would appear" to give the tilted
tates the right tW determine (in the case of V.0. citizens, re6% ts, and cor-

portions) the taxable basis on which in me ta is iinpsed, i the abbVe eses
we could be deemed to have waived our rights to use th sa'ings clause. At 04e
time the Canadian Treaty was last amended and the tax redit pM61i6ion wO',
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modified to eliminate the fixed-date provision which was previously like those in
paragraph 3(b) above, it was stated that the change was being made because
both governments considered it "undesirable to stabilize as of a particular date
the laws relating to tax credits." Thus the change was deemed to require the
consent of both governments.

As a matter of U.S. constitutional law, the later in time of conflicting treaty
and Federal statute prevails. Therefore, there can be no constitutional objec.
tion to section 21. However, it does create the undesirable foreign policy result
of breaching treaties and, as a matter of public international law, subjecting the
U.S. Government to intergovernmental claims by the other nation-parties to our
income tax treaties. It would appear that our action In amending our law,
and therefore unilaterally modifying the treaties, is a shocking, unconscionable,
and unnecessary violation of international agreements. Surely, at least a delay
would be proper in order to permit renegotiation of these treaty provisions. To
do otherwise is to invite retaliation because the law of most continental European
countries is that the interpretation of the executive branch governs treaty coni.
mitments unless the treaty provision is clear and unambiguous. Even apart
from any distatate which must arise because of the proposed unilateral action,
it would appear unwise for the Congress consciously to Jeopardize our treaty
commitments.

H.R. 106W0: COMMENTS ON SEm'IoNs 2 AND 14-SEoTiON 2-CREDIT FOR INVEST-
MENT IN CERTAIN DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY; SECTION 14--GAIN FROM DISPOSITION
OF CERTAIN DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY

I. TECHNICAL COMMENTS ON SECTIONS 2 AND 14
Section ,

Section 2 of the bill incorporates a number of the technical suggestions which
were made by the committee on depreciation and amortization in January. In
its present form it is generally well drafted. There are, however, the following
technical comments on the section:

1. Failure to refer to part IV of subchapter C in. proposed section 47(b).-
Proposed section 47(b) makes the recapture provisions inapplicable in the
case of certain transactions. However, the exceptions do not refer to reorgan-
ization under part IV of subchapter C. If the intent was to except such re-
organizations only if they qualify under section 381 (a) and, therefore, under
part III of subchapter C, it would be advisable for the statute or the committee
report to so state.

2. Leasing treated as a disposition for purposes of the recapture provision.-
While proposed section 47(a) (1) provides for recapture of the investment credit
if property is prematurely disposed of, the committee report provides, on page
A-12, that leasing out property will be considered a disposition if it is property
which the taxpayer would ordinarily dispose of by sale "and it appears that a
purpose of the lease is to avoid the application of section 47." This is not
within the usual meaning of the word "disposition." If leases are to be con-
sidered dispositions in some cases, the statute should provide rules which are
adequate to apprise taxpayers of the circutmstances under which a lease will
be considered a disposition. The rule now stated in the committee report, in its
reference to "a purpose" of the lease, could be construed as applying to virtiually
any lease if the lessor was award that an outright disliosition would result in the
recapture of the investment credit.

3. Failure to recognize problems involving assets tilaintdined it. group or com-
posite aocounts.-Both the credit recapture provisions in proposed section 47
and the committee report discussions of this provision are silent as to the effect
of dispositions of assets from group or composite depreciation accounts. Pre-
sumably it is not the intention to treat noimal retirements from such accounts
as giving rise to recapture where the average life of assets in the account would
not subject them to recapture.

4. Definition of eligible section 88 property.-The determitiation of what tan-
gible property is used "as an integral part" of certain speeilfed activities in
proposed section 48(a) (1) (H) (1) will be difficult to administer. in the ifiterests
of clarification and administrative simplicity, it is suggested th"t proposed see-
tion 48(a) (1) (B) simply, cover real property other than bull figs and their'
structural components. If it is felt necessary to exclude other types of real'
property, they cati be specifically enumerated.
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Section 14
Section 14 of the bill has been changed very little from section 7 of the August

24, 1901, discussion draft. In its present form this section appears to have a
number of relatively serious technical deficiencies:
1. Relation of proposed section 12.$5 to other sections.-Section 1245 over-

rides the provisions of many other, more narrow sections of the code. The per-
son who devotes all his time to tax matters and who has an intimate familiarity
with the code will doubtless bear section 1245 in mind in considering the pro-
visions of sections which would be overridden by section 1245. However, a per-
son not so familiar with the code as a whole is in danger of being misled by the
language of these other sections, which gives no warning of the applicability
of section 1245.

Sections which should be amended to give warning of the possible applicability
of section 1245 include sections 336, 337, and 1231.

Other technical amendments also appear necessary. For example, amendment
of the type made to section 341(e) by section 14(e) (4) of the bill is called for
in the case of section 1239.

Correlation should be provided between section 1231 and section 1245. Sec-
tion 1231 now purports to deal with the treatment of gain on the sale or exchange
of property of the type dealt with in section 1245.

2. Treatment of property carried in nultiple-aMset accounts.-The language of
section 1245(a) (1) is such as to apply to the disposition of any single unit
of property. A very large portion of section 1245 property is now carried In
group or composite accounts. Under present. treatment the normal retirement
of an asset from such an account is not considered to be a sale or exchange
under section 1231. Upon a normal retirement the income amount is not af-
fected; all entries are debits or credits to the depreciation reserve. Varying
actual useful lives for the units of property In the account, including property
of the same type and the same age put to the same use, and the fact that the
disposition of one unit may result In positive salvage and the disposition of
another unit In negative salvage, are all taken Into account in fixing the aver-
age useful life and the depreciation rate approved by the Internal Revenue
Service.

The term "disposition" in section 1245(a) (1) is broader than the term "sale
or exchange" in section 1231(a). The committee report throws no light on
whether the normal retirement of a ult of property carried In a multiple-asset
account will be deemed not to constitute a "disposition" of the asset. Unless
there is such an exception for items carried in multiple-asset accounts, section
1245 will result in very burdensome additional accounting costs in the mdiihte-
nance of very detailed property records.

3. Recapture of exrces amortization.-The recomputed basis should take into
account amortization under section 162 in cases where the useful life of Im-
provements to leased personal property is longer than the remaining term of
the lease.

4. Application to exlhanges of mitred real and personal property.-Under pro-
posed section 1245(b) (4) and (5), on an exchange of a mixture of depreciable
personal property and real property, it Would be possible to realize ordinary
Income through the receipt of real property, even though the taxpayer also
receives in the spime transaction depreciable personal property the basis of which
will'reflect the depreciation previously taken on the property exchanged. The
recognition of ordinary income would appear to be unnecessary In such a cage.

5. Treatment of installment sale.-It Is not clear whether the portion of the
gain realized on a transaction for which installment sales treatment is elected
which is treated as ordinary income under section 1245 would be a pro rata
share of the gain attributable to each installment or Would 'e all the gain on
the early installtents. The former would appear to be the preferable rule.

0. etpplication to depreciation allowable but tnot allowed.-The concept of the
recapture of excess depreciation under proposed section 1245' wo uld not appear
to Justify computatibn of the amount of ordinary income on any basis other
than that of depreclhti'h allowed. Consequently, it appears undesirable to
Impose any special burden ofproof on the taxpayer as 4 prerequisite to calcula-
tion of the recapture provislqp on 'the basis of depreciation allowed, as the last
sentence of proposed section 1245(a) (2) appears to do. .

7. (Iross or net 8alvago.-Neither proposed section 11)7(f) nor the committee
report discussion makes clear whether the provision for electing' to disregard
salvage value of up 't 10 percent of basis applies to gross salvage value or to
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net salvage (gross salvage less the cost of demolition or removal). The prefer.
able rule would appear to be to apply the 10 percent rule to net salvage since
net salvage is the amount used In computing depreciation.

8. Scope of election to dteregard salvage.-It is not clear whether taxpayers
may elect to disregard salvage only on selected assets or on selected asset
accounts, or whether any election to disregard salvage must be made across the
board, so as to apply to all the taxpayer's depreciation accounts.
9. Ten. percent salvage computation in the case of a reduction in bas(s.-Pro.

posed section 167(f) (1) provides for the disregard of salvage which does not
exceed 10 percent of basis "as of the time as of which such salvage value is re-
quired to be determined." Salvage value may be redetermined after the basis of
an asset has been reduced. by depreciation. (See Reg. See. 1.167(a)-1(c).)
Consequently, a salvage value which Is less than 10 percent of the basis of an
asset when the asset is new may exceed 10 percent of the basis at the time of
such redeternination-not because salvage value has been decreased, but be-
cause the basis of the asset has been reduced. It is suggested that, for purposes
of proposed section 167(f), the salvage value should always be calculated as a
percentage of the Initial basis of the asset in the hands of the taxpayer.

I. ADDITIONAL TECHNICAL COMMENTS ON SECTION 14

As a general criticism, it is to be regretted that many of the issues have been
resolved In the committee report rather than in the statutory text. For example,
the committee report states that section 1245 gain is subject to deferral through
use of the Installment method.

The definition of section 1245 property has been expanded so as to minimze
the problem of whether section 1245 gain Is to be recognized in the case of a sale
of fixtures which under State law are treated as realty. At the same time, the
language chosen to effect this clarification creates its own problems. Section
1245, generally speaking, will cover real property other than a building or its
structural components. There is no Indication of the meaning of the phrase
"structural components"; accordingly, doubt remains whether the owner of the
building, who separately depreciates such Items as heating system, cooling
system, elevators, and the like Is or is not subject to section 1245 on the rapid
depreciation which may have thus been taken.

A further problem is created In connection with the limitation that the In.
cludible real property is subject to section 1245 only If now or previously used
as an Integral part of manufacturing, production or extraction, or the furnishing
of transportation, communications, electrical energy, gas, water, or sewage-
disposal services; 'or as a research or storage facility used In connection with
any of the foregoing activities. What, for example, of an ordinary downtown
office building which is.occupied by tenants engaged In those activities? What
of a public warehouse used to store manufactUred prodtiets? Obviously, what
Is Intended is that the real property so used must have been owned and used by
a person engaged In one of the described activities, and the statute should say
so. The statute should also deal with the'problem of a long-term lease on all or
a substantial' part of the facilities of any such building,

Subsection (b) (2), which exempts section 1245 gain In 'the case of a transfer
at death, remains vague on Its face. The committee report, however, clarflt
the text by making it explicit that death will result in a tax-free step-up of the
basis of section 1245 property except to the extent thAt decedent had disposed 6f
such property and died owning unrealized receivables with respect thereto.

The extension of section 1245 to cover certain real property brings Into
insistent focus the question of the taxation of nondepreclable boot 'which miY
be received In connection with a section 1031 exchange. Real property Invest-
ment Is the area par excellence in which section 1031 has been employed t and
it Is entirely possible tbat, as a result of the proposed text, a whole range of
unintended section 1245 tax liabilities w111 result.
For example, taxpayer owns an Intricate factory buildina located on Ines-

pensive land at the outskirts of a city, the land, fixtures and building beln
worth $1 million and having a basis of $400,000, Taxpayer exchanges it for
a much simpler office building located on high-priced land in the center of town.
Obviously the taxpayer has exchanged land, buildings, and section 1245 property
(i.e., fixtures) for land and buildings. None of the proerty, received back in
section 1245 property. Consequently, the entire section 1245 gain will be recog-
nized even though the transaction Is tax free under section 1081. • SimilarlY,
taxation Under section 1245 may result, even where fixtures are both given tp
and received in a section 1031 exchange, if the value of Sxtures received beck
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happens to be less than the value of fixtures given up. And again, even where
the fixtures given up and those received back in exchange are of equal value,
there is nothing in the legislation to prevent the Treasury from taking the posi-
tion that the consideration received back should be prorated to all of the con-
sideration given up, so that an exchange of factory buildings would be'treated as
the pro tanto receipt of fixtures, land, and building with respect to fixtures given
up. This would result in a totally Inexcusable section 1245 tax.

It is obvious that the policy expressed In proposed section 1245 runs counter
to tie policy embodied for over 40 years in section 1031 and its predecessors.
It Is strongly recommended that the present theory of proposed section 1245
(b) (4) (11) should be abandoned, and Instead the problem be met by modifying
the definition of "section 1245 property" so as to include all property of whatso,
ever character, to the extent that Its adjusted basis is determined by reference
to amortization or depreciation deductions theretofore taken With respect to
section 1245 property. I I :

It should be parenthetically noted that the committee report erroneously asserts
that such an approach is in part tit least already contained In, the bill. The
committee report states:

"* * * Even though the property is not used by the taxpayer as an integral
part of an activity specified in clause (I), or does not constitute research of
storage facilities within the meaning of clause (ii), such property in certain
circumstances may, nevertheless, be section 1245 property under subparagraph
(B). * * * Another illustration is when the adjusted basis of such property in
the hands of the taxpayer reflects adjustments for depreciation with respect to
other property (as, for example, in the case of a like kind exchange under section
1031) taken for taxable years beginning after December 81, 1961, at a time when
such other property was used as an integral part of manufacturing by the
taxpayer."

This is erroneous because it overlooks the fact that in order to qualify as
section 1245 property at all both personal property (subpar. A) and "other prop-
erty" (subpar. B) must meet the basic definitional terms of section 1245(a) (8).
This means that no property can be section 1245 property unless it is or has
been depreciable. Thus, nondepreclable real estate, received in exchange for
fixtures, would. not be section 1245 property. It neither has been nor is subject
to depreciation.

The present concept of "section 1245 property," and the inclusion therein of
fixtures, is subject to further criticism in that for a number of purposes, includ-
Ing the simple taxation of section 1245 gain, the determination of the amount
of consideration given and received in tax-free exchanges, and the adjustment
of the charitable contributions deduction, it would frequently be necessary to
assign a value to fixtures. Yet no standard of valuation is given. Is the proper
standard to be the replacement cost? Is the proper standard to be the market
value of similar used fixtures? Is the market value to be the difference in value
of the building.as a unit with fixtures as against the same building as a unit
without the fixtures?

The technical amendment contained in proposed section 1246(e)'(4) is inade.
quate to its stated purpose. Te committee report indicates that section 1245
rperty is not to be treated as collapsible property for the reason that, on

lquidation of the corporation by any transferee of the stock, the underlying
action 1245 gain will be recognized, However, the amendment covers only
one part of the field; ie., section 841 (e), Consider the following possibilities
for imprper collapsible taxation: A: collapsible corporation is liquidated, by
the original shareholders, as a- result! of which section, 1245 gain is recognized
to the corporation; Should not the statute expressly provide that such recognt-
tion constitutes the realization of income attributable to the collapsible propery
for the purpose of applying section 841? And should not the shareholders be
entitled to an adjustment to basis equal,to the amount of section 1245 gain thus
Wognized (for the sole purpose of applying sec. 841) ? Otherwise, the same col-
lpsible gain may be taxed twice as ordinary income. While it is true that
this can happen at present under section 841, the injustice ought not to be
:tended.

9A., 10650: CoUMENTs O SbToz 3 14 -APPXAtk1f0X,'HETC., WITH RzsnoiM
TO LIS LATiON

1. I favor this provision since it liberalizes the treatment accorded such ex-
penses under the Treasury regulations. I am concerned, however, because this
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provision is more restrictive than the Boggs bill, H.R. 640. If the proposed sec.
tion means that Treasury will henceforth require a proration and partial die.
allowance of dues paid to all organizations engaging in general legislative
activity, I think this is unnecessary and unfortunate.

2. I do not know what proposed section 162(a) (1) (B) means when it speaks
of "legislation or proposed legislation of direct interest to the taxpayer and to
such organization." The committee report indicates that this is not to be in.
terpreted so as to disallow a portion of the dues paid to an organization where
the activity of the organization Is only of general interest to all of its members,
However, If a restrictive interpretation is placed on the words "of direct Interest"
as used above, as Treasury might see fit to do, all sorts of p roration problems
could arise. For example, if a trade association does legislative work relating to
foreign trade as well as domestic trade, is a taxpayer paying dues to that assocla.
tion to be limited to a fractional deduction if his own business is concerned with
foreign trade or domestic trade but not both? I am not satisfied in my own
mind that the proposed statutory language is clear enough to support the state-
ment in the committee report as to the effect of the new section.

3. I think the use of the word "direct" in "connection with appearances" is an
opets invitation to the Internal Revenue Service to continue the nonsensical
battle of "hairsplitting" as to deductibility of legislative expenditures. Many
trade associations engage in continual legislative research so that they will be
able to testify intelligently when the need arises.

4. It might be helpful to Indicate in the committee report that "appearances
before, submission of statements to, or sending communications to, the commit.
tees, or individual Members of Congress," etc., includes the staffs of such Mem-
bers and committees.

5. It is not clear from the bill what happens under proposed section 162(e) (1)
(B) If the "organization" is not tax exempt. Are such communications as
described between It and Its members not deductible as to It but only as to Its
members? There Is no logic in such a position.

6. The word "information" in subparagraph (B) is not very clear to me. A
hostile' Internal Revenue Service may dispute whether a commication Is
strictly an "informational report." I would strike the words "of Information"
as a needless restriction.
7. The flush material at the end of proposed section 162(e) (1) refers only to

"dues" paid or incurred with respect to an "organization.'? Compare the lan.
gUage of regulations, section 1.162-15(c) (2) which refers to "dues and other pay.
ment&" It is recommended that the broader phrase of the regulations be used,
to make clear that contributions and special assessments are covered as well as
regular "dues."

8. The House Ways and Means Committee report indicates that "nothing in
this provision is intended to permit the deduction of entertainment expense
Such amounts, If deductible at all, must meet the tests set forth In the section of
the bill, explained below, without regard to this provision." I am not clear from
the foregoing what is intended.. Heretofore lobbying expenses have been non.
deductible. Only the items specified In proposed section 162(e) (1) are to be
made deductible. Specifically, what about the deductibility of traveltig ex-
penses to attend hearings before a legislative bbely to hear testimony on a subject
of concern to the taxpayer's business? Are these deductible traveling expenses
or nondeductible "legislative" expenses? - .1

What about the deductibility of entertainment of legislators? If legielatloft
Is discussed, wold thisbe considered a disallowable "lobbying" expenditure, or
would It be a permissible hconuubllcatlon"? If le Ia onitlhs not discussed,
presuiablyo a dedctiOnmight be allowable under the entertaini ent" provision.

9.,I am not clear as to the intended meaning of the phrase inproposed par
graph (2) (R) of "segments thereof. I take It this Is designed to prevent
advertising in trade journals of particular Interest to specialized groups of the
economy. I think It would help to "committee, report" this language. ' i

10. This provision of the proposed section 162(e) (2) (B1) disallowing the
deduction of any amount paid "to influence the general' public or segment
thereof," Is too broad and vague. It might be construed as 0ppli0able to Inter-
nal communications by a taxpayer to its stockholders or employees in legislative
matters affecttihg the taxpayer's business,- the cost of wlich should be deductible.
Therefore, I recommend that either (1) the words "or segments thereof" should
be deleted, or (2) Itifieditttely after those words there shotldbe Inserted "(not
including stockholders or employees of the taxpayer)."
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11. The failure to cover "advertising" will leave a large area of dispute be-
tween taxpayers and the Internal Revenue Service as to what constitutes per
missible "institutional advertising" as distinguished from legislative "prop-
aganda."

12. I note that the proposed relief for "lobbying" expenses is confined to
section 162. What about the expenses of an individual under section 212 for
the production, etc., of income? Why discriminate between individual ano
ovrporatlo*s in this regard?

13. It seems to me that the proposals of section 3 are proper except for the
provision allowing a deduction for the cost of communicating with individual
members of a legislative body. Permitting such a deduction may too easily lend
itself to abuse since visits or telephone calls are likely t. be private. Com-
munication with a committee Is a public act open to the view of all. This dif-
ference is, I think, a proper basis for a difference in treatment.

14. I am somewhat concerned about proposed section 162(e) (2) (B), in view
of its probable adverse effect upon institutional advertising. I would consider
it most desirable for this provision to be expanded so as to give a taxpayer the
right to deduct expenses incurred in resisting broad legislation which would
strike at the heart of the taxpayer's business. I have in mind particularly the
right of a distiller or brewer to oppose prohibition or the extension of local
option rules or the right of a public utility to oppose the encroachment of public
power. I realize that these matters are highly controversial as well as political.

15. I have again read the Ways and Means Committee bill, and though It does
appear that it is possible for direct contact to be made with Members of Con-
gress on an individual basis, I believe that the language which states, "with
appearances before," would not mean the type of lobbying activity which is
objectionable. I am convinced that we would not be faced with sub rosa ap-
pearances in private. There is certainly nothing wrong with individual confer-
ences, and I can see no objection to that.

16. The new proposal certainly attempts to make clear that expenses in connec-
tion with preparing testimony or appearing before a legislative body are deduc-
tible. I much prefer the ABA proposal in its broad referral to section 212, for
it appears t6 me that an attempt of this kind to "spell out" a type of deduction
Is what should be avoided in the Revenue Code.

MR. 1005: CoMMENTS ON SECTION 18--INCLUSION OF FOREIGN REAL PROPERTY IN
GRoss ESTATE

1. GENERAL

The proposed amendments would require that real property situated outside
the United States would have to be included in the gross estate of decedents who
were citizens or residents of the United States. This would be accomplished
by amending sections 2031(a), 2033, 2034, 2035(a), 2036(a), 2037(a), 2038(a),
2040, and 2041 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1054.

The amendment would nullify an exemption that has existed since 1918 by
virtue of a ruling by the Attorney General of the United States ' and specifically
provided for In all revenue acts beginning with' the 1934 Revenue Act. The
Attorney General's ruling was justified on the basis of legislative intention,
prnciples of conflict of laws, and considerations of policy. The specific exemp.
tn In the 1984 Revenue Act according to the Senate Finance Committee report
was Justified by the "almost universally established principle of estate taxation
that real estate should. be subject to death duties only in the country where
situated. To tax such real estate will make it difficult for many American
citizens to live in foreign countries in the Interest of American foreign trade, for
they will be subject to a tax burden much grater than that imposed on foreigners
In a similar situation." I

The foregoing arguments and reasoning are equally applicable today. In
addition, it has been very appropriately stated that "the effect of the exclusion
ultimately shall be to stimulate investment In foreign real estate. This develop-
ment would seem logically consistent with the ultimate aim of the foreign aid
Program. Land investment is fdndamentAl to both the industrial and, agricul-

1 0& Attl Gen. 287. (48 Sat. T , title 11, see. 404 (1684).
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tural development which motivates foreign aid. Repeal of the exclusion can.
not but hamper such Investment. Without the Incentive provided by the exclu.
sion, the normal investor Is understandably reluctant to undergo the risks an
uncertainties inherent In investment in foreign real estate. It would be paradox
indeed were this country to promote capital Investment abroad through the
costly medium of economic aid, while at the same time discouraging such invest.
ment in foreign realty by abolishing the exclusion."'

2. PROBLEMS IN COLLECTION OF TAX

Obviously section 18 raises serious legal questions in the fields of constitu.
tional law and conflicts of law as well as practical problems for executors who
cannot reach the real property for purposes of paying the E-state tax.

Should not some provision be made for those cases where the executor can.
not reach the real property for purposes of paying the estate tax? It is likely
that many foreign governments would not permit the real property to be. reached,
particularly where it is not part of the probate estate. If the executor cannot
reach the foreign real property, the inclusion of the foreign real property may
cause all of the U.S. assets to be used for payment of the estate tax, leaving the
American beneficiaries with nothing and the foreign beneficiaries with the real
property. If this cannot be prevented by U.S. statute, then the foreign real
property should be excluded from the gross estate where the executor cannot
reach it.

If there is to be legislation with respect to foreign real estate it Is suggested
that the tax be made to obtain where there is effective U.S. Jurisdiction over
the transferees of the foreign real estate. This would mean a special tax with
respect to foreign real estate that would recognize the special problems Inherent
in this subject matter.

Limiting taxability of foreign real estate to cases where a cause of action is
given to the executor could result In discrimination between taxpayers depend.
ing on where the real estate is located and the accommodation given by par.
ticular foreign countries to U.S. executors.

If includibility of foreign real estate is made dependent on the law of a
foreign Jurisdiction in some cases that law may not be readily ascertainable.
Moreover, In making the determination, do we rely on the law of the foreign
Jurisdiction as set forth in statutes and court decisions, or do we take Into account
the practical administrative position that foreign officials are likely to take,
whether or not sanctioned by local law? Finally, and perhaps most important,
in order to free local real estate from U.S. estate tax, foreign Jurisdictions may
adopt laws preventing foreign real estate from being reached.

8. RESIDENCES ABROAD

The long-established objective of fostering foreign trade should be preserved
by continuing the exemption for homes which are the actual residences of U.S.
citizens abroad who are bona fide residents of foreign countries.

4. SECTION 18 (b) FAILS TO DEFINE "ACQUIRED" OR TO COVER ADDITIONS OR
IMPROVEMENTS TO PROPERTY

Subsection (b) of section 18 refers in various subparagraphs to "real prop-
erty * * * acquired by the decedent before February 1, 1962." Neither section
18 nor the House Ways and Means Committee report thereon defines the word
"acquired." Such term is obviously ambiguous. Does it refer to the actual
passage of title to the real estate or would an executory contract to purchase
land entered into prior to February 1, 1962, qualify? Would the notice of the
exercise of an option to purchase realty before February 1, 1062, qualify? Am-
biguities as to the meaning of "acquired" should be resolved by the statutry
language to the extent possible rather than relying on subsequent Treasury
regulations and rulings which will undoubtedly have to be tested in the court&
incidentally, the intent of Congress would seem clear to give relief to the
American taxpayer who entered into a binding obligation to acquire forelP
realty before the announcement of the decision of the.House Ways and Means
Committee.

"Trusts and Estates mas lne, February 1959. "Estate Tai Exemption of Foreign RWel
Estate," by Walter A. SlowinskIl and John F. Creed.
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Furthermore, subsection (b) of section 18 should specifically deal with capital
additions or improvements to real property by way of construction, reconstruc-
tion or erection on or after February 1, 1962, rather than leaving this subject
solely to the committee report. In so dealing with this subject, subsection (b)
of section 18 should resolve such questions as how such construction, recon-
struction or erection is to be treated where it was commenced before February
1, 1962, and was completed thereafter, or where it was contracted for before
February 1, 1962, and was commenced thereafter. Again, these matters can
and should be settled by the statutory language and not left to the whini of
regulations, rulings, and court decisions. Furthermore, the congressional in-
tent would be clear that any construction, contracted before February 1, 1902,
should be treated as constructed before February 1, 1062. Finally, any such
statutory language on this point should eliminate the reference in the committee
rel)ort to a material increase in the value of the real property arising from
the capital additions, since this elusive test sows the seeds of needless litigation.

It should be apparent that the elimination of an exemption that has existed
since 1018 for foreign real estate in the manner provided for in section
creates a multitude of problems. These range from matters of national policy
to legal and equitable considerations and include practical aspects that may
be insurmountable. Expropriation or nationalization as well as currency re-
strictions could turn a bona fide Investment In a foreign country Into a liability.
Section 18 if enacted should provide ideal material for those nations who are
most anxious to direct criticism at this country.

(Whereupou, at 1:15 p.m., the committee recessed, to Ieconvene at
2:30 p.m. this same day.)

AFrERNOON SESSION

Senator KEn (presiding). Mr. Home, Manufacturing Chemists'
Association.

All right, Mr. Home.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. HOlNE, M9., CHAIRMAN OF THE TAX
POLICY COMMITTEE OF THE MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS' ASSO-
CIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY RAPHAEL SKEFY, COUNSEL TO
TAX POLICY COMMITTEE

Mr. HORNE. Mr. Chairman my name is William M, Home, Jr.,
appearing as chairman of the Tpax Policy Committee of the Manufac-
turing Cfemists' Association. 1. .

Mr. Raphttel Sherfy, on my right, is serving as counsel for MOA
on this matter. ,

MCA-Manufacturing Chemists' Association-is a national trade
associatlbn of more than 180 U.S. companies. The output of these
companies represents tver 90 percent of the total chemical 'production
ot the UfIted States.

My testimony is principally directed to section 13 of the bill, the
provisions dealing with controlled foreign corporations. But before
take Up that section, let me turn to two other subjects which are

dealt with by the bill.
We suprt sectionil7 of thebill relating to thetax treatment of

,operatlVes and patrons. We respectfully sugget, however, that the
bill 'would be far more likely to accomplish:i intended, purpose if
it required the annual written consent of the patron to ta e into in-
come the amount of the cooperative's earnings allocated to him in
the form of script, revolving fund certificate or similar, patronage
dividend,
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If the committee is convinced that the administrative problems pre.
sented by the withholding provisions embodied in section 19 of the
bill can be resolved, we would support these provisions.

Senator KERR. Are you familiar with the testimony before the
committee of the representative of the Franklin National Bank, which
is one of the 100 largest banks in the country, who told us that after
the first year lie figured that to withhold 20 percent from the interest
payments on savings in his bank-and he was one of the 50 or 60
largest savings institutions in the country-7would reduce their net
earnings from someting like $10,025,000 to $10,010,000?

In other words, that after the first year h figured the cost to the
bank would be about 15 cents per $100 of taxes withheld and trans.
mitted to the Treasury and reported on to the depositors.

Mr. HORNE. We are not personally familiar with that testimony.
However, as far as the chemical industry is concerned, we recognize
that this will cost us something in the way of an additional expense,
but our position is that, if the administrative problems which have
been brought before the committee in the previous testimony can b6
resolved, we would support these provisions. This appears to be the
appropriate way to make up the revenue losses that may be occurring
now in the form of nontaxation of interest and dividends.

Senator KERR. Your companies make returns to the Treasury as
to the amount of dividends paid, do they not?

Mr. HORNE. Information returns.
Senator KERR. Information returns.
Do you not think it would be a minor increase in expense to apply

the withholding rate and send the check in and make a notation on
the check to the stockholder?

Mr. HORNE. In those cases the expenses are incurred by the trans-
fer agent so we would have to depend upon them as to the actual
amount o# expenses.

Senator KERR. All right.
Mr. HORNE. We would urge, however, that further consideration be

given to the effect of withholding on employees' pension trusts. Under
the bill there is only a very limited exemption for these trusts from
withholding on certain types of interest. Since these trusts ordinarily
do not have employees subject to payroll taxe§ the trusts will have to
recover withheld taxes via the quarterly refund procedure. This will
result in a loss of income to the trusts and in a consequent lessening of
their ability to pay out pensions.

Besides this oral statement we have a moredetailed- statement for
the record on sections 13, 17, and 19, which we are covering here, to-
gether with statements with respect to:

Section 5: Amount of Distribution Where Foreign Corporations
Distribute Property in Kind.

Section 6: Allocation of Taxable Income Within a Related Group.
Section 11 : Domestic Corporations Receiving Dividends from For-

eign Corporations.
Section 12: Earned Income From Sources Without the United

States.
Section 16: Liquidation of Foreigfi Corporations.
Section 20: formation Returns,
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With permission, I would like to insert our detailed statement in
the record later.

Senator KERR. This is the detailed statement of your association
with reference to these particular provisions?

Mr. HORNE . That is right.
Senator KPER. It may be inserted in the record following your oral

presentation.
The reporter will not duplicate language in this abbreviated state-

ment with language in the more extensive statement.
Mr. HORNE. Turning now to section 13, we recognize that abuses

have developed in the so-called tax haven area. The Treasury and
the Congress are legitimately concerned with those abuses. The re-
sponsible business community is equally concerned. MCA supports
legislation which would penalize sham 'tax haven" corporations and
the unreasonable diversion of income from U.S. income tax.
We do not. support section 13. Instead, we urge that it be deleted

from the bill.
Section 13 is not directed to prevention of tax abuses. Its avowed

purpose is to restrict new foreign investment by U.S. companies, a
purpose which is the opposite of that of the proposed reciprocal trade
legislation which is pending before the House of Representatives. It
isbased on certain misconceptions and erroneous assumptions.
In our opinion, these assumptions are, as follows:
First., it is mistakenly assumed that tax considerations have been

primarily responsible for the recent upsurge of investment in Western
Europe, the United Kingdom, Canada, and Japan, the so-called devel-
oped countries. This cannot be the case since the so-called tax deferral
privilege has been a fundamental principle of our tax laws for over
15 years. Actually, the upsurge in investment has resulted from the
sbstantial growth in new markets in these countries. Rapidly rising
standards of living have created a demand whihli warrants U.S. mass-
production techniques.

Second, in our opinion, it is mistakenly assumed that if U.S. com-
panies do not invest in plants abroad, they w ill invest the same funds
i U.S. plants which can manufacture the goods for export. We be-
lieve that this is a misconception as to the realities of foreign trade.
If the U.S. company fails to invest in a favorable foreign market, a
foreign competitor generally will. The foreign market will then dis-
ippear so far as U.S. exports are concerned.
Third, in our opinion, it is mistakenly assumed that restriction of

ew foreign investment will solve the balance-of-payments problem.
Secretary -Dillon's statement to this committee on Apll 2 itself admits
that the Treasury proposals will -ot fully solve the balance-of-pay-
ments problem in the short run and inthe long run will have an adverse
effect.
Fourth, it is mistakenly assumed that the restrictions on foreign

ivestment will afford a so-called equality of investment opportunity.
Equality can only exist for persons similarly situated. Foreigncom-
panies and dolfestic compatnies are not similarly situated. Even in the
walled developed counitiies, foreign corporations are subject to
spechil risks to whichd6fiestic drpOrtti6ns are not subjected. These
include currency restrictions, inot controls and various types of
political risks.

82100-02-pt. 0-9
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Fifth, it is mistakenly assumed that investment in foreign plant,
results in a decline in domestic employment. We have seen no sta
tistics to support this argument and we are confident that none ca,be produced. On the contrary, the implications from available sta-
tistics are that private foreign investment increases our foreign tradi
and thereby increases our domestic employment.

As an association we must, therefore, strongly object to section 1.
in principle. We also wish to point out a few of the more obvious
inequities which would result from its adoption in its present form.

(1) FIVE-YEAR RULE FREEZES OUT C03PETITION

The 5-year rule in section 13 is objectionable because it freezes out
competition, vis-a-vis both U.S. competitors and foreign competitors.

For example, a U.S. company in 1963 may wish to establish a new
subsidiary in Italy to produce plastic products. For the flist 5 years,
the undistributed earnings of this subsidiary will be subject to U.S.
taxes. Compare this tax burden with its U.S. competitor which has
a plastics subsidiary already established in Italy. The established
subsidiary's earnings will be subject only to Italian taxes so long as
the earnings are plowed back into the business or are invested in an
underdeveloped or less developed country.

On the otier hand, the U.S. company with a new subsidiary will be
subject to tax on its undistributed profits.

Under these conditions, the proposed new operation will be frozen
out. This inures to the benefit of foreign competitors, as well as to
the established subsidiary of the U.S. company.

A similar problem is created by the bill's penalty tax on diversifica-
tion. For some strange reason the bill seeks to impose a penalty on
diversification, one that I do not believe our tax laws have ever sought
to discourage before. Diversification may be necessary if the US.-
owned subsidiary is to remain competitive in the local market. Take
a U.S. company with a subsidiary in Ireland which has a plant that
has been making ethical drugs for a nufiber of years for consumption
in Ireland.

Senator KERR. What is an "ethical drug"?
Mr. HORN.. An ethical drug is yotir noliral prescription medicines

as contrasted with what we call a pr6ptietary drug or items such as
toothpaste or sun lotion.

Suppose the subsidiary wishes to fMlllw its local cMpetitors andi
diversify by manuihturlnet g a line of prw p\Hetaty items, such as tooth-
paste. Is this a new trade or business? If so the investment in the
new business will subject the Irish comply to 1.S. taxes to the-extent
of its undistributed earffings. Suppose the IrA h Goverinent should
pass a law prohibitifig drug manufaetur ig in Irelaind by foreign-
cOntrolled companies. And this is not too itunsti#]. This has ben
done sometimes ih lines of endeavor thit a foreign government be-
lieves should be restricted to locally owned conpt~lpies.

The Irish company would then be comp6lled to'h dlnge to another
lin of business. Yet the penalty would still'be invoked. Aside from
the highly uncertain problems of what constitites the "same trade
or business," are these 1iitations in accord with otur domestic policies
as to competition and fairplay?

The next inequity we wold like to talk abdit is the matter of
dete6rmiling when a coUnitry is less developed.
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(2) WHEN IS A COUNTRY "LESS DEVELOPED"?

A country generally qualifies as a "less developed" country, under
the bill, when the President designates it as such in an Executive
order. Except for enumerating 21 countries which would not so
qualify, Congress retains no control, by review or otherwise, over the
desination of "less developed" countries.

Theo use of an Executive order for this purpose poses serious prob-
leis. Suppose a U.S. company undertakes through its Venezuelan
subsidiary a substantial expansion of its petrochemi calpilant serving
the Venezuelan market. Midway through the expansion progra,
which may take several years to cornplete, the Executive order dlesig-
nating Venezuela as a "less developed" country is removed. The ex-
paision program cannot be called off at this point. Financing, con-
struction contracts, and other phases of the expansion program have
been irrevocably committed. To treat the latter part of tile expan-
sion as "nonqualifled property" because of revocation of the Execu-
tive order seems manifestly unfair.

(3) DEFINITION OF "CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATION'"

The definition of a. "controlled foreign corporation," particularly
the attribution of stock ownership rules, can lead to arbitraryf and
probably unintended results.

For example, a U.S. company may find its stock investment in a
foreign corporation converted into a controlled foreign corporation
through no action on its part. Conceivably, the action could be taken
by a i'eign or a domestic competitor in order to place the U.S. com-
palny at a disadvantage taxwise.

Many specific cases could be cited in which U.S. companies have an
interest of 50 percent or less in a foreign operation and, as a result,
these companies do not have a controlling voice in the management.
Superfleiflly, such an interest in the foreign company would not ap-
pear to make it a "controlled foreign corporation." Bit the attribU-
tion of stock ownership rules of the bill may cause some unexpected
consequences.

For example, a U.S. company may own 49 percent and a local for-
eildieoipany may own the remaining 51 percent controlling interest.
Irtie local foreign company itself has a few U.S. shareholders their
indirect ownership of the joint venture company may result in Its be-
ing dlftssified as a controlled foreign subsidiftry.

In other words, the stock attribution rales regarding the ownership
of the foreign partner by American citizens will result in having this
joint venture foreign company treated as a colitrolled foreign corpo-
ration.

How, under these eireumstances, is the U.S. compamiy to know of
the underlying stock ownership of its foreign "partner'? In many
cases ownership of the foreign corporation will be in the form of
bearer shares. Suppose the foreign partner deliberately sells its
shares to U.S. personst0 bring about this result I

And this, in effect, is what I meant earlier by saying that the foreign
company could take action to place the U.S. company at a disad-
vyintage competitively$ taxwise.
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To give another example, assume a Canadian petrochemical com-
pany is owned 40 percent by a U.S. chemical company, 40 percent by
a Canadian oil company, and the remaining 20 percent of its shares
are sold to the public on Canadian and U.S. stock exchanges. If the
number of U.S. stockholders becomes more than 10 percent, the
Canadian company automatically becomes a "controlled foreign cor-
portation." TIWe U.S. chemical company would then be taxed cur-
rently on its share of the Canadian petrochemical company's undis-
tributed profits even though the petrochemical company's board of
directors had determined these profits would be reinvested in its
business. Also, the U.S. company might be unaware that changes
in the public ownership had occurred.

(4) DOUBLE TAXATION OF '"ROYALTY" INCOME

The bill can lead to double U.S. taxation of royalty income through
its provisions for an imputed royalty. These provisions apply where
a controlled foreign corporation has licensed, sold, or used patents,
copyrights, or know-how either acquired from a related U.S. person
or developed in the United States regardless of how acquired.

For example, a U.S. chemical company in 1956 may have sold to an
unrelated German company the exclusive rights in Europe to its know-
how for the manufacture of a type of synthetic fiber. The proceeds
of this sale, whether received in a lump sum or as royalties, would be
fully subject to U.S. income tax. In 1963, the German company sells
the exclusive rights as to France only to a French company, 51 per-
cent of whose stock is owned by a U.S. textile company. When the
French company uses the process the U.S. textile company will have
to pay a U.S. tax on an Imputed royalty. This results in two U.S.
income taxes plus a German income tax on the royalty income.

(5) "REVERSAL" oF PRiOR RULINGS

The provisions for an Imputed royalty can lead to current taxation
of undistributed earnings even where the Internal Revenue itself has
previously ruled that the transfer was not made for tax avoidance
purposes.

These are the so-called section 867 rulings and section 3851, under
whidh the In tertal Revenue Service may have ruled that the transfer
of the patents in exchange for stock was not made for tax-avoidance
purposes.

In effect, this constitutes a reversal of the prior tax ruling.
For exAMple, assume a U.S. chemical conphn in 1951 had trans-

ferred patents and kt ow-how to a newly organized Belgian chenic~al
company In exchange for 51 percent of its stock. The remaining 49
percent of the stock was owned by another Belgian company wich
contibuted plant, machinery, and equipment to the new business. The
Internal Revenue Service ruled at that time that the transaction did
not have a tax-avoidaite purpose and no U.S. tax was required to be"
paid on the transfer. Begining in 1963, the U.S. company would
apparently be required to pay a tax on its share.of the undistributed
profits of the Belgian chemical coinpany measured by an imputted
royalty for the: patents and know-how transferred in the tax-free ex-
chatfge in 1951.

The lial, and in many ways the most critical, exafthple of the in-
equities Of section 18 is: .
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(0) 'AXAT1ON OF PAPER PROFITS

The bill would tax paper profits of a foreign subsidiary when the
U.S. parent may have no funds to ay the ax bl.

Suppose a wholly owned subsidiary in Austria has 1963 profits
equiv lent to $500,000, but its U.S. parent company has a net loss
of $100,000 in its domestic business and a dangerously low cash
position.

Assume, further, that the Austrian Government imposes stringent
exchange controls, so that there is no opportunity for the Austrian
subsidiary to remit any dividends to the U.S. parent company.

Under these controls, the Austrian subsidiary could reinvest its
profits in Austria but it would not be able to convert its Austrian
shillings into dollars to pay dividends to its U.S. parent. Yet under
the bill, the U.S. parent company would be forced to pay U.S. income
tax on these profits which it could not receive. This I1S. tax might
force the U.S. company into bankruptcy.

Or suppose the U.S. com pany is not drivepi bankrupt but tlt it is
able to borrow to pay its U.S. tax on liability on unremitted foreign
earnings. Assume that in 1964 the Austrian company has losses of
$600,0(. Tile U.S. parent would then have been taxed in paper
profits for 19l3 whi had totally disappeared in 1964. The U.S.

parent would have to repay a loan incurred for U.S. taxes on income
which it will never receive.

CONCLUSION

The provisions of section 13 do not apply uniformly to all U.S.
business abroad. Also, section 13 would adversely affect U.S. legiti-
mate business operating abroad vis-a-vis its forei -ni competitors and
vis-a-vis certain established foreign operations of its U.S. competi-
tors. We do not believe there has been adequate time to appraise
the possible consequences of this type of legislation. Under these
circumstances, we respectfully urge the committee to delete section
13.

That concludes our prepared statement.
Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Horne, for a very ifitelli-

gent statement.
Any questions?
Senator CURTIS. Yes, I have a question or two.
Are any parts of the domestic business coflmnunity supporting sec-

tion 13 that you know of?
Mr. HRN. None that we know, sir.
Senator Cunris. Now, if an American company contempllited estab-

lishinig a plant, a subsidiary plant, in a given foreign country, and its
competition, we will say for that same local market is in ermany,
the country that succeeds in establishing that new business in the
third cotintry will ive the inside track on exports there throughout
tle life of that compftfy, willit nfit?

Mr. Ho. NE. That is right, sir.
I cain give you an example that we have cited in our detailed state-

ment on those lilies.
One of our member eompbies actually had substantial export sales

to a Latin American coithtry. This company was urged to establish
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a subsidiary there by the foreign government because they wanted
a local supplier of this particular product.

The U.S company did not see fit to make the investment at that
time. This was back in the early 1950's. It did not make the invest-
ment, and, as a result, a European company did make the investment.

Today, in 1962, the U.S. company no longer has any export sales
to that Latin American country, where before it had about $2 million.
export sales.

Senator CurTis. What are the general types of export sales that
are apt to flow from the establishment of a company, the establishment
of a subsidiary?

Mr. HORNE. Well, in the beginning you will probably stimulate
export sales to get your market established. In other words, you will
have a period of time before you can get into production in the local
market during which there will be a stimulation of additional sales
from the United States.

Then, as you begin to manufacture locally, you will have a period
in which you will bring in component parts and raw materials, per.
hans, to'be utilized in your manufacture.

At the same time, you will frequently stimulate what we call a
supplementary line, so that you may be selling one partidular product,
but that will create a demand for other products that you manufac-
tured in the United States and, therefore, stimulate those export sales.

Senator Cuni'is. And an export sale sometimes of raw materials,
parts, components, and repairs as well, does it tend to provide business
when you have contacts and the experience of being a part of the
business community in the foreign country?

Mr. HowE.. That is becoming more and more of an absolute
essential.

In other words, in order to be able to market anything at all, you
have -to have a local organization, and the fact that you have an
establishment there manufacturing tends to enlarge the area for your
market.

Senator Cvnrs. In other words, this might be oversimplifying it,
but there is something to the contention that a foreign coUntry says,in effect:

"If you will come here and start a business and employ our people,
we will be buying from you and we will do business with you."

Mr. HolNEn. That frequently is the case.
Senator Cuwis. Ahd if the *United States does not respond to that

oppMAW1ity and some foreign company does, they are the ones to
benefit by the exports in theilater years ?

Mr. HoRta. The froigneoihipetition, as you know, Senator, is grow-
ing more ittnse all the tithe. Our foreign competitiont in the chemical
industry is well firaftced. They are alert, aggressive businesses, well
operated, and, more a d More, we are feeling the competition in the
foreign markets.

To the eoxteit that we do not move in ourselves to satisfy these op-
portunities, the foreign businesses definitely will.

Senator CURTIs. Business does not operate in a vaefttn. Where
there is some business being trhnsacted and acqtwiaithnces made. and
at chance to observe opportunities, there are goiig to ,be more biniess
firms, is that correct?
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Mr. HORNE. That is correct.
Senator Cums. Do you believe there would be administrative prob-

lems in connection with section 13 as it is writtenI
Mr. HORNE. I can speak personally on that, sir, as a corporate tax

administrator, rather than officially for the MCA, 'but, as such, I
feel that there are very definite administrative problems.

I lave read this bill myself two or three times and have gone over
the committee report, and I still feel that there are many areas of this
bill that I have grave questions about. Frankly, some parts of it I
do not think I understand.

I think that there are others like myself who are tax administrators,
who have gone over the bill and have grave questions as to their
ability to comply with the bill.

I would hope that the Internal Revenue Service would be in a posi-
tion to give this committee an evaluation of the problems of compl-
ance that the Internal Revenue Service is going to have itself with this
bill from the Government's standpoint.

Senator CuRTIs. Now, if section 13 of the bill would aid the balance-
of-payments problem in the short run, why is this not a good argument
for its enactment?

Mr. HORNE. Well, on that one, sir, we are not convinced that this is
going to aid the balance of payments in the short run. .

I tfink the most recent statistics that Senator Kerr put in the record
this morning from the Department of Commerce indicate that there
is, its far as private foreign investment is concerned, a positive impact
as far as the balance of payments is concerned.

In other words, the return back today to the United States in the
form of dividends and other profit remittances, royalties, and so forth,
from the foreign investment exceeds the new capital outflow.

I think the problem is not so much the new foreign investment
abroad, private foreign investment, as it is the so-called portfolio

- investment.
Senator CURIs. What do you mean by that?
Mr. HolNE. This is the temporary investment in securities, the

shifting in bank balances, baik accounts, from one country to the
other.

Senator KERR. Buying foreign bonds by U.S. peoples what you are
talking about, is it not?

Mr.Hoitxv. That is part of the problem, sir.
Senate CvnTIs. In otbler words, yo6u feel that we slitld not inter-

mingle for the purApse of writing tax laws the matter of American
businesses estab~ ish pIg legitimate operating bugiftesses abroad with
incorporated pocketbooks and operations that are tittdly a tax haven?

Mr. HORNE. Right, Sir.
We thifik that there is auto'ity under existing law to get these

incorporate pocketbooks, but, to the extent the committee feels more
legislation is needed, we feel section 6 of the bill amendmnnts to 482,
and other f-mhdiets can be added to give the Ifiteriia Revenue
Service more Ot i'itity to attaCk the incorporated pocketbook.

Senator Cumnlts. Now, if there is a problem with a few concerns in
a few lines where American business eight establish a business abroad
in 6rder to supply the domestic markets, there are other ways to deal
with thiit probl-h besides the enactmnit of section 13, are there not?
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Mr. HORNE. Yes, sir.
Senator CURTs. In our general trade bills, quotas, and tariffs?
Mr. HORNE. I know that. Secretary Dillon has made tie statement

that. the provisions of section 13 do not go as far as the British g
in imposing direct controls on private foreign investment. It seems
to us that the Secretary has substantially admitted that this is an
indirect. method of imposing those controls. This seems to be an
unusual type of provision to put in the tax laws to try to contro,
indirectly private foreign investment as opposed to a strictly revenue
measure or a measure designed to prevent tax avoidance.

Senator CURTIS. If I understand it correctly, Secretary Dillon ha
said thati the Treasury is seeking to make foreign investments less
attractive by special fax inducements. As I understand your test.
molly, you do not consider the present tax laws an inducement to
oversea investment.

Would you care to explain your position a. little more fully?
Mr. HoRNE. Senator, we do not, regard the present tax laws as con.

stituting a tax inducement to foreign investment. I think this was
!rough out in Senator DoUglas' questioning of the witness this mon.
ing. Senator Douglas indicated first, that ie felt that this so-called
deferral had been put in the tax laws as a special inducement to en-
courage new investment in Europe.

Well, this has been a misconception that has crept into the news-
papers somehow and has been repeated several times. But, as Sen.
ator Douglas himself subsequently pointed out. this morning, this was
not the case.

In fact, the method of taxin- foreign subsidiaries has. been on our
tax laws since practically the i, x- laws were enacted, since 1918, at
least.

And it is based on the jurisdiction to tax.
The witness tlis morning, I think, adequately pointed out. that this

is a matter of the jurisdiction to tax a foreign, corporation. Ve do
not, therefore, think that this is any special privilege or special con-
sideration being given to foreign investment.

If it. were, why would you not have had quite an influx of new
investment in Etiropean countries, parttkeularly back in the tw(nties
or the thirties?

This same provision has been in the tax laws all this time.
I do not tink the reason for the new investment abroad can be

put. on the basis of the tax laws. It is beeituse of the new markets
that are openilig up and the new opportunities for new investment.
These are the reasons that buttibess is going abroad now, noto tax
conlsiderltinl s.

Senator CLr'ts. According to Secretary Dillon, this section is in-
tended to make foreign investment less attractive. Are you aware
of any instances in wliieh De'partmeits other thfth the Treasury, De.
partudlits of our G(oveltiffidlt, have eicfuraged new foreign
Investfilenits?

'Mr. HotnNE. I know there have been iiistalvees in which various
agencies of tlie State Departmient have em1dtt igned tT.S. biftiess
to go ihto cert,ain foreign coi tries in, order tlif these coutntries will
dev lp business, and will develop their oporatims along the free
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enterprise system, rather than the Communist system. This has been
i matter o f concern to the State Department in a number of areas.

And, in fact, they have encouraged U.S. businesses in cases to invest
in these countries.

Now, these generally, are the so-called less-developed countries but
I think there has been a case in which they have even encouraged U.S.
business to o into West Germany and West Berlin.

Senator KERR. Would the Senator yield?
Senator CunIs. Yes.
Senator KERR. The fact about the business is they have guaranteed

fltese investments to the extent of hundreds of millions of dollars
against loss by the American investors, have they not?

A1. HORNE. They have in many cases, sir. Of course, even though
you have the guarantees, you may still have a substantial portion of
your investments not subject to the guarantees.

Senator KERR. I understand, but they have guaranteed?
Mr. HORNE. They have guaranteed.
Senator KERR. They have guaranteed hundreds of millions of dol-

lars of these investments in foreign facilities by American investors.
Senator CURTIS. Take the Export-Import Bank, which I believe,

in the main, has been a rather successful operation. It is based upon
the premise of financing activities in foreign lands if they purchase
tlheir goods and acquire the know-how in this country. That is all,
3r. liairnman.

Senator KERR. Thank you very much, Mr. Horne.
Senator S-MATIIES. Let me ask Mr. Horne one question beforelie gfoes.Mr. Horne I have heard it said that this bill does not apply to

underdeveloped countries; that is, the foreign tax provisions. Is
tlat your understanding?

Mr. HonxE. No, it is not, Senator Smatlhers. T think that the bill,
w'ile it, does permit an investment in a less-developed country, the
amount of investment that you are going to get in the so-ealled less-
developed countries, particularly Latin America, is going to be sub-
stantially restricted by reason of the restrictions placed upon the in-
restment, in the so-called developed countries.

Business is going to go, obviously, where the profits are, and where
the markets are.

And, in order to generate the profits overseas for investment, these
profits are going to %ave to be realized, in most cases, ii the developed
countries before there will be funds for investment in the less-devel-
oped coutties?
Senator SM MT ERs. Do you understand, the way the bill is now

drafted, does it, in fact, not apply to what the Treasury might inter-
pi't. as less-developed countries?

Mfr. HoNE. The question there, if I understand it sir, is that you
niay go ahead with an investment in a less-developed country if you
have the funds to do so.

Bitit what I was trying to pohit out., sir, was that the funds that you
use. for this Investmeit are generated from your other overseas
operations.

Setiftor SH[AT|IMENs. I understitd.
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Mr. HORNE. The other point I wanted to make, sir, was that if this
less-developed designation of a country shouldbe removed, then there
is tinder the bill as drafted a very substantial penalty that would fol-
low. This penalty itself is so great that it would deter investment in
the less-developed countries by a lot of corporations which otherwise
would be considering investments there.

Senator SMATHERs. Do you know whether or not the countries of
Latin America are considered by the Treasury or will be considered by
the Treasury as underdeveloped countries?

Mr. HORNE. We have no way of knowing thfit, sir.
Senator S31ATHERS. Have you seen any ruling or any statement by

the Treasury Department to the effect that the Latin American coun.
tries are considered to be underdeveloped countries?

Mr. HORNE. Well, I personally have not seen any such statement. I
know that some of the countries, Latin American countries, I think I
have seen statements in the press about Panama, for example, has ex-
pressed concern as to the effect of the bill upon those countries.

Senator S ATITES. You do not know whether the Treasury Depart-
ment would consider the Republic of Panama as a less-developed coun-
try or not ?

Mr. HORNE. No, I think the only thing that the bill states is that
there are certain countries which "automatically must be considered
developed countries and not less-developed countries. Twenty-one,
I believe, are enumerated in the bill, and the rest is left to the discretion
of the administration to be promulgated in an Executive order.

Senator SMATIUERS. You say there are 21 countries in the bill desig-
nated as less-developed countries, or are they designated as developed?

Mr. HoRNE. As developed and not subject to being designated as
less developed.

Senator S-MATHERS. All right, sir.
Senator CtTURM. I did have one more question.
Do you have any views as to the constitutionality of section 13?
Mr: HORTN. W1e have not tried to go into that, sir, in this summary

statement. In our detailed statement we have definitely taken a po-
sition. We feel that there is a grave constitutional question about
the constitutionality of section 13.

I would take issue, I think, with the witness this morning, with all
due respect for the American Bar Association and the eminent counsel
here this morning. I would take issue as to the application of the bill
to a wholly owned subsidiary.

I think that the constitutional question is there just as much for a
wholly owned subsidiary as it is for a 51-percent-owned subsidiary.

Obvibm.ly, if you get below 51 percent, then you get beyond the ques-
tidn of control, and then you get an even stronger ease. Blt I thlhk
the case is there for the wholly owned subsidiary as well.

The difference in the case cited by Senator Douiglas this morning is
that i11 thht case the eoulrt was concerned with a maottr of tax avoid-
anlce, and we do nt think that section 13 is necessarily concerned with
tax avoidance.

It will affect leitimate businesses operating hhvoad, and this ques-
tioni do not thin has been thdro hly expl'ed, and if it is explored
by the etsialts, could well result in section 13!8ih g declared meonsfti-
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Senator CUwRIs. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
(The supplemental statement of the ManufactUring Chemists' Asso-

ciation follows:)
SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT ON THE REVENUE AOT or 1962 (H.R. 10650)

INTRODUCTION

The Manufacturing Chemists' Association is a national trade organization of
more than 175 U.S. companies representing over 90 percent of this country's
chemical production.

In the spring of 1961, representatives of this association pre3ented to the
Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives the association's
views on President Kennedy's tax proposals. After extensive consideration
of these proposals by the Ways and Means Committee, H.R. 10650 has been
reported out and passed by the House of Representatives. Many important and
far-reaching policy changes in the tax law are embodied in this bill. The MCA
appreciates the opportunity of presenting this statement on H.R. 10650 to the
Senate Finance Committee.

This statement is supplementary to the oral statement of the MCA presented
to the Senate Finance Committee on April 24, 1962, and, in addition, sets forth
MCA's comments on other provisions of H.R. 10650 which are of importance to It.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

I. Section 5: Amount of Distribution Where Foreign Corporations Distribute
Property In Kind.

II. Section 6. Allocation of Taxable Income Within a Related Group.
III. Section 11: Domestic Corporations Receiving Dividends From Foreign

Corporations.
IV. Section 12: Earned Income From Sources Outside the United States.
V. Section 13: Foreign-Controlled Corporations:

(a) General Comments.
(b) Basic Jurisdictional-Constitutional Issue.
(o) Violation of U.S. Internatioli Commitments.

VI. Section 16: Liquidation of Foreign Corporations.
VII. Section 17: Taxation of Cooperative Income and Withholding on Patron-

age Dividends.
VIII. Section 19: Withholding of Tax at the Source on Dividends and Interest.

IX. Section 20: Information Returns.
X. Appendix: Why a U.S. Firm Has Foreign Subsidiaries.

I. AMOUNT OF DISTRIBUTION WIIERE CERTAIN FOREJON CORPORATIONS DISTRIIDUTE
PROPERTY IN XIND

Section 5 of H.R. 10650 provides that dividends in property (other than money)
received by a domestic corporation from a foreign corporation will be taxed
to the domestic corporation at the fair market value of the property. This
method would apply even though similar property received as a dividend from
a domestic corporation would be taxed at the distributing corporation's cost when
such cost is lower than the fair market value. Committee recommendations
accompanying H.R. 10650 justify this amnendment in order to insure that the
parent corporation is taxed upon the full value of the property received as a
dividend in the same manner as if it had received cash as a dividend from Its
.sbsidlary.

XCA is opposed to this proposal, which has not been the subject of public hear-
Ings and has not received sufficient study. This proposal should be rejected for
the following reasons:

A. Its discriminatory effect.
B. Its conflict, with accounting concepts.
(C. Its tendency to create an lilfavorable impiwt on the bilice of payments.
D. Its potenhtl to restrict the developInent of the American econiofily.

IM si.ierhuinatorji effect
In justifying the continuation of the present provisions of section

341 (b) (1) (1) with respect to dividends In kind from a domestic subsidiary cor-
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portion to a domestic parent the House Ways and Means Committee report to
accompany H.R. 10650 states as follows:

"Where both the distributing corporation and its corporate shareholder are
domestic corporations, taking into account the adjusted basis when it is lower
than the fair market value of the property may be justified on the grounds
that tile appreciated property is still owned by a corporation. and, lit faot, very
little has happened." [Italic added.]

It Is submitted that when a foreign subsidiary corporation pays a dividend
In kind to a domestic parent corporation the wording underscored above is
equally applicable to the situation. The property is still owned by a corporation
and, in fact, very little has happened. Departure from the present equal
treatment constitutes gross discrimination against those organizations which
have aided the American economy by extending their operations into the field
of foreign trade.
2. Conflict with accounting concepts

Adoption of the proposed law would create a further conflict between tax
accounting and regularly accepted accounting practices. This conflict would
rise In the following ways:

(a) Current income would be charged with a tax liability based on the
unrealized appreciation In the asset.

(b) Il the case of depreciable property, 'the basis for tax depreciation
would be different from the basis for book depreciation.

(e) In the event of ultiffiate disposition of the property a gain or loss
for book piurloses would (liffer from a gain or loss for tax purposes. The
resultant tax effect would distort income in the year of disposition.

It is submitted that legislation which creates further conflicts between tax
accounting and regularly accepted accounting practices should be rejected unless
the necessity for such legislation is clearly demonstrated. The report of the
Committee on Ways and Means does not provide justifiable proof of the need for
this radical departure from acceptable accounting concepts.
3. U"n-favorablc impact on. the balance of pa.tnenlts

Under present law a domestic corporation might be inclined to accept as a
dividend a distribution of property from a foreign subsidiary even though the
receipt of such property, although retained in tile business, will cause a tax In.
cadence to the extent of Its cost to the distributing corporation less applicable
foreign tax credits. If the proposal to tax the unrealized appreciation in value
of such property is enacted, coupled with a desire to avoid the controversies
which will subsequently arise in determining fair market value for tax purposes,
many domestic corporations will purchase such property outright from their
foreign subsidiaries. The result of such action will be a flow of funds from tile
United States, thereby causing an unfavorable Impact on the balance of payments.
4. POtential to restrict development of American industry

One form of dividend in kind which has been flowing to domestic parent cor-
porations has been a wealth of intangible dividends in the form of technical
aid, secret processes, and similar Improvements. This flow has been instru-
mental in permitting domestic corporations to improve their production methods,
reduce operating costs, and create greater profits for the g6td of the American
economy. Il these instances the property in kind is rarely disposed of by the
U.S. corporation. Taxation of such property, which generally has little or no
cost basis, at its fair market value, would result in an uihdue burden on the
domestic taxpayer. In addition, a controversial problem would filse in deter-
mining the proper valuation of such dividends for tax purposes. Lacking the
resources to make outright purchases of such properties from the foreign sub-
sidiary, or the inability, due to foreign restrictions, of obtaining licenses to use
such property, it is probable that such Improvements will no longer be available
to domestic parent corporations. The effect will be a serious impairment of the
caplility of domestic corporations to improve their domestic position and to
a(d the American economy.

Due to the discrimilnatory nature of this proposed legislation, its conflict with
accounting concepts, its tendency to create an unfavorliblb Iict on th-e balance
of payments, and Its potentii to restrict the developmhefit of the American emon-
omy, we strongly urge that section 5 of H.R. 10050 be rejected.
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11. ALLOCATION OP TAXABLE INCOME WITHIN A RELATED OROUP

Section 6 of the proposed Revenue Act of 1962 would amend section 482 of the
Internal Revenue Code by adding a new subsection which would provide a
formula for allocating income from sales of tangible property within a group of
organizations (one of which is a domestic organization and one is a foreign
organization) If the taxpayer cannot establish that the sale was made at an
arm's length price. MCA believes that no change Is necessary in this area of the
law since there is sufficient authority under present law for the Treasury to
regulate.

Past experience shows that if this formula is put Into the law, unless a sale
between unrelated parties of identical materials under substantitlly identical
conditions could be shown to have taken place at the same price, the Internal
Revenue agents would tend automatically to throw the transaction under an al-
location formula. With such a formula being suggested in the law, this ten-
dency would be aggravated with the taxpayer as a practical matter not being able
to establish a fairer method. The assumptions in any formula are not necessarily
valid In all circumstances. Furthermore, any given formula would cause vary-
Ing profit splits at between different classes of taxpayers. In the interests of
fairness, the formula should be developed by the Commissioner in the regulations
with the opportunities then present for individual taxpayers to present their
views on a specific formula.

The solutions to these problems lie in other directions. Thus, the solution for
resolving the difficulties experienced in obtaining factual and useful information
and in overcoming the alleged uncooperative attitude in taxpayers lies in the
increase of information which will be obtained under the reporting requirements
of the recently enacted section 6038 and the proposed amendment thereto (see.
20 of the bill) together with the stringent penalties attaching to these reporting
requirements. The manpower l)roblem and the problems inherent in dealing
with unfamiliar foreign data under present setIon 482 lies in increasing the
auditing staff of the IRS and in continuing the training of competent specialists
to deal with the peculiar problems of International transactions.

Most businessmen really prefer to manufacture in the United States and ex-
port as long as they can do so competitively. Thus, even though foreign sub-
sidiaries are frequently established abroad so as to make finished products on or
near a foreign market, a tremendous amount of export takes place in the form
of parts, components, and intermediate materials for fabrication, further proc-
essing, and final assembly by the foreign subsidiaries. If, as a result of over-
zealous application of the proposed amendment to section 482 and because the
formula operates in a very one-sided fashion against manufacturer-exporters,
the U.S. manufacturer of goods and materials finds that the bulk of the com-
bined manufacturing and selling profit will be allocated back to the United States
for full taxation here, its application will often be sufficient to til) the commer-
cil equation in favor of exporting the manufacturing activity to a foreign
subsidiary.

For example, a U.S. manufacturer exporting to Argentina sustains a 20.per-
cent Argentine tariff which is not imposed on identical goods manufactured and
exported to Argentina from Brazil. The proposed formula would impose a
52-percent tax on almost all of the profit from the entire transaction as opposed to
the 23- and 33-percent corporate tax rates applying in Brazil and Argentina,
respectively. This combination could require the export of the manufacturing
activity to Brazil in order to remain competitive.

In the event that *the committee believes that some statutory authority is
necessary to help the Internal Revenue Service to police sham transactions, ,%fCA
submits that section 482 should be amended only to take care of the flagrant
use of tax havens by limiting the use of the allocation formula to those cases
where the foreign related person to whom a sale is made or from whom goods are
purchased is obviously (because of grossly inadequate assets or costs or ex-
penses) taking a grossly disproportionate share of the profits on the transaction.
This would exclude from the allocation formula sales to foreign corporations
who are engaged in further substantial ftbricating, assembly, and processing
goods ptihased from V.S.-related persons. they would still be subject to the
general requirements of reasonable prices Under the existing provisions of sec-
tlqn 482.

If something along the lines of the formula approach is to be adoPted, then
in lieu of the proposed until and untested fimula, MCA believes that the
formula for alldcating similar InternatiOnal ficome in the case of a single cor-
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portion which is already provided in the Treasury regulations under 154 code,
section 803, should be adopted. This formula allocates income earned partly
within and partly without the United States on the relationships of foreign prop-
erty and sales to U.S. property and sales. This formula has withstood the test
of usage for many years. It has apparently produced satisfactory results in
allocating the income of a single taxpayer within and without the United States
where fair market price cannot be determined. Since this formula is reasonably
equitable in splitting the profit of a single entity, it likewise could be used to
split the profit of a consolidated entity. It also recognizes the valid claim that
part of the profit be assigned to thelplace of sale.

The following are further MCA suggestions for changes In the present proposal
contained in section 6 should the committee adopt it.

(1) The proposed section 482(b) (2) (A) provides that the method of alloca-
tion set forth may also give consideration to other factors, including special risks
(if any) of the market in which the property Is sold. MCA recommends that the
word "shall" be inserted in lieu of the word "may" in order to require congidera-
tion of other factors rather than having it'permissive.

(2) The taxable income of the group of organizations to which the proposed
new section 482(b) is applicable is allocated between the United States and
abroad rather than between the domestic corporation and the foreign subsidiary
corporation. MCA recommends that this rule of allocation be revised so as to
be placed on an organization-by-organization basis which is the case in situa-
tions to which section 482 is presently applicable. The present proposal allocat-
ing taxable income between the United States and abroad cuts across rules re-
lating to sources of income which is a separate and distinct subject.

(3) If the formula proposed in section 482(b) (2) is retained, MCA recom-
mends that inventory, which is certainly income-producing property, be in-
cluded therein.

(4) Proposed section 482(b) (8) allocates to the domestic corporation any
foreign Income taxes attributable to taxable income reallocated to the domestic
corporation but It does not provide that the amount of taxable income so reallo-
cated should-be considered foreign source income. Hence the credit for the reallo-
cated foreign taxes may not be allowable because of the fact that there is no
foreign income. MCA recommends that to the extent that taxable income is
reallocated to the domestic corporation it be considered from foreign sources,
and, in addition, that a debtor-creditor relationship be established so that it can
be repatriated withoUt having double taxation.

(IS) The broad sweep of the proposed section 482(b) (1) could result in the
application of the allocation formula to items which are neither produced nor
sold in the United States and which normally would have no relationship to
U.S. taxes. MCA recommends that section-6 should be limited to sales of tangi-
ble property directly between the domestic corporation and a foreign affiliate.

IlI. DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS RECEIVING DIVIDENDS FROM FOREIGN CORPORATION$

Section 11 of H.R. 10650 would require a domestic corporation, when report-
ing dividends from its foreign subsidiary, to include in its income that portion
of a foreign subsidiary's income which could not be declared as a dividend due
to its application to the payment of such subsidiary's foreign income tax liability.
MCA reeommeuds that this provision, commonly referred to as the "gross-up"
proposal, be rejected for the following reasons:

(a) It is based on an erroneous assumption that its enactment will pro-
vide uniform treatment for the taxation of foreign income of branches and
subsidiaries of domestic corporations.

(M) It tends to have an unfavorable impact on the budget.
(o) It destroys the incentive to invest in underdeveloped cotthtries.
(d) It creates an unfavorable investment atmosphere which will hurt

employment in the United States and ' cause further imbalance in the pres-
ently unfavorable-bance of payments.

1. Uniform tax treatment
Proponents of the present bill have indicated that the adoption of "gross-up"

is necessary to provide editlitty of taxation between the following organizations:
(a) Foreign branches of domestic corporations as opposed to foreign

subsidiaries.
(b) Foreign subsidiaries operating in separate foreign colifitries wilere

they are subject to varying income tax rates dependent tipft the laws of the
country in which the income is earned.
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It is submitted, however, that uniform tax treatment cannot be achieved

through adoption of "gross-up" for the following reasons:
(a) The majority of foreign branch operations conducted by domestic

corporations are presently enjoying special tax preferences as opposed to
operations conducted through foreign subsidiaries. These include the
following:

(1) Percentage depletion allowances.
(2) Western Hemisphere trade corporation tax rate reduction.
(8) Deductibility by the domestic corporation of branch losses.

Gross-up merely Increases the tax to some corporations without lperlnitting
these corporations to enjoy the tax benefits of branch operations.

(b) The arithmetic presentation which creates a parabolic effect wherein
certain corporations appear to achieve an effective rate of foreign and
U.S. income taxes of less than 52 percent Is based on a complete disregard
of the tax structures of foreign governments and the fact that many such
governments place greater reliance for revenues on turnover, sales, capital
stock and other taxes which are not allowable for credit purposes. "Gross-
up", rather than achieving uniform tax treatment, will cause satme corpo-
rations to bear heavier tax burdens and thereby destroy the rough equity
achieved by the present foreign tax credit.

2. Unfavorable impact on the budget
The Treasury Department has estimated that enactment of "gross-up" will

increase Federal revenues by $30 million annually. It is submitted that these
figures do not take into consideration the inflationary effect which adoption of
its proposal will have on foreign income taxes and the offsetting depressive

eifect on U.S. tax revenues. Factors causing a reduction Jn Federal revenues
are the following:

(a) Foreign governments are aware that their failure tomaintain their own
income tax rates at 52 percent permits the adoption of "gross-up" to add more
tax revenues to the United States. If "gross-up" is enacted, they are also aware
that affected corporations would not be penalized further if the foreign income tax
rates were Increased to 52 percent. The only effect would be to shift current
U.S. revenues, plus the additional revenues due to "gross-up", to the coffers of
the foreign governments. There can be little doubt that many foreign govern-
ments will adopt such a course of action.

The following is an example of the loss of revenue that might be incurred:

Effect of
Present Proposed foreign tax

law "gross.up" increase to
52 percent

Foreign income before foreign tax ............................. $100.00 $100 $100

Foreign tax (presently 40 percent In this example) ............ 40.00 40 52

Dividend to United States .............................. 60.00 60 48

U.S. tax on dividend .......................................... 31.20 62 52
Foreign tax credit ............................................. 24.00 40 52

Net U.S. tax revenue ................................... 1 7.20 12"..........

(b) American owned foreign subsidiary corporations currently endeavor to
negotiate low tax rates in foreign countries, incltdifig tax forgiveness, and to
take advantage of local tax privileges which reduce the effective tax rate when
such reductions provide an overall tax benefit. Lackingy any incentive, these
endeavors will be unprofltble and useless. The result will be higher foreign
taxes and lower reventles to the United States.
S. Destroys incentive to inve8t in underdeveloped countries

The principal impact of "gross-up" would be with respect to income earned in
cinttes with a 15 percent to 40 percent income tax rate. In general, these
countries in this category are those countries which would be classified as under-
developed. These countries are also noted for the instability of their govern-
Wents and economies thereby causing investors therein to incur greater risk
Of losses. "Fqtility of taxation" caused by enactment of "gross-up" would
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tend to force investment funds to flow to the more stable, and higher tax rate,
countries. The effect would be in direct conflict with the announced policies
of the present administration.
4. Unfavorable invetment atmosphere

The present foreign tax credit provisions were enacted In 1918. Since that
time, private funds have been Invested in foreign countries in reliance on the
stability of our tax laws. Much of this Investment has been the direct result
of Government policy which encouraged private investment abroad.

It has been clearly demonstrated before the House Ways and Means Com.
mittee that this direct foreign Investment yields a favorable return through
dividends. It has also been shown that such investment creates exports and
aids domestic employment. Considered apart from military spending and for.
eign aid, these factors have created a favorable balance of payments, have aided
the domestic economy and have provided the Government with substantial
revenues,

MCA submits that enactment of "gross-up," without consideration of the
Inequities created thereby, weakens the faith of businessmen in their Govern.
ment. The result will be a reduction in such investment abroad with a cor.
responding curtatlmeit of the net favorable flow of funds resulting from direct
investment, a reduction in exports which would further affect the balance of
payments, a loss of Jobs in the United States, and a decline In the Federal
revenues.

IV. EARNED INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES

-Section 12 would introduce additional limitations on the amount and type of
earned income received abroad by U.S. citizens which may be excluded from
taxable income pursuant to provisions of section 911, Internal Revenue Code.
The amendments would particularly affect citizens who are bona fide residents
of a foreign country. Section 911(c) (1), as proposed, would limit the amount of
earned Income exclusion to a rate of $20,000 per year for the first 3 years a citizen
of the Unilted States is a bona fide resident abroad, and thereafter to a rate of
$35,000 per year, both determined oni a daily basis for the year, or part thereof,
during which he was a resident. Although the MCA believes that the exclusion
should be at least $35,000 for every year that a citizen is a bona fide resident
of a foreign country or countries, if the $20,000 exclusion is retained by the
Senate Finance Committee for the first 3 years, it is requested that the law be
made clear that an untinterrupted period of 3 consecutive years will not be
broken because of a transfer of an individual from one country to another.
For example, assume the case of an individual who has served in Japan for a
3-year period and is now being transferred to England for an indefinite period.
If this individual should visit the United States teMporaflly on his way to
England, he should not be considered to have interrupted his 3-year period.
Section 1.911-1 (a) (2) presently provides in part the following:

"Though the period of bona fide residence lust be continuous and uninter-
rupted, once bona fide residence in a foreign country or countries has been
established, temporary visits to the United States or elsewhere on vacation or
business trips will not necessarily deprive the citizen of his status as a bona
fide resident of a foreign country."

The committee report would make it clear arid certain thiit once an Individual
has-becothe a bona fide residehft of a foreign eoflfttry or countries any transfer
from one cotifitry to another will not break the uninterrupted period of such a
bona fide resident status.

Section 12(b) of the bill votlld 11mend section 72(f) of time Internal Revenue
Code by terminating, with respect to employer annuity contributions after-
December 31, 1062, the existifig provision that in (6termiitng what the ema-
ployee or atifilttmft paid for an anfniffty couhtrnct, there Is to be Included
contributions of the employer, if, had these cofitrlititions been paid to the
employee in the first Instance they wvotlitl dot have been taxable to him. The
existing provislon was incorporated in the tax law on the philosophy that
when an individtthl is entitled to a tax benefit, such individuali should not be
pendliked or deprived of any benefit to which he might be etifitled had the
payments been available to lit in the year in whiehi'c6utibdte.d by the employer,
In 1954, the present provision was eareftlly developed and recognized a prin-
ciple of tax equality deemed desirable with respect to earnings of individual
taxpayers.
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The argument in favor of the proposal is based on the proposition that a
U.S. citizen receiving annuities with respect to foreign service while living in
the United States in retirement next to someone who has worked for the
same employer and Is fully taxable on contributions made by the same employer
should have the same tax treatment. The American citizen who has been
engaged in foreign service and retires to live in the United States has lived
abroad under conditions and circumstances entirely different from the citizen
resident in the United States.

MCA urges that section 72(f) of the Internal Revenue Code not be amended
on the grounds that it would create, rather than correct, an inequiity in the tax
law.

V. FOREIGN-CONTROLLED CORPORATIONS

(a) Geneoral comments
The committee reports Indicate that section 13 of the bill has a threefold pur-

pose: (1) To prevent the use of a multiplicity of foreign tax Jurisdictions to
avoid taxation by the United States on what could ordinarily be expected to
be U.S. source income; (2) the hoarding of income abroad for purposes other
than for direct use in a trade or business; and (3) to prevent the repatriation
of income to the United States in a manner which does not subject it to U.S.
taxation.

As passed by the House of Representatives, section 13 seeks to acconliplIsh
these purposes through a most complex series of completely new rules which
are inconsistent with long-established principles of taxation. The result is
that in many ways it is at least as objectionable as the original Treasury pro-
iosal to tax American shareholders on their pro rata share of all undistributed
Income of their foreign corporations. It is sul)nitted that the indicated pur-
poses of this hill can be accomplished without adding these new and complicated
rules and without violation of the key principle that shareholders are not to
be taxed on the undistributed earnings of corporations which are pursuing the
active colidilct of it trade or business. Enactment of revisions of section 482
would prevent the diversion of U.S. source income to foreign sources and would
also prevent the hoarding of income abroad, to the extent, at least, that such
income lad been realized from U.S. sources.

To attempt to tax current earnings of a foreign corporation which are
legitimately attributable to its operations abroad would Involve such a radical
departure from longstanding tax principles that it is doubtful whether any
correction should even be proposed. Despite MCA's belief that these basic pro-
posals raise serious constitutional and Jurisdictional questions, if these issues
are going to be disregarded, any change in existing law in this area should be
limited to the taxation of unreasonably accumulated earnings of a foreign corpo-
ration which is controlled by U.S. interests. In defining an imiproper acculmu-
lation of earnings, it should be made clear that earflngs lhvested in the active
conduct of a trade or business of the foreign corporatidn or in a related corpo-
ration should be exempt.

In sunimliry, MA recommends that section 13 be deleted, since all of the
abuses listed by the House WAys ind Means Conihfilttee as reasons for enaetmnt
of section 13Lof the bill can adequately be corrected through amendment of other
sections of the Ifnternfil Revenue Code, thus eliminating the need for these com-
plicated coni6tthtions and provisions.

However, if section 13 should be retathed, the following comments are offered
to point tip specific defects Whih need to be clarified or corrected:

(1) Pro rat share of utndistributed itolne.-Section 951(a) (2) of the pro-
posed bill requires a shareholder who owns stock on the last day that a compora-
ton is a controlled foreign corporation (hereinafter referred to herein as CFC)
to Include in income his pro rata share of certain Income deemed to have been
earned by the foreign corporatift if on th~At day during the taxable year he
Owned at least 10 peent of the stock of the for6tgn~orporatton,

The effect of this is to require a shareholder who hhs sold all of his stock
on the litst day the coportttioh was a CFO and thus who at the elnd of the year
will have no control over the activities of such foreign corporation to, neverthe-
less, report as taxable income his pro rata share of certhi tiltlditrbuted earn-
ings of the foreign corporation simply because at some time dtnfing the taxable
year he owned 10 percent of the stock of the foreign cororhtion, which at some
thillrtilg the taxable year was a CFO. The undistritbted earnings could have
been realized after the shareholder htld sold his stock.

82100-62-pt. 0-10
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Since a shareholder, who has sold his stock is no longer interested in th
affairs of the CFO, MOA recommends that there should be no undistribute
income attributed to him in respect of that year.

(2) Royalties from patents, copyrights, eto.-Secton 952(a) (1) (b) require
the Inclusion In subpart (F) income of a CFO, income from certain patents
copyrights, and exclusive formulas and processes. Section 952(c) defines sue'
income to include not only gross rentals, royalties, or othor income derived from
licenses, sublicenses, sale, or exchange, but also imputed income attributable t,
the use or other exploitation in a manufacturing operation of patients, copy.
rights, and exclusive formulas and processes which are substantially developed
created, or produced in the United States or are acquired from related U.S.
persons.

MCA strongly recommends that the imputed royalty provision be rejected,
The provisions relating to imputed royalties mean that income from patents,
copyrights, etc., will be attributed to U.S. shareholders not only where the CFO
has received payment for use of the property, but also where the foreign corpo.
ration simply uses such property in the manufacture of goods and derives its
Income from the sale of its manufactured articles. This will result in an
inordinate amount of administrative complications involved in attempting to
estimate royalties where none have been paid and in segregating such income In
order to prevent double taxation and for purposes of the foreign tax credit.

More importantly, the effect of these provisions is to completely read out of
the law sections 351 and 367, which allow the tax-free transfer of property to
controlled corporations under circumstances where the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue Is satisfied that one of the principal purposes of the transfer Is not the
avoidance of Federal income tax. The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
Issued a number of rulings through the years to manufacturing subsidiaries of
U.S. corporations, recognizing that an exchange of patents for stock in the for-
eign manufacturing corporation Is tax free. If, in every case of a controlled
foreign corporation's use of a patent, a tax on imputed income must be paid as
if a royalty had been charged, it Is difficult to imagine a circumstance under
which a tax-free rliking would have any effect. The provision would apparently
operate retroactively to effectively nullify all rulings issued by the Commissioner
and accepted by taxpayers in good faith.

Since the Commissioner of Internal Revenue has the almost absolute authority
under present law to prevent the avoidance of Federal tnOhe taxes through- the
tax-free transfer of patents, copyrights, etc., rights to controlled corporations. it
is submitted that the proposed section is unnecessary. However, in view of the
fact that it has been the long-standing practice of the 'Contissioner of Internal
Revenue to refuse to issue rulings where the foreign corporation proposed to act
simply as a licensing agent, there should le no objection to providing that income
of a CFC which is attributable to the exploitation of patents, copyrights, etc.,
other than for use in its own or its subsidiary's manufacturing operations would
be taxable. However, MCA sees no reason for royalties from patents, copy-
rights, etc., to be treated more harshly than other investment type income and
recommends that relief from current taxation be accorded royalties conlphrable
to that accorded subpart F income-a deduction, if invested in a less developed
country.

In any event, the value of stock issued for patents, copyrights. etc., or of other
property in kind exchanged, such as a cross license, should be treated as a part of
the cost of the patent, or other similar property, which can be amortized as
cost and expense allbwaftce within the meaning of section 052(c)'(2).

Any rule applicable to royalties shoitld be with respect to future transfers of
patents, copyrights, secret processes, and formulas.

( P) Poreign base cornpatty sdles incotne.-The definition of "foreign basp
company sales income" contatinld in section 952(e)-(2) would include income
from the purchase or sale of personal 'property between related persons where
i he property was produced find sold O6utide the country in which the CFO was
organized. This means that American exporters will be able to avoid tinue.
dia te taxation tuhtder this section only if they establish foreign selling companies
whilh sell at least 80 percent of the products they purchase within the country
where they are organized.

With the advent of the Common Market and the 1titer Seven in Western
Europe, it has been common practice for U.S, firms to establish a single large
size production tit for any given produot 4line in one country to supply all6 other
etfittues in one or both of these trade areas. The location of the production
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facilities has been determined by factors such as availability of raw materials,
power, labor, etc. Separate manufacturing subsidiaries have been established
for each country in which production units are located. If each such manufac.
during subsidiary has its own sales organization to cover Europe, none of the
income attributable to the sales organization would be considered "foreign base
company sales income" since the product sold would have been manufactured in
the country of incorporation of the selling organization. If, on the other hand,
a single European-wide sales organization is established to handle products from
all the various manufacturing subsidiaries in order to (a) coordinate sales
activities for more than one source of supply, (b) reduce selling expenses, and
(o) increase selling efficiency against aggressive local competition-then the in-
come attributable to the sales organization becomes "tainted" by falling within
the definition of "foreign base company sales income." Arrangements of this
latter type (i.e., manufacturing subsidiaries in various countries selling through
a single separate sales subsidiary located in a low-tax country like Switzerland)
are used extensively by European competing firms and are recognized and
accepted by the European governments involved--even to the extent of their
granting special tax concessions to facilitate such arrangements. It is difficult to
understand why such operations, which are motivated by sound business consid-
erations, and which result in minimizing only European taxes paid by U.S.
subsidiaries, should be frowned on by the U.S. Government.

This would seem to work to the detriment of the U.S. revenue. For example,
a Swiss selling company which is able to sell throughout Europe products man-
ufactured in the United States and to pay only a 15 percent Swiss income tax
will eventually, pay dividends to its American shareholders which will be sub-
jected to United States income tax at a net effective rate of 37 percent after for-
eign tax credit. On the other hand, if the U.S. parent elects to sell In Germany
and Switzerland through separate selling companies in each country in order to
avoid immediate U.S. taxation of profits of the Swiss company selling solely
within Switzerland, the German company will pay in excess of 52 percent Ger-
man tax on its income from sales in Germany so that on distribution of its earn-
ings as dividends, the U.S. shareholder will owe no U.S. income tax.

(4) Seventy-five-dall rule.-The provision in section 952(f) (2) to the effect
that foreign base company income will be reduced by the amount of the annual
increase of investment in qualified property in less developed countries to the
extent It Is reinvested within 75 days after the close of the taxable year is com-
pletely unrealistic. In the first place, it is doubtful that the tax law Is the proper
vehicle for encouraging investments in less developed countries. In the second
place, it is questionable whether such a provision will act as an incentive. Fur-
thermore, to expect that a U.S. shareholder could make an investment of earn-
Ings within 75 days after the close of the taxable year In which such amounts
are earned, completely disregards the nature of corporate investments in perma-
nent facilities abroad. Perhaps a company could commit such funds to be
invested within some such period, but it would be physically Impossible in most
drctilstftnlces to expect that such an investhetit could actually be made within
that period of time.

MCA is of the view that a period of at least 6 months should be provided,
coupled with a rule that investments made at any time will qualify if resulting
from commitments entered into within that 6-month period. The concept of what
ia a commitment should be liberally defined because so often contracts and ar-
rangements have to be approved by many government authorities abrofid which
take a long time to obtain.

(5) Qualifted, property.-The provisions which are designed to encourage In-
restments in qualified property in less developed countries are confusing In a
number of respects. It would seem that such investments could consist only
of (1) branch operations, or (2) owning stock in a second controlled foreign
orporation which is incorporated and operating In a less developed cotilitry id

which carries on the active conduct, of a trade or business but only then if at
least 10 percent of the stock is owned by the first controlled corporation, and
more than 0 percent of the stock of the second controlled corporation is owned
bi five or less U.S. persons, or (8) in a trade or business carried on by a second
controlled foreign corporation, 80 percent of whose stock is owned by the first
controlled_ebrpof tion. If It is true that lohths froth one controlled foreign cor-
poration to another controlled foreign 6orporatt6ih operating within a less de-
veloped country do not constitute qualified property, then here again thie bill
seems to disregard'the tfiltiifite effect on the U.S. rekblftue. A loan is, of course,
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repaid from earnings which have been subjected to tax but the lender and l
parent are never entitled to any credit for foreign income taxes which might have
been paid by the borrower.

Some doubt concerning whether loans in any case can be treated as qualified
property arises from the interpretation of section 953(b) (3) (B) which would
seem to allow a CFO to disregard the fact that it was operating through a sub.
sidiary in a less developed country where it owned at least 80 percent of the
stotk of such subsidiary either on December 31, 1962, or during the 5-year
period ending with the close of the preceding taxable year. If this is so, then
it would seem that a loan by a CFC to its 80-percent-owned subsidiary would
constitute property which could be ordinary and necessary for the active conduct
of a trade or business within the meaning of section 953(b)'(2) (A). However,
there is nothing in the bill which wouldindicate how, or whether, interest on such
loans would be taxed. Apparently such interest would be taxed as subpart (Ff
income even though under section 953 the corporate entities were disregarded.

MCA recommends that loans in this situation be treated as qualified property.
A major reason for using debt investment in lieu of, or to complement, equity
investments in corporations located in less developed countries is that during
periods of exchange restrictions, repayment and servicing of debt often takes
precedence in exchange priorities over return of capital and payment of
dividends.

(6) Pre-1963 property.-In describing nonqualified property in section 953
(b) (1), it seems clear that the law intends to exempt earnings and profits of a
CFO earned prior to January 1, 1963, from taxation prior to distribution. How.
ever, it is questionable whether such earnings would, in fact, be exempt if, after
December 31, 1962, the form of their investment changed. For example, if on
December 31, 1902, a CFO had $1,000 invested in a piece of property other than
those described in section 953(b) (2), and thereafter exchanged such property
for another property which would not constitute "qualified property," a question
arises whether this would constitute property acquired after December 31, 1962,
and, thereby, increase the investment in nonqualified property in the year of
change or reinvestment. This could result in immediate taxation of earnings of
the CFO prior to December 31, 1962.
MCA recommends that provision be made so that existing assets, qualified

or noncdUdllifled property may be shifted without there being an increase in non.
qualified property.

(7) Les developed country.-There is absoittely nothing in the law which
affords any guide with respect to what happens when a country is removed from
the less developed country list. It would appear that when this happens the
entire investment in a less developed country would constitute "nonqualified
property" unless it consisted of stock in a company in which the CFc owned
at least 80 percent of the stock on December 31, 1902, or for the 5-year period
immediately preceding the end of the taxable year. If this is so, then there
can be no incentive to investment in less developed countries since the deferment
of tax aceumulated to the year of redesignation would require the immediate 9
payment of a huge tax bill out of amounts which had been invested, leaving little
ready cash with which to pay tax. Since the redesignation would be completely I
oUtside of the power of the American shareholder to even anticipate, no firm
plans could be made. Therefore, it is essential that investments already made,
as well as those planned when the country involved was classified as a less
developed country, be treated as qualified property.

Furthermore, it appears tlit an investment in nonqulIfled property in excess
of earnings afid -proflts will be carried over to succeedihg years and result In
immediate taxation even though in such succeeding years all earnings and profits
are reinvested In qualified property. MCA believes this result Inequitable. It
stems frobi section 958(a) (1) which provides that only investment in nofih4uAII
fied property to the extent of earnings and profits is to figure in the conilhition
of the annual Increase. Thus, any excess for a current year will serve as an
increase in nonqualifled property investment in subsequent years when there are
additional earnings and profits.

(8) Fiveyear trade or bualness rule.-The proposal would prevent new manu.
facturing coimpiles in developed countrles-.e., those organized after December
31, 1002-from reilVestiig in the same business their earnings withofit payment
of U.S. tax for a period of at least 5 years after organization. This will result
from the definition contained in section 953(b) (9)(A), which defines a qiiified
trade or business as one-chrried on by a OCO since December 81, 1902, or during

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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te 5-year period ending with the close of the preceding taxable year. It isdifficult to see how a manufacturing corporation operating completely outside of
e United States can in any way be said to be a tax-haven operatln or to be

d avoiding U.S. taxes where it derives all of its Income from manufacture and
perhaps sells all of its product within the country where it is organized. To
rbitrarily say that such a corporation must have been in existence and con-ie Filed by similar interests for a period of 5 years before its earnings are not

if taxable to Its American shareholders is beyond comprehension. This may sine-
n pl be an unintended oversight in the bill, but in any event, it should be corrected.d The MCA recommends that the 5-year rule should be abolished and that any

proper Investment in an operating business, whether or not new, should be
heated as qualified propertyb (0) Controlled foreign corporation.-The defiition of a CFO contfifned In see-
ion 954(a) could cause considerable confusion and subject innocent U.S. tax-

ayers to unjustifiable penalties. A "controlled foreign corporation" is defined
abone in which more than 50 percent of the stock is owned by U.S. persons. This
takes sense only in a case where the U.S. persons could be expected to act in
concert. However, it is not difficult to find cases where the interests of U.S.
persons in a foreign corporation would be such that they would never act to-
ether to exercise control. For example, where two unrelated corporations each
wn 30 percent of the stock in a foreign corporation, neither can control without
le other. Even though they may be opposing each other on every corporate
utter, the foreign corporation would still be a CFO under section 954.
Furthermore, it is not unlikely that a U.S. shareholder could own stock in a

CFO without ever realizing that it was controlled by U.S. persons. For example,
t U.S. corporation owning 50 percent of the stock in a foreign company may dis-
tover that one or more shares of stock are being held in the United States by a
shareholder who has acquired such stock or moved to the United States. In such
tease penalties for prior years where this situation existed could be applied
tren though the 50-percent owner would not have been expected to know that
Aher U.S. persons owned stock.
In order that these provisions apply only in situations where U.S. persons

vuld be expected to act in concert, MCA recommends that the concept of a re-
ted person be adopted in section 954 so that a CFC will be limited to only those

*rporations which are controlled by related persons. In addition, in order to
Wiminate some of the situations which may be difficult, if not impossible, to
martin whether a foreign corporation is a CFC, it Is reconlmihended that section
65(a) (2) be amended so that stock in one foreign eorporatidn owned by a
weond foreign corporation will not be attributed to the U.S. stockholders of the
cofnd foreign corporation unless the second foreign corporation is itself a CFC.
(10) Blocked income.-It would be most ineqUitable and unfair to Impose a

mrrent income tax on the undistribited profits of a CFC if it is impossible for
suh profits to be distributed because of foreign exchange controls or other re-
4retive laws of the foreign country involved. Under present law insofar as
Rocked foreign income is concerned, the Treasury has issued Mitmeograph 6475,
1W5-1 Cun. Bull. 50, which defers the reporting of block foreign income tiil
te year in which it no longer qualifies as block income. The reason for the
nuance of this mimeograbh was because of the diffieLtity of ascertalfihlfg the
ralue in terms of U.S. dollars of block income arising in cotltries whfkh have
50netary or exchange restrieti6ihs.
Because of these serious foreign currency problems whlh will be present to a

heaterr extent if something along the lines of sectlh 18 is enacted, MCA recoi-
tends that it be made clear thftt U.S. shareholders of a CFC will be permlitte(l
apply and use the rules embodiedin" mimeograph 6475.

(11) Same or substatitlly the same trade or busies.-For American bust-
lea abroad, the most important determination contained in section 13 is whether

hot property is qualified property which, in turn, is dependent upon An inter-
fetation of what is and what is not the same or substantiAlly the same trade
- business. More specifically, qualified rt6p~rty is defined as "any money or

Aher property which is located outside the United States and is ordihaky and
Veessary for the active coh duct of ailfied trdle or business." A qu0iit|led
rde or business is a trade or business carried on for 5 years or substititly
le saine trade or business.
With respect to the problem of deterfilthling whether or not* it is the same or

Substantially the same trade or business the cofifilittee report at page A 98
ttes:
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'"* * * All the facts and circumstances of the particular case must be take
into consideration. The test is intended to prevent the use of earnings whiec
have not been subjected to U.S. tax to diversify the business of the controlled
foreign corporation, while permitting the controlled foreign corporation to com.
pete in lines of activity it is presently engaged in. In this regard, circumstances
which may be particularly important involve the nature of the product line of
the controlled foreign corporation and the character of the principal foreign coni-
petitors of the controlled foreign corporation in that line."

Any test as vague as this one will be extremely burdensome upon American
business operating abroad. It will introduce into business decisions an unan.
swerable question as to whether earnings invested in some related activity will be
considered to have been Invested in the same business or substantially the same
business. It will be impossible to be certain that the representatives of the
Internal Revenue Service will arrive at the same conclusion in subsequent
audits. U.S. shareholders in many cases will not know whether or not addi.
tonal income tax will be claimed with respect to foreign profits of CFC's until
the statute of limitations has run with respect to the particular taxable years
involved. Besides the basic restrictive lolivy of forbidding diversification
ox(Cepti as the cost of current income taxation, lingering doubts as to whether
f6trIgn earnings were properly invested from a tax standpoint will handicap
American business In its competition with foreign competitors.

The adoption of a test whether or not a trade or business is the same or sub-
stantially the same requires refined distinctions to be made. Whenever this
test has been used in the law before it has been applied to more limited situa.
tons, such as loss carryovers and corporate spinoffs. Such problems arise as
whether the discontinuance of a product line, or a change in geographical loca.
tion of a major operation, or the opening of a new branch in another country
producing the same product, Is a change in the trade or business.

MCA considers that the results of predicating current income taxation on
such a vague and Indeterminate concept will cause ctiaos in the aduflitlstration
of the provision. MCA recommends that if section 13 is adopted at least the
test should be whether earnings are Invested in any trade or business carried
on by the CFO.

The foregoing specific criticisms of provisions contained in section 13 do not
purport to be exhaustive. It is submitted that they are results which should
not be unexpected in the drafting of a bill which is as complicated and alien
to the Internal Revenue Code as the present language is. Acordingly, it is
recommended that section 13 of H.R. 10650 be excised from the bill.
(b) Basic jurisdiotional-constituttio-nl issue

The proposal to tax the foreign undistributed profits of a controlled foreign
corporation raises serious constitutional and jurisdictional problems. Tradi-
tionally, ever since the landmark case of Eisner v. MacComber, 252 U.S. 189 the
United States has never imposed a tax at the shareholder level on the undls.
tributed operating profits of the corporate entity. True, in the case of tax
avoidance a narrowly restricted provision has been upheld in Eider v. Connis-
sion-er, 138 Fed. (2d) 27, but this case can In no way be considered as a precedent
for overriding basic constitutional principles. Can anyone contend that a
shareholder owning 1 percent of the stock In a publicly held corporation with
hundreds of shareholders can be validly subjected to an income tax under the
Constitution on his prorata share of the undistributed profits of that corpora-
tion? Within tile framework of our legal institutions a corporation is treated
as a distinct, entity and for more purposes than the imposition of income taxes
is treated as separate and apart from its shareholders.

The Treasury creates a facade of legality by talking in terms of a controlled
forei n corporation but at the same time proposes that a 10-percent shareholder
should hear the burden in his own tax return of business profits over which
he has no control. The first proposal of the Treasmry Department which went
so far as to tax a ratable proportion of the undistribute(I jIrI ts of a foreign
corpMratlon to a 10-percent shareholder in situations wherd there Is no legal
control even by a U.S. group owning more than 50 percent of the out-
standing stock is patently inconAsistent with the historic treatment of a corpora-
tion a. a separate entity mlidtr our liwsq. The proposal contained in section 13
is similarly unconstitutionall where the 10-percent shareholder is subject to tax
ton the undistribtited profits over which he has no control even though by count-
lug the shares of stock It (-an be provn that miore than 50 percent of the out-
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i standing shares are owned by U.S. persons. It seems obvious that the courts
may very well conclude that there is no justification in fairness or equity for
imposing such a tax at tile shareholder level where such 10-percent shareholder
hts no actual control over the corporation and has as a practical matter suffered

s an unrealized loss in value in his shares because of economic conditions such
t as a threat of nationalization or some other similar disaster to the business of

the corporation. It is the position of this association that unless there tre
flagrant situations of tax avoidfince, the courts of this country will respect the
traditional separateness of a corporation froia its shareholders.
c) Violation of U.S. International Conmittmnent8
Section 13 of H.R. 10050 (as well as the proposal of the Secretary that business

Income of foreign corporations be currently taxed) violates certain provisions
of our income tax treaties.

All of the 21 income tax treaties which have been consumimated by the United
States have endeavored reciprocally to eliminate double taxation of, and to
reduce and minimize the burdensome administrative requirements with respect
to industrial and commercial profits of enterprises of each contracting state.
In tackling this problem, the thrust of the various provisions appearing in the
treaties has been for each contracting state to exempt from the United States
income tax the industrial and commercial profits of an enterprise of the other
contracting state except in respect of any industrial or commercial profits of a
permanent establishment of -that enterprise located in the United States. For
example, under the United States-Finland Income Tax Convention, a corpora-
lion organized in Finland is not subject to U.S. income tax on its busi-
ness profits unless it has a permanent establishment in the Uited States.
A similar provision is in all of the income conventions to which the United
States is a party. At the time the negotiations leading up to the adoption of
this principle In a tax treaty were being conducted, it is understood that a com-
plete explanation is always made by the U.S. delegation of the income
tax laws of the United States to the representatives of the other government.
In the past it certainly was known that the United States did not tax foreign
business profits of foreign corporations. There is no doubt but that In adoltifg,
reciprocally, the permanent establishment provisions the representatives of the
other contracting governments well knew that the United States had traditionally
and historically not taxed currently tile foreign industrial and commercial profits
of foreign corporations organized and created ufider the laws of foreign couin-
tries. Furthermore, it is clearly evident from the four corners of each and
every income tax treaty which has been consutimated thiit relationships between
U.S. corporate entities and their subsidiary corporations organized under the
laws of the other contracting party Were being considered in connection with tile
negotiations and were being covered in some of the provisions.

There are numerous provisions in all of our treaties which establish beyond a
shadow of a doubt that the rules set forth therein were designed to govern
foreign subsidiary corporation of U.S. parent corporations as well as those which
were not subsidiaries of U.S. corporations. One Indication of this is the usual
provision contained in the definition of the term "permanent establishment"
which is in all of our treaties to the effect that the fact that a corporation of one
of the contracting states (United States, for example) has a subsidiary corpora-
tion which is a corporation of the other state (Denmark, for example) or which is
engaged in trade or business in the other state shall not of itself constitute that
subsidiary corporation a permanent establishment of its parent corporation.
For examples, see article 11(1) (c) of the Danish Convention, article 11 (1) (c) of
the Norwegian Convention, and article 11(1) of the Irish Convention. Fur-
thermore, authority under all of the treaties is provided in order to properly
allocate profits between a U.S. parent corporation and its subsidiary foreign
corporation where, by reason of its participation in the foreign corporation's
Management or financial structure, the U.S. parent makes with or Imposes on
the latter, in their commercial or financial relations, conditions different from
those which would be made with an independent enterprise. For example,
See article IV of the Canadian Convention. In many of our treaties, div'idend
distribution from controlled foreign subsidiary corporations to U.S. parent
corporations are given a more favorable foreign wltltolding rate than is generally
applicable to other dividend payments. See article VI of tile DWiilsh Convention
and article VI of the Fliiilsh Conventi0l.

It cannot be said at all that the U.S. negotiators and the foreign negotifttors
did not have in mitd thitt foreign subsidiary corporations of U.S. parent corpo.
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rations were covered by the favorable benefits of our income tax conventions,
In fact, it has been repeatedly pointed out as an important tax benefit of a
treaty that foreign withholding rates on dividends are reduced so that the total
foreign income tax burden will no longer exceed the U.S. tax, and thus there will
be no foreign tax credit wastage.

The allegations of the Treasury Department that the income tax treaties of
the United States are not being violated in any respect is clearly erroneous.

It is understood that when the Treasury was considering the effect of the
proposed policy to tax iunidistributed foreign profits of foreign corporations, it
considered basically two approaches to accomplishing this purpose, namely, (1)
the taxation directly of foreign corporations managed and controlled in the
United States on their foreign profits as if they were domestic corporations, and
(2) the taxation of U.S. shareholders of foreign corporations on their undis.
tribitted foreign profits as provided in H.R. 10650. The latter approach was
presumnably adopted in order to create less of a conflict with income tax treaties
provisions than would be the ease if the former approach was followed. In sup.
port of this position, the Treasury has pointed out that in most of our treaties
there is a provision which reserves the authority to the United States, regardless
of any other provision of the treaty, to include in the basis upon which it ir.
poses its taxes all items of income taxable under its laws in the case of citizens,
residents, or corporations, and in this connection, it is concluded that technically
there is no violation of these particular treaties. It is submitted that this is a
highly technical and shallow argument and that within the purpose and spirit
of each treaty and within the overall framework of the treaty program, the
proposed legislation will violate the treaty agreement that industrial and com.
mercial profits of corporations organized in the other country should not be
subject to tax in the United States except to the extent of profits allocable to a
permanent establishment in the United States. Merely because there is a general
reservation provision is not a sufficient reason for violating the purpose of the
treaties, namely, to establish rules as to when and the extent industrial and
commercial profits of foreign corporations should be taed.

But there are treaties which have been consummated which do not have any
reservation clause upon which the Treasury can hang its hat. See the Aus-
tralifin, Irish, New Zealand, Pakistan, and the Uflited Kingdom treaties. The
convention between the United States and New Zealand is a case in point.
This convention does not reserve the right of the Uhilted States to include in
the income of its eltizeun,, residents, or corporations any items of income it so
desires, as if this convention had not been consummated. At article TIMI1)
of the New Zealand treaty, the following categorical rule is estabhihed that
"The Industrial or commercial profits of a New Zealand enterprise shall not be
subject to U.S. tax unless the enterprise is engaged in trade or business in the
United States through a permanent establishment situated therein. If it is so
engaged, U.S. tax may be Inposed on the entire income of such enterprise from
sources within the United States." This rule states that the industrial and com-
mercial profits cannot be taxed by the United States. They cannot be taxed to
anyone--corporation or shareholders. Can it be contradicted that, should the
United States tax the shareholders on the industrial and commercial profits
of a New Zealand corporation, that it is violating the specific language of this
article? Can it possibly be claimed that the taxation of the U.S. shareholder
on an amount measured by these industrial and comeOrdifil'brofits is not sub-
jecting such profits to U.S. tax? In view of this convention and the foregoing
language, how can the Secretary of the Treasury make the categorical state-
ment that the adoption of his proposals to tax undistributted foreign business
profits of foreign corporations does not violate any provision of any treaty?
For similar language as abOVe, see article III of the Austrian and German treaties.

It is very ifi&Mrtant also to observe thtxt in the article relating to reciprocal
exemption of profits derived from operating ships or aircraft the same prohibi-
tion exists in the New Zealt'id convention. Thus, artile V provides: "Notwith-
stanAing the provisions of articles III or IV of the present convention, profits
which * * * a New Zealhtli cori0rhtton derives from operating ships or air-
craft shall be exempt from U.S. tax." Does the Secretary of the Treasury actual-
ly believe that the taxation of the shipping and aircraft- profits earned by a New
Zealatid corpbration to U.S. shareholders is not a violation of this treaty? His
priboosl, of course, will result in the current taxation of shipping and aircraft
profits derived by corporations covered in all of our treaties by specifi reciprocal
provisions.
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It is well known that for the past 30 years the United States has entered
into exchanges of notes under the authority of the internal revenue laws exempt-
Ing shipping and aircraft profits of foreign corporations of another country if
such other country reciprocally exempts the shipping and aircraft profits of our
corporations. It is also well known that many foreign corporations flying a
foreign flag are owned by U.S. shareholders. In an exchange of notes for the
avoidance of double taxation the following language is typically contained in a
letter from an official representative of the U.S. Government to the other coun-
try committing the United States to the exemption of shipping and aircraft
profits of corporations created in the other country:

"The Government of the United States of America * * * shall, on the basis
of reciprocity, exempt from tax on income and from any other tax on profits the
earnings of corporations organized in * * * derived from the operation of
ships or aircraft, documented or registered under the laws of * * *."

There are such reciprocal exchanges of shipping and aircraft notes between
the United States and other foreign governments, based upon provisions of
sections 872 and 883 of the code. For example, there have been notes exchanged
with Argentina, Brazil, Greece, Belgium, Denmark, and Finland. Can it be
that the Treasury is proposing that the United States nullify the commitments
made all over the world with respect to the reciprocal exemption of shipping
and aircraft? There clearly is no reservation in these notes permitting the U.S.
Government to tax its citizens, residents, and corporations. Before this is
done the United States should consider carefully the effect of the reversal of
this long-standing policy and to evaluate the effect of this change on our shipping
and aircraft companies throughout the world.

VI. LIQUIDATION OF FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

MCA opposes the adoption of section 16 of H.R. 10650, which would tax, as
a dividend to a U.S. shareholder owning 10 percent or more of the voting stock
of a foreign corporation in which U.S. persons own more than 50 percent of
the voting stock, the gain on the redemption of stock in an exchange to which
section 302(a) applies or the gain in complete or partial liquidation in an ex-
change to which section 331 applies. If such stock is sold or exchanged, the
gain from the sale or exchange is treated as gain from the sale or exchange of
property which is not a capital asset. The amount treated as a dividend in
the case of a redemption or liquidation is the taxpayer's proportionate share of
the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation accumulated after February
28, 1913. The amount treated as gain from the sale or exchange of property,
which is not a capital asset, is the amount of the taxpayer's share of the earnings
and profits of the foreign corporation, accumulated during the period the stock
was held by the taxpayer. Appropriate provision is made to exclude from the
amount treated as a dividend or as gain from the sale or exchange of property
which is not a capital asset, amounts already included In taxable income under
section 13 of H.R. 10050.

Under present law, the gain or loss on the sale or exchange of stock In a
domestic corporation, as well as a foreign corporation, Is basically treated as a
capital gain or loss. This treatment is accorded transactions to which section
302(a) applies and to partial and complete liquidations. Except in the unusual
type of situation involving, for example, collapsible corporations and small busi-
ness stock, the capital gain or loss treatment has been the traditional and basic
legislative policy with respect to capital transactions such as sales, liquidations,
and redemptions of capital stock, where the Income received by the taxpayer
generally represents the realization of Income aceufittlated by the corlrate entity
over a period of years. Because of the similar treatment given gains and
losses from sales of stock in domestic corporations and stock In foreign corpora-
tions, the Federal income tax law has been neutral in its Influence as to whether
to invest abroad or at home. However, section 10 will eliminate this tax
neutrality between these two types of Investment and will subject gains on
transacitons involving foreign stocks to a higher and more burdensome tax.

The committee report indicates that the Ways and Means Committee has as
"one of its objectives in the foreign income area, the imposition of the full U.S.
tax when income earned abroad is repatriated." This legislation is also sup-
ported on the grounds that U.S. tax laws should be neutral and equitable as
regards taxation of foreign and domestic source income and American capital
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should not take into account somewhat lower income tax rates abroad in making
investment decisions.

Section 1248 would modify the tax treatment for gains incurred on such trans.
actions, but losses would continue to be treated as capital in nature. In the
case of corporations, such losses produce no tax benefit unless the corporate
taxpayer has offsetting capital gains. Individuals are only permitted to deduct
such losses to the extent of the gains from such sales or exchanges, plus the
taxable income of the taxpayer or $1,000, whichever is smaller. It seems ap-
parent that section 16 is neither equitable nor neutral with respect to taxpayers
incurring losses abroad. The inequitable effect of this provision can best be
illustrated by an example: Assume a taxpayer has not capital transactions
during the taxable year other than the liquidation of two foreign controlled
companies, A and B, in which he has a 10 percent interest. The taxpayer real.
izes a $25,000 gain on the liquidation of A and a $25,000 loss on the liquidation
of B. There has not been any net economic gain to the taxpayer from the two
transactions in the foreign area, but he will still have a substantial U.S. tax
to pay on the liquidation of A and no corresponding tax deduction for the loss
incurred on the liquidation of B. The fact that the taxpayer objected to the
liquidation because he felt it was against his best interests and was outvoted
by the majority of the shareholders of A and B, would have no effect upon his
tax position. The picture is not quite as drastic, of course, if the taxpayer has
offsetting capital gains, but the result is still inequitable since the gain on the
liquidation of A is treated as ordinary income, whereas the loss on the liquida-
tion of B can only be used to offset capital gains which are taxed at lower rates.

From a technical standpoint, this section is also deficient in that earnings
and profits of the controlled foreign corporation are not adjusted for the gain
which is treated as gain from the sale or exchange of a noncapital asset. Unless
provision is made for a downward adjustment of earnings and profits for the
amount treated as a gain from the sale or exchange of property which is not
a capital asset, ordinary income tax rates will be applied twice to the same
amount of earnings and profits accumulated by the controlled foreign corpora-
tion. This is illustrated by the following example: Assume A owns 100 percent
of a foreign controlled corporation, B, from the time of its formation. As of
January 1, 1963, the company has accumulated earnings and profits of $100,000.
On that date, A sells his interest in the foreign corporation to C for $300,000.
A has to treat $100,000 of the gain as gain from the sale or exchange of prop-
erty which is not a capital asset. During the years 1963 and 1964, B has no
earnings, but distributes $50,000 per annum to 0 as dividends. These amounts
must be included by 0 In his taxable income as ordinary dividend income.

In summary, section 16 is inequitable in that the taxpayer is required to treat
gains incurred on transactions covered by this section as ordinary income, while
at the same time losses incurred on similar transactions must be treated as
capital losses for tax purposes. It also can result in ordinary income taxes
being paid twice on the same item of income. This association is opposed to
section 16 because of the reasons cited above, and would recommend that it be
deleted from H.R. 10650. However, if section 16 should remain a part of the
bill, it is suggested that it be amended in the following manner:

(1) Losses iniurred on the redemption or liquidntion should be treated as an
ordinary los to the extent of the taxpayer's proportionate share of the aceumi-
lated deficit in earnings and profits of the foreign corporation accufuiulated after
February 28, 1913, and losses incurred on the sale or exchange of such stock
should be treated as loss from the sale or exchange of property which is not n
capital asset to the extent of the taxpayer's proportionate share of the ncctifflt-
lated deficit in earnings, and profits accumulated during the period the stock
sold or exchanged was held by the taxpayer.

(2) Appropriate provision should also be made for reducing the accurtnflhted
profits of a foreign corporation for the amount treated as gain from the sale
or exchange of property which is not a capital asset, and for Pliminntihg a deficit
in accumulated earnings and profits to the extent that a taxpayer has been
allowed to deduct as an ordinary loss the taxpayer's proportionhte share of the
accumulated dedit In earntitngs and profits of a foreign copolrat1oh accilfltlated
during the period the stock soid or exchanged was held by such taxpayer.

(3) Appopriate litfltthitin shdtild be adopted to the effect that only profits
earned after Lthe date of enactmient of this'bill shotild be treated as gain from
the sale or exchaenge of pro-etty which is tot a caffithl asset, and* ihlus elimitdte
the retfuctlve feature of this section.
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VII. TAXATION OF CO-OP INCOME AND WITHHOLDING ON PATRONAUE DIVIDEND

Inasmuch as many of the chemical companies, members of MCA, find them-
selves in increasing competition with cooperatives, it is gratifying to see that the
Congress Is giving active consideration to the correction of some of the serious
inequities which exist in the present tax treatment of the income of coopera-
lives.

At the outset, however, it should be emphasized that MCA has no desire
whatsoever to destroy cooperatives and certainly no desire to be free of competi-
tion. It is convinced that in order to perpetuate the free enterprise system,
commercial endeavors which compete must be subject to the same governmental
and tax burdens.

The failure of existing tax concepts to keep up with developments in industry
and commerce as they bear on the activity of cooperatives and the resulting
gaps In our income tax system is a matter of great concern. It results in an
inequitable and unfair situation where certain cooperative corporations, whose
earnings go largely untaxed, compete for sales and customers with increasing
effectiveness and in an ever-increasing number of fields against other corpora-
tions which pay at 52-percent tax on their earnings.
First, a general statement about the provisions of H.R. 10650 which deal with

o-op taxation. They seek to give effect to what Congress had always assumed
to be the law: that co-op income be taxed either to the co-op or to its patrons.
They would eliminate the loophole now existing in the tax statutes as a result
of Judicial interpretation of 1951 legislation on the subject.

H.R. 10650 enables cooperatives to utilize their traditional method of finane-
Ing by retaining earnings and issuing paper or scrip to its patrons; at the same
time, it assures that the cooperative's income will be taxed once. Application
of the withholding tax to patronage dividends, embodied in H.R. 10650, accom-
plishes this without imposing a burden on the patrons to raise cash with which
to pay the tax. Accordingly, the provisions of the bill in respect to taxation of
the income of co-ops are basically sound so far as they go.
However, an important qUestion under the present bill has to do with the

method of handling the co-op patron's "consent" to be taxed with respect to
("p scrip received as a patronage dividend. There will probably be serious
legal difficulties arising from the bill's provision for the taxation of such scrip
patronage dividends to patrons if all that is required is that the co-op has in
its charter or by-laws a provision that membership in It constitutes consent to
include the scrip in the patron's taxable income.

To minimize the likelihood of the value of paper or scrip allocated as patron-
age dividends being ch0lletged in the courts, it would appear desirable to require
that the cooperative patron have the option of taking (1) cash or (11) scrip

which is redeemable at the patron's option within 00 days after receipt or (Ili)
of giving his annual written revocable consent to be taxed on the stated amount
of co-op earnings allocated to him and for which scrip is given by the co-op.
Language to accomplish this purpose, and which would in our opinion eliminate
e legal questions inherent in the proposed bill, were embodied in the commit-

tee prlnt of the House Ways and Means Committee dated August 24, 1962. The
cmmttee print dealt adedtlttely with this subject and restoration of all of its
rovisions concerning patron "consent" should be made in H.R. 10650 as passed

by the House.
MCA calls to the committee's attention a most serious omission in the provi-

sions of H.R. 10650 dealthg with co-op taxation. While it is'believed that resto-
ratlon into law of the intent of the 191 amendment and a withholding tax on
patronage dividends are definitely steps in the right direction, such proposals
are but small steps toward the goal of adequately and fairly dealing with the
difeult cooperative tax problem. The problem lies in the area which relates
generally to the question: "What to do about earnings derived from co-op activi-
ties unrelated to traiditiollilAl sic conception of marketing and purchasings?"
This problem arises frot the changing pattern of co-op activities, particularly
those eommofily described as "purchasing cooperatives." Historically, these

!0-ops served the primary ftintion of a retailer. Supplies were purchased in
Large quantities for resale to ittrons. They also may have derIved incidental
income from rents, dividends, interest or sale of, assets; and this income did
bot qualify for allocation as a patronage diVidend. In recent years, however,
Meh co-ops have been investing heavily, n~t"in stocks, securities, or relithl prop-
1rty, bfdt In maiifadturing facilities and sources of raw materials. They thus
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have added to their traditional activities and have converted their primary pt
pose from that of a wholesaler to that of an integrated manufacturer-who
saler. A significant part of their earnings are now attributable to the manuf
turning, processing, and mining functions.

The growth of co-op effort in these areas Is nowhere more fully revealed th
In the latest booklet on this subject entitled "Handbook on Major Reglo
Cooperatives," issued In January 1961 by the U.S. Department of Agricultul
The report deals In some detail with the operations of 21 major regional coole
tives handling farm supplies in the year 1958-59. Such regional cooperate,
are highly integrated corporations, many of them basic In raw materials. The
business covers many major fields. It includes steel and other metal produce*
building materials, paints and roofing materials, containers and packaging Matl
rials, Insecticides, sprays and farm chemicals, refrigeration equipment, hardware
petroleum product., fertilizer, tires, tubes, and automobile supplies, as well a
feed, grain, flour, cereals, lawn and garden equipment, farm equipment and .eed,

In 1958-59, the net volume of all farm supply cooperatives is elsewhere note
as $2.4 billion. The total farm supply volume of the 21 major regional coopers
tives for the same year was $1.4 billion, or 58 percent (tip from 45 percent ir
1956) of the total business of the hundreds of farm supply cooperatives in exist.
ence. This does not take into account the farm supply business of 14 other majo,
regional cooperatives, each with minimum sales of $10 million annually, nor the
farm supply business of regional marketing cooperatives. Co-op personnel
assigned to such effort is also revealing. In 1958-59, 32 percent of the total
personnel of the 21 major regional farm supply cooperatives was engaged in
manufacturing, processing, and mining, including production of petroleum, up
over 5 percent from the previous year.

Therefore, the point being made is more than of mere academic interest. The
favorable tax treatment accorded to cooperatives, both by existing statutes and
interpretations having the force of law and by H.R. 10650, can be justified where
the co-op performs its historical function of purchasing and reselling to patrons
In most cases, patronizing co-ops is the only economical way for farmers to do
business, and perhaps should be encouraged. However, where cooperatives move
into an industrial or commercial area In direct competition with taxpaying
entities, the tax-free status of the cooperative is an imposing and unfair advan.
tage. This is particularly true because the 52-percent tax rate is such a substan.
tIMA charge on doing business.

The objective of our tax laws should be to strive for neutrality and uniformill.
In their application. The fact that a co-op's structure differs from that of ,
business corporation does not mean that the cooperative should have an unfair
advantage. It merely means that a different sot of rules should be applied to
achieve an equitable allocation of the tax burden.

It is, therefore, the recommendation of MCA that natural and logical extension
of present Internal Revenue Code provisions, taxing Investment income to co-ops,
would be to Include income from the use of capital In manufacturing, processing.
or mining activities. Such earnings should be designated as from "unrelated
business activity" and should be taxed to the co-op, just as unrelated income:
from rentals, interest, etc., are now taxable to it even though distributed to,
patrons.

Precedent for such an approach lies In the 1950 amendment to the Internal
Revenue Code which taxes currently and at corporate rates the earnings of
charitable or nonprofit organizations received from unrelated business activities. .
It is in Just such "unrelated business" areas where the cooperatives' effort i
ceases to be joint purchasing and selling and becomes the accumulation of
capital, its joint investment, and the receipt of profits resulting therefrom. It
is also in the manufacturing, processing, and mining areas that the competitive
advantages of tax-free operation at the cooperative level is most marked.

The enactment of this recommendation would be equitable to all concerned.
Cooperatives could continue to enjoy their tax-free status to the extent they
derive their income directly from transactions with their patrons or from
activities immediately incidental thereto. On the other hand, if a cooperative
were to engage in manufacturing, processing, or mining activities In direct
competition with taxpaying organizations, the co-op, also would be placed on a
tax-paying basis. Thus, the cooperative would not enjoy an unfair advantage
over its competitors and the tax burden would be more equitably borne.

Now a word with respect to withholding taxes on patronage dividends. "oe
provisions of H.R. 16650 relating to the application of withholding on patronage
dividends, as well as to other dividends and interest, are consistetit with the
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Mg-established principle of withholding on salaries and wages. However,
ere appears to be no sound reason why exemption should be made for persons
er 18 years of age who expect to make no tax payments. There was no such
emption for withholding on wages and salaries when the statute was adopted
me 20 years ago even though the application to those items is of far wider

o po than that under consideration today. If exemption from withholding on
idends and interest be made available, the decision should not be left to
discretion of the taxpayer as to whether he "reasonably believes that he

I not be liable for the payment of any tax." Exemption, if any, should be
Ssed on expectation by the taxpayer of taxable income in an amount less than
j minimum specified in the statute.
MCA supports the general objectives of H.R. 10050 with respect to taxation
Cooperatives but believes that (i) the provisions respecting patron "consent"
abe taxed on patron dividends in co-op paper should be strengthened by the

ination of the charter or bylaw provision; and (ii) amendments should be
luded to deal with the more basic problem of treating co-op earnings from
vestments in industrial and commercial activities as unrelated business income

therefore taxable as earnings of business corporations with which they
pete.

VIII. WITIIIOLDING OF INCOME TAX ON INTEREST, DIVIDENDS, AND PATRONAGE
DIVIDENDS

If the committee is convinced that the administrative problems presented by
withholding provisions of the bill can be resolved, MCA supports these provi-

ions. It is urged, however, that further consideration be given to the effect of
fthholding on employees' pension trusts. Under the bill there is only a very
limited exemption for these trusts from withholding on certain types of interest.

sibce these trusts ordinarily do not have employees subject to payroll taxes, the
msts will have to recover withheld taxes via the quarterly refund procedure.
ls will result in a loss of income to the trusts and in a consequent lessening
'their ability to pay out pensions.
For example, assume that a pension trust regularly receives $100,000 in dlvi-

Mods a year, $25,000 being received each quarter of the year. Since 20 percent
:the dividends received during a quarter of the year will be withheld and
nverable only through a quarterly refund procedure, $5,00 of these dividends
QIi be held by the Governtient and will not be able to be invested. This figure
", generally, be constant and will In most cases be equal to one-fifth of one
lorter's dividend and interest received by pension trust.

IX. INFORMATION RETURNS

Section 20 of the bill amends section 0038 and 6046 of the Internal Revenue
*ode of 1954, so as to increase the Information on foreign corporations which is
nuired to be filed with the Treasury Department and provides civil penalties
' failure to comply. We are concerned with the amendments to section 6046
Mch require information returns whenever a U.S. citizen becomes an officer or

hector of a foreign corporation.
In order to protect the parent company's investment In foreign subsidiaries,

Urectors of foreign subsidiaries of domestic corporations are often selected
cause of their function with the parent corporation. Frequently, a change In a
.action of an employee of the parent corporation also entails changes In officers
Mad directors of foreign cortibratlons. These changes take place as routine mat-
f. There Is no intent to evade U.S. taxes nor to hide Informution from fte
U.S. Treasury Department. It, however, can readily be foreseen that a normal
Unge In the functional responsibility of an employee of the domestic parent;
Tkch as an incident thereto requires a change in the officers or directors of a
reign subsidiary, could be overlooked as far as having a U.S. tax consequence
Wn thereby Incur a civil penalty.
In the case of controlled foreign subsidiaries of domestic corporations this

aded requirement inder section 0040 will not give the Treasury Department any
ditional data of consequence. It seems obvious that U.S. corporations which

Mtrol foreign subsidiaries will be reqtfired to file needless Information retfrnis
thOse unhitentionAl omtssion could result in civi penalties.
It is therefore proposed that controlled foreign corDbrittlfns for which an
formhtlh return must be filed tihder section 6038 be exempted from the pro-

l1ons of section 6040 except Inthe case of a newly organized foreign subsidiary.
Ach an exemfiption would ndt reduce the iiformatift which- the Treasury De-
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partment is seeking, but it would cut down on unnecessary paperwork and
reporting.

A technical objection might be made on the grounds that section 6038 does
not specifically require data on officers and directors whereas section 6046
contains such a requirement. This defect could be easily remedied by provid.
ing in the proposed exemption Under section 6046 that the exemption would be
applicable only if data on officers and directors was filed with the return re-
quired under section 6038. In cases where returns are required under both
sections, the proposal would also eliminate a filing and correlating problem for
the Internal Revenue Service.

Experience with the present requirements of section 6038 has demonstrated
the great difficulty of gathering the necessary information, because of the great
differences in tax and accounting procedures in the various foreign countries.,
The foreign subsidiary would of course maintain its records in a form to ineet
its local tax and accounting requirements, which often differ substantially from
U.S. practices, and it is then very difficult to reconstruct their financial state.
meats ini a manner to conform to U.S. tax laws and accounting practices. The
desirability of confining requirements in this area to situations where a substan.
tial U.S. tax interest is involved is obvious.

The revisions to section 6038 would raise almost insurmountable problems in
the case of a U.S. company which is a member of an international group of
affiliated companies. This would be particularly true where the U.S. company is
a "down stream" one with no real control over any of its foreign a0fllliites.
Technically, under the bill, the U.S. company would "control" every foreign
conmpafny which is a member of the affiliated group (except where the total group
interest In a particular foreign country is 50 percent or less) and would me
to prepare information returns for each one. This would be true even though the
U.S. company would not have one single transaction with any of the foreign
companies and even though such information could serve no U.S. tax purpose
whatsoever.

APPENDIX-WHY A U.S. FlIRM HAS FOREIGN SUBSIDIARIES

U.S. firms generally establish manufacturing plants abroad for the sole pur-
pose of competitively serving foreign markets. Long experience has demon-
strated that as soon as the demand for an exported Dr6duct reaches a size
sufficient to support economically feasible plants, pressure is exerted by the
foreign customer-and in many cases by foreign governments-for local or re-
gional manufacturing. In one actual case, a U.S. firm was faced with the need
to establish a plant in a European country because of notice from the principal
customer in that country (accounting for over 50 percent of such sales) of its
decision to switch to local sources of supply for all its purchases-a market
developed over many years through U.S. exports would have been lost if the
U.S. firm had not initiated local manufacture.

The pressure described is simply a natural preference for a dependable local
source of supply over one which is located thousands of miles away. In addi.
tion, foreign quotas and tariffs have become a vital factor in any decision to
manufacture abroad. If the U.S. firm does not establish its own production
facilities, a local or foreign competitor will seize the opportunity to take over
the business which has been tediously developed through U.S. exports at great
expense over a long period of time.

U.S. firms no longer have a technological advantage to prevent this loss of
markets. Foreign competitors can match most U.S. products either with the
same product-or provide alternate materials so similar they can serve as sub-
stitutes for most end uses. Furthermore, since foreign labor gives evidence of
becoming as productive as U.S. labor, but remains cheaper, if U.S. producers do
not hold European markets (established through U.S. exports) by timely initia-
tion of local manufacture, foreign producers are afforded the opportunity not
only to establish large scale plants capable of capitalizing on these European
markets but also to export to the U.S. and Latin America.

Tilits, in most cases, at least, the establishment of production units abroad
cannot be considered an "export of jobs." When the time is ripe, and the only
question Is whether a U.S. firm or a foreign competitor will do the manufaetur-
Ing In a particular country, the export market will be completely lost to the
U.S. company which does not move rapidly to serve customers in the manner
deifred.

If the U.S. firm undertakes to manufacture abroad, the income resulting therM
from will eventually flow back to that U.S. flft, and produce tax revenue to
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the U.S. Government, all of which will be lost if the foreign competitor does the
job. Moreover, with the U.S. firm as the foreign manufacturer, the continua-
tion of some exports from U.S. plants to round out product lines of the foreign
subsidiary and to supplement foreign production when demand exceeds the
subsidiary's capacity, as well as the export of raw materials, parts or inter-
mediates from U.S. plants for use by the subsidiary, will preserve markets for
U.S. goods. It is obvious that these compensating exports would not materialize
If the foreign market Is taken over by a foreign competitor.

Two specific examples from the records of a large U.S. firm active In foreign
operations emphasize this point:

(a) Following World War II, the U.S. firm developed a substantial market
for one of its products in a Latin American country. In the early 1950's, export
sales of that product to the Latin American country amounted to about $2
million, and pressure mounted for local manufacture of this product. In this
case, a European company, rather than the U.S. firm, undertook local produc-
tlion and, thereafter, export sales Of that product to the specific country declined
rapidly and by 1961 had disappeared altogether.

(M) The results were strikingly different in the case of another product in
Europe. The same U.S. firm's export sales of the second product to Europe grew
rapidly in the postwar period, and by 1957, reached a total of $20 million. With
the Latin American lesson in mind, and to forestall loss of the European market
to a German competitor, the U.S. firm decided to btlid a large plant in a European
country. With assurance of this nearby source of supply, the European business
was retained and increased. By 1961, when the European plant was in produc-
tion, European sales absorbed all of the local production and still required more
than $20 million of exports from the United States. It is forecast that the ex-
ports of this second product to the Europen country will continue near this 1061
level for the foreseeable future.to supplement European production, particularly
In specialty grades. Obviously, these exports would have ceased if the U.S.
firm had failed, as in the Latin American situation, to meet the demand for a
closer source of supply, and its customers had switched to its German competitor.

Separate corporate subsidiaries are generally established in each country where
a U.S. firm has foreign operations, rather than branches of the parent company
or a single mlticountry foreign subsidiary with local branches. The separate
corporations permit a clearcut segregation of income subject to local tax, place a
definite limitfition on the amount of assets exposed to risk of loss (such as govern-
ment seizure) in any one country, and make it possible to engage in joint ventures

- with local partners. In most cases, foreign governments prefer that business
be carried on in their countries by locally incorporated organizations, rather

- than by branches of a foreign corporation. In some countries, such as Mexico,
this is emphasized by active discrimination against branches in licenses, permits,
concessions, etc.

Sales subsidiaries are established because these have been found to be more
effective in marketing exported products than independent local distributors.

With the advent of the Common Market, and to compete for export business
with entrenched local competition from such European companies as Bayer and
Krupp of Germany, Imperial Chemicals Industries of England, Renault and
Michelin of France, and Mobtecatint and Pirelli of Italy, many U.S. firms have
established multicountry European sales organizations with headquarters in
Slltzerland.

The purpose of these subsidiaries is to increase selling efficiency by having an
organization large enough to support the many marketing specialists, sales
laboratories and other facilities required to match the service offered customers
by competitors. The reasons for choosing Switzerland as the location rather
than another European country include:

(1) The friendly attitude of the government toward private enterprise:
(2) The extensive trade and tax treaties with most other commercially im-

portant countries;
(3) Switzerlnfd's strong currency and excellent banking facilities, together

with a history of absence of foreign exchange restrictions;
(4) Availili||tty of niiltfltthgual nationals who could fit into a selling opera-

tion:
(6) Centratl location and good transportation' and communications ties with

other European countries;
(0) Favorable tax treatment of income from sales made to customers located

Outside Switzerland.

Senator KRR. Mr. Morton Levine.
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STATEMENT OF MR. MORTON LEVINE, PARTNER, OF THE LAW
FIRM OF SINGER, LEVINE, & PETTA, NEW YORK CITY

Mr. LEVINE. Mr. Chairman, my name is Morton Levine and I am
a partner of the law firm of Singer, Levine & Petta, located in New
York City.

I wish to comment on H.R. 10650, and more particularly on pro-
posed section 1248(b) to the Internal Revenue Code which deals with
the treatment of gain from sales or exchanges of stock in certain
foreign corporations.

Under our present tax law the sale or exchlige of stock (subject to'
certain exceptions) would be subject to a capital gain tax. There is
presently no distinction in treatment 'between sales of stock of con-
trolled U.S. corporations and controlled foreign corporations. The
effect of the proposed section would be to treat any gain realized on
the sale or exchange of stock in a foreign corporation completely dif.
ferent from gain on the sale of stock of a domestic corporation.
While the gain on the sale of stock of a controlled U.S. corporation
would continue to be taxed at capital gain rates this section proposes
to treat the proceeds of a sale or exchange of stock of a foreign cor-
porationas ordinary income to the extent of accumulated earnings and
profits.

The break with precedent is obvious; one question remains, "Why?"
There certainly must be a valid reason for the drastic conceptual
change that is proposed. Section 12 of the House committee's report
indica-tes the l)hilosopliy of the committee in this regard. It refers
to the President's tax message of last year and its emphasis on remov-
ing tax benefits from so-catled tax havens. The committee farther
states thfat:

* * * The testimony before yotir committee did convince it that many have
taken advantage of the multiplicity of foreign tax systems to avoid taxation
by the United States on what could ordinarily be expected to be U.S. source
Income.

There is no question that tax havens have developed under our pres-
ent structure of taxation. Many plates and gimmicks have been de.
vised to avoid U.S. income taxes by resortinfg to foreign shelters.
Though I can agree that the Internal Revenue Code should be stipple-
mented to remove areas of tax avoidance I strongly feel that all new
provisions must be carefully drafted so that individuals who fall out-
side of the basic legislative philosphy are not unjustly penalized.
There are many individitals who would be seriously injured by ap-
plying the section as presently drafted. They would fall within the
words of the section but not its spirit. I would like to mention the
situation of a nufitber of our clients. I am sure you will agree that
while they come within the letter of the section their control of a
foreign corporation was in no way motivated by tax avoidance.

Our office represents a number of clients who were born in Europe
in the early 1900's. Their families owned a covpbrtotnin Austria as
far back as 1920 which never did and ever has d~be business in the
United States or deed Mahde any sales to persons in the United
States. Because of the Nazi, terror they were forced to flee their homes
and businesses. The businesses they left behind were stolen by the
Nazis. One of our clients was iniTfisged and only released on con-
dition that his business be tui'ne d Over to the Germans as ransom.
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lhey sought asylum in the United States and at the first opportunity
became citizens of this country. They are individuals that the United
States can be proud to have as citizens. These businesses were started
and developed by people who at that time were not U.S. citizens.
They were developed with foreign capital and foreign machinery and
&uipMent and have never made any sales in the Unted States. None
of these elements which went into beginning and developing these fam-
ily businesses came from U.S. sources. They never have and do not
now gain income from U.S. sources. After the termination of hos-
tilities some of the fortunate individuals were able to regain their
businesses. Our clients were among the fortunate. Many others found
that what has been confiscated by the Germans was now confiscated
by the Communists. The individuals who, as our clients, were suc-
cessful in having their businesses restored, now find and will find that
any success will be short lived. The result of their struggles will be
a confiscatory tax on the part of the U.S. Government. Any gain
from the sale or exchange of these businesses will, under this'provi-
sion, be treated as ordinary income due to the accunulation of earn-
ings and profits over a 40-year period from non-U.S. sources. A pro-
posed provision of the law which would have the effect of lumping
people, as those mentioned, in the same class as tax avoiders would be
unconscionable.
In many cases the value of these businesses constitute the great bulk

of the individual's net worth; a net worth which was painstakingly
accumulated without American dollars and prior to the individuals
becoming a U.S. citizen. It should not be our tax policy to confiscate
by taxing at the 91-percent bracket the greater part of an individual's
net worth as the price for becoming a citizen of this country. The
theory of the proposed section is to prevent people from using Ameri-
can dollars in a way as to escape American taxation. It is aimed at
preventing American citizens from escaping American taxation by
going through mechanical acts now sanctioned under the present In-
ternal Revenue Code. The philosophy of the section is certainly corm-
mndable. I do not feel, however, tht it was the intention of this
committee to injure the innocent in order to collect a proper tax from
those who have taken unfair advantage of our tax statutes. We should
not subject the property of U.S. citizens who owned said property for
years prior to becoming U.S. citizens and which property has never
earned income from U.S. sources to a discriminator tax. As appled
to these individuals the net effect of this section would be cofifiscati6n.
Equity and justice cry for relief so as to avoid a deplorable situa-

tion. In my opinion, this section should be amended so as to exclude
those U.S. citizens who can trace their ownership, of foreign corpora-
tions to a period prior to their becoming U.S. citizens. In the alter-
native, I feel the very, very least that sho6tld be done is to apply the
ordihtary income concept of this section only to earnings and profits
cumulated a.ftr the enactment of tile section. By taxing these peo-
ple at ordintary income rates on earnings and profits accumulated over
Period of many years, we will be discriminating against them, and

Feel tlht remedial amendments are required to correct this unfair
Stuationl.
Senator KInRR. Thank you, Mr. Levine.
Mr. Harold S. Geneen, Tinterndtlonal Telephone & Telegraph Corp.

82100-02-pt. 0-11
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STATEMENT OF HAROLD S. GENEEN, PRESIDENT, INTERNATIONA
TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CORP.

Mr. GrmEN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, II
name is Harold S. Geneen. I am president of Interliational Telephon'
& Telegraph Corp.

I appreciate this opportunity to express our views on the Treasury
Department proposals to tax unrepatriated earnings of U.S.-owne
foreign corporations. I have read the previous testimony carefully,
and, knowing the burdens of this committee, I shall endeavor to avoi,
repetition of past material and deal chiefly with fresh aspects of our
problems based on ITT's actual experience overseas.

Parenthetically I would like to add that I have some realization
from my own background as to the difficulties of this area of the bill
and the difficulties which confront both this committee and the Treas.
ury Department, and our comffts are intended to be constructive.

ITT is one of the oldest and largest American-owned internationAl
companies in the world in the fllds of telecommunications and elec.
tronics.

1. Briefly, we have over 80,000 direct U.S. shareholders and bond.
holders and many times more that number indirect shareholders
through investmietf trusts, pension plans, insurance companies, etc.

2. We have, i total 150;000 omployees-130000 of them overseas-
practically all nati nals of the host cowtitties.
3. We operate 33 manufactuiffig arid operating companies in 19

foreign countries.
4. We operate in all 50 States of the United States and have plants

in 11 States whidh employ more than 20,000 people. These comphn ies
whidh have paid out over $1 billion in wages since inception were
started almost entirely from our foreign capital and earnings which
were U.S.-taxed on repatriation.

5. We have provided some 15,000 jobs chiefly in the underdeveloped
areas of Latin Ameria witho.lt subsidy or help.

6. ITT's foreign subsidiaries have always remitted at least 50 per-
cent of their earnings except when blocked by currency restrictions.

7. In the past .10 years, they have remitted a total of $190 million
net to the U.S. economy-$143 million from Western Europe alohe.

8. In addition, we have imported very little into the United States
from overseas and maffitain an export surplus from the United States.
This export surplfls, in the 10 years to 1960, was over $175 million
net.

9. In its history, ITT has not operated or used foreign subsidiaries
for tax-haven purposes.

10. This record stands in spite of the fact that during World War
II, most of our European companies were captured by the enemy and
some of these were never recovered. Again, more recently, in'1960,
we lost a $100 tilitfn telephone company in Cuba, Only 2 months
ago. our telephone company in Brazil was seized. d

We have experienced, in this time, blocked currencies, devaluations,
and the usual risks of a foreign comprtny operating abroad, whidh are
not consistent with the risks of domestic comfianies.

Yet, despite these setbacks and experiences, we have I believe,
continued todo a goodjob for our shareholders anid our Ration.
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We have contributed significantly, as I have said, to the balance of
payments.

In short, if you were to write a textbook, you could not provide a
better example of an American company operating abroad in our
national interests.

What, then, is the purpose of a tax bill that would weaken and
destroy the competitive ability of a company like this, that has con-
tributed on not one, or two-but on every count to the U.S. economy?

Let me say that we are being quite open and objective about ex-
pressing this view.

I appeared before the House Ways and'Means Committee to testify
on the trade bill. I did so because of the direct relationship between
this tax bill now before you and the trade bill. American trade in
the form of U.S. exports is entirely different from filling foreign
markets that can only be met from manufacture abroad. These are
the two areas of strength of American foreign trade. They are not
exclusive of each other. Both activities can and should be carried
forward in the national interest. Testimony brought out in the dis-
cussion between the chairman of this committee and the Secretary of
the Treasury freely conceded that there were ample funds, ample
management, and ample initiative already existing in the United
States to do both of these jobs. This should be the basic approach
of this Nation to enlarging its share of foreign trade.

Nor will passage of this section of the bill result, therefore, in more
expO t growth in the United States to meet these markets. Nor will
the limiting of, one of, these* approaches, to create a surfeit of capital
and management in the other, in any way add to the strength of the
United States.

The purposes of the investment credit features of this tax bill seem
intended to make U.S.-based companies more competitive by equaliz-
ing U.S. depreciation with oversea competitors.

From the standpoint of total tax burden that must be borne, coin-
petitively, tax neutrality between these two groups already exists
without this bill. In fact, Secretary Dillon has already told this com-
mittee, and I qu6te--
* * * the fact of the matter is that our overall tax burden, Federal, State, and
local in the United States Is less tbfn it is in some six of seven of the Eur6optiin
countries * * *.

I am submitting a schedule (app. II) which bears out, based
on ITT's experience, the correctness of this point.

Further, we do not believe the provisions of this bill will provide
any substantial revenues. The cotfitries where the income is earned
have the first claim on additional revenues and undoubtedly would
exercise their claim. We are all familiar with the special estate taxes
imposed in many States to soak up the credit aiuthorized by the Con-
gress in 1926 against the Federal estate tax. In this case, the Con-
gress intended the States to enact such soak-up taxes.

I am sure that the foreign countries are even now reddying legis-
lation for this p urpose, and muld hof it will be "soaked tip, anyway
under existing withholdingtaxes on'dividends, whibh,-by way of ex-
ample, even undr present laws, would add 21 percentage points to
ou tax on unrepatritited earnings in Belgium, for example, to bing
but 7 percent. to the U.S. Treasury. The supplemetibfg or creatifigof
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su.h a tax would Ie a very simple matter, and to the extent that
foreign count lies adopt such soak-up taxes, there will be no increase
ill the revenues of the U.S. Treasury, while at the same time making
our conmpanies noncompetitive.

The fact that total U.S. domestic and total foreign tax burdens on
U.S.-owned companies are thus already neutralized in world trade
does not do away with the competitive injury we would suffer by this
bill.

First, only a small percentage of these European taxes are credit-
able. In 1960, for example, the total Frendh tax burden on the three
French subsidiaries of ITT before deductions for taxes was 78 percent,
82 percent, and 78 percent, respectively, whereas the U.S. foreign tax
credit recognized only percentages of 20 percent, 19 percent, and 16
percent, respectively.

Let me give you a few concrete examples of the effect this would
have on three of our subsidiaries if these proposals were applied to
1960:

(1) In Belgium, where we conduct one of our major operations,
we have to meet well-financed, well-qualified European competition,
such as Philips Lamp of Holland, and Siemens and Halske of Ger-
many. In 1960, under these proposed new taxes, we would have had a
117-percent increase in taxes on our retained earnings, to which our
competition would not have been subjected.

(2) In Great Britain, our company makes electronic and telecom-
munications equipment. Its competition there comes from Pye,
Plessy, and Marconi, and others. Our added burden in income taxes
on retained earnings would have been a 41-percent increase. .

(3) In Australia, we manufacture telecommunications equipment
for that market. Our principal competitor there is a Swedish firm,
L. M. Ericsson. Based on 1960, if the Congress should enact this tax
bill, we would pay 79 percent more in income taxes on retained earn-
ings than our chief competitor in Australia.

As nearly as we can cltermine, no other industrial country imposes
or plans to impose taxes on its companies on the basis of the un-
distributed incomeof their foreign subsidiaries.

The schedule which we submit herewith (appendix II) will show
the large extent of these increases in taxes that wotild result, again
based on ITT's actual experience.

Furthermore, there will be a precedent established for special dis-
crinflinatory taxes by foreign, counittries against U.S.-owned businesses.
I cannot believe that this is in our national interest. But that is
precisely what this proposed legislation would bring about.

Why, then, with cont.ibttions to balance-of trade and payments, to
emnploym~fit aldto ational welfare, and for no i6 portant Additioiial
revenues do we wait to make otw oversea cotnptfties noncompetitive
It has been said that only a loss of growth results, with perhaps smaller
dividods to shareholders and the damage is not serious. This is not
tl'ue, as anyone ruling a company will -assure you.

As an operating businessman, I know thlit you have to maintain
and perhaps improve yoir market share to stay alive. Costs and
pr6flts depefnd directly on voltme prodution correspofiding to market
share.

You are familiar with the term "growth company" as used by in-
vestors. A growth dbfitpany is one that increases rapidly and holds
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or increases its share of the market. Certainly one that was held to a
negative growth would be increasingly noncompetitive in relative
costs and would be immediately discounted as to its future. Its credit
would also be immediately impaired. A company with dwindling
dividends would be similarly considered.

These heavy extra burdens must, moreover, be considered in the
countries where they would be presumed to apply-there is no "aver-
aging" of tax rates or no averagingg " of competition-and wherever
these discriminatory penalties would apply (as per app. III) we
would become that much more noncompetitive.

I think I have shown by facts based- on experience that these provi-
sions of the bill are against the interests of our country from a com-
petitive trade, and contributions point of view. What, then, remains
to justify these proposals?

Tax havens and balance of payments have also been mentioned as
the reasons for these provisions. Let us examine them.

As noted, ITT does not use and has not used foreign subsidiaries for
tax haven purposes.

Moreover, may I submit the simple, sound point to this committee
that a publicly held company, such as ITT, fully and openly reporting
all of its earnings and remitting 50 percent or more of these earnings
to the United States, cannot ever be classified as a "tax haven" com-
pany. On the contrary, public companies, acting in this manner,
should be encouraged to use every legal, competitively available
method open abroad in order to increase the amount of their earnings
and the amounts they can repatriate to the U.S. balance of payments.

ITT is not seeking to use tax havens and will endorse any reason-
able action taken by this committee to reach those tax evaders and
avoiders who unreasonably hoard money overseas. The 50-percent
dividend paynilit and remittance test we have applied to ourselves
follows closely the experience of U.S. domestic companies, and is,
therefore, the natural expression of good management practice of par-
tial reinvestment of earnings to stay competitive. It is not arrived at
from tax considmrations.

H.R. 10650, however, goes far beyond these requirements. In es-
sence, section 13, through its so-called nonqualifled investment provi-
sions, penalizes Amoicans for making new investments in controlled
subsidiaries in develop t areas or from expanding existing operations
there, because the earnings from.wthese activities would have to bear a
U.S. tax not borne by the foreign competition. While this section
purpOrts to allbw explnsion in the same narrow trade or business to
be undei'takon, free of this added tax penalty, this escape httch is
more apparent than real.

As one example of thinking, one coUld not know whether he could
expati.d from refrigerators into air'conditio1ners, although evolutions of
this kind are nitrmal everyday competitive necessities. Mttltiply this
example by tlidtfsantis of operating decisions to be made from'day to
(lay in many areas under these kinds of rules and we would'ahave a.
"stifling" weight of ctnlifusion and resulting-indecision on U.S. conpa-
ides' operations not borne, by their competitors. The cost of adinlnis-
tration by the Governmeint w6ofld'not be, imconsequnehlal either.

In addition to this crippling, "noqualifled investment" featttro, sec-
tion 13 contains numferots otier provisions caliulhtted to subject for-
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eign operating earnings to the burden of taxes not; bdrne'by -burt.Om-
petition. Toname onyfour: , ,

, (1), If an existing foreign manufacturing subsidiary decides to rent
its products to consumers insteadof seeing them--an oncreasm trend
in many industries, such as office equipment, and switehboaNsI-the
rental incofime, for no sound reason since this sa marketing and &oPer-
ating competitive problem, would be considereditax haven income and
taxable to the U.S., parent corporation.

(2) If a foreign manufacturing subsidiary producing consumer
goods desired to create a subsidiary in order to better finance the con-
sumers' purchases of those goods as is done purely forflnandifig rea-
sons all over the world, all of the income of the fnanoing subsidiary
would be considered, without even review, tax haven incoe.

(3) If an American firm decided to form a sales company to sell
for reasons of Operating efficiency only through one common sales or-
ganization operating throughout the Common Market the products of
its foreign subsidiaries made in several countries, the incoine of that
sales company, although in all respects operating income, would be
classed as "tax haven"income. The administrative burden of these
proposals would be enormous.

And moreover, they are proposed to be applied even if, as we'have
pointed out, we report our income from all sources and remit 80 per-
cent or more each year.

This present blNl, therefore, places U.S. manufacturing subsidiaries
overseas in an investment straitjacket as far as diversification and
growth are concerned. Fora technical company 'like ITT, with large
competitive expenditures in research andtidevelopment for continually
changing products and the necessity of continually diversifying fur-
ther to meet competition, this is an impossible burden.

In explaining the competitive injury of section 13, I have touched
only hghtly on the tremendous administrative burden that would be
imposed, through uncertainty, litigation, and accounting costs-but
again I would call these unnecessary inefficiencies to your attention,
as the costs of these must also be recovered in the competitive price.

I should like to comment about section 16 which would tax as
ordinary income on sale, exchange, or merger of the stock of the con-
trolled "oreign subsidiary, all of the gain representing foreign tax-
paid accumulated earnings, without receiving any -oredt for the for-
eign taxes p aid on such earning. While this proqishzi may be aimed
at colloPsible corporatiis, it asthe eftet i the case of operating
companies to disc'imftiate against American oversa companies m
their ability to make ordinary competitive acqtu fitions though ex-
change or merger. This proposal would also Mscurage new imvest-
menit 'i- Lati: America since gains on such sales woulf b bject to
ordinary incmdie tax treatment While losses through cflscatiob' or
othercauses would generally be treated as caPital 16es ofily,

Attached to this testimony Is appendix ' which shows also, the
heavy impact of the gross-up% provision on less developed countries
and makes certain recommendations which parallel the period of
development of our announced Allialico for Prog and other aid

PF qi'a1y, there 'is the balane-of-piyment reason gi en for'these
provisions, I am,' goingto use Western Europe as a ass "for my
comments because this is the greatest developed market oUtside of
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our own. The Treasury Department tables based upon the idea that
our American subsidiary investments in Western Europe increase at
an incremental rate of 110 percent each year are not supported by
the record of the past 10 years. Particularly importantis the.sharp
reversal of recent, years' trends shown by the 1961 Department of
Commere statistics which would indicate that the w hble tide has
turned. These 1961 data were not presented by the T treasury De-
partment to this committee 'ii its testimony. The official 10.year
(min rce Department figures through 1961 give a clearer picture
of what has actually been happening.

In the first 7 of these 10 years, new direct U.S. investment in
Western Europe, with the exception of 1956, remained relatively
nominal and repatriittions to the iUited States in the form of divid-
ends, interest, royalties, and fees substantially exceeded new outflow
in every year. Then in 1959 1960, and 1961 we did see a substantial
increase in that outflow. This was due mainly to two special factors.
One was that European cur r 1 e rapidly being made
fully convertible. The ot was the rapid emerge of the imon
Market with rapid) img standards of living and umer pur-
chasing power. U. . industry in these years telescope their in-
vestments which 0,uld ordiitiril ha spread over longer
periodof years.

However, si ifcantly, 961, desp e the I outflow the
previous 2 yes, earni brought hom to t United States rom
Europe xe xeed once a the I ent out " . More er,
new outflowv to Europe decline 0 ce whi m ney brou it
home-ino e from urope-i ase 25 rce ove 1960. r
business in tents urop e to hay ached balance- f-
payments m turity.

Taking t e entire 10-yea pe I n in Westen
Europe rep triated mill more nt abroad in n w
direct inve nts I only the 0 y '956 and 1960, id
new direct in estmentx re paia an is was cli fly
due in 1960 one $8 million P wi te C fmmerce]
partment com lations have desc spec I and i recurri

These Gov ment figur s o ] tha the esponsibl .S.
firms who make the majo of our f reign merce bri h6me
on the average, n rly 50 pren eir earnings each ear an
in 1960' the bro e 55 percent.

In B61 U.S. private rchanidise exports to Weste urope alone
exceeded our imports fro at area by a sta in billI1n..110ee -the
No one can say ow much of los
existence of our foreign subsidiaries in ' tliose foreign m, .

These are good illustrations of American foreign subsidies work-
ing in a developed market. In Western Europe, the great bulk of
U.S. direct investmeiits are conducted through subsidiaries rather
than branches. Contrary to the Treasury data, this is true of the
operations which U.S. petroleum conrtinies cotiduct there. Hence,
Western Europe is a fair test of the operations of our controlled for-eig corporations.
'We have assembled for your use these Commerce Department bal-

ance-of.payment figures in convenient form and they are shown on
the next two pages, both in graphic form and tabulation.

(The charts referred to are, as follows:)
BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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WESTERN EUROPE 1952-1961 ALL COMPANIES
ANNUAL NEW U.S. NET DIRECT INVESTMENT AND ANNUAL REPATRIATION

(SOURCE: U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE)
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Western Europe, 1952-61, all companle8-Anmmal new U.S. net direct investment
anl annual repatriation

[Millions of dollars]

No t iiRepatriation
outflow

(inflow= Dividends,
mitinus) Totil interest, Royalties

and branch and fees
profits 1

1952 --------------------------------------------------- -8 160 140 26
19.53 -------------------------------------------- 51 177 152 25
1954 -------------------------------------------- ..... 50 229 197 32
1955 --------------------------------------------------- 139 318 274 •44
1956 -------------------------------------------------- 450 373 314 59
1957 --------------------------------------------------- 287 345 281 64
1959 --------------------------------------------------- 190 371 299 72
109 ..............-------------------------------------- 466 500 393 107
190 ... ... ... ..---------------------------------------- 2 962 517 427 120
19061 ------------------------------------------ ----- 604 685 551 134

Total ----------------------------------- 3,257 3,701 ......Les .. .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... .. ... ... ......... .......-- -- 3,.257 . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Less ------------------------------------------- ---- 3.5

Total, 10 year net excess of repatriation over
net capital 0utflow. -------------------------- ------------ 444 ------------.............

I Only an Insigniflcoht percentage of total Investment in Western Europe Is through branches rather

than subsidlarles and earnings therefrom are not separately )uhlished by the Government.
S Includes I nonrecurring purchase In the amtounit of $370,000.000.

Source' U.S. Department of Commerce.

Mr. GENEEN. I would particularly like to call your attention to
some facts that are quite clear from the first chart here indicatingg].
If you will take the year 1958, the black line representing the outflow,
you will notice thit the amount is approximately $200 million in 1958.

Again, in 1959, the outflow is $500 million.
Again, in 1960, it is $950 million, including the $370 million Ford

transaction.
The total of these is approximately $1.7 billion.
Now, the Treasury has made the statement that this money will

only come back to us over a period 6f 25 years, or a rate of 4 percent
a year. At thht rate we wotild expect the return, the heavy dotted
line which shows the year 1958 $360 million, to increase by the amoutit
of millioni, or, roughly, to 400 million 'by 19061.

Instead, we find from the Commerce Department's statistics that
this amoUtnt has increased to $660 niiin, or at a rate five times as fast
as the Treasury Departietlt's statement.

Coming to the ITT "balance of payments" for the same 10 years,
we have brought bothrcapital aind ea rnilgs -home to the United States.
Rather than a new capitfl btltffw, we have had a capital rettin -f
$25 million aid, in addition, we have repatriated, net, $118 miillion
in dividends interest, and fees from Western Europe alone is the 10
years, 1952-a1.

The fact remains the amount we have broughtback from Europe is
soffethig like one-third the net contribution of balance of paymelits
in the 10-year peri6d ending 1961.

Let me say that there are many otlr American firms in the same
position as ITT, having tis same kind of maturity, assisting Amer-
ican industry as a whole to imfifltaiiwbalanced ititernitional inVest-
Inet accounfit- with W1estern Europe.
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I cannot agree with the idea advanced by the Treasury Department
that earnings brought home from abroad in one year have no relation
to new outflows of the same year. This is like saying that I will make
investments in a plant abroad without even looking at the earnings
account. This is a ridiculous statement. You cannot disentangle in an
operating entity the past from the present. At all times one is re-
placing obsolete equipment and old products lines to stay competi-
tive-or integrating for manufacturing cost savings or broadening
product lines for marketing efficiency. The profit and loss flow is di-
rectly geared to the replacemenit-expansion cycle. In other words
decisions on investment and repatriation are inextricably linked and
both are a part of the same operating plant requirements that create
the revenues and are, therefore, not separable decisions.

The official statistics of the Department of Commerce cannot be
interpreted in the Manner of the Treasury Department.

To proceed with these proposals, therefore, will be an open dis-
closure to the world that we cannot carry on a strong foreign trade
position of exporting from the United States and also of operating
abroad. Maintenance of this position is essential to confidence in our
dollar. Failing as a nation to make the best uses of these trade ad-
vantages would be like the businessman who openly did not exercise
his cash discounts and thus immediately gave notice of his distress
and impaired his credit.

The necessity of the balance of payments is, in the final analysis,
"to maintain confidence in the dollar." Failure to maintain our twin
foreign market position will tend to destroy this confidence.

Investors and bankers recognize thoroughly the difference between
a dollar of U.S. investment in a strong indcme-producing trade posi-
tion in Europe as against a dollar of aid spent-although the statistics
presented make no such distinctoin in quality between the figures.

Not only European investors and bankers, but U.S. investors also
will be u'k to recognize the advafitages to foreign-owned companies
that these proposals would create, since they do not apply to the
foreign obrnpAny.

To show what is already happening I place before you a copy of
i. series of clippings describing large, new portfolio offerings of for-
eign seculitiles in the U.S. capital markets including Philips, one of
our largest foreign competitors, scheduled for the very near future
in the anlt of $400 milibln in one tranfsaction alone. The new tax
bill will greatly accelerate this trend by providing an even greater
advafitage to foreign-owned coin paftes in our own capital markfts
here, afid without further cortro, whih I gather the Treastry re-
ferred, to, it cannot be stopped.

Moreover, these foreign firms do not now pay any U.S. corporAte
taxes on the earnings paid to their U.S. shareholders. In the case of
Philips, there is not even a foreign withholding on dividends paidito
U.S. residents. Referring to this morning's testimony, they do not
even file an information return. Therefore, U.S. overseas companies
are at a direct disadvant age weth their foreign comipetltors in otr
own capitalmarkets. This-bill will further extend this disadvantage.

2410
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Moreover, these foreign companies are not concerned with U.S. bal-
ance-of-payments contributions or the creation of U.S. exports.

Although the intended purpose of the bill is to help our balance of
payments, it, is basically proposed to do this by indirectly rationing
capital through tax penalties, which, as these examples show, tend
tojust the reverse: to force American investment into foreign port-
folio holdings, which will lead inevitably to licensing of new issue
capital flow with attendant adverse effects on the balance of payments.
I In closing, let me say I have not attempted to deal with all aspects

of the bill,' including such matters as constitutionality, the effect on
our treaties, the inevitable injury to our prestige, and others. I do
believe that our experience shows that this bill, though well inten-
tioned, would not produce substantial tax revenues would do irrepar-
able harm to our competitive position, and in the end injure our
balance of payments.

I thank you for your patience in hearing me. I have full confidence
that this committee will evaluate the bill on the basis of the facts and
male an equitable decision in conformity with our national interest.
I will be glad to answer any questions. Thank you.

(The attachments referred to are, as follows:)

APPENDIX I

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF HAROLD S. GENEEN WITii RESPECT TO
PROPOSED "GRoss-tv1 or FoaEIGN DiVIDENDS

Congress, in originally enacting the foreign tax credit provision of the law,
decided that a credit should be given to a domestic taxpayer for a share of those
foreign income taxes deemed applicable to the income from which the dividends
stem, regardless of the concept of income in the country involved, and regardless
of the rate of tax in the country involved. In doing so, it attempted to give
some credit against domestic income for foreign taxes paid without going into
all of the details of the system of taxation in effect in each foreign country,
and without analyzing the coticept of income which exists in each foreign coun-
try. This system of rough Justice has been in effect some 40 years without ap-
preciable chaiage, and essentially without criticism. It should not now be
changed on the basis of an essentially Irrelevant arithmetic concept.

In support of this position, we have developed certain new data which can
only support our view that the gross-up will have two very undesirable results
in partictilhr: (1) It will substantially increase the ineffectiveness of the foreign
tax credit in terms of recognizing the real foreign tax burden for which credit
should be allowed; and (2) it will be most arbitrary in effect, striking both-de-
veloped and underdeveloped countries, but bearing on the iiderdoveloped cun-
tries much mio re heavily.

These additional data demonstrating the Ineffectiveness of the foreign tax
credit in meeting the trie foreign tax burden are attached hereto. In schedule
I we have shown the sources of tax revenue of the national governinmits bf cer-
tain foreign countries expressed in terms of the pereentage that various taxes
bear to the total tax revenue of the nihtiohtil government. We have also set
forth the same percentage with respect to the Uited States. A compmrls6h
of these figures is startling and dismaying. The United States, for example, oh-
tains 84 percent of its revenues from personal and corporate income taxes. Of
the 31 foreign countries analyzed, the greatest reliance on personal and cor-
porate income taxes as a source of revenue is Japan, where 59 percent of the
total government revenue comes from personal and corporate Income taxes.
The startling thing aboit the whole analysis is that the arithmetic average for
all personal and corporate income taxes of the 31 foreign countries is only about
37 percent of total government revenue. The average relitifteon corporate in-
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come taxes alone for the 17 countries from which sulch data was availaible to us
is approximately 17 percent versus 29 percent for the United States. This makes
it apparent that other coulntries do not use personal and corporate income taxes
as revenue-prodUcing measures to nearly the same extent as does the United
States. This being so, these countries must rely on other sources for their reve.
nue. Schedule I shows that the United States relies to the extent of 13.76 per.
cent on turnover, sales, production, and excise taxes, and customs duties for
revenue, whereas the relianc for turnover, sales, and production taxes in the 31
countries analyzed, on the average, is 14.68 percent, and their reliance for excise
taxes and customs duties is 38.37 percent. If the reliance of these 31 countries
on corporate and personal income taxes, turnover, sales, production, and excise
taxes and customs duties are all added together, they come to 89.93 percent,
which is very close to the U.S. reliance on income taxes alone.

The obvious conclusion to be gathered from the figures shown on schedule I
is that, in computing income taxes in foreign countries, the incoefi basis upon
which the tax is computed Is much smaller than that for the United States,
since turnover, sales, production, and excise taxes, and customs duties have been
deducted from income before the computation of the income tax. (In addition
to the fact that large tax burdens have been taken ofit of income before the coni.
putation of the income tax, there is, of course, the fact that the concept of tax.
able income varies from country to country. For example, foreign tax jurlsll-
tions may recognize revaluing of inventories to compensate for the changing plir.
chasing power of their currency and may grant special deductions from Ificonie
as an incentive to keep the investment in capital goods current, which deduc.
tions are not allowed for U.S. tax purposes.)

The above analysis is substantiated by material submitted to the Ways and
Means Committee showing the disparity between the total effective foreign tax
burden on subsidiaries of ITT abroad, and the foreign tax of such subsidiaries
which the U.S. foreign tax credit now recognizes (see schedule I1, reproduced
on p. 3023). This schedule conclusively demonstrated that the actual tax burden
of these subsidiaries is much greater than that recognized by the U.S. foreign
tax credit. For example, in 1960 the total French tax on the income of the
tree French subsidiaries of ITT before deduction of such taxes was 78, 82, and
78 percent respectively: the U.S. foreign tax credit recognized percentages of
only 20, 19, and 16 percent respectively. For ITT's German subsidiary, the
percentage of tax burden was 65 percent and the percentage recognized for
credit purposes was 55 percent; for Italy, the percentages were 59 and 36 per-
cent respectively.

It is possible that the analysis of sources of national government revenue con-
tained in schedule I might be criticized on the grounds that it omits state, pro-
vincial, and local taxes in existence in each of the foreign countries analyzed.
However, the existence of such taxes does not materially affect either the validity
of the schedlle or the conclusions we have drawn from-it.

While we do not have the statistics for the Uiiited States for the year 1960,
the statistical abstract of the Utited States for 1060 shows that Individuhl and
corporiteincoffie taxes for the year 1958 constituted 80.57 percent of tothl Federal
Government tax revenues. In the same year, out of totAl tax revenues of
$30,380 ,hilion of State and lodVI tax revenues, personal income taxes constituted
$1,759 million arid corporate income taxes constituted $1,018 million. Thus, if
the State and local 'tax revenues are added to Federal tax revenues, and State
and local personal and corporate income taxes are added to the Federal per-
sonal and corporate income taxes, the percentage which personal and corporate
income taxes is of total Federal, State, and local tax revenues, becomes 58.52
percent. Of the 81 coutltries analyzed on schedule I, only 8-Italy, Norway,
Spain, Sweden, Denmark, Fiilatid, Japan, and Switzerland-have stateor local
income taxes eligible for treatment as foreign tax credits. It is apparent that,
if all of the state and lochl taxes in the 23 coutitles which do not have state
or local inome taxes, and the state and local taxes in the 8 countries which
do have such income taxes are added to each of the various categories of taxes,
the average percentage whichtincome taxes are of totil revenues must, of neces-
sity, decline from the average of 37 percent shown on schedule I. Therefore,
our basic conclusion-namely, that other countries rely to a much smaller extent
on income taxes than does the United States-still remains. The percentages
might shift somewhat, but this would not affect the basic comparison,
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The second answer is that, insofar as a comparison between foreign branches
and foreign subsidiaries Is concerned, a full deduction for all state and local
taxes paid to any foreign government against the operations of the foreign branch
is allowed against the income of the domestic company and is also allowed in
the computation of any income tax paid to a foreign government against the
operation of the branch. Although a foreign subsidiary may be allowed a deduc-
tion for state and local taxes it has paid in computing the net Income subject
to income tax in the foreign country, no deduction Is allowed as such against
U.S. income; and only if the state or local tax is an income tax may it be used
In computing a foreign tax credit of the domestic parent. A perfect example of
this situation is Portugal. If a foreign branch is used in Portugal, all taxes
paid in Portugal, whether federal state, or local, may be deducted in computing
the net income subject to tax in the United States of the domestic company. If
a foreign subsidiary Is used, the domestic parent gets no deduction from net
Income for U.S. tax purposes, nor Is It allowed any foreign tax credit for divi-
dends received from the Portuguese company, since, Portugal does not have an
income tax within our concept of the term.

In schedule II, where an analysis of the effect of the "gross-up" proposal is
given, full weight has been allowed for any state or local income taxes in the
computation of the foreign tax credit. Therefore, it may be stated that, in
determining the relative reliance placed upon income taxes in the United States
and in foreign countries, It is obvious that reliance Is placed to a much greater
extent on income taxes in the United States than in foreign countries, and the
ultimate fact thht the foreign tax credit, as it is presently computed, does not

give full consideration to the full tax burden borne by foreign subsidiaries.
Schedule II attached hereto Is an analysis showing the foreign tax credit allow-

able for each of the foreign countries analyzed on schedule I, plus others for
which we have data, on both the present basis of computing the foreign tax credit
and on the "gross-Up" basis (assuming $100 of net income before income tax).
Analyses of this schedule show that the "gross-up" proposal is no respecter of
countries. It has no Uniformity of effect. It hurts the developed country and the
tnderdeveloped cotifitry alike, although the averages show it has a far greater
impact on the underdeveloped countries than on the developed countries as a
whole. Its effect cannot be determined solely by reference to the rate of income
tax in a foreign country, since this effect is complicated by the system, or lack
thereof, of a withholding tax on the remittances of dividends. Obviously, since
a withholding tax does not vary in dollar terms per dollar of dividend remitted,
the impact -of the "gross-up" expressed as a percentage Increase In tax on for-
eign Income must vary arbitrarily depending on the withholding rate.

Schedule II shows conclusively that the "gross-up," on a country-by-country
basis, will have no uniformity in effect or result. Certainly the foreign tax
treatment of branch income is not uniform from country to country. Therefore,
an arithmetic formula which produces such spectacular varying results between
countries cannot be regarded as a rational attempt to equate the tax treatment
of foreign subsidiary income with branch income. The one effect that can be
predicted with certainty, however, is that the impact of the "gross-up" will bear
most heavily on underdeveloped countries, leaving such advanced countries as
Canada, France, Germany, and the Uited Kingdom reltliVely untouched.

We firmly believe that before the Congress is requested to change a method of
taxing Income from foreign sources which has been In existence for over 40 years,
the Treasury Department should be requested to submit data to the Congress
showing the true burden of taxes borne in each of the various foreign countries
and the effect on that total burden of an arbitrary adjustment of the burden such
as "gross-up."

Schedule II, attached hereto, shows conclusively that the impact of the
"gross-Up" proposal bears most heavily on income from the less-developed-eoun-
trles-a result which seems to be directly counter t0the statement made in the
aid bill enacted only last year that the Government wishes to foster the flow of
private capital into the less-developed countries. Accordingly, we urge that the
enactment of the ",gross-up" proposal be deferred until a proper study of its total
Impact can be made, or in the alternative that a grace period for the application
of the "gross-UP" principle be added to the bill to cover the duration,of the aid
Program :to less-developed countries, as exemplified by the Alliance for Progress,
during which time our tax treatment of dividends would be consistent with the
PurPoses of the aid bill and the Alliance for Progress.



SCIDt LE I
Sources of tax revenues of the United States and certain foreign countries expressed in the terms of the percentage of such tax revenue bears to the

total tax revenues of the country

Country and period

United States (year ended June 30, 1960) ........................

Western Europe:
Austria (year 190)...
Belgium (year 1960) ...........
Netherlands (year 1960) ..... -"Denmark (year ended Mar. 31,1960)--------
Finland(yew 1960) --------------------
France (year 1960)--------------------------
Germany (year 1960)------------ -----Great Britain (year ended Mar. 31, 1961) ------------........Ireland (year ended Mar. 31, 1960)----------------
Italy (year ended June 30, 1960) -------- ...--------.-......
Norway (year ended June 30, 1960) ----------------------------
Spain year 1960) ---------.-.--.-.-------------------.........
Sweden (year ended June 30, 1960) ----------------------------
Switzerland (year 1960)- ----

Average for those countries for which detail is available_....

Latin America:
Argentina (year 195-) ----- - ................. .Colombia (year 190) ...--------------.............. - ...
Costa Rica (year 1960) ........ --Guatemala (year ended June 30,1960)........................
Mexico (Year 1960) .....-------------
Panama (year 1960) .........- -Pe ( ear I Ms) .. .. .. .--------- ------- -------- ------- -------
Venezuela (year 1959) ..---...-- ---------------

Average for those countries for which detail is available ...--

Cororte Personal Total .Turnover, I Excise and I Estate, gift I Miscella- I
taxes

28.89

10.38
(1)

12.15
6.21
7.81

10.30
23.32

(1)
20.07

(1)
5.93

15.25
8.83

12.032(1)

(1)
8.04

35.43(1)

21.74 8.00

taxes
income
taxes

taxes
I I .1.

54.73

8.21
(1)

41.75
31.23
10.92
18.03
26.09

(1)
10.62

(1)
17.96
7.55

31.59
(I)

20.40

(1)

16.00
()

sales, andproduction

83.621.. .

18.59
35.54
53.90
37.44
18.73
28.33
49.41
50.46
30.69
35.12
23.89
2280
40.42
30.92
34.02

32.84
16.64
19.44

27.81
37.88
23.52
9.23

41.09
35.86
38.26
6.93

25.47

22.50

35.84 19.65
60.43 ...........
12.96 5.10
8.04 ------------

34.39 10.44
23.76 7.15
51.43 ------------
55.06 ...........

35.24 5.29
.'

customs
duties

capital,
and stamp

taxes

neous
taxes

13.76 2.16 0.46

20.19
9.98

20.84
56.27
31.99
19.23
20.75
34.29
54.67
15.15
36.27
15.00
40.41
34.50

29.25

31.83
24.74
75.02
80.91
51.81
48.75
45.72
44.94

50.47

7.66
37.45
5.82
3.50
8.67
6.13
4.85
6.02
6.88
7.37
3.357"5.94
4.17

8.99

12.68
13.92
6.67

10.17
2.30

20.342.85

8. 61 .39

20.72
.39

1.79
12.80
8.43
1.47

7.76
1.27
.63

8.07
9.11

5.24

.91

.25

.88
1.06

Total
taxes

100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00

100.00

Percent

Corporate
income taxrate

52

52.00
240.00

47.00
44.00
50.50
50.00

358.00
53.75
40.00

437.00
59.50
37.50
4S.00

533.00

46.45

A 42.00
745.00

30.0030.00
852.00
34.00

45.00

39.13



Far East:Australia (Year ended June 30, 1960) .....--------------------- 18.16 34.98PM (year ended June 30 1960) ............---------------- 28.65 17.23
NOGW~ jearendd arc 3, 960)------------------- (1) (1)A en March 31, 1961) ------- -- 20. 24 5.96

= ended March 31, 1960) ............................ 36.31 2&.16d(year 1960) ----------------------------------------- 4.96 6.02Malya (Year 1960) ------------------------------------------- () (1)
Average for those countries for which detail is availalbe 21.66 17.47

Canada (year ended March 31, 1960) ----------------------------- 24.05 34.51
Union of South Africa (year ended March 31, 1961) .....------------- 33.92 1&02

Average for those foreign countries for which detail is
available ------------ ------------------- 17.37 18. 78

1 Detail not available.2Corporate income tax rate assuming no distribution of profits. With 50 percentdistribution rate Would approximate 34 percent, with 100 percent distribution ratewould approximate 28.5 percent.3 corporate income tax rate assuming no distribution of profits. With 50 percentdistribution rate would approximate 50 percent, with 100 percent distribution ratewould approximate 38 percent.
4 Inclnu approximately 8 percent for excess profits tax levied at 15 percent on profits

13.02
14.61
& 16

9.86

15.45

13.18

14.68

26.71
38.20
25.47
72.35
35.86
50.18
70.39

45.59

24.14

32.97

A8.37

38.37

1.28
.94

4.15
1.45
.72

5.606.55

2.95

1.85

4.91

7.17

5.85
.37

3.37

3.95

L95

2.90

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

In excess of 6 percent of capital and certain reserves.
3 Federal income tax of 8 percent plus 25 percent income tax (approximately) forcantons.
o Includes approximately 9 percent for excess profits tax levied at rates of 10-30 percenton prot in excess of 12 percent of capital and certain reserves.7 Includes approximately 9 percent for excess profits tax levied at rate of 20-56 percenton profits in excess of 12 percent of capital and certain reserves.
'Approximate combined income, excess profits and distributable profits taxes.

40.00
30.00
50.00
45.00
50.00
25.0040.00

40.00

50.00

35.00

42.85

I



SCHEDULE IIschedulee showing actual additional U.S. income tax impact of "gross-up" on full dividend distributions by showing percentage point increase in
U.S. income tax country by country

Country

Western Europe:
Austria ---------------Belgium --------------
Netherlands .............
Denmark ---------------
Finland ...............France .................
Germany -----------....
Great Britain -----------
Ireland ..................
Italy ...................
Norway -----------------
Spain -----------------
Sweden -----------------Switzerland -------------

Average of Western
Edurope countries (14
countries) -----------

Latin America:
Argentina ............
Brazil,----------------_Chile --. -.- .---------- ..
Colombia ..............
Cost Rica --------------Guatemala --------------
M exico ------------------Parmma -----------------
Peru ...........
Venezuela --------------

Grossed-up
dividend
(income
before

foreign tax)

100
100
100
t00
100
100
100
100tooI
100
1001
1001
100
100
100

100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Foreign
income

taxes (in-
cluding

State and
local)

52.0
28.5
47.0
44.0
50.5
50.0
38.0
53.75
40.0
37.0
59.5
37.5
48.0
33.0

44.2

42.0
30.0
25.0
45.0
30.0
30.0
52.0
34.0
35.0
40.0

Income
available
for divi-

dend

48
71.5
53.0
56.0
49.5
50.0
62.0
46.25
60.0
63.0
40.5
6t. 5
52. 0
67.0

55.8

58.0
70.0
75.0
55.0
70.0
70.0
4&0
66.0
65.0
60.0

Foreign withholding U.S. tax on dividend before

tax on dividend gross up

Rate Amount Taxable at I Less foreign I Net U.S.

Percent

5
31.50

5
15
15

5
15
10
5

8.06

S
2525
12
20

20

2.4
52.5

2.5
7.5
9.3

2.0
9.4
5.23,3

4.5

4.6
17.5
18. 75
6.6

14.0

13.0

o percent tax credit

25.0
37.2
27.6
29.1
25.7
26.0
3*2 2
24.05
31.2
328
21.1
32.5
27.0
34.8

29.0

30.2
36.4
39.0
28.6
36.4
36.4
25.0
34.3
33.8
31.2

27.4
42.9
24.9
24.6
27.5
3145
32.9
24.86
24.0
23.3
26.1
3 28
30.2
25.4

28.5

29.0
38.5
37.5
31.3
35.0
21.0
25.0
22.4
35.8
24.0

tax

1.7
4.5

7.2
9.5

9.4

2.4

1.2
1.5

1.415.4

11.9
72

U.S. tax on dividend aftergross up

Taxable at Lessforeign
52 percent tax credit

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

52

52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52
52

54.4
51.0
47.0
44.0
53.0
57.5
47.3
53.75
40.0
37.0
61.5
46.9
53.2
36.3

48.8

46.6
47.5
43.75
51.6
44.0
30.0
52.0
34.0
48.0
40.0

Net U.S.
tax

1.0
5.0
8.0

12.0
15.0

5.1

15.7

4.4

5.4
4.5
8.25
.4

8.0
220

1&0
4.0

12.0

Percent-
age point
increase in
U.S. tax

1.0
2.3
3.5

(2)

4.8
5.5

5.1

6.3

4.2
4.5
6.75
.4

6.6
6.6

6.14.0
4.8



Average of Latin
America countries
(10 countries) -------

Far East:
Australia--...............P h ilip p in e s ----.... .. -
New Zealand. ..........
India --------------------
Japan --..............
Thailand ----------------
M alaya -----------------

Average Far East (7
countries) -----------

*Developed coun-
tries (3 coun-
tries) ..........

Underdeveloped

100

100
100
100
100
100
100
100

36.3

40.0
30.0
50.0
45.0
50.0
25.0
40.0

63.7

60.0
70.0
50.0
55.0
50.0
75.0
60.0

11.77 7.5

15
30

20

9.0
21.0

11.0

33.1

31.2
36.4
26. 0
28.6
6.0

39.0
31.2

30.0 3.9

33.0
42.0
25.0
35.8
25.0
18.75
24.0

1.0

1.0

20.257.2

100~ 40.0 60.0- 0 6.0 31.2 29.1 4.21 521 60 . .5

52

52
52
52
52
52
52
52

43.8

49.0
51.0
50.0
56.0
50.0
25.0
40.0

8.3 j 4.4

3.0
1.0
2.0

2.0
27.0
1z 0

3.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
6.754.8

100 46.7 53.3 5.63 3.0 27.7 27.7 .7 52 49. 7

countries .... 100 35.0 65.0 12 30 8.0 33.8 30. 1 6.9 52 43.0 10.0 3.1
Canada ------------------- 100 50.0 50.0 15 7.5 26.0 I"Z 5 ------------ 52 57.5 ........................Union of South Africa ------- 100 35. 0 65.0 7.5 4.9 33.8 27.6 6.2 52 39.9 12.1 5.9

Foreign tax rate of 30 percent includes 23 percent income tax and 7 percent for excess 3 As adjusted for 75-percent distribution in Germany.Profits tax levied at 20-5 percent on profits in excess of base amounts.2
In the cas of Germany a dividend distribution in excess of approximately 75 percentis necessary in order for any additional U.S. tax to result from the "'gross-up" principle;therefore, no increase in U.S. tax is shown for Germany.

"-4 1.7
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APPENDIX II

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CORP.
Foreign system operations, year 1960-combined foreign income taxes and other taxes on ITT foreign subsidaries showing total foreign tax rate

burden placed on unrepatriated income before any tax levies on income

[in percent]

Foreign income taxes' Levies on income of types not recognized as U.S. tax credits
expressed as a percent of column 1Taxable ____ ____ ____income

before (A) (B)deduction TOt for-for foreign Statutory Effective eign tax LJincome rates on rate on burden
Company and country taxes and income taxable Turnover placed onbefore after de- income production Taxes on Stamp Miscella- Total (4, income Ldeduction auction of before any and sales capital taxes neous 5,6,7) per col-for other levies on tax deduc- taxes unnitaxes not income of tion (other (3+8) a

recognized types not than pay- ( )as U.S. recognized roll and
tax credits for U.S. property 0

tax credit taxes) 114
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 1-&

Europe:London: England ----------------------------------------------- 00 51 37 ----------------------.------------ ------------ ------------ 37Creed: England ---------------------------------------------- 100 51 51 ---------- ------------------------------------------------ 51Antwerp: Belgium -------------------------------------------- 100 30 20 6 1 -" . 2 9 29Hague: Netherlands--------------------------------------- 100 47 36 22 ------------------------------------ 22 58C G C T : France ----------------------------------------------- 100 50 20 5 ----: -'- --- -_- -- --- 2. ... 58"7LGT: France.. ................ ........ 2 58LMT: FranceI------------------------------------------ 100 50 19 61 1 ------------ 1 63 82LCT: France ------------------------------------------------- 100 50 16 62 ------------ --------------------- 62 78Stuttgart: Germany --------------------------------------- -100 66 55 3 4 1 2 10 65Lisbon: Portugal ----------------------------------------- 100 42 ------------------------ 1 ---------- 1 43Madrid: Spain ----------------------------------------------- 100 37 28 18 6 1 2 27 55C rra ee Spain ------ ----- ----- ------ ----- ------ ----- ----. 00.37.3.--- -----..---- ----- ----- ----- -6633Milan: Italy --------------------------------------------- 100 43 36 66. 3 ..........................
Zurich: Switzerland .---------------------------------------- 100 3 36 -- --------------------
STK-Oslo: Norway ------------------------------------------- 100 60 59 ---------- 2 ------------ ------------- 2 61Stockholm: Sweden --------------------------------------- 100 48 40 10------------------------- ------------ 10H e ls in k l: F in la n d -- -- --------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- 5 2 5 2 7 -- 7 5 9Copenhagpn: Denmark ----------- "--------"-------------------------- --- - 2 2------- -2 37



Latin America:Buenos Aires: Argentina .....................
1CIDRA: Argentina ..................------------------ ----00 233 28 21 3 1 1 1 3Radio Brail . .. ....... .... ......................... 0s3 8 ....... 311 93

Radio: Brazil 100 '23 is---------------- 4315Standard: Chile 100 28 48
0025 ----------- 10---- - 47

R adio: C h ile ................----------------------------------- 100 25 35 3 3 .. .. .. . 48... . .. .1

Chiltelco: Chile - ------------------------------------------- 100 25 24 ------------ --------------- 1 25Standard: Mexico .................. - - .... . -100 28 26 ------------ - 1 29Perutelco: Peru ........... ---- ......................... - 100 32 31
Ricotelco: Puerto Rico 31 42 ------------ ----------- ----------- 3 24
Radio: Puerto Rico ---- --- --- --- --- 100 37 31 7 3_-''- ': 10 247Far Fa: SYuey-tRi --- -.............................. 00 37 36 ------------.------------- ------------ ------------

Canada: ITTESCO ----------- --------------------------- 100 32940 29 2- 36.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 100 21-50 21 ----- ---- .. ... . ---------- 2.. ... 31
3---------------------------- 24

I The taxes shown in col. A and in col. B are the same taxes, the 2 different rates reflect- 2 Excluding excess-profIts taxes at sliding scales.ing t he respective premises descri! ed at the head or each of these columns.
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APPENDIX III

INTERNATIONAiL TELEPHONE & TEL.oRAPH CORP.

Foreign system operations, year 1960-Effect of proposed legislation on uere-
patriated foreign subsidiary earnings showing comparison to foreign compe-
titor rates on same and total resulting burden of income taxation

[In percent)

Competitive
disadvantage

Foreign income with local
taxes on companies; Percentage

unre patriated percentages of penalty over
earnings per- additional tax local competi.
centages based on unrepatri- tor taxation
on income after ated earnings rates imposed

Company and country all other taxei caused by on U.S. foreign
levied on proposed legis- subsidiaries

income; per- lation on U.S. (2+1)
centage points owned foreign

of tax subsidiaries;
percentage

points of tax

(1) (2) (3)

Europe:
London, England --------------------.............. 37 15 41
Creed, England ..................................... 51 1 2
Antwerp, Belgium .................................. 24 28 117
Hague, Netherlands ................................ 46 6 13
COCT France .................................... 49 3 6
LMT, F'rance ------------------------............. 50 2 4
LCT, France -------------------------------------- 42 10 24
Stuttgart Germany ................................ 63 (11) (17)
Lisbon, Portugal .................................... 42 10 24
Madrid Spain 39 13 33
CI{A'. E, Sp i . ... .. ....... ..... 35 17 49
.M ilan, Italy ......................................... 47 5 11Zurich, Switzerland --------------------------------- 32 20 63

ST -Oslo, NorwayN ------------------- ....... 60 (8) (3
Stockholm , Sw-eden ................................ 45 7 16Celsinki, finland ----------------------------------- 7 56 (4) (
Copenhagen, Denmark ........................... 35 17 49

Latin America:
Buenos Aires, Argentina._ ---------------------- 42Stckhol RA wdrenia-------- ---------------------- 45 722

CIDRA, Argentina---------------------22
Radio, Brazil -------------------------------------- 27
Standard Chile- ---------------------- _- 39
Radio, Chile ........................................ 24
Chiltelco, Chile.._ ..------------------------------- 27
Standard, Mexico ................................... 52
1'erutelco, Peru .................................... 37
Iientelco, Puerto Rico --------------------- ------ 33
Radio, Puerto Rico ............................ .... 36

Far East: Sydney, Australia ............................ 29 23 79
Canada: ITTESCO .................................... 21 31 148

1 Not applicable.

[From the New York Herald Tribune, Apr. 13, 1902] •

NEW U.S. WoRRY-Low INTEREST

(By Ben Weberman)

The Nation's money managers at the Treasury and the Federal Reserve System
have shifted their interest in balance-of-payments developments to international
flows of capital and credit and away from the structural problems of trade and
Investment. The view is held that solid progress has been made toward improve-
ment of the balance of trade and that even the Government-aid expenditures
have been contained in reasonable limits.

There is fear, however, that low interest rates here, which are designed to
encourage domestic business activity, may also attract numerous foreign gov-
ernments and corporations to the New York market.

The sagging Wall Street stock market may also encourage investors who are
fearful, of further declines to place their funds in foreign securities through' jfr-
chases on foreign markets or by acqUisition of American depository receipts.
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-Net purchases of foreign securities by American residents, including bond
issues floated here, new stock issues sold here and direct buying abroad, aggre-
gated almost $200 million in the first 2 months of this year and the pace has not
slowed in the following month and a half, it was learned.

New Zealand filed a registration statement yesterday with the Securities and
Exchange Commission covering proposed sale here of $25 million, 25-year bonds
to be marketed May 9 through a group headed by Kidder, Peabody & Co.

The Japan Fund, Inc., registration statement became effective yesterday and
1.250,000 shares of common were offered to the public here at $12.50 a share
through Bache & Co., Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis and Nikko Securities Co.,
Ltd. The $15.6 million offering is a bit smaller than was originally planned, with
the registration statement having offered 2.2 million shares.

A rather large amount of funds may flow out of this country when Philips
Lamp makes its stockholder offering soon.

The flight on this outflow can not be waged on an interest-rate basis because
of domestic problems, but must be made through international central-bank
cooperation.

Germans are being encouraged to invest abroad and yesterday Italy abolished
the limit on the maximum amount of foreign bonds and stocks that italian com-

panies may hold. It had been 20 percent of capital and reserves.
The move by the Inter-American Development Bank to raise money in Italy

($24 million, which will be spent in Latin America) and in other European
financial centers also will contribute in some measure to correction of the adverse
balance of capital flows.

The bond market was quite strong yesterday-particularly after stock prices
started to sag. Most corporate issues gained % to point.

A new offering of $6 million Mississippi Power Co. first mortgage bonds is
being made through Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc., at 101.656 with
a 4 percent coupon to yield 4.4 percent. The 30-year, first-mortgage bonds
were won on a bid of 100.8079. Initial reception is expected to move almost 70
percent of the total.

U.S. Treasury issues were unchanged to 2/32 higher. Bills were particularly
strong. The new 3%s of 1968 closed at 100 1/32 bid and were active.

Dealers will be watching investor action today because purchases today will
be settled on Monday when cash is received by institutions which turned in
maturing 1-year bills.

Another one to watch is the $180 million Federal Land Banks offering of 4
percent bonds to be dated May 1 and to mature May 22, 1967. Pricing will be
set Wednesday for offering Thursday, John T. Knox, fiscal agent, and a nation-
wide group of dealers will make the offering.

Producers Cotton Oil Co. placed on the market 200,000 shares of common at
$14 a share through Kidder, Peabody & Co., Inc., and Dean Witter & Co. The
company will use proceeds to acquire additional cotton-producing lands. Profit
was $1,393,000. or $1.68 a share, in the 8 months to February 28.

CFrom the New York Times. Apr. 4, 1962]

FINANCING SLATED BY PirIps LAMP-MOST OF MULTIMILIoN-DOLLAR OFFERING

or COiM.oN To BE EXECUTED IN UNITED STATES-6.153,140 SHARES DUE

MARKET VALUE OF THE STOCK ABOUT $400 MILLION, BUT A DISCOUNT IS EXPECTED

Philips Lamp of the Netherlands made known yesterday plans for a multi-
million-dollar equity financing. Most of the offering will be executed in the
U.S. market.

The Dutch company is widely held by U.S. investors.
The offering will take the form of an offering to shareholders of 6,153.140

common shares of Philips. N.Y., a financial management concern that owns 99.9r)
percent of Philips Industries.

Philips Industries produces television and radio sets, electronic tubes, electric
lamps, pharmaceuticals and other products. It has factories in the Netherlands
and 29 other countries. World sales last year exceeded $1,800 million.

Thedllhr aggregate of the financing was not formally designated in a regis-
tration statement that was filed yesterday with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
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It was said in Wall Street that the offering would be the biggest here by a
European enterprise since Royal Dutch Petroleum Co. shares priced at $228,.
068,550 were marketed in 1958.
Discount ia expeote4

If priced at current market value, the Philips N.V. share offering would total
about $400 million. However, the Philips shares are expected to be offered for
shareholder subscription at a sizable discount from market value, in keeping
with the practice in Europe.

Philips is selling at about 800 percent of par value, and there is much resist-
ance abroad to offering new shares at a price far above the par value. Adjusted
for a pending stock split, the Philips, N.V. shares have had a price range in the
over-the-counter market this year of 69% to 627A.

The offering is not being underwritten. It will be managed in the United
States by Smith, Barney & Co., which will form a group of investment dealers to
solicit subscriptions.

Company shareholders will get rights to subscribe to the new stock on the
basis of one new share for each five shares held.
European manager

The Rotteramsche Bank, N.V. of the Netherlands will be manager of the
overall offering and of the European subscription agents, but will not participate
in the solicitation or offering in the United States. Burnham & Co., a participate.
ing dealer here, will, act as agent abroad for the U.S. soliciting group.

Philips has called a special stockholders' meeting for April 19 to approve a
2-for-1 split of its common shares to a par value of 25 guilders. (A guilder equals
about 26 cents.)

Philips, N.V., is known in the Netherlands as N.V. Gemeenschappelijk Bezit
van Aandeelen Philips' Gloellampenfabrieken. It has no business other than
administering the shares of the wholly owned subsidary, Philips Industries
(N.V. Philips Gloellampenfabrieken).

The management company owns 99.96 percent of the common shares and 99.76
percent of the preferred shares of Philips Industries. The articles of corporate
association require that Philips Industries must issue and sell shares only to
Philips N.V., and that neither Philips' N.V., nor Philips Industries may issue
additional shares unless both issue the same number and class of shares simul-
taneously. Philips Industries will receive the net proceeds from the sale of its
parent's shares and will use the money for working capital and expansion.

(From the New York Times, Apr. 20, 1962]

INVESTMENT COMPANY LOOKS TO JAPANESE STOCKS

Financing for the Japan Fund, Inc., was completed yesterday when the manag-
ing underwriters handed over a cheek for $14,250,000 to managers of the new
closed-end investment company. The check represented net proceeds from the
sale of 1.250,000 shares of common stock. The offering was made on April 12
by a group headed by Bache & Co., Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis, and the
Nikko Securities Co., Ltd. Closing ceremonies were held at First National City
Bank, which acts as transfer agent.

Japan Mund is described as the first closed-end investment company in this
country that will invest primarily in common shares of Japanese companies.
Plans are to invest at least 80 percent of assets in Japanese securities. The rest
will be in additional securities or cash. Nikko will act as Investment advisers.
The new company was incorporated in Maryland.

Senator SMATTTEIRS. Senator Curtis, do you have any questions?
Senator Ctmrrs. A few questions.
The FihNleial ,Thufrfin1 has said that about 37 percent of the share-

hIlders in the Philips Co. are citizens of this country, residents of
the United States.

Mr. G ,NnN. That is correct. That is the 'fig0re I have seen,
Senator.
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Senator CURTIs. Now, section 13, if it is enacted into law, will those
holders of shares in Philips have a more favorable tax position than
shareholders in your company, if you operate a competitive company
with Philips?

Mr. GENEEN. The answer is "Yes." They already hold a more
favorable position. There is no tax or withholding on any direct
foreign dividends, for example of Philips coming into the United
States. The money which we bring into the United States to pay
our dividends is already taxed under our rules on repatriated earnings.

It will be increasingly taxed under the gross-up formula, and, as I
have said before, just coming to the withholding provisions which
were discussed this morning, there are no foreign withholding taxes
on dividends Philips pay to U.S. shareholders, as there are on our
own, as well as no U.S. information returns.

Senator CtmTIs. Would section 13 make the situation-
Mr. GFNmN. I want to move on further. That is with relation to

the shareholder himself.
With relation to the equity value of his shares, obviously, these

foreign people will be operating, as I have said before, with complete
competitive freedom from these provisions.

Now as a matter of fact, Philips, which is based in Holland, is
probably the largest company in Europe of its type, much larger than
we are, pays no tax under the Dutch laws on even repatriated earn-
ings, let alone unrepatriated earnings, and, in addition to that, I
would say it has many other particular advantages; particularly if
we were to enact this legislation, it would be entirely free of these
many things which I have pointed to, which would be a handicap to
an operating company and which are contained in sections 13 and16.

Senator CURTIS. The enactment, then, of sections 13 and 16 might
tend to speed up investment by U.S. investors in foreign companies
and slow it down in our own companies?

Mr. GENEEN. It would certainly add an additional incentive, and
since the basis of this bill seems to be a type of capital licensing, it is
obvious we have not attempted to put any type of restraint on our
foreign portfolio investments.

Now, actually, to do anything of that sort would lead you to the
comments made by the Secretary that you would be into a licensing
situation. If this incentive becomes large enough, and the disparity
between the treatment of U.S.-owned foreign operations abroad com-
petitively becomes more difficult as a result of enactment of law, this
trend will be accelerated and may well force us to such a licensing.

Senator CURTIs. If ITT reincorporated in the Netherlands, it would
avoid section 13, would it not?

Mr. GENEN. Well, I will be a little facetious. I presented this one
day to one of the members of the Treasury Departnent and after
going over this roblem and looking at what we had dane, the best
answer I got bacK is that we slhtild have been a foreign company.

But I do not agree with that.
Ile kicked in here, as I have shown, something like alMost $400

million worth of net contributi611 to the balance of payments of this
country in the last 10 years, and I think we are entitled to fair
handling.

Senator CvnTIs. How many employees do yoii have in this cdtflitry?

2423
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Mr. GENEE.. 00,000, sir and those are companies which-there is
a reason for us being an offshore company to the degree we are. Back
in the 1920's the offshore properties of Western Electric for various
reasons at that time were divested, and this became the nucleus of
our operations. So we have been developing our U.S. operations out
of foreign tax-paid earnings. We have done the same in Latin
America and the same in the rest of the world.

As I said in my comments here, we have created 15,000 jobs in
Latin America without subsidy or aid.

Senator CrTttIs. Would you have these same jobs here if it were
not for the foreign operations?

Mr. GENrEEN,-. Certainly not. I can say that our capital is brought
back here for us to do this with, and we have pressed as hard as we
can to expand here.

There are certain natural advantages which we have in operating
abroad which are not open to competition from. here. I might say,
that it is quite clear that in many of these countries you must have
local manufacture. A great share of our markets are to the govern-
ments of those countries themselves which could not be filled from
here.

There are other bases of competition which represent products which
can only be manufactured and sold from there.

Now, the extent that they can be made and sold from here, we would
be trying to do that in the areas that we are experienced in and could
(do so.

Obviously, there are much more well-financed and sound companies
in the United States if you were going to initiate entirely new lines
with which we are not familiar.
Senator C TrIS. To ptt it another way, do the foreign operations

cut down the number of employees you have in this country?
Mr. GENrENF. No, absolutely'not."
I gave a figure of $175 million of exports that we had created in

the last 10 years out of our companies here-I mean from the United
States to abroad. Well, over three-quarters, or 80 percent of that we
can trale directly to our own company as being the source of the
orders.

I would say that in that same period-I have not got an exact
figure-I would doubt if our imports during that period would have
added up to $25 million, and considering that we have done abroad
in that period somewhere in the order of $3 to $4 billion worth of
business, you can see that we are not taking any jobs by this process.

We are contributing.
Senator CuRTrIs. To the extent your exports exceed your imports,

you are providing jobs ?
1fr. 0EE. Oh, yes: providing jobs.
I thought you meant the other way, through income repatvi'ti6n to

the United States.
Senator Ctim'rs. Now, in what States does ITT have plants, sir?
Mr. G ENr,. Well, I will have them checked out; those in my mind

are Illinois, Mississippi, Tennessee, New Jersey., California, North
Carolina, Massachfsetts, New York. Perhaps I have skipped some.
Senator CrTI's. Indiana?
Mr. GE .,N. We have two large ones there.

2424
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(Tie following was later supplied for the record:)
ITT has plants, laboratories, operations, and offices in all 50 States; and major

plants in addition to those named in Virginia, Missouri, and Rhode Island and
another under construction in Nebraska.

Senator CuRTis. Have you computed how much this proposed tax
bill would cost ITT?

Mr. GExrN. We have not because it is very difficult to determine
what the cost of it will be. If I look at section 13, there is not only the
question-let me move down to some of these areas-there is not only
the question of the sharp increase in taxes that I have referred to
here. There are all of the questions of the interplay of section 13.

Many of the areas that we get into there where we have used normal
methods of renting equipment, using finance approaches for consumer
uses, all of these are not limited to any one country, because this be-
comes a bill now against certain methods of operating.

My point, which I raised before, is, we are not a tax-haven company.
We are a large international company operating almost in the public

benefit, and tobegin to apply all of these kinds of regulations in here,
pluis the cost of administration, I could not tell you what this will cost
US.

Now, I will move over into another direction which gets into the
competitive area. n

Apart from the fact it will cost us this money comlpetit ively, I have
no understanding whatsoever at this moment as to what our relations
will be with the governments that we serve in each of these countries,
remembering that we are a foreign company operating in each of these
countries, selling over half our output to the governments of those
countries.

And now we are to become a company which has been singled out
for perhaps discriminatory tax treatment by those governments, and,
as a result, we will probably have to-because we will have withhold-
ing tax liens on most of our earnings-pay out a very substantial part
of our dividends, even if we have to repatriate them back there again.

What this will-do with our relations with those governments, I could
not compute.

What the effect of this discriminatory retaliation will have with our
governments in Europe, I cannot tell you. Certainly it (toes not add to
our competitive strength.

Senator CUTis. Since the proposed tax is to be placed on the U.S.
shareholders and not on the controlled foreign corporation itself, how
can you say that the foreign subsidi,.ry will be hurt competitively?_

1r. GFENEEN. This is a very fine eupbemism that does not really ap-
ply. I have to draw these funds frow somewhere to pay the tax and
to pay the dividend.

Now, if I have a tax which is applied, in effect, nasured by my
earnings if ydu will, in any one of these countries, as I see it; that
money is the difference between the foreign tax rate and 52 percent is
what is proIosed to be taxed by thislaw.

Now, wherever, for example, I lave a foreign withholding tax, I
have a seconditry lien on those earnings and the only 'way I cab clis-
charge that lien'is to take those eari ng1s o6ut of thai ,untry over to
the United States. Then what I have left is subject t-o U.S. tax.

12425
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So I ani not going to be able to sit back here and just apply this on
the overall company.

Senator CURTIS. It is not as simple as just increasing the rate-
Mr. GENEEN. I think it is more subtle than that. YVou have got a

whole organization consisting of people and management, and it is
not possible to conceal from them or their governments and the cus-
tomers or competitors the fact that you are, basically speaking, strip-
ping your earnings out of these countries on the basis of some type of
repatriation entirely beyond the normal requirements of a good oper-
ating requirement in that country. I think you would get all kinds
of pressures.

Senator CURTIS. Representatives of the Treasury Department told
us that they do not regard U.S. direct ownership of European corpo-
rations as necessary in the public interest. Can you give us specific
reasons why the United States should continue to own direct subsidi-
aries in Europe?

Mr. GNRIN. Well, I think I have given some in my testimony,
Senator Curtis.

I have pointed out that we have contributed $190 million in net pay-
ments to the U.S. balance of payments; that. we have contributed
$175 million in exports net: that we have created 20,000 jobs and paid
$1 billion in wages. I think these are pretty good reasons. But I
would go beyond that.

There is a great deal in the way of exports, prestige, power, strength,
that come out of our ownership and control of these companies.

As a minor example, we buy some $80 million of copper and lead
a year. This is an international commodity. We can buy it from
companies or countries which are somewhat within the sphere of those
things that we are interested in.

Certainly you could hardly say that the ownership or control of
these companies does not bring with it strength that can be applied
entirely beyond even these which I have mentioned, which are quite
considerable.

Senator CURTIS. Now, if this bill is enacted, what effect will it have
on our existing ownership of subsidiary corporations?

Mr. GF.NEEN. This is a very hard question to answer. Obviously,
to the extent it makes us noncompetitive, we begin to be worth more
dead than alive or, to put it differently, we are worth more to a
foreign owner tian we are to an American owner. It is pretty hard
to say what the effect will be.

I have one specific case in my mind as I speak. It is a rather-odd
one.

We own 51 percent of our subsidiary in Italy. Now, you tell me
how much local pressure I am going to receive from, you might say,
the minority group in tha.t company as to relinquishing control for
no other reason than 9 discriminatory sort of tax which would be
applied to them, as well as us, for the median of 2 percent of the
stock.

Senator CuwTis. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator SmATHERS. Senator Douglas, do you have any questions?
Senator DO6oAS. No.
Senator SmAu'rmns. Mr. Geneen, you have said that section 13 of

this proposed bill, if enadcted, will create a straitjacket as far as your
ctilpany and other foreign subsidiary companies are concerned.
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Would you elaborate on that?
Mr. GENEEN. Yes, I would, because, while it is intended apparently

to get at tax haven-type companies, certainly not companies of the
size and nature of operations of our own, it does create some tremend-
oui problems for an operating company. Let me just pick out a few.

I have named a couple in the testimony. Let me add one I have
not named.

For example, it says that all of our profits for the year must be
committed in the form of new investments, which, generally speaking
very often means plant, fixtures, and equipment, by December 31 o?
that year. Otherwise, it will be thrown into the category as tax-haven
income.

This is a completely unworkable concept, however it got into the
bill.

Again, the question of what is a new product, and how can we move
from one area to another, and who do we get permission from and
how do we operate under these circumstances-these are operating
questions which give great problems.

The question of how we can manage our business, particularly with
the growing Common Market, where you would, normally speaking,
make new products or components in one area and ship to another.

This is the way we do in the United States in a large market and
which we shall be free to do so under this.

Under the rules, as we have them now new products or components
moving from one country to another which happen to move into an
assembly that goes out into export or something, then you have the
problem of trying to devise some kind of method of measurement of
some infinitesimal amount of "nonqualifled" movements and how
many of them are items which become under this section 13 "tax-
haven" areas.

I mean it is obviously not intended this way, but that is the way it
is written.

Just some very simple areas of rentals for equipment, which is quite
normal as a marketing problem, nothing to do with tax havens, all
of this, as I have mentioned, is automatically thrown into a tax-haven
area, and becomes again a problem of how to operate. The same is
true of finance companies which are legitimate marketing procedures.

I have mentioned in section 16, these mergers. For example, in
consolidation of the TV industry, which has taken place in many
appliance fields, it has been necessary for many companies to merge
companies and pull them together to create a continuing marketing
share against the inereasin competition.

Under section 16 of this bill, whkh is also part of the same probleni,
all of this would immediately be taxable as ordinary income, not even
caital gains.

It seems to include mergers and transfers as well as sales. A very
recent case we had where we needed, for example, a machine shop
in one of our coulftries in Europe in order to develop some automation
equipfneit and stay competitive with our fajor competition.

We acquired this company through an aquisition in the manner
of exchange of stock. All of these things seem to be areas where
normal operating companies mihst have freedom to work, if they are
go1hg to operate in this mantlet.
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Now, you might say that beyond that we are going to get other kinds
of problems which are more difficult to define but which, as a manager,
you will recognize immediately.

If the United States is going to pull out from support of these
companies and is going to actually discriminatorily tax them in rela-
tion to their own competition, it becomes increasingly clear to the
people whom you are competing with that you are working against
some kind of an uphill situation.

As it result, for engineers, management people, all kinds of things
become more difficult for an operating company, and, remember, we
are already a foreign company operating in a foreign land. This is
not an easy problem, to start with.

Senator SMATHERS. You referred in your statement to the fact that
the tax bill is a form of capital rationing through taxation.

Do you think it would be better or worse to deal with this situation
through direct licensing rather than through taxation?

Mr. GENEEN. Well, if you go down the chain of reasons for these
provisions, I have already addressed myself to the tax-haven area and
made it quite clear the type of company we are and the size and man-
ner we have operated.

We have never used them, and I do not think any large or public
companies are doing this. We are not talking about tax havens.

If there. is some problem of, as somebody also would put it, "caicli-
inag the rats without burning the barn down," that is the kind of a
l)roblem for which a solution is needed.

On the other hand, when you get over to the question of the in-
(lirect type of licensing control which seems to be the only basis for
this bill at the moment, since there is very little revenue-I predict
dwindling revenues involved-it seems to hit at the companies who
are already overseas, who are already supporting and sending back
substantial contributions to the balance of payments, as our own state-
ments will show, and the man who is going over there currently and
probably will have no revenues to even talk about for a year or two
until he gets set, he is not bothered at all by it until he begins earning.

So here is a type of indirect licensing that does just the contrary of
what I would think would be required in the sense of preventing capi-
tal from going abroad and, at the same time, making noncompetitive
that capital which is contributing from abroad.

Now, I think the consequences of this kind of a bill could well force,
-s I have pointed out, a major switch of investors. You should not
legislate an investor into direct foreign ownership. If this happens,
you will be forced into some kind of licensing to prevent the kind of
i)ortfolio investment which is increasing. I tlirfk, by the same token,
that the advent of such licensing would be a very major catastrophe
from the standpoint of the confidence in our dollar.

So I am not recommending it.
I think there are a great many other things we should be doing,

and I would coin a very simple comment. I have this headline here
"$400 Million for Philips". I would assume that somewhere some-
body is busy finding out what these foreign countries are going to do
in supporting some of these things which are creating this'balance of
payments problem rather than killing off these good commercial
beachheads that we have. -
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I would say, without recommending that, that we would be better
handled under such a licensing agreement because there you can sift
out those things which are important, to the national Interest against
those which are not.

But I recognize the difficulties that this would lead us to, Senator.
Senator SMATII.R.S. You have many simple recommendations, Mr.

Geneen.
Recognizing that there are such things as tax haveiis, and your

company is not one that. takes advantage of them and is not the basis
of our complaint, how do we get at these people who do use the present
tax laws with respect to oversea operations as tax havens and not hurt
or injure legitimate companies, like yours, for example, that returns
a net balance of payments to the United States?

Mr. GENEEN . Well, I think if our purpose were only to get at tax
havens, this might not be so difficult. It has been said by a number
of people who are more informed than I that there already exists
ample provisions in the law, the revenue code, to handle that situation.

I must say that in support of this I know of no situation in Europe
or any other developed country which has found it necessary to tax
iepatriated earnings as the only solution to the tax haven problem.

But what I am afraid we will keep running into is a combination of
tax haven interest tied up with this balance of payments licensing
problem, and then, when you try to put these two things together, you
begin to get the balance of payments problem I was speaking of.

As I pointed out in the case of my company-and I think this would
go for all of our large international companies-you can hardly have
a tax haven company that reports its earnings and remits regularly
a substantial part of its money.

As I said, we should be almost encouraged to do anything to avoid
foreign taxes, increase our income that we send back here. But then,
when you get to these areas which are troublesome, which are un-
pleasant, and, when they are uncovered, and which give rise to a great
deal of concern, I think that you are dealing with an entirely different
kind of a problem.

And I think you will find that all of the large industries are en-
tirely behind any necessary legislation that would be put forward for
that purpose.

But 1 do not think that this legislation, as we have it proposed
here, like section 13, is actually aimed at tax havens. It seems to
be aimed at something much broader than that, approaching the taxa-
tioi of unrepatriated earnings.

Senator SMATrHEs. You operate in several of what probably would
be described as the less developed countries. Is it true under the bill
that income from U.S. developed patents, even when derived from
less developed countries, is taxed to the U.S. shareholders? -

11r. GENEE. If I understand your question correctly, Senator,
you are saying is income from underdeveloped cotit'ies taxed when
it is repatriated to the United States?

Senator SMA'rHERS. No.
Where the income in the less developed coiuitries is derived from a

patent, so to speak?
Mr. Gi-NrN. Oh, the patent?
Senator SMATr1r.,s. Yes, atre you familiar with the pateits?
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Mr. GENEtx. I am not clear on that one, frankly. That is a ques-
tion of whether-I am sure of one thing. All income that is derived
abroad and brought in the United States under present rules is taxed.

Senator SMATfinuS. Let me put it this way.
It is my understanding that., while we have a provision in the bill

which says that the foreign tax provisions would not apply in cer-
tain respects to less developed countries, nevertheless, in a less devel-
oped country where a business is operating, if the income which it
derives is derived by virtue of some patent that had been granted
in the United States originally, then the exemption to the less de.
veloped countries is no longer allowed.

Air. GFNEEN. I am not completely clear on that, but I think that
all of section 13, which would include that, does not apply in the under.
developed countries.

That is my understanding.
Senator SM ATIMrS. That is right.
It does not apply unless you get the principle of patents involved.
Mr. GE.NEEN. Yes. It is correct that income from patents and

processes in the less developed countries would be subject to section 13.
Senator SrArMERS. Anyway, I will not pursue that at this time,
If there are no other questions of Mr. Geneen-Senator Douglas
Senator DOUGLAS. May I ask sir, if any of your foreign subsidiaries

are incorporated in Switzerland?
Mr. GENEmN. Yes. We have a company in Switzerland, Senator.

It, has been there for about 40 years. We make about 35 percent of
the telephone equipment tliat is used in Switzerland. It is a. hard-
working manufacturing company complete with machinery, salesmen,
manufacturing, and engineers.

It is not a tax haven.
Senator DorLAs. In which cantons are they incorporated?
Mr. GENEEN. This happens to be in Zurich because that is where

the plant is.
Senator DOUGLAS. Both in the canton?
Mr. GENEEN. I think it is in the canton in Zurich. I could not be

sure on that.
Senator DouoiLs. Do you have any in Italy?
Mr. GENEEI. No.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or in the Bahamas?
Mr. GENEE. We have one company in the Bahamas. I will say

simply it has a loss in it. It was formed simply for the purpose of
the work Ave are doing in Puerto Rico. It seemed more preferable
to have an offshore company do the job.

Senator DOUGLAS. Do you have any companies incorporated in the
Virgin Islanids?

Mr. GENEEN. No. We run the teleplhineo MApany there. I should
say yes to that. We do. We run the Virgin Islands Telephone Co.
down there a complete operating entity.

Senator boveLAs. Woflld you tell me ab6tit the Bahamas? Do
they live a corporate tax in the Bahamas?

Mr. GENEEN. The corporate tax is low there, but that was not our
particular reason.

Senator DOueLAs. I understand.
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Mr. GENEEN. The administration costs-I believe they do-the
administration costs for our particular purpose were very low, no
filing fees, very low and so on.

Senator DouGLAs. Virtually no corporation taxes?
Mr. GENEEN. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Is there a personal income tax there?
Mr. GPNFEN. I do not know. I do iot think we have anybody draw-

ing their salaries as a resident of the Bahamas.
Senator SMATHERS. All right, sir, thank you very much, Mr.

Geneen.
Mr. GENEnN. Thank you, sir.
Senator SMATtERs. The next scheduled witness is Mr. G. R. C> ,

National Constructors Association.

STATEMENT OF G. R. COLLINS, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE LUMNUS
CO., AND PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL CONSTRUCTORS ASSOCIA-
TION; ACCOMPANIED BY JOSEPH J. GIBBONS, ASSISTANT TREAS-
URER, BLAW-KNOX CO.

Mr. CoLINs. My. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is G. R. Collins. I am president of the National Constructors
Association, of which 29 large nationally and internationally known
firms of engineering and construction contractors serving the oil,
chemical, power and Steel industries are members. I am also vice
president of the Lummus Co., one of the members of the National
Constructors Association. My statement today is on behalf of the
member companies of the association.

I wish to digress for a moment to introduce my associate. He is
Joseph J. Gibbons of the Blaw-Knox Co. He is assistant treasurer
of that company and he assistedin the preparation of our statement.
The Chemical Plants Division of Blaw-Knox is a member of the
National Constructors Associatioii.

The member companies do an annual volume of engineering and con-
struction of approximately $5 billion per year. This includes large
and complex industrial facilities in the United States and in prac-
tically every country of the world, except those behind the Iron Cur-
tain. This volume consists, for the most part, of contracts under-
taken for both American and foreign clients, including private busi-
nesses and governments, the performance time for which ranges from
I to 5 years.

A relatively high percentage of these contracts are on a fixed-price
or lump-sum basis, thus involving not only the usual risks inherent
to the construction inditstry, but, because of their long-term nature,
also involve exposure in debstic operations to the hazards of inifla-
tiold, wage increases and legislative changes, both State and Federal.

III the case of foreign engineering and c~nstrutti6n there are the
additional hazards and contirndencies Of strange constritftli sites,
availability and cost of personniel, housing for that p ersoingl, appli-
cable local legislation, and, in prtkular, customs, duties, and taxes,
not otly on income bt-6 t capital$ turtbver, wages, property, et cetera,
and the perils of exchange rate flicfittttins and cti'retcy
convertibility.
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This p)roteetiiol is given in the realization that engineer constructors
bring a very slbstantial volume of heavy machinery and equipment
orders to loc1a factories, thus stimulating the economy and, in addi-
tion, adding cntisiderably to the prestige of the country involved, thus
broadening its market opportunities. In addition, there is appre.
ciation by these countries of the fact that successful initial installa-
tions invariably lead to repeat orders not only for replacement ma.
ch inery and eqnipmont, parts, and so forth, but also for future expan-
s 1ls and OveI II'W Plants.

We, therefore, respectfully submit that any measures, the effect of
which is either to deter U.N. engineer constructors from entering or
staying in foreign markets or of placing them in a position where they
cannot conl)ete on a relatively equal basis, represents a severe cur-
tailment of U.S. economic opportunities, prestige, and the loss of trade
balances and tax revenue, far surpassing the not inconsiderable con.
triltltion of the engineering construction industry itself. We firmly
believe the industry needs and must have additional encouragement
in the realm of package financing workable and practical credit, pc.
litical and inflation guarantees, ana at least equal tax position vis-a-vis
foreign competitors; not a tax bill constituting, in effect, broad addi-
tional areas of uncertainty, hazard, and exposure to additional and un-
expected taxation occurring several years after the long-term com-
mitments inherent in the industry and necessary to successful com-
petition have occurred.

We wish to point out again, as we did in our statement to the House
Ways and Means Committee last year, that the establishment of for-
eign subsidiaries in the construction industry is done to meet legal
requirements, to satisfy feelings of national pride in some countries,
to enable local participation in some cases, to permit the use of fi-
nanding not presently available to our domestic companies, afld other
similar reasons, all dictated by business considerations. The use of
such subsidiales is not designed to take advantage of lower wage
rates, lower raw material prices, or as a clever -device to avoid taxes.

We further submit that the measure presently proposed as applied
to the engineering construction industry may ultimately result an
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overall loss of tax revenue to the United States. The additional tax
revenue from the engineering construction industry itself is apt to
be outweighed by the ultimate decrease in tax revenue from U.S. man-
ufacturors, suppliers, and contractors arising from-

(a) The decline in orders for machinery and equipment going
into plants constructed abroad resulting from the inability of
U.S. engineer constructors to maintain their competitive position.

(b) The loss of part of the market for replacement of machin-
ery, equipment, and parts used initially in these plants.

(o) The loss of plant expansion contracts.
(d) The possibility that the investment tax credit will not, in

fact, result in additional industrial plant expansion in the United
States of America.

It, is in this general framework tlat we submit seplarately our ('om-
i,1(,nts oil the Presidlent's tax message and the plroposcid revision.of
ti(' Internal Revenue Code, known as House bill No. 10050.

The National Constructors Association appreciates the opporttlnity
of being heard by this committee.

A further word, 1r. Chairman, if I may.
hi saying that we are submitting our conineitts separately, I am

referring to our suppleniontary statement, copies of which have been
supplied to all members of the committee. This supplementary state-
nent contains specific comments and recommendations concerning
eight sections of the proposed Revenue Act of 1962.

(The supplemn1ttary statement referred to is as follows:)

S&IVLEMENTARY STATEMENT OF G. R. COLLINS, VICE PRESIDENT OF THE LUM-
MUS CO. AND PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL CONSTRrCTr01S ASSOCIATION, RELA-
TIVE 10 TUE REVENUE ACT OF 1062 (H.R. 10050)

(NOTE.-This statement supplements a general statement pre-
sented orally to the cointufttee and contains detailed comments on
sections 2, 4, 0, 11, 12, 13, 16, and 21 of the bill.)

SECTION' 2. CREDIT FOR INVESTMENT IN CERTAIN DEPREOIAnLE PROPERTY

We are dubious that the investment credit will actually accomplish the purpose
for which it is intended, that is, to stimulate the investment of additional capital
fia new machinery and equipment.

This provision also discriminates against taxpayers, similar to engineering
and construction contractors, who derive income primarily from unique and
basic services rather than from a heavy investment In machinery and equipment.
These services, in themselves, however, may develop into, and in the case of
engineering and construction contractors do so, heavy outlays of capital for
machinery and equiplnent on the part of those using contractors' services.

It is noted, also, that this provision of the proposed bill will exclude from the
definition of property under section 38 that property used predominantly outside
the United States. No distinction is made as between a branch or foreign sub-
sidinry. A distinct advantage is given to those who invest in the United States.
Thus, the foreign branch of a domestic company, not to mention a foreign sub-
sidlary of a domestic company, is placed in a position of tax inequality.

The consequences of such legislation can be easily foreseen. American business
abroad will be further handicapped In meeting foreign competition with a conse-
quent withdrawal of American bitalnes from foreign countries with a concomi-
tant deleterious effect on all American engineering and construction eompatiles
now doing business abroad, together with secondary adverse effects on the sale
and export of American equipment and machinery.

It this section of the bill is enacted in its present form, It is suggested, at the
le,.t, that therm e included in the definition of property under section 88,
Mafinery and equiptfient ptruchased by U.S. comptites, either through foreign
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branches or their foreign subsidiaries. However, our recommendation would be
that serious consideration be given to a provision for accelerating depreciation
in order to place American engineering construction contractors in a more con.
lpetitive position with foreign competitors.

SECTION 4. DISALLOWANCE OF CERTAIN TRAVEL AND ENTERTAINMENT EXPENSES

In the construction industry travel and entertainment expenses are unavoid.
able. First, with respect to travel, the projects are located at unusually large
distances from the contractor's home office, and clients are scattered far and
wide around the world. Construction sales and administrative personnel have
to be on the road much of the time, both domestically and Internationally.

It is necessary to entertain In order to establish relations with potential
clients and to maintain established relations with existing clients, and partic."
larly In the case of foreign clients, to meet the level of entertainment custom.
ary In their respective countries and afforded to them by our foreign com-
petitors.

We have no disagreement with the broad purpose of this section. However,
we should like to point out that the competition and level of profits in our
inw(ltry are such that travel and entertainment expenses necessarily are closely
scrutinized and carefully controlled. The present law and active enforcement
by the Commissioner are adequate to correct any abuses. There is no need
to add further administrative problems by the enactment of this section.

SECTION 6. ALLOCATION OF INCOME BETWEEN RELATED FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC
ORGANIZATIONS

With respect to section 6 of the proposed legislation, the industry believes
that the provisions of this section serve to increase the uncertainties and risks
In transacting business abroad.

Long-term construction contracts requiring a relatively quick estimation of
proper selling price and years in physical completion generally deny the indus.
try the ability to promptly adjust to changes in policies of taxation by both the
U.S. Government and the governments of other nations. Although this section
provides for the establishment of some method of allocation other than those
specified if It clearly reflects the income of each member of a group, the burden
of the proof that such a method is proper Is on the taxpayer. The association
is concerned that the establishment of uniform benchmarks in this unique in-
dustry would be difficult or impossible to develop. The complexities of the
business and the wide variety of constantly changing conditions dictated by
competition, customers, the nature of the particular projects, and the govern-
ments of the various foreign countries tend to make each project unique in
Itself.

We believe that a hindsight application of an arbitrary formula for aliocat.
Ing profits in a long-term construction project could result In double taxation
as between the United States and a foreign country and at least temporary
confiscation of money necessary to the continued operation of the business.

While foreign tax credit Is to be allowed against the allocated income, the
House Ways and Means Committee, in its report on this bill, has stated that
such Income will not be considered "foreign source" Income for purposes of the
overall or per country limitation on foreign tax credits. Conceivably then,
no tax credit would actually be allowed, at least until a dividend was declared
by the foreign subsidiary, if the taxpayer had no other foreign source income.
This Is true because the limitation formula is foreign source income over total
taxable income times the U.S. Income tax. Therefore, the taxpayer could in
certain circumstances be required to pay out over 100 percent of its combined
income and would not obtain relief until such time as its subsidiary was in a
position to declare a dividend.

Again, the uncertainties created by this bill and the inherent administrative
problems because of these uncertainties render It necessary that the Industry
seek assurances that the committee will take appropriate action to prevent the
destruction of the Industry's ability to compete in the %yorld market.

sECTION 11. DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS RECEIVING DIVIDENDS FROM FOREIGN
CORPORATIONS

Section 11 of the proposed bill would require a domestic corporation, when'
ever it derives dividend income from its foreign subsidiaries or affiliates, to Ii
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cltide-gross-Up If you will-that portion of the foreign subsidiary's income
which was used by the subsidiary to pay its tax liability to the foreign country
In which it is located. It is alleged that the foregoing will provide uniform
treatment for the taxation of foreign income of branches and subsidiaries of
domestic corporations.

Such an argument disregards completely the unequal and entirely different
aspects and situations of both branch and subsidiary types of operations.

The principal argument against such action is that it is a deliberate en-
couragement to all other countries to raise their tax rate to the same point as
It is in the United States, that Is, 52 percent, particularly In the underde-
veloped countries. This does not present much of a problem, at the present time,
In the highly developed countries inasmuch as the income tax rate in these coun-
tries already is pretty much equivalent, if not more, than that of the United
States.

It would place American enterprises at an even greater disadvantage with its
competitors in many foreign countries which in their tax laws exempt income
earned abroad and in those countries which through their bilateral tax treaties
recognize the right of each of the contracting states to tax exclusively the income
of permanent establishments in each one's territory.

Furthermore, we believe the philosophy behind this move to be incorrect. It
would tax as income that portion of earnings of a foreign corporation used to
pay income tax to the country in which it is organized and which earnings the
American parent never received or from which it never derived any benefit.

The present foreign tax credit has been in force for many years. American
construction companies have gone abroad and made their long-term commitments
based on existing statutes.

SECTION 12. EARNED INCOME FROM SOURCES WITHOUT THE UNITED STATES

Sixteen of the National Constructors Association's member companies are
working at this time on 178 projects in 39 foreign countries. They are engineer-
ing and constructing complex units, such as oil refineries, chemical and petro-
chemicfhl plants, steel mills, power generating facilities and similar industrial
installations, cofitribliting to the improvement of the U.S. balance of trade, both
directly and indirectly, and to the prestige of U.S. technical ability and equip-
ment.

The Americans assigned to these projects have been delegated the administra-
tive and technical responsibilities of supervising actual construction, interpret-
Ing engineering design and training foreign nationals during the construction
period in the construction and operational skills of modern industrialized society.

These NOA member companies have over 500 Americans supervising con-
struction on foreign projects. It is significant to note that this number has been
decreasing each year for the following reasons:

(1) The American contractor is simply unable, at this time, to afford any ad-
ditional incentives to the American being assigned to a foreign construction
project. Any additional incentives wolld increase the American contractor'scosts and impair the American contractor's competitive position with foreign
engineering and construction companies. Therefore, it is of prime importance
that the present incentives, at least, be retained and any inequities developing
froni them be corrected. Accordingly, the retention of the 17-month exemption
rule is of utmost importance, but an inequity has developed from the $20,000 lim-
itation on the 17-moith exemption rule and the $20,000 limitation being placed
on the bona fide resident. First, the $20,000 limitation on the 17-month exemp-
tion rule was established approximately 10 years ago and is no longer realistic
due to the trend of the economic situation. Second, the yearly salary of the
American who is in charge of foreign projects ranges from $16,800 to $25,00.
Many of the Americans under the American project manager are able to avail
thehnielves of full U.S. tax exemption as thbir salaries fall below the $20,000
limitation. As a result of the proposed legislation, those In charge of the proj-
ects would be taxed on any income exceeding $20,000 and the required differ-
entild between the American project manager and his American technicians
would be lost. A majority of those who run the projects have made foreign con-
struction their careers and established bona fide residence. They are highly
skilled administrators possessing the ultimate proficiency in foreign construc-
tion. They are thoroughly familiar With living abroad, working with foreign
nationals and the techniques of foreign construction under all conditions. We
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should like to suggest that a $25,000 limitation be placed on bona fide resident
for the first 2 years, with $35,000 thereafter.

(2) To be able to compete with foreign engineering and construction corn
prnies, it has become necessary to utilize tile services of some foreign nationals '
stiflrvis ry capactles-nationals whose salaries are significantly less than thosi
of Americans. This employment trend will increase if the American contractor'
e(o.ts rise further through higher compensatory salaries to offset taxes and( If thi
American contractor Is unable to maintain the present incentives available t
American construction workers.

SECTION 13. CONTROLLED FOREION CORPORATIONS

The basic intent of this section of the bill Is to continue tax deferral in the
case of operating businesses owned by Americans and located in the economical)
developed countries, while at the same time taxing special kinds of income In.
('luding investment-type income. This is a considerable improvement over the
l'residoeft's recommendations that all earnings be taxed regardless of source or
classification.

We call to the committee's attention, however, that there are two current de-
velopments in the construction industry which will make these provisions un.
workable. They will place it great hardship upon our Industry.

The first situation of increasing importance in our international business is
that our customers are looking to the contractor for part of the project financing.
Even through special financial institutions exist to furnish the major part of the
financing, the customer looks to the contractor for his residual requirements.
This trend requires the holding of liquid funds in foreign construction subsid-
iaries for the financing of projects. During and between projects this ebb and
flow of funds between those used directly In the business and those held In
investment status for later use will create a conflict of interpretation. It will
be next to impossible to determine when such funds were necessary in the busi.
ness and when they were being held as "nonqualified" property or as passive
investments.

This problem is further complicated by exchange restrictions and fluctuations
In exchange rates. The contractor making long-term commitments to his cus.
tomers requires unusual liquidity as protection against the risks accepted In
these long-term contracts.

Tile second set of conditions we call to the committee's attention are caused
by local laws and regulations of certain countries. There is a tendency for some
foreign countries to encourage and sometimes to insist that the local construe.
tion firm have substantial ownership by citizens of the foreign country. In
this instance the American firm enters into joint ventures with local firms and
may have to take a noncontrolling position. Under the definitions of a "con.
trolled" firm as used in this section, the firm may be "controlled" for tax pur.
poses but actually noncontrolled when important business decisions are made.
This is due to the definition that the firm is "controlled" for tax purposes if on
any one day during the year more than 50 percent of the voting stock was held by
U.S. persons. Thus, the American construction firm participating in the joint
venture may find a tax imposed upon him due to business decisions beyond his
control. Furthermore, it is quite unlikely that funds would be available from
the joint venture to-pay the tax assessment.

It is our firm belief that construction contractors in Western Europe will
have a profound competitive advantage over American international contractors
because of the former's ability to more flexibly utilize liquid funds. If the
American contractors try to retain their current flexibility, this section of the
bill will cause a hopeless morass of administrative and enforcement difficulties.

SECTION 10. GAIN FROM CERTAIN SALES OR EXOJANOES OF STOCK IN CERTAIN
FORPION CORPORATIONS

Section 16 of the bill would tax the profit realized by a U.S. shareholder on
the lltbtdhton of a foreign corporation, the redemption of his stock or the
sale or exchange of the stock at ordinary income tax rates. While in no way
do we condone the conduct of those U.S. companies-that accumulate unused,
untaxed, liquid surplus funds in a foreign subsidiary and then liquidate the
subsidiary-or sell the stock thereof-in order to avail themselves of the 1en-
erally favorable capital gains tax rates, we do believe a distinction should be
made between the liquidation of a foreign subsidiary as described above and
a foreign subsidiary which required the surplus funds to conduct its operations
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but wl'hii no longer has a business reason for its continuation. Because of
business and legal considerations in many foreign countries, construction and
engineering contractors will form a foreign subsidiary and make binding com-
initments of 3 or 4 years' duration, basing their obligations on the existing
statutes. Due to the necessity of having working capital for the duration of
these commitments, prolits, if any, will not be remitted. Only when the busi-
ness reasons for the continuation of the subsidiary ceases is the money, If pos-
sible, remitted to the parent.

Under these circumstances we believe that the least that could be done to
mitigate the hardships of section 16 would be to make the action of this section
prospective rather than retrospective. In addition, if the profits on the liqIda.
tion, sale, or exchange is going to be taxed at ordinary rates, then any loss aris-
Ing out of such liquidation, sale, or exchange should be fully deductible. Other-
wise, business with long-term commitments would be placed at a disadvantage.

When a corporation is formed for the purpose of avoiding or evading taxa-
tion without any genuine business purpose, it is within the purview of the
authorities to prevent such a company from enjoying an advantage not avail-
able to those other taxpayers who conduct their business in a normal, straight-
forward manner. This section would make no distinction between these two
types and, in effect, would be penalizing the legitimate operator as against the
devious.

Once again, this proposal places the American contractor operating abroad
at a tax disadvantage with foreign contractors. As we stated before, other
countries impose other forms of taxation which we do not use, instead of our
high rates of corporate income tax. If in addition to all the foreign taxes they
are already subjected to, foreign subsidiaries of American corporations are also
subject to full U.S. taxes, then American enterprise abroad will receive a harsh
blow.

SECTION 21. TREATIES

The association is additionally concerned with the possibilities in an adverse
worldwide reaction to section 21 of the proposed legislation.

The deliberate, unilateral abrogation of the many tax treaties by operation
of this section of the bill would encourage similar action by the other contracting
nations, thereby rendering useless all such treaties in the sense that reliance on
a particular treaty or section thereof would become perilous.

In their foreign operations, the member companies of the association must
have the ability to rely to a great extent on the continuation of the benefits of a
given tax treaty for a period of from 2 to 5 years in the determination of a com-
petitive but profitable selling price for a long-term construction project. If we
must now face the possibility that sudden and unilateral abrogation of tax
treaties is now being encouraged, we must add to all the other risks inherent in
oversea operations, the risk that the anticipated profits from a long-term project
may be suddenly eliminated by the actions of a foreign government in this area.
In fact, not only could profits be eliminated by such action, but in view of the
relatively narrow margin of profit in the industry, the loss of treaty benefits
could conceivably generate substantial losses.

The Indbstry respectfully requests that this section be struck from the bill and
that the Uinited States continue to honor its tax treaties with the foreign nations,
negotiating equitable adjustments, as in the past, under the provisions of the
re.lpectIve treaties.

Respectfully submitted. NATIONAL CONSTktuotOR~S ASS0clATno1,
G. R. CotrTiNs, President.

Senator SMATHERS. All right, sir.
I have no questions.
Thanfic you very much, sir.
01, hext, witness is Mr. Riley Williams of the Worthington Corp.

STATEMENT OF RILEY WILLIAMS, VICE PRESIDENT,
WORTHINGTON ORP.

Mfr. W LiTAMS. Mr. Chairman, I am going to 'Mike my presentation
brief, as T find a gret deal of it to be a repetition of what has already
heell said.
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My name is Riley Williams. I am vice president of Worthington
Corp. I am a memnheir of the Foreign Policy Committee of the Chain-
I)er of Commerce of the United States. I have a background of 40
years experience in international business with Worthington Corp.,
it pioneer in U.S. international trade.

Worlthingto's first export of capital goods was nade over 110
years ago and its first European manufacturing facility was estab-
lished at the end of the 19th century. The company now operates
li' manufacturing facilities in major world markets.

During this period we have developed a vigorous, sound and diver-
sifi d international business. composed of U.S. exports together with
sales of products manufactured by our foreign associated companies.
We believe our operations represent a typical pattern of U.S. industry.

I am appearing here today on behalf of myself and my company
to oppose those portions of II.R. 10650 which would adversely affect
U.S. international operntloiis, and to express our opposition to the
bases of the Treasury Department's recomnmetndtlions for additional
taxation ol our foreign oplerations.

Senator SMAT1 uS. Did you appear and testify before the House
Ways and Means Committee?
Mr. WILJTJTAMS. NO, sir.
The base of our opposition are the following:

1. EVt-,ECT ON RAISING FOREIGN CAPITAL

Levyilg a, tax on foreign-based operations would (a) create politi-
eal an1 /or fiscal problems of a serious nature when such corporations
had foreign stockholders and (b) make diffictult the raising of local
Capital.

2. TNI1TTON OF U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRADE

It wild place U.S. foreign based operations in a definitely non-
competitive position with their foreign competitors insofar as the
use of income earned abroad for fur-ther expansion is concerned.
U.S. foreign-based corporations would be paying taxes not imposed
on its foreign competitors.

I would like to emphasize this point because T think American in-
dustry has done a wonderful job attaining the volume of exports
from'this cotlntrv thit it has. Bttt T hope the committee realizes that
this has been doie in the face of vigorous and well-grounded com-
petition of foreign countries. We must be competitive because we are
already at a disadvattage with higher rates, we have less great fa-
cilities, and we alte getting high taxes.

3. STII-TNG OF U.S. EXPORTS

In iu, inteInatiofnal opWitions the initial basic objective is U.S.
exports. As export markets are developed, local maniufacture fre-
quemlitly folkws as a niffttor of necessity. However, local nyinufailc-
hire does lot replace exports, a frequently miistakmi conception, b t
generally expanils them. Our exports show an average yearly iii-
crease of 12 percent over the last 15 years, dlting which period our
foreih ma1fifnuctutre expiltdol rapidly. The manufacture of omr
products by forign associates is o1y nlertak ole when U.S. cx- I
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port s are no longer possible . Our (,lustollisrs itid/ot' competitors
geelrall ly decide. this. Foreign manlfacturinfg facilities Jell) 1mili-
tamt our market. position and support strong local sales and service
organlizatiolls thus increasing our ability to sell those items which can
k, imported from U.S. plants. Our experience over many years
early (lemonstrates that local mnnufactilre makes possible a greater

volume of U.S. exports tita if no local manufacture existed.

4. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

l)uring the 10-year period 1951-61 our total contributions to ial-
mice of trade is as follows:
Exports -------------------------------------------- $179, 043, 000
Recei)ts, dlividendIs, royalties, fees, etc ------------------ 10, 528. 000

Total receipts ---------------------------------- 181), 571, 000
Dotal 1.S. dollar capilil lItivestment --------------------------- 3,145, 000

Net dollar Iflflow to United States --------------------- 180, 420, 000
I submit these figures refute the arguments of the Treastary De-

l)artmeit, concerning the unfavorable effect on dollar inflow from in-
restmelnt abroad. Certainly this return of dollars to the United
States did not all result from investments made many years ago. It
must be remembered that U.S. investors have traditionally prinmed
to recapture their foreign investments within a relatively few years
because of the risks involved in such investments when permlittled to
meualn abroad for lon periods of time.
I understand the 1teasury Department s conitern with the ofitflow

of U.S. dollars in recent years, but I would point out that this un-
usual rate of foreign investment in Eutrope and the Common Mar-
ket area will surely not continue. This high rate of foreign invest-
ment has been for the purpose of U.S. firms establshliing a position
in that market and we can now anticipate a decline in this particular
type of foreign investmelnt.

This decline in investment together with the simultaneous return
of dollars in the form of additional dividends and other incolie re-
suiting from the recnlit investments in developed countries, should
contribltte to maintain a substantial rise in dollar inflow to the United
States, notwithstanding the Treasury Departmelt's a rgunleints to the
contrary, and for elimnilation of tax deferral.

i. UNFAIRNESS OF ADDMITONAil TAX ON U.S. COMPANIES

Most of our foreign associated companies are subject to high taxes.
For example, in France there is a 50-percent income tax and aproduc-
tiomi tax of about 20 perentit on most purchased iaterinls. On the
other hand, tax concessions are freqtntly granted on exports. These
C0mpanlies remit a substantial percentage of their income eaoh year
to the parentcorplrftl. That generally runts around 60 to 55 per-
cent. Any addi tional tax, such as on retainel earnings, w6uld iilke
these operations less conptitive and -tltiiftely have an adverse effect
on U.S. exports. It ctmild start a trend to licelslin rather than of
mn.nufaet uring abroad. I wish part ularly to emplasize this point.
Licent.ees are generally i'terested in selling-only whet they nuke and
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have a pool- record of selling imported equipment. This would have
an adverse effect on U.S. exports.

0. TOTALrI'Y OF FOREION TAX BUiDEN

The tax bill completely overlooks the "total tax burden" on coi-
panies operating in foreign countries. Most developed countries, in
addition to income taxes, impose turnover, sales and/or production
taxes which, when added to the income tax, exceed the taxes paid in
the United States by a comparable corporation. However, when
funds are repatriated to the United States no foreign tax credit is
allowed for any of these taxes other than the income tax. To further
tax these undistributed earnings puts us at a serious disadvantage with
foreign competition.

I might mention here that in Germany we have a German company.
We have had one for 60 years. We receive a. reduction in our income
tax as a bonus on exports. Any exports, even at a loss or with no
profit, provide a reduction in income tax on the balance of the income
which the company might earn. This is typical of what our compete.
tion has, because they are German companies or British companies
or others in Europe tiat we have to compete with.

7. MCOURAGEMENT OF INCREASES IN FOREIGN TAX RATES

Income tax rates abroad are rapidly approaching our domestic rate
and when they equal ours as some do now, there will be no additional
revenue accruing to the Treasury under the proposed bill.

8. COMMERCIAL VALIfITY OF FOREIGN TRADING COMPANIES

We have foreign trading compAnies. These are sometimes errone-
ously called "tax haven" companies. They are definitely not set up
for this purpose ad provisions of the present law should be fully
adequate to cover any abuses by those companies that are really estab-
lished for tax evasion. I am not opposing changes in the present law
which punish the evasion of U.S. taxes through the improper use of
foreign subsidiaries or by another means. However, it must be rec-
ognized that our competitors in foreign flolds which are foreign-
owned companies have trading companies, and they are not taxed.

Mr. Geneen brought that out, as did several other witnesses pre-
viously.

Our competitors establish trading companies to improve their posi-
tion in the export market and, in fact, are encouraged along these lines
by their own governments, but H.R. 10650 would penalize similar
U.S.-owned companies.

The Presidht'on December 6,1961, stated:
If American industry cannot increase its outlets In the Common Market our

own expansion will be stifled.
Both the Treasury Departmeint's tax recoinii-dations and ITh.

10650 as related to foreign- investments, if enacted woald 'deal a severe
and crippling blow to timptovhtg oir favorable balance of trade
sought. by the Presidenit. If we are to increase our outlets in the Corn-
mni Market, we ffitst not be unfdtly burdened by taxes which defeat
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1111t. Very purpose.. The major objective of our foreign companies is
to Inomoite the business of the par1Cnt U.S. company i world markets
!)y exports from the ITnited States. Investment in foreign facilities
is made only when necessary to support this objective.

Senator SMAT,'rlERIs. Thank you, 1fr. Williams
Our next witness is Mr. Walter E. Schirmer, of the Clark Equip.

ment Co., executive vice president.

STATEMENT OF WALTER E. SCHIRMER, EXECUTIVE VICE
PRESIDENT, CLARK EQUIPMENT CO.

I[r. ScTImR. I am Walter E. Schirmer, executive vice president
of Clark Equipment Co. and president of Clark Equipment Interna-
tiornal, a wholly owned subsidiary which carries on all overseas sales,
licensing, servicing and promotion of Clark products.

Clark is a manufacturer of industrial materials handling equipment,
such as forklift trucks and tractors, construction and earthinoving
equipment, highway commercial trailers, and heavy-duty transmis-
sions, axles and torque converters. It has five plants in m inedium-size
communities in Michigan, and additional lillnts for building trailers
in Indiana, Pennsylvania,'and Washington.

As a capital goods manufacturer in the United States, an exporter
of these goods to some 70 other countries in the free world, ac with
maifufactlurin affiliates overseas, my company is indeed deeply con-
cerned and affected by the prol)osed foreign income tax legislation
now under congiderftktn by your committee. We have examined
11ouse bill 10050 and do not believe it will pi"oduce the results claitned
by its supporters, but will have adverse results for the United States
and for U.S. manufacturers.

Clark's export activities were practically negligible until after
World War II. From then until 1955, exports of Clark products even
though well distributed by our Armed Forces during the war and
thereafter as surplus property, were only slightly increased despite
our establishment of an export division and an intensified canphign
of oversea selling. Basically, this was caused by our, own high prices
of manufacture, and the developmidnt, particularly in Europe, ofcom-
petitors using the basic concepts imported by the equipment which
our Armed Forces had left in Europe, and which could be miinufac-
tur'ed relatively cheaply there due to new plant and equipment, pro-
dided by Marsanll plan dollars, coupled. with much lower wage rates.

In analyzing this competitive situation, it was immediately aplpar-
ent that we could effect no substantial reduction in manufacturing
costs, with annual wage and cost-of-living increases leading to increas-
ing prices of labor and material here, plus transportation, insurance
and tariff costs in order to enter these local European markets, nor
could we compete in so-called third-country markets whiCh cotild be
served by either the United States or European sources.

To cite some examiiples of this situation, our Belgian affiliated maui-
factring source, which puirdhases from us the transmissions, axles,
and hydratilic components from our U.S. factories, can deliver to the
port of Santos, Brazil, a 2-ton capacity forklift truck, freight pre-
pitid, for $4,763, compared to the same truck prodiued -at our Battle
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Creek plant, and delivered at Santos at a. price of $6,605. Similarly
it 3-ton capacity truck from Belgium has a deliveredd price of $6,62
compared to the same I ruck from Battle Creek at $9,340. Profit mar
gins are substantially identical, and the U.S. content by value in th
T elgiain-made truck exceed 40 percent. On this basis, colflpetitio
from tie United States itptears impossible.

Because of tis type of situation, in 1955 Clark initiated a program
to develop manufacturing operations overseas through a combination
of licensing coupled with equity ownership of at least a substantin.
minority position ranging from 25 to 45 percent ownership. This was
for the purpose of maintaining a U.S. income after any licensing pro.
visions had expired. To carry out this program, Clark organized a
foreign corporate entity designed primarily to serve as a foreign sales
and service organization with engineering, accounting, and manage.
ment staffs. Through this corporation, a distribution chain of 180
dealers and service stations in 80 free world countries was established
for the promotion sales, and servicing of Clark products. The en-
gineerinig, accounting, and management staffs, operating out of Brus.
sels, with sales engineers, field service engineers and technicians in
7 foreign britnh offices complete a staff of 80 highly trained manage.
meant people serving Clark licensees, distributtors and customers over-
seas.

This personnel has used its skills to contract selected foreign nuami-
facturers under terms requiring such manufacturers to manufacture
certain Clark products to specified standards of performance and
quality for sales in overseas market areas. For the many services
and technical skills imported by the Clark International sta-ff to these
manifncturers a fee is paid based on production. In addition, the
lighly technical components, such as torque converters, automatic
power-shifted transmissions, and planetary axles are purchased by
these manufacturers from Clark's U.S. plants. In addition, low-
volume models, specially engineered devices, and service parts are pur-
chased from these same plants. The Clark International staff has or-
ganized, trained, and directed the distributor organization for effiient
marketing of Clark products in all overseas markets from U.S. produc-
tion as well as from the overseat manufacturing affiliates.

This development of foreign markets and foreign manufacturing
affiliates has effectively served its function. The fees and other earn-
ings received by Intenational have been used to make equity invest.
mnefts in these same foreign manufacturing affiliates.

Exports from Clark's U.S. plants in 1055 totaled $5,500,000, coni-
sistino solely of machines and parts to distributors. By 1961 suehl
sales rind increased to $12,500,000, and in addition component sales toannufactu'ing affiliates rose to $10,500,000, for a total of $23 million
total exports f rom U.S. plants, excluding exports to Canadt amount-
ing to an additional $3 million.

While total sales of Clark prduets overseas in 1955, therefore,
was o1ly $5,500,0 00, in 1961 this figure land risen to $88 million, in-
cludIng $65 million sales of the Clark manufacturing affilliates. Also,
in 1961,1 ot of 9 Clark employees inthe United States was employed
in our export aid ovorsea bntiess, a total of 900 outiof 8,000. n 1955
this figure was 1 ouit of 21 U.S. employees.
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Clark's program of investment overseas, far from being detrimental
it) our U.S. investment program, has produced profits for the parent
company both in the sale ,f ('omponents, never sold overseas prior
to this')rogram, plus finished machines and service parts. This has
1)Povided increased funds in the parent company avail able for invest-
inent, in facilities and working capital. During the years 1955-61
the parent company has invested in U.S. facilities and working capital
. 4() million, and in that same period has invested in Clark Interna-
tional $1 million. All further investment on behalf of Clark Inter-
national has been out of earnings and debt not guaranteed by the
parent.

Thus, it is obvious that the Clark foreign investment program has
not in any way interfered with our domestic program, nor has it to any
material extent affected our balance of payments, since the earnings
of the parent company on its overseas exports has exceeded by far
the original investment in International.

Mr. Stanley Surrey, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, has said
with regard to T.R. 10650:

* * * the entire thrust of the foreign Income provisions is to remove tax
Inducements tolinvestment abroad as against Investment at home.

We are unable to export many of our U.S.-manufactured models
today because they cost too much compared to foreign competitive
models. Without our foreign manufacturing program set up by
limited capital investment and developed and expanded by earnings
not produced in the United States, we have developed an apprediably
increased market for otr components manufactured here, providing
jobs, wages, and taxable profits here that would mot otherwise be
available, Is this type of operation per se bad for the U.S. economy?
11"o think not. We cnminot agree that. Clark's foreign program has
provided tax benefits at the expense of accelerated growth hetre at
home.

Following the overall profitability of Clark's program in industri-
alized countries such as France, West Germany, Great Britain, and
Belgium, it was possible to provide, out of these earnings, for a sub-
stantial investment in Brazil, a less-developed country. This invest-
meat now amounts to almost $10 million, no )ortio'n of which has
come from the parent U.S. company. It is by far our largest single
investment, and almost one-half of it was the purchase of machinery,
tools, and supplies here in the United States. Such an investment in a
country such as Brazil requires greater capital, and a mutth greater
risk because of depend nce upon untrained lab6r, insufficient supplies
either in quantity or quality of materials, lack of local capital, govern-
mental instability, and other deflciencies. This plant was started early
ii 1957 and did mt make any profits whatsoever nttlil Jule 1961. It
will be at least several more years before our earlier losses can bewiped out and tlie entire o 'eration considered satisfactory.

As an officer and director of our parent company, I can assure you
that no such investment of aftertax parent company earnings would
ever have been risked in this project.

If I-I.R. 10650 becomes law, I am not qtalifled at this time to say
what its exact overall effect will be on our comiptfny, but certainly it
is goiig to reduce materially our earnings froti our orsea opra-
tions. This will, of course, cause a substafttiil reduction 'i i our over-
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all foreign investment program, with the major reduction taking
place in the less developed countries, where we will undoubtedly cur-
tail any further expansion because of the risks involved. Our liture
investments in Western European manufacturing, facilities will ob-
viously have to be spread over a longer period of time, placing us at
a great competitive disadvantage. However, to maintain our posi-
tion such investments will have to be continued, or the business and
our markets will be lost to our local European competitors.

Section 13 of H.R. 10650, in my opinion, will not and cannot stimu-
late increases in investment in our U.S. facilities. In fact, because
of loss of profits in our oversea operations by reason of this section,
it may means a call on our U.S. resources to maintain the growth of
our overseas facilities.

In reading over some of the observations of proponents of this spe-
cific legislation, they seem to advocate neutrality of tax laws. We
agree that that is proper if governmental services secured by such
means are equivalent. Butt between whom do they wish to assert, this
neutrality? If our foreign competitors pay lower taxes, the imposi-
tion of higher U.S. taxes on the earnings of our own foreign com-
patties will not impose such neutrality between these Clark foreign
companies and their local foreign competitors. A controlled foreign
corporation of Clark domiciled completely overseas and carrying on
no business in the United States receives no services from the United
States so any tax charged on its income not transferred to the United
States is certainly not tax neutrality.

Looking at the other side of this question, it is my considered opin-
ion that many foreign governments, seeing the United States apply-
ing a full 52-percent tax on foreign earnings of a T.S.-controlled
foreign corporation owning assets in their country, may decide to ap-
ply the same type of tax on earnings taken out of their country,
thereby offsetting any U.S. revenue and defeating the competitive po-
sition of the U.S. affiliate in their country.

Income taxes are a part, of the cost of any maulufacturer making
a profit. To return a given percentage to the shareholder and to
provide an amount to be reinvested in the business takes considerably
less profit at a 10-percent rate than at a 52-percent rate. Reductions
in the tax cost allow reductions in price for the same return. Conse-
quently, the foreign-owned company, not related to any U.S. com-
pany, can have an appreciable competitive advantage over his U.S.
controlled counterpart, thus penalizing severely the U.S.-controlled
corporation.

The President of the Unithd States has spedifically stated that he
does not want to penalize legitimate private In vestment abroad, which
will strengthen U.S. trade and currency in the years to coile, yet tiet
is exactly what this legislation will -do to otir company. To take a
broad international view,' on freer trade and reductloi in tariffs on
the one hand, and to propose a highly restrictive isolationist-type tax
structure on such trade, seems highly inconsistent.

Many of the provisions of this legislatiftn' hve questionable legal-
ity, ani may be considered by some couinftries it violation of existIl.
tax treaties. In reading it, one is iMpressed with the highly compl-
eated aidf iicerttain lantthge nhiployed, which will take years to
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clarify, and has the feeling that it was concocted in great haste and
without due consideration of all of the phases of U.S. foreign opera-
tions.

We certainly agree with the proponents of the bill that tax deferral
should not be obtained by so-called paper companies in sham opera-
tions. However, the U.S. Treasury now has the necessary preventive
controls available to control such situations, if properly exercised.
While presumably this legislation seeks to improve these controls,
it goes far beyond that legitimate goal. It will destroy the incentive
for U.S. business to operate effectively and competitively overseas,
and in my opinion penalizes much too severely the conduct by U.S.
manufacturers of business activities overseas on a legitimate and
ethical basis.

I respectfully request that this committee reject the foreign income
tax proposals of this bill and that the entire matter be referred to the
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation to develop proper
and effective legislation that is not contrary to all of our present con-
cepts of taxation and which will serve a useful purpose for further
strengthening U.9. trade and currency.

Senator SMATmns. All right, Mr. Schirmer.
Did you testify before the Hue Ways and Means Committee?
Mr. SoR01MEIR. No, I did not.
Senator SMATRERS. Thank you very much, sir.
Our next witness is Mr. George E. Brown of the Samuel M. Langs-

ton Co.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE E. BROWN, SEORETARY-TREASURER OF
THE SAMUEL M. LANGSTON CO., CAMDEN, N.Y.

Mr. Biewr. Mr. Chairman, I am George E. Brown, secretary-
treasurer of Samuel M. Langston Co., Camden, N.J., a manufacturer
of machinery for the paper converting industry.

The company, its officers, employees, and stockholders first wish to
express their thanks for this opportunity to be heard on a matter
which directly affects the livelihood of all of us. The opportunity
assures us that the principles of democracy on which our country
was founded are still very much alive.

The tax revision measures embodied in section 13 of H.R. 106150
are, for the most part in our opinion, ill conceived, for they infer a
cynical disregard for principles long established by your predecessor
Congresses fo the orderly flow of commerce between U.S. private
business and other areas of the world, which principles have long
been the basis for substantial investment by private business and the
basis for acceptance of these efforts by private business abroad and
their governments.

Optr company has been in business for 60 years making paper con-
erting equipment and has been a principal supplier of machinery for

the production of corrugated paperboard from the infancy of thit
industry. Our primary market, of course, has been in the United
States and Canada where this product has become a piineipal con-
tainer material and its development has reached a highly sophisticated
stage. Other areas of the wold have been slow to accept this product
for diverse reasons, belt we did enjoy, prior to World War II,-a modest
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o(,Ve ,a I)hlsiIss ba-s-ed oil letter of credit t sales out of the U.S. ports.
()ill.man, fllerefore, is known throughout the world and our equip-
SInoat is in operation il 01 countries and on all continents.

World War IJ, of course, destroyed much of the productive capacity
1 ()Vt'P$I fld(i sllbs(ln(Ilt thereto we experienced a heavy demand for

'('JIfl('PIII'Ilt of this capacity. To cope with this demand, we ap-
pointed a British firm as manufacturer's agent for the United King-
dom and Western Europe, continuing to service other oversea areas on
*i (lireet comlnullnication basis.

Witlll a few years it became apparent that the scarcity of U.S.
olars abroa ad become a major impediment to sales negotiations,

:111(1 we found it necessary to cancel our manufacturer's agent agree-
nient and to license a Brlitish manufacturer to make our product in
01re to continue to service our customers in the sterling bloc area.
This arrangement was quite successful, becoming a major portion of
the business of the British manufacturer and producing substantial
I0 yaltieS to our company.

It should be pointed out that the license to manufacture overseas
ill no way reduced the possible workload of our U.S. plant, since
currency restrictions made the sale of domestic products impossible.
Indeed, oul failure to license would have invited a loss of a market
already conditioned to acceptance of our products. A further advan-
tag(re to our licensing agreement was the income enjoyed by our com-

Ipany from a steady stream of critical parts supplied to our licensee
in support of his manufiacturing effort.
its Western Europe recovered industrially and economically from
its postwar nadir and as the first steps in the'formation of a European
Common Market, were taken, several changes to our company trade
1 position took shape. On the one hand, the European Common Marketconcept promised a much higher standard of living to its inhibiltants
which, in turn, promised a severalfold expansion in the market for
our machinery over the next decade. On the other hand, the lower
labor rates in the European Common Market and the rising tariff
barriers are generating a manufacturing ruid marketing cost differ-
ential which may well place our British licensee in a noncompetitive
position in contrast to new manufacturers inside the Common Market
,re,,la, t became quite obvious to us that we must take a nianufactur-
ing position inside the Common Market either by license or by direct
investment in order to remain competitive. Licensing held little
promise because of the full employment of suitable licensees in other
lines of manufacture and because Of the need to establish our position
as rapidly as possible in the face of the new threat of competition. It
was (leciled, therefore, to make direct investment, and this has been
accomplished.

The existence of the provisions in the T.S. tax law for deferral of
tax on nonrepatriated earnings of foreign subsidiaries was helpful
to us in this process of building up our overea competitive position
since, under proper arrangement, it. provided the moans of minimizing
the direct outflow of U.S. dollars for investment and allowed a rapid
buildup of funds from early overseas earnings to be reinvested in the
balance of plant and working capital needed to secure our competi-
tive position. This made sense from all standpoints, since our com-
n.nv benefits from its ownership of the foreign subsidiary, our em-
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ployees benefit from the work required to manufacture the U.S. com-
)oneiits for the oversea subsidiary, and the U.S. Government benefits
romn the tax dollars on ultimately repatriated dividends, none of

which would be possible if our com petitive position was lost.
Based on estimated sales for the first 5 years of production from

our overseas activity we believe that our target of plant investment
tnid working capital accumulation can be gained in 3 to 5 years in
line with the attached schedule A. The figures as set fortd in the
schedule speak for themselves and for the soundness of our reasoning.

We wish to emphasize again the minimum outflow of U.S. dollars
required for direct investment and also wish to point out that the
U.S. Government has nothing to lose taxwise if our venture fails,
but has much to gain through taxation of our profits if the venture
is successful-and no one will deny, we think, that a 52-percent inter-
est, in our profits qualifies as a major gain potential. We also point
out that the pattern described above supports previous testimony con-
cerning the favorable balance of international payments created by
direct investment.

The proponents of this tax measure refer frequently to the use by
U.S. taxpayers of foreign "tax haven" subsidiary corporations, im-
plying that such corporations are formed primarily for the purpose
ofevasion or avoidance of U.S. tax. We deeply resent this allegation.
It should be obvious from this testimony that the motives of this
company for acting as it did (and of hundreds of other companies
also) were in no way concerned with avoiding tax, but rather con-
cerned with valid business reasons based on the aggressive promotion
of U.S. products and technology throughout the world. While we
admit that some cases of maneuvering for the purpose of tax avoid.
ance have occurred, we believe these represent a very small minority
of transactions. It occurs to us that it is not practical allegorically
to treat an infected finger by cutting off the arm.

If this tax reform legislation, particularly with respect to taxation
to the parent company of undistributed income of foreign subsidiaries,
is enacted, it will certainly direct our company and many others to
reassess our overseas, business arrangements. Logically, we would
inl that our planed rapid buildup of capital to fortify our oversea

plant and working capital is severely restricted by the payout of
U.S. tax on undistributed earnings. Our first alternative is to ex-
port more U.S. dollars to counter this loss. In consequence, no favor-
able balance of payments to the United States will accrue. Our
second alternative is to admit European capital either private or
government, into partnership, but this could possibly dilute our equity
to the point of loss of control of the enterprise and, at the least, createan implied obligation to rearrange our enterprise in a manner which

wouldf direct a major portion of income tax of our profits to the Gov-
ernme.t of the domicile of our oversea subsidiary, This second
alternative is the most logical from a business standpoint, since we
are losing U.S. Government support and aining foreign government
support. However, the total ul-timate tax-oss to the U.J. (Jovernttwnt
under this arrangement would most likely be on the order of 80
perceiito

It is the earn et hope of my company that your committee will give
due consideration to the facts and reasoning contained in this testi-
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mony and eliminate section 13 of the proposed tax legislation, or
recommit. it for further study. We are sure that Congress has no
intention of performing its duties as elected representatives in a man-
ner which will largely destroy the confidence and faith in its integrity
held by the U.S. business community and its friendly foreign counter-parts.

We again express our sincere appreciation for this opportunity to
be heard.

(The schedule referred to is as follows:)

SCHEDULE A

Samuel M. Lamgston Co., forecast oversea operation

[In thousands of dollars]

U.S. dollar Pretax Posttax Capital
Year direct in- Sales earnings earnings Increase Dividends U.S. tax

vestment

2 ............ 250 750 150 135 135 ............ .......
2 ..............------------ 1,250 250 225 225 ............
3 .............------ 2,1000 400 360 360 ..........
4 ..................... 3,000 600 540 30 810 - 204
a ........... 4,000 800 720 ............ 720 238

Total ... . 250 11,000 2,200 1,90 750 12 492
Oto 10 ........................ 25,000 5,000 4,500 1,000 3, 500 1,400

Senator SMATHEIRS. Did you testify before the House Ways and
Means Committee?

Mr. BROWN. No, sir.
Senator SMATIrMS. Did somebody testify for your company before

the House Ways and Means Committee?
Mr. BROWN. No, sir.
Senator S1AIrmSRs. All right, thank you very much.
The committee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning at 10

o'clock.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL FINANCES OF

THE INDIANA STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE ON THE PROVISIONS OF H.R.
10650--THE REVENUE ACT OF 19621

Submitted by John V. Barnett, Director of Research

I. BUSINESS EXPENSES

The committee approves the general idea of supporting business expenses by
adequate records and believes that legitimate businesses welcome this type of
recordkeeping. The committee assumes that in the administration of these
provisions the Ikfternal Revenue Service will contili e to exercise the same good
judgment that has characterized its activity in previous years.

I. INVESTMENT CREDIT

It was the recommendation of a majority of the committee that this proposal
not be approved by the Congress for the reason that it had Many of the
characteristics of an outright subsidy and discrimthfited against those businesses

1 Developed at the meeting of the committee in tildianapolls on Mar. 23. 102. These
recommendations do not become official State chamber polloy until they have been sub-
mitted to and approved by the board of directors of the State chamber.
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that had gone ahead with expansion and modernization plans in previous years.
The committee majority was of the opinion that a general revision in deprecia-
tion schedules and overall tax reform would serve as a greater and more lasting
stimulus than the investment credit.

A minority of the committee recommended that the investment credit be
adopted since it would constitute an incentive for investment in development of
new products which IS needed and would be particularly helpful to growth com-
panies. The minority statement viewed as very remote the chances of overall
tax reform or revision of depreciation schedules at this time.

III. APPEARANCES, ETC., WITH RESPECT TO LEGISLATION

The comimlittee believes the proposed sections pertaining to this issue constitute
an improvement over the present highly inequitable situation wherein the busi-
nessman is not encouraged to take an appropriate interest in governmental
affairs. However, the committee still advocates the adoption of the more com-
prehensive language included in the Boggs bill (H.R. 640) and the Hartke bill
(S. 467).

IV. TAXATION OF COOPERATIVES

The Indiana State Chamber of Commerce has had a longstanding policy of
tax equality-that all businesses should compete on the same basis taxwise. It
Is the opinion of the committee that the proposals in H.R. 10050 are still inade-
quate but that they are a step in the direction of tax equality and should be
supported.

V. WITHHOLDING OF TAX ON DIVIDENDS AND INTEREST

The committee recommended that this proposal not be adopted for the follow-
ing reasons:

(a) There is evidence that the gap in tax payments on interest and divi-
dendis is substantially overstated because of the large amount of income of
this type which goes to tax-exempt foundations, etc., and to individuals who
do not owe Federal tax;

(b) The withholding procedures would place a heavy administrative
burden on the thrift institutions that would be affected;

(W) Automatic data processing should improve the situation in the next
year or so;

(d) Certain interrogatories could be added to the individual return which
would improve greatly taxpayer comprehension of tax liability on this type
of income.

VI. DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS RECEIVING DIVIDENDS FROM FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

The committee recommended opposition to the "gross-up" provisions.

VIZ. EARNED INCOME FROM SOURCES ABROAD

The committee recommends that this proposal not be adopted. Some com-
mnittee members are associated with companies having operations abroad and
it has been their experience that some additional incentives are required to
encourage individuals to go into foreign service, and that those in this service
forego many governmental services that are available to residents of this
country.

II. CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

The committee believes that this proposal should not be adopted on the basis
that it constitutes a confiscatory tax and would tend to worsen the balance of
payments. The committee stated further, however, that the State chamber
should support legislation that would make subject to taxation capital accu-
mulated outside the country for the express purpose and no other purpose but
to evadepayment of Federal taxes.

IX. TAXATION OF MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS AND SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOcIATIONS

The committee recommended approval of ,the amendments which would put
9ll types of lending institutions on the same Federal tax basis as a step in the
general direction of tax equality to which the State chamber long has been
c0ftlitted.

8210-62-pt. 0-14
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X. GAINS FROM SALES OF DEPRECIABLE PROPERTY

The committee believes that if good depreciation schedules at ordinary rates
tire adopted and followed this proposal has merit and would eliminate the source
of ninny disagreements between the taxpayer and the IRS.

TuE PHILIPPINE SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA,
San Francisco, April 17, 1962.

Re section 10 of revenue bill of 1902 (proposed see. 1248, Internal Revenue Code)
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Ohairmapn, Senate Finance committee,
WVashington., D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The Philippine Society of California wishes to submit
the following statement In protest against section 16 of the revenue bill of 1962.

Section 16 proposes to tax at rates applicable to ordinary income all gains
from the sale or other disposition of stock in foreign corporations which are at
least 50 percent owned by American citizens provided the seller owns at least
10 percent of the stock. There is a limitation that the gain taxable at such rate
will not exceed the amount corresponding to the undistributed profits earned
by the corporation since 1913.

The Philippine Society of California consists of former residents of the
Philippines who now live in northern California. Most of them are American
citizens who went to the Philippines before World War II while the Philippines
was still an American possession. The majority are retired but many still own
stock in businesses which they developed in the Philippines during their residence
there. These members would suffer serious adverse consequences if section 16
were adopted.

In the past the policy of the U.S. Government has been to encourage Americans
to develop businesses in foreign countries. Among the reasons for this policy
uere: (1) that the development of U.S. business abroad increased American
trade and the overall economic strength of this country; (2) that it helped
underdeveloped countries and reduced the need for foreign aid; (3) that it
helped combat communism. The Government recognized the greater risks of
doing business abroad arising from nationalism, political unstability, exchange
control and other problems, and to encourage Americans to go abroad reduced
taxes so that Americans would not have to pay substantially higher taxes than
their foreign competitors who were free from all but the local taxes.

Now there has been an about-face in this policy. The Treasury Department
has indicated that the purpose of the existing legislation is to "equalize" tax
burdens here and abroad so that American capital will not flee this country
In search of "tax havens."

It is respectfully submitted that section 16 does not equalize tax conditions
but makes the position of the American businessman abroad, particularly the
small businessman, much worse than the businessman in the United States.

For example, an American in the Philippines who owned and operated a
Philippine corporation which earned and plowed back into Its business $25,000
a year for 10 years would under section 16, be taxed as follows if he sold his
stock:
Taxable income for 10-year period ....... $250, 000
Phililpine corporate taxes at existing rate of 22 percent ------------ 55,000

Total -------------------------------------------- 195,000
U.S. income tax at ordinary income tax rates ------------------- 152,320

Net left to taxpayer --------------------------------- 42,680
NoTE.-In addition any other income taxpayer had, in the year of sale would be taxed

at 00 percent.
On the other hand, had he operated in corporate form in the United States

his taxes would have left him the following:
Taxable income ---------------------------------------- $250,000
U.S. corporate taxes (82 percent) ---------------------------- 80,000

Total -------------------------------------- ------ 170, 000
U.S. capital gains tax ------------------------------------- 42,500

Net left to taxpayer - -------------------------------- 127, 500
NoTE.-The tax on his other income would not be Increased.
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The penalty as against U.S. taxes which section 16 imposes grows faster with
the success, development and age of the enterprise.

It is obvious that section 16 will very effectively deter small American busi-
nessmen from making any future investments in foreign countries where risks
are severe enough without such a tax deterrent. While some of these penalties
could theoretically be avoided in organizing new businesses through avoiding
the use of a foreign corporation, it is often impractical and undesirable for
reasons other than tax reasons for the small American businessman who resides
in a foreign country to operate in any form other than as a corporation incor-
porated in that country. Moreover, because of the lower tax rate available
to the foreign businessman the American businessman would be unable to com-
pete if he operated in the form of a corporation incorporated in the United
States.

If the Government's philosophy is now to put an end to new investments by
small American businesses abroad we can only say that such a philosophy will
seriously hamper the development of countries such as the Philippines which
badly need American capital and know-how. It will also hamper this country's
overall economic growth and foreign trade.

As to any American unlucky enough to be forced to liquidate an existing
corporate business in a foreign country before he died, the application of these
tax penalties would be the worst kind of retroactive confiscatory action. Even
If lie were able to avoid liquidation for the time being an American with an
existing foreign corporation would in effect be denied the right to reinvest
future profits within his corporate structure since if he did he would be build-
ing up a larger and larger potential tax penalty should he later be forced to
liquidate.

Very truly yours,
PHILIPPINE SOCIETY OF CALIFORNIA,

By WILLIAM H. T.YLOR, Secretary.

BEVERLY HILLs, CALm'., April 20, 1962.
Re H.R. 10650.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
chairman , Senate Finance Committee,
lVashington, D.O.

DEAR SIR: We have been following with great Interest the proposed revision
of our income tax laws by the Revenue Act of 1962, and in particular the por-
tions thereof dealing with the taxation of income from foreign sources. As
lawyers specializing In the field of taxation we feel an obligation to contribute
to the enactment of sound and equitable revisions. We also feel that our re-
sponsibility to clients requires us to point out any inequities which may ad-
versely affect them. Our purpose in writing you is to discharge both responsi-
bilities.

This letter will discuss three subjects:
1. The retroactive effect of section 16 of the bill containing proposed I.R.C.

section 1248.
2. The effect of section 13 of the bill on individual shareholders (as opposed

to corporate shareholders).
3. The definition of rents as passive income.

1. Retroactive effect of proposed O.R.C. section 1248
Under our internal revenue laws, Individual U.S. shareholders of a foreign

corporation have for many years been taxed at capital gains rates upon the dis-
solution of a foreign corporation or the sale of stock therein, provided that
section 841 of the I.R.C. relating to collapsible corporations was not applicable.

Proposed section 1248 provides, however, that upon the liquidation of any
controlled foreign corporation (or upon the sale of Its stock) gain realized
by U.S. shareholders will constitute ordinary income to the extent of the cor-
poration's earnings and profits accumulated since 1918. Thus, for example, a
shareholder who formed a controlled foreign corporation in 1920 and who has
suffered all the risks of operating abroad will be required to treat gain on sale
of his stock as ordinary income, even if such gain is attributable to earnings
of the corporation many years ago.
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It is submitted that the retroactive effect of proposed section 1248 is en-
tirely inconsistent with the fair administration of our tax law and our coun.
try's basic abhorrence of ex post facto laws. Our citizens are entitled to rea-
sonable advance notice of the tax consequences of their acts and should be able
to rely on the laws in force at the time action is taken. This is particularly
true when the change encompasses not merely a technical correction of an in-
equity, but an entirely new approach to a broad subject, such as the taxation of
foreign income.

So far as we can determine, the balance of the provisions in H.R. 10650 af-
fecting foreign income have been carefully drafted so as to avoid a retroactive
effect or to give taxpayers an opportunity to take remedial action before the
effective date thereof. We can see no basis for treating the transactions cov-
ered by proposed section 1248 any differently.

Proposed section 1248 will tend to neutralize the Treasury Department's ef-
forts to achieve a favorable balance of payments with foreign countries. In-
stead of encouraging our citizens to bring back to this country any funds they
may have abroad, proposed section 1248 will impose a catastrophic tax on any
individual who might wish to return his assets in a foreign corporation to this
country. Thus, the retroactive effect of proposed section 1248 works at cross-
purposes with one of our important overall fiscal objectives.

2. Amendment of 8eotion 18 of the bill to provide for election to be taxed as
U.S. corporation

We believe section 13 of H.R. 10650 unfairly taxes individual U.S. share-
holders of foreign corporations. It appears to us that the drafters of section
13 were primarily concerned with a controlled foreign subsidiary of a U.S.
parent corporation. In this situation the prospective application of section 13
will not penalize the user of a foreign corporation, since the subpart F income
of the foreign subsidiary will be currently taxed to the U.S. parent at the
maximum corporate rate of 52 percent. In other words, the foreign income
will be taxed at the same rate of tax as if the U.S. parent corporation had itself
earned the income.

On the other hand, if the controlled foreign corporation is owned by indi-
vidual U.S. residents or citizens, its subpart F income will be taxed currently
to these individuals at progressive rates up to 91 percent. Had these indi-
viduals forms a U.S. corporation to operate abroad, the maximum tax payable
currently by the U.S. corporation would have been 52 percent. Thus, individual
shareholders of a foreign corporation are penalized, not merely equalized with,
shareholders of a U.S. corporation. The House committee report indicates a
desire merely to avoid a postponement of U.S. tax on certain types of foreign
income, so that the possible increase in the rate of tax on individual share-
holders of foreign corporations appears to have created an unintended hardship.

This point was recognized in the Treasury draft of the bill which contained
an election permitting foreign corporations created before December 81, 1961,
to be taxed as U.S. corporations (section 901 of the Treasury draft). A fair
administration of the tax law would indicate that such an election should be
restored to the bill.

If for any reason such an election is unacceptable to the Congress, it is
submitted that a substitute provision should be added to the bill to avoid pena-
lizing individual shareholders of foreign corporations. Under section 867 of
existing law, it is impossible to reorganize a foreign corporation into a domestic
corporation tax free without prior Treasury approval. According to the com-
mittee report at the time of its enactment, section 867 was adopted to prevent
the avoidance of U.S. tax on the sale of appreciated property, by first trans-
ferring such property to a foreign corporation in a tax-free transaction. Thus,
the section was intended to permit the Treasury to deny tax-free treatment
only where the purpose of the transaction is to place assets beyond the taxing
Jurisdiction of the United States and not where the transaction's purpose is to
bring the assets back to the U.S. taxing jurisdiction. More specifically, we
suggest that a possible alternative to the election proposed by the Treasury
is an amendment to section 867, to permit'the tax-free reorganization of a foreign
corporation as a domestic corporation without the requirement of prior Treasury
approval.

8. Rents as passive income
Under section 952(e) (8) of the bill, all rents are included in foreign base

company income without regard to whether or not such rents constitute more
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than 50 percent of gross income. Page 62 of the report of the House Ways
and Means Committee indicates that rents are so classified on the theory that
active American business operations abroad should be encouraged on an equal
competitive footing with locally owned businesses, while U.S. taxation of port-
folio-type income and the passive collection of income of foreign corporations
should not be postponed. To achieve this objective, however, we feel that a
distinction should be made between the rental income of an active business and
a more passive investment.

For example, a foreign corporation may purchase or manufacture automobiles
or machinery and lease them in a foreign country. In this connection it may
employ a large sales staff, a substantial maintenance crew, and other personnel
to operate the rental business. It is difficult to distinguish between such a
business and one which sells rather than rents similar property. Both types
of enterprises should be taxed as active business. On the other hand, we
recognize the logic of classifying as passive income the rent collected under a
net lease by a landlord which purchased an existing building solely for income
from such lease.

The problem of distinguishing between active and passive rental income be-
conies particularly acute in the motion picture and television industries where the
generally accepted method of exploitation is by rental rather than by sale. We
submit that where a corporation itself produces a motion picture and thereupon
disposes of it in the method normal to the industry; i.e., by rental, such rental is
not merely the passive collection of income but the fruits flowing from the active
operation of a complicated enterprise.

We understand that consideration is being given to a proposal to remove from
subpart F income rental income earned through the active efforts of a taxpayer
(as opposed to the passive collection of rents). We submit that this distinction
only meets the problem halfway, and that a taxpayer who either manufactures
the product leased or who performs substantial services in the rental process
should not be classified as a passive investor.

This distinction will, of course, have relevance in many other businesses as
well, such as, for example, in the construction of apartment houses, convention
halls, business machines, etc.

We are sending copies of this letter to each member of the Senate Finance
Committee, to Commissioner Mortimer Caplin, to Representative Wilbur Mills,
chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee, to Senator Thomas Kuchel,
and to Senator Clair Engle. Should either of these committees feel that we
might make a contribution to their deliberations on the proposed bill by testify-
Ing in person, we would be pleased to do so. Naturally, we would also be happy
to amplify any portions of this letter which might not be wholly clear.

Your consideration of our views is greatly appreciated.
Very truly yours, IIELL & MAELLA.

CREOLE PETROLEUM CORP.,
Oaraca8, Venezuela, April 16, 1962.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Finance Oommittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.A.

DEAR SIR: Your committee is currently holding hearings on 1.R. 10650, reve-
nue bill of 1962, passed by the House of Representatives on March 29, 1962.
I wish to make the following statement on behalf of Creole Petroleum Corp.
directed at section 12 of the bill and request that'it be incorporated in the record
of said hearings. I have limited my remarks to the Individual tax problems
created by the bill because so many others have testified with respect to treatment
of corporate income earned abroad.

There are thousands of American citizens who have chosen careers with U.S.
business outside the United States in all parts of the world. Over 700 of them
are employed by Creole Petroleum Corp. in Venezuela. Section 911 of the pres-
ent U.S. tax law excludes from gross income, income earned by a U.S. citizen
who Is a resident of a foreign country. We wish to Urge that such exclusion be
continued in its present form and thht the changes proposed by the House of
Representatives in section 12 of the revenue bill'of 1962 (t.R. 10650) not be
approved. That section would Impose an attifual ceiling of $20,00 on such exclu-
sion for U.S. citizens who take up residence in a foreign country, which ceiling
would Increase to $85,000 after 3 years of continuous foreign residence.
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It is Important to keep in mind that the proposal of the House is not to create
such $20,00 and $35,000 exclusions, It is rather to take away, at least in part,
exclusions which have existed since 1926 and around which American businesses
operating abroad and American citizens living and working abroad have built
a good part of the financial aspects of their lives. Therefore, in order to Justify
This change, either the circumstances under which the exclusions were originally
granted must have changed, or there must be a reason of great, overriding
importance which exists today but did not exist then.

The reason given in 1926 for granting the exclusion was the encouragement
of foreign trade. It is submitted that the foreign trade of the United States is
more important to the country today than it was 30 years ago. Moreover, du1r.
Ing the intervening years, the expansion of commercial and political intercourse
between the nations of the world has proceeded at an almost unbelievable rate
so that today U.S. business abroad plays an indispensable role in the relationships
between the United States and other countries.

Among the reasons given for the tax proposals made by the President a year
ago, those given to justify the modification of the earned income abroad exclusion
seem to be two: first, that the exclusion had been abused by a few, and second,
that it would supply additional revenue needed to make up that to be lost by the
proposed investment credit. We do not believe the ends justify the means.

The exclusion of individual income earned abroad encourages foreign trade by
putting U.S. business abroad on the same footing as its competitors. The major
mercantile and manufacturing countries outside the United States do not tax the
income that their nations earn abroad. A list of some of these countries is
attached. The Congress in 1926 extended this principle to American businessmen
operating abroad. Without this, it is more expensive for U.S. citizens who reside
in a foreign country to live and work there than for the people with whom our
citizens must compete. Or, if the employer must make up the difference in order
to keep his American employees, it will cost him more to do business in that
foreign country than it costs his competitors.

The foregoing assumes that in order to do business abroad, it is necessary for
U.S. companies to have American employees in the countries in which they
operate. This is true in many countries, because there are not enough trained
people there to perform the needed operations. Furthermore, it will always be
desirable to have a number of Americans in foreign operations of U.S. companies
to-look after the interests of U.S. stockholders.

The reasons which prompted the Congress to act In 1026 are still valid today.
The President of the United States is endeavoring to expand the foreign trade of
the country even further. Moreover, today, to a far greater extent than was true
in 1926, the private enterprise system Upon which the American type of democracy
is founded is under attack by the totalitarian states. The attack on this and
other U.S.-type institutions is so severe that it is said that we are in a kind of
war. To win this cold war the United States spends billions of dollars each year
In aid to foreign governments. And it spends millions of dollars each year for
the Peace Corps to make friends for the United States by letting people in foreign
countries see Americans and learn firsthand what they are like and by teaching
people to read and write, farm, build roads, and otherwise better their living
conditions.

But U.S. business has been doing this for years. The billions of dollars spent
in developing private business abroad have contributed substantially to aceom-
nlishing what the U.S. Government now wants to do And have done so at much
le.ss cost to the U.S. taxpayer. Creole Petroleum Corp. employs 12,000 people in
Venezuela. It nrovides basic. technical, and higher edtcahton for many of its
eninloyers and their familles and nrovide.q housing and hospitals in many areas.
Tt hns built roads and othor mihilfe works as community contribution. and bas
silbeprihed to nublie works, bondq, The storv Is slmllhr in otler conntrips.
F'relnuntlv, the only Amerleans that neonle in other eointries know nro o-
nlo".q of American comnanie.q. Wtihoift fhi kind of a.sstnnce from Aeitcan
bmsin.s abroad, the eost of flhtfnrr the cold war in many. narts of the world
woitld be astronfuncAl. It seems clear, therefore. thit what the Cohiress. waq
endenvorine to enconrae in 192A should he encourneei to nn even greater extent
in 100)2. Instead, the House bll ropos.es to diseotreeAmorlrcans from living
abroad or to ralse the osts to their emloloyers of kepnlng then there or both.
Wor what?

Tt i. said that the preoent earned Income abroad exclust.ion is abused h Amenrl.
cantl who take itn'residence nbrond olv to reduce thfeh 4 tax brdnr. fThe pv.
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ample most frequently used is that of movie stars. But the percentage of Ameri-
cans residing abroad for the purpose of avoiding taxes must be very small when
compared to the thousands who reside abroad because their jobs take them there.
The average length of residence in Venezuela of the more than 700 Creole
foreign service employees is 9 years. If the group Is limited to 80 top executives,
the average length of residence abroad is over 20 years. Surely, it Is unfair ahd
unwise to change a salutary tax provision of 3 years' standing for the sole
purpose of preventing a few taxpayers from abusing it.

It Is also said that additional revenue would be provided by the change in the
amount of the exclusion and that the additional revenue is needed to help make
up the revenue loss which would accompany the new investment incentives.
The additional revenue was originally estimated to amount to about $10 million
a year. Compared to the billions budgeted each year, this is an almost Insiguifi-
cant amount and it is not much different from the cost of the Peace Corps. It
seems inconsistent to vote additional money so that the Government can do
many of the things that private business can do and is doing abroad and at the
same time make it more difficult for private business to operate abroad and thus
contribute to these objectives at less cost. It should be remembered, moreover,
that state ownership Is favored over private enterprise in many areas of the
world, even in countries friendly to the United States. If the Congress is con-
cerned about this attitude, it should act to strengthen and not weaken the posi-
tion of those who are trying to teach the advantages of private enterprise to
other nations.

The proponents of the bill speak of curing abuses, but say nothing of the in-
equities which the specific changes in the proposed foreign-earned-income exclu-
sion would create. It is said that $20,000 to $35,000 is a generous allowance.
But this assumes that conditions are the same in all countries outside the United
States. It may be generous in one country and thus not affect Americans living
there. In another country, such as Venezuela, the effect may be considerable.
Salaries depend in large part on cost of living. The attached chart shows the
great disparity between costs in several countries with which the United States
does business. Costs in Caracas, Venezuela, are almost 80 percent higher than
those of Washington, D.C., and more than double those of some other countries.
The present exclusion is fair because it puts all Americans working abroad in
the same position from a tax standpoint as the other people working in the same
country. Moreover, the proposed changes put the greatest penalty on the highest
paid positions which are apt to be filled by people who have spent the greatest
time abroad in the promotion of American foreign trade and by the people who
are the most important to the continued existence of U.S. business abroad.

Proponents of the proposed changes in the exclusion deprecate the effect of
their proposal on individual Americans living abroad with the assertion that
their employers will compensate them for the increased taxes. This theory has
several flaws. First of all, since competition in foreign areas comes from com-
panies whose countries of origin do not tax the income their nationals earn
abroad, American businesses would incur higher costs than their competitors by
absorbing the Increased taxes of their employees. This would make American
business less competitive at a time when it is receiving increased competitive
pressure from all quarters. Secondly, the application is unfair because, due to
the varying levels of cost of living pointed out above, the effect on companies
In country A might be negligible (with an accompanying negligible benefit to
the U.S. Treasury) and the effect on companies in country B could be consider-
able. Only certain companies of all that are doing business abroad, therefore,
would be required to meet the brunt of the increased revenue aspirations of
the House.

An equally important consideration is the effect that increasing American em-
ployees' compensation would have on the economies of many countries. To do
so without raising the pay of the other employees would surely be greeted with
the charge that the imperialists have again taken care of their own people but
not those of the host country--in spite of explanations as to the reasons for the
Increase. Creole takes great pains to Insure the priticijle of equal pay for equal
work. On the other hand, to rant all employees 'pay Increases equal to those
received by American employees for tax reasons would further increase costs
of U.S. compaitles and further redifee their obility to compete. Moreover, this
wniild't-Wul to create wne snirals ond Inflhtl6 In the host cotntries. In short,
American bilsIness would he slbjected to severe criticism whichever option It
chose-an unenvilble position.
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In summary, it is our conviction that the changes in the earned-income exclu.
sion for individuals residing abroad as proposed by the House in section 12 of
the revenue bill of 1962 will reduce the ability of American business to compete
abroad; will make it more difficult to attract Americans for oversea employ.
ment; will be detrimental to efforts to expand American influence and ideals
abroad; cannot be justified as a measure to correct abuses; will produce little
additional revenue for the Government; and will operate in a discriminatory
manner.

If the Congress is nevertheless persuaded that this bill must contain provisions
to correct abuses permitted by section 911 of the present law, it might consider
how this cotild be accomplished without causing the unfortunate effects on U.S.
business abroad which are described above. For instance, both of these ends
might be partially obtained by a limitation of $35,000 per year of excluded income
for the first 8 years of foreign residence, increasing to $50,000 at the end of 3
years and $75,000 at the end of 6 years. This would certainly reduce the area
of abuse and would mitigate the effects of the limitation on bona fide foreign
service employees and their employers. Other solutions will undoubtedly occur
to your committee.

In closing, I wish to thank you and your committee for your consideration of
our views.

Very truly yours,
HARRY A. J'ARvIs.

indcxe, of viniig costs, excludi g quarters

(Washington,'D.C. 1001

Country rndex Date of report

Caracas, Venezuela ............................................. 177 4 Yune 1961.
BogotA, Colombia .............................................. 83.3 Ootober, 1060.
Dhahran. Saudi Arabia ................................................. 103.5 April, 1060.
Mexico City, Mexico --------------------------------------------------- 86.3 May 1961.
Lima, Peru .............................................................. 01.5 December 1960.
Aruba, Netherlands Antilles -------------------------------------------- 121. 1 February 1960.
Buenos Aires, Argentina ------------------------------------------------ 81.7 May 1961.

Source: U.S. Department of State.

TAXATION PRovIsroINs AFFECTING INDIVIDUALS IN MfAJOR ECONOMICALLY
ADVANCED COUNTRIES I

A review has been made of the tax laws of 20 economically advanced foreign
couhti'les to determine whether any of them would Impose income tax on em-
ployment income earned abroad by citizens who are bona fide residents of another
coutntry.

The tax laws of the following countries were examined:
Australia Netherlands
Belffim Netherlands Antilles
Canada New Zealand
Denmark Norway
Finland Porthgal
France South Africa
Germany Spain
Hong Kong Sweden
Italy Switzerland
J an United Kingdom

Confirmation of the results of the study has been obtained from tax advisers in
each country.

The general rule, in each of the countries listed above, is that they do not tax
employment income of its citizens who are bona fide residents of, and working in,
a foreign country. With only four exceptions, the coftfitries, on the basis of resi-
dence, (1o not tax income earned abroad by citizens who are resident abroad;
the only income of nonresidents that is taxed is domestic- source income. Since
HI6ng Kong, Portugal, South Africa, and Spain (the four exceptions) as a

I Source: Tax department, Creole Petroleum Corp.
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general rule do not tax foreign source income, they have no specific earned
income exclusion based on nonresidence.

AMIEJlCAN CIIAMBER OF COMMEiiCE IN BELGIUM A.8,B.L.,
Br1sels, April 19, 1962.

lion. HARRY BYRD,
Chairman,, Finance Committee,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.

M1y DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The American Chamber of Commerce in Belgium
wishes to follow up its telegram of March 21, 1962, signed by its President who
is temporarily absent from Belgium, by submitting the attached memoranda con-
cerning H.1. 10650 which is now up for consideration by the Senate. It is there-
fore respectfully requested that this letter, with memorandums attached, be made
a matter of record and be included in the printed record of your committee's
hearings.

Although it is strongly felt that the arguments propounded in the attached
memorandums constitute in themselves enough valid reasons why the measure
should not be enacted in its present form, what concerns this chamber most
are certain intangible factors involved in the situation, which should be viewed
in the wider framework of the relationship of the United States vis-a-vis her
Western allies. Inconsiderate treatment by the United States of her political, as
well as trading, partners through the passage of shockingly radical if not uncon-
stitutional legislation, which would violate the long established principles of in-
ternational fiscal laws as well as the spirit, purpose, and basic principles of exist-
Ing tax treaties, would add one more adverse factor to an already serious and
ever-growing sense of disillusionment among our friends abroad. To the Euro-
pean, the introduction of new and untried fiscal principles which would tax the
income of his own corporations and in effect interfere with his own laws, this
extraterritorial legislation is unjustified and indeed constitutes aggressive action
on our part. This is the sort of stuff that the "image of America" is made of,
whether for good or ill.

What cannot be explained away in Europe is the fact that the House Ways and
Means Committee supported the measure knowing full well that certain provi-
sions would run counter to our international obligations; and even went so far
as to adopt a provision to the effect that, in the event of a conflict between a
provision of the bill and a treaty, the treaty is overridden (section 21). Other
friendly countries, being fully aware that treaties and acts of Congress both are
fundamental laws of the land, are seriously concerned with this premeditation
which constitutes unilateral abandonment, and wonder whether this sets the
pattern to be followed in trade and other agreements to be made in the future.

This is particularly unfortunate following so closely the President's accept-
ance of the Tariff Commission's recommendation to increase the tariff rates on
woven carpets and glass. The lamentable results of this move, which seemed
ill advised and badly timed, have already included a united reaction by the
Common Market to protect one of its members, specifically Belgium. The Euro-
pean Economic Commuflity, acting as a unit for the first time, addressed a
strongly worded memorandum (dated Apr. 8, 1962) to the U.S. Government and
requested consultations under the GATT procedure to offset the U.S. tariff
increases.

After the widely publicized drive by the United States to move toward a more
liberal trade policy, and the announced intention of the admitilistration to enter
into further negotiations with the Common Market to reduce tariffs, such action
on our part undermines confidence in the word of the U.S. Government. More
and more are Europeans considering that Americans preach to them aboUt prin-
ciples on the one side, but act contrary to their preachments on the other side
when their own interests are concerned.

Every ill-considered action on our part which leads to loss of confidence builds
up the "image" abroad of American ambivalences. The effect is cumulative, and
it is this factor we feel which may well redound to our national disadvantage
in terms of dimtiUtion of prestige and leadership potential with our Western
allies.

This aspect of H.R. 10650 in the long run will undoubtedly prove to be much
more important even than the tax injustices and shortsighted economy inherent
in certain provisions of the bill-or the added $85 million which the Treasury
Departmehit expects to pick up in taxes from oversea earnings. Furthermore,
what abuses may exist of a tax haven nature, it is believed, can be nullified by
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enforcing the present law or by other means less radical and less costly to the
national interest than those provided for in the present measure.

At this juncture, it is the naive American at home, not the "ugly American"
abroad, who is most likely to do our country the greatest injury.

A letter identical to this one is also being sent to the chairman of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee.Respectfully yours, ROBERT F. DESBERO, Vice President.

[Enclosure No. II
APRIL 19, 1002.

ADVERSE BELGIAN REACTION TO EXTRATERRITORIAL FEATURES OF NEW TAX
PROPOSALS (H.R. 10050)

Undoubtedly the committee will have received submissions from numerous
and varied sources expounding the reasons why the proposed bill, if enacted,
would violate the spirit, purpose, and basic principles of the tax treaties in effect
between the United States and some 44 friendly governments-if not strictly
the letter of these treaties-through the levying by the United States of a tax
based on the undistributed income from foreign sources of corporations estab-
lished in the 44 countries concerned. Let us, therefore, try to avoid duplication
and confine our attention to the results that we, as an American chamber of
commerce abroad, have obtained from an investigation conducted in competent
circles in Belgium. Whereas none of the conclusions drawn in this memoran-
dum, or any of the answers reported to the questions asked, emanate from Bel-
gian official sources, the questions posed were put to and answered by individuals
fully conversant with Belgian fiscal policies and with the thinking of those
responsible for such policies.

BELGIAN THINKING REVEALED BY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

By direct questioning of the selected sources noted above the following inter-
esting answers were obtained.

1. Under a company and tax law in Belgium:
(a) Is a company a juridicial entity separate from its shareholders?
Answer: Yes.
(b) Can the shareholders be required to pay tax on income derived by and

belonging to the company before it is distributed to them?
Answer: No.
2. Are the foregoing principles inherent in the income tax convention between

Belgium and the United States?
Answer: Yes.
3. Under the said income tax convention:
(a) Should the United States tax a company resident in Belgium on business

income not allocatable to a permanent establishment in the United States, or on
dividends or other income not attributable to U.S. sources?

Answer: No.
(b) Does the so-called "saving clause" in said tax convention (which states

that each government may tax its citizens, or residents, or corporations on the
basis of all items of income taxable under its laws, subject to granting a credit,
exemption, or other relief from double taxation), permit the United States now
to iclude in the basis of its tax, on its citizens, residents, or corporations all
or part of the income of a company resident in Belgium from sources therein
or elsewhere outside the United States before it is distributed?

Answer: While no provision in the treaty specifically prevents this, it is cer-
tainly against the spirit and principles of said tax convention.

(o) Could the Belgian Government retaliate by including in the taxable in-
come of shareholders resident in Belgium a proportionate part of the undistrib-
uted income of a corporation organized in the United States?

Answer: If the Belgian'Government decided to retaliate It c6uld do so in this
marner. It seems that it would rather resort to raising its rate on income pay-
able to U.S. shareholders. Two of their reasons for protesting and envisaging
retaliation wofild be:

(1) It has been an old-established policy of the Belgian Government to tax
undistributed profits at a level lower than that imposed on distributed profits,
for the obvious purpose of encouraging corporations to expand their industrial
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tacilities. The effects of the proposed U.S. fiscal measures affecting so-called tax
haven profits would tend to nullify this Belgian internal fiscal policy so far as
Belgian entities fully or partially owned by U.S. interests are concerned.

(2) The Belgian Government has taken a number of measures-including
temporary exemptions from, or reductions in, income tax-to foster industrial
investments by its nationals as well as by enterprises of the United States and
other foreign countries. The U.S. draft bill, if enacted, would bring long estab-
lished subsidiaries in Belgium of U.S. corporations who have never committed
any tax abuses, within the scope of the U.S. tax in respect to part of their undis-
tributed income from foreign sources. There would be imposed a burden that
would in effect be discriminatory as compared with that borne by competing
companies owned by nationals of other countries who are not subject to a levy
such as that proposed by the U.S. Treasury.

[N.B.: We should ever be mindful that, should a tax of extraterritorial char-
acter, such as is now proposed by the U.S. Treasury, be imposed by a foreign
government on the basis of the undistributed income of U.S. corporations from
U.S. sources, it would fall within the purview of section 891 I.R.C. which author-
izes the President to double the U.S. rates of tax, subject to a maximum of 80
percent on income from U.S. sources derived by citizens or corporations of a for-
eign country which imposes on U.S. citizens or corporations discriminatory or
extraterritorial taxes.]

(d) Would the Belgian Government object to the de facto Invasion by the
United States of its jurisdiction over the resident company through the United
States demanding balance sheets, profits and loss statements, and other informa-
tion concerning the transactions of the resident company with companies in
third countries in order to determine the basis of the proposed tax?

Answer: Yes. Such a novelty would, at the least, entail a renegotiation of
the tax convention. No European government requires its corporations to sup-
ply data about income of foreign subsidiaries attributable to sources outside
its territory. Certain countries may tax a foreign corporation if it has its cen-
tral management and control in their respective territory, but the tax is on the
corporation and not on the shareholders.

(e) Would the Belgian Government permit U.S. revenue agents to examine
in its territory the books of resident companies?

Answer: No.
(f) Presupposing that the United States has ample authority under its law

and its tax convention with Belgium to allocate to the U.S. parent corporation
profit diverted to the subsidiary in Belgium by transactions which enable the
subsidiary to derive therefrom more income than an independent enterprise
would receive, is the Belgian Government bound by said tax convention to
assist the United States in reallocating to the U.S. parent corporation income
diverted to the subsidiary?

Answer: Yes.
(M) If the subsidiary in Belgium derived income (1) from selling to custom-

ers in third countries goods purchased from the U.S. parent or an affiliated com-
pany in a third country; (2) from licensing patents or rendering technical serv-
ices to affiliated companies in third countries; (3) from interest on loans to
or (4) dividends on shares in such companies, does the United States have the
right under the laws of Belgium or the tax convention with the United States
to levy a tax based on such income before it is distributed to the U.S. parent?

Answer: No.
(h) Would the Belgian Government assist the United States in collecting

such a tax?
Answer: No.
(f) If the Treasury bill were enacted and if the U.S. shareholders voted to

distribute income of a company resident in Belgium in order to pay the tax,
excluding income set aside in reserves required by law, but including profits
needed for reinvestment in its business, and thus harmed the interests of mniority
stockholders resident in Belgium, would the Belgian Government object in their
behal f?

Answer: Yes, insofar as relations with the Belgian company are concerned.
(1) Woild the Belgian Government consider as extraterritoiflt the basing of a

U.S. tax on a local compilny's income from sources in-Belgium orfhrd countries?
Answer: Yes.
(k) Wotild the Belgian Government consider as discriminatory the basing of

a U.S. tax on a local company's profits front selling or licensing to persons In
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third countries, and from other perfectly normal although arbitrarily termed
"tax haven" transactions (in the present bill called subpart F income, including
foreign base company income), but not on the income from manufacturing in
Belgium?

Answer: Yes.
(1) Would the Introduction of a U.S. tax on the basis of a part or all of a local

company's undistributed income be considered as the creation of a new form of
taxation contrary to the spirit of the tax convention between Belgium and the
United States?

Answer: Yes.
(i) If the United States introduced such a tax, would the Belgian Govern.

ment protest or even denounce the convention?
Answer: Yes; in any event, steps would doubtless be taken immediately to

renegotiate the tax convention.

ANALYSIS OF INVESTIGATION

In brief, we feel that this investigation in Belgium has fully borne out a state-
ment which we made in our "memorandum concerning certain proposals in the
President's tax message of April 20, 1901" (page 3) submitted to the House
Ways and Means Committee under cover of a letter to the committee chairman
dated June 1, 1961, albeit that that memorandum concerned itself solely with two
subjects included in the administration's proposals, namely those relating to "tax
deferral" and those relating to the exclusion of income earned abroad by Ameri.
can citizens residing overseas. With equal validity the following statement holds
true as regards subpart F income including foreign base company income:

"The unprecedented influence by the Government of the United States on the
affairs of foreign legal entities would without any doubt be highly resented and
would give rise to unnecessary tensions between friendly governments, since for-
eign governments might vary understandably consider it an encroachment upon
their sovereignty."

Furthermore, the principles laid out in the Fourth Report of the OEEC Fis-
cal Committee 1961, on the elimination of doubt taxation, in the commentary
on article XX concerning the taxation of dividends inter alia, reflect general ac-
ceptance in Belgium, and we dare say represent a consensus of European opin-
ion on the subject. We quote as follows:

"Under the laws of all European countries such joint stock companies are legal
Pntitles with a separate juridical personality distinct from all their shareholders
or members.'

"The position is different for the shareholder (as distinguished from a part-
ner) ; he Is not a trader and the company's profits are not his; so they cannot be
attributed to him. He is personally taxable only on those profits which are dis-
tributed by the company."92 [N.B. There follows a parenthetical clause to the
effect that, apart from the provisions in certain countries' laws relating to the
taxation of undistributed profits in special cases-which clause refers to legis-
lati-e provisions in Belgium, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Germany, Greece,
and the Netherlands '--no provision is made for taxing the shareholder on the
income of the company before It is distributed.]

"Where a company which is a resident of a contracting state receives profits
or income from the other contracting state, such other state may not levy any
tax on the dividends paid by the company to persons who are not residents of
that other state, or subject the company's undistribUted profits to a tax on undis-
tributed profits even if the dividends paid or the undistributed profits consists
wholly or partly of profits or income arising in such other state."'

The commentary on this paragraph states: "Paragraph 5 adopts a provision
already contained in a number of conventioins. It rules out extraterritorlil taxa-
tion of dividends and further provides that nohresident companies are not to be
subjected to special taxes on undistributed profits."8

In short, the proposal to tax the so-called tax haven profits of controlled for-
Pign cofiornation and especially profits from sources in foreign countrie.4 1.4 cou-
sidered to be contrary to--

Pourth Report of the OEEC VFIscal Committee 1061. annex F, par. AT, p. 37.
1d.-Annex F, par. 13, p. 87.
l d.-Pars. 43 to 60,,pp 46-48.

4 1d.-Annex A, art. XX(), p. 25.
6 Id.-Par. 42, p. 40.
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(1) The fundamental principles in the laws of all European countries
and of all other countries whose laws are modeled on European laws or em-
body said principles; said principles exist also in the law of the United
States.0

(2) The provisions in article XX (5) has been agreed to by the 18 mem-
bers of the OEEC. The United States participated In the work of its fis-
cal committee as an associate member. Presupposing that the OECD will
have a fiscal committee to contira e the work of the OEEC fiscal committee,
the report states that the recommendations relating to avoidance of double
taxation adopted by the OEEC Council will be maintained and that "they
will apply thenceforward to the United States and Canada." I

(8) The principles in the national laws mentioned under (1) which are
inherent in the tax treaties between 44 of said European and other countries
and the United States.

CONCLUSIONS TO BE DRAWN

From the foregoing we conclude the following:
(1) The United States could not properly subject the controlled foreign cor-

poration itself to tax on income not allocatable to the United States under the
Internal Revenue Code and tax conventions, and should not include in the income
of U.S. shareholders all, or part, of the income of a controlled foreign corporation
especially if it is from sources outside the United States, even though defined as
subpart F income, Including foreign base company Income.

(2) Taxation of U.S. shareholders on the basis of income belonging to a con-
trolled foreign corporation was never contemplated as being within the purview
of the "saving clause" in tax treaties under which each state reserved the right
to include in the basis of its tax income taxable under its laws, regardless of
any contrary provision in the tax treaty.

(3) The introduction now of such a tax would contravene the basic prin-
ciples of the laws of foreign countries and the spirit of the tax conventions con-
cluded by the United States with such countries.

(4) If such a tax were enacted, it can be fairly assumed that foreign govern-
ments would resent such an incursion in their fiscal jurisdiction, would not per-
mit U.S. revenue agents to examine the corporations' account books and records
in their territory, and would not cooperate in enforcing or collecting the tax on
income from sources outside the United States.

(5) While foreign governments, under the provisions for mutual adminis-
trative assistance in tax conventions, would presumably help the United States
in reallocating to the United States for tax purposes any profits diverted from a
U.S. corporation to a corporation in their territory by transactions not on an
arm's-length basis, they could not be expected to assist in the taxation of profits
properly attributed under their laws to sources in their respective territories or
the territories of third states.

(6) Under the above concepts the proposed tax would be extraterritorial.
(7) Moreover, it would discriminate against certain Items of income and

certain taxpayers.
(8) The proposal would introduce a new form of taxation which was not

contemplated when the tax conventions were concluded and would be contrary
to their spirit and basic principles.

(Enclosure No. 2] APRIL 19, 1962.

MEMORANDUM ON LEoAL AND TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN THE APPLCATION
or H.R. 10850

Aside from the generally distruptive effects on the life of a corporation caused
by taxing shareholders on undistributed Income of a corporation, the following
specific problems would arise:

(1) The constitutionality of the measure would be questioned. Taxing share-
holders on the income lf a corporation could be held to violate the fifth amend-
ment (Hoeper v. Pam 0onfltfsion, 284 U.S. 206 (i1ti).

*Hoeper v. Pao Oommiestoa 287 U.S. 206, *Dener v. Maoombers 1920, 252 U.S. 189.'Fourth Report of the OEEd Fiscal Commlitee, 1901, par. 84, p. 19.
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(2) Due to loss carryovers, legal reserves and other requirements or pri
visions of local law, receipts which would not be subject to foreign tax or whle
can never be distributed would, under the proposed bill, be subject to U.S. ta:

(3) Despite the provision for tax credits, if income already taxed to the U.,
shareholder is distributed, it may be subjected to a higher foreign tax rate thai
the U.S. rates. (Foreign taxes on undistributed profits are often lower than oi
distributed profits.) In such case no U.S. tax would have been due on the income
However, because U.S. taxation under the bill occurs prior to distribution, U.
tax would already have been paid.

Income, under these circumstances, may be subject to double taxation.
(4) The income of third tier, or more remote foreign controlled corporations

would be subjected to U.S. tax; and no tax credit relief would be available.
(5) Incredibly burdensome double accounting would be required by the foreign

corporation if it attempts to satisfy the need of its shareholders for information
necessary for U.S. tax purposes as well as maintaining the required accounts for
local law.

BRUXELLES, March 21, 1962.
Hon. HARRY BYBD,
Chairman, Finance Committee, Senate Offloe Building, l1a8hington, D.C.:

The American Chamber of Commerce in Belgium, a private nonprofit organiza.
tion contributing to advancement of mutual Interests of United States and
Belgium in trade and investment, with 600 membership comprising many
American firms, wishes to draw committee's attention to and include in the
printed record of the committee's hearings the following points on foreign
source income.

New tax proposals will:
First, violate the long-established principles of international fiscal laIs as

well as the spirit, purpose, and basic principles of existing tax treaties as out.
lined In our representations to the House Ways and Means Coninittee dated
Jne 1 and November 30.

Second, destroy the ability of American enterprise to compete In world market.
Third, surrender hard-won U.S. position, prestige, and technology to foreign

Interests.
Fourth, injure our foreign trade by sharply reducing export and shipping

port activities and air traffic.
Fifth, wipe out jobs dependent upon trade and upon foreign earnings now re-

invested here.
Sixth, dry up private investments in less developed countries, thereby requir-

ing more taxpayers' dollars for foreign aid.
Seventh, Injure our balance of payments by killing off favorable flow of dollars
from American Investments overseas.
Eighth, inevitably increase already heavy burden of American individutil and

business income taxes.
ROBERT H. JEnoscrr, President.

BECKMAN INSTRUMENTS, INC.,
Fullerton, Calif., April 17, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. BYRD: The proposed Revenue Act of 1962 (H.R. 10650) cofltnlns in
its section 18 legislation which will unreasonably tax legitimate foreign opera-
tions of domestic companies. We support and second the sound arguments of
prinfdile set forth against this legislation by such organizations as the Amorlenn
Institute of CPA's.

In addition, we feel you will be interested in the personal observations and
experiences of a company which literally started in a garage in California some
27 years ago and now sells its Callforlhia-manufactflred products thrdtihuh|t the
world.

Beckmnan Instruments, Inc., started in 1994 with a capitfiliztitlon of a few
thousand dollars, Its current annual sales rate Is $80*ffli 6h. We mahufac-
ture precise, quality scientific Instrumnefits. The development and manufacture
of this type of instrument requires an excellence of engineering and assembly
skills and, for that matter, the sales and service of such Itms dematid.4 the
same standards.
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Experience in the early 1950's taught us that to compete in the European
market it was necessary to establish an operation locally. Consequently, a
manufacturing subsidiary was established In Munich, Germany, in 1953. This
manufacturing operation at that time (and currently) only makes-a few of our
instrilments. It Is difficult to export the skills required for the manufacture
of our complex products. The tariff changes resulting from the formation of
the Common Market increased the importance of our manufacturing operation
within the territory. At the same time, the same reasons fostered our need for
an operation in the sterling area, and a manufacturing subsidiary was established
in Glenrothes, Scotland, in 1958. Each is an Independent subsidiary of a Swiss
holding company. Fox'eign sales are handled through a third subsidiary of the
Swiss holding company. Foreign subsidiaries are used for the very practical
reason that in at least two jurisdictions we would be subject to a higher tax rate
and possibly some of our local profits would be taxed if we did not function
through an Independent subsidiary.

The following chart shows the increase in our sales, both foreign and domestic,
throughout the years and the chart below It shows the increase In our employ-
ment figures, both foreign and domestic.

Foreign sales

Fiscal year U.S. production Foreign production

Total
Amount Percent Amount Percent

of total of total

1959 ....................................... $4,266.854 75.0 $1,425,721 25.0 $5,692,675
1960 ....................................... 5,722,697 74.0 2,007,331 20.0 7,730,028
1961 ....................................... 7,757,991 75.0 2,579,668 25.0 10,337,659
1962- ...................................... 8,857,000 73.2 3,243,000 26.8 12,100,000

' Estimate.

Domestic Foreign Total,
only only domestic

and foreign

July 1, 1958 ................................................... 2,628 307 2,935
July 10 1959 ................................................... 3,121 299 3,420
July 1, 1960 ................................................... 3,735 525 4,260
July 1, 1961 ................................................... 4,044 499 4,543
Jan. 1, 1962 ................................................... 4,468 543 '5,011

IEstimate based on October 1961 figure.

Regardless of the existence of manufacturing operations, we do not assemble
a product In a foreign country unless the competitive factors, which are domi-
nated by the tariff problem, prevent us from slipping Instrumlents from Cali-
fornia. There are many reasons for this, such as duplichtion of capital Invest-
ment, complications in exporting the needed skills, and our feeling of a strong
responsibility to prodlce as much as possible in this country in preference to
other countries. It is no secret that the lower labor rates of other areas (n tnot
assure lower per-uflit cost in such areas. We have fMUd that it is linylrsible
to transport the American efficiency resulting from the abilities of our labor Afid
management.

I am sure you noted from the tables above that the percentage of otir foreign
sales resulting from the production within, the United States has not decreased
il the last 4 years even though we added a second folign matifactfiriig facility.
Rather than exporting jobs, we are exporting sales which have resulted in more
Jobs beink created in the Uited Strtes and 'priftnipally in Culforttia. The rather
sizable increase in otir employment figures within the Uited Sthtes, as shown 1t
the above table, substantlates this.

In 1959, when the comtpany's total foreign sales were approximately $5.7 mil-
lion, we transferred the manager of our foreign operations to Europe in order
to facilitate his supervision of the sales activities in Europe and the production
there. Certatfily no one can argue that a business of this size needs on-the-spot
malihgement. This ispattilirly true in our case as our German operation had
vet to see a pr6fltatble year; the Scottish operatih hlfid just been commenced;
tile coihplexitv of our prodhidts, requires highly skilled personnel alid manage-
mnent to stiMnifte their sales and to supervise their servicing.
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A close, highly technical liaison is required between ourselves and the customer
in order for him to receive value from our complex instruments. Skilled person.
nel must demonstrate our Instruments, instruct the customer in their application
and maintenance, and service the instruments. There is a mushrooming reel.
procity between our foreign and domestic sales: more parts are shipped from
here abroad, and a customer using one of our instruments becomes acquainted
wfth, and a potential customer for, more precise and elaborate instruments of
the same type or a completely different Instrument, neither of which is apt to be
currently made in our foreign manufacturing operations.

In fiscal 1959 our foreign sales originating from the U.S. production was $4.2
million. As a direct result of our organization of foreign subsidiaries, this fiscal
year our foreign sales resulting from U.S. production will total $8.8 million.

There were many disadvantages to establishing a headquarters and sales office
at one of our existing production locations; consequently, we looked for another
location which was geographically convenient and where living conditions would
be acceptable to the personnel that had to be moved and which had a stable
economy and monetary system. Switzerland was the obvious choice. Conse.
quently, we now coordinate all of our production, sales and service activities from
Switzerland.

The expansion of our foreign operation naturally required capital, and we
made an equity investment in these foreign operations. Because of the startup
working capital requirements, we made short-term loans to these companies.
These loans will be repaid from profits.

The growth of our foreign operation parallels our domestic growth and more
capital may be required. It is true that we have a potential source of capital
within the United States which we could export to Europe. We believe, how.
ever, that by reinvesting the profits of our foreign operations in Europe we
avoid Increasing the gold outflow. As we repay the existing loans we will
actually stem the gold outflow.

There will come a time when future capital requirements will not necessitate
additional investment in Europe and as the profits, then greater because of the
larger investment, are returned to the United States they will be fully taxed.
Currently taxable income within the United States is produced from the products
exported and from the Interest payments made to the United States and from
royalty payments made from both manufacturing subsidiaries to the United
States. We do not accumulate royalty payments in our Swiss holding company.
These payments are made directly to the United States.

Our foreign operation is a legitimate day-to-day business operation and not
conceived or functioning as a tax haven. We are not exporting jobs. Our
activities are in line with all of the normal objectives of this country. Our
European activities are not in undeveloped areas; on the other hand, no foreign
Industry had previously existed In the Bavarian area of Germany prior to our
commencement of operations there, and only very few foreign companies operated
in Scotland when we commenced operations there. Certainly neither of these
areas could guarantee the success of a foreign operation. We strongly resent the
penalties which the proposed legislation would inflict upon us and indirectly upon
our 5,000 employees and 6,000 stockholders. I am sure that in voting upon
legislation a Member of Congress examines both the short range and long range
consequences. No one should be so shortsighted as to believe that this legislation
would not promptly cause reprisal legislation in a country such as Switzerland;
all of our profits wotild be taxed there and we, our employees, and stockholders,
and this couht y as a whole would never realize the benefits from our foreign
profits and growth.

The Treasury Department, without this additlonhl legislation, has the means
to, and should attack paper tAx haven operations and the Unreasonable accumula.
tion of profits in these tax havens. It apparently only lacks the courage to use
the existing means. We simply wish to reemphasize that our operation functions
as a genutine business activity, has caused increase in our U.S. sales and profits,
and in no way functions as a paper transferring tax haven. We do not sanction
those Indefensible operations which are truly tax havens.

In summary, our growihg foreign market provides more Jobs within this
coufttry. The use of profits from our foreign operations stems the necessary
gold outflow which would be required for us to remain competitive. For these
reasons, we hope that you will seriously consider your v6te upon the H.R. 10650
ad, If It contains section 18 In its preset form, vote against it.

Very truly y60irs, I,. N. DU1RYS A, C70tfleL
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MEMORANDUM BY ARTHUR ANDERSON & CO. TO THE MEMBERS OF THE SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE ON THE FOREIGN INCOME PROVISIONS OF H.R. 10850

Arthur Anderson & Co. is an international firm of certified public accountants
organized as a partnership under the laws of the State of Illinois with its head-
quarters in Chicago, Ill. We have 31 offices in the United States and 24 offices in
19 other countries. The clients of our oversea offices include not only subsidiaries
of U.S. corporations but also corporations owned or controlled by shareholders
who are nationals of countries other than the United States. We are particular-
ly familiar with business conditions in Europe, Canada, Mexico, South America,
and Australia.

We respectfully object to the foreign provisions of the pending bill and urge
their defeat. Our position is based upon the following grounds:

1. The statistics compiled by the U.S. Department of Commerce purporting
to show that the existence of American business overseas adversely affects the
balance of payments are based upon incomplete questionnaires and do not support
such conclusion.

2. A majority of the foreign subsidiaries of our U.S. corporate clients were set
up to expand into markets not available through an export operation from the
United States and with no U.S. tax avoidance in mind.

3. Enactment of these provisions will cause a decrease in U.S. exports be.
cause, (a) many of these oversea subsidiaries will be sold to foreign interests
and (b) the pricing provisions of the bill will put a premium on the purchase of
foreign goods rather than U.S. exports.

4. The tremendous risks of setting up an enterprise in an underdeveloped
country with an unstable government and an unstable currency will now
be increased by the tax uncertainties created by this bill; the reward for
developing a country will be an increased tax burden.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the technical provisions of this bill
are fantastically complex, in our judgment will prove almost impossible for the
Internal Revenue Service to administer, and render it impossible for any U.S.
corporation to know its U.S. tax liability until many years after its return
Is filed.

As an example of an ill-conceived provision, the terms "earnings" and "earn-
ings and profits" are used in a number of places in the bill. Most of the world
follows the civil law and in those countries they have a commercial code, a civil
code, and usually a company act. None of them have any such accounting con-
cept as earned surplus or accumulated earnings. In most of these countries
the company is required by law to set up a "legal reserve" out of net income.
Would a provision to such a reserve be deductible? In many of the countries
revaluation of assets is either mandatory or permissible to recognize inflation.
Does the credit arising from a revaluation of assets become a part of earnings?
If it does, then how should depreciation on fixed assets be calculated when the
laws of that country say that such depreciation should be based upon the re-
valued assets? There are a host of reserves other than the legal reserve that are
either required or permitted by the laws of a particular country. In deter-
mining earnings of a foreign corporation under this bill, do we apply a theoretical
U.S. l4w to a corporation that is not subject to it? In determining earnings
and profits of a U.S. corlpration for U.S. income tax purposes the rule is that com-
mercial accounting concepts are to be followed except when a provision of the
Internal Revenue Code requires otherwise. In determining the earnings and
profits of a foreign corporation, do we apply the accounting concepts of the
country in which it is organized and operates, or should we disregard the laws
of that country and make theoretical computations having no relationship to the
actual operations of that company abroad?

SPEOIFIO SUBSTANTIVE COMMENTS

Section 6. Amendment of section 482 (allocation of income and. deductions)
1. Present section 482 authorizes the Secretary to distribute, apportion, or

allocate gross income, dedtictiots, credits, or allowances between or among
related organizations in order to prevofit evasion of taxes or clearly to reflect
the income of such organizations, trades, or businesses.' We believe the present
section combined with the reporting requirements of section 6038 contains broad
enough powers for the Treasury Department totcolrect any abuses in the alloca-
tion of income and deductions between domestic aid foreign corporrfisti.
There is no need whatsoever for'new allocation- rles.

82190-62-pt. 0- 15
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2. The proposed amendments to section 482 give too much discretion to the
Commissioner to allocate income. The proposal establishes certain factors which
the Secretary or his delegate must take into consideration. The bill seems to
require consideration in a subjective manner. As a result it will be difficult for
a taxpayer to overcome the agent's determination. In practice such a provision
would often mean that a taxpayer would probably have to resort ultimately
to court action In order to overcome the agent's allocation. The safeguards of
"arm's length price" or "alternative methods" of allocation, as a practical
matter, will provide little assistance to the taxpayer.

3. As this section is presently written any income allocated to a U.S. taxpayer
will be considered to be nonforeign source income. Allocated with the income
will be any foreign income taxes paid on such income. However, since the In-
come will be nonforeign source, it will not be possible to apply the foreign
income tax as a credit against the U.S. tax due on such income. Thus the
income will be taxed both in the foreign country and in the United States with no
foreign tax credit allowed-clearly a case of double taxation. This provision
alone may cause many U.S. companies to become noncompetitive abroad.

4. In many cases, because of local competitive conditions a company may find
it necessary to sell to Its foreign selling subsidiaries at a price lower than that
charged to other customers. It would be very difficult for such a company
to meet the arm's-length definition set forth in the bill, thus subjecting it to
allocation.

5. The additional administrative problems and costs involved in attempting to
arrive at a satisfactory allocation factor with the Treasury Department under
the proposed rules will be much more burdensome than the present test, which
is fair market value of property sold between related companies. Any attempt
to develop a statutory formula, at best, will be artificial and a generalization
and, as a result, will create hardships and inequities since it cannot be all in-
clusive. It seems far better to apply a test of reasonableness of the pricing and
allow each taxpayer to work out any differences with the revenue agent.
Section 7. Distribution of foreign personal holding company income

1. The proposed reduction of the foreign personal holding company gross
income requirement to 20 percent could very easily operate as a tax trap for
U.S. companies who have no intention of avoiding U.S. taxes through operating
a foreign subsidiary. A U.S. parent with two foreign operating subsidiaries,
one owning the stock of the other, could have that subsidiary become a foreign
personal holding company merely by its -receiving dividends In excess of 20
percent of its gross income. H.R. 1050 fails to recognize that the personal
holding company provisions of the Code are intended for companies which own
stock or securities for the receipt of passive income such as dividends and
interest (an incorporated pocketbook). They were not intended to penalize
an operating company carrying on a productive trade or business which becomes
a foreign personal holding company merely by having another foreign operating
subsidiary.

Ordinarily, the U.S. companies which will be sufficiently closely held to fall
Into this trap will also be companies which would 'be classified as small business.
The major U.S. corporations, in almost all instances, have widely diversified
stockownership. Thus, the companies which could be injured by this provision
will be many of the same small businesses which are to be assisted in other
programs and legislation being carried on and considered by the executive and
legislative branches of the Federal Government.
Section 11. Domestic corporations receiving dividends fro)n foreign corporations

1. The foreign tax credit has been In our tax laws almost from the inception
of such laws. Since its introduction Into the Vode there have been a number
of cases establishing the rules on the operation of the credit. Many companies
have set up their corporate organizations based on these established rules.
As a result, a change at this time would work a hardship on such companies,
particularly in view of the fact that any future rearrangement of corporate
structures would be hard to accomplish Under the present Code requirements.

2. Bill section 11(f) provides that If earnings are not paid out prior to
January 1, 1965, then the new rules will apply. Thus in essence this provision
can be applied retroactively. We believe it would be much more equitable to
allow all prior years' earnings to be paid out as dividends under the old rules
and limit the new rules to profits earned by the company subsequent to the
date enacted into law.
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3. This provision will produce sizable amounts of revenue only when the

foreign income tax rate is significantly below our top corporate 52-percent rate.
Since most economically developed countries have rates approximating our
rate (United Kingdom, 53% percent; France, 50 percent; Japan, about M per-

,cent; Canada, about 50 percent), the only real impact will be on dividends
from companies in underdeveloped countries. For example, the 'income tax
rates in Nigeria and Argentina are 40 percent and 388% percent, respectively.
Thus the provision will restrict investment only In such countries. This result
is in direct conflict with an obvious purpose of section 13 of the bill.
Section 12. Earned income from sources without the United States

1. One of the major problems for U.S. business operating abroad Is to obtain
competent personnel who are willing to leave the United States and take up
residence in a foreign country, particularly in underdeveloped countries. With
the future potential of foreign operations and the complexity thereof, It is
almost mandatory that top-level executives be the persons transferred. These
factors mean the transferring of highly paid executives. The proposed provi-
sions to provide only a $20,000 limitation for the first 3 years of bona fide resi-
dence and a $35,000 limitation thereafter appear to be too low to induce the
necessary qualified executives to take up foreign residence.

2. It is probable that as a direct result of the changes in section 911 a
number of U.S. citizens will give up their citizenship. We have heard of
several contemplating this. If this is the result of such a change, the U.S.
Treasury will lose not only the tax on the earned income of those individuals,
but also any tax on other types of income such as interest, dividends, capital
gains, and so forth. This could cause a greater loss in revenue than the loss
caused by the present provisions of section 911.
Section 18. Controlled foreign corporations

1. The taxation systems of most industrialized countries throughout the world
do not tax foreign income until it is returned to the home country. lIven
when taxed at the time when 'brought home, many countries provide beneficial
tax treatment for foreign source income. The Netherlands, Belgium, and the
United Kingdom all provide tax exemption or special tax privileges for foreign
source income. This policy is followed by those countries which are Inherently
faced with balance-of-payment problems. Incentives are given to companies
to earn foreign currency. In lght of the policies of other countries, it would
seem that H.R. 10650 would work in an exactly opposite manner to the practice
other countries have found to be desirable in solving their balance-of-payment
problems.

2. It is recognized that some companies have taken advantage of foreign
operations and have handled them in a manner not consistent with the tax laws
of the United States. It is our observation and sincere belief, however, that
such abuses can be rectified through effective enforcement of the present tax laws
of the United States, as agumented by regulations, case decisions, and interna-
tional organization of the Revenue Service, etc., and that resort to a new set
of complex tax laws in order to police the foreign area is unwarranted and will
prove to be an unwise move.

3. The provisions for taxing all income from patents, processes, formulas, etc.,
developed in the United States ignores the business reasons for having these
property rights owned by foregin companies. In many cases this is the only
avenue for properly utilizing these patents, formulas, etc., In the foreign mar-
kets. To the extent that there are abuses in this area, section 482 of the present
Revenue Code contains the machinery for halting those abuses. To, in effect,
severely restrict the use of such property outside of the United States will result
In a slowing down of the flow of technology to the Underdeveloped nations. Since
these nations have a dire need for such technology, proposed section 952(c) di-
rectly conflicts with sections 952(d) and 053 which represent an attempt to as-
sist the underdeveloped nations.

4. The bill's proposal for taxing sales income ignores the business reasons
for having separate sales organizations abroad. In many instances the use of
separate sales organizations is the one factor responsible for an aggressive and
successful sales effort. This principle has been followed by many domestic com-
panies nuite successfully, and certainly is not a practice known only to the for-
eign area. Again, to the extent there are abuses in allocating profit to foreign
sales activities by U.S. companies, section 482 proVides ample authority to curb
such abuses. It would be far more reasonable to continue to approach the prob-
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lem as a matter of intercompany pricing than to propose stiffer tax legislation,
We have observed that most other Industrialized nations, such as West Germany,
the United Kingdom, and France, police Intercompany pricing quite rigidly and
are very successful in guarding against the artificial siphoning off of this
type of profit. To the extent such foreign jurisdictions do allow a maximum
sales profit to be taken by the selling company, It Is done with full knowledge of
the government and Is Intended as a tax Incentive to Induce the manufacturing
industry to locate within that country.

5. Imputing Income to the U.S. parent in the form of royalties for the use of
patents, copyrights, processes, and formulas will undoubtedly result In double
taxation. The imputed royalty will in all probability not be deuctible in the
foreign jurisdiction. Therefore, the Income producing the imputed royalty
will be taxed in the foreign country and the royalty itself will be taxed In the
United States. In addition, these provisions may also result in imputing In.
come where an adequate purchase price for the property right being used al-
ready has been paid by the foreign company.

6. The proposed treatment of rental Income as passive Income does not recog-
nize that there are many instances where a rental arrangement rather than
direct ownership by a local company Is necessary as the best isolation of an asset
from political and economic risks in a particular country, or the best business
arrangement where a joint venture company is involved.

In addition, the bill would apparently tax rentals from hotels and motels as
passive income. Obviously this type of Income is active income which should
not be within the scope of the present bill.

7. The complexities involved in determining gross income and the application
of percentage limitations or percentage tests are difficult when dealing with
domestic corporations where one applies U.S. laws, well-defined accounting poli-
cies, and well-organized accounting records in making the determinations. The
situation will be even worse when foreign corporations are Involved-accounting
policies and practices are different; local laws require specialized treatment;
accounting records generally are not up to our standards.

8. The provisions dealing with the reinvestment of nonsubpart F income con-
tain features which are Illogical and almost Impossible for business to operate
under:

(a) The timing requirements for making qualified reinvestments are com-
pletely unworkable. Subpart F income must be reinvested within 2% months
after the end of the year. Other Income is not even allowed the 2/-month grace
period. It Is obviously unsound to attempt to reinvest all current profits of a
company as they are earned. Management does not know what profits are to be
reinvested until several weeks after its yearend. Even the 21 extra months
allowed for subpart F Income Is Insufficient. Domestic companies ordinarily
plan and accumulate funds for future expansion over several years. Any
requirement for Immediate reinvestment would lead to forced disorganized
reinvestment rather than an orderly and prxlr1yLqanned expansion of foreign
activities.S(b) The 5-year "seasoning" required before a new company will be entitled
to reinvest In qualified property is an unwarranted penalty for (and In many
Instances a prohibition against) new, businesses. When a business commences
operation the major part of its initial Investment and reinvestment is carried on
during the first 5 years of Its operations. The Hlouse Ways and Means Com-
mittee's contention that the provision is necessary In order to keep cotanies
from starting businesses before they are ready in order to have such-businesses
available for expansion coming at a later time is completely unrealistic. It
pYesUpposes that American companies initiate business operations abroad
strictly for tax purposes. This is not true. To force a company to pay U.S. tax
on income earned during Its startup years will be placing a straitjacket on
growth-of American business abroad.

(6) The provisions of section 13 with respect to Qalified property being
money or property located outside the United StAtes which is ordinary and neces-
sary to the active conduct of a trade or business, If enacted, will cause an annual
debate with tax examiners. WhMat is "ordinary and necessary" and what is "the
active' condUct of a trade or business" ' have been difficult problems under
existing U.S. tax law. They certainly Will be even more difficult when Involved
with operations carried on outside our borders. In additionitwill be necessary
for each foreign subsidiary to keep records with, respect to each asset as to,
whether Lor not it is qualified or nonqualified property and whether It was such
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at December 81, 1962. This provision will cause a tremendous volume of added
recordkeeping.

(d) The requirement that in order for stock investment to be considered a
qualified trade or business the company must own 80 percent of the stock of
the subsidiary Is a poor provision -since it would not allow the investment in
capital stock in many underdeveloped countries to be considered as qualified
merely because the particular country requires more than a 20-percent interest
by nationals. Such a requirement is not uncommon in present-day laws and
governmental practices. For example, governmental practice in Mexico recently
has been to require majority ownership by Mexicans.

(e) The provision that for stock in another controlled foreign corporation
to be considered as qualified property, the controlled foreign corporation and
no fewer than four other U.S. persons own 150 percent or more of the stock
would place a heavy burden on the controlled foreign corporation to determine
who the shareholders in the corporation are and whether or not they are U.S.
persons. In many cases this determination may be impossible. Further, the
provision that the rule does not apply where, under the laws of a less-developed
country in which such a percentage of ownership is not permitted, does not
provide necessary relief in those instances where not the law but the practice of
the country forbids such percentage of stock ownership. For example, in
Japan, the government must approve foreign Investments. The practice has
been to allow the maximum foreign participation to be 50 percent. In many
instances, foreign ownership of less than 50 percent has been required in order
to obtain approval.

9. The writers of the bill do recognize to some extent the complications in the
foreign tax credit area which will be caused by taxing income in one year
and actually receiving that income in a later year. The relief provided, how-
ever, leaves the taxpayer in a disadvantageous position. At the time the income
is actually returned to the United States the corporation will have to recompute
its prior years' foreign tax credits. This may entail going back over an extended
number of years, which in itself will create problems. In addition, if the credit
cannot be used at the time of the distribution, or the total tax is not sufficient
to recoup the amount of credit available, the company may have to file a claim
for refund.

10. The provision of the bill, which increases the tax basis of stock in 6i
foreign subsidiary for earnings taxed in the United States and reduces it for
dividends actually paid from prior taxed earnings will create another compli-
cation. It will require a taxpayer to keep separate tax records as to his tax
basis for such stock in addition to his regular accounting records, and thus add
to the additional administrative and overhead costs of the company.

Scotion 15. Foreign investment companies
1. Foreign investment companies are nothing more than a means for U.S.

investors to invest in the expanding economic activity outside of the United
States. The effect of ordinary income treatment for-a-gain on sale or exchange
of foreign investment stock certaifily will result in a retrenchment of U.S. in-
vestment abroad. This again will leave it to other countries to make such
investments, thus assuring further advantage over U.S. investors.

2. The concepts of accumulated earnings and profits, as described earlier,
is a complex one when considered for U.S. tax purposes. The concept
will be even more complex when earnings are computed under foreign laws
and u luSt be comtiputted by a shareholdtr who has little or no information with
which to work. Normally a foreign Investment company shareholder will have
nothing more than the company's financiall ,thitements to use. When one con-
silers that these statements will be based on the laws and accounting practices
of the country of Incobporation, obviously It will be difiult for the shareholder
to arrive at any reasonable computation. Faillfte of the investment companies
to reflect deprecitidn or depletion in the financial statements cannot possibly
be corrected by the shareholder. He will not be able to determine if any portion
of the dividend was a return of capital. As a result, he may be paying tax on
what should be nontaxable receipts.

8. The complex set of basis provisions provided by section 15 of the new bill
alone are enough to cause administrative-problems sufficient to warrant defeat
of the bill. The adjustment of basis completely through a U.S. company to the
individual shareholders plus the adjustment to basis of stock which passes
through an estatte for earnings and profits accumulated, and the allocation of
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estate tax as a deduction against gross income are all contributing factors to the
multitude of problems Inherent in these provisions of the bill. Most shareholders
will find the advice of experts in the area essential in order to properly determine
their tax liability.

4. An essential element in taxation under tLis section is ownership of more
than 50 percent of the voting stock of the foreign investment company by U.S.
persons. With the diverse stock ownership possibilities today, it will be a virtual
impossibility for a shareholder to determine whether this criteria is met.

5. Of particularly harsh treatment is the provision which would tax pre-1962
earnings and profits on a redemption or liquidation. This provision amounts to
retroactive taxation. The same is true for the taxation of an increment in value
which incurred before December 81, 1962, and which Is realized on a sale after
that date.
Section 16. Gait from certain sales or ewohanges of took in certain foreign

corporations
1. This section requires the daily allocation of earnings and profits of a foreign

subsidiary. As indicated earlier In this material, the concept of earnings and
profits has not been defined for U.S. purposes with any great certainty, and cer.
tainly is far from clear where foreign earnings, foreign accounting and foreign
laws are involved. To add to the confusion in this problem, the necessity of
allocating those earnings or profits on a daily basis makes this section entirely
unworkable.

2. This section apparently applies if a corporation was a controlled foreign cor-
poration at any time during a 5-year period ending on the date of the sale or
exchange. This is a tax trap into which many companies unknowingly could fall.
In many cases it will be impossible to know the exact stock ownership of a for-
eign corporation for every day of the last preceding 5 years. This is an unwar-
ranted burden to place on the shoulders of an organization.

3. The addition of the attribution rules to this section combines with earnings
and profits to provide a multitude of complexities which will be almost impos-
sible to comply with.

4. The provision that a sale or exchange can be ordinary income will be a
potent weapon in the hands of the Internal Revenue Service in rendering rulings
under section 867 of the Code. In many instances it is found to be a necessary
business matter to transfer stock owned in a foreign corporation to another for-
eign corporation. In practice today It is extremely difficult to convince the
Service of the business purpose in making such transfers, even where a gain on
such transfers would be taxable at capital gains rates. This additional weapon
given to ithe Service by making sales or exchanges ordinary income will make
such rulings almost Impossible to obtain.
Section 20. Information with respect to certain foreign entities

1. The additional reporting requirements would result in increased admin.
istrative work and requirements for nonproductive time on the part of the
executives, stockholders, etc. The most troublesome, however, is the section
which allows the Secretary or his delegate to require the furnishing of any
other information which Is "similar or related in nature" to that specified by
the partit1hltr code or bill section involved. This broad language cold lead
to "fishing expeditiohs" by the Internal RevernUe Service considerably beyond
the scope of a normal examination.

Section 81. Treateu
Section 21 of the proposed bill will pr6bhbly have a A'amaging effect on the

image of the United States abroad. Many countries have cooperated in nego-
tinting treaties with the Uilted States with' the full understanding those treaties
would contilite in existence subject to bilateral modificalon as necessary. We
have contiifned to reprimand countries which have confiscated property of U.S.
businesses or citizens in vl01tion of established agreements. We contend that
sanctity of ownership, sanctity of contract and rights of U.S. businesses or
citizens should he re0gnized and not be violated. What a damaging effect a
provision of our tax laws could have, which, if passed, would in spirit, ahrogate
almost every U.S. tn.v treaty negotiated with other cotlntries. Certainly this
bill, In ptrliciilr this section, is an invitation for each country to disregard its
treaties, trade pacts, etc. to the detriment'bf the tilted States.
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COMMENTS OF A TECHNICAL NATURE

The following comments are to point out problems the drafters of the bill
apparently did not consider or else did not completely cover in the bill.
Scotion 6. Amendments of 8eotion 482 (allocation of ftwonw and deductions)

1. The allocation factors provide by this section have several serious defects
in them which we believe should be corrected.

(a) It seems highly improper to include in the allocation factors production
assets when the foreign subsidiary carries on no production activity. This
should be made clear in the bill, if such an allocation theory is to be followed.

(b) Normally in statutes allocating income between the States in the United
States, an extremely important factor is sales in the State versus sales outside
of the State. This factor has not been included for consideration by the Secre-
tary. In apportioning profits the sales factors is essential.

(c) As in the case of (a) above, production employees should not be considered
In any type of factor where a foreign sales company without production facilities
Is involved.

(d) It also appears that inventory should be a factor to be considered in any
allocation formula. Section 6 as written excludes inventory as a consideration.

2. As this section presently is written, it could be applied against a foreign
parent corporation and its U.S. subsidiary or against transactions between two
U.S. companies if there is a foreign corporation somewhere In the picture. As
we understand the purpose of the section, It is not intended to cover such situa-
tions. This should be made clear in the section itself.

Section 7. Distributton of foreign personal holding company income
1. Provision should be made in the bill for foreign tax credit treatment similar

to that under section 13 of the bill when income is imputed to the U.S. parent
company. Without such a charge, income previously taxed to the parent may
be later distributed by the subsidiary and subjected to a withholding tax by
the foreign country without the parent having any foreign source income against
which to apply the wtihholding tax as a credit.

Section 11. Domestio corporations recelpig dividends from foreign, corpora-
tions

1. The increase in income caused by this revision, because it is dividend in-
come, could cause certain companies to become personal holding coml)anies or
foreign personal holding companies and others to lose their status as Western
Hemisphere trade corporations without those companies doing a thing. The
sectioh should include a provision that the foreign income tax is a part of the
dividend solely for purposes of taxing the dividend and for no other ifurpose.
Section 12. Earned inwome from sottrces with out the UnIted states

This section grants the higher tax exemption of $35,000 to "a bona fide resi-
dent of a foreign country or cotlntries for an uninterrtpted'perlod of 3 consecu-
tive years." The word "year" carries with it several possible interpreta-
tions.

1. Twelve months.
2. Three hundred and sixty-five days.
3. Calendar year.

Each interpretatiot could give a different tax result. We suggest the exact
ineatifhig of this word be specifically stated in the section.
Section 13. Controlled foreign corporations

1. The requirements with respect to the time for investment or reinvestment
into qualified property appear unnecessarily restrictive. In the case of sub-
p)t it F income such income wottld have to'be reinvested within 21/ months after
the close of the taxable year. For nonstuboltrt F income the reinVestment Must
occur by the end of the year. As indicated previously, such provision would
encourage disorderly reinvestments. It would seem that at a nulninum, busi-
ness should be allowed an acifltiitlon of several years income before the np-
plicatift of U.S. tax in order to allow business to pian in orderly program of
Investment abroad.

2. We see no logical reason for excluding 'income from patents, processes,
forii(ilfs, etc., from income eligible for relivestinent. A great deal of business
activity goes Itito using the property involved and servicing It. This income
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is no less genuine business income than are dividends or interest from an
operating company. We believe this income should be considered as qualified
Income also.

3. If the proposition of taxing foreign income before it is actually distributed
to the parent is adopted, then it seems only equitable that operating losses of
foreign companies should be available against income of the U.S. parent. In
the past this concept has been completely ignored by the Internal Revenue
Service even though foreign companies were liquidated and the provisions of
present code sections 381 and 382 should have applied. The bill, if passed, should
contain some language making the position of operating losses clear. These
provisions should consider the varied results which can arise from such situa.
tons as:

(a) All loss operations in the foreign subsidiaries.
(b) Profitable operations in some foreign subsidiaries and loss opera-

tions in others.
(o) Operating at a profit in a foreign subsidiary 1 year and at a loss the

next year.
(d) The effects of changes In the value of the foreign currency with

which each subsidiary carries on its business. A profit in foreign currency
can actually be a loss in dollars. A profit made one year can be wiped
out the next through a change in the currency valuation. Official devaluia.
tion of the currency after the profit Is made but before It Is distributed as a
dividend In a later year should be considered.

4. Many nations, both developed and undeveloped, grant tax concessions in
order to induce foreign capital to make investments In the country. For example,
Italy grants sizable reductions in income and other taxes for investment and
reinvestment in the "Mezzoglorno" (certain economically depressed or unde-
veloped areas in the south of Italy), Trieste, and northern Italy. There Is
no provision made in this section for recognition of these concessions. As a
result, In many instances, the concession benefits will be negated by the assess.
ments of U.S. taxes. This could cause a redirection of American capital away
from the particular country which would be contrary to our desired govern.
mental policy. The adverse effect could be corrected by insertion of provisions
similar to the "tax sparing" provision contemplated In some of our tax treaties
under consideration.
Secte, 15. Foreign itt vstment coMpanics

1. The gain being taxed as ordinary income under this section Is not deslg-
nnted a dividend. As A result it would appear there would he no foreign tax
credit available to corporate shareholders against this tax. It is submitted that
this omission should be corrected.

2. Most compAies do not know their profits until several weeks after the end
of their year. As a result they may make errors in distributing 00 percent of
Income during the year. Provision should be made In the bill to allow distribu-
tions to be made within a specified time after the end of the year (for example, 00
percent of the income could be distributed during the year or within 00 days
thereafter).

8. Laws of certain countries often forbid or limit dividend distributions
because of foreign exchange problems; for example, *apnn effectively forllds
them: Italy restricts them. Provision should be m6ile in the bill to allow defer-
ral of the tax on distflbutitns until It Is legally possible to make them. If tbil
is not done, It will be necessary to pay tax on income which cannot legally
he distributed to the shareholders.
,ertion. 10. Oain from certain sales or exchanges of stock in. certain foreIan

corporation.
1. The foreign tax credit will apparently be available for liquidation or re-

demptib because the gain is to he treated as a dividend. The right to the
foreign tax credit Is not so clear, however, with respect to sales or exchanges.
Subsection (h) provides that the gain is to be treated As gain fr6M an asset which
Is not a capifil1 asset. It wotild be better to Indicate In the law Itself that the
fotegln tax credit Is available on such transactions. &

2. This section seems to Indicate that It might not be possible to ltqildnte a
foreign corporation free of tax. The section should clearly state thqi the Com-
missioner of Internal revenue shall be able to'issUe rulings making fhe 11lttida-
tion free of tnx-ifildlr section 367 of the present code If the situation warrants It.
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Scotion 20. Information with re8pect to certain foreign entities
1. The penalty provided by this section would be imposed without any will-

fulness by the taxpayer In failing to provide complete or accurate information.
Xo allowance is made for error or inadvertence on the part of the taxpayer.
Where there is no willfulness on the taxpayer's part, no penalty should attach.

REYNOLDS INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
OFFICE OF CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,

Hamilton, Bermuda, April 16, 1962.
Re: H.R. 10650, section 13, tax on American-controlled foreign corporations.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAJt SENATOR BYRD: Although our company appears to be particularly affected
by the provisions of the section referred to above, we are at a loss to understand
whether this section is intended to provide revenue for the U.S. Government or,
on the other hand, is In the nature of a regulation whose purpose is to prevent
the export of American capital.

If this bill is Intended as a revenue measure, it would appear that the rev-
enue department is overlooking the fact that the effect of this tax will be to
drive American companies out of the foreign market. American companies
would certainly have a difficult time surviving in competition abroad were
they to bear a tax which their foreign competitors do not. Were our foreign
enterprises to close down as a result of this tax bill, it is obvious that the rev-
enue therefrom would diminish to the vanishing point.

If, on the other hand, the purpose of this bill Is to prevent the export of
American capital, then it would appear that the U.S. Government has adopted
a policy completely at variance with its centuries-old tradition as well as with
current attempts to devote billions abroad to foreign aid.

I know that you are anxious to Jear how this proposed legislation would
actually affect a corporation engaged in foreign business.

Our corporation is a Panama corporation, wholly owned by a Delaware corpo-
ration, Reynolds Metals Co. We have operations in many areas all over the
world and are aggressively planning many more. In nearly all of these opera-
tions around the world we share the ownership with citizens of the countries
in which we do business.

At the present time we have operations in Canada, Mexico, Colombia, Vene-
zuela, Italy, Germany, Greece, Belgium, Denmark, Philippine Islands, and Japan.
We are planning operations in a great many other areas and have recently
received licenses to construct reduction plants in Argentina and India. We
are planning an aluminum reduction plant in the Philippines and are nego-
tiating the matter at the present time with the Philippine Government.

In all these operations we feel that the United States derives a great many
tangible benefits. We have made a sizable market for U.S. exports, not only
in the machinery which we have shipped abroad to these companies, but also
in the aluminum which we have shipped to supply these fabricating companies.
In the past 5 years we have shipped over $100 million worth of aluminum
from our U.S. plants to the companies in which we have Invested abroad. At the
same time shipments back from these companies to the United States have been
so Infinitestimal as to be negligible. The United States, however, derives
benefits from our foreign enterprises far and above the immense contribution
that they make to a favorable balance of trade for the United States. As an
example, the oldest of our foreign enterprises, our Mexican operation, is
typical.

In Mexico we set up a corporation at the end of World War II to fabricate
alultt flin. Our Mexican partners held 49 percent and we took a 51-percent
interest. The machinery for the plant that we established near Mexico City
was purchased by the new corporation from the Uitted States. The raw
material used by the plant, alumiflfth, has all been shipped from the United
States. Nothing from this plant has been shipped back to the United States.
The profits have generally been act0mulated' except for reasonable dividends
which have been paid.

As we understand this bill, it would ptirport to tax the undistrlbtited profits
of this Mexican company to our parent company, Reynolds Metals Co., in the
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United States. -Obviously this would be a tax on this Mexican operation which
our competitors in Mexico, other than U.S.-owned corporations, would not bear.
The tendency, therefore, would be to throw a burden upon our operation not
borne by other competitors. In the difficult and highly competitive field of
foreign business you can well imagine that the effect of this would tend to
dimiitflh the Interest of Reynolds Metals Co. in its Mexican operation.

If we were to assume the worst, and to assume that this taxation would
In fact terminate our interest In an operation in Mexico, we find then that
the United States would lose these advantages:

1. The opportunity to export U.S. equipment through a friendly purchaser
to a Mexican operation.

2. The opportunity to export a U.S. raw material to a friendly purchaser.
:1. The loss of any possible profits to the United States from such an

operation in the form of inflowing cash.
4. The possible loss of U.S. taxes because the business might be sold

under desperate conditions at a loss, which would be reflected In the tax
returns of Reynolds Metals Co.

5. The loss of the jobs for the Americans now employed there.
6. The loss of the intluence for the American competitive system which

these American employees now act as ambassadors for.
7. The loss of the contracts which these Americans provide for our CIA

State Department, Department of Commerce, and military establishments.
8. The cultural exchange which is Involved, at no expense to the U.S.

Government, by having American employees in these countries.
In addition of course the Mexican Government would also lose for it would

have to rely on other nations, perhaps the Iron Curtain countries, to provide
the technical know-how which would no longer be available from the United
States.

This description of events with references to Mexico applies equally to all
the other countries with which we do business, and in all the other countries
with which we expect to do business. Hence, the effect of this tax would be
very widespread. I presume that all U.S. corporations doing manufacturing
business abroad would be affected accordingly, so these effects on us would
be multiplied many times by the effects on all companies.

It must be realized that the operations in which we and other similar
American companies are engaged are at the moment not given any protection
by the United States, and on the face of it a tax on such operations would
appear to be morally unjustified. For instance, we, as a great many other
American corporations, lost our total investment in Cuba. If we had been
paying a tax on this corporation's profits we would certainly be justified in
demanding police protection from the U.S. Government, although you and I
probably agree that such police protection could not be provided. Since the
protection cannot be provided, the tax itself would be unjustified.

One very vital point to remember is that the next 10 to 15 years would seem to
be of crucial importance in the stabilizing of trade relationships. If, during
this period, Americans are prohibited by their Government's tax policies from
participating in the industrial activities of other countries, the place which
Americans might have otherwise occupied will be filled by the nationals of other
countries, and America will be foreclosed from then on from any participation.
It is an alternative of now or never.

I am confident that when you and your colleagues in 'the Senate consider
the many undesirable ramifications of this section 13 of the 1962 revenue bill
you will agree with me that it should be stricken from the bill.

Cordially yours,
00. J. LouIs REYNOLDS.

P. R. MALLORY & Co., INC.,
ndanapolis, Ind., April 11, 1962.

Subject: Revenue bill of 1962 (H.R. 10650).
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Old Senate Ofec Rfu Ildi g,Wash tngtoyi, D.6 f,

DgAh SENATOUI BYRD: We have reviewed the proposed revenue bill of 1962
(11.1R, 10650) and wish to express to you our views on certain sections of the
bli in the hope that they will be helpful to you in obtaining the enactment of a
bill that will be In the best interests of our country and its economy.
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SectionS. Oredit for ftwatment it depreoiable property
As one of many manufacturing concerns which are aware of th Inadequacy

of the currnt allowable rates and practices for depreciation contained in bulletin
F for sound business administration and growth, we feel some relief Is necessary
if Industry Is to prosper and provide the job opportunities that are so necessary
for the well-being and safety of our Nation in' the future. ' The approach con-
tained In the proposed bill is not, In our opinion, the beat possible, since It Will
be cumbersome In administration and discriminatory against the enterprises
which have made Investments In plant and equipment before the date provided
for In the proposed'bilL While we believe the more direct route of adjustments
to the depredlaton schedules Is preferable for business and more viable for the
Internal Revenue Service, we would support the limited relief provided in the
bill If the preferred method Is not possible.

SectIon 4. RnUertaiwnent ad other business expene
We support completely the proposals relating to the substantiation and al-

locabiltty of entertainment expenses to business purposes, with the sole excep-
tion of the proposal that the deductability of traveling expenses be changed
from "the entire amount expended" to "a reasonable allowance." Since sound
business administration and an approval by responsible em-
ployers of only legitimate ness expenses, this dard, together with the
normal safeguards of rnal Revenue Service au lltss ufilcient to establish
reasonablenss. The Is no need for introducing a neb us yardstick of a
"reasonable allo nce" which would subject to Interpre tion by revenue
agents wvith va ng backgrounds! of ex ne nd opinions, a whose Initial
determination ould shift den f proof the taxpayer.

Section 18 (a . Tawationo reign ineoln
We are mly oppos to the pr vision hat tan d ed earnin of a for-

eign contr lied corpo tion are su . .tax un ss reinvested n foreign
controll corporations e deve ed natlns. he decision by busi-
ness to I eat capital In foreign t T woul to t e exte t Influence by tax-
ation, b affected by decisions owhi count le Are " edvl 11 n
hence o varying political CiM t , ra r tha ase on sound siness

We al o oppose t e 1g u to culation of he for-
eign tax credit. T Is would ean b gh t qX9s to many companies o rating
abroad a d tend to ke forel Investme-4e - tractive.

The re ainder of the ev o s propq d by tl a tion of the bil we be-
lieve to b equitable. -..

Seotto, 1o. Gain from ositin of c depre fable prope y
We belle that the present law uld ot be mnged dsofar as I relates to

gain realize n the disposito section 12I p oper used in t de or busi-
ness. The Im sition of or t to g InA1, rough tha ta. sposition of
such property c uId affect de 11 the o effient employ ent of capital
and could tend towork against dsposa a bch should be mat to help finance
a replacement whi Is economically desirable as a result o accelerating tech-
nological advances.
Section 19. Withholdingo ze ta at source on i t and ds

This company opposes this pro . o (thg of incon on Interest
and dividends. The company presently has 7,095 shareholders to m dividends
are being paid on a quarterly basis, hundreds of whom receive substantially less
than $50 per year In'dividends from us. The Imposition of the responsibility for
withholding Income taxes on dividends paid by our company is, in our opinion,
an unreasonable responsibility and would Involve a substantial amount of ex-
pense to us. In addition, we believe that withholding wolfld add a great deal
of expense to the Government In recordkeeplng and making quarterly refunds to
many stockholders. Finally, It Is likely to result In Inequities for stockholders,
despite exemptions for minors and persons over an age prescribed in the proposed
legislation.

in other respects we support H.R. 10650.
Yotlr consideration of the foregoing opinions, which we feel are In the best

Interests of the economic strength of the United States, will be sincerely appre.
Mated.

Respectfully yours,
G. B. MALLORY.
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STATEMENT ON INVESTMENT TAX CREDITS BY ROBERT EISNER, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

I should begin by indicating some of the research as well as the premises and
point of view which underly this statement.

A major part of my work for more than a decade has been devoted to the
problem of determinants of business investment. Results have been embodied in
a number of publications, listed below in a bibliographical appendix. My ap-
proach has been both theoretical and empirical, and has entailed numerous inter-
views with business executives of leading manufacturing corporations, as well
as detailed statistical analysis. In this latter effort I have had access to major
bodies of data regarding capital expenditure plans and actual capital expendi-
tures. In several of my writings, Including a recent monograph prepared jointly
with a colleague for the Commission on Money and Credit, I have had occasion
to survey critically and in detail major works by other students of business
investment.

It has been argued that investment contributes to economic growth. I believe
that a free society may be allowed to choose the rate of growth which it con-
siders most desirable. I believe, however, that this choice should be undertaken
within the framework of a healthy, vigorous economy. This implies, in par-
ticular, that the choice should be made under conditions of full or maximum
employment. The rate of economic growth will be lessened by conditions of
underemployment. It follows that the major concern expressed in many quarters
with regard to the rate of economic growth in the United States in recent years
can be traced directly to the consequences of a less than full employment economy.
The rate of growth chosen by the saving and investment decisions of the people,
granted conditions of full employment and a generally well functioning economy,
may well leave nothing to be desired.

The kind of Government intervention in the economy which demands the
widest possible support, therefore, and is most usually Justified, is that inter-
vention designed to bring about full employment of the Nation's resources. I
do not take the ideological or political position that any further Government
intervention is necessarily bad, but that any such further intervention should
have a clear justification. Such further intervention on the basis of caprice,
selfish interest, or untested stratagems may have serious, unfavorable
consequences.

In an economy such as ours, business capital expenditures may most usefully
be viewed as determined essentially by their expected profitability. There may
indeed be other factors, such as the desires to reduce risk of loss and bank-
ruptcy, to grow big for reasons of prestige, and to have fancy buildings and
equipment for the pleasure of operating with them. Nevertheless, it seems
clear that the major factor in the determination of capital expenditures
of any firm endeavoring to survive in an even imperfectly competitive economy,
must be the expected profitability of those expenditures. This means that a
firm should buy new eqUiptnent or build new plant if the addition of such
equipment or plant will ntd to its expected profits (or reduce its expected losses).
It should be understood very clearly, however, that the statement that business
capital expenditures are a function of the expected profitability of such expendi-
tures is entirely different than the stntemeht that bus-iness capital expenditures
depend upon profits. One should not expect a firm already making high profits
to build or acquire new plant and equipment if such additional plant and equip-
ment will reduce the profits that this high profit firm is earning. Similarly
one should expect that a firm making low profits, with an opportunity to add
to its profits by the expenditure of money for plant and equipment, will incur
such expenditures if it is able to raise the money. One shotild also expect that,
unless imperfections in the capital markets are much more serious than I
believe them to be, a firm with sUeh favorable profit expectations on investment
will be able to acquire the funds from investors anxious to share in profitable
undertakligs.

There has been a widespread view among some economists, and certainly
among members of the business cotnimunflty, that enpital expenditives depend
uiirn profits. It cnn be showvn tha periods in our history when profits were
high were periods when capital expenditures were high. * It can also be shown
that firms earning high profits have l)ee the firms kingg heavy capital expend-
ithres, and firms earning low profits or suffering losses have generally been
fimns mniclng little In the way of capital expenditures. I am convinced, and
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have been able to find substantial data to support my conviction, however,
that any inference from these associations between profits and capital expend-
Itures that profits are a determinant of capital expenditures, is misleading and
in large part false. For it can be shown that periods of high profits have
generally been periods when sales have been high and expected demand has
been great relative to existing capacity. It can also be shown that firms
enjoying high profits are generally firms enjoying increases in sales which
have pressed demand against capacity. A major part of my recent research
has served to indicate that the apparent relation between capital expenditures
and profits can be accounted for by the relation between capital expenditures
and changes in sales or pressure of sales or demand on capacity. In somewhat
technical statistical terms, we may state that while there is positive simple
correlation between business capital expenditures and profits, the partial correla-
tion coefficient between capital expenditures and profits, in multiple regressions
in which sales changes are also inclUded as an independent variable, does
not differ significantly from zero. In nontechnical language, this means that
the positive association between profits and capital expenditures can be found
to be accounted for by the fact that firms earning high profits tend to be firms
that have enjoyed increases in sales. We find little or no role for profits inde-
pendent of its association with increasing sales or the pressure of high demand
on limited capacity.

One may note quickly the important implications of these findings for current
issues of policy. The effective way to increase business capital expenditures and
to bring about such an increase by the free choice of businessmen themselves is
to take appropriate measures to increase the demand for their products. In an
economy with any substantial amount of unemployment, the Indicated measures
to increase such demand are clear to all economists. While one may differ, de-
pending on one's political point of view, as to the costs to be attached to such
measures or their political wisdom, there can be no question that increases in
direct government demand or cuts In taxes thereby inducing increases in private
demand, would be effective measures to induce increased business investment
or business capital expenditures.

This brings us to consideration of the investment tax credit that has been
proposed. It should be clear that virtually any cut in taxes would release
spending power. This would have an exhilarating effect upon demand and hence
upon capital expenditures. Were one to consider an investment tax credit in
isolation, while there might be some differences in predictions of the magnitude of
the effect, there could be no question as to its direction; the investment tax
credit in itself would bring about greater business investment. However, to con-
sider an investment tax credit in isolation is surely unrealistic, as is indicated
by the very bill under consideration by this committee. The com ittee appar-
ently desires that any bill reported will, on balance, cause little or no change In
the total tax receipts of the Treasury at a given level of income. Under the
assumption that this objective is achieved, one should not expect from an invest-
nient tax credit a stimftllation of investment on the basis of an overall increase
in demand. The tax credit could then only stimulate capital expenditures by
offering businessmen inducements to meet an unchanged demand by changed
methods of production which would call for the use of greater amounts of
equipment.

If, as a first approximation, we assume that the changed tax structure which
leaves total tax receipts unaltered leaves demand unchanged in the aggregate,
we my argue that the tax credit for expenditures on equipment will make pro-
dution with erpithient subject to the tax credit relatively less costly and pro-
duction without such eqfitpment relatively more costly. This would presumably
Induce some eaiftnl expenditures as firms tend to prMuce with more equipment
and less of other "factors of production." Among the other "factors of pro-
duction" which firms would attenibt to economize upon would be labor, plant
(since plant is not subject to the tax credit), materials, and services (including

1 To the extent that the tax credit Is not applicable to all categories of firms or equip.
ment, or is applicable unequally to different categories, there may, of course, be a tendency
to favor some firms or some equipment at the expense of others. Thus If privato electric
utilities are only partly eligible to receive the credit while manufacturers are generally
fully eligible, major consumers of electric power, might well decide to build their own
Powerplants. taking advantage of the full equipnont fax credit available to them, rather
than purchase electricity from private electric utilities which could pass on, in lower rates,
only smaller or partial credits.
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advertising). It is difficult to estimate the magnitude of eqttipm11ent expenditures
that would be induced by this kind of subsidy, but again it should be conceded
that their amoitht under the assumptions which we have been 3naking, should be
positive. My own view is that the magnitude would not be great. It does not
appear that the size of the credit, considered in relation to the existing degree
of substitutability of eqUipment for other factors of production, will be such
that a major amount of equipment expenditures will be induced.

It should be clear, however, that this argument applies only on the assumption
that total demand is unchanged. Whether, in fact, total demand is unchanged
depends in considerable part on the effects of the other taxes which are increased
in order to compensate for the lost revenues from the investment tax credit.
Suppose these other increases in taxes impinge sufficiently heavily upon demand
so that total demand is in fact reduced. The effect of the deduct ion in demand
then might be sufficiently great to outweight any of the positive effects from
inducing businessmen to use more equipment in producing for a given demand.

It should be noted that I have concentrated my attention on the incentive effect,
essentially, reducing the aftertax (or aftercredit) price of equipment. This will,
all other things equal, increase the expected profitability of investment in equip-
ment and hence bring about an increase in such investment. I have not argued
that the billion or so dollars in increased income after taxes made available
to businesses by this credit will ihcroase equipment expenditures, or capital
expenditures generally, by giving business more funds to spend. I have not
made this argument because it should be clear, from my discussion above, that
this argument is not sound. Businesses should not be expected to make capital
expenditures merely because they have the funds, if such capital expenditures
do not appear profitable or justified by profit considerations. A wise business-
man, and I cannot believe that the leaders of the major sectors of American
business are not wise in this regard, will not take money given to him in a tax
credit and spend it to construct a building or buy a piece of equipment which is
not profitable.

It must be recognized, however, that this billion dollars or more in tax
credits will be a substantial gain to the owners of American business. It will
probably be reflected largely in the values of common stock and hence will
accrue to their owners. As an economist, and not a political citizen, I should
not pass judgment upon ithe considerations of equity which should influence
the Congress in evaluating these effects. But it should be clear that they
would represent a very major gain to certain relatively small segments of the
American people and, unless clear advantages for the people as a whole can
be shown from such a measure, must represent correspondingly a sacrifice or
loss on the part of other members of the poptfilttion. What kind of proposal
might be devised to increase expenditures on equipment, or capital expendi-
tures generally, at a minimum loss of tax revenues and a minimum windfall
gain to relatively small sections of the population? One such proposal might
involve revision of the present measure in the direction of offering a larger
percentage credit on capital expenditures or on equipment expenditures alone,
but to restrict these credits to expenditures which would clearly have the effect
of bringing about an increase in expenditures over what might have been
achieved in any event without the credit. Thus, for example, a tax credit of
12 or 15 percent on all capital expenditures in excess of 150 percent of deprecia-
tion allowances, would have the effect of offering a very large incentve to caltal
expenditures beyond what might be normal for a typical firm but would offer
little or nothing in the way of a windfall gain for firms spending merely their
normal amount. I would suggest, arguing merely as a technician, that such
a revision of the tax credit to concentrate on marginal incentives would go
much further toward accomplishing the stated objectives of increasing equip-
ment or capital expenditures, with much less of the windfall or "giveaway"
characteristics of an all-inclusive credit.

This is not, however, to argue in favor of such a provision at ill. I am not
one of those who believes that government should never intervene in private
economy. However, I do believe thft any particular intervention should not be
undertaken unless it is clearly Justified. I do not have information nor, do I
believe, has this committee or the Congress, to indicate that the American econ-
omy is using insufficient equipment as compared to other" factors of production.
My own judgment would be that production- could be increased and our economic
rate of growth enhanced by directing more of our resources into investment in
human beings and in knowledge rather than in haitdware. If I were asked in
what way the Government might intervene to direct the allocation of resources,
therefore, I should argue in favor of subsidies to education and encouragement
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of expenditures for research and development rather than encouragement of
expenditures for equipment. A tax credit the committee mtfht well consider,
for example, although I do not suggest this particular one as ideal, would be a
credit to parents for expenditures on behalf of their children's higher education.
One might say, "Let us have credits of all kinds." But I am sure that this
committee is well aware that, the political process and budgetary problems being
what they are, it would not be possible to give tax credits in all directions. I
cannot see that credits which will result in large gains to owners of businesses
making heavy equipment expenditures are at all the most desirable types of
credits to be considered if any credits are to be given.

A final consideration, which has not to my knowledge been noted previously,
should be added to the discussion. It relates to the effects of the proposed
tax credit upon cyclical fluctuations. Economists and lawmakers have prided
themselves for a number of years on the so-called built-in flexibility, however
limited, of our fiscal system. What we have in mind is the tendency of tax
revenues to go down in time of recession, and generally to go down by a greater
proportion than the drop in national income, and similarly to rise, and to rise
by a greater proportion than national income, in time of inflationary boom. In
time of recession, when demand is low the private sector of the economy pays
less in taxes and hence has more left with which to buy goods and services, thus
reducing or cushioning the fall In total demand. Similarly, In periods of Infla-
tionary boom, our progressive tax structure is such that the private sector of the
economy is taxed relatively more heavily and finds its demand for goods and
services checked by the siphoning off of its income in taxes, hence reduCing the
Inflationary pressure. Tho investment tax credit, unfortunately, operates in an
opposite direction. Since the amount of credit depends upon the amount of
expenditures on equipment, the credit is large when equipment expenditures are
large, and low when equipment expenditures are low. But it is well known that
expenditures on equipment are among the most volatile components of our gross
national product. In time of inflationary boom, expenditures on equipment are
very high, while in times of recession they become very small. Hence the Invest-
ment tax cred' '-,uld be giving large amounts of income to taxpayers in periods
of boom, wht Is not desirable from the standpoint of combating Inflation,
and converse; ie investment tax credit would be giving relatively small
amounts of i .e to taxpayers in periods of recession, when the Income would
be most needed to combat the shortage of demand.

I may conclude by suggesting that given a framework of full and adequate
demand for product, I would not argue at this time for interference with the
free market choice and free decisions of business leaders as to the amount of
their resources that they should devote to equipment, land, materials, and humn
labor. Because so much of Investment In human beings, that is, the education
of our young In the Nation's schools, colleges, and ttliversities, is a private mat-
ter, outside of the profitmaking activities of the business community, I can see
a major argument for subsidies of such expenditures. But if business invest-
nient in equipment Is Insufficient in our more or less free market, and I do In
fact believe that such Investment is insufficient in view of the potential of our
economy, it is Insufficient primarily because businessmen, attempting to maxi-
inize profits, do not in many industries enjoy the prospect of sufficient demand
to warrant the Introduction of new plant and equipment. I view it as folly to
attempt to Induce businessmen to buy additional equipment when measures are
not taken to bring about demand for what that equipment will be able to pro-
duce. Conversely, I believe thattif measures to brig abotit such a sufficiency of
demand are undertaken, businessmen can then be left free to mahke their own
decisions as to the optimum amount of equipment to acquire. While tax reduc-
tion may well be in order as a major measure for bringing about a full employ-
meint level of aggregate demand, the investment tax credit is a particularly poor
means to such an end, and a tax relief-or giveaway-of questionable equity.

I should of course be hippy to discuss any of these matters further with the
committee. I append a list of various of my own articles and papers which
bear most closely on the issues under consideration.

APPENDIX

PAPERS AND PUBLICATIONS BY ROBERT EISNER BEARING DIREOTLY ON INVESTMENT
"Determinants of Capital Expenditures " University of Iiis, 1958;
"Interview and Other Survey Techniflues and the Study of Investment," in

Problems of Capital Formation, Studies in Income and Wealth, vol. 19, Na-
tionAl Bureau of Economic Research, Princeton, 1957;
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"Expectations, Plans and Capital Expenditures: A Synthesis of Ex Post and
Ex Ante Data," In Social Science Research Council volume, Expectations, Un.
certitinty and Business Behavior (New York, 1958) ;

"An AppridtMi1 of Proposals for Tax Differentials Affecting Investment," In
Income Tax Differentials, Symposium, Tax Institute, Princeton, 1958;

"A Distributed Lag Investment Function," Econometrica, January 1960;
"Calitftl Expenditures, Profits and the Acceleration Principle," prepared for the

Conference on Income and Wealth of the National Bureau of Economic Re.
search, February 1962;

"Investment Plans and Realizations," American Economic Review, May 1962;
"Determinants of Business Investment" (Joint with Robert H. Strotz), pre.

pared for Commission on Money and Credit, to be published by Prentice-Hall.

STATEMENT OF LOWeS PUTZE, PRESENT, CO NTROLS CO. oF AMERICA

Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance Committee, I am Louis
Putze, president of Controls Co. of America, and I wish to present testimony on
that part of the tax bill which is concerned with the method of taxing the income
of U.S.-owned foreign subsidiaries.

Controls Co. of America is a manufacturer of controls and control systems for
the aviation, missile, industrial automation, electronics, automotive, home appli-
ance, refrigeration, air conditioning, and heating industries.

Controls Co.'s annual sales are a little less than $50 million. We have approxi.
mately 1 million square feet of floor space In 23 plants, employing about 4,500
people. Roughly, 20 percent of our facilities and personnel, at home and abroad,
are engaged in export or foreign activities.

I wish to emphasize two main points in my testimony concerning the taxing of
profits of U.S.-owned foreign subsidiaries:

The first point is that there should be a clear-cut distinction made between a
sham setup for avoiding taxes In a tax haven country, and a true, operating base
or trading company In the same country. Related to this point is the necessity
to define the effect of direct investments in a foreign base or trading company in.
volved In the same business as the U.S. company owning it, and to distinguish
between such direct foreign investments and foreign portfolio investments.

The second point outline s the necessity to recognize the effects of the Trade
Expansion Act on U.S. business, if competitors in foreign countries are given an
advantage over U.S. companies because of the tax provisions in H.R. 10650.

Roughly speaking, a sham company set tip for the purpose of evading taxes
has a small staff that doesn't do niuch more than retype invoices at a higher price.
To compare this with the operations of a legitimate base or trading coitpany,
let's look at the responstbilties of Controls A.G., our Swiss subsidiary, which has
been staffed to accomplish the following:

Marketthg and engineering:
1. Make sales survey and analysis.
2. Direct the sales force in the European Economic Community and Euro-

pean free trade area countries.
3. Handle export sales throughout the world for Controls Co. prndtiets

manufactured In the United States, Canada, MUild, France, Great Britain,
Brazil, Argentina.

4. Prepare all advertisements and technical papers In all languages, of the
marketplace.

5. Provide technical sales and application engineering assistance to apply
our controls to the foreign customers' needs.

6. Accept customers' orders and prepare production schedules for our
foreign factories.

7. Coordinate the new product development program for maxinium effec-
tiveness In fo1feign markets.

Finihdial and adnhiflitration:
1. Coordinate with the home office in the finaniatlplalinhing otit~lde of the

domestic areas.
2. Prepare, Investment programs in foreign market areas,
3. Assist the oversea manufacturing units in preparation of their operating

forecasts.
4. Coordinate cash requirements of overseas operations and prepare cash

forecasts.
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5. Prepare monthly financial statements.
0. Administer the licensing of foreign matiffacturers.
7. Administer foreign patent activity.
8. Investigate credit and arrange for financing of export sales, including

letters of credit.
9. Maintain banking and credit facilities abroad and assist in the arrange-

ments for financing of foreign plants.
Gentlemen, our Swiss operation provides the same functions to our interna-

tional business as my office in Chicago provides our domestic U.S. business. I
invite you to visit our Swiss operations and see for yourselves.

Now, why did we choose Switzerland instead of some other country when we
established Controls A.G.? We picked Switzerland because:

1. It is geographically located in the center of our market area.
2. The country has a long history of political stability.
3. Excellent transportation facilities exist.
4. There is a great availability of multilingual personnel.
5. The Swiss franc is one of the world's strong currencies.
0. Taxes on foreign (non-Swiss) income are low.
7. The Swiss currency is freely convertible.
8. Switzerland has tax treaties with most of the important industrial

nations of the world.
9. Excellent banking facilities are available.
10. The integrity of the Swiss people Is among the highest in the world.

I would like to emphasize that when Controls Co. brings profit back from
Switzerland, we have paid about a 15-percent tax there. The difference be-
tween that 15 percent and the 52-percent U.S. tax rate is then payable to the U.S.
Government. This is much better for the United States than if we had made
this profit in Holland, France, or Great Britain where the tax rates are about
the same as ours.

So far, we have been discussing foreign operations where there has been a di-
rect investment by a U.S. company in its own foreign subsidiary involved in an
activity similar to that of the parent company here in the States.

Net portfolio investments (purchases, less sales and income received) by U.S.
citizens, banks, or other establishments in foreign securities sometimes create
an outflow of capital, since they have only dividends or interest to offset the
initial investment, except when a sale of the portfolio investment is made.

On the other hand, direct investments by U.S. companies in their foreign sub-
sidiaries is a "horse of a different color." Here the return of money to this
country consists of not only the dividends returned to the United States (less
foreign taxes withheld), but also charges for engineering, service charges for
U.S. "know-how" and the sales of the U.S. company to its foreign subsidiary
in the form of finished goods, subassemblies, and piece parts.

Let's look at Controls Co.'s results as far as a favorable balance of trade is
concerned, and then see how we achieved these results.

From 1950, when we made our first investment outside of the United States,
through September of 1961, Controls Co.'s investments in its foreign operations
were almost $1,400,000. During this period, we received over $9 million, as divi-
(lends, license fees, service charges, and from export sales. This is a favorable
balance of trade of 0 to 1. In addition, the U.S. Federal income tax we
have paid on dividends returned to the United States, on service charges, on
interest, and on the estimated profit from export sales amottnts to $900,000
for the same period.

I will now review for you how we got the above results, because this will
demonstrate what we think is the proper use of a base or trading company.

Mahy of our cofitthls go on appliances in the home heating, refrigeration
and home lattiilry industries. When the market for oil heaters began to de-
velop in Canada, we first exported complete controls from the United States.
As the market grew, Canadith cediffetit6rs, protected by tariffs, forced us to start
assembly operations within that country in order to meet their prices. We
then exported piece parts and subassemblies to Canada. The growing market,
however, kept these shipments at a good level.

Our start in Europe was similar. We first sent finished controls into a new
market. As the demand developed and foreign manufacturers entered the
field, competition became tougher. To meet this competition, we built an assem-
bly plhfht and exported oiece parts and components from the United States. Had
we not built this assembly plant, we would have lost this market completely,

82190-62-pt. 6-1
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Including the export from the United States of piece parts and component to a
captive customer, our own foreign subsidiary. This manufacturing facility,
also, has been the "foot in the door" that has allowed us to start the assembly
of other controls for sale in Europe which we can no longer export from the
United States because of competitive prices from European manufacturers.
The service charges and dividends which this operation in Holland pays our
parent company here in the United States has been a big factor in the 01/i-
to-1 favorable balance of trade ratio I mentioned earlier.

Let's look now at a couple more specific areas involving our foreign operations.
The general manager of a division of our company headquartered in Illinois
wrote Senator Dirksen, indicating his opinions to the administration's recom.
mendations for modifying the tax treatment of income derived by American
firms from investments abroad. In his letter he presented some of the facts
I have outlined here, to you. Senator Dirksen asked the Secretary of the Treas-
ury for comment on the letter. Mr. Stanley Surrey replied as requested, an1
raised several very pertinent questions which I will answer:

His first question concerned what happened to the volume of exports from
Controls Co.'s plants to other Industrial countries after it established its foreign
operating subsidiaries. The answer is they grew significantly since 1958 when
we established our subsidiary in Zug, Switzerland, which is responsible for
promoting the sale of U.S. products overseas, and we expect further growth.

Mr. Surrey said it would be relevant to know whether our foreign plants
manufactured products for sale to countries in Europe or other parts of the
world that would have been made in the United States if that plant had not
been established abroad. The answer is, generally, "No." We export finished
products from the United States to foreign countries until the competitive
situation forces us to commence assembly operations overseas. We then export
piece parts and components to the assembly plants as long as competition allows
us to do this. This is the history of every product we make in Europe.

The final question covers whether or not a part of the output of foreign plants
was exported to the United States to replace products that would have been
supplied from domestic sources. The answer is "No." There is only one prod-
duct that we produce in Europe and sell in the United States. This product is
one model of an oil lifter which does not have sufficient volume of sales in the
United States to Justify manufacturing it here (less than 1,000 used a year).
European production of this unit for that market is substantially greater and,
due to competition from European manufacturers, we had to produce this unit
abroad in order to be competitive pricewise. The added cost of freight and
import tariffs made our U.S. product noncompetitive.

We have designed and produced in the United States a newer model oll'lifter,
which is more appropriate to the U.S. market and is in production here. How-
ever, we still have a few calls for the older model.

There is another point which I think is very important. OUr operations in
Europe help protect our U.S. market because our high volume of production in
Europe makes it very difficult for a European manufacturer to get sufficient
volhime to lower his unit cost to the point where he can compete against our U.S.
plants in this country.

We would be naive beyond reason if we were to claim that all base companies
were created strictly for operational or administrative control, without regard
to tax considerations. On the other hand, many, such as ours, are performing
the necessary functions in directing the manufacturing, sales, flnandlfil, and
admihistrative activities of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies.

I would like to urge that in considering the tax treatment of income from U.S.-
owned foreign subsidiaries, you distitnguish between the legitimate and ilegiti-
mate or sham base companies, and between portfolio investments and direct
investments in an operating subsidiary in a foreign country. The legititirate
base company is a bright spot, as far as our country's balance of trade is con-
cerned, and is a real source of income, talwise, to otur Government.

The second main point which I indicated earlier I wish to cover concerns the
necessity for recognizing that the Trade Expansion Act and the foreign tax
problem are closely related. Incidetitdly, I testified before the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means in early April favoring most of President Kennedy's
program to increase trade.

There are some who feel that the tariff (ilestion and the foreign tax problem
are unrelated and should be treated separately. Tariffs and taxes have such
anltnportanflt bearing on U.S. industry's ability to compete that they have to be
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considered together. American business, with but few exceptions, should be able
to adjust to the additional competitive pressure that would result from a
reduction of tariffs, provided it has tariff, duty, and tax considerations similar
to those under which its foreign competition operates. Given the same weight
boxing gloves and rules In 'the form of similar tariffs and taxes, U.S. industry
can go into the world market ring with foreign competitors and come out a
balance-of-trade winner.

American business' position in world trade Is affected, not only by its ability
to sell against foreign competition in the domestic market, but also by its ability
to penetrate foreign markets against both domestic and foreign competitors,
many of whom have become stronger as a result of our own economic assistance
programs. While we feel that the U.S. policy should support U.S. industry, at
the very least It should not discriminate against American companies in favor
of foreign manufacturers.

Labor rates are going to continue to be lower outside of the United States
for some time to come. Historictally, as I have pointed out earlier, Controls
Co. has not taken advantage of lower labor rates abroad to ship goods back into
the United States. It is further a matter of record that U.S. industry has shown
its ability to compete in the domestic market against foreign competition in most
industries, in spite of the wage differential, because of design, styling, produc-
tivity, or the higher volttne of business available in the U.S. market.

American industry needs, in addition to its ingenuity and technology, the
ability to accumulate capital for the continued development of new products for
the expansion of manufacturing and distribution facilities where needed. We
feel that the present administration is not taking a broad enough viewpoint
with regard to the vital elements affecting American international business,
and in sponsoring a tax policy that unduly penalizes American industry com-
pared with its foreign competitors. The tax bill the House has sent to the
Senate would tax the earnings of the foreign subsidiaries of American manu-
facturers, regardless of whether or not the foreign subsidiaries remitted those
earnings in the form of dividends to the American parent company. Controls
Co.'s foreign competitors would not be subject to this tax burden. For ex-
ample, a very effective competitor, the Holzer Co. of Meersburg, Germany, has
a Swiss base and trading company which would be able to accumulate capital
at a faster rate than Controls Co.

If the Holzer Co. and Controls Co. should each have the same volume of sales
andi the same profit in Switzerland, Mr. Holzer would have approximately 85
percent of his Swiss profits available for further development of his business
compared with 48 percent which Controls Co. would have if the present tax bill
of the House is accepted by the Senate. Mr. Holzer is a very capable manu-
facturer who gives us all the competition we can handle already, without the
adrntttage of having more capital available in the dynamic growing European
market.

Let's look at present and forecast production figures for just two common
American appliances in the Western European market.

Refrigeration production in Western Europe caught up with U.S. production
in 1957. We stayed almost even for a year and a half, then they started pulling
away from us. Last year the United States produced about 3,600,000 refrigera-
tors, while Western Europe produced about 4,700,000. In 1965, the United States
is forecast for about 4,200,000 refrigerators as compared to 6,800,000, or half
again more for Western Europe.

Even more important to Controls Co. is washing machine production. In
1901, the United States and Western Europe each produced aboutt 3.600,000
washing machines. The United States is forecast for 4,100,000 in 1970, while
Western Europe is forecast for 6,700,000, over 60 percent more.

It is this growing market for home laundry controls that Mr. Holzer and
Controls Co. Will be fighting to get. If he has 85 percent of his Swiss profits
to use to develop this market and his production in It, while we have but 48 per-
cent of our Swiss profits for the same use, the result is inevitable.

Control of this market is important because the company that obtains the
dominant position in a major market has a volttne of business which gives it
low unit cots and thus the potential to dominate any other of the world's mar-
kets, Includifg the United States. If Mr. Holzer can dominate the home ltitn-
dry cotitr6lo market in Western E1trope, which in itself is now a larger market
than wehave in the United States, he has the potential-to penetrate our U.S.
market.
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We have often heard the opinion expressed by labor unions and others that
if American manufacturers established foreign manufacturing operations, U.S.
employment would be reduced. Our experience does not bear this out. When
we began to develop a substantial export business, we found it necessary to
organize a foreign trading company to handle sales contacts, engineering appli.
nations, advertising, promotion, and general administration. As foreign com.
petition forced us into establishing manufacturing facilities abroad for some
products, our foreign trading company was able to sell our other U.S. products,
and thus protect the Jobs of U.S. employees involved in these exports. Further,
it has been our experience that the export of U.S. manufactured piece parts
and finished goods to our foreign establishments remains at a substantial level
because of the requirements of the foreign operations. Unless we can retain
our foreign markets, American employees depending upon these foreign sales for
work will lose their Jobs. If some labor leaders or others were successful in'
making it economically unfeasible for U.S. companies to set up and operate
establishments abroad In the mistaken view that such actions amount to export.
Ing jobs, they will actually be cutting off an export market and thus destroying
Jobs here in the United States. This would be extremely unfair to American
labor which has contributed so much to the success of our country.

In summary, I wish to emphasize that all laws and regulations concerning
taxes, tariffs, and foreign commerce bear on the ability of American companies
to hold their own in foreign trade. This means the President's trade expansion
program and the foreign tax situation must be considered together because of the
effect they have on each other.

We are in favor of the President's tariff reduction policy, but only if it is
coupled with an overall tax program that will strengthen American Industry's
position in International commerce. The strengthing of U.S. world trade, the
increasing of our exports and the improving of our balance of trade are proper
goals for our Government. It is important, however, that the right steps be
taken to insure these goals. Any move which weakens the ability of U.S. industry
to compete in growing foreign markets at this time will not assist in the achieve-
ment of these goals, but instead will operate against them.

IsLiP, LoNG ISLAND, N.Y., April 16, 1962.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finaoce Committee,
Senate Offtee Building, Wa8hington, D.C.

Smn: Herewith are my individual views on the revenue bill of 1062 (H.R.
10650).

The "investment credit" proposal (section 2) ignores the more basic need for
realistic depreciation rate schedules. It would channel tax relief only to the
more solvent and affluent business concerns which have reserves for new capital
inve. itment.

The proposal to tax foreign subsidiary earnings on a current basis (section
13) violates all logic and equity and vitiates prior congressional stimulus to
foreign investment by domestic concerns. It ignores the risks already undertfiken
under long-term commitments by private enterprise as a supplement to our for-
eign economic aid policies. It ignores the complicated arrangements and detri-
mental concessions that had to be made in order to operate abroad-restrictions
against retrieving foreign investment and income; mandatory requirements
for reinvestment of earnings abroad, for foreign national directorates, for ex-
cessive social welfare taxes.

The proposal to tax the earnings and pensions of individuals for foreign
service (section 12) similar does violence to prior congressional stimulus to
foreign investment by domestic concerns. It will force such concerns to
readJuist foreign service compensation upward in order to eoftiftte to attract
qualified personnel. If there are abnormal tax avoiditflce devices employed by
certain individuals, other corrective devices shotil"be, developed.

If the enactmlent of section 12 is unavoidable, I have three modiflcations
thereof to suggest.

I wofild suggest that the aen fidment modifying the current "bona fide foreign
residency" rule (section O11 IR) specifically ifnletcte that foreign service prior
to 1063 can he taken into consideration so that the $85,000 limitation can beapflidtd in 1903.
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I would suggest that the proposed amendment requiring the application of

the preceding year's earnings limitation to amounts received in the year follow-
ing that in which foreign services were rendered specifically indicate that this
provision would not apply to amounts received In 1963 for 1962 foreign serv-
ice-on the ground that the $20,000 or $35,000 limitation was not applicable
in 1962.

I would further suggest that the proposed amendment taxing pension benefits
received after 1962 for foreign service by a U.S. citizen whether he resides within
or without the United States at the time of receipt specifically indicate that only
a portion of that pension benefit would be includible in his gross incote-only
to the extent of the ratio of:

Foreign service after 1962

Total foreign service

The proposal to change the current business expense tax deductions (see. 4)
Is objectionable in that: (a) it would disallow a deduction where a facility is
used for entertailthent, etc., only to a minor extent (less than 50 percent) ; (b)
it would permit the Internal Revenue Service to overrule business judgment as
to the reasonableness of allowances for meals and lodging expense for business
travel; (o) it is not clear that the limitation of $25 on business gifts would not
be applied to discretionary payments by an employer to the widow of a deceased
employee. The first two points seem to sanctify arbitrariness by the quest for
more tax revenue. The third point points up the need for further clarification
of congressional intent as to the application of section 102 of the Internal Reve-
inUe Code to discretionary payments that are made with due regard to the fi-
nances, resources, and welfare of a deceased employee's family and which are
not unpaid compensation for past services.

The proposal to withhold tax on dividends and interest (sec. 19) would create
an administrative monstrosity. Its proponents ignore the results that can be
obtained under the full-scale operation of the newly created taxpayer account
number system. Little attention has been given to the discriminatory aspect
involved In requiring withholding on dividends and interest but not on any other
type of income payments other than wages. Little attention has been given to
the inequity of forcing the status of an uncompensated trustee upon a withhold-
Ing agent. There has been a clamr-and I add my voice to this clamor-against
the asserted right of the Government to collect and hold money from those who
have no tax liability e.g. a tax-exempt trust. Finally I would call your attention
to section 19 of H.R. 10650 which in effect would require the withholding of tax
on dividends 'paid to nonresident aliens at a rate of 20 percent notwithstanding
the provisions of any treaty, and further which gives the Secretary of the
Treasury the power to vary these rates. This to my mind would be inappropri-
ate inasmuch as it woulld in fact supersede United States to treaty provisions.
For this reason I do not think section 19 of H.R. 10650 would be constitutional.

Respectfully submitted.
PAUL P. HENKEL.

SHREVEPOIT, LA., Marchl 21, 1902.
Hon. ALLEN J. ELLENDER,
Senate Offlce BuDldihg,
Washington, D..

DEAU SENATOR: It is very doubtful if anyone would dispute the statement
that the Federal Internal Revenue Code is a monstrosity, Incapable of being
fairly and properly administered.

I have been studying the revenue bill of 1962 (H.R. 10650) and it staggers the
imagination to see how the passage of this bill will do other than to confuse
ereryfne, espeeitflly the taxpayer and his accoUntalts.

Please allow me to give some illustrations:
(a) Section 4(b), traveling expenses, amends section 162 (a) (2) of the present

code by striking out "(ititudifig the entire amount expended for meals and
lodging)" and Inserting in lieu thereof "(i1nIudtihg a reasohtible amount ex-
pItided for meals and lodging)."

Who is going to decide what is "reasonable"? I am not a big eater and my
meals my not run over $7 daily, whereas you might spend $10. Which is
"reasoiW le"?
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We have had too many of such phrases in our taxing laws and the courts
place many interpretations thereon. It never really gets settled.

(b) Section 2, credit for investment in depreciable property: You may recall
the President last year sent a special message to Congress on this. He advo-
cated its enactment to encourage business to eliminate old outdated equipment
and invest in new equipment. So far, so good, but under section 14 of the bill
a new section of the code is proposed (sec. 1245) to tax as ordinary income sale
of present (as well as new) section 1231 property and equipment.

This new section (1245) is going to make some businesses take a long hard
look at selling their old machinery. Viz: a sole proprietor in the 50-percent
tax bracket has an old machine, fully depreciated, leaving his cost basis zero.

He can sell the old machine for $10,000 to another firm and buy a new machine
for $30,000. He immediately incurs an income tax of $5,000 (under present see.
1231 only at 50 percent tax rate). He buys the new machine for $30,000 (life of
8 years) and receives a tax credit of 8 percent of $30,000 or $2,400. He is $2,600
in the hole.

This section 14 defeats the purpose of the investment tax credit.
(M) Section 10, withholding of income tax on dividends and interest.

This is a farce and will put an unrealistic burden on payor, payee, and the In.
ternal Revenue Service.

I do not believe the Government's loss of revenue is now as great as the Treas-
ury Department is claiming. This section shouldbe eliminated for many reasons.

Best wishes.
Sincerely,

R. A. WORLEY.

MONTEVIDEO. March 80, 1962.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Comtttee,
Wash ington, D.C.:

We can assure you foreign provisions for H.R. 10650 are disastrous to best in-
terest United States throughout Latin America. Failure to recognize problems
of foreign competition will further weaken already poor balance-of-payments
position and cause cancellation of planned commercial investment necessary to
success of Alliance for Progress in Latin America. We wish to register our pro.
test as a matter of record to this extension of V.S. tax law to foreign countries.

U.S. CHAMBER OF COMMERCE IN URGUTAY.

EVANSVILLE, IND,, April 1, 1962.
Mrs. ELIZABETH SPRINGER,
Chief Clerk, Senate Finanwe Commttee,
Wa8hington, D.A.:

8"e are concerned that the hearings on H.R. 10650 will be taken up almost
exclusively with the credit for investment in depreciable property and with.
holding on dividends and interest without due consideration to the portions of
the bill dealing with sales or exchanges of stock in foreign corporntions. We
think consideration should be given by the committee to reasons why it ought to
be necessary to treat sales on exchanges of stock of foreign corporations In a
different; mariner from domestic corporations. This bill will seriously impair
U.S. exports and further increase the imbalance of imports and exports about
which we understand the administration is seriously concerned. Section 16
of the bill confiscates up to 91 percent of the Investment of an IndIvit1illhi in1 a
foreign corporation In the eveoit he llqiltdiltes the corporation or sells his stock.
Question why should this be so?

A. L. DoUt tEIRTY, Pao, 111d.

AMERuICAN CtrAMNih OF COMMERCE IN LOnDON,
London, March, 14 , 1962.

Senator HARRY F.ooD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finaoce Committee,
Washington, D.C.

DPAR SENA'OR BYRn: There is attached for yoiur Information a copy of this
chlfliber's letter to the chhi~hdtr bf the Ways and Means Committee. It'is hoped
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that you will study the letter with the view to giving it due consideration in
your deliberations respecting the taxation of corporate foreign-earned income.

Respectfully yours,
EMIL KEKIOH, Eweoutive Direotor.

AMERICAN CHAMBER OF CoMME=mE IN LONDON,
London, February 28, 1962.

Re tax proposals on corporate foreign-earned income.
Hon. WILBUR D. MILLS,
Ohairman, Housc Ways and Means Coinninttee,
lVashlogton, D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: The American Chamber of Commerce in London, Inc.,
a private nonprofit organization incorporated in the District of Columbia, has
contributed to the advancement of the mutual interests of the United States and
Great Britain In trade and investment ever since its foundation in 1910 at the
behest of the British Government.

The membership of the chamber includes (apart from about 1,000 British
associates who transact business with the United States as manufacturers,
traders, Investors In joint ventures, licensees or licensors) nearly 700 American
manufacturing and service organizations established in the United Kingdom.
These manufacturing concerns, numbering close to 500, are for the most part
medium-sized or small enterprises of good repute.

The President's 1962 budget message and his 1901 tax message propose to tax
American corporations on their current share of the undistributed profits of sub-
sidiary corporations incorporated in economically advanced countries.

Opposition within the Ways and Means Committee to the President's pro-
Iosals resulted in the Treasury submitting to the committee a substantially
modified draft bill (July 28, 1961-D-186) which purports to, tax only "tax
haven" profits earned by such subsidiaries.

The proposed legislation to tax the foreign subsidiaries of the United States,
as it stands at present so far as we know, would appear to be inconsistent with
the President's expressed policy of encouraging freer world trade. That end
would be achieved by the multilateral lowering of tariff barriers and providing
incentives to American industry to operate in what can be a new era in trade
and investment relations among the nations of the free world.

The American Chamber of Commerce offers serious objection to the proposed
legislation for taxation of foreign subsidiaries' earnings. Its opposition Is based
primarily on the belief that such legislation would ultimately and Inevitably
corrode and even destroy the many bilateral agreements entered into by most
of the nations of the free world to avoid the crippling effect of the burden of
double taxation upon international trade. Our objections are no more than a
plea for fair tax treatment of these subsidiaries based on their Importance In
America's economic and political leadership in the comntiity of free nations.

These bilateral arrangements are described variously as conventions, agree-
ments, treaties or arrangements, according to the relative constitutional position
of the two contracting parties.

The idea of avoiding double taxation by means of bilateral agreement,; be-
tween states was developed over a number of years before the war by the Fiscal
Commission of the League of Nations. The work of this Commission cuimthilted
in the drafting of the Model Conventions of Mexico (1943) and London (1940).

Until quite recently, the London draft has been the basis on which the United
Kingdom Government has negotiated all of its dotible taxation agreements. In
recent years, however, the Fiscal Committee of the OIOEC has been working on
a new Model Cohvention, of which the major parthas been pibIlshed in a series
of four Ilterim reports over the years of 1958 through 1901, and this now forms
the basis of new or renegotiated agreements entered Into by the United Kingdom
with O EC member countries.

Each agreement is, however, the result of free negotiation between sovereign
states where opposing interests (i.e., capital importing or capital exporting,
economically advanced or less advanced) have resulted in minor variations from
this standard pattern. The United Kingdom has concluded agreements with 74
countries; the United Stiltes of America with 25.

This standard pattern recognizes:
(a) That certain classes of income are appropriate subjects for taxation

in the cotlitry or origin, and, accordingly, by mutual arrangements shoild
not be taxed in the conhltry of residence of the recipient.
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(b) That other sources of income are more suitably taxed in the country
of residence.

Further, it recognizes that the country in which the taxpayer is resident re-
tains the right to assess his whole income from whatever source derived, but
subject to giving relief in respect of the tax which It has been agreed is appro-
priately charged in the country of origin.

The treaty concluded between the United States and the United Kingdom
adhered closely to the standard pattern.

Under it, a United Kingdom resident corporation is not subject to U.S. tax
on its industrial or commercial profits, unless it is engaged in trade or business
in the United States through a permanent establishment there. If it is so en-
gaged, then the entire Income of such enterprise from sources within the Unite(
States Is liable to tax In accordance with U.S. law, but such tax will, If ap-
propriate, be allowed as a tax credit against taxes payable in the United
Kingdom.

Converse provisions apply to a U.S. enterprise.
Qtiite apart from tile protection afforded by bilateral tax treaties, the United

Kingdom hns never sought to tax the foreign earnings of a non-United Kingdom
resident corporation, even though it may be a wholly owned subsidiary of a
United Kingdom parent corporation. It recognizes that there are broadly two
ways in which a United Kingdom corporation may do business abroad:

(a) Through a branch operation abroad.
(b) Through a foreign subsidiary.

In eaqse (a), the United Kingdon corporation is fully subject to United King-
dora tax on branch profits, whether remitted or not. In case (b), it is only liable
to the extent of dividends paid by the foreign subsidiary. In common with most
natiins, the United Kingdom recognizes that the foreign subsidiary constitttes
a cplparnte legal entity outside its jurisdiction.

Even in ease (a), the United Kingdom has legislated some relieving provisions
for overseas trade corporatlons (Finance Act 1957).

This extends the principle of exemptions from United Kingdon tax to Income
arising to a United Kingdom resident corporation from trading carried on exclu-
sively abroad. Irrespective of whether a tax treaty Is in existence or not, until
and unless such foreign income is distributed to a Ullted Kingdom resident
other than an OTC.

It will thus )e seen hint any proposal to subject to U.S. tax tile undistribited
earnings of a UnIted Kingdom subsidiary is in direct coilflict with tile philosophy
and the principles developed internatldhally In general, and by tile United
Kingdom in partteUlar.

Should the Treasuiry's proposal become law, the incidence of the burden of
the resulting tax payable is important. As we see the position, any such tax
would need to be absorbed by the U.S. parent company, since under existing
United Kingiln law a United Kingdom corporation could neither have U.S.
tax enforced ngatnst it direct by the U.S. Government nor be compelled by Its
U.S. parent to necept an ittrompany charge. Certainly, in these circumstances,
tl, Untittid Kligdoin corporintift could obtain no relief, direct or otherwise, for
the U.S. tax against its United Kingdom tax (unless, as previously indicated.
the United Kingdom corporation has a permanent establishment in the United
States).

This chamber is also opposed to the proposed legislation on 11fintihcill grounds,
for the following reasons:

(a) It wild reduce the "retUrn" on foreign Investment and therel)y dis-
courage foreign investment.

(M) It would reduce the capital ftifids available for foreign new invest-
li1t|It.

(e) Where a foreign affiliate is financed b, local retained earnings, the
increased dividends necessary to flow back to the parent to enable tile parent

In meet the tax bill thereon would automatically reduce this form of finance
and thereby make such foreign affiliate less competitive.

(d) Additional unnecessary costs, other than tax, are Involved In round"
tripping dividends from foreign affiliates.

(c) It could nullify tax incentives which a number of countries have In-
troduced to attract new industries and to encoturige capital investment
locally.

(f) By encouraging increased dividend distribution, it could contribute
to local balance-of-payment difficulties.

All American corporations doing business overseas ply a far more important
role in building and maintaining America's prestige abroad than may be generally
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realized. They are in practical effect Instruments of American foreign policy.
Americans of experience In government and private enterprise know that

there is a greater need than ever for collective strength on the part of the na-
tions of the free world. Few would dispute that during the past four decades
in Britain, as no doubt in other countries, American corporations with interna-
tional interests have In fact enhanced the position of U.S. foreign policy. Through
constructive Investment, productions, labor and customer relations they have
been most effective institutional ambassadors of the United States.

For example, the British economic and financial magazine of International
renown, the Statist, on January 5, 19062, said: "It is, saltary to find familiar
names like Heinz, Hedley, Hoover, Kodak, and Ronson listed, correctly, as
ninnfactutring subsidiaries of American parent companies. These and other
times are so well established hn this country that they are often regarded as
Britain's own. But the fact of American ownership is softened by their (on-
tribution to Britain's exports."

Over the years American mannufacturing enterprises In Britain have been fill-
filling an ideal In comity between Britain and the United States by assisting
the balance of paynients of both countries.

The elhmiber is sending you, Mr. Chairman, a separate letter outlining Its ob-
jections to certain features of the taxation proposals relating to personal foreign
source Income.

Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM E. CIIANNINO, PrcsIIdct.

AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMENCE IN LoN'DON,
London, April 12, 1962.

Re section 12, H.R. 10650, earned income from sources without the United States.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman., Commi ttee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: In behalf of the directors and membership of the Ameri-
can Chamber of Comrierce in London I wish to thank you for your courtesy in
acknowledging receipt of the copy of our commilciAtion dated February 28,
1962, to the Honorable Wilbur D. Mills, chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, in the matter of the tax proposals on corporate foreign earned
income.

You may recall that In the last paragraph of the letter to the chairman of the
Ways and Means Comtflittee I mentioned that a separate letter would be for-
warded in the matter of the taxation proposals relating to personal foreign
source income.

Unfortunately the promised letter could not be drafted in sufficient time prior
to the action of the Ways and Means Committee in reporting out H.R. 10650.
Accordihgly I sent you a cablegram dated March 30, copy of which is enclosed,
briefly outlhing the chamber's views on the pertinent proposal (see. 12) in H.R.
10650. In amplifleation of the basic points outlined in the cablegram, permit
ine to detail some of the issues involved.

It may be noted here for the record that the chamber is a private nonprofit
organization incorporated in the District of Columbia in 1910. The membership
of the chamber includes (apart from about 1,000 B1ritish associates who transact
business with the United States as manufacturers, traders, investors in joint
ventures, licensees, or licensors) nearly 700 American manufacturing and serv-
iee organizations established in the United Kingdom. These manufacturing
concerns alone number approximately 500.

(1) It is the conviction of this chamber that to abolish the existing U.S. tax
law, which has been in force for the past 36 years or so, would be a retrogres-
sive step.

(2) It Is the generally accepted, worldwide principle and practice that re-
muneration from an employment is properly taxable in the country In which
the duties are performed; the proposals in H.R. 10650 are contrary to this
concept.

(3) The proposals would result In no significant contribution to U.S. fiscal
revenue because (a) In those countries where the principle of taxing at source
is adopted the U.S. tax collection would be substantially offset by foreign tax
credits, and (b) In those countries where local source IncOme is not so taxed
there would be a direct incentive to the local authorities to adopt such a tax
principle In order to prevent the resultant outflow of dollars.
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(4) No doubt the Incentives given under the present U.S. tax law to Afterleby
business executives of career In foreign service have played a part In contribut-
ing to the U.S. balance of payments, especially during 1961 and 1962. The
U.S. Department of Commerce Survey of Current Business, March 1962, pages
22-23, giving the latest U.S. balance-of-payments figures, belles the emphasis
placed by the U.S. Treasury on the effects of the existing U.S. tax laws; Indeed,
the figures just released confirm the substantial assistance given to the U.S.
balance-of-payments situation by U.S. Investment abroad.

(5) The withdrawal of the present U.S. tax exemption would create a serious
disincentive to a foreign career. The increased difficulties and the additional
cost to American companies having foreign subsidiaries in recruiting and placing
top management U.S. executives abroad would be magnified to the extent that
they would become less competitive in the foreign field, and, in the case of the,
smaller companies at least, might even result in a cessation of foreign operations,
It would be unlikely, In these circumstances, that the loss in trade could be made
up by direct exports from the United States since one of the main reasons for
the establishment of American enterprises overseas is to maintain markets Which
are closed to them by way of direct exports owing to high domestic costs and
foreign import restrictions. The trade loss under such disincentive would serve
to add to the deterio ation in the U.S. balance of payments.

(6) In this regard, the proposals in H.R. 10650 are entirely contrary to the
objectives of H.R. 9900-to foster U.S. foreign trade.

(7) So far as the individual is concerned, In certain foreign countries direct
income taxes are levied at relatively low rates, coupled with relatively high rates
of Indirect taxation, with the consequence that living costs are extremely high.
If a U.S. citizen working in such countries is to be exposed to U.S. taxes (with
little foreign tax credit) in addition, the total tax burden would become un-
manageable.

(8) Without in any manner weakening our opposition to the proposals, the 3-
year rule at a lower ceiling is Inapproprihte. Where a career individual has
established foreign service, the higher ceiling should apply from the effective date
of first commencing foreign service.

(9) It has taken the dedicated work of American business leaders, recognized
as such by foreign governments, to deal adequately over the years with the trade
and investment problems of the United States in the international field. The
American individtls abroad who do not fall into this category represent a mere
handful, and should be dealt with by our Government if they are Indtilging In
tax subterfuges. The preponderant number of legitimate and creative American
businessmen should not in all conscience be given disincentives to work abroad,
especially at a time when our Government Is building up new efforts to obtain
the assistance of American private enterprise in developing American interests
in foreign countries in a mutually cooperative spirit, e.g., H.R. 9900, the liberal-
zation principle in which this chamber endorses with a serious reservation con-
cerning the possible impact upon business incident to adnilflstration re section
404 of the bill, particularly the unilateral approach to the determination and
extent of assistance.

Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM E. CHANNING,

President, American Chamnber of Commerce in London, Inc.

MAROU 30, 1962.
Senator HARRY FLOOD BYnD,
Chairman, Finance Committee, U.S. Senate, Wash ington, D.C.:

Refer last paragraph our letter to chairman, Howse Ways and Means Con-
inittee dated February 28, copy of which you acknowledged March 17. Any tax
exemption ceiling personal foreign source income becomes vulnerable to future
amendment and at once seriously hanidicaps companies in forward'planiing for
placement of key American personnel abroad. Enactment of ceiling proposals
incorporated H.R. 10650 would either increase costs of maintatfling senior
executives abroad, thus decreasing competitiveness or lowering competency
standards in replacements and deterring capable Americqns from serving abroad.
This chamber therefore asks your committee to emphasize correction of abuses
that may exist rather than handicap overwhelming majority of good American
businessmen who contribute so much to our Nation and host countries by their
constructive work in production, and in labor, consumer, and public relations.

WILLAM K. CnANN'zS0,
President, American Chamber of commerce in London, Inc.
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TWIN DisC CLUTCH1 Co.,
HYDRAULIC DIvIsIoN,

Rockville, Ill., Maroh 26, 1962.
Subject: Revenue Act of 1002, H.R. 10650, taxation of foreign source income.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance 7ommttee,
Senate Offlee Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The form in which the subject bill has been promulgated
by the House Ways and Means Committee, in consequence of an unaccountable
last-minute reversal of position between February 23 and February 26 in ap-
i)arent disregard of the mass of testimony and facts offered by informed Indus-
trial and professional witnesses, poses a grave threat to the continued ability
of American business to meet foreign competition effectively.

A study of the implications of the Treasury's proposals was concluded by the
American Chamber of Commerce in London and its findings were submitted in
a letter dated February 28 to the Honorable Wilbur D. Mills, chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee. 'Unfortunately, it was too late to receive
consideration by that committee, but I believe it is worthy of your serious con-
si(leration because of its thoughtful presentation of considerations which are
unfortunately too little understood by members of the administration who have
had no exposure to the hard realities of competition overseas.

Also enclosed, for your kind consideration, is copy of a letter I wrote to the
Honorable Wilbur D. Mills on June 8 last year, presenting some basic consid-
erations which have become obscured by demagogic verbiage playing on popular
misconceptions of the objectives and pressures which have prompted American
firms to incorporate overseas, to the advantage of our national economy and also
of the Internal Revenue.

Very truly yours,
J. B. SCHUBELER,

Manager, Ewport Sales.

TwIN Disc CLUTCH Co.,
HYDRAULIC DIVISION,

Roekeford, Ill., June 8, 1961.
Subject: Administration proposals on foreign source income taxation.
Hon. WILbUR D. MILLS,
Chairman, House Ways and Means Committee,
House Ofce BuTlding, Washington, D.C.

I)EAR SnI: As manager of export sales of the Twin Disc Clutch Co., and vice
president of sales of its foreign corporation, Twin Disc Clutch AG, with situs
in Liechtenstein and offices in Zurich, Switzerland, I wish to submit the follow-
Ig c6iftnents with particular reference to the testimony offered on June 5 by

Mr. Walter A. Slowinski of the law firm of Baker, McKenzie & Hightower.
In the light of my experience in foreign business, I have been much impressed

by the singularly unenlightened legislative proposals presented by the present
adihistration and promoted by Secretary of the Treasury Dillon. Two aspects
of these proposals which seem to have escaped proper recognition are, In my
opinion, the following:

(1) The suggestion that the exemption from U,.. taxation of nonrepatriated
foreign corporation earnings constitutes "preferential treatment" is entirely mis-
leading. Such treatment merely enables U.S. business abroad to meet foreign
competition not subject to U.S. taxation, and does not affect its domestic com-
petitiveness except to the extent that repatriated and taxed foreign dividends pro-
vide addlional revenue. Our tax laws are only fir to the extent that they do
not discrliflAte against U.S. business competing abroad with foreign business
operating under more favorable conditions.

(2) The suggestion cofitatihed In the admiflistration's proposals that "tax
haven" operatios are unsavory completely Ignores the fact that such operations
actually benefit the U.S. Internal Revenue, because eariligs remitted to U.S.
parents or associates then becoming due f1r taxation are not subject to the
(loduftfln of appreciable foreign tax. The "tpx haven" consideration Is quite
Relevant to the concept which the Kennedy adlififiistratioh Is trying to intro-

(111c. namely, that of subjecting foreign-based U.S. corporations whetherr located
in "tax haven" coihtrles or not) to taxation In the Uflited States. The so-
called tax havens are merely countries in which earnings generated externally
are subject to little or no taxation.
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While I am sympat .hetie to legislation curtailing the withdrawal from U..
tax liability of earnings generated by domestic activities of American organia
tions or indiVidtiflls, I am convinced that the proposed taxation of foreign source
earnings wofld be seriously detrimental to the proven ability of American busi
ness overseas to benefit the U.S. economy.

Other testimony will have been submitted substantiating that the excess o:
foreign source dividend inflow over investment 6titflow during the past 10 yearly
amounts to some $8.6 billion besides which vast revenue-producing operation
have been developed abroad, the existence of which has stimulated direct ex
ports; royalties and engineering fees have produced substantial taxable revenue,
and incalctlable benefits of an intangible nature, both economic and political,
have been and are being increasingly derived from U.S. business investment
overseas.

When it is considered that these benefits are being obtained with substantial
advantages to the U.S. Treasury and to the national economy, for which
American business has generated consistently favorable trade balances amount.
ing to some $16.1 billion during the years 1957-60, it is little short of mid-
summer madness to contemplate imposing burdens on U.S. business operations
overseas which could only benefit their foreign competitors and delight our
Commufilist adversaries.

The objective of the administration to promote business investment in the
less-developed, emerging countries would be more rationally served by two
courses of action, namely:

(1) To offer comprehensive protection to such investments against non-
commercial risks, mainly of a political nature, outside the control of the
investor. The fate of U.S. investments in Cuba is a painful memory.

(2) 'To simplify and guarantee long-term financing at lower rates of
interest than those properly reflecting commercial and political risks. The
emerging countries are sho01bing for terms, rather than products, and corm-
petition is frequently motivated by political rather than commercial con-
sideratons.

The cost to the U.S. taxpayer of liberalized programs in these two areas
would be small and the benefits large, both tangible and intangible. A repres-
sive policy toward U.S. enterprises in the advifnced countries is a poor alterna-
tive to the constructive one of improving the climate for the operation of U.S.
business in the emerging countries, in order to promote its participation in
these.

Trade, not aid, is our most effective foreign policy implement. It benefits us
as well as our trdithg partners. Let us not weaken it.

Sincerely yours,
3. B. ScHTUELER,

Manager, Ewport Sales.

GAR CIA & DrAZ,
New York, N.Y., March 20, 196'2.

SENATE FINANCE COMMImTTE,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIUMAN: Your committee is studying the proposed new tax bill.
We would like to call to your attention the injustice and the hardship that the
treatment of foreign income in the proposed new tax law would mean to our
firm.

We have been established since 1917 and our business is that of acting as
steamship agents. We also have established two comftines in Cuba since the
year 1927, one acting as steamship agents and the other acting as terminAl
operators and stevedores. We, the parent company, own 100 percent of the
shares of both Cuban companies.

Heretofore we would include in our income the dividends declared by our
Cuban companies. The Republic of Cuba before the takeover by Castro had
passed a law similar to a United States law to the effect that corporatfios could
not accumulate profits into their surplus account. They were obliged to declare
dividends. Since Castro came to power he has seized and nationalized many
companies, but for some strange coincidence neither one of our conmokites has
been seized to date. However, the corporation laws have been chfinged dras-
tically and Cuban taxes have increased tremendously. Our companies have
made a small profit, but by present laws they are not permitted to transfer
these profits to us.
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Under the proposed new tax law we would be taxed on these profits even
though, by reasons beyond our control, they could not be transferred to us.
You can now realize the injustice and hardship that this would cause partic-
ularly when we, the parent company, are incurring losses due to the present
depressed condition in the steamship industry.

We trust that you will bear this factor in mind when deliberating on this
bill.

Very truly yours,
WILLIAM A. MART'tlfz, Trea8urer.

MCULLOOH CORP.,
Los Antgeles, Calif., March 16, 1962.

Hon. HARY FLOOD BYRD,
l'ice Ohairman, Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

Sia: We understand a bill will be submitted to Congress shortly proposing
that the current income of foreign enterprises wholly or partially owned by
American firms be taxed to the U.S. parent companies in the year earned. The
aim of this bill is to tax the profits of such American investments abroad im-
mediately rather thatn wait until there are profits returned in the form of divi-
dends from the foreign companies to their U.S. parents. As a medium-size
American manufacturing company with substantial foreign investments, we
would like to voice our opposition to this proposal prepared by the Treasury De-
partment because, in addition to being detrimental to the long-range interest of
American business, it also will reduce the total revenue to be collected by the U.S.
Government on profits of American investments overseas. To explain more
clearly why we are certain that this bill should be defeated, we believe it might
be helpful to use our own company as a typical case of what could happen in
the event thislegislation is approved.

McCulloch Corp. is a manufacturer of chain saws, outboard boats and motors,
and military aircraft engines. (We are enclosing literature that explains the
type of products we are selling throughout the world.') Our total employment
In facilities in Los Angeles, MinneapOlis, Toronto, Canada, Sydney, Australia,
and Malines, Belgium, approximates 4,000 persons with total annual sales in
excess of $50 million. Shortly after we began marketing our proddicts in the
United States, we investigated the possibilities of selling these in foreign coun-
tries through export from the United States. Although we were quite sUccessful
at first, within a few years our business began to deteriorate. Competitive for-
eign manufactUrers were selling their products at a lower price thin ours in
their local mhrkets because they enjoyed protection of tariffs plus lower labor
and material costs. Moreover, we were unable to service most of our customers
satisfactorily because of the long shipping time required to deliver parts to
foreign countries from our U.S. factories.

It was obvious that our company had to set up facilities in other countries
to remain competitive even though we had sufficient manufacturing capacity
here in the United States to more thanf meet the total demand. Our first move
in this direction was to build a factory in Toronto, Canada, to supply products
to our own branches across that country. WithoUt this investment, we could
not continue to compete with the Canadian chain saw and outboard motor
manufacturers already established there.

Our next activity in foreign markets was in Australia. In order to gain entry
into this market, it was necessary to have our products made there by licensing
a local company with manufacturing facilities. Competitive conditions in the
last year or so have sharply reduced the profit margins on sales in Australia to
the extent we now find it necessary to take over the manufacturing activity and
apply our American know-how to-reduce eosts.

The rapidly expanding economy of Europe during the 1950's created an im-
portant market in that area for our products, and, once again, we fofflid-it neces-
sary to invest in facilities to meet the competition of the dozen or more European
companies who were manufacturing the same products. Our new factory in

lines, Belgium, assembles our products within the Common Market almost
entirely from parts provided by our U.S. factotles. The finished prodtuets, how-
eVer, are Belgian in origin and, therefore, enjoy preferential lower tariffs when

,1 Material made a part of committee files.
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sold to other EEC countries. In this way, oUr Belgian operations have enable'
us to obtain a very large share of the total European market for our products.
In the short period of time this factory has been in operation, sales of our
products in Europe have nearly doubled. The production of parts in the United
States for our Belgian company to meet this demand has actually increased the
amount of labor employed here compared to the labor required previously to
manufacturers the finished products sold only through exporting.

The sales of our foreign subsidiaries have grown until they now constitute
approximately one-third of our total corporate revenue. Since all our foreign
manufacturing facilities use a very high proportion of U.S.-produced parts in
the products they manufacture, this company has not exported jobs overseas.
Conversely, we are now able to meet foreign competition and, by keeping these
markets, have prevented the loss of jobs here in the United States.

In order to develop the necessary capital for the expansion of our foreign'
operations, we decided to establish a sales subsidiary, McCulloch International,
Inc., of Panama. This company has a branch office in Belgium that purchases
products from all of our factories and resells them to our customers in Europe,
Africa, and the Middle East. No income tax Is imposed on the profits generated
through the sales of this Panama company, and, therefore, we have been able
to provide sufficient working capital to keep up with the needs of our rapidly
expanding foreign operations. It is recognized, of course, that this Panamanian
subsidiary will eventually be returning dividends to the parent corporation and
at that time 52 percent corporation income tax will be paid in the United States
on these dividends. Through agreement with the Belgian Government, the in-
come taxes of our manufacturing subsidiary, which is a Belgian corporation,
amount to much less than those that a U.S. corporation would be required to pay.

I am sure you realize that a substanitlli number of American investments
in Europe are set up in the same manner as ours; that is, a manufacturing plant
selling through a separate sales subsidiary located in a country with low taxa-
tion on foreign revenue, usually Switzerland. If the tax advantage of main-
taining an independent sales subsidiary in such a country is removed, most of
these companies would logically consolidate their operation and management
at their factory locations and pay the local taxes. Since these companies would
then be paying much higher foreign taxes on income than formerly, the tax
revenue that could be collected by the United States after foreign tax credits
were deducted would be greatly reduced.

According to the revenue bill now being proposed by the Treasury, our parent
corporation would be obligated to pay currently a U.S. corporate income tax
on the profits realized by both the Belgian manufacturing company and the
Panania company. The opportunity to develop investment and working capital
necessary to keep up with our foreign expansion would be drastically affected.
Therefore, to simplify our operational problems, we would then close up our
Panama company and turn the sales responsibility over to our Belgian sub-
sidiary. This subsidiary woiild, consequently, be taxed as other Belgian corpora-
tions at approximately a 84-percent rate on the profits generated by both
matflfacturitng and sales. After deducting the Belgian tax on our combined
profits, our U.S. tax would be only approximately 18 percent of this foreign
income. This contrasts with the current 49 percent (after credit for
Belgian taxes paid) that the IRS would collect from our European profits via
the dividend route. In addition, the State of California will lose the franchise
tax on the amount of European profits used to pay Belgian taxes.

It also seems obvious to us that, if this tax proposal is approved, the coun-
tries with low taxes on foreign-source income, such fs Switzerland, Panama,
the Bahamas, Luxembourg, et cetera will nolonger need to maintain their rela-
tively low taxation on local American controlled trading and holding companies
since these firms could no longer defer payment of U.S. taxes on their current
profits. Tax rates in these countries therefore, could be increased all the way
up to the 52-percent U.S. tax without any additional expense to the companies
involved btt cutting directly into the revenue eventually received in the United
States. Therefore, this shortsighted tax proposal could greatly reduce the
amount of total revenue collected by the United States from income of U.S.
subsidiaries abroad.

You are probably aware that nearly all other largd countries of the world
provide for deferred taxation or complete exemption from taxation of foreign-
earned income, i.e., Germany, England, Belgium, Canada, et cetera. Companies
located in these countries are competing with American companies for world
markets and we must enjoy the same advantages to meet this stringent
competition.
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We urge you to become thoroughly familiar with this Treasury proposal for
taxation of income of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies and to fully con-
sider the impact this legislation would have on the economy of the United
States before casting your vote.

If we can be of assistance in answering any further questions you might have
on this matter, please feel free to contact us.

Yours very truly,
0. FRED BREER,

Vice Pre8ident and General Manager.

[From the Financial Post, Mar. 10, 10621
FINANCIAL POST REPORTS ON YOUR TAxEs-HERE's WHERE UNITED STATES AIDs

RIVALS IN OTHER MARKErS

(By John G. McDonald, QC, McDonaIld, Davies & Ward)

The way things are shaping up, it is clear that 1062 will be an active year for
tax legislators.

The British Chancellor of the Exchequer has already given notice that he will
Intr~dnuce a new tax on short-term capital gains derived from dealings in securi-
ties and real estate.

in the United States the House Ways and Means Committee issued another
announcement last week concerning "tax haven" legislation (Financial Post,
February 24) that will be Included in the House bill (not yet released). Gen-
eral approach will be to tax U.S. shareholders currently on their "share" of the
earnings of foreign subsidiaries, if at least 20 percent of the income of the
subsidiaries is made up of interest, dividends, rents, royalties, income from
patents and copyrghts, and "export income."

"Export income" is defined as income from the sale of goods by a controlled
foreign corporation outside of the country in which it is incorporated, where
the goods are not manufactured by the corporation and where more than 20
percent of such corporation's income) consists of such "export income."

Needless to say, the Republican members of the committee oppbse the bill.
Congressman J. W. Byrnes issued a statement, saying:

"The bill seeks to build a 'Berlin wall' in the tax laws to keep the American
businessman at home. The bill would deny to American business the right
enjoyed by its foreign competitors to go into any area of the free world where
there might be a market, a source of raw materials, or the workers needed to
make the business a success.

"The policy of the bill is a policy of * * * isolationism as to American-owned
business. [It] adopts the outrageous proposition that American business should
surrender to foreign competition in the world market."

It is certainly clear, in the field of foreign trade, that a foreign corporation
controlled by Canadians-or an oversea trade corporation in Britdin-will have
a decided advantage over its U.S.-owned competitors after the "New Frontier"
people in Washington achieve their ends.

The new law will also serve to trim American sails in Europe, increase the
downward pressure on the U.S. dollar, and indirectly assist Britatfi's entry in
the Common Market.

The point is, of course, that businessmen regard taxes as costs, and try to keep
them down. Government taxmen, on the other hand, are indignant over foreign
investment of "our" money by the businessmen who went out and earned it in
the first place.

Let's hope that Ottawa encourages Canadian business to take full advantage
of the mistakes south of the border.

At least it is obvious to our foreign competitors that this tax proposal will
place American business at a disadvantage.-C.P.B.

ALII&MBRA, CALI[F,, March 2, 1962.
lion. HARRY F. BYRD,

enate Offloe Builcdig:
We understand Ways and Means Committee has released proposed legislation

that will subject earnings of foreign subsidiaries to U.S. tax currently and
increase tax on distribution from these subsidiaries when remitted. We oppose
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these changes because we feel they will make U.S. construction Industry les-
competitive overseas. The loss of such business will reduce domestic employ.
ment and U.S. tax revenue. We respectfully urge you to vote against such
I)rol))sed legislation.

C. F. BA u & Co.,
JOHN G. BRAUN, President.

CHAIN BELT CO.,
CARRIER DIvIsIoN,

Lotsville, Ky., March 19,1962.
Senator JOHN SHERMAN COOPER,
Senate Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAU SENATOR COOPER: Recently the Ways and Means Committee has reported
out a bill which will have serious effects on U.S. companies with foreign sub.
sidiaries. The bill has a number of objectionable featUres, most harmful of
which is a provision that Federal income taxes at the full 52-percent dollestic
rate will have to be paid on subsidiary earnings abroad even though these earn.
Wings have not been returned to the United States as dividends. Some of the
reasons why this bill should be defeated are:

(1) Companies normally invest abroad only when foreign markets cannot be
penetrated by export. Consequently most foreign subsidiaries do not harm
domestic production as they are supiplying markets which will not buy domestic
manufactured products because of higher costs or currency, tax, or duty
restrictions.

(2) Although U.S. investment abroad is made in order to supply markets
which cannot otherwise be economically penetrated, tax considerations are
still very important in determining whether or not such a company will make
an investment. If the taxes of U.S. subsidiaries abroad are greater than the
competitive subsidiaries of other foreign companies and/or local companies, it
may not be economically feasible to support existing American subsidiaries, let
alone establish new ones.

(3) The Treasury Department's concept of "tax neutrality" should be re-
tailored to equalize the tax liability between American subsidiaries and the com-
pahies with which they must compete on the spot rather than equalizing
taxes between American subsidiaries and the American parent company.

(4) The present level of taxes in various foreign areas is of primary ira.
pottitnce in determiftinig whether an American subsidiary will be located there
or not. Underdeveloped countries normally have lower tax rates in order to
attract industry. Under the proposed bill the level of taxes will be unimportant
in deterrniiibg location as long as these taxes do not exceed 50 percent. Op-
erations will gravitate to high-tax countries rather than low-tax countries to our
national detriment since foreign taxes can be credited directly and completely
against U.S. income taxes paid.

(5) The long-term balance of payments has been extremely favorable because
of the establisihmeit of American subsidiaries abroad. The present favorable
balance is approximately $2 billion a year which helps offset the deficit balance
resulting from foreign aid and Other similar programs. If this favorable balance
is to contitine, additional investments must be made abroad. Restriction of
these investments would be shortsighte~d and self-defeatihg.

In summary, American subsidiaries by moving into high-tax areas would in-
crease the gross natiothl production in areas which are already self-sufficient or
nearly so, and this would have the automatic corollary effect of delaying the self-
sufficiency of the underdeveloped countries who need- our assistance the most.
From an economic standpoint the assistance'of the underdeveloped countries must
some day cease to be a dole, and this can only occur if these countries become
self-sufficient and economically prosperous. It appears to me that this particular
bill is not In the best interest of 6tif foreign program to aid ttiiderdeveloped areas.
It will tend to propagate, rather than alleviate, the burden of foreign aid now
borne by the American taxpayer. It will have very little immediate effect on
Federal icinme and over a period of time will result in less Federal income from
foreign operations than now accrues when earnings of foreign subsidiaries are
returned to the parent company In the form of dividends.

Our comitiy has a substantial foreign investment. As an Individual I own
stock in a number of American coplantfiles with substantial foreign investments,
and I am personally interested in asking your help in this instance. Thank
you very much; and with best wishes, I am,

YoUrs truly, 3. M. MoRR~s, Divisionw Manager,
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SAN ANTONIO, TEx., March 23, 1962.
senator HARRY F. BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATon BYRD: A provision of the tax bill submitted by the Kennedy
administrationn which comes up before the House of Representatives in the next
few weeks, being section 18 thereof, would Include for estate taxation by the
United States any real property owned by a decedent situated outside of the
United States. I am writing this to Urge you to vote against such a measure
and want to present for your careful consideration, the following points:

The present exclusion from taxation does not exist by virtue of a "loop hole"
In our tax laws, but is founded upon a fundamental principle of international
law that a sovereign alone has the power to tax and control the land situated
within its borders. To invade and to dissolve such a fundamental principle of
international law Is to creat an additionall area of uncertainty in Interilitional
transactions immediately affecting carefully laid business and personal plans
projected not only by American nationals but by nationals of other countries.
This comes at a bad time when the United States is wholeheartedly attempting
to shore up the entire field of international law, and is spending billions of dol-
lars in the support of international stability.

Such a measure also comes at a bad time when the Government Is trying to
encourage American businessmen to expand into the international field. In cer-
tain unfriendly countries the presence of American investments in real property
may be shaky enough as things are; where such an unfriendly government has
knowledge that Americans owning property within their borders are to be taxed
as if the same were situated in the United States, an additional unhealthy cli-
mate and attitude is created toward Americans, since such a gesture will be in-
terpreted as another step by the United States to remove one more element
of the sovereignty of such a country by expondlig the effect of U.S. taxation
into foreign lands.

The United States should not be forced, even by revenue cirettfistances, to as-
sume a hunliliating and ridiculous position. For illtstration, suppose, as in the
case of one of my good friends and sometimes client, an American citizen has
only in his estate real property situated in Mexico fi'om which he derives his
livelihood. At his decease, under the proposed legislation, the full value of the
Mexican situated real property wodid be subjected to the extraordinarily high
U.S. Federal estate tax. Is tie United States then to have a lien against the
Mexican realty? Will tle U.S. Government enter Mexico to enforce in some
form, its tax lien, levy against the property, and if necessary, foreclose.

This is more than just a tax matter and as you can see draws the United
States into many internattibliftl contplieniiols which caft 0otly be unsatisfactory to
itself afid its citizens.

If the United States is to tax for estate tax purposes, foreign realty, Just think
of the problems of valtation that the executors of the estate of an American de-
cedent are faced with. For instance, ranch land in British Honduras, a coffee
plantation in MI. Salvador, miffing claims in Canada, an apartment in Paris.
Whose standard of values are to be taken? Since theincidence of Ameriacn tax-
ation, which the estate must bear, can only be translated into American dollars,
an entirely new and different body of principles for appraisal will have to be
adopted for the simple reason that the value of a piece of foreign realty cannot
be only such value as attributed thereto in the foreign Jurisditi6 n but
the same. The executors then are faced With the enormuos difficulty and incon-
ventence with accompanying expenses, of at least two different market values.

I do not doubt that many clever revenueproducing arguments can be produced.
However, there should be a still small voice of logic and commonsense some-
where in these tax proposals whereby at some point consideration should be
given to the burden these proposals, when enacted into law, cast upon thetaxpayer.

Your careful consideration of these ideas wiibe most arpreciated and therefore
it is my earnest hope that you will see your way to oppose this measure in its
entirety, and that you will conclude 'in your votifig thereon that it should be
stricken from the tax bill.

Sincerely yours, Gitk PAIKER, J.

s~ioo- -1pt T
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SAN ANTONIO, Tx., April 1, 1962.
Senator HARRY S. BYRD,
U. S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAn SENATOR BYRD: In my letter of March 22, 1062, I presented certain atrgu.

ments in supllbrt of my request that you vote against section 18 of the omnibus
tax bill concerning the taxation of foreign situated real property to which I
want to add certain additional argdfilents:

I presented a fact situation concerihg a client of mine whose principhl ftsest
consisted of foreign realty situated in Mexico; at his decease, there being prae.
tlcally no property in the United States, but with a considerable estate in Mexico,
the hth U.S. estate tax rates would call for a considerable amount in taxes to
be paid out of Mexico. Suppose thatIn such an event the Mexican realty would
be sold to pay the U.S. taxes, and sulipose that Mexico instituted currency restrict.
tons so that none of the money could be taken out of Mexico, what course of.
action would be open to the heirs of my client? This situation can be repeated
in many countries, and the existence of currency controls and restrictions, for
example, is a reality all over Latin America and Europe.

Tax legislation should, at some time, look at the realities of the subject matter
and shoUld, as a guidig principle, not impose upon loyal Americans undue hard.
ship or any paradoxical course of conduct in their personal affairs.

Thanking you for your consideration of these matters, I remain,
Sincerely yours,

GEORGE PARKER, Jr.

Tunco PnoUycrs. N,,c..
Wilmintiton, Calif., March 26, 1962.

Hon. HARRY FrooD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate, Finatco Committee,
Senate Oflee BTvlding, Washington., D.C.

Sin: Although Turco Prodlttts, Inc., has rather llitd liternatinlal ierflra.
tons, we are concerned and feel 'that the passage of H.R. 10650 would tIn'Quis-
tionfhbly result in the ultimate defeat of many of the major objectives of the
bill. The adverse effects of this legislation would be felt not only by the U.S.
firms engaged in interntiuffl6hl =bltsiness, but also by the Nation as a whole.

Without dofubt, the bill wottld discourage and greatly reduce the volume of
U.S. Investments in all foreign countries. On the surface, this might appear to
be desirable since It would reduce the outflow of dollars and help to reduce our
unfavorable baltnce of pilyinelits. However, while this niight seem to be hel|iftil
in connection with Iftnunidlate problems, it most certainly would work to our
detrimenft In the-years to colle.

To illustrate this, If it were not for the foreign Investmehts by U.S. industry
during the past few decades, which have returned and Are returning to the U.S.
investors profits and dividends far in excess of the original and current overseas
Investments, our bfilIlt0e-of-pay inoilts situation iwfild be far worse. it is an
IncOfitestifble fact thilt returls from these forethn tivestments fnr exceed the
initial capital outlays as well as the curreiit outflow of U.S. capital for foreign
investments. We certatiftly cann ot expect to receive corresponding benefits in
future years if our current investments are severely curtailed, as wotld result
from the passage of H.R. 10650.

We have read in the March 5, 1962, Issue of Newsweek that taxation of the
foreign earhtings of U.S. subsidiaries in low tax countries, even if such earnings
were not returned to the U.S. immediately, would bring our Government at least
an addittithl $250 iillifn in taxes each year, according to the U.S. Treasury.
However, will this immediate gain compensate for th loss of future revenue
from increased forbtgn Investmnents? We thtfik not.

It must be remembered that, almost without exception, the only possible rea-
son for any U.S. firm to invest abroad is to make profits. This means profits
for the U.S. shareholders and, of course, this meahs more taxes to the U.S.
Government. The only'posslble reason for aceflmulatbihg profits in low tax c~on-
tries is to enable U.S. corporations to expand more rapidly through Investments
in other foreign markets. This "snowbaliig" effect still is aimed at only
one objective, greater profits to the U.S. corporations and shareholders, with
the result that more U.S. taxes will be paid. V

There is an undeniable attraction for U.S. firms to establish subsidiaries in
low tax countries to enable them to expand more rapidly and meet the increasing
foreign competition, HR. 10850, as it now stands, would eliminate such in-
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centives and we would certainly feel in years to come the effects of the decline
of returns from foreign Investments.

The U.S. Government annually is spending many billions of dollars for for-
eign military and economic aid. No one can -question the necessity and desirabil-
Ity of thils. On the other hand, we all know that such huge amounts cannot
be disbursed without a certain amount of waste and loss. Assuredly, not all
of the investments made by U.S. industry abroad are successful or profitable,
but the batting average is pretty high. These successful ventures abroad un-
avoidably strengthen the development and economy of the nations In which
they are made, which certainly seems to be In line with the objectives of the
United States.

Rather than introducing legislation to Impede the progress of our industrial
development abroad, tills should be encouraged. Such a bill was proposed by
Congressman Hale Boggs in recent years, but it was defeated. This bill would
have made possible the establishment of foreign business corporations in the
United States with deferred taxation on foreign source Income, thereby keeping
the payrolls and other bUsiness activities within the United States. Of course,
there are many other reasons for locating subsidiaries in lower tax countries,
apart from strictly tax considerations, but undoubtedly many of the activities
would have been done here in the United States rather than abroad.

Another aspect of H.R. 10650 which bears consideration is the effect which
it might have on the taxation policies of some foreign governments which pres-
ently have low tax rates on forelgaL source income. It appears that this bill
would offer an incentive for such governments to increase their tax rates so as
to equalize them with the U.S. 52 percent corporate rate.

We do not deny that there have been abuses of the use of foreign base com-
pany operations by U.S. firms and we certainly agree that such abuses should
be corrected. We are thinking in particular of the "paper" companies which
have no actufil facilities, personnel, or real reason for existence other than to
accumulate tax-free or low-tax income. However, those companies, such as
ours, who do have legitimate foreign operations shotild not be penalized for the
actions of a few opportunists.

There are many other aspects of this proposed legislation which could be
discussed at great lengths, but without going into further detail we merely
wanted to make you aware of our very strong belief that H.R. 16050 not only
would deal a terrible blow to U.S. industry in general afld U.S. international
business in particUlar, but that it also is inconsistent with our natlonatl ob-
jectives.

Respectfully yours,
WLIAI K. Mo06E,

Manager, Intermtional Divislon.

TUE KENDALL CO.,
Boston, Mass., March 27, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Pi ance Committee,
senate Office Bilidinti, Wa8hington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR Byan: Like most concerns, we have been following very closely
the progress, throtigh the Ways and Means Commfiittee, of the administration's
proposals for tax changes. Major changes In the provisions of the bill have
been made alftost from day to day, but the comniittee now seems to have settled
on a bill which will be voted on by the House and probably sent to the Senate for
their consideration.

We have mixed reactions to the many changes c0oltlitled in tax law H.R.
10650. We are sympathetic with the adtnilfistration's aim to tighten tax legisla-
tion to restrict those taxpayers who at present take advantage of some of the
provisions of the tax code as presently written. Unfortunately, however, many
of the proposed clhathges lmpbse severe restrictions on taxpayers who are not
targets of tile legislative changes.

Our prinidipfil concern about H I. 10650 Is related to the section devoted to
U.S. taxation of Income of controIled foreign corporations. Althoiigh we share
the adtifiltration's stand with respect to abuses of tax haven, the proposals
confthifted in H.R. 10650 for taxation of foreign icoiftne go mich too far beyond
the correction of these abuses. When a foreign coriration is created largely
or entirely for tax reasons, with virtitlIly no genuine business purpose, it seems

82100--62-pt. 0-18
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entirely proper to subject It to tax legislation to restrict its tax advantage over
that of other taxpayers. We feel, however, that It is unnecessary and unwise
to enact sweeping regulations which go beyond tightening the rules governing
tax havens and which impose tiffllecessary and uinsoltl restrictions on normal,
business-orlented, foreign operations. It is our belief, therefore, thnt the changes
should be limited to tile area affecting tax havens and thit the proposed iniposi.
tion of a tax on earnings of foreign subsidiffllies will introduce penalties for
U.S.-controlled foreign companies which are in competition with subsidiaries of
other countries.

We urge you to lifillt the changes in tills tax bill so that It does not penalize
foreign corporations establlsed' for normal, busintess-oriented, foreign operations.

Yours very truly,
RICHARD R. HIGINs, President.

MILWAUKEE ASSOCIATION OF COMMERCE,
J.ltlwankee 2, Ws., March 29, 1062.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: The board of directors of our association recently unanimously
voted to vigorously oppose the House Ways and Means Comnittee's proposal
relittive to the taxation of foreign source income. We urgently request that when
this bill comes before your committee that opportunity will be afforded those
interested In this proioSl to make persontil appeals and present written
statements.

We feel that the provision of H.R. 10650, relntlhg to the taxation of foreign
source income, unjustly penalizes legitimate nld experienced American investors
operating overseas in favor of their foreign competitors.

Many of our larger Milwaukee firms have been In the export business for
several years and they have experienced an increasing amottiit of competition
from foreign firms. It would appear that if H.1. 10050 is passed, it would be the
final touch in surrendering a substafltial part of the foreign markets of American
firms to their oversea competitors.

We know of no other country In the world which penilizes those firms who
have oversea investments-several countries actually provide tax incentives for
those operating foreign plants.

Milwaukee area firms have no objection to a strong enforcement of the present
laws designed to eltfflinfite shady and sham operations. They are all in favor
of the law as it now exists. The bill, as now written, would certainly tend to
discourage investment overseas, particularly in the less-developed countries.
We earnestly urge the support of your committee in defeating this legislation.

It is respectfully requested that this letter be placed on record as representing
our position in the matter.

Sincerely,
HARRY G. HOFFMAN.

WAUWATOSA, WIS., March 28, 1962.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD.
Chairman, U.S. Senate Committee on. Pinace,
Senate Ojce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: As one closely associated for some years In exporting
and overseas ma iffactoring with a Milwaukee manufaftbrer, I am very much
concerned over the proposed new tax bill, H.R. 10650. I understand this bill
wotfld provide, among other things, a requirement that U.S. companies pay the
full U.S. rate of 52 percent on earnings of most subsidiaries abroad, even though
these earnings have not been returned to the United States as dividends.

Believing that we shoflld support a strong foreign U.S. policy, inclfing aid
to underdeveloped areas, and believing that muich of this can be accomplished
through the expansion of American free enterprAise abroad, I urge that you
and your committee oppose this bill in its present form for the following reasons:

(1) Over the years, U.S. companies normthilly have invested abroad only
when they do not feel they could penetrflte the pftftioflar market due to dollar
shortage, import duties, and/or foreign competition. For this reason, most
of these U.S. investments abroid do ot Interfere with U.S. production.
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(2) Tax considerations in making a foreign investment Is still very Important
to U.S. companies, even though the Investment may be strictly for the purpose
of supplying a market, otherwise not reachAble from the United States. If
co.ipetitive subsidiaries of other foreign companies are granted tax relief at
i higher level than thnt offered by the United States for its nationals, obviously
U.S. companies abroad will not be competitive,

(3) In formulating our tax policy, we should consider at least equalizing the
tax liability between U.S. subsidiaries abroad and the companies with which
they must compete in the country or trading area where they are located, rather
than equhliging the taxes between the U.S. subsidiary abroad and the U.S.
parent company.

(4) Underdeveloped countries normally have lower tax rates In order to
attract foreign investment and industry. Under the proposed Treasury bill,
the level of foreign taxes will not be importinit in determining the location as
lng as these taxes do not exceed 52 percent. Therefore, operation s could well
be located in high-tax countries rather than low-tax countries, as previously,
and to the detriment of the U.S. Government, since these foreign taxes can be
credited directly and completely against U.S. income taxes paid.

(5) For the long pull, the establishment of U.S. subsidiaries abroad will
strengthen our balance of payments, and certainly this is most important in
view of the outward flow of dollars for foreign aid and support of our military
forces on foreign bases. The present concept of restricting foreign investments
In order to improve the balance of payments is very shortsighted, only temporary,
and possibly a disastrous approach.

(6) Most companies are operating abroad with the use of U.S. capital, also
)artially supported by local capital, and the close relationship between the
local nationals and U.S. nationals is perhaps one of our strongest means of
establishing and maintaining good will and really durable friendships abroad.
Certainly, any actions on the part of our Government should be in the direction
of encoulilaging these relationships because they would save more for the U.S.
taxpayer than the Government will gain in assessing such earnings on a 52
percent tax basis.

(7) It is the opinion of some U.S. companies that their exports to a particular
country may in fact increase because of a manufacturing operation in that
country because it opens up new areas of interest for other U.S. prodt0ts which
cannot be made economically in that particular market.

Again, I solicit your support in opposing the passage of this bill in its present
form.

Sincerely,
K. P. COAN.

VAHIAN AssoozATEs,
EXEOUT VE OFFICES,

Palo Alto, C a Ut, April 2, 1962..

Re taxation of foreign income.

Hon. HAmRY FLOOD BYRD,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

Sn: Recent congressional activities with respect to the taxation of foreign
income cause us grave concern. Taxation of foreign income Is both a complicated
statutory concept and a substantial factor in the fiscal policy of the United
States. Nevertheless the Treasury seems bent on the enactment of some proposal
without regard to the consequences. To us the adoptin of legislation only re-
cently proposed would not seem the result of deliberate consideration of the
statutory pattern for the taxation of foreign income or the impact which it
might have on American businesses operating abroad.

This company is engaged in operations throughout a great part of the world,
and has every intentiot to expand those operations; thus we will be substantially
affected by the proposed legislation. In addition to voicing our objection to
the hasty adoption of this legislation, we shoUld like to make the following
specific comments on the Treasury's proposal:

To class income derived from patents and foreign sales by foreign subsidi-
aries engaged in real and substantial competitive enterprises abroad with
passive personal holding company income is an tifitenable position.

To tax income accumulated other thah for investment by the foreign
subsidiary in its own trade or business or in a trade or business in a less
developed country not only would penalize'the expanding American business
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in competition with both foreign and established American businesses
abroad, but also would reject a fundamental principle of our Federal income
tax system in taxing unrealized Income.

To distinguish investments in less developed countries is to tie sound
fiscal policy to tile wholly unrelated problems of those countries.

To distinguish between a more and a less than 50-percent owned foreign
subsidiary is an arbitrary and unrealistic determination that the former
interest is one of participation while the latter is one of investment.

To penalize American business in the manner suggested by the Treasury
is to move In the opposite direction taken by the principal countries from
which competition to American business has emerged.

Attached are more fully detailed coniments.
Varian Associates is moving forward to meet competition in the world mar-

ket. Any resulting legislation will have a substantial aid lasting effect on its
ability to meet competition in the marketplace. We believe the Treasury's pro.
posal to be inconsistefit with that objective, and urge you to give careful con-
sideration to the reasons lerein stated for our position.

Very truly yours,
i-. M1YRL STEARNS.

The Treasury would "taint" the income of a controlled foreign corporation
engaged in sales activities in foreign markets and the income derived by it from
patents by inelutding these types of income in the U.S. parent corporation's in.
come. This income would be classed with personal holding company income.
Taxes were imposed on personal holding compaflies years ago to elimiftlte the
incorporation of such items as pocketbooks, talents, yachts, and country estates.
The Treasury wotild place the income of a foreign subsidiary actively engaged
in the business of selling products utnftufactured -by its U.S. parent in this same
category. These organizations are engaged in vigorous and varied activities
in foreign markets in real competition with businesses of other countries. They
are n~t a personal holding company sham and to treat their income in the same
manner is wholly unrealistic.

The tpfbosal to tax to the U.S. parent corporation income derived by its for-
eign subsidiary from patents developed in the United Stattes or transferred frofil
the parent to the foreign subsidiary is somewhat appfilifig. As we view it, a
controlled foreign corporatiot 'actively engaged in the conduct of foreign mainu-
facttring opreatihs, whether being conducted by the foreign subsidiary or
thrigh 'its subsidiaries or through joint ventures between it aid other foreign
business enterprises, will be adversely affected by this proposal. This is for the
reason that income derived from patents in the form of royalties or from their
use or explbitati6n will be subject to tax. The value of a foreign patent is de-
pendent upon the income which can be secured from its use in the apposite
country. If the foreign subsidiary is capable of generating substantial income
from the patent, it has developed a valtiable asset. The more valuable the
asset it develops the greater the tax cost to the parent. The net effect of this
staimly is to tax unrealized income. To do this is to reject a concept long estab-
lished by the cofeOrts afid Congress.

In addition to taintinlg income derived from patents and sales, the Treasury
wotld tax to the U.S. parent a controlled foreign corporation's other income 'nt
reinvested by the subsidiary in (i) its existing trade or business, (i) its trade
or business in a less developed cotitry, or (11) the Stock of a more than W0-pier-
cent-owned subsidiary where all the property of the latter is necessary for the
conduct of its trade or business in a less developed country. Among others, this
prt oWl is subject to the ftllowing-obJections:

The Iftenal Revenue Code now provides a statutory scheme for the im-
positillof an atumllited earifings tax. Are we now to have another pro-
vision dealing with such income? To superimpose one statutory provision
ubn another with respect to the same subject will result in many com-
plicitt6ls hild fiftediments in the expansion of American bogiiess through-
out the world.

For tll 'practical purposes, the only accumulation periItted will be that
whiMh is reted for the con duet of an existing trade or business. Thus, this
proposal wotid penalize the new or developing controlled foreign corpora-
ti h vis-a-vis the established one in that income derived frth a partltlar
business may not be used for expanding operations withiit the iiibsltl6n'of
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a fax on that income unless the proposed statutory provision is revised to
afford considerable latitude as to what constitutes a trade or business.
(What constitutes a "trade or business" has caused no little difficulty in
the code provisions pertaining to partial liquidations and corporate divi-
sions.) Failure to do this will prevent a growing business enterprise not
only from meeting competition from its foreign competitors but also from
established American businesses abroad. It seems incredible that an estab-
lished business would be given such an advantage. We recommend that in-
come be permitted to be accumulated for expansion purposes in the broad
sense.

The proposal permits accumulations for investment by the foreign sub-
sidiary in its trade or business in a less developed country. It is recognized
that assistance to these countries is a desirable goal. However, the Treas-
ury's proposal is not designed to do that; rather it would penalize foreign
subsidiaries of American business. It is obvious that there is no relation-
ship between assistance to less developed countries and the Treasury's
proposal.

As for stock investments in less developed countries, the proposal would
distinguish between an investment by the foreign subsidiary In a more than
50-percent owned subsidiary and one that is not. As a result of our own
experience, we believe that an interest which is less than 50 percent can
be more than one of investment. We urge that the proposed statutory pro-
vision be revised to permit investment in a less than 50-percent owned sub-
sidiary. The revision still can preclude acquisition of an interest which is
purely an investment. Also, the provision is objectionable in that it re-
quires that the investment be made in a corporation organized and conduct-
ing its trade or business in a less developed country.

This proposal would tax to the American parent corporation every accumila-
tion of earnings and profits by its controlled foreign subsidiary except where the
accumulation is required to conduct the subsidiary's existing trade or business.
By so doing, the Treasury will succeed in taxing to the parent the undistributed
incoine-otthe subsidiary. It would be far better to propose legislation which
would nheet this problem head on. The tax structure already is complicated;
the enaction of these provisions would compound this complieiltion. We sin-
cerely urge you to reject the Treasury's proposal.

Additionally, we would point out that in practice the Treasury's proposal
will operate in favor of our foreign competitors. This is because one of our
principal foreign competitors is a Netherlands corporation and that country
Imposes no tax on earnings remitted from abroad that have been taxed abroad.
Moreover, you should know that Belgium reduces by 80 percent the tax on earn-
ings renitted from abroad which are not passed on to shareholders; that Canada
imposes no tax on dividends received from subsidiaries of Canadian coinpatfles
which are 25-percent owned by the parent; and that the United Kingdom provides
for a domestic "oversea trading compally" whose profits are not taxed until a
dividend is paid to its shareholders. Note also that Australia, Denmark, France,
Italy, and Norway provide tax incentives to encourage business abroad.

Finally, we would observe that the taxation of a foreign subsidiary's income to
a domestic parent will onlly result in the rearrangement by foreign couhtries of
their tax structures to prevent revenue derived by these foreign enterprises from
being diverted to the U.S. Treasury.

HARzA ENGINEERINrG Co. INTEhNATTOXAL,
Chicago, Ill., MOrh 80, 1692.Hlou. HA~mY FLOOD BYRD,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR SE1NATOR BYRD: I am writing this letter to call to your attention a

proVision in the proposed Revenue Act of 162 whih would be extremely puit-
tive a d tiifuiir to those taxpayers who wOUld be affeted by the provision. I
refer to proposed code section 1249(a), (b), and (c) (1) of the proposed act,
which reads as follows:

"(a) REDEMPTI MN AND LIQiIDATIONS.-If a foreign corporhtion redeems its
stock in an exchange to whibh setlti 802(a applies, or if a foreign coult ora-
tion cancels its stock in a complete or partialliquidatton in an exchange to which
section 331 apolles, then the gain Of a United States person (as defied in sec-
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tion 7701 (a) (80) from the exchange of such stock shall be Included in the gross
income of such person as a dividend, to the extent of such person's proportionate
share of the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation accumulated after
February 28, 1913.

"(b) SALES AND OTHER ExcrIANG0S.-If a United States person (as defined ln
section 7701(a) (30) sells or exchanges stock in a foreign corporation, then the
gain recognized on the sale or exchange of such stock shall be considered as gain
from the sale or exchange of property which Is not a capital asset, to the extent
of such person's proportionate share of the eafflings and profits of the foreign
corporation acctflliulated during the period the stock sold or exchanged was
held by such person.

"(c) LIMITATIONS-
"(i) CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORToATIONs.-Subsectlons (a) and (b) shall

apply only If the foreign corporation the stock of which Is sold or exchanged'
(a) is a controlled foreign corporation (as defined in section 954) at the
time of the sale or exchange, or (B) was such a controlled foreign corpora-
tion at any time during the 5-year period ending on the date of the sale or
exchange."

I am a stockholder In a "controlled foreign corporation" as deflned in the act,
and this corporation, Harza engineering Co. International, has been operat-
ing throughout the world since 1950. The corporation provides engineering
services In connection with river projects such as dams, irrigation projects, and
hydroelectric projects. Most of our work has been in underdeveloped coun-
tries, and we feel that we have, in a small way, contributed to the effort of the
United States to help these countries. We are presently working in Pakistan,
Th flond, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Afghalistan, Formosa, Philippines, El Salvador,
Honduras. Venezuela and Ur, ugiay.

As an example of the kind of projects we work on, I enclose a clipping from
Time magazine of October 27, 1961, describing the opening of the East Ohor
Irrigation Chnal in the jordan. Our firm did all of the engineering work on this
project.

During the course of our operations we have, fortunately, been able to retain
some of our earnings as earned suplls in the corporation. These retained earn-
ings form a cushion to-help us overcome the risks of working in underdeveloped
countries. These risks are real and include such things as revolutions (Iraq,
E4l Salvador, Honduras), slow pay (as long as 12 months), and'disease.

Naturally the stockholders, who are also the engineers who provide the serv-
ices the company sells, had expected to be able Oltimately to recover some of the
retAined earnings of the company. Such recovery, by means of sale of some of
the stock, would have been taxed at capital gaihs rates under the existing law.
But the proposed law would tax such retained earnings as ordinary Income
even though they were accumulated prior to the enactment of the law. This
w~old amount to confiscation, for several of the larger stockholders.

It is Important to know that Harza Engineering Co. International hag had its
books, through 190, reviewed by the International Revenue Service, atld our
operations are strictly In accordance with existing laws.

It is hard to believe that the Congress of the UTnited States really means to
change the existing laws In such a manner as to take away, In effect, earitgs
which were accumulated prior to the passage of the 1962 Revenue Act. This
seems patently unjust, and not at all In the spiritof American fairplay.

If Congress believes that the existing law permflits an accumulation of earnings
overseas whth is not In the best interest of our countitry, it would c.itfttily be
correct to chhge the law. But, it shofild be changed to apply to earnings
accumulated after the law is changed, not to earnings made before the law
was chfahged.

I most earnestly request that you attempt to have section 1248 (a) and (b)
changed to read as I have Indicated on the enclosed sheet. These changes do
not change the future efftt of the proposed Revenue Act, but merely remove
the extremely punitive aid'u tfAilt' retr6hktive provilions.

I hope you will see the justice of my position, and take-every step possible to
correct the Ineqity in the pr6 osed section 1248 (a) and (h).

Sincerely yours,

Vice Presdent.
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DALLAS, TE. Maroh 28, 1962.

Re Revenue bill of 1962 (H.R. 10050).
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Ofice Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SiR: I represent several foreign corporations that are in the business of
contract drilling of oil wells In foreign countries. Because of the depressed
condition of the drilling industry in the United States, many American drilling
contractors have had to move drilling rigs to foreign countries in order to sur-
vive. In order to be competitive with other foreign drilling contractors, these
clients have generally formed corporations outside Of the United States for the
conduct of these foreign operations. There are two provisions in the revenue
bill of 1962 which I feel are particularly harmful to drilling contractors operating
abroad through foreign corporations and I would like to solicit your help in
making these two sections of this bill less severe.

One of these is section 13, which has been made much more palatable than
was so in the form originally introduced in 1001. It is now confined largely to
corporations having income from insuring U.S. risks, patent income, or personal
holding type income. It does contain one feature which we feel is bad and that
Is that U.S. shareholders are taxed on the corporation's increase in earnings
which are invested in nonqualifled property. Apparently loans to related enti-
ties would constitute nonqualifled property and, as such, would prevent foreign
corporations from financing further investments abroad by use of loans.

The second provision which I feel is undtily punitive to foreign corporations is
section 10, which treats gain on liqfiidation of the corporation as ordinary income
to the extent of all earnings of the corporation or gain on sale of its stock as ordi-
nary income to the extent of the earnings accruing during the time the share-
holder held the shares. I feel there is no occasion to single out bona fide foreign
corporations for treatment of this type. Section 13 provides adequate protection
against revenue losses. So long as the operation is a bona file operation, it should
receive the same tax treatment as dissolution of a domestic corporation or sales
of stock of a domestic corporation. Since the amount of gain is tied into pre-
vious earnings of the corporation, in a sense the legislation is definitely retro-
active. Furthermore, section 10 will thke effect as of the date of enactment of
the revenue bill, whereas most of the provisions in the revenue bill apply to
years beginning after December 31, 1962. It would seem that if a change of this
magnitude and far-reaching effect is to be made, it should certaitily be confined
to earnings generated after the enactment of the act as is true in section 13
and that it certainly should not come into effect prior to January 1, 1963.

I might also point out that this section 10 applies to stock sales regardless of
the tax paid to the local country by the foreign corporation whose stock is sold.
In Iran, for example, one of my clients pays a sizable tax to Iran on all of its
gross income; so, for all practical purposes, it is very similar to the operation
of a domestic corporhtion. Yet, this bill wotld treat the gain on sale of stock
in a radic lly different manner from the manner in which sales of stock in
domestic corporations are handled. We feel that section 13 gives adequate pro-
tection for so-called tax haven abuses and that there is not occasion to enact
punitive legislation such as that contemplated by section 16 with respect to'bnn
fide operating companies.

Thank you very mudh for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely yours,

T0ur B. RHODES.

RTATEM fENT WITi RESPECT TO REVENUyE Bim or 1962 (H.R. 10650) ron TttE

WtURLITZER CO., 0 HCOAGO, ny E. L. HArnME, TREASURER

SECTION 13 CONTROtLED FOREtGN CORPORA']!ORS

The revenue hUilOf 1062 proposes many new and startling changes in our nor-
ral concept of taxable indcome. One of the most provocltive of these proposals
is the taxati6h, under section 13, of a foreign company's normhl- trading profit.
eoiiletely unrelated to U.S. transactions, merely because the conipany is owned
in the Ufhited States.

the WhlitzOr Co. In 1960 organized a wholly owned subsidiary in Germany
to niltitf fttre eleetrohile organs 'and pli)nogritths. It also organized a selling
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subsidiary in Switzerland. The purpose of these organizations was to compete
in the European market for business which was not otherwise attainable.

After firmly establishing such companies, dividends to the parent company
would, we believed, be fully taxable to the U.S. parent company as received.

However, proposed revenue bill of 1962, section 13-section 952(e) (2)-would
tax the trading Incoiiie of the selling subsidiary directly to the parent com-
pany in the United States as earned. The result of such taxation of income
related exclusively to foreign operations would be to place U.S.-owned sub.
sidiaries at a competitive disadvantage in the foreign market and to Impose an
unjust tax ,burden on the initiative of U.S. corporations competing abroad.

It would be our recommendation that section 13 of the proposed bill be deleted
or at least amended so that normal trading profits where U.S. production or
sale is not involved would be excluded from profits subject to tax in the United
States.

LornoN, April 3,1062.Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,

hai'man, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

MY DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am writing to you in connection with section 12,
H.R. 10650--Earned Income From Sources Without the United States. I am
sure the Congress of the United States and particularly the Senate is anxious
to enact laws for the benefit of the Uilted States and its people. If this is the
objective I can see no reasonable purpose served by changing the present tax
law to eliminate U.S. income tax exemption for Americans living abroad
on a career basis. The amount of money that would be saved for the Treasury
is insigificant particularly when weighed against the incentives exemption gen-
erates to those who live abroad in the interest of American trade and the promo-
tion of American commercial and political interests. If there are abuses in
the application of existing law, they should be corrected rather than enacting
the proposals contained in the bill that would handicap good American business-
men who contribute so much to our Nation and to the trade and commerce of
the United States. These men, by their constructive work and that of their
companies, increase American balance of trade, create a favorable American
Image abroad and assist very materially in furthering our political objectives.

Senior American executives who can make a real contribution to the export
trade of the United States need substantial incentives to induce them to leave
the comforts and pleasures of living at home with their families to live for
years abroad separated from their children as they grow older and often from
their families for long periods of time.

Today, local governments recognize the importance to their own economies of
having American business leaders and American firms resident in their coun-
tries. This is the reason why they have been restrained in taxing American
residents, thus offering an inducement to locate concentrations of executive and
business ability and often American capital within their countries. Of course,
the same situation applies to other nationalities as well as American and this
is basically the reason why no major power taxes its citizens living and earn-
Ing income abroad. They prefer to let tax concessions by foreign governments
provide and pay the incentives. Shotild we destroy such incentives, it leaves
the field open to the rest of the industrial nations to iidtce their best men to
go abroad and gather in export sales with 'io effective competition from the
United States. This we cannot afford to hAve happen.

To sum up: (1) I can see no logical reason for changing the present tax
laws, which tend to encourage successful cohlipetitive businessmen to fight for
and extend American exports and trades to all the world. (2) There would be
no substtidfifl increase in U.S. tax income under the proposed legislation, as
foreign governhtlfits would soon lake sure that the dollars involved stayed in
their own countries. (9) The United States would be the only Government
taxing its citizens on the baSis of citizenship. This seems to me to be fraught
with all kinds of complIeatfifts, evident, and unforeseen. The op6po'tunfity to
use every means to make a foreign career attractive to the best 'brains and
ability woild' be substantthily reduced. ((4) The damage to orgaflfiihOs now
operating in the foreign field wotld be disruptive and'well-trained and experi-
enced mhn wotfld prmbihbly find it in their own Itnterests to return home. (5)
There is no benefit to anyone to disturb the present sittiltaion, which has had
a substafti il part in developing American business abroad. (6) The legisla-
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tion proposed would work a manifest injustice upon those American citizens
resident abroad in areas where income taxes are relatively low and taxation
is based largely on hidden taxes such as sales tax and other Indirect taxation
far and above similar taxation In the United States. Venezuela, for instance,
has a very low income tax but very high indirect taxes, to the point where the
cost of living in Venezuela is very considerably above such tosts in the United
States. If the American resident had to pay all those indirect taxes and, on
top of it, also pay American income taxes, he would be in serious trouble. The
tax structure in Venezuela takes these factors into consideration, resulting In
relatively low income tax.

I cannot believe that the administration has thought this thing through to its
ultimate conclusion. If it is thought through in all its ramifications I am
sure you will not do it. It would destroy morale and weaken our bitter fight
to preserve the free enterprise system and to beat our enemies in the cold war.

These observations are 'based upon many years experience.
Yours sincerely,

GEOROE M. PARKER.

MILWAUKEE, Wis., April 4, 1962.
Re H.R. 10650, Revenue Act of 1962.
SENATE WINANOE COMITTEE,
NeWt Senate Offlce Building,
Wa,&hington, D.C.
(Attention Chief Clerk).

GENTLEMEN: Although H.R. 10650 makes major strides In the direction of
removing tax loopholes in the use of foreign corporations, it overreaches the
bounds of fairness in at least one major respect. This Is in section 16 which
would treat as ordinary Income, effective as of the date of enactment, substan-
tially all gain on sales or redemptions of stock In foreign corporations. The
gain so taxed would be limited only to the acctmuttilated earnings of the foreign
corporation since February 28, 1913, in the case of a liquidaton or redemption,
or to earnings during the period the taxpayer held the stock in the case of a
sale.

This provision may have been Intended for the so-called tax haven corpora-
tioh. But its sweeping terms and retroactive effect virtually confiscate foreign
investment made in good faith, without tax avoidance motives, and In reliance
on the provisions of the law in effect for many decades.

Take the case of Mr. Jones, who has owned 10 percent of the stock of Cana-
dian Corp. since 1920. At least 50 percent of the stock of Canadian Corp. Is
held by U.S. shareholders. During this period Canadian Corp. has grown
from insignificance to an enterprise worth $20 million (through acctmuftlated
earnings), and has paid many millions in Canadian Income taxes. If Mr.
Jones decides it is time to sell his interest in Canadian Corp., and he is offered
$2 million for it, he will find tinder the provisions of section 16 thit the United
States will take about $1,750,0O0of the amount he receives. If he held the very
same investment in a domestic corporation, the United States would take only
$500'000. If Mr. Jones had known this during the many years he held the
stock of Canadian Corp., he would not have -been inclined to retain 'his Invest-
ment, But he could not anticipate legislation with retroactive effect which
would prevent him from realizing on it. He has been stripped of his worth
by a law not Inte ided to apply to him 'but whioh applies nonetheless.

If appropriate at All, at the very least, this section 16 should be applicable only
to the extent that profits on sales or liquidaitis are generated by earnings and
profits accunmtlhted after December 81,A1P62. At least then it would hot confis-
cate investments mnde or retained in foreign c0rporati6ns In good faith without
knowledge of a law which makes realization on it impossible.

If the purpose of tis bill'is, as it seems to be, to plug loopholes in the use of
foreign corporationls, why then is it necessary to place investments in foreign
corporittifits less than on a par with domestic corolbratl6hs? The prD6sed tem-
edy of section 16 is not a solution.

The chief abuse in the use of tax haven corporations comes about because no
U.S. tax and little or no foreign tax is paid on current earnings. The solution to
this is to tax, under given circiUnStances, the current earnings of the foreign
corporation to its U.S. shareholders. This is the purpose of section 18 of the
bill. But to tax all the earnings as ordifiry Income bunched Into ohte taxable
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year at the time of liquidation or sale goes far beyond this. This cofifisentes. It
unfairly discriminates between foreign and dobiestic investment.

I urge this committee to reconsider section 10 of H.R. 10060.
Respectfully, BRADY, TYRRELL. & B3hUCE,

By TtOrAs J. DONNELLY, Jr.

PORTCO COR.,
Portland, Oreg., April S, 19612.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wash ington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR ByrtD: I note that hearings on the new 1962 tax bill will be held
before the Senate Finance Committee between April 2 and April 25. This bill,
H.R. 1050-, section 18, would provide that real property owned in tie Virgin
Islands would be taxable in the individual's gross estate. For reasons explained
below, I would like to register a strong protest against this feature-of the bill.

I first went to the Virgin Islands some 27 years ago, and at that time the econ-
omy of this Territory was in a deplorable state. It had been referred to as, "the
poorhouse of America." I, along with other U.S. citizens, utilized my own capital
to purchase land and buildings there, relying in part upon knowledge that the
U.S. law, within the spirt of the Danish Convention, excluded private land in-
vestments from the gross estate of American citizens. The administration of
those days even encouraged us and the effect of our invested dollar and the in-
provements that grew out of this were certainly noticeable over the years. This
was done when the U.S. Government was pouring large sums of money into the
Virgin Islands to sustain and build their economy. We believed in tie integrity of
U.S. regulations governing its own citizens, and If we were now faced with the
changes proposed in the revenue bill of 1062 under section 18: Inclusion of For-
eign Real Property in the Gross Estate, we will feel very much let down to say
the least. The comparatively small benefit that the Government may obtain by
changing the rules on us will certainly be more than'offset by the bitterness that
will be the inevitable result. The net effect of this change in the law would, qite
protmlptly I am sure, serve to reduce the value of Virgin Islands property in a
marked way.

There are those of us who have worked quietly for years to mnilke the Virgin
Islands attractive to investors from this country, and to have the "rug pulled out
from tinder us" at this juncture is disenchanting to say the least. Lasting dam-
age will be done anid the effects of this will be Irretrievable and very costly to
the U.S. 0vernmeit in the long run.

The inevitable effects of this bill and the feature referred to above would
only serve to impede and discourage further efforts in the cottitintling work to
create a sound economy by encouraging retired'itidividtiils and others In estab-
lishing homes and tourist facilities in the Virgin Islands. Be assured thit
e0tnte pltflfing has hadmuch 'to-do with the developing of the ecoftbibc strength
of the Virgin Islands: innfumerable people have bought and imprbved propofty
there and have thereby contributed to the employment and the general economy
of the islands.

There is a definite inconsistency In having the admiistrAtion ask Congress
for iuge grants and loans todepressed areas while at the same time advocating
chnhges In the laws which wotild discourage private citizens from using their
own resources to contmliite to the growth and economy of a territory belonging
to the United States.

tay I suggest that your committee take into consideration the fact that when
the United. States bought the islands in 1017, Datiish capitAl, in great part, was
removed, and not utittl some years later did private AmerlcAn e alitl start to
roil"into the Islaffds to inih0ove the Danish laid that had been taken out of
cnltIvati6h and the largest contributing factor to tils itfinft Of nehw chpithl
was that of estate tax exemptift which was provided fot by law. U.S. investors,
such as myself, employed native people to assist in the inilt'ovement of the abhn-
dohed sugarcane land, anid throtikh this improvement substantial cattle herds
were bWilt up. Shoill this long existing exettilon be reMoved It will, witholit
qtuestldh, force comp'aratively large blocks of lAbd to be placed on the market in
order to pay taxes and this, you may be sure, will have an overall depressing
effect upoib cnftitued Impmrvemefits that are just really getting Uthderway. Huge
sums of money have been speit by the U.S. Government In the attempt to hi-
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prove the economy of the native residents of the islands, and only in recent years
has private capital gone there in the interest of turning this territory into an
attractive place for tourists and permanent residences. This development has
given employment to hundreds of native people. These investments have rapidly
rebuilt properties that contribute in an impressive way to tax returns in the
Island, and I am sure that if the Treasury Department, who are on record as
supporting this feature of the new tax bill, fully realized what the net effect
would be of this proposed change, they would certainly withdraw their support.

Sincerely yours,
HOWARD M. WALL.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Senate O.loe Building,
Va8hington, D.C.:

Subject resolution opposing portions of H.R. 10650 relative to the taxation
of earnings from American-controlled foreign corporations.

By formal resolution in opposition to the proposed changes In taxation of in-
come from foreign corporations as proposed in H.R. 10650, the board of directors
of the Cleveland World Trade Association respectfully urges you to reject the
portions of this legislation which will curtail our Nation's trade expansion, seri-
ously injure American small business abroad and Undermine the program of
building internationfil good will which is so vital to world peace.

Specifically, the board of directors of the Cleveland World Trade Association,
an organization of more than 800 members representing segments of commerce
and industry directly interested in the development of all phases of foreign trade,
believes that the enactment of the proposal to change the basis for taxation of
Income from foreign corporations will not only destroy many small business
operations and prevent trade expansion but will also be highly injurious to the
domestic economy and eliminate many American job opportunities.

In further opposition to the said portions of H.R. 10650, the Cleveland World
Trade Association invites your attention to a recently reported statement of the
Honorable Luther Hodges in which the U.S. Secretary of Commerce said:

"While the basic aim of our tax policy is to stimulate domestic growth, we
are not unmindful of the problems faced by U.S. subsidiaries abroad, iflthlutdig
the problem of competing with foreign companies subject to different tax obliga-
t1ons; U.S. investment abroad is importatit to our export expansion program.

"To the extent that U.S. investment abroad increases the financial strength
and the competitive capacity of American companies It relfiforces ol' domestic
econoily.

"Our overall economic objectives require the continued expansion of U.S. in-
vestment to help develop the prosperous customers with whom we expect to
establish trade."

This protest against the above-mentioned features of H.R. 1060 is presented
to you by order of the board of directors of the Cleveland World Trade Associa-
tion pursuant to a unanimous vote of the board on Thursday, March 29, 1962.

FRANK S. WILSON,
Pre8ldent, Cleveland World Trade Association.

IHARTMAN & CRAVEN,
New York, N.Y., April 3, 1962.Hon. HARRtY F. BYRD,

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Wa9infltOn, D.C.

DEAn Sa: I am setting forth below the coiltbnts of two letters written by me
to the Honorable Wilbur D. Mills, chairman of the Huse Coiffiittee on Ways
and Mehfis, with respect to the pending 1062 revenue bill insofar as It deals
with taxation of foreign subsidiaries of Americhn corporati~bs. I believe that
these letters raise substaitiil poifts which have not been considered by the
House Ways and Means Cohittee. This is borne out by th fact that the
receipt of my second letter was acknowledged under date March 21, 1962, in
Which Congressman Mills advises me that t. e loan classfleatln recommended
in my second letter had not been considered by the House cttmaiittee antl sug-
gested that thi4 thought be brought to the attention of yoUr 'oifiittee.
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The following are my two letters above referred to:
"JANUAUY 12, 1902.

"Hion. WILMYR D. MiLLS,
"Ozhairman, Hose Committee on Ways and M!eans,
"U.S. House of Reprse8ntatives, Washington, D.C.

"DEAR SIR: While I am certain that your committee has received numerous
observations concerning the tax haven provisions of your committee's discussion
draft of the revenue bill of 1901, I should like to call to your attention certain
inequities in the bill. It is not the purpose of this letter to explore the economic
soundness of the proposed legislation as I am certain that this has been done
most profoundly by other groups vitally Interested in the bill. This letter is
written primarily to call to your committee's attention three basic provisions
which would work an Injustice to the American corporations who would be
affected thereby.

"A

"Tax haven income pursuant to the provisions of the bill is to be deemed
dividend Income of the American corporation. A closely held American corpora-
tion would be required to include such tax haven profits as dividend income not
only for the purpose of the corporate income tax but also for the purpose of the
tax on personal holding companies. The American corporation would have no
control over the amount of such dividend income it would have to report and,
accordingly, in spite of the fact that all of the income of the American corpora-
tion and nf its foreign subsidiary may have been earned in strictly commercial
transactions, the American corporation would find itself a personal holding
company.

"As I understand, one of the reasons behind the tax haven tax bill is to place
the American corporation operating abroad through a foreign subsidiary in the
same position as an American corporation operating abroad through a branch.
Classification of tax haven income as a dividend would clearly penalize the
American corporation operating through a foreign subsidiary as opposed to the
position of the American corporation operating throtugh a foreign branch.

"This inequity could be obviated in one of two ways:
"1. By treating tax haven income as a dividend only for the corporate

income tax but not for the purpose of the tax on personal holding companies;
or

"2. By classifying the tax haven income for the purpose of the tax on
personal holding companies in accordance with the original nature of the
income when earned to produce the tax haven profit.

"

"As your committee undoubtedly knows, there are certain countries which,
because of fiscal restrictions, do not perifit the transfer of funds or to a large
extent limit the transfer of fUtiWl together countries. The tax haven bill would
require the American corporation'to include tax haven income from such coun-
tries in its taxable income in spite of the fact that the funds are not available
to the American corporation.

"This could be obVitftod by providing that no Income was realized until such
funds became transferable.

"All dividen-ds paid to a foreign subsidiary of an American corporatitn by a
related company under the bill are deemed tax hav6n income. The apparent
purpose of tis provision is to prevent the tax-free shuttling of income between
various foreign subsidiaries in foreign countries of an American corporation.
It would apifear, however, that if dividends are paid to a for6ign subsidiary by
a related company located in the same c6tilitry as the foreign subsidiary the
transaction sought to be taxed is not Involved, but, neverth01ess, such dividends
woild be deemed "tax haven Iti co . This woUld be so in spite of the fact that
the dividends paid to the foreign subsidiary represented profits from normal
commercial transactions whi6h woiid not otherwise be deemed tax haven income.

"This could be obviated'by' proliditig an exception' to the inclusion of such
dividends when they are paid by a related comptty In the same cotitntry as the
foreign subsidiary receiving the dividends.

"Respecfftflly yours, L"MILTON L. IIOSEN nERO.
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"FBRUARY 28, 1962."Hon. WILBUR D. MILLS,

"Ohairomath House Oommittee on Wats and Meas,
"U.S. Houee of Repreaentatives, Washington, D.C.

"DEAR Sm: We refer to your committee's release of February 1, 1962, outlining
the tentative decisions reached with respect to proposed taxation of foreign
source income of U.S. corporations, particularly to paragraph 5.

"This particular tentative decision provided for taxation as a dividend dis-
tribution of loans made by a foreign subsidiary controlled by a U.S. corporation
to the parent corporation or any of its subsidiaries. We are confident that the
basic economic considerations underlying such a provision have been called to
your committee's attention. We should like to point out, however, that unless a
distinction is made between loans made to subsidiaries in economically or
politically underdeveloped countries or any countries having currency restric-
tions on the one hand and subsidiaries in more highly developed countries on the
other hand a great deterrent will be placed in the way of economic development
by U.S. corporations of subsidiaries in such underdeveloped areas."The risks inherent in investments in underdeveloped countries are so well
known and so extensive that few companies are willing to venture equity
capital. On the other hand, financing of related companies, especially those
operating in countries having currency restrictions, by way of loan affords the
greatest chance of obtaining service and ultimate recovery of the loan, generally
far greater than if equity capital had been contributed.

"The tentative decision which would tax such a loan as a dividend distributed
to the U.S. parent would remove the hedge which the U.S. parent has against
the grave risks it undertakes in establishment of subsidiaries in underdeveloped
or currency restricted areas.

"It is accordingly suggested that a distinction be made in the case of loans to
subsidiaries located in underdeveloped areas on the one hand and developed
areas on the other."

Respectfully yours,
MILTON L. ROSENBERG.

ATLANTIC CEMENT CO., INc.,
New York, N.Y., April 23, 1962.

HoI. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chalrnzn, Committee on Finantee, U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Atlantic Cement Co., Inc., is a $64 million enterprise
presently constructing a 10 million barrel annual capacity cement plant at
Ravena, N.Y., and seven distribution stations along the Atlantic seaboard.

Atlantic's construction expenditure was undertAken in May 1961, in partial
reliance on the adiitstratidfo's statements that there would be tax credits In-
urilng to business which did not hold back in their expansion plans.

The limitation of the proposed investment credit In H.R. 10650 to property
constructed or acquired after December 31, 1961, appears to vilate assurances
made by the adliitlistration to the btisiness comntiflity early in 1961. At that
time, as the investment credit idea was first being publicly discussed, representa-
tives of the addiithistratbn authorittively stated thhit Investments made in 1061
would be eligible for the credit. This element of retroactivity was expressly
intended to encourage businesses not to hold back in making investments in
plant and machinery while the proPosal was under considerhtion by the
Congress.

Thus, when the President proposed this measure in his tax message to the
Congress on April 21, 1961, he stated that it would "apply to eligible investment
expenditures made after Jantary 1 of this year." Similarly, the Treasury's
dettflled explanation of the President's tax recommendattohs, submitted by
Secretary Dillon to-the Congress on May 3, 191, stated:

"To prevent hesitation or holding back by. investors during the period the plan
is under consideration by the Congress, the proposed credit would be retro-
actively applicable to assets acquired or constructed after December 81, 1966.11

As early as March 24, i061, the Wall Street Journal carried the headline:
"Kennedy Nominee Bids To Spur Investment Now With Promiise of Retroactive
Tax Plan." The lead paragraphs of the article stated (p. 7, col. 1) :
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"WAsINTON.-The man nominated to be the Treasury's chief tax adviser
promised businessmen that tile admifitetration's tax inceitive program to spur
new investment would be retroactive. He apparently was trying to encourage
businessmen not to wait until tile program is made public before making their
plant and equipment spending plans.

"Stanley Surrey, designated to be Assistant Secretary of the Treasury in
charge of tax policy, said President Kennedy's tax program to spur business in.
vestment would cover any investment after March 1, of this year and the date
'coUld be earlier.' le indicated the effective date might be as early as
Jantiary 1." (The full text of the article is annexed as exhibit A.)

'The Will Street Journal story was based on testimony of Stanley Surrey on
March 23, before the Senate Finance Committee, which was holding hearings on
his confirthation as Assistant Secretary of the Treasury. In answer to a ques-
tion from Senator Hartke asking whether le was aware that business was with:
holding investment in capital goods while "waiting for the outcome" of the
President's investment incentive recommendations, Mr. Surrey replied:

"I am glad you asked that question because I ththk it would be completely
unnecessary for any business to hold up any investment that it was contemplnt-
ing making now in plant and machinery because I think any tax incentive with
respect to investments in plant and machinery would certainly cover any in-
vestment made after, say, March 1, of this year. So that any concern contem.
plating an investment could certainly go ahead and make that Investment."

He also stated that the Treasury wottld give consideration to making the
effective date January 1 of 1961. (The complete testimony on this point is
annexed as exhibit B.1 )

It is clear from the above-quoted statements that in March of 1061, the ad-
ministration was concerned that businesses were hesitating with their invest-
ment plans until the President's tax credit plan became definite. Consequently
the administration, through Secretary Dillon and Assistant Secretary Surrey,
gave assurances to the business community that those businesses which proceeded
directly with their expansion plans without awaiting final congressional action
would be protected.

When the bill was first introduced, in May 1961, it did provide for credits
based upon investment after December 31, 1960. In reintroducing the bill at the
1962 session of the Congress, however, the controlling dates in the bill were
changed to December 81, 1961. (Proposed Code section 48(b), HR. 10650, pp.
18-19, the text of which is annexed as exhibit C.) The bill was passed by the
House with this date liniting investments eligible for the credit.

It has been suggested that even the limited retroactivity of an effective date
of January 1, 1962, does not accord with the measure's avowed purpose of
stiftttlitIting prospectively the making of investments in plant and equipment.
However, it is clear from the Material set forth above that the business com-
munity was encouraged by the administration, more than a year ago, to act
withOtit holding back until ultimate passage of the investment credit measure,
in order to stimulate a lagging economy at once. Thus the original controlling
date has already had a prospective effect in stimulating investment. It should
be restored to the bill in order that the investment credit will in fairness be
available to businesses which, explicitly encouraged by the administration, acted
on the understanding that investments made without holding back would be
protected.

Yours very truly,
H. T. MOBiRInE, Treasurer.

SANTA ft DRiLLIN0 Co.,
Whittier, Calif., April 20, 1962.

Senator HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Finance Coimittee,
U.S. Senate, Washifgton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: Santa Fe Drilling Co. is strongly opposed to the basic pro-
visions affecting foreign income of H.R. 10650; namely, sections 482, 951 and 958.
It is our undstandihg that the Senate Finance Committee has scheduled hear-
ings on thi tax bill to start today, April 2, 192.

I Exhibits referred to made a part of committee files.
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Our company Is one of the leading U.S. oil and gas drilling contractors
operating in foreign countries; this provides, in most instances a complete
"turnkey" contract drilling service to many major and independent oil com-
panies. Our operations overseas in recent years have been concentrated in the
so-called undeveloped countries of Africa, the Middle East and South America.
We currently employ approximately 275 Americans and Europeans; also approxi-
mately 1,000 citizens of the various foreign countries in which Santa Fe Drilling
Co. is currently engaged in contract drilling operations.

In these sections of H.R. 10650, it is proposed that U.S. shareholders should
be taxed on the earnings of controlled foreign subsidiaries, rather than on divi-
dends incurred as at present. It strikes us that this would be comparable to
requiring Santa Fe Drilling Co. shareholders to pay personal income tax on
this company's total earnings, rather than on only the dividends they receive.

In our opinion such legislation would have a disruptive effect not only on our
foreign contract drilling business, but all U.S. business overseas. It would not
only change the "ground rules" under which billions of American dollars have
been invested abroad, it would also place U.S. firms operating overseas at a
heavy disadvantage in competing with firms of other countries outside the United
States. This is particularly true in the contract drilling industry. It would
provide non-U.S. contract drilling firms (mainly Italian and French) with com
petitive advantages which could prove insurmountable,

Santa Fe Drilling Co. Is as eager as is the administration to bring the U.S.
International payments into balance and to stimulate greater investment in this
country as well as in the less developed countries of the world In which it oper-
ates. But we fear that in some of the proposed foreign income tax provisions
Incorporated in H.R. 10650, our Government would be rtlnnling a great risk for
the sake of little additional revenue in the short term. And, in the longer view,
discouragement of U.S. investment abroad-which brings such a large flow of
dollars back into this country-wotld, in our opinion, worsen the balance-of
payment position of the United States.

Our company believes present U.S. tax laws should, if anything, be simplified
to give greater encouragement to ventures overseas, rather than be made more
comlicated and penalizing, as would be the case with H.R. 10650.

We hope that you, Senator, will forcefully oppose this legislation.
Sihcerely yours,

D. F. WEST, Secretary-Treasurer.

STUDIO ELECTRICAL TEoitNrCIANs, LOCAL No. 728,
Hollywood, alif., April 4t, 1962.

Honl. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: All inidustry today is facing a crisis more serious than
any that has confronted us in the past 80 years. Our existing tax laws have pro-
vided a loophole permitting a general "runaway" of American capital to foreign
countries. This runaway has dried up our domestic employment and unless some-
thing is done now we all will have to begin again where we started. The chart
enclosed shows what has happened to just one of our IATSE locals. In 1945
we worked approximately 2,800 men, but at the present time less than 1,000 are
working.

In regard to the 1962 tax bill, H.R. 10650, containing a proposed $20,000 tax
exemption clause, why should American actors or producers working abroad aid
earning from $50,000 to $1 million be given any consideration? We feel that the
tax exemption on those American citizens should be comparable to those working
In the Uflited States.

Sam Katzman, a producer at Columbia Studio, was interviewed by a news
commentator on the Columbia Broadcasting station about 2 months ago, at
which tithe he stated that If he wanted a certain actor to work in a picture, the
actor would agree if it was to be made in Europe, and would also demand that
he be furnished with villbs, maids and chauffeurs, all at the producers' expense,
which is in addition to their salaries.

The basic American right to compete for any and all available jobs is no
longer an integral part of our way of life. We 10k and turn to you for support.

Sincerely yours,
A. T. DENnsor;,

Business Representative, I1"I"11E Local No. 728.
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NE~W YORK, N.Y., April 4,1962.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, U.S. Senate, Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

Sni: As an American citizen I Wish to Voice my protest against section 20(b)
of the revenue bill of 1962 as recently passed by the House of Representatives.

That section would requiire any U.S. citizen or resident to file returns giving
any and all such Information as the Secretary of the Treasury or his delegate
might prescribe regarding the 11ffairs of any foreign corporation of which he
was an officeer or director. Such returns would be required regardless of whether
the foreign corporation was controlled by U.S. or foreign Interests, whether
It was doing or had ever done any business In or with the Utitted States, and
whether or not It had ainy other connection with the Uited States.

The result of such a requirement Would surely be to deprive many kniericans
of the opportunity of working for fift-U.S. corporations In, resp~n.gible positions.
In addition the action of the U.S Treasury In seekinig'ot Information ab~fit
foreign enterprises having no connection with this country would be bound
to cause resentment and Irritationi In foreign countries *to, the overall detriment
of our internati~ftl. position. Fihally,, there would seem to be no useful pMir-
pose In having the U.S. Treasury collect tnformittibn efconefflig non-U.S.-
controlled foreign businesses operating entirely outside our own country.

My own business career Is a case In pointt. Although at the present timeram employed In New York by ain American corporation, ain affiliate of the Royahl
DMth/Shell group of companies, my previous efilolytnent inclt~ed working
for severall different complies of 'the Shell group engaged In various phases
of the petroleum. Industry In ColoafIl, Venezuela, Turkey, arid the 'United
Kingdom, and I was a director of certain of those companies. None of -themi was
a U.S. corporation, none was controllIed by U.S. interests, afid none had any
Income froth U.S. sources, or any other coth~flt with'the UMe States. The
timhe may come when I will have another opportunity to woi'k abroad for a
non-U.S. company, but it is clear, to me, as I think lt~will -be to youn, that any
foreign conftany will be extremely loath to app6iht an American, to a respon-
sible posiltibn if It means that the U.S. Treasury Department will then have
the right to reqjilre the production of detailed and perhaps cohildeiftil Iiforma-
tion cbcerninig Its operations which h-a no relat~htioat fill with "thef"Iscatl policies
of the United States.
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For these reasons I feel that the enactment of section 20(b) in its present
form would only serve to injure the careers of the many Americans who are
now working for non-U.S. corporations outside the United States and others
who woUld otherwise have the chance to do so in the future. I respectfully
urge that in their interest and In the interest of preserving good relations
between our country and friendly foreign nations that it be deleted from the
bill or limited to the furnishing of information which is germane to U.S. business.

Very truly yours,
GEORGE G. TnoMsoN. Jr.

ARDMORE, PA., April 2, 1962.
Hon. Senator HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Senate Office Building, Washtingto^, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: Now that the House of Representatives has passed the
administration's tax bill, I am asked to believe, from what I have read in the
press, that Senate approval will be a mere formality-despite long, drawnout
hearings, discussions, and revision efforts. This Is difficult for me to compre-
hend, in view of the very controversial and highly inequitable nature of two of
the bill's provisions. I refer specifically to the so-called 7 percent investment
credit, and the 20 percent withholding provision on dividends and interest.

Insofar as the investment credit section is concerned, there appears to be no
sensible or logical reason why the alternative course, of liberalization of depre-
ciation allowances, would not serve the same purpose, without the severe inequi-
ties which the credit method would impose. I am sure that after a year or two's
experience with the investment credit "gimmick" in the tax law, even the legis-
lators might be inclined to believe that perhaps the country's business interests
have a keener insight into methods for stimUlliting business and industry than
is supposed in many quarters.

As to the 20-percent withholding provision against dividend and interest pay-
nents, It would appear that a more complex and perplexing scheme could hardly
be developed. Some of the proponents of this withholding system have likened
It to the withholding principle as applied to earned Incomes. Such a compi-
son is completely worthless, and highly uninformed, as experience will most
likely prove if the proposal becomes law.

Furthermore, the expenditure of billions for an electronic system of taxpayer
recordkeepihg is completely ridiculous If the entire taxpaying public is to have
withholding applied on Investment income in order to seek out the relatively
few persons who neglect or avoid the reporting of such income on their tax
returns. The "vOlutifAry compliance" description, which is appropriately used
with respect to the overwhelming majority of taxpayers, is to become "regi-
mented insistence" with the new withholding proviso.

Very littlehas been said of the complexities which will arise in the preparation
of tax returns, an area in which the average person is already bewildered and
frustrated. The addition of this proposed new complexity will probably prove
to be completely nsurmottitable by most taxpayers, and will prove to be a
windfall to the professional experts in return preparation. Quite aside frm the
returns prepared by practitioners, there will be hundreds of thousands of in-
stances where taxes were withheld, but which were never claimed, for either
credit or refulid.

I am one voter (and taxpayer) who still has hope that some maturity of
thought and planuilng will be exercised by the Senate membership In tts ap-
praisal of the proposed withholding system. The substitution of comitonsense
and sound judgment, rather than the partisanship principle aplplied by the House,
could result in the U.S. Senate restoring sanity to the enaetmefit of legislation
which will so vitally affect the Nation and its citizens.

Respeetflly yours, THOMAS F. TooxrttL.

N.B.-Although I am not a constituent of yours, I am, to say the least, one of
your admirers. Had the composition of our legislative bodies been such as to
reflect your views, I am certain thft the socltlistic trend of the past 30 years
would have been verted.

(Whereupon, at 4:55 p.m., the heating was adjourned, to reconvelue
at 10a.m. Wednesday, April 256,1962.)

82190-62--pt. 6-19
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WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25, 1962

U.S. SENAEIT,
COMMImTEE ON FINANCE,

Washinqton, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Douglas, Gore, Talmadge, Williams, and
Carlson.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, committee clerk; and Colin F.
Stain and L. N. Woodworth, of the Joint Committee on Internal
Revenue Taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Fred W. Peel, U.S. Council of the Inter-

national Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Peel, take a seat, sir.
We are very glad to see you here.

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH C. ALVORD, CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE
ON TAXATION, U.S. COUNCIL, THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE, INC.; PRESENTED BY FRED PEEL

Mr. PEEL. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am ap-
pearing today on behalf of the U.S. Council of the International
Chamber of Commerce, andl I am appearing in place of Mr. Alvord.
If I have you permission, I would like to submit Mr. Alvord's state-
ment for insertion in the record, and then comment on a few of the
points in the statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the insertion will be made fol-
lowing your oral presentation.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman, on that point, I hope some time
before this hearing, I am going to read this statement of Mr. Alvord
but if he has any views on any of these particular phases that he would
like to give the committee I would like to get them before we conclude
the leaning.

Mr. PEEL. I will certainly pass that on to him, sir.
This statement only relates to his views and the views of the U.S.

Council on the foreign income provisions of the bill because that is
all the U.S. Council is concerned with.

Senator CARLSON. There are other provisions of this bill that are
quite important, too, and I know he is one of our outstanding tax
attorneys and I would ike to get his views.
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Mr. Pr:. i am sure he would be happy to comply, Senator.
(The following was later received for the record .)

ALvoin & ALVORD,
Washnpto, D.C., May /1, 1962.

Hon. FRANK CARLSON,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

My DEAR SENATOR CARLSON: I understand that when my statement of corn-
ments on the foreign income provisions of H.R. 10650 was submitted to the
Senate Committee on Finance on behalf of the U.S. Council of the International
Chamber of Commerce, you were kind enough to request my views on the other
provisions of the bill,

My statement submitted April 25 related only to the sections of the bill.
affecting the tax treatment of foreign income because this was the concern of
the U.S. council. I have the following additional personal comments on the
bill. These are my individual views on matters on which the U.S. council has
taken no position.

As to section 2 of the bill, the investment credit fails to meet the basic prob-
lem for investors in depreciable assets. That problem is the decline in the
value of the dollar, so that deductible additions to depreciation reserves are
no longer adequate to finance replacements. Businessmen are faced with the
necessity of using after-tax dollars to keep even; the result has been the recog-
nized failure of the American industrial machine to maintain its position of
world leadership. Also, I question the wisdom of putting the issue of continu-
ing investment allowances from year to year in the area of politics.

Section 3 of the bill, allowing the deduction of some types of business expenses
relating to legislation, is desirable. It would be better, however, to carry this
principle to its logical conclusion and to allow all such business expenses to be
deducted, as would be the case under the provisions of Senator Hartke's bill,
S. 467.

Section 4 of the bill would disallow deductions of certain entertainment ex-
penses even though they are ordinary and necessary business expenses. In
effect, this provision would say that, even though the Government insists on tak-
ing its share of every business' profits, it is unwilling to allow the deductions
of the travel and entertainment expenses which make the profits possible. This
provision is an attempt to correct by legislation a problem which is essentially
one of administration.

Section 14, which would tax gain on dispositions of some types of depreciable
property as ordinary income to the extent of depreciation previously deducted,
is desirable. It should, however, be accompanied by a liberalization of the rules
for deduction of depreciation which will give concrete statutory recognition to
the ever-increasing role of obsolescene.

The Committee on Finance is well aware that section 19, which would with-
hold 20 percent on dividend and interest payments, is undesirable. It is also
unnecessary. It is unbelievable that we should find it necessary to institute this
unfair and cumbersome procedure at the very time when the combination of
taxpayer account numbers and automatic data processing promises to eliminate
delinquencies in reporting dividend and interest income.

This summarizes my views of the other provisions of H.R. 10050. I am con-
fident that the Senate Committee on Finance has the capacity and determination
to convert this bill into a worthwhile contribution to the American tax system.

Sincerely yours,
ELLSWORTH 0. ALVORD.

Mr. P,,Er,. First, I would like to speak to this question of tax neutral-
ity which has been used as a defense of this bill and has been used by
the Treasury Department as an argument in favor of its proposals.

The tax neutrality idea we have called in this statement the tax
neutrality myth because, in fact neither this bill nor the Treasur's
proposals for this bill would result in tax neutrality as between foreign
income and domestic income.

Now, the outstanding illustrationh of that point is in the investment
credit. Secretary Diil6n has said that if the investment credit is at'
8 perc6hnt, as he proposes, the increase in profitability, he has calcu-
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lated on a 10-year asset would be about 40 percent, and if it remains
at 7 percent in the bill, the result would be to increase the profitability
of a 10-year asset after taxes by 35 percent.

Of course, the changes are comparable in other assets with lives
ong enough to qualify.
But this bill does not make foreign investments eligible for the

credit, and the result is that the bill discriminates in that respect.
against foreign investments, 'and the law would discriminate against
them if it went i nto effect.

Furthermore, even in its treatment of the foreign income provisions,
the bill does not achieve any ideal of tax neutrality. It discriminates
between developed countries and less developed countries. It dis-
criminates between foreign corporations and domestic corporations in
that it proposes to compute the tax on the income earned by foreign
corporations on the basis of the earnings and profits concept which
does not take into account the saine deductions as are allowed in com-
pitting taxable income on domestic taxpayers.

Furthermore, the treatment of losses is different, under the bill and
under the Treasury proposals, for foreign corporations or for stock-
holders of foreign corporations, from the treatment provided in the
present law for domestic taxpayers, because there would be no loss
carryforwards and carrybacks under the usual net operating loss
provisions.

I think all of these should suffice to lay at rest finally the tax neu-
trality myth. If these proposals are adopted it cannot be on any
theory that by adopting them the tax system would become neutral
between foreign and domestic investment.

I think it would also be helpful to place in perspective some of the
vonments that have been made, some of the attitudes that have been
indicated before the committee, to the effect that there is something
wrong with income earned outside this country going free of U.S. tax
iintil it is brought back here as dividends.

As a matter of fact, the United States has for years tried to get what
is, in effect, the best of two possible worlds. It follows two inconsistent
theories in taxing: One is to tax the income earned here, including the
income earned by citizens and corporations of other countries, and it
also follows the principle of taxing the income of American citizens
and American corporations wherever it is earned, throughout the
world.

Now, these proposals, particularly in section 13 of this bill and the
Treasury proposals, would accomplish an extension of this latter
approach, which is contrary to the basic principle of most of the na-
tions of the world, namely, that the basic right to tax should be where
the income arises.

I would like to mention in connection with the competitive effects of
the foreign income provisions of the bill the fact that what this
amounts to is placing the American-owned foreign corporations on a
different tax basis from the corporations owned by citizens of the other
developed, industrialized, capital-exporting countries of the world.

We have included in this statement appendix I, which summarizes
the tax treatment of foreign income of corporations by the United
Kingdom, Canada, France, Italy, Belgium, Netherln-ls, Germihny,
and the Latin American countries generally.
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This summary or digest in appendix I illustrates clearly that the
citizens of these other countries who go outside their borders to earn
income are not subject to the tax handicaps which section 13 of this
bill, and which the Treasury proposals would impose on our citizens,
and that is the heart of the competitive problem-the competitive
handicap that would be placed on American business by section 13 or
by the Treasury's proposals to make the treatment even more stringent.

I think it is important to draw a distinction here between the treat-
ment of U.S. source income and the treatment of income arising in
other parts of the world. The question is: "Is it wrong for American
taxpayers to save foreign taxes through the use of foreign subsid-
iaries?" and we submit that it is not wrong and that as a, matter of
fact, the long run effect is beneficial to the United States.

It is beneficial to the balance of payments. Even Secretary Dillon
recognized in his statement to this committee that, as a mater of fact,
in calculating the revenue effect from the Treasury proposals, they
made an allowance for the fact that in many instances the effect of
the Treasury proposals would not be to increase revenues here but to
cause companies to abandon their present method of doing business
abroad, with the result that they would be subjected to more taxes in
the foreign countries.

We have no quarrel in the U.S. Council with all the measures that
may be necessary to make sure that U.S. source income is not siphoned
off so as to avoid U.S. tax on it. But there is a basic difference in prin-
ciple between measures designed to accomplish that and measures de-
signed to prevent American-owned corporations from taking advan-
tage of the most expeditious method of doing business in foreign coun-
tries, to save foreign taxes, to prevent themselves from being subjected
to currency exchange restrictions, or for any number of other reasons,
but to meet the issue head on, specifically, to save foreign taxes.

It is in the interest of the United States that the Anerican-owned
businesses not be hamstrung in setting up foreign corporations for
this purpose. Yet that is precisely what the provisions on trading
corporations in the definition of foreign base company income in sec-
tion 13 propose to do. It is what is proposed in the treatment of
royalty income on copyrights and patents.

We feel that there are serious problems on conflicts in this bill and
in the Treasury proposals with the existing income tax treaties. We
wholeheartedly endorse Secretary Dillon's recommendation that sec-
tion 21 of the bill be stricken out, but we do not agree with his con-
clusion that the only treaty with which this bill conflicts is the estate
tax treaty with Greece.

On the contrary, there are 13 income tax treaties now in effect which
clearly conflict with the so-called gross-up proposal, because these are
treaties in which the United States has agreed with these foreign coun-
tries that it will allow its citizens and residents foreign tax credit for
taxes paid to the other contracting nations in these treaties, in accord-
ance with the foreign tax credit provsions -of our Internal Revelue
Code on specific dates that are poitted up in the treaties-the date
of enactimd't or the date ofi ratiflcatidn, or the date on which the rati-
fications are excilhnged and the treaty goes into effect.

There are other treaties in which the convehlifit to allow foreign
tax credit is simply stated to be in accordance with our laws. But a
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reasonable construction even of these other treaties means in accord-
ance with our laws at that time, and clearly this gross-up proposal
would cut back on the foreign tax credit benefits.

The section 13 proposals would also conflict with some of our
treaties.

We have listed in appendix II the treaty provisions to which we
lave reference. First, we list the conflicts with section 11 in the bill,
that is the gross-up provision.

Then we list three treaties which contain provisions which are
plainly in conflict with section 13. For example, I will read the one
from the German treaty:

Industrial or commercial profits of an enterprise of one of the contracting
states shall not be subject to tax by the other state unless the enterprise is en-
gaged in trade or business in such other state through a permanent establish-
mient situated herein.

That allows no room for doubt as to interpretation. That plainly
means that those profits of an enterprise of a German corporation are
not to be taxed by the United States unless the enterprise is engaged
in trade or business here.

Now, Secretary Dillon in his testimony before this committee in
saying there were no conflicts with the income tax treaties may have
had in mind the fact that most of the treaties contain provisions which
say an enterprise of the contracting state shall not be subject to
taxation in the other. In a technical sense it might be possible to say
that as to these other treaties the section 13 provisions do not result in
conflict because they are not technically taxing the enterprise, they
are technically taxing the shareholders who own the enterprise. But
they are certainly in conflict in principle, and as to the Austrian,
German, and New Zealand treaties, they are in flat conflict with the
actual wording.

Furthermore, all of the treaties have provisions by which the United
States promises not to tax the income from shipping and aircraft of
the enterprises of the other contracting state. Those are likewise in
conflict.

It may be that Secretary Dillon had in mind the saving provisions
which are contained in most of the treaties, whereby the United States
saves back for itself, so to speak, the right to tax its own citizens and
corporations. But as a matter of fact, there are five treaties, plus
the Indian treaty which is awaiting ratification, which do not. contain
any such saving clause, and even the ones that do contain the saving
clause, in most instances, specifically make the covenant to allow
foreign tax credit in accordance with the foreign.tax credit provisions
of our law at that time an exception to the saving clause, so clearly
the gross-up provision could not be defended even in the treaties that
have saving clauses, on the ground that the saving clautises make it
possible for the United States to tax its own shareholders, the share-
holders of these corporatifns, withotit allowing foreign tax credit that.
it promised to allow.

These are not merely technil.l objections. If you look back at the
history of double taxation treaties, the principal purpose, or one of
the principal purposes, was to prevent dottble taxatoin by the two
conitracting states agreeing to allow foreign tax credit, and those are
at the very heart of these treaties.
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On the section of the bill which proposes to modify and amend see.
tion 482, the U.S. Council's basic position is that we feel that seetio
482 as it now stands is sufficient if it is energetically administered,
But if the committee does feel that it is necessary to amend it, the U.S.
Council certainly would not raise any point of objection to that, be.
cause it is our principle that any steps that.need to be taken to change
the law to make sure that American source income is subject to United
States income tax are proper.

We would. however, suggest two technical points in connection with
the proposed amendment 6f section 482.

One is to malce sure that the section allows for adequate court re-
view of any reallocation of income and the other is to avoid double
taxation on the income which is reallocated to U.S. corporations. An
attempt has been made in the House bill to do that. by stating that
the U.S. taxpayer whose income is reallocated may claim foreign tax
credit for the foreign taxes paid with respect to the reallocated in.
come, but unfortunately that won't do the job unless the bill also says
that that income is treated as foreign source income.

Without that, in most. instances the per-country or the overall limi-
tation on the foreign tax credit would negate the effect, of saying that
the domestic taxpayer can claim the credit.

On section 13 we propose for your consideration a complete sub-
stitute proposal which is contained in appendix III. Essentially
wlhat this proposal would do would be to tax foreign personal holding
company type income, investment income received by a foreign cor-
poration, tax it to the U.S. shareholders unless the income is reinvested
in an active business, either conducted by that corporation or con-
ducted by a corporation in which the recipient corporation had a
substantial stockownership.

This is essentially the proposal which the Ways and Means Com-
mittee adopted and announced in its press release on- the 1st of Feb-
ruary and then subsequently abandoned in favor of the present sec-
tion 13.

We feel they were right the first time and that that provision would
adequately cover any problem of U.S. source income escaping tax, or
any problem of people accumulating and reinvesting in portfolio in-
vestments foreign income which would amount to an unreasonable
accumulation.

That concludes my statement.
The Ch-ATRAN. Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUGLAS. May I ask you first about the taxation of earned

income of individual Americans abroad?
Mr. PEEL. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. I believe you cover this on pages 24 and 25 and

the top of 26 of your brief.
Am I correct in understanding that the present law now in effect

provides tht if American citizens have been living abroad for 17 out
of the last 18 months he is exempted from taxation on the flrst $2 0,00
of anntlrd in6toe?

Mr. PEEL. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Earned income being deflfed as wages, salaries

or receipts from independent businesses.
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Mr. PEEL. Receipts from independent businesses which are attrib-
utable to his personal efforts, and there is a rule of thumb that sets
a maximum of 30 percent of that.

Senator DOUGLAS. If he elects to be a bona fide resident of a foreign
country, even though he retains his American citizenship then all of
his income can escape taxation.

Mr. PEL. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. The fact that he is a bona fide resident can be

revoked by him at any time, he can return to the United States at any
time?

Mr. PEEL. Yes, a person can change his mind about his residence.
Senator DOUGLAS. He doesn't become a man without a country?
Mr. PEEL. No, sir.
Senator DouGLAs. And he is given military and diplomatic protec-

tion of the United States?
Mr. PEEL. He is given diplomatic protection.
Senator DOUGLAS. While he is abroad, diplomatic protection and,

if necessary, military protection while he is abroad?
Mr. PEEL. Well, I think his location would determine whether he

gets military, but he would certainly get diplomatic protection.
Senator DOUGLAS. But he would always get diplomatic protection

because lie is still an American citizen and he can return at any time
to the United States and when he returns he does not have to pay
any income tax on the income which he has received in prior years
abroad; is that true?

Mr. PEEL. That is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, suppose he is a resident of Monaco, which,

I am told, is a very pleasant place on the Riviera. Does he pay any
local income tax there?

Mir. PEEL. I am not familiar with the personal income tax of
Monaco.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am informed he does not pay any income tax
there, and I would like to have the record show that according to
my information lie does not pay income tax. If I am in error I hope
you will correct the record.

Suppose he has a legal residence in Nassau in the Bahamas; does
he pay any individual income tax there?

Mr. PEEL. NO; the Bahamas do not levy an individual income tax.
Senator DOUGLAS. As a matter of fact, are not the Bahamas one

of the most notorious tax havens in the world?
Mr. PEEL. I am not sure I understand the use of the word "no-

torious" in that connection.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, one of the best known tax havens in the

world.
Mr. PEEL. Yes, sir.
Senator DouGLAs. Is it not true that the late Canadian multimil-

lionaire, Sir Harry Oaks, went there some years ago to seek sanctuary
fro6t the Canadian income tax?

fr. PEEL. I have read that.
Senator DOUGLAS. Isn't that true?
Mr. PEEL. I don't know.
Senator DOUGLAS. In going there did he not obtain exemption from

the Canadian income tax?
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Mr. PEEL. Sir, I don't know whether the Canadian individual in.
come tax would continue to apply to a Canadian or whether lie woult
have to renounce his Canadian citizenship or whether he would have
to renounce his status as a citizen of the -British Commonwealth.

Senator Douoils. When a Swedish financier went to the Bahamas
did he pa.y any income tax in the BahamAs?

Mr. PF,,. le would not; there is no income tax.
Senator DOGLAS. And would he escape from paying Swedish in-

come taxes?
Mr. PEEL. I don't know whether Sweden-
Senator DOUGLAS. If Sweden had an income tax comparable to the

United States he would escape paying taxes in Sweden, would he not?
Mr. PEP%. Yes.
Senator DOVOLAs. Are there American citizens who live in the

Bahamas and are, therefore, exempt from paying American income
tax and do not pay British or Bahama income tax?M'. PEE.L. I would be sure that there are, yes.

Senator DOrGLAs. Do voil know some of these?
Mr. PEEL. No, not personally.
Senator Dn-otAs. Do you thinlc this is fair?
]lh.. PEm4 . Yes.
Sellnto DoG, ,s. You do?
IMr. PEEL. I think that is fair.
Senator Dotoir, AS. You don't think we should plug this loophole?

Here these people are getting large incomes. They have the diplo-
matic protection of the fInted States. They pay nothing to the
American Government. They pay nothing to the local government.

Mr. PF EL. I would think in the ordinaryI, case it wouid be rather
difficult to earn a large income in the Bahamas.

Senator Dorrf,,s. Suppose they have a corporation which is in-
corpflrated in the Bahamas, and they have a furnished room or a
small cottage in the Bahamas, to whih they periodically return
btit spend most of their business year in other locations btit have legal
residence in the Bahamas: would they not be exempt from income
tax in the Bahamas?

M'. PEEL. Well, the Bahamas would not impose an income tax on
them but in the example that you pose I am not sure they would
qualify as bona fide residents as far as our income tax is concerned.
Leval residence, sir, legal domicile, is not sufficient, I don't think.

senator DOUGLAs. They certainly can say they are not bona fide
residents of the United States, and declare it as their intention that
they have no immediate intention of returning. I think you will
find under those circilInstances that they can obtain exemption from
all persoilnal income tax. You think that is fair?

Mr. PErE,. I think that is fair, yes, Senator, because those people
are not receiving the same services irom our Govertment that the
)eople here are receiving. They are receiving diplomatic services,
bt I do ot believe that those are sufficient.

Firtherni'Ore, the Bahamlias support their Govetrinment by heavy
tariff dufties on consiimer goods, I am told, since they have no income
tax at all.

And a person living ill the Bahamas, and buiviig the things that
lie colsiftulos in the BATlitlias would lave to pay those taxes; iwoluld
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bear the burden of those taxes. Those could not be credited against
our income tax. So those people are paying taxes.

Senator DoULAS. Have you studied thle tariff structure of the
Bahamas?
Mr. PEEL. No, I have not.
Senator DOUoLAS. What is the comparative duty on rice as com-

)ared to champagne?
Mr'. PEEL. I cannot answer that.
Senator DOUGLAS. I think you will find the duty is much heavier

on rice than on champagne, and therefore, that the tariff structure
operates in favor of luxuries as compared to necessities.

Mr. PEEL. Of course, if a person lives there he would have to buy
necessities.

Senator DOUoLAS. Not with as large a proportion of his income.
If a person is a resident of Panama, if he is in Panama, would he

be subject to income tax?
Mr. 'PEEL. I am sorry, which one?
Senator DOUGLAS. Panama.
Mr. PEEL. Panama does have an income tax.
Senator DOUGLAS. How much?
M1'. PEEL. It is at a progressive rate. I am not sure that I can

recall how high it ranges. I think it ranges up into the low 30 per-
centiles, but I am not sure.

Senator DOUGLAS. At what point do you reach the 30 percent?
Mr. PEEL. I don't know, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS, What about residence in Liechtenstein, the prin-

cipality of Liechtenstein? I am told that does not have an income
tax.

Mr. PEEL. I don't know what Liechtenstein imposes.
Senator DOUGLAS. You are an authority on this subject. What.

other countries are there that don't have a personal income tax for
foreign citizens resident within their borders, do you know?

Mr. PEEL. Bermuda does not.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, we have mentioned that.
Mr. PEEL. I can't think of any others.
Senator DOUGLAS. Monaco.
Mr. PEEL. I don't know about Monaco.
Senator DOUGLAS. Liechtenstein?
Mr. PEEL. I don't know about Liechtenstein.
Senator DOUGLAS. Would you check the laws and if I am incorrect

on those two countries, would you supply a correction for the record?
Mr. PEEL. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Would. you also be willing to look up and find the

number of other countries wIich do not have an individual income
tax?

(The following was later received for the record:)
ALVO1fD & Arvort,

H011. PAbL H. DOMILAS, Waghingtoo, D.C., May 2, 1962.

U.S. Selite, Washington, D.C.
My DFAn SENATOR DOULAS: During the course of my testimony before

the Senate Comniittee on Finnitce on April 25, I undertook, at your request, to
supply for the recotrd allst of the countries which do lot itiipose an income tax
on Ifnivilfils. I undertok pil'tictllarily to check on the existence of an in-

ImI
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Iv~dollI Income tiax in Monaco, Liechtenstein, and Ghana and the other new
African cotintries, and to check on the individual income tax rates ill Panama
and Liberia.

The following countries, or colonies, do not impose an income tax on in.
dividuals: Monaco, Bermuda, the Bahamas, the Sudan, and Kuwait.

There is no income tax on Individuals in the northern portion of the Somali
Republic, which was formerly British Somaliland. The southern portion of the
Somali Republic, which was formerly Italian Somaliland, has an individual
Income tax. Guatemala imposes an individual income tax on investment and
business incoei but not on wages and salaries. In the New Hebrides only
British service officials are required to pay income tax.

Liechtenstein has an individual income tax. It is understood that the taxing
authorities allow concessions to individuals from the standard tax rates.

The following new countries in Africa have individual income taxes:
Tunisia Central African Republic
Morocco (including Tangier) Republic of Dahomey
Southern portion of the Somali Republic Republic of Gabon
Republic of Niger Tanganyika
Republic of Senegal Kenya
Sierra Leone Republic of the Ivory Coast
Republic of Togo Republic of Mall
Republic of Upper Volta Islamic Republic of Mauritania
Republic of Chad Federation of Nigeria
Republic of Cameroon Congo Republic
Republic of Guinea Republic of the Congo
Republic of Malagasy Ghana

The individual income tax rates in Ghana range from 6 pence per pound
(2.5 percent) on the first £300 of income to 14 shillings per pound (70 percent)
on income in excess of £10,000.

Liberia has an individual Income tax with tax rates ranging from 2 up to
85 percent on incomes of more than $100,000.

Panama has an individual income tax with tax rates ranging from 2 up to
35 percent on incomes of more than $750,000, plus a 4-percent social security
tax.

Sincerely yours,
FRED W. PEEL.

Mr. PEEL. I will check. I don't think there are very many. Uru-
guay used to be free of individual income tax, but I believe that the
1960 income tax they imposed applies to individuals.

Senator DOUGLAS. What about Ghana?
Mr. PEEL. Ghana?
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, Ghana.
Mr. PEEL. I do not know.
Senator DOUGLAS. What about the African countries?
Mr. PEEL. I am not familiar with the tax structures of the new

African countries.
Senator DOUOLAS. What about Liberia?
Mr. PEEL. Liberia has as an individual income tax on residents.
Senator DouGLAS. How much?
Mr., PEEL. I don't know the rates.
Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Woodworth, would you supply the record

for Liberia?
Do you know offhand?
Mr. WOODWORTH. No, I don't know offhand. I will submit a memo-

randum onit.
(The memorandum referred to was later supplied for the record

as follows :)
Liberia individual income rates begin at 2 percent and range up to 35 percent

on income of $100,000 and over.

"' ' _ __, ~~~~~~~N i, i: " " - . . .. i.. .. . _ " ... .. . . . .... .. .. . ".. .
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The Individual inconie tax structure Is as follows:
Vet Income- Tax rate-

Up to $1,500 --------------------- 2 percent.
$1,500 to $4,000 ------------------ 4 percent.
$4,000 to $6,000 ------------------ 6 percent.
$6,000 to $8,000 ------------------ 8 percent.
$8,000 to $10,000 ----------------- 11 percent.
$10,000 to $20,000 ---------------- 15 percent.
$20,000 to $50,000 ---------------- 20 percent.
$50,000 to $75,000 ---------------- 25 percent.
$75,000 to $100,000 --------------- 30 percent.
Over $100,000 ------------------- 35 percent.

Source: Prepared by the Treasury Department from "Foreign Tax and Trade Briefs," by
Walter H. Diamond.

Senator Dotres. Panama, did you say?
Mr. PEEL. Yes, Panama has an individual income tax.
Senator DoVOLAS. Now, let us turn to corporations. Am I correct

that the provision under existing law is that income earned by sub-
sidiaries of American corporations abroad will not be taxed unless and
until this income is transferred to the United States through the
parent company and then it is taxed to the parent company? Is that
a correct statement ?

fr. PEEL. That is correct.
Senator DOVOLAS. Yes.
Mr. PE!,. If the foreign subsidiary does not engage in business

here.
Senator DoUrL4 S. So that so far as foreign subsidiaries of Ameri-

can corporations are concerned the present taxes do not look through
the parent company to tIAe subsidiary?

Mr. PEEL. No, there is another exception, the foreign personal hold-
ing companies do.

enator DOtoLAS. Yes, I am very glad you say that. That has
been held as constitutional by the Second Circuit Court in New York,
is that correct ?

Mr. PEEL. That is correct.
Senator Dout-LAS. Suppose one of these corporations is incorporated

in the Swiss Canton of Zug. does it pay a corporate income tax there?
Mr. PEEL. As I understand it, there are several different types of

corporations that can-be incorporated in that canton.
Some of the so-called domiciliary corporations which have nothing

except the registered seat of the corporation in Zug, I understand do
not pay.

Senator DOUGLAs. Do noti-f--
Mr. PEEL. Do not pay a tax.
Senator DOuVLAs. I understand that the press has gone to Zug,

the capital town, and taken photographs of some of the offices there
and it is quite obvious that the locus of the corporation is n6inial.
There would be a large number of corporations with their nameplates
on the door. I forbear to say whether this is similar to the practice
which once existed in the capital of my dear friend from Delaware-
lfr. Williams. I was just saying that I forbear from saying whether
the practice of incoiporation in Zug is similiar to the practice that
used to be found 'of 'incorporation in Delaware.

Senator WILLIAM. If it is, they have a lot of virtue. [Laughter.]
Senator Dotor, As. Yes.
Now, what about the corporate tax in Liechtenstein?
Mr. PEErL. I thhfik the situation is similar to that ih Zug.
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Senator DovoilS. In other words, no tax?
Mr. P.r.. No, no tax on income earned outside the country.
Senator DovoiAs. What about Panama?
Mr. PEEL. Panama only taxes income from Panamanian sources.
Senator DoUalAS. So the answer is that they are exempt?
Mr. PnrL. On their income from outside the country, yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is right.
What, about the Bahamas?
Mr. PEEL. The Bahamas are completely exempt because there is

no corporate income tax.
Senator DOUGLAS. What about the Virgin Islands?
Mr. PEEL. That is not true of the Virgin Islands. You mean the

U.S.-owned Virgin Islands?
Senator DOUOLAS. What?
Mr. PELL. The U.S.-owned Virgin Islands?
Senator DOUGLAS. Oh, yes, we own the Virgin Islands. We bought

them from Denmark.
Mr. PEE L. There are also the British-owned Virgin Islands.
Senator DOUOLAS. I am speaking of St. Thomas and St. Croix.
Mr. PEEL. It is my un.derstandin that corporate income there,

certainly from sources outside of the Virgin Islands, would be subject
to U.S. income tax.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Woodworth, what about that?
Mr. WOOMWOnT1. There is a refund provision which applies in the

case of certain industries which I think Mr. Peel is referring to.
Senator DOUGLAS. Refund to whom?
Mr. WOOVORTH. Refund of the tax paid in the case of new in-

dustries locating in the Virgin Islands.
Senator DOUGLAS. Even though they don't carry on activities in the

Virgin Islands?
Mr. WOODWORTH.. NO this would involve only those, I believe,

which do carry on activities in the Virgin Islands.
(Mr. Woodworth subsequently verified the above statement, as

correct. He stated that where there is only a nominal business in
the Virgin Islands the tax refund provisions of their law would notap Iy.).Sentor DOUGLAS. Well, does that mean that if you had a mere

nominal location of a corporation in the Virgin Islands it would pay
an American corporation tax?

Mr. WOODWOnTu. I think it would.
Senator DOUGLAS. Can we clear that point up?
Mr. WooDwornm. Yes.
Mr. PEEL. It is my understanding that this refund provision applies

to income earned in the Virgin Islands.
Senator DOOLAS. That is the refund?
Mr. PEEL. What happens is that the corporation pays or the indi-

vidual pays the tax to the United States and then there is a refund
from the Virginf Islands Government.

Senator DOUGLAS. On income earned, I have had some friends who
are opposed as you are to the provisions in the present bill who have
very frankly said thoir companies had subsidihiies in Zug. That is,
they have a subsidiary whii has a subsidiary in Zug, let's put it that
way, and let me say that they milked their subsidiary in major Euro-
pean ctth tries by acctmtiffg fees, managerial fees and so f6rth, so
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that they were able to make very large profits for these companies
which escape taxation in Zug.

Now, this is in a second degree, so to speak, a subsidiary in the
second degree, a subsidiary of a subsidiary.

Mr. PEFL. That is the point we are t ring to meet head on with this
statement; that is why one of our subealfings is "Is It Wrong To
Save Foreign Taxes? "-one of the subheadings in the U.S. Council
statement.

Senator DOUGLAS. Then my statement is correct, is it that in this
way the subsidiaries of the subsidiaries arc able to make income from
the subsidiaries by charges for purely nominal services which then
escape both American taxation and foreign taxation; isn't that true?

Mr. PEEL. I don't know if you could say that it is true if they were
purely nominal services. But the point is that insofar as the services
can be carried out by a corporation incorporated in your example in
Zug for operating companies in other countries in Europe and charges
can b0 made for those services and those charges are deductible in com-
puting the income in those other countries, then that income is not
taxed by the European countries.

Senator DOUGLAS. That is correct, and not taxed by us.
Mr. PEEL. And not taxed by us, and that-
Senator DOUGLAS. Or by anybody.
Mr. PF L. Until it is brought back to the United States.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you think that is fair?
Mr. PFEL. I think that it is of no concern to the U.S. Government

now. I will not propose to say that I think that in every instance the
Germans, the French, the British, or whatever other developed foreign
country is concerned in this is collecting all the taxes that they might.
It may be that they will decide that they should cut down on deduc-
tions of companies outside.

Senator DOUGLAS. Why shouldn't we then?
Mr. PEEL. But I do not see that that is a concern of our Govern-

inent except insofar as U.S. source income is concerned, and there
I would want to emphasize that the U.S. Council is not opposed to
any measures that might be necessary to make sure that income that
actually arises in the United States, from U.S. sources, pays its proper
U.S. tax.

That is the sort of thing that is attempted to be accomplished in
the amendment to section 482 in this -bill. It is also what the provi-
sions relating to reinsurance of U.S. insurance risks in section 13 deals
with, and in our proposed substitute for section 13 we have retained
that part in our proposal.

Senator DOUGLAS. Isn't your position equivalent to this, that you
are saying the reinvested corporate surplus of American subsidiaries
abroad should not be taxed?

'Mr. PEEL. I am not making any statement as to whether it shouldn't
be taxed by any other countries, I am saying it should not be taxed by
the United States, if it does not arise from American sources, until
it is brought back here.

Senator DOUGLAS. Although the reinvested corporate earnings of
an American company doing business in the United States are taxed?

Mr. PEPrL. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. So, you believe that favor should be given to sub-

sidiaries of American corporations abroad which are not given to
parent companies at hoilie?
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.\Ifs. I ',;it, ,II, thlllt i. h I stt ,d isy . 1i, ll IeNty Siviui that
I Ion I IIiik th111 hiny Ij(Nly im'oI iti this (ooldoVQ, 11115 Will 'otii
111) %it I till i'lk I hlit wvoill ivecotlliplish It p u la X tiiull I'llit v s hl( 'wtt i
dm Hllv.'lIiv ilid~ foreign'l inc(ome.O

(C'et-, il ll i, 'l't'eisit r" is not proposing tlmt , a1nd this hill does not

Setlla' I)l-fi..\. Hltt yol call atppro t ulitrail ty. Even t lioligl
lisolhtto plItit V is tnattitnable, (-tll you not tapproaeli it more loosely ?A. rl:.. 'I'hlis ill is 11101ing a1wiy from it ill the investimenit (,rot'lit

lpr\'isioll lIv, ,lls, tllllt. provisioll is avanlnaleo Only for dolli, tiv invest.

villifol0' 1 ) n ;r..\s. As it matter of fatie, T ten(l to agi'ee with vl on0
11 is Imit. I t lik tihi' 'rerisl 1.4 IS iti'oi.sist ,nt. T hnppen to believe

in general inl thw principn of iutrality and I Ihink s i far a. tie in.
VOestilit ('r(lit is ('owet'('id this obviously tries to (lireet income into
iiv'stt it n ti|r th an tn into consumption, which mony he desirable, hlut
llien' ii re i lot of in('onsistlencies in all our lives, you know. I know

I iI1v(', itlcol'Oi. st(,i and we l1i1V evoll find inconsistencies in the
I '.. ('liminr of Commerce on occiision.

,4o don't e too critical of the poor Treasury fit this point, don't
hld Ilpin Ill) to tll ,x(,essive standard. But dio you renily thinlc the
sil bsidiaries of A\etica (orpot'nttionls abroad shouldd be iven a tax
l)riviilegi whi(h is not accorded to parent companies at home ?

Mr. hf .Yes, Senator, I do, beenuse I think you lhnAe a prol)en of
rteone,0!iln two completely different systems, two ditrevent competi.
tivo SvStin ts, in(] y0ou1 al.so lae a problem of reconciling our soy.
eroiguity to tax with that of the other countries, nud the hIbsic. principle
W\hi(.l, is gi010i'all twet'pl ed by count ries is (lint income should be tiaxed
ill tl, place whter it is earned °

Now, it Se,mls to tue that it logically follows from that, that if the
'It wvlivre it is earned doesn't chose to tax then they should be
fre(, to' let it go untaxed. That is the feeling on the part of the less.
developed countries, and it is the reason that they hnve insisted in
rt ent yatrs on the so-called tax-sparing provisions as a condition to
entering into nny tax treaties with us, I)ecnuse that is very important
to them.

Senator Dovmr,.%s. May I shift to another facet of this question:.
lave we (stal)lishod in general by treaty the provision that if an

American (orporation pays taxes abroad that these taxes are deducted
from tlhe taxes which they would otherwise pay nt home?

Mr. P,.,:,. Yes.
Senator Dounots. And reciprocal privileges are granted?
Mr. Pm."t,. Yes.
Senator DoOr.\s. Are you acquainted with what happened to the

Xnlrialn oil companies in the Middle East?
Ur. PrT:r. In a general way, yes. . . .
Senator Dovuo,,s, In general, the provision is a, 0-50 provision,

is it lint? That is, half of the profits go to the local government?
This started in Venempt,e and then was extended, I believe, to, I for-
got, which country was first. T think perhaps Satudi Arabia, then ex-
tended to Iraq or exteuded, I guess, next to Iran and flinlly to Iraq.

We were excluded from ICuwait and in the neutral zones and so
fort i, but isn't this. a general provision that half of the profits go to the
local government?

low ) :(
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Mr. Pu:E,. I can't say that I am any expert on that because I don't
work on it.

Senator )ouo1LAs. I think you will find that is true.
Mr. . But I had the impression that that 50-50 line had been

brweched in t ho last, 2 or 3 years.
Senator J)ovai,.%s. It may have been slightly increased.
Now, (to you know whether or not the payments to the local govern-

i1e11ts are credited against toxes whieh tlhse companes-American
taxes which tleso compunies-would otherwise to pay to our Govern-

Mfr. Pi',. Sone of tleii are and some of them are not.
Sen ator J)ovoas. Whliel are t l which are not I
Mr. I'.., It depends on whetlr it is a royalty or a tax and it is

soiet ims very difliult to dist inguish.
Senator l)ool,.%s. If it is a royalty is it deducted I
Mr. PIr,. If it is a royalty, it is simply excluded in computing

income which has the same effect as deducting it.
Senator 1)ouorAs. Anid, therefore, the remaining income is taxed?
Mr. it., I beg your pardon ?
Senator )ouoiU.s. Therefore, tle remaining income is taxed?
Mr. Pf:EE. Yes, sir.
Senator DovolAs. But if it is a tax?
Mr. P.:r. It is offset against the tax, dollar for dollar.
Senator Dova\ms. And, therefore, on a 0-50 basis, this would leave

almost no tax to be paid to the United States.
Mr. PEEL. If it were all tax and no royalty, that would be correct.
Senator Douo\As. Well, unfortunately In inearings which we held

on this matter the Fianco Committee was sworn to secrecy, so I an
not at liberty to Identify the company, but the facts remain thlt in
some of these very large companies they pay absolutely no tax to the
United States, so they make hundreds of millions of dollars profit,
and the payments to the country in which they had their wells are
treated not as a royalty bit as tax, and therefore, exempted the com-
pany from American taxation.

You know that, don't you ?
Mr. PEE!. I don't have any clients that are concerned with this so I

don'tt know it as a fact.
Senator )OUoLAS. Yes.
But you represent the U.S. Council of the International Chamlber

of Commerce; you are appearing for them this morning, are you not I
Mr. Pm ":,. Yes. But I don -t know the details of the business

affairs of all of the members.
It, was my understanding, and I am simply repeating hearsay, t, hat

in Saudi Arabia the royalty was never reduced and iiat there is a
royalty laid, but as I say I can't state that of my own personal knowl.
edge an that later on the Saudi Arabian Government imposed a tax
in addition to the royalty and that tax is credited as an income tax but
the royalty is not.

Senator DotoLAs. The Saudi Arabian tax was used as a substitute
for the royalty and had the effect of reducing the tax which a company
paid to the U.S. Government.

Mr. P~rL. Youmean literally as a substitute for the royalty so that
the royalty went out o? existence? It is my understanding that that
is not so.
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Senator Dobours. Don't you think that, there is a field that we
should (left] with 

Af r. 1mF:L. I am sorry; I didn't hear you.
Solltor I)ouo,,s. l)on't you think that is it field which the Ameri.

.all tax law should deal with I?
Mir. llr 1. Well, I t llic it deals wilth it ti! right. 'Ihere is. dist il1.

t ion bet weel it tax and it royalty. I don't know whether there are any
further standards or mechttnieal rules of thumb that should be Avnitteln
into the law.

Semntor DTum..%. By merely (tlling a royalty a tax, these Coentries
11r ablo to free Americani eol-')o'lations trom paying taxes to the
Anwiecan Government.

Now, they receive diplomatic )rotection froi tile Tnitd States, dto
they not?

Mr. Im::,. I would presumno so.
Senator Dtroir.s Cortainly.
And if trouble should break out In the Near East, would there not

be a ('lnlin that American or British troops should protect their lo).
erty ?

Ur1. PpFI,. Well, I think thnt would be it possibility, and I think

senator ])outr.,,s. Yet they nrake no contribution to the support
of the American Government.

Mr. Pmi.u,. T would think that there would nlso be a possibility that
ITuited States Ill making up its mind as to whether to send troops to
defend thoso properties would probably decide to, not on the basis'of
whether it was desirable to protect die property of the particular
Americans who had investments there, but it would decide it on the
hnsis of whether it, was in the national Interest to do it.

Senator DOuorAS, Don't they owe an obligation to contribute to the
support of the Government. Miose nirl)lnnes, whoso troops, and whoso
marines lying right behind them help to give them security?

Mr. PEl:;,. Well, of course, you can have situations where the foreign
country, getting away from the oil business for n moment so there is
1o question of *roynlty, simply imposes an come tnx equal to our
income tax, That is true of several countries.

The British income tax is just it shIde higher thli oti'icome.
tax, so aside froll Just inlillor dilereiles ill d1llitiol of iicoll, 11nd
so oil, AmIlericlls oloing llieSs il Grelalt Britilll ili Corlplo telfri
will credit the Bh'itish involne tax so that it completely offlsets tile
Amei'ean iln('0iii tiax 01l their incoine,

There isti 't 1iny questions there of 11n1y deffilition l'ol)lel its to
whelhei, it is it r(livltl' or it x It is i ta x nil right, nd it. is a tax
iilt)osed oil the Britlshi.

Senator Dou(;irAi . Yol thiik it is a tax?
Mr. 14 hi. 1t sllie they fire IaVil I nienml tax at least equal

to oi's, th, feeling has been, and t think this has been so since Ou1r
tillete tal lax wits Iti'odteed, that that was liflfiellt, mile that illoe
was iarisin g from foreign Sollrces.

Senator DOtTiLAR. Well, apparently we are mot speaking aiboit. the
si11110 thing. I wns speaiking about the American oil properties ill
tlie Middle East. -

Mr. W Well, I switched to another exaimple to get, away from a
diflcnlt, deflnitionil l)roblem 1).fween a royaltv andu n tax and I am
saying tit. even wheilnl yon don't, have thla diftiult prolihell you ellt ill hiave' 51t1111tioi1, iliei'e theo entire TT.S. tax Is offs e.-
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Senator Douui,.s. As I understand it, the (oeernment retains the
right to the sulbsurfaee deposits, isn't, that correct ?

UMI. P*f: l,. That is true In some foreign countries.
Senator Doutwt.,s. Isn't it true throughout the Middle East ?
Mr. P r,. I do not know.
Senator Doroi,.s. Well, I think you will find that is the case.
Now, they do not have private property in the subsurface deposits.
Now, in this country where we (10 have private property and whore

royalties are paid, are the royalties paid to those who have the claims
on the subsurface deposits treated as expenses or treated as taxes?

Mr. PF:t,. They are treated really neither way. They are treated
as exclusions which gives you the same effect as a deduction.

Senator Doun,,s. Exactly so. So net income after royalties is
what is subject to taxation here at home.

Mr. PEr,. Yes.
Senator Doujms. But net income abroad, at, least in the Middle

East, does not. have royalties and since it is called a tax this is used
as a corresponding offset against the American tax. So that an oil
company abroad receives a favor which an oil company at home does
not receive. Isn't that right,?

An oil company in the Middle East, where the right, to the sub-
surface deposits rests with the Government receives a tax favor which
oil coin panes here at home do not receive?

Mr. P, t,. If it is not paying a. noneredited royalty equivalent, to
what would be paid here.

Senator DoVo,. Well, royalties atre paid here to private holders
except in those cases, of course where the coal company, the oil com-
pany or operator owns the land himself.

Mr. PEEL. I would say it would depend probably on whether they
were paying a royalty in the Middle Eastern country which is roughly
the equivalent to the one-eighth normally paid here, in addition to the
tax they pay in the Middle East.

Senator Dorur,,s. Well now, Mr. Peel, I am not an expert in this
field and you atre an expert.

Don't you know that in the Middle East what they pay to the gov-
ernments is treated not as royalties but as taxes? Don't you know
that?
Mr, P EE,. I do not know of my own knowledge, but it is my under-

standing that they pay both a royalty and a tax.
Senator Dot, ,Is. fRow much royalty and how much tax?
Mr. P, r,. I do not know. I do not. know the figures.
Senator DoVo,,s. You do not legally know this ?
Mr. P F. .No, I don't know this. I just simply do not know this,

in any common-or-garden sense or in any legal sense.
Senntor DoMt'r,,s. Would you at a subsequent time write the com-

mittee about what your understanding is?
Mr. PFr,. Yes, I would be happy to.
Senator DOttOLAS. Thank you very much.

882100 ,-O2--pt. 0----20
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(i't' following was hater received for tile record :)
At.1voi) & A.isOmU,

sl'(Ih In ton, D.C., .fal S, 1962.

V.,. Senate, Washlngtol, DO.
MY Dl.rI SEARFNAT )ouo..As: Duzring the course of my testimony before the

eibiante Commilttee oil Flinance otn April 2.'1, I undertook, at your request, to
ascertain whetlr Amerlan oil companies extracting oil it tie Middle 11ast,
particularly i nlaudl Arabia, pay 1oth oil royalties and income taxes or pay only
inmtne taxes to the local governments.

In tie east, of Saudi Arabia a royalty is pald to the 8511td( Arabian GIovern.
nmont on oil Iroduction tit tie rate of 4 slillilngs gold or its equivalent per ton
for onshore production. 'This amounts to bout 21 cents per barrel. Otl offshore
production the royalty amounts to about 20 cents per barrel.
In addition to the royalty, a tax oil Income froi oil production Is imposed at a

gross rate of nO percent. ,Iii arriving tit net income to be taxed the royalties and
other payments to the Saudi Arabian Clovernnitit are not deducted, but instead
these Items are deducted from the gross 50-lrcent Saudi Arabian tax to arrive
at the net tax payable. Only the net income tax payable is allowed its credit
agalst TIM,, Income tax, The royalty is not credited against U.S. Income tax,

The royalty pld on 111audi Arabhin oil production was not reduced when the
Saudi Arabian Income tax was Imposed, In fact, the royalty has never been
reduced,

It is understood that tie oil royalties paid In other Middle Wast countries are
comparable to those paid in Saudi Arabia,

Sincerely yours,
Fmn W. PEEL.

The CwArmM,. Senator Carlson.
Senator C,1r.soN. No questions.
The CATIRMAN. Senttor Gore?
Senator Goir,. Mr. Alvord, in response to questions by Senator

Douglas you made your position so unmistakably clear that you do
not think that earnIngs abroad of subsidiaries of IT.S. corporations
should be a. concern of the U.S. Government that I doubt if any fur.
tler elucidation of your point of view is necesary by way of questions
from me. You have been quite specific in your statements.

How long have you been an official or an employee of the U.S, Coun-
cil of the International Chamber of Commerce?

Mr. Pi.*I,. First., let me correct one misapprehension, I am not Mr.
Alvord. T am appearing on his behalf today because he was unable
to appear. My naime is Peel.

Senator GonE. T am sorry. I came in after you had commenced your
statement. and T mistook you for Mr. Alvord.

Mr. P T:r,. Ia a. member of the same law firm as Mr. Alvord, a
Washington law firm. I am a member of the Committee on Taxation,
and I am rapporteur of the Committee on Tnxattion, rft. Alvord is the
clhirman. 'Neither of us is employed by the. T.S. Council. To the
beet, of my recollection, I have served on the Taxation Committee for
about 5 years.

Senator Gonev. Are you retained?
Mr. PE rh. No. We are not paid for this.
Senator GonE,. JUnder what capacity do you testify today for the

council?
Mr. P m t,. In my capacity as a niember of tile Committee on Taxa.

tion.
Senator Gonn. Did you have any part in organizinlg the ad ho

group of 19 companies for which Mr. H. J. Heinz II spoke in testify-
ing before the House Ways and Means Committee last year?
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Mr. PEE!1. No, sir, I did not.
Senator GOorE. Are you acquainted with that group?
Mr. Pt:a-3. I know there was such a group.' Mr. Heinz and Mr.

Nebolsino were active in it.
Senator Gon, Mr. Chairman-
Mr. P I don't know the names of all the (ompanes.
Senator Gou.j. Mr. ('hai1ran, for 1hnost a year now, I have been

trying to learn the origin of this group for which Mr. Heinz presented
test imony. It is only today that I have learned, before coming to
the committee meeting, that the real genesis of this organization was
in the International lamebor of Commerce. I woolly( like with the
peviission of the eonmmittee, to read a letter I have addressed tof. H-1einlz and h is reply.

'ihe CtIUR-MAN. WOTo .
Senator Oorn. This letter is dated April 17, 1962.
DlAH1 M1. ffiasiz: You will recall that last year vou presented testimony to

the louse Ways and Means Committee, on behalf of some 10 eoml~anles, on the
tax reform Iroposals of President Kennedy. Your testimony at that time seemed
to have a marked effect on the committee and was widely relmited in the press,
Since that time, as you undoubtedly know, the losoe has passed the tax reform
bill, 11.R. 10050, and this measure i now the subject of hearings before the
Finance Committee of the Senate.

Since your testimony, presented on behalf of these 10 companies, was one of
the most important parts of the testimony before the Ways and Means Commit.
tee on those proposals relating to the taxation of operations abroad, I had as-
simed that you would appear before the Finance Committee to go over the same
or similar testimony and bring the statistics you presented up to date to include
tie year 1901. I was keenly disappointed to learn that you will not appear
before the Finance Committee.

I digress from the letter, Mr. ('hairmnan, to say that I have publicly,
in proceedings of this committee and on the floor of the Senate, ex-
pressed i desire that Mr. Heinz appear before our committee to
respond to questions about his testimony before the Ways and Means
Committee, There are many interesting questions raised by his
testimony.
In view of the fact that you will not appear before the Finance Committee,

I wonder if you would be good enough to supply certain information to me for
my study In connection with this bill.

First, I would like to know who organized your group. You testified In the
name of the Industry Committee on Foreign Investments. Is this a permanent
organization? When was it organized, and who are its officers? Who employed
Mr. Sawyer? How many other companies' books were examined in the process
of selecting these 10 for which statistics were presented? Where was Mr.
Sawyer employed In 1900, and where and by whom Is lie employed now?
,econd, I note In your testimony before the Wqys and NMeans Committee, that

you were questioned about the large Increase in the outflow of funds for invest-
meat abroad In 1000 over 1909. You were to furnish an explanntion, but had
not done so by the time the hearing went to press. I would like this Information,
and, further, I would like to have figures for 1001 for these companies comparable
to those you presented for last years.
Third, a number of the companies in your group have licensing agreements

as well as subsidiaries abroad. Could you furnish some comparison of the
exports generated by subsidiaries and by licensees. Specifically, I note that
Goodyear has what are called nmnufneturing arrangements In several foreign
countries. Are these licensing agreements, and what exports do they generate,
If tny? Also E, astmnn Kodak reported sales to foreign Aubhidiarles in 19060 of
$04 million, and sales to deniers of $49 million. What are the arrangements
with these dealers, and how do they operate?
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Fonrth In your own company It appears that selling, general and diniltra.
th'i (ostsk are being shifted rather heavily to the parent ocorlmwration. For Ill.
stanie, on a gross profit of $72 million by the U.S. toriorntton, selling, general
and administrative expense anounted to $11 million, leaving an operating profit
of $11 million, On the other hand, oni a gross profit earned by foreign sub.
sidlhrles of $60) million, your company slhowedl selling, general lintilhdinistra.
tive expenses of only $40 million, leaving an oprilting profit of $20 million,
These figures are front forin 10-K for your fiscal year ending Miay ,, 19(11.
I note that you have a Swiss subsidiary, but your foreign tax was $8,9 million,
certainly a substantial figure. It would be helpful to me and to the Fliance
Committee to have an explanation of the above figures.

Fifth, Otis Elevator change([ Its fscll year in 1960 anld, its a result, pold
three dividends In that year amounting to $3 million front total reported foreign
earnings of $4.7 million. I would like to know what the comparable flgures
were for 1061.

Sixth, I am unal)le to find any Information on the Cabot Corp. except that It
owns 41 percent of Texas Tiutuidlene, another of the companies In your list of 19.
Is the Cabot Corp. an Industrial company? I ant unable to find It listed InI
"Moody's Industrial Mannal for 1961."

Seventh, the Texas Butadlene French sales and Investment operation ralise
a number of questions. Is the 25 percent of sales being pernnnently Invested
In France completely free of .S. tax? Is this being written off as a sales conm.
mission through Its Canadian and other foreign subsidiaries? Also, d( the ex.
port figures you gave Include the full priho of these French exports? What
part of the price was actually remitted currently?

Eighth, Merck's report for 190 shows $0.S million remitted front earnings of
$10.5 million. This was a consileral)le step-up from remittances for other re.
cent years. Is the stel-up In renittances continuing through II11 and Into 112?
There appears to be a rather large number of subsidiaries owned by a Panaima
subsidlary. Is this a new develol)ment, a reorganization?

Ninth, General ,lectrils Jelho subsidiary does a large foreign engine leasing
business through a great many foreign subsidiaries. How were these earnings
handled in your statistics? Is there any foreign Insurance or reinsurance opera.
tion in connection with Jelco's or GM Credit ('orp.'s operations, foreign or
domestic?

Tenth, Pfizer's figures seem not quite to add up. That company's consolidated
10-K for 1060 shows earnings of $88.1 million by the U.S. company and Its
more thnn 00 active branches, subsidiaries, and affiliates operating in more thia
40 countries, on which U.S, tax of.only $0.1 million and foreign taxes of $5.8
million were paid. This seems to be a rather large earnings-to-tax ratio. Re-
search and development expense was shown its $13 million, Was all this
charged to the U.S, )arent corporation? Royalties In the amount of $4 million
were received. How much of this was received and retained abroad lit a tax
haven? There Is a particularly Initrigulng statement in this company's 10-K
to the effect. that, "No provision for Federal income dividend tax In respect to
the subsidiary companies' earnings retained at December 81, 1940, Is Included In
the consolidated statements, inasmuch as It Is considered that such earnings are
essential to the continued operation of the subsidiaries' business," It would
appear that foreign subsidiary earnings were about $24 million, of which only $4
million was repatriated. Does the above-quoted statement mean that the
other $20 million Is being Invested In bricks, mortar, and machinery abroad,
and will never become subject to U.S. tax?

Eleventh, how were operations Involving mining, oil, gas, hydroelectric gen.
eration, and so on, handled In your statistics for these supposedly Industrial
companies? I note specifically that Union Carbide hias a power-generating fa.
cllity In Norway, as well as extensive mining and, perhaps, oil and gas opera.
tions; Armco has mining operations and also handles many allied products
through its foreign subsidlaries; Monsanto has a large subsidiary, the Lion Oil
Co.

Twelfth, four of the companies you stated you represented were either sub-
sidiaries or divisions of larger U.S. corporations, How much of your data
came from the parent corporations of these subsldtareh?

As I believe you can see from just the few brief facts and questions outlined
above, your testimony before the Ways and Means Committee needs clarif-
cation and amplification In many respects. I would hope that you will be
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able to alS K'ar before the Finanee Committee before the end of the current
hearings, now tentatively melieduled to termiinaite on MIy 3, l1Xi2.

I shall look forward to hearing front you ti anl early (late, and would like
your pernsilon to make your reply a part of 1he record of the hearings before
the ]i iee Coittellliltte.

Seiiator (oti:. Now, Mr. (hairnuam, I would like to read Mr. Heinz'
reply, which I have just received. I will leave it to the committee to
determine as to what extent he replied to my questions.

Dated April 24, it says:
J :;AR SENATOR (ioNE: I have your letter of April 17 and am pleaded to reply

to the questions which are within my capacity.
I (igress to say he (lid't limit his capacity in alp) earing before the

Ways and Means committee . He undertook to speak quite authorita-
tively, in the statement he read, for these 19 companies that were
doing such a great service toward the solution of the balance-of-
payments problem of the IT.S. Government, but now when I present
these specific questions he confines his reply to less than a page and
a half, with 2 short memorandums attached, and proposes to answer
"within my capacity."

In your paragraph first, you have asked about the organization of the 10-
company committee. I enclose herewith a brief history of this group entitled"Memorandum re i) Companies," which I think Is responsive to your ques-
tilns. The al hoe group of 19 companies which submitted Its data In a Joint
presentation through me to the House Ways and Means Committee has per-
formed Its function of testifying and has no reason for continued existence as
a committee, I have not been delegated to speak for the 10 companies on any
matters outside of the statements I have presented to the Congress.

In your paragraph fourth, you raised some questions concerning the Heinz
Co. You will find our answer In the nienorandun entitled "H. J. Heins Co.
Reply to Henator Gore's Inquiry" attached.

In paragralphs 2d to 12th, excepting paragraph 4th, you Inquire as to matters
of which I have no personal knowledge.

I have asked Mr. Sawyer, the public accountant who helped present the data
received from the 10 companies, for information in respect to your second
question. He Informs me that the lnrcense In outflow for foreign Investment
froni $80.nl million In 1059 to $01.8 million In 1960 was spread between 9 of the
10 companies. He also Informs me that lie has no data for 1961 pertaining tocapital outflow.

In respect to your paragraph third, Mr. Sawyer advises me that the figures
he has contain no breakdown for exports generated by licensing agreements.

In regard to paragraph 12th, Mr. Sawyer advises me that 6 of the 19 com-
panies were international or overseas subsidiaries or divisions. In each case tile
data used In the 1D.company study camie from the subsidiary or division.

With respect to sonie of the general remarks that you have made In reference
to the 10.company study, iay I refer you to the statement I have filed today
with the Committee on Finance, a copy oi which I attach hereto.

I am entirely agreeable to your publishing this letter and the two annexed
memorandums in the record of the Senate Finance Committee hearings on
H.R, 10650.

Sincerely,
H. J. HtNis It.

Senator Gort. I would request, Mr. Chairman, that the memoran-
dums he attaches to his letter be made a part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, the memorandums attached to
the letter which you read will be inserted in the record. Let me add
Senator Gore, that the Chair has just received from Mr. H. J. Heinz IR
n letter, with attached exhibits, which I think should appropriately
be placed in the record following the discussion with Mr. Yeel.
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(Tie imllori'ndt(lS referred to lby Senautor (;or.e follow:)
Aikigi. 17, 1)62.

H. .1. lINz .('ii. 1IiE.Y TO s8NA.'I'I)t ()flhlr's l4 .TT:Is INQI'IRY

'rlh it. J. i mi' . figures wh-h you hive taken fromt or fiscal year 1f)(1l.
10K statemtelnt atre entirely corre(t. 'Thee,'e fIguros ildictte (qlito early that
se , ing, gtl(ra, anlll adi(lilstra'tivo exijel t-s foil olr folrelg coitlijties ir
relatively touch l.,wtr when (,Oeemijartd to grss profit tihtani are sWilllr exlpeil.v
to giawss profit results of tht U.S. cotnilmly. A couiparubl, but more Inlthsiv

inalysis of theso figures indIhcates the tfllowhlg :

17.1. com. Foreign
a11e I comRpanites i

Percent Percent
als............................................................................100 100

C0I Of s1les ..................................................................... 10 67

(Iro$s profit ............................................................... 40 33
Selling, general and administrative expense. ........................... . 34 22

Operating profit.. ........ ............................................... 11 II

I Theosq percentages havq been rounded to tho nearest full numbers and the dollar figures on which they
are based are determined by converting foreign currencies at exlane rates at iscal year end and are In.
fluenced by minor technical accounting consolidation elilnations. itowover, the percentages are essen.
tally correct for the purpose under discussion.

These percentages Indicate (luite clearly that our foreign business Is almost
twlce as profitable (at the olKtratilg profit level) as Is our U.S. busllet".4. For.
Olgil COli)a11les' cost of sales tire higher than colmpatitrable 1',H. coliahny costs
(by 7 percentage points), but selling, general, and adlnllstrntlve exiis&es of
foreign ('Ol)niles are sutbstantially below similar U,.. c st Items (by 12 ier-
percentage points),

The assuml)tion In yoiir letter that sellllg, geiieral, and adhiltlstrative costs
havo been shifted from the foreign colnpatilex to the U.S. Itrelnt CompanlhIly Is iii
error. Ech IndlivihlmI company stands on Its own ii regard to selling, general,
and administrative expense (mid as to all other Iteins of expense and income).
Tie books of each coli)any are audited by iendependent certified public account.
ants and their certificates are Included In the fiscal year 101 form 10-K.

Our profital)o foreign operations have add(ed significantly to tMe U.S. bal-
ance of l)ayments and to V.S. Government Income taxes. Perhaps you have
already notled that our Ils(.al year 19061 10-K form shows dividends from sub-
sidiaries of $3,952,000. In addition to this anlount, we received fees front sub.
sidiary companies of $577,00 which figure Is Included its a redutlion of U.S.
selling, general, and a(linistrative expense. These fees are a second avenue
of getting US. dollars from our foreign Investments.

It Is important to note that while the net asset values of subsidiaries at fiscal
year 1001 yearend were $78 million, the total cumulative equity investment plus
outstanding loans In these conmpaiies was $17 million. The dividend and fove re-
(lived by the .S. company during fisal year 1901 of $4.5 million represent a
return of 20.5 percent on the total dollars Invested, namely $17 million.

Since the start of our first foreign cOmlpany, we have returned to the U.M.
parent 2.3 times the cumulative investments iln such comlnes In the form of
dividends and fees alone. In every single year, since 1942, the subsidiaries'
dividends and fees alone have exceeded that year's Ihvestment of 11,S. dollars.
In addition to the receipt of dividends and fcvs from subsidiaries, these com-
panles also Ivo purchased significant anountts of U.S. machinery, equipment,
and agricultural products. The following figures sutnnmarize the balance of
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payments effect of our foreign subsidiary companies for the 10-year period
fical year 11)52 through fiscal year 1061:
Funds flowing.into United States:

i)ividentds from subsidlarles ------------------------ $22, 700, 000
Interest on loans to subsidiaries...------------------------ 300oOOO
Fees front subsidiaries ------------------------------- 3, 800, 000
Services urchmsed by ulitlhliarles from U.S. suppliers other

than parent company ------------------------------------ 1,300, 000
Capital equipment purchased by subsidiaries --------------- 3, 700, 000
Agricultural p~roduets purchased by subsidiaries ---------- 30, 700, 000

Total --------------------------------------- 08,O,000
Funds flowing out of United States:

Investment In foreign subsidiaries In the form of either equity,
or loans------------------------------------------- 10700,000

It is readily apl)nrent how our subsidiary investments have benefited the U.S.
balance of payments, None of the funds flowing into the United States would
have taken place had we not started and successfully operated our foreign sub-
sidiaries and the net favorable balance of payments can be expected to increase
further over the next 10 years.

Our Swiss subsidiary company was established In fiscal year 1001 and Is In
charge of a full-time executive domiciled In Switzerland. This company was
organized for the purpose of investigating, organizing, and administering foreign
business opportunities primarly In the CUntmon Market area. To date this com.
pnny does not have any earnings, but we hope that over the next 10 years it will
bicomeas profitable as have our other subsidiary companies and will be paying
taxable dividends and fees to the parent company as do our other longer estab.
lashed subsidiaries.

The foreign Income taxes of $8.0 million represent a substantial amount as
you have observed., This substantial amount Is the result of the very profitable,
Independent, operations of our foreign companies. The income tax rates of our
profitable subsidiaries are approximately equal to the U.S. corporate tax rate of
52 percent, As already mentioned, these foreign subsidiaries remitted to the U.S.
)arent some $4 million In dividends plus almost $000,000 In fees.

We hope that this Information answers your specific questions concerning the
H. J. Heins Co.

APRIL 28, 1062.
,Mt1[sOnANntYM zR 10 COMPANIES

How did the study orlghm ateo
On December 10, 100, Mr. Ralph Reed, president of the U.S. Council of the

International Chamber of Commerce, asked Mr. Heinz to chair a committee com.
posed, In addition of Mr. , J. Heins 1I, of three other members of the executive
committee of the U.8. 0ouniell: Messrs. Leo Welch (replaced later by Mr. ,,nillo
0. Collado), Walter L. Lingle, and Oporge Nebolsine. The subject to be con-
sidered was the problem presented by the threat of restrictive treatment of
direct foreign Investment of U.S. companies In view of the continuing imbalance
of payments of the United States.

Mr. Heinz conferred at length and on several occhslons with members of the
committee and their colleagues.

1it became evident at a fairly early stage that many of the statistical questions
Involved could not be adequately dealt with within the tax committee or the for-
eign investment committee of the U.S. council, nor were the committees of the
NAM, of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, and of the National Foreign Trade
Council in a position to deal with them. What seemed to be lacking was a chan-
nel for expressing the concrete experience of some U.S, enterprises with substan-
tial direct Investments abroad. It was felt necessary to show in facts and figures
the effects of foreign direct investment upon the balance of payments of the
United States on exports, etc. Such data, it was felt, would be useful to examine
the public interest in the continuance of direct Investment abroad.
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The proj ..t was to be limited to about 20 Comlail(. In discussing It with-
Ofew companies.s laving substantial foreign Investiiieiitm, Mr. Heinz found a re.

tvl)tive attitul(e al a fleeting was called of those interested in pooling their
exixerience it tilIls field. At a meeting called to dIuss the problem, a question.
nalre was (is(ussed to he answered by each participating enterpri.,e. An ad
h( group was loosely organized to carry tile project to a conchlsion. Mr. I1, J.
I1inz acted as cha irman.

'Tho first questionnaire was nonstatiltleal in character . Tie results were
(ound encouraging, but not sus(elptihle of easy presentation fi sumnmary form.

Prof. Emlle itenolt of ('olumbia Uilversity, an expert In this field of eco.
nomi., was brought In as consultant to the I)rojet.

A second approach wam tried iit the form of a joint Ialance-of-paynent il.
alice sheet for tile participating companies, This approach likewise proved to I)e
Impractical. The questionnaire was complicated and required Interpretation
which resulted In companies answering It In different and unreconcilable ways.
Furtherniore, the questions were insufficiently broken (town for an analysis of
the exports of the enterprises In question.

Mr. Albert l4, Sawyer, a well-known Independent accountant, practicing under
the style of Albert R. Sawyer Co. at 84 William Street, New York, N.Y., was
engaged by the ad hoe group to assemble tile confidential data from the partial.
paying companies. Mr. Sawyer had no authority to select companies for inclu.
sion In the group.

To get a further breakdown on exports, a third questionnaire, called the Sup.
plemental Questionnaire, was circulated to tile group on May 12, 1001. This
supplied the bulk of the material ultimately used in the preseptation.

The answers given to this questionnaire have been compared with the answers
available from a number of tile 10 companies given to the Department of Com.
mere questionnaire (Form iM 6OW. While the 19 company questionnaire and
the Department of Commerce questionnaire each called for certain data not
called for on tile other, to tile extent tile data was similar, their correlation
was virtually complete. This means that much the same data that has entered
Into the 10 company study entered into the Department of Commerce study.

The first time that statistical material was assembled and made available for
consideration by the participating companies was In a compilation of the figures
for 14 companies tinder date of May 211, 1901. As will be noted, all of them,
except Cincinnati Milling Co., appeared in the ultimate 1)-company statement,
Meanwhile, several additional companies to tile 14 sent in their figures and made
tip tile total of 10.
ComnpanWce wtthdraelnp front project

At the start of the study on foreign Investment, several petroleum companies
attended meetings. It soon appeared that tile "extractive" Industry should not
he mingled withI "manufacturing" and they withdrew from active participation.
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey presented its own testimony before the House
Ways and Means Committee (Record, p. 2076). The United States Steel Corp.,
whose foreign operations turned out to be very largely extractive, also withdrew.
Cincinnati Milling Co. withdrew for private reasons and elected not to partlcl.
pate. IRaymond International withdrew before answering tile statistical quest.
tionnaires and appeared with another group. Koppers withdrew before answer-
Ing tile detailed questionnaire of May 12, 1061. In no case did the committee
reject any manufacturer's participation or request any company to withdraw.

The group was organized to present tile joint data to the Congress. It had
ain executive committee, but no formal constitution or organization. It does
not plan continued activity.

Senator Ooe,. I would like to observe, Mr. Chairman, that this is
ample and sufficient evidence for the conclusion that this was a. case
of special pleading. This group of 19 companies was organized under
the aemis of the International Chamber of Commerce. -The statistics
of variotis companies were studied. Nineteen companies were selected
that appear to fit a pattern. Most of the companies had long had
investments overseas and were receiving dividends In substantial
amounts from these matured investments. According to this memo.
randum, "It was felt necessary to show in facts and figures the effects
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of foreign direct investment upon the balance of payments of the
171ited States on exports," (ti cetera. "Such data, it was felt, would
be useful to examine the public interest in the continuance of direct
inivesttient abroadd"

But the information given to the 1ouse Way's and Means Committee
was not general information. It was ulutyl)ical data, it was special
pleading front a group organized for that purpose. That wias why
I had undertaken to examine Mr. Heinz' statement and only today
learned that his group was organized under the aegis of the organza.
tion which the distinguished gentleman now before us represents.
I will be glad for you to tonnient if you would like.

Mr. PF'rS. Well, Senator Gore, I would like to comment. I am not
sure what you mean by being organized under the aegis of the United
States Council. Certainly the presentation wias not made on behalf
of the United States Council to the Ways and Means Committee. The
United States Council did not collect the information from these
companies. Mr. Heinz is a member of the executive committee of
the United States Council.

Senator Gone. May I read you the statement upon which I base
that conclusion?
On December 10, 1060, Mr. Ralph Reed, president of the United States Council

of the International Chamber of Commerce, asked Mr. Heinz to chair a commit-
tee composed, In addition to Mr. H. J. Hehis II, of three other members of the
executive conunitte of the United States Council-
and so on. The whole memorandum proceeds to outline the develop-
ient of this group, and it was, according to this memorandum, Mr.

Ralph Reed, president of the United States Council of the Interna-
tional Chamber of Commerce who asked Mr, Heinz to chair the
group.

Does that. satisfy your question I
Mr, PEEL. Yes, it does, I was not aware of that fact.
(Following the hearing the Chairman received the following letter

from Mr. Milo G. Coerper of Coudert Bros., written at, the direc-
tion of Mr, H. .J, Heinz Y1, clarifying the organization of the 19
company groups referred to:)

COuDRRT BRoS.,
1Washington, D.O., May 7, 1069.

Hen. HARRY F. I3RYD,
Chairman, Senate iomunittcc on Ih'inacc,
Netet Senate Offlee RalIdhin,
Wrashitntono1, D.C.

DEAR SRNATOR BYRD: This is to Inform you that thq 10.company group headed
by Mr. H, J. Heinz II was not a committee of the U.S. Council of the Inter.
national Chamber of Commerce.

By way of explanation permit me to state that the occasion for the filing of
this statement arose out of the questioning of Mr. Peel by Senator Gore before
your committee on April 25, 1002. 'The impression was left by Senator Gore
that the 10.company group was operating under the aegis of the U.S. Council of
the International Chamber of Commerce. Both the U.S. council and Mr, Hein
have been informed of the questioning of Mr. Peel by Senator Gore and they do
not wish to have this impression left uncorrected on the record.

Ordinarily, this statement would have been signed by Mr, Heinz. Unfortu.
nately, he is presently out of the country. Under the circumstances, and In order
to meet the filing deadline, I have been directed by cable to file this statement on
his behalf.

With assurances of high regard, I an
Your sincerely, M1LO .CoERPE.

2541
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Mentor l)OVOL.AS. 11ill the Setator yield f Are you through,?
Senator Gorui. Ye.
Senator DouoL.(As. May I ask my colleague if he believes that these

19 were relatively untypical of American companies, either (loilig
usitiess abroad o subsidiaries?Senator (}ow. Both relatively and ent irely untypical.
Senator DotLAN,. Does the'Senator from "ronne,*ee believe that

qutile possibly these 19 slowed a much higher peretage of earnings
returned to the United States and hence subject to taxation than
would be t rte of corporations and subsidiaries at home?

Senator (otu.. I do, indeed. And it. was for that particular reason
(hat I hoped Mr. Heinz would appear before the committee, but he
doesn't feel it necessary to appear here. He submits a memorandum
and then, in response to my questions, says he is no longer empowered
to speak for the 19.

Senator I)ouo,As. Does the Seiator believe that these 19 )ossibly
generated a much larger proportionate volume of exports tian the
typical cross section of American corporations and subsidiariesabroad'?

Senator Gon. Yes; I believe that is true. Furthermore, some of
the export generation credited to direct investment was actually more
directly connected with other foreign corporations.

Senator Dotimo,,s. And that, therefore-
Senator (loym. In which, I should add, the U.S. corporations had

only portfolio investments.
Senator Doxot,,s. Therefore, that these 19 would exaggerate the

claims which the United States had upon the rest of the world in the
form of exports of commodities which had to be paid by foreign ex.
change from abroad and by returned dividend payments whic h con-
stitute American clainms against foreign countries; is that correct?

Senator Gor. I think that is true. If one assumes these 19 com-
panies are typical, then the best way to solve our balance-of-payments
problem, the best way to solve our unemployment problem, is to move
all of our factories and our industry and our business abroad.

Senator DotatAS. Tile Senator from Tennessee is bringing out the
point that int all probability they would be untypical.

Senator Gory. Leave out tile probability. They are entirely un-
typical. Would you like to make any comment? I am not asking you
to. I know you were not prepared to testify on this and I do not wish
to put you in an unfair position, I am not asking you to respond
at all.

Mr. Pt,,Ft,. I am simply not prepared to say at all whether those 19
companies were representative or were not representative. I don't
even recall at tie moment what the 19 companies were although I have
seen the list,

Senator Gonn. I certainly do not wish to be unfair to you and I
shall not ask you to comment.

That is all, Mr, Chairman.
The CIA ,MAN. Senator Carlsonf
Senator CARLsOX. I shall not get into this discussion on the Heinz

testimony before the House Ways and Means Committee because it
has not ieen called to my attention before. It is the first time I heard
of it.

2542
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I was listening to the diseutssion between the distinguished Senator
from Illinois aid the Senator from Tennessee and I am sure they
would not want to leave the impression that they were, opposed to the
right of petition. If we are getting to the place where there might
Ixt some question-

SeMator )oUoLAs. Not at all ; I want to make that clear.
Senator Go,: I a l iot opposedl to t h right of pet ition or the right

of people to testify I am a little allergic to special pleading though,
or to an organized effort to mislead a committee of t e L'.S. congress.

Senator Cmniso,. Well, of course, the Senator from 1ennessee used
the word "mislead." After all, a citizen, 1 think, of the country should
feel free to appear before any committee of the House or Senate and
express his views. They ma) not agree with mine and they may not
agree with those of the Senator from lennessee.

As I listened to this discussion among the Senators-and I know
what. their feeling is; they would be the hast to object to a citizen ap-
pearing before tlis committee or any other committee. If they want
hin to appear--I didn't want the record to show that. there were two
distinguished Senators from this committee that did have concern
about people appearing before this committee, I think that is an
idividuial right of a citizen or representative of the corporation.

Senator Gon. Would you join with me in an invitation to Mr.
I-I, J. Heinz to testify if he desires?

Senator CAItLSON. I would be happy to join in, if he wants to, and
if lie doesn't want to that is his perfect right as a citizen of the United
States.

Senator Gon. I didn't say request, I said invite.
Senator CAnRor. That is fine with me. I would be very happy

so far as I am concerned if he appeared. At the same time, if lie didn t
care to appear that is his privilege. The point 1 wanted to get in
before we concluded the testimony, I heard Secretary Dillon's state-
ment in regard to this foreign tax, and I am concerned with this one
Point, and that is that in his own statement he wanted to discourage
ivestinents abroad in order to encourage investments at. home.

Is there any reason to believe that bY discouraging investments
abroad that we can encourage investments at home in order to in-
crease our gross national production, and our employment; what
about that?

Mr. PFL. I do not believe there is any reason to believe that, at this
time. If I understand the economic situation, and if I understand
the position of the administration on the ceonomtc situation in this
country, it is that we have a situation in which there is an underutiliza-
tion of resources in this country.

In other words, we are not operating at anything like full capacity.
In fact, one of the basic points of the adininstration's economic poli-
eies as I understand it is to increase the degree to whieh we are
utilizing our factors oi production, and thus increase the rate of
growth.

In a situation like that, it isn't a question of having just so much in
the way of plant capacity, or manpower and dividing it up in a t ce-
tam way so that, If you invest abroad, you have to cut down your
domestic investment by the same amount.
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As I understand it, that is not the situation in this country today, and
so there is no reason why foreign investment should restilt in a coin.
mensurate cutback in domestic investment. It would be perfectly
posible to have both.

Senator ('ARLsoN. It is my sincere hope that we can have both and
they both be profitable to out' own (orpOIa1tiolis and to our own

Thai is 1;11, Mr. Ch 11irman.
The Cl 1i.\tr.N. Senator Curtis?
Sellator C IITIS. No questions.
'[lhe CIrurMAN. '[hank you very niuh. We recall your assoeia.

tion when you were on the staff of the joint committee. We are glad
to have you, Mr. Peel.

(The letter and accompanying exhibits received from Mr. H. J.
Heinz II, previously mentioned by the chair, follow:)

H1. J. T1:tI. Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., April 24, 1962.

Hon. TARrY FL.oon BYRr,
Chuirm an, ,8('nate Commi itlec on r.'Ina nee,
'Wash ington, D.C.

IE.AR SENAI1 lYRD: May I have your permission to submit for the record
of the hearings of your committee a statement lit regard to the eeonoieii aspects
of U.S. direct foreign Investment?

h'le Treasury hits Insisted bioth before the 11ouse Ways and Means com.
mittee and before your committee that direct foreign investments, particularly
in Europe, have adverse balanee-of-payients effects. In its presentation before
the 1louse, committee the Treasury emphasized the disparity between the rate
of current Inve-4tment and the current dividend returns from Europe.

The Industry Committee on Foreign Investment was an ad hoc group formed
by 19 prominent nmnufacturing companies to present a joint statement of their
own experience In respect to direct foreign Investment to the Ifouse Ways and
Means Committee to reply to this contention by the Treasury. I represented
this ad hoe group In presenting Its data to the house committee on June 8, 191,
and submitted at the same time a memorandim prepared by Prof. Emile Benolt
of Columbia University, who had acted as consultant to the group. These state-
meats were printed in the record of the hearings (p. 3185).

There followed a further exchange of views. The Treasury submitted a
memorandum to the House Ways and Means Committee which was printed In
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the record of tie hearings (pp. 3522-3534). The ad hoc group authorized me
to file a reply to this memorandum with the House committee which was (one
under date of January 24, 1ti02 (exhibit 1), accompanied by a memorandum by
Professor Benoit (exhibit I). These documents could not be printed in the
record of the House hearings because it had already been closed.

My first request to you Is that I be permitted to file these two memorandums
with your committee since they in large measure answer points still being
pressed by the Treasury at the hearings held by your committee on H.R. 10650
on April 2, 1002.

In addition, since Secretary Dillon introduced some new arguments in regard
to the economic aspects of direct foreign Investment, I would request leave to
submit a further memorandum by Professor Benoit dealing with the very com.
plex argumentation of "Treasury's Exhibit III" (appearing li the record of your
committee's hearings at p. 2031), which, I think you will agree, can only be
handled by an economist skilled In this domain. The statement 1)y Professor
Benoit is, I think, most helpful and I submit it to your committee herewith
(exhibit II).

The ad hoe group of the 10 companies, which appeared as the Industry Corn-
mittee on Foreign Investment, having performed its defined function of present-
Ing a Joint statement of their experience to tile Congress, Is no longer active and
Professor Benolt's statement Is being submitted as consultant to me and the I. J.
hIn Co. in this connection.
The extended controversy with the Treasury on the very complex economic

questions involved in appraising our policy toward direct foreign investment has
led me to seek a more fundamental analysis of this Important question. An
objective analysis of the relevant economic data Is generally recognized to be
desirable. Accordingly, I have written on March 28, 1062, to the National Indus-
trial Conference Board, the well-known independent research organization In the
field of Industrial economics suggesting that it undertake a study of the impact of
direct foreign investment upon exports and imports (exhlibit IV). I also have
suggested that the 19 companies that participated Iti the ad hoe group turn over
to the NICB, for confidential ise, all the data that they submitted to Mr. Albert

. Sawyer, tile accountant who handled the compilation of data for the 11) com-
Imnihs. I have a letter from the NIWB (exhibit V attached), In which it declares
itself favorably disposed toward the proposal and stresses the urgency of the need
of such a study regardless of the outcome of tile current policy Issues.

Sincerely, II, J. HmIzlz II.
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INTRODUCTION

A number of leading American businesses with overseas operations have

been seriouslyooncerned atthedrift of the Administration's thinking with

respect to U. S. direct foreign investment, Such investment has, for many

years, been regarded by the U. S. Government as highly desirable, not onlyas

contributing to a better equilibrium in the balance of payments, but, more

importantly, as contributing U. S. management skills and enterprise to

major free-world political objectives.' Now under the impact of recent

balance of payments pressures and the outflow of gold, the Administration

seems to be taking the position of disapproving such foreign investment--

at least in economically advanced countries.

The evidences of this new attitude and the source of this concern are

two First, a proposal for a radical change in our tax legislation with the

apparent objective of lessening U. S. direct foreign investment at least in

economically advanced countries; second, the use by the Administration of

arguments in support of this proposal which presage the possibility of fur-

ther attempts to limit direct foreign investment if the proposed tax changes

fail to deter foreign investment sufficiently.

In the sincere conviction that this reversal of traditional U. S.

policy would be a profound mistake because seriously harmful to our eco-

nomic objectives and to our free-world political aims, the undersigned

uompanies contributed to the making ofan economic study designed to explore

the economic issues involved, and in particular to explore the balance of

payments effects of U. S. direct foreign investments. The results of this

study showed that the notion that direct foreign investments burdened the

U. S. alanoe of payments and contributed to the loss of gold might be mis-

take. Strong evidence was adduced from the 19 company figures that the

net efect of U. S. direct foreign investment might have aided the U. S.

balance of payments and thereby helped to check the outflow of gold. The

*See statement by Undersecretary Douglas Dillon, Apgust 27, 1960. 'Private
capital, carrying with it management techniques and abilities not only contributes
directly to eoonomicgrowthI it also provides the picture ol our tree-enterprise
ay sem inaction. . . . In short, it the tree world is to stay free, if the spark
ot international economic progress is to be fanned into slowing health, there
must be greater activity by private investors.'

82100 O-62--pt. 6- 21
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group of companies made no assumption that their figures were a fully

accurate sample of all industry. They said:
"The data presented suggests that an analytical approach is pos-

sible and that such an approach may produce quite a different pic-
ture from that submitted by the administration. This suggests
that extensive study is needed to furnish a basis for sound con-
olusions.'

This evidence has been dismissed as 'not representative' in a Treasury

rebuttal.' * Since the companies which prepared this study are underatand-

ably concerned that the Treasury Department seems to have misunderstood
the nature and purpose of their original study, they have felt it desirable

to prepare this reply to the Treasury Memorandum by reviewing both the
specific questions and the broader economic issues raised by the Treasury

Memorandum.
It is necessary, by way of foreword, to emphasize that this presenta-

tion deals only with the economic aspects of the Treasury case,. We disagree

with the Treasury tax proposals regarding foreign income on other grounds

than those pregonted in this statement, but rely upon other industry
spokesmen for the presentation of these objections. However, we should

not be understood as defending the evasion of U. S. taxes through the use of

foreign subsidiaries or by any other means. What we do question is a basic
change in our tax laws which will penalize and discourage foreign invest-
ment in economically advanced areas based on what we believe to be inade-

quate and incomplete supporting data.

1. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE ECONOMIC VIEWS OF

THE TREASURY AND INDUSTRY
The Treasury's basic proposal, here under discussion, is the taxation

of earninFs of U. S.-owned or partly-owned foreign companies in economic-
ally advanced countries irrespective of their being declared an dividends

and transferred.
The main economic motive advanced fo' this proposal is to reduce the

incentive to make such foreign investments on the grounds that direct f or-

$See Hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives,
President's 1961 Tax Recommendations, p. 3197 (hereinafter referred to as 'Hear-
ins6). The House Ways and Means Comittee will be referred to as the Comittee'.

*fHearings, pp. 3522-3534, hereinafter referred to as *Treasury Memorandum',
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eign investments in economically advanced countries have a negative effect

on the U. S. balance of payments and thus diminish our gold reserves.

In support of this allegation, the Treasury based its chief case on the

observation that, from 1957 to 1960 inclusive, U. S. outflow of capital into

direct investments in European and Canadian subsidiaries was $655 million

greater than the amounts returned In dividends.

Industry testimony questioned the validity of the data so segregated;

it pointed to substantial U. S. exports and receipts of royalties, manage-

ment fees, etc. generated by direct foreign investments. The U. S. balance

of payments situation would, industry in effect contended, actually have

boon worse in the absence of this foreign investment.

The Treasury sought to justify its economic argument by making a fur-

thor point that exports generated by investments are offset by the dis-

placement of American exports of goods that would otherwise have occurred

and by imports of goods produced by subsidiaries abroad, thus leading to

the argument that direct foreign investment in economically advanced coun-

tries exports U. S. Jobs.

We believe the facts that are available controvert this largely hypo-

thetical argument.

The two positions may be briefly summarized as follows:

THE TREASURY POSITION

A. The balance of payments effects

of direct investment viewed

for the economically advanced

countries (Western Europe and

Canada) independently show a

capital outflow to such coun-

tries exceeding returns in div-

idends, thus burdening the

U, S. balance of payments.

B. Industry's contention that di-

rect foreign investment is re-

sponsible for large income from

invisible and direct U. S. ex-

ports is unproved.

INDUSTRY POSITION

The segregation of the figures for

economically advanced and underde-

veloped areas for purposes of bal-

ance of payments statistics is un-

sound. Direct foreign investments

yield direct returns which exceed

the outflow of capital.

Direct foreign investments have

generated an inflow to the U. S. far

larger than the outflow of capital4

funds, The inflow consists, apart

from dividends, of royalties, fees
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C. Direct foreign investments re-

duce U. S. domestic invest-

ments,

D. Direct foreign investments ex-

port U. S. Jobs, slow up the

U. S. economy and increase U. S.

unemployment.

and directly generated exports of

capital equipment, components, in-

termediates and other goods.

Direct foreign investments do not

generally reduce U. S. domestic in-

vestments,

Most direct foreign investments are

made to prevent the loss of foreign

markets or to develop new foreign

markets, Such investments do not

export but save Jobs for U. S. work-

ers. Imports from foreign subsidi-

aries are very limited and have had

no appreciable effect on U. S. em-

ployment.

A. IS CAPITAL OUTFLOW FULLY COMPENSATED BY

DIVIDEND AND PROFITS REMITTED?

The Department of Commerce figure for net inflow of dividends over

and above capital outflow for the decade 1950-1960 was $7.6 billion

(Hearings, p. 3523). The Treasury considers this world-wide data to be

irrelevant to Its proposals with respect to discouraging capital outflow

only to the eoonomioally-advanoed countries. It points to the figures

for the short period of 1957-1960 for this area during which a net outflow

of capital over inflow of dividends amounted to $655 million (Hearings, p.

3523), of which Western Europe nooounted for $421 million. These are the

key figures in the Treasury's economic argument.

Upon further analysis, it becomes evident, however, that it is improper

to segregate Europe and Canada from the underdeveloped countries, figures.

The reason for this is simple. The petroleum industry, which accounts for

a very large portion of the total figures, makes olosely-interrolated

investments in the underdeveloped countries where oil is extracted and in

the economically advanced countries where refineries are built and distri-

bution facilities are created. The two investments complement each other

but their returns appear in entirely different tabulatiohs of dollar flow,

While the refining and marketing subsidiaries of U. S. companies pay divi-
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dends which appear in the Treasury's state stias on investments 3n Western
Europe, the more important returns on the oil sold to Western Europe appear

as a dollar inflow from foreign branches of U. S. companies in underdevel-

oped countries.

If this dollar inflow were to be correctly attributed, for balance of

payments accounting, to the countries where the sales whioh give rise to

them were made, then the figures for the Standard Oil Company (New Jersey)

alone would overturn the Treasury deficit attributed to Europe for the

yoars 1957-1959.' If the earnings of all'the oil companies were similarly

attributed, then they would show a large surplus inflow from Europe on
investments in every year except 1980, when the balance was quite close.

S. DO DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENTS STIMULATE EXPORTS OF
U. S. PRODUCTS AND SERVICES?

The Treasury contends that only capital outflow and dividend returns
are significant figures in the balance of payments. The stimulation of

substantial exports bydirect foreign investment, it contends, isunproved.

The Department of Commerce takes a very different view. It has stated,

in an important study of foreign investments 1
*A major result of assembling these data on the overall effects on
balances of payments of direct foreign investments, in to point
up the inadequacy of conclusions about these effects based solely
on considerations of the relationship between net capital out-
flows and income reoeipts,' (Emphasis added)"

Professor Emile Benoit stated to the Committeea
9. . Considering, first, the balanoe-of-payments aspect, it is
grossly inappropriate to confine one's attention, as Secretary
Dillon has done, to the outflow of capital and the inflow of earn-
ings from capital previously invested.

He stated furthers

'I would argue, on the contrary, that a fair appraisal of the
net effects of such foreign investments must take into account a
variety of payments receipts, which are directly connected with
the investments made in previous years. . . o The total of these
receipts directly related to our foreign investments in Europe
thus came tin 1957] to $779 million, which exceeded the $287
million of direct capital investment outflow by $492 million,

*Testimony of Mr. Collado, Standard Oil Coo of NovJersey, (Hearings, pp. 2070-2878),
*U, So. Business Investments in Foreign Countries, Department of Comeroe, 1960,
p. W7.
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The amount of the inflow from sales of goods and services attributable
to direct foreign investments of manufacturers has been the subject of
several surveys by the Department of Commerce as well as by industry. The
1957 Commerce study,* while admitting its incompleteness, stated that

enough information was obtained to permit marking out some of the general
magnitudes involved. It noted the close connection between export of
capital and capital equipment exports, and in particular, that one-fourth

of U. S. exports of machinery in 1957 were to subsidiaries of U. S. compa-
nies. Exports of industrial components and industrial materials to such

subsidiaries amounted to about one billion dollars. Receipts from man-
agement fees and royalties (invisible exports) totalled $250 million

dollars. These large export figures throw doubt on the validity of the

thesis that such exports may be disregarded.

In a recent survey by the Department of Commerce which was submitted to

the Committee under date of June 22, 1981, the figures on export to foEin

ubsdinry oanos for 155 companies were collated. The total "exports

to, or developed by, foreign subsidiaries" is stated as in excess of $2.1

billion in 1959 and $2.4 billion in 1980. The report states:

"In summary, the results of this survey show that a considerable
share of U. S. exports is channeled through, or devolopod by, the
foreign subsidiaries of U. S. manufacturing firms. . . (Hear-
ings, p. 429)

As the Treasury Memorandum states, this is not conclusive.

To get information for the Committee on these important points, a

number of manufacturing companies prepared their own survey, based on a

more detailed questionnaire. This is the so-called 19-company survey",

which was presented to the House Ways and Means Committee by the under-

signed.

It was not claimed to be a scientific sampling of manufacturing compa-
nies. Its results were, however, exceedingly important, because they

showed in absolute terms a very large export trade generated by direct for-

sign investment. The data relates preponderantly to the economically-

advanced countries which account for 80% of manufacturing investment by

U. S. companies.**

*U. 8, Business Investments in Foreign Countries, Department of Comerce, 1960, p. 67.
**Table 3, p. 22, Survey of Current Business, August, 1961.
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The participating companies supplied information an to receipts from

their foreign subsidiaries, broken down under several headings, set forth
on the annexed chart. (Hearings, p. 3185)

Individual figures of participating companies were not disclosed but

wore consolidated by Mr. Albert E. Sawyer, an independent accountant.

The chart, entitled 'Summary of Data Presented by the '19 CompaniQs'

Polating to Balance of Payments', shows the excess of inflow over outflow

of dollars for the 19 companies. Those 19 companies in direct exports of

capital goods and materials not for resale showed exports of over $100

million in each of the years studied amounting to $676 million for the four-
year period. These exports alone exceed the complained-of imbalance in

the eoonomically-advanced areas' returns on capital outflow of $655 mil-

lion upon whio the Treasury relies.

In addition to the 19 companies, many individual companies testified

to exports being stimulated by foreign investments. It would be impos-

sible to do full justice to this factual testimony In a few lines. A

few samples are quoted in Appendix IA.

Thus both industry testimony and the Department of Commeoe surveys
are contrary to the Treasury view that substantial exports are not shown

to be stimulated by foreign investments.

C. IS DOMESTIC INVESTMENT DIMINISHED BY FOREIGN INVESTMENT?
The Administration makes the point that if foreign investment in the

eoonomically-advanoed countries were .to be deterred, more capital would

be available at home. 'Are we going to export our goods and our crops,

or are we going to export our oapitalt That is the question we are now
facing. '*

This reasoning proceeds on the implied assumption that an exported
capital dollar is a dollar lost to U. S. domestic investment. This might
be true if there were a shortage of capital for domestic investment, but

there is no shortage of capital foy investment in the United States.

On this point, Mr. Neil MoElroy, Chairman of Procter & Gamble Coo,

testified as follows I

'As far as our company is concerned, we have'never been short of
capital sources to do anything that we found economic justifioa-

*President Kennedy's speech, Miami, December 7, 1981.
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tion to do in this country. Our problem is not access to capital,
and I believe this is true of moat American companies. I mean most.
Our problem is not access to capital; our problem in the develop-
ment of management and the development of ideas that will justify
the investment of capital, Now, we are trying to do both as rap-
idly as we can, but in our case there would be absolutely no sub-
stance to the point that if we did not continue to invest overseas
as we are doing, we would invest more rapidly and more generously
in this country.I (Hearings, p. 2938)

pn the overall position; Professor Benoit stated:

'Had we been experiencing a relative shortage of domestic savings,
relative to profitable investment outlets for such savings, then
a case could be made that conserving the capital for domestic
investment might result in a higher volume of employment and eoo-
nomio activity Inside the United States than would result from
the export of such capital. This has, however, most emphatically
not been the situation in the United States since 1987 . .
(Hearings, p. 3189)

The competitive market requires investment to be made on a broad basis

whether it be in warehouses, sales offices, or assembly, light manufacture

or, for good reason, basic manufacturing. The American scene is full of

examples of industries which are spread throughout the country for similar

reasons.

D. IS THE SUGGESTION THAT DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENT EXPORTS JOBS SOUND?
Direct investment, in the context of its causes as well as its gener-

ating effect on export business, should not be viewed, on balance, as

exportingU. S. jobs. Aswehave seen, exports stimulated by direct foreign

investments have made or saved many jobs for U. S. workers. Moreover, many

forms of foreign investment cannot, because of their very nature, displace

domestic production.

(1) Activities reouiring-a foreign location.

Large foreign investments go into the extraction of petroleum prod-

uots for marketing in foreign countries and into other extractive indus-

tries and particularly newsprint and other essential goods for the U. S.

market,

Local utilities, such as power and telephone companies serving foreign

markets and machines required by foreign engineering projects, such as

dams and highways, require export of capital. i

If the above activities were not performed by U. S. foreign investment,

they would either not be performed at all or would be performed abroad by
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foreign enterprise. Clearly, as to those investments, no contention can

be made that they take jobs away from Americans, In this connection, Inter.

national Telephone And Telegraph Corporation (engaged in the eleotriona

and olgotronI9 ecuinmont business) testified$
,.., If foreign subsidiaries sell loss abroad as a result of the

Treasury proposals, the gap will be filled largely by our foreign
competitors, not by U. So exports. This is quite obvious in the
particular case of ITT, because many of our customers are official
bodies which will not buy products manufactured outside their
countries, But, given the competitiveness of rival enterprises
abroad, the oase also applies generally.' (Hearings, p. 2969)

(2) h2oal activities di,9tatod by foreign Rovernment volioies.

A second type of foreign investment that could not export jobs was

referred to by many witnesses citing oases of import barriers being erected

to permit a local industry to replace imports,

This was testified to in respect to pharmaoeutloals, soap, automobile

pomp9o1nt. mining machinery and other items. (Hearings, pp. 2851, 2922

3304). See Appendix lB.

(3) Erohibitive freight costs.

Foreign investments have also been required because of weight-cost

relationships precluding overseas shipment. Examples of this are cited

in Appenidix 1C,

(4) LjqwjrCoasta.
Lower production costs are also a factor. In the case of mining machin-

ery, a witness testified:

'When a foreign manufacturer quotes such prices in international
trade as those shown in the preceding exhibit, the jobs in our fao-
tories that depend on exports of those machines have already loft
our shores, Joy did not export those jobs, Joy Manufacturing
Co. (Hearings, p. 3246)

We have given four clear reasons for manufacturing abroad which quite

obviously cannot be said to out down on employment at home.

L THE TREASURY REBUTTAL

The Treasury Memorandum views the Department of Commerce study of the

155 companies as 'inconclusive', It speaks of the 19 company data as 'not

representative** We do not disagree with either of these oharaoterisa-

tions; we believe, however, that there is enough validity in the figures

presented in both studies to suggest strongly the need for thorouh ex.
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pioration of this fertile field of economic data to determine on an objeo-

tive basis to what extent foreign investments are responsible for generat-

ing exports of capital goods, materials for processing and other goods,

The Treasury Memorandum lays considerable stress on the theoretical

possibility of other factors offsetting the exports generated. While

recognizing the absence of any quantitative evidence, it points, for

instance, to the possibility that exports that would have been made may be

displaced by the foreign investment and that imports from foreign subsidi-

aries add to the outflow of dollars, In our view both of these points are

susceptible of further analysis. Until new data is made available indi-

oating that these offsets are of major proportions, the large figures for

generated exports in the studies above referred to should not, we believe,

be regarded as irrelevant.

The existence of an urgent problem should not, in any event, lead us

into taking precipitant aot ion which may accentuate rather than alleviate

the problem. While from an accounting point of view capital outflow

appears as a debit In the balance of payments, the concrete business reali-

ties, we have shown, involve a close and significant relationship between

direct foreign investment and large credit items in the balance of

payments.

II. WHAT IS A SOUND ECONOMIC POLICY FOR THE UNITED STATES
IN RESPECT TO DIRECT INVESTMENTS?

A. U. S. COMPETITIVE ABILITY IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES SHOULD NOT E HANDICAPPED.

The Treasury rejected the policy of equalizing the taxation of U. S

foreign subsidiario with the taxation of their foreign competitors in

favor of equalizing the taxation of U. S. foreign subsidiaries with that of

U. S. located enterprises (Hearings, po 34).

The policy of burdening U. S. foreign operations with discriminatory

taxes, as compared to those borne by their foreign competitors, ignores

the numerous oases cited above, where the U. S. toreisn subsidiary is

not in competition with anx U. S. based operation but solely with foreign

based aompetitors. Instances can readily be cited of competitors of

U, S. concerns in Holland or Switzerland enjoying a far lesser total tax

burden on their operations in other countries than do their Us S. com-

petitors.
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It must always be recalled, furthermore, that the securities of sev.

oral large foreign companies enjoying tax advantages over their U. S.

competitors are now listed on the Now York Stock Exchange or offered to

U, So investors over the counter. IPortfolio investment' in such seouri.

ties has grown rapidly and has contributed to the outflow of dollars, with.

out the benefiolal effects attributable to direct foreign investment.

The rejection of the equalization of tax burdens between foreign sub-

sidiaries and their foreign competitors in our judgment (a) handicaps

U. B. competition in important foreign markets and (b) would reduce rather

than increase U. S. exports because of the export generating nature of

direct foreign investment.

B AMERICAN ENTERPRISE RIGHTFULLY DESIRES TO

PARTICIPATE IN THE COMMON MARKET.

American enterprise should not be deliberately handicapped vis-a-vie

its strong competitors in anymarket. This is especially applicable to the

Common Market, which is recognized as the fastest growing market in the

free world today. Support from all branches of the nation's economy for

a new trade policy with this area is being sought, yet in the same breath

it is said that direct investment in this area is no longer to be enoour-

aged. These rival policies are confusing to business, since they are

essentially oonflioting.

We believe the position to be that U. S. private enterprise is inex-

trioably tied to the expanding economy of the economically advanced ooun-

tries of Western Europe and that this relationship, being of mutual value,

must be protected from erosion of all kinds.

C THE BASIC POLICY OF PfRMITTINO FREEDOM OF

CAPITAL MOVEMENT MUST SE MAINTAINED.

Capital movements within the Common Market and other parts of the

world are rapidly becoming tree. With this historic achievement about to

be realized, it would be particularly unfortunate for the United States to

discourage capital movementv of its nationals in the Atlantic Community,

Such an attitude would make Americans less desirable as partners in many

new capital ventures abroad, as lacking their own government's support in

making direct investments. It would be unfortunate it the painfully
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achieved confidence tha* has made possible U. S. private capital partioi-
pation in the rapid economic growth in the Atlantio Community should be
subjected to vague and shifting threats of restriction, control or dis-

couragement. American industry has much to contribute to capital and
technological, managerial, and sales techniques to the free world econ-

omies. Such a contribution will be vitally needed if the ambitious growth
goals announced recently for the OECD countries are to be met.

D. THE IMSALANCE IN OUR PAYMENTS REQUIRES BASIC,
NOT PERIPHERAL REMEDIES.

Statements have been made by members of the Administration that balance

of payments drains must be met by immediate measures and that a discourage-
ment of direct foreign investment would be a helpful measure,

The basic causes of our imbalance of payments must, of course, be faoed,
This necessity cannot be avoided by proposals directed toward minor aspects

of the balance of payments problem Even if all the Treasury arguments
were accepted at face value, such measures would not provide an adequate

or lasting solution of this problem, whereas, from the standpoint of Ameri-
can industry and the American economy, it is quite certain that definite
harm would result.

The solution of the balance of payments problem will necessarily

affect a groat many varied interests and may require changes in current
accepted policies, We plead that such changes be soberly reviewed, since
our national interest requires the adoption of a solution which will cause

the least harm to our economy and to the principles of free enterprise we

advocate.

(g) HeT :1-Iuz it

H. J. Heins II Chairman

Industry Committee on Foreign Investment
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APPENDIX 1 A

INDUSTRY TESTIMONY OF THE EFFECTS OF DIRECT

FOREIGN INVESTMENT ON BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

Willys Motors. jno. showed exports of $151,22,0000 of components to

foreign subsidiaries over a five-year period, representing approximately

$30 million per year. (Hearings, p. 2881)

The Cateryillar Tractor Co. showed the inter-relationship between

its foreign production and U., S. exports

'In the first place, none of our products is produced oom-
pletely abroad; many of the components such as engines, transmis-
sions, et cetera are produced in our U. S. plants and shipped to
the foreign plant, This creates export business for the United
States because - and I would like to make this very plain - if we
did not manufacture our product abroad some foreign competitor
would get the order and that competitor would manufacture his
product without using any components manufactured in the United
States.' (Hearings, pp. 3033, 3034)

The Joy Manufacturing Co, testified as to the saving of U. S. jobs

by its foreign investment:

'Here you see that exports of components from this factory to
our foreign manufacturing subsidiaries provide 1 day of work per
week for Franklin. Did we not have Joy factories abroad, 20 per-
cent of our present workmen there would be idle. (Hearings, p.
3247)

Eastman Kodak Co. showed exports to foreign subsidiaries in the amount

of over $60 million annually:

'During these 15 years we have received in dividends from
our subsidiaries in foreign countries $101 million. Even more
important than this, however, we have during the same period sold
$532 million of goods manufactured in our U. S. factories by Ameri-
can labor to our overseas companies alone, exclusive of other over-
seas dealers. During this same period our purchases from our for-
eign subsidiaries were $29 million.' (Hearings, p. 3214)
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APPENDIX 1 8

INDUSTRY TESTIMONY OF THE EFFECTS OF DIRECT

FOREIGN INVESTMENT ON BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

'Our foreign investments were not made at the expense of our
exports from here, but rather because exports became difficult or
impossible, due to trade barriers, tariffs, legislation, or arbitrary
decisions protecting or favoring local industry in foreign nations,
establishment of local factories and plans by competitors, et ot-
era.' Abbott Laboratories International Co. (Hearings, p. 2581)

As to LM and related products, it was testified
a . . Almost every country in the world has, or is easily incited

tooreate, protective tariffs and import restriotionswhichmake impos-
sible the export of any real volume of soaps and detergents from the
United States for any sustained length of time,

For example, profitable export of our types of products to such
industrialized European countries as Great Britain, Franoe, West Ger-
many and Italy is an impossibility.

,..We have been forced by suoh developments either to arrange for local
manufacture in those countries or to face going out of business there
altogether, therebyabandoning those markets to foreign competitors.
Procter g& Gamble Co. (Hearings, p. 2922)

Automobile -omponents have had similar treatment:

*. Artificial barriers enclosing a foreign oountry-that is, tar-
iffs and oontent-requirements regarding labor and materials - might
well dictate the building of a new component plant on foreign soil in
order to enable us to continue exporting other components from this
country. s . . We would either have to build the plant or cease selling
ourproducts inthat country,' Dodge Division, Chrysler Core, (Hear-
ings, p. 3304)

Mning Machinery has also experienced similar restriotionss

'Furthermore, certain foreign governments deny import licenses
for a machine or repair parts when that machine or part is made in its
own country. We have been forced by such official pressure in certain
inst'noes tomanufaoture abroad,$ Joy Manutaoturinn Co. (Hearings,
p. 3246)
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APPENDIX I C

INDUSTRY TESTIMONY OF THE EFFECTS OF DIRECT

FOREIGN INVESTMENT ON BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

It was testified as to t ggveringi
, ,. even where the manufacturing costs are as high as, or higher

than, those in the United States, as is true in the case of the products
we manufacture abroad, the saving in ooean freight, insuranoe and
duty permits prices to be maintained at competitive levels. Arm:rg
C (Hearings, p. 3471)

And as to jlumbt nd hea ting geuipment
"The products that we manufacture are essentially heavy and bulky

and present a freight problem of such dimensions that it becomes a prac-
tical impossibility to compete with local manufacturers unless we also
manufacture locally. . . , ' Amorican Radiator & Standfard Sanitary
Cgrk.. (Hearings, p. 2894)
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ExHIBIT II

CONTRIBUTIONS OF DIRECT FOREIGN INVESTMENT

TO OUR BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

By Professor Emile Benoit

of the

Columbia University, Graduate School of Business
k
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STATEMENT BY EMILE BENOIT TO THE HOUSE WAYS h MEANS COMMITTEE, IN

REPLY TO THE TREASURY MEMORANDUM OF JUNE 29, 1961'

The House Ways & Means Committee has invited those who participated

in the preparation of testimony last year with reference to the proposal

to tax U. S. Industry for the profits of foreign subsidiaries as earned,

to comment on the Treasury memorandum' criticizing their testimony The

following comments bear exclusively on the central issues raised by the

Treasury with respect to the balance of payments effects of direct foreign

investment. There are other aspects of the Treasury position which also

appear to me to be mistaken but I have confined myself in this memorandum

to what appeared to be the chief economic argument of the Treasury in

support of its proposal for a radical revision of our foreign tab law.

BACKGROUND

The Administration last year proposed to raise the effective taxes

on U. S. industry by taxing the profits of its foreign subsidiaries as

earned and before their receipt by the United States taxpayer. One an-

nounced purpose was to reduce the outflow of U. S. foreign investment,

at least to the developed areas, in order to strengthen the U. S. balance

of payments and reduce the gold drain.' A number of leading U. S. busi-

nesses with overseas operations questioned this proposal on the ground

(among others) that, if such tax measures did, as the Treasury hoped,

result in a reduced outflow of direct investment, this might accentuate

rather than benefit the balance of payments problem because of the very

Hearings Record p. 3522.
Statistical Data and Economic Issues Involved in Treasury's Testimony on Tax
Deferral. submitted by the Secretary of the Treasury to the House Ways & Means
Committee under letter of June 29, henceforth referred to as 'The Treasury Memo-
randum'.

'Concluding that referral damages the balance of payments, it (the Treasury)
decided that the time was most appropriate to end a tax preference that could no
longer contribute to national objectives. Deferral should not have been ended
right after the war, as the United States was then concerned to aid in European
reoonsruction by promoting an outflow of private American,'oapital. It should not
be ended now for the less developed countries as the United States is now concerned
to promote development In those countries. But there can be no justification for
continuing d~terral for the developed countries, and there is every reason to
anticipate that ending it now would strengthen the balance of payments* ('The
Treasury Memorandum').
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large 4ependence of U..,S.i exports and invisible'earnings-on such in*ost4
ment. These company spokesmen urged that taking such exports into account

as well as the invisible earnings from dividends, royalties,.-management

fees,, to., the net contribution of such investment tothe balance.of pay-

ments might be highly favorable. One group of nineteen suoh.,business

concerns, accounting forupwards of 5% of all foreign direotinvestment
in manufacturing, which I have had the honor to advice, n-,thi1Bmatter.,
arranged for a special study of -their own experience. An that regard, which
showed a highly-favorable balance of payments~effect arising frpm this
direct investment.

The Treasury, in.a later.memorandum (June 29, 1961) reviewing the

industry comments, dismissed this study as misleading' and irrelevantl

because the company sample was Onot representative' and because t failed
to provide breakdown as between developed and under-developed areap
and between subsidiaries and foreign branches, The treasury also reiter-

ated its earlier contention that any exports and invisible earnings attrib.
utable to investment might be offset by losses of U. S. exports and increased

U. S, imports attributable to the competition of U. S. foreign subsidiaries.
The Validity-of the Nineteen-Company Study

The contention of tlxe Treasurythat the nineteen-ompany sample Is
not representative of all industry was conceded in advance,' and Is not
really the issue. The real issue iswhether the amount of ipveatment-
induced exports and invisible earnings of -these nineteen companies. is
not large enough, all by itself. to cast considerable doubt on the Treas-
ury's contention that direct investment burdeps the balance of payments,
So conceived, the study retains validity and utility. It-showed invest-
ment-generated exports of $676 millions over the four.years 1907-60
compared to the $655 million deficit complained of. by the Treasury, At
the least this study pointed up the need for a more detailed study by the
government on this key issue.

A further study was in fact requested from the Commeroe Department
and eventually issued. This study by the Department of Commerce, which
covers 80%'of all U. S. foreign investment in manufacturing, confirmed

the broad conclusions of the 19-company study 6It showed exports to, or

Testimony of'Mr. H. J. Heins, II introducing the study. (Hearings, p. 3185)
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developed by, U. S. foreign subsidiaries to have reached the enormous

totals of $2.1 billion in 1959 an4 $2.7 billion in 1960 - of which about

$1.5 billion in 1960 was to Europe and Canada. These amounts are greatly

in exoess of the payments deficits which the Treasury attributed to foreign

investment by U. S. subsidiaries.

While divergenoles exist between the Commeroe Department study and

the nineteen-oompany study concerning the amounts of investment-gener-

ated exports found per dollar of direct investment, these divergencies

may be,in large part, explained by the different approaches used in the

two studies: These differences were (1) the nineteen-oompany study,

unlike that of the Commerce Department, included some non-manufaoturing

subsidiaries (other than trading subsidiaries) of u. S. manufacturing

parents; (2) the nineteen-oompany study included subsidiaries where U. S.

participation was under 25%; (3) the investments in the nineteen-company

study were probably of above-average maturity, and therefore had gen-

erated an above-average flow of exports and invisible earnings; and (4)

the nineteen-oompany study involved a more detailed questionnaire, with

interview follow-ups-to assure consistency in the responses, with the

result that some investment-generated exports overlooked in the Com-

meres study may have been brought to light in the nineteen-company study.

Irrespective of which may have produced more valid results for their

respective samples, the Commerce Dept. study, being the study with the

wider sample is In many respects more indicative and it is a source of

satisfaction that its main conclusions closely parallel those of the

nineteen-oompany study$ namely, that large amounts of exports are gene-

rated by direct foreign investments, amounts which greatly exceeded any

burdens imposed on the balance of payments through the outflow of funds

associated with making these investments.

THE TIE BETWEEN EXPORTS AND DIRECT INVESTMENTS

IN THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS,.

The Treasury's expressed doubts about the realism of the exports

attributed to direct foreign investment raise some question as to the mean-

ing of the balance of payment analysis. Especially is this so with respect

to the exports of capital equipment to be used by the investor in estab-
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lishing his overseas production unit. The finanoitgof such exports can
take several forms.

(1) Dollars may be sent abroad in making the investment, and.
a substantial part of these dollars may be returned within a short
period by the foreign subsidiary in which thb investment Is made
as payment for capital goods to be installed in the plant which
the subsidiary is building abroad.I(2) In some oases, the investment dollars, in faot, may'never
leave the United States but may be deposited instead in an account
in the foreign subsidiary's name in a United States bank. The for-
eign subsidiary may then purchase the'oapit~l equiment for it#'
foreign plant in the United States and pay for such equipment out of
its New York Pank account.

(3)' Inother oases, a United States investor may make his
investment, not in dollars, but in capital equipment shipped in
kind. When received in the foreign country the foreign subsidi-'ary will issue shares of its stock equal in value to' the value of
the equipment.
Of these three types of financing, only the first, involves any actual

flow of dollars out of the United States and even this is usually of

brief duration, with a reflow frequently ocurring within the same year.

Similarly in the second type of case, although there is a temporary flow

of dollars into *foreign" accounts (i.e, of U. S. owned foreign subsidi.

aries) in U. S. banks, there is certainly no long-term lose of dollars to

foreign countries. In the third type of. case, there is no transfer of

dollar funds at all. Yet, in all these cases, the value of the capital

equipment shipped is included as a debit item in the Balance of Pa nments,
offsetting the exports of this equipment. While this is perfectly sound

balance of payments accounting, it can convey a seriously misleading im-

pression to the uninitiated. The actual reality in all these cases is

after all, the export of the equipment. For balance of payment account-

ing reasons, it Is necessary to posit a debit item which offsets the

export, although in many cases, the actual outflow of funds may be transi-

tory or entirely absent,' It would be paradoxical indeed to treat the

accounting debit involved in tho investment as the genuine reality and

question the reality of the export-yet this is what the Treasury's posi-

tion almost seems to come to.,

t Mr. Walther Lederer, Chief, Balance of Payments Division, U. S. Department of
Commerce, in a speech before the American Statistical Association in New York City
on December 28, 1961, discussing the balance of payments, stated as follows:

"First of all it is important to understand that balance of
payments compilations are done on the principle of double entry
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SEGREGATION OF INVESTMENTS -IN DEVELOPED AND UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS

The Treasury has critiolzed the relevance of the industry testimony

on the ground that it fails to segregate the -investments in the eoonomi-

cally-a4Vanoed areas from those in under-developed areas. 4I claims that

on a, segregated basis, the investments of subsidiaries In Europe and

Canada show a deficit over, remitted dividends of $655 million'from 1957

to 1960, and that-sinoe its proposed tax changes would apply solely or

primarilyto thke developeoareas, any'testimony based on world-wide fig-

ures may be dismissed as irrelevant.

As previously indicated, the inclusion in the -computation of invest-

ment-generated exports would readily offset this claimed deficit. More-

over, the significance of the Treasury,' attempted disti'6tion wIl depend
upon what legislation is finally proposed; no currently pending draft

of a bill makes, this distinction. Even aside from these points the

Treasury's conclusion that, the over-all data are wholly irrelevantand

may be dismissed seems excessively harsh., The data of the nineteen- oom-

panies, and of the Commeroe Department study were limited entirely to

direct investment of manufacturing companies. It so happens that four-

fifths of direct investment in all U. S. manufacturing abroad is in the

developed countries. Thus a large majority of the investment-induced

exports and invisible earnings shown in these studies do in fact refer to

the eff6ots of investment in the det, eloped areas. Similarly, it should

be noted that the Commerce Departmevt survey found that the nearly 60% of

the manufacturing exports to subsidiaries were to England and Canada

exclusive of the other developed countries.

There is also an additional question of importance as to the statis-

tical validity of the overall segregation between the balance of payments

accounts, In which each transaction is shown as a credit as well se
a debit item in exactly the same magnitude.

*Consequently, the total of all transactions also results In
an equality of the total credit and debit entries. The balance of
payments is always in balance. This concept generally is not fol-
lowed In the collection of the data and it is often forgotten in,
the interpretation of the account itself.

'Seoond, the transactions Included in the balance of pay-
ments presentations are not limited to those involving Interna-
tional payments in 'money', usually consisting of Sold, dollars, or
other freely usable currencies, during any single period. The
data cover all transactions involving transfers of resources,
both real and finanoLal."
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in the developed and in the'Underdeveloo'ed areas 'asfldovw&by -the 1reasury
when it includes the extra6tiv ilndUbtries, ThusN'.e ColladoVifPeot6r

of Standard Oil Company of Nae :erday:,; noted in thO h6aringe tlat the appar-

ont deficit for the developed areas may be a etatietili illidglon arisng

from the fact that, as a result of the oiplex priing"st'rultueexof 'the
international oil industry, the larger part of the einA ts Of o6dtizr
maj or -companie -are 'attributed in the balance -of payOnttl aoooUinting to

the underdeveloped countries frow- whioh the oil is ektrated, whereas tha

bulk of the actual earnings and dollar ref lows arise from the' heavy invest-
ments in refineries and distributive outleth-In the developed ocuntrieo.

'Clearly then, if the figure for direct Investment abroad includes

investments made in the form of oapitel-equipment'Or dollar dep~o'iitblin

United- States banks for use in purchasing U. S. capital equipment,-'the

offsetting figure in the export account cannot'be ignored. While thbr6
is no official estimate of the amount of such investment-exports, the

Department of Com erce estimated that from $650 million to $1 billion in
the 1957 direct foreign investment total of $2.1 billion' represented

"Capital from the United States' used for 'direct financing of capital

equipment exported from this country', 'for the use of the foreign enter-

prises', -The magnitude of this figure raises the moat serious question

as to the soundness of the Treasury analysis which seeks to minimize the

effects on exports.of direct investment abroad.

Confusion may be further enhanced by the fact that the Treasury's

presentation also shiftsathe combined surpluses with Japan, the Unidn

of South Africa, Australia and New Zealand from the developed to the under-

developed areas in 1960.' , - I . I

Searemation of Subsidiar" from Branoh Oyerations

The Treasury has similarly questioned the relevance of much of the
adverse data cited against its position on the ground that, since its

proposed tax measures bear only on subsidiaries, any evidence concerning

direct foreign investments in general, which includes branch operations,

is necessarily irrelevant.

Here again, the criticism would appear to have limited validity when

applied to data concerning foreign investment of manufacturing companies

Thereby exaggerating the contrast between developed and under-developed areas
by over $50 million, See Treasury Memorandum, Table 2.
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to which, in fact, both the nineteen-company study and the Commerce Depart-

ment study were confined. This arises from the fact that, based on 1957

data, over 95% of all foreign investment in manufacturing takes the sub-

sidiary, rather than the branch for m," (This trend appears, if anything,

to have been accentuate% since 195r,)

Hyothetioal Offsets

The final argument against the data on investmont-generated exports,

adduced by the Treasury, relates to the possibility that the favorable

balance of payments effects of investment-generated exports and Invis-

ible earnings may be exaggerated or offset by displacement of U. S. exports

end increases of U, S. imports resulting from the operations of U. S. for-

eign subsidiaries. Such a claim would be more plausible if the investment-

generated exports and invisible earnings were relatively small items

which could easily be offset. In fact, however, if the Commerce Depart-

ment finding of $ 2.7 billion of investment-generated exports in 1960 is

anywhere near right (and this, it will be remembered, was confined only

to manufactures and was on the basis of an 80% sample), then it is difficult

to imagine that offsetting factors of anything like this magnitude could

be in existence without having some tangible manifestation,

It is no doubt true that some exports to U. S. subsidiaries would be

replaced by other exports if there were no such subsidiaries; neverthe-

less, the extent of such hypothetical replacements could hardly be very

large. Even if one entirely dismisses the sales to trading subsidiaries,

the latest Commerce Department study shows on the basis of an 80% sample

about $1.6 billion of sales to manufacturing subsidiaries in 1960, of which

about $1 billion is accounted for by Canadian and Western European subsidi-

aries. It seems very unlikely that any large part of these sales would

have occurred except for the existence of U. S. direct investment projects.

Such new projects, if locally financed and owned, would ordinarily utilize

locally produced equipment, components, spare parts and materials. It

is only because the equipment costs are financed by the U. S. investor

that the foreign exchange authorities have in many cases approved of the

dollar imports. In other cases the availability of lower cost competitive

U. S. Department of Commerce, U. S. Business Investment in Foreign Countries, Table
9, p. 97.
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equipment from non-U. S. sources or the influence of banking or other busi-

ness connections abroad would have resulted in a preference for utilizing

locally produced equipment, eta.

As f or the U. S. imports from U. S, subsidiaries, these are relatively

small. The Commerce Department study shows that imports of manufacturers

from European subsidiaries in 1960 were under $100 million and from Cana-

dian subsidiaries (other than paper, pulp and foodstuffs) were $117 mil-
jion. Nor does it seem at all likely that sales of U. S. subsidiaries have,

to anywhere near this extent, been able to replace U. S, export markets

that could have been held in the absence of such investments, This qual-

if ication is important since a parallel decline in export sales and in-

crease in subsidiary sales does not by any means prove that the establish-

ment of the subsidiaries has been responsible for the loss of export

markets. On the contrary, in many oases, the loss, or threatened loss,

of export markets has been responsible for the new investment in subsidi-

aries, which was intended to prevent the otherwise inevitable loss of these
markets to locally-owned businesses. It is the considered judgment of

the business community, as evidenced by the testimony of the witnesses at

the Hearings, that the old concept of passive exporting from the U. S. in

response to spontaneously emerging orders from foreign customers has been

replaced under postwar competitive conditions by a need for direct and

active marketing by U. S. industry in foreign markets. Recent evidence

of a wide decline in the international competitiveness of certain U. S.-

produced manufactures4 suggests that losses of certain export markets

would, in any case have occurred, and that U. S, investment in foreign sub-

sidiaries has often been designed at least to hold these markets for

American-owned enterprises where the competitive conditions no longer

made it possible to sell from American-based producer units.

Aside from oases where changes in relative costs preclude continued

exclusive reliance on exports, there are many other oases where high

transportation costs, import or foreign exchange controls, administrative

regulations, or other barriers to U. S. exports have made it impossible to

supply given markets by means of exports. A number of such oases were

4

See Emile Benolt, Europe at Sixes and Sevens Chapter 4. 'The Dollar Crisis and
American Competitiveness,, pp.-137-167.
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mentioned in the Hearings. It is clear that American producers would

generally prefer to supply given markets via exports so long as this can

be done, and have embarked on the heavy costs, risks and difficulties of

setting up foreign subsidiary operations only when powerful business

reasons compelled them to do so. The likelihood of some degree of tariff

discrimination arising out of the formation of the European Common Market

underlines the importance of our maintaining a dynamic and flexible busi-

ness policy in competing for these markets, with full freedom to relocate

production operations when needed to obtain the same locational, cost

and tariff advantages as are available to our chief European competitors.

Nor should it be overlooked that, while many export markets have been

lost, new ones have also been created-and often by the very means of direct

foreign investment, Even where export markets for certain finished goods

have been lost, U. S. firms by establishing assembly plants have often

held the market for parts and materials. Far from positively losing ex-

port markets as a result of foreign investment, U. S. producers have this

year achieved the highest level of exports in our history, and in general

export markets have boomed the most in the very areas-especially Europe-

where the level of direct investment has been rising most rapidly.

We conclude that the Treasury's assumption that these hypothetical

offsets have been sufficient to negate the favorable balance of payment

effects of investment-generated exports and invisible earnings is un-

proved, and even implausible. Nor has the Treasury been able to invali-

date industry's argument that direct foreign investment has made a posi-

tive-and important-contribution to righting the balance of payments. Any

changes in our traditional tax procedures intended to reduce the incen-

tives for and add to the burdens of foreign direct investment can therefore

not be validly supported on the basis that this would ease the balance

of payments. On the basis of the evidence here reviewed, the effects would

be likely to be just the opposite. We are confident that much careful

study should be taken before making so drastic a step, which might have

results very different from those now intended.

January 24, 1962

(s) Emile Benoit
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EXB1Drr III

airitj 28, 1982.
STATEMENT BY PROF. EMfILE BENOIT IN REGARD To Tar.AsuirY TESTIMONY Of APRIL,

2, 1002, Buouz U.S. SENATE COUUITMTr ON FINANCE

T. BAOKOROUND

The occasion for the first presentation of their statistics by the 10 companies
was the assertion by the Treasury to the effect that the burden Imposed on our
balance of payment by our foreign direct investment is never fully compensated
from dividends, or at least not before 17 years, or at least that Investments
In economically advanced countries (such as the European Common Market)
have adverse balance-of-payments effects as measured by the remission of dlvi.
dend and the direct foreign investments for a recent period (app. I, pp. a
and 4).

Statistics presented by 10 companies (record, House Ways and Means Com-
mittee hearing, 1081 Tax Recommendations, p. 8197 et seq., hereinafter referred
to as "hearings") showed'that sales generated by their foreign Investments and
sales of capital equipment and goods for processing to their foreign subsidiaries
amounted to $1,868,700,000 over the 4.year period of 1057 to 100. This was
greatly in excess of the deficit in the balance-of.payment account for all foreign
investment as originally measured by the Treasury figures-which wholly Ig.
ijored exports generated by the Investment, as well as royalties and management
fees.

The Treasury filed a memorandum after the close of the House Ways and
Means Committee hearings in which the figures of the 19 companies were criti-
cized as unrepresentative, Inconclusive and out of proportion to those of Indus-
try generally and, therefore, to be disregard (hearings, pp. 3522-8534). The
19 companies In a reply statement (a copy of which is attached as exhibit 1)
emph ized that data on the balance.of.piyments effects of their investments
had never been claimed to be representative, but in themselves cast doubt on
the soundness of the Treasury's conclusions.

It was further noted that the general trend of the evidence drawn from
the 10.company and other Industry experience was richly confirmed by the sub-
sequently published study by the Commerce Department which showed, for 155
manufacturing companies, exports to foreign subsidiaries of $2.1 billion In 19m,
and $2.6 billion In 1960.

In Its recent presentation to the Senate Finance Committee, the Treasury
returns to the subject with a repetition of three criticisms, and a radical revi-
gion of its basic rationale for the attack on foreign investment.

11. THEE VALIDITY OF THE 1(.COMPANY BTUIDY DATA.

Once more, the criticism Is repeated that the 10-company data are not repre-
sentative. It seems extraordinarily difficult to convey to the Treasury critics
that even though these data are not, and have never been claimed to be, typical,
they are substantial enough in themselves to cast serious doubt on the original
Treasury argument. The data need not be representative to be damaging; they
need only to be right. Further study of the data by Mr. Sawyer, the accountant
charged by the 10 companies with collecting and combining the data, tends to
confirm its basic soundness. For example, the information provided for the
.0-company study, seems to have been virtually Identical with the data pro.

vided by the same companies for the Commerce Department 155-company study,
In all cases where such comparison has so far been possible-due allowance
being made for differences in the questions as between the two studies. More-
over, much of the criticism of the sample has arisen from the fact that It
was assumed to cover only 5 percent of total value of foreign investments
of U.S. manufacturers, whereas in. certain respects (e.g., in investment-induced
exports), the results seemed extraordinarily high In relation to the size of the
Rnmple. The sample had been previously described as accounting for "upwards
of 5 percent" of foreign Investments of P.$I. manufacturing. In fact, It now
turns out to he closer to 8 percent. This alone would account for a substantial
share of the alleged discrepancies.

However, there in no reason, in any case, to exlt that this ground of rela.
lively large, well-established companies with preponderantly mature foreign In.
vestments would show an Identical pattern of foreign Investment with other
companies which are smaller, less experienced or with a higher proportion of
their Investments made only very recently. The critics of the 10.company study
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have been pushing on an open door by attacking the representativeness of the
figures-especially since the 19 companies have indicated that the 155-company
study of the Department of Commerce fully confirms the general trend of the
data found in the 10-company study.

Another criticism which is repeated by the Treasury is that the data of the
1 companies Is irrelevant because submitted on a worldwide basis without any
specific segregation of subsidiaries In developed countries, which would alone,
It is claimed, be affected by the proposed changes In taxes. While the ID-com.
pany data was not submitted with a geographic breakdown or segregation be.
tween branches and subsidiaries, we still feel, as indicated in the ID-company
statement of January 24, 19062, (a ). 1) that since the 19-company sample deals
only with foreign investments of U.S. manufacturing companies, It seems most
probable that the data do largely refer to the developed areas, and to sub.
sidiaries. Around 80 percent of U.S. foreign Investment In manufacturing is in
the developed countries, and 05 percent of it assumes the subsidiary form.

One other criticism, here repeated, is that some of the investment induced
exports may be offset by export displacement from the competition of U.S. foreign
subsidiaries. In principle, there is an element of possible truth in this claim,
but there is no statistical basis for evaluating how Important such a factor might
be. There is absolutely no warrant for assuming it Is Important enough to
offset the very large amount of net exports generated by foreign investment.
Indeed, there are good business and economic reasons to think that such a tend-
ency would be of limited significance. American manufacturers testify almost
Invariably that they seek to hold a given foreign market by exporting to it as
long as they can hope to do so, thereby avoiding the additional costs and risks
of establishing an oversea foreign operation. Wherever the U.S. producer has
a product with such a strong market position that it need fear no local compe-
tition, he will generally continue to export the product from his U.S. plant, thus
economizing on overhead and avoiding the commitment of capital and man.
ngerial resources to a foreign operation. Therefore, when a U.S. foreign subsid-
iary is established, it very rarely displaces a U.S. export that could actually
have been saved, or creates new competition from foreign-based producers that
would otherwise have been avoided,

Furthermore, a good share of U.S. Imports from subsidiaries (which the Treas-
ury subtracts from exports to subsidiaries to determine the net export-creating
influence of foreign Investments) may not Increase U.S. total Imports, but simply
displace other Imports: e.g., imports of small British Fords probably displaced
more Volkswagens or Renaults (with which they were in effective competition)
than U.S. produced cars, which basically catered to a different category of
demand. As a further mitigating factor, some Imports from U.S. subsidiaries
may indirectly serve to Increase U.$. exports-since, In some cases, imports of
components from U.S. foreign subsidiaries have reduced the costs of American
products and Increased their export-competitiveness. (See app. I, pp. 8 et seq.,
for further discussion of this issue.) Moreover, substantial amounts of iii.
ports from U.S. subsidiaries are entirely noncompetitive with U.S. production.

The Treasury has, however, Introduced one entirely new criticism of the
10-company study. It Is suggested that the figures on capital outflow in the
study may Include only stock purchases, and exclude unrepald loans used as
working capital. Fortunately, this criticism is readily answered: in fact,
unrepald loans used as working capital, Increases in receivables, and trade
credits were included in the 10-company estimates of capital outflow.

It. THR NRW TREARURY MODMSL

The affirmative Treasury case against foreign investments has, from the begin.
ning, rested heavily on the use of certain arbitrarily sinplifled "models" de.
signed to show the year-by-year relationship between balance-of-payments out.
flow connected with foreign investment, and inflows arising from the earnings
on such Investment. The first model introduced by the Treasury purported to
show that the cumulative remittances to the U.S. arising from net earnings of a
typical U.S. foreign subsidiary under present legislation would not equal the
original investment until nearly 10 years after the investmtnt (chart, model A.
Dillon statement before House Ways and Means Committee, May 3, 1057).

The hopeless unreallsm of tis earlier model has now, however, led the Treas.
ury to develop a more sophisticated nodel which takes some account, as many
critics of the earlier model had requested, of investment-induced exports, and
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royalties and fees, as well as dividends. The model also makes a profound
breakaway from the earlier one by recognizing that it is entirely inappropriate
to derive the key parameters by comparing Investments occurring in a limited
time period with the inflows received from foreign investments during 'hat
same time period. It now acknowledges that such a comparison may give no
fair picture of the balance-of-payments effects of investments made during that
time period, since the reflows probably do reflect, in part, the effects of earlier
Investments and may not yet fully reflect the potential balance-of-payments con-
tribution of the investments most recently made.'

The Treasury has now broadened Its model to include key elements formerly
omitted which the 19.company study urged be included for comprehensive con-
sideration of the balance-of-payments effects of direct foreign investments. In
some cases no doubt the rates of reflow may be related to total Investment. How.
ever, very cautious use should be made of aggregate book values reflected In the
available data because this was never compiled with this kind of use in mind
and contains many conceptional and statistical limitations.

There still remain, however, two fundamental weaknesses in the model which
completely Invalidate the conclusion reached from the model that It will, on
the average, take 7 years before the adverse balance-of-payments effects of the
Investment are offset.

The first weakness arises from the arbitrary exclusion of part of the relevant
data, In determining the export effect of direct foreign Investment, the Treasurv
uses the data from the Commerce Department 155-company study showing U.S.
exports to manufacturing subsidiaries, plus exports on a commission basis, minus
iumorts from subsidiaries, and concludes that averaging 1059 and 1060, the ratio
of such net exports to subsidiaries to the book value of the existing Investments

at the time was only 4.1 percent. The data excluded In this estimate are exports
of U.S. parents to nonmanufacturing subsidiaries, and which are not sold on a
commission basis. The Justification of any such exclusion is highly questionable.
Mfost U.S. manufacturers, with parallel manufacturing and trading subsidiaries.
will normally sell exports through the trading subsidiary even though the orders
have been directly or Indirectly generated by the existence of a manufacturing
subsidiary which creates and maintains Interest In the product line In that
market, supplies the capability of servicing, etc. Another reason for Including
such exports as byproducts of Investment is that It takes a considerable amount
of Investment to establish a trading subsidiary that can operate on a substantial
scale. If exports to trading subsidiaries are included as well as Imports from
such subsidiaries, as we feel they should be, then the net effect In raising the fig-
tre for Investment-Induced exports as a ratio of book value of Investment is
dramatic. In Europe, the figure is raised from 4 percent to 17 percent.

With this one change, the Treasury's own model completely disproves its own
case for the protracted balance-of-payments difficulty arising from foreign Invest-
ments. Thus accepting for Europe the Treasury's own assumptions of a dividend
transfer rate of 7.0 percent of book value of investment, royalties and fees at
2% percent of Investment value, and a revised figure for Investment-generated
exports of 17.2 percent we come up with a total of 27.0 percent of the value of
total Investment having a favorable effect on the balance of payments each year.
Clearly, any given amount of Investment would, with these parameters, generate
reflois equivalent to 100 percent of the Investment In something like 2% years.
If then one were to start with an Initial Investment of $1,000, as the model
assumes, then one should properly conclude that the total amount would be
ropald'in less than 4 years, and that the average outstanding amount would be
something under half the original Investment during this 4-year period. Beyond
the 4.year period, the total Inflows arising from the original Investment would
rapidly come to exceed that Investment by substantial amounts. Thus, the slow
payoff rate assumed In the Treasury model is seen as highly unrealistic. It Is
notable, In fact, that a payoff period between 8 and 4 years Is far closer to the
actual expectations, based on experience of most businesses Invested in Europe
1,1day.

The model actually used by the Treasury obscures this simple relationship
between Initial Investment and the payoff of this Investment by adding on to

Incidentally, to reproach the 19.company study for having made a similar type of
comparison Is IlI-founded since the latter study wai aim trying to show that even accept.
ng the Treasury's own nmthod, the results would b quite-dlfferent from those the

Trea claimed, It only all the relevant data-su.h as induced exports-were Includedwi thin tie rellows as favorable balance-or-payments erects.
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the Initial investment successive installments of further Investment (assumed to
be growing at a rate of 10 percent a year), and then seeking to discover at what
point In the future the returns (including the Investment-generated exports)
earned on the original Investment and on the subsequent doses of Investment will
a('leve equality with the total value of the Investment made up to that point.
This model is greatly Inferior to the simple model which we have proposed above,
both because it Is unnecessarily complicated and because it obscures the essen-
tial relationship between investment and reflows from investment, which Is essen-
tial for lINllcy detertlnation. If Investment at the present time will be fully
paid off, from a balance-of-payments point of view, In less than 4 years, and if a
nation can afford a temporary balan(e-of-payments sacrifice during this period
for the balance-of-payments assistance which would be derived later, then it
should feel free to make that Investment. It need not, then, be concerned about
how soon It will be able to get a complete balancm-of-payments pay-back from
next year's enlarged volume of new investment, and from the still larger volume
of reinvestment that may be made 2 years hence. By the time next year comes,
It will be possible to prevent next year's Investment, If it becomes clear that such
Investment can no longer afford to be made, from a balance-of-payments point of
view. But the decision on whether we can afford this year's Investment should
not be made to depend on the further question of whether we can also afford
to make a substantially larger investment a few years hence.

The Treasury's model, even with more realistic export parameters, Is still
sufficiently abstract and arbitrary in its assumption so as to provide a highly un-
reliable guide to policy. There is an essential unrealism, for example, In start-
ing in year 1 with an initial investment, but no body of reflows from previous
Investment. At least such a model Is extremely different from the kind of situa-
tion to which policy would be applied today. There is a corresponding bias in-
troduced by cutting off the analysis Just at the point when reflows begin to
exceed the total of investment within the period that has been artificially Isolated.

The parameters used by the Treasury may also be criticized because of their
heavy dependence on the years 1059 and 1960, which were characterized by a
bunching up of Investments relative to reflows (such as the Ford investment
in the United Kingdom) and which probably leads to unrepresentatively low
reflow parameters. Incidentally, the sharp contrast, even as between 1059 and
1060, should Induce considerable caution in applying any parameters based on
their averaging to an extended period of years In the future.

Finally, one may even raise the question as to whether a comparison of cur-
rent reflows, with a base of book value of investments, constitutes a reason-
able and appropriate way to measure the balance-of-payments effects. For one
thing, equipment exports generated by direct foreign Investments, are presuma-
bly more directly connected with the amount of Investment occurring simultane-
ously or in the recent past, than with the total accumulated book value of such
investments. As a second possibility, there onay well be serious distortion in.
produced by measuring current reflows against a base which may be formed
to a very limited extent on an original outflow of dollars, and which may rep.
resent, In its greater part, a reinvestment of profits which never were in dollar
form and which may even have been generated in large part by the use of locally
borrowed funds.

In light of the deficiencies and possible misinterpretations of the Treasury
model, it is inappropriate to derive from it conclusions on the employment ef-
fects of foreign investment, The employment effects of foreign Investment nec.
essarily depend on the volume of exports related to that Investment which, as
noted earlier, are substantially understated both in the original Treasury pres-
entation and its revised model. Thus no valid comparison with the possible
stimulating effects on domestic employment from alternate Investmezit at home
is possible. In fact, the Treasury's assumption that the dollar Invested abroad
could Instead be invested domestically is open to very considerable challenge.
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In any case, the line of analysis involved in the Treasury's presentation cannot
be viewed as a sufficient guide to public policy.'

EXHIBIT IV
MAROn 28, 1962.

DEAR JoHN: I do not need to remind you that the economic implications of
direct foreign Investment both in terms of our balance-of-payments and in terms
of our domestic employment have been increasingly in public debate. Your re-
cnt paper published in the Conference Board Business Record of February
1002, entitled "Controversy Over Foreign Investments" refers to this at some
length and comes to the conclusion-which I personally share-that the avail.
able data Is Insufficient In order to make a complete evaluation of these economic
Implications. The public Interest requires that more definite Information and
analyses be obtained. Industry Is concerned by the allegation that direct for.
eign investment exports jobs and therefore should be curtailed, and feels that
a thorough exploration of the data on direct foreign Investments by an Independ.
ent and responsible agency would throw considerable light on these urgent
questions.

To this end, I would propose that the NICB undertake a study of the impact
of direct foreign Investment upon exports and imports on a sufficiently broad
basis to yield data heretofore unavailable. It Is, of course, to be assumed that
the NICB select an appropriate sample of manufacturing business having Inter-
ests abroad that would meet the normal tests of being representative of the total
manufacturing sector of our economy and prepare the necessary questionnaire.

In order to facilitate your undertaking this task, I will urge the 10 companies.
that contributed to the so-called Henms study, to turn over to the NICB for con.
fidential use in connection with a composite study all the data that they submitted
to Mr. Albert PD. Sawyer, who handled the compilation of data for the 10 com-
lanies, and to cooperate with you fully In this undertaking.

I enclose the form of questionnaire used In the 10 company study, which I
Introduced before the House Ways and Means Committee in the recent hearings
on the administration's tax proposals, and have asked Mr. Sawyer to make avail.
ifle to you any thoughts he may have on how to improve and sharpen the ques-
tionnalre further if a new study is to be undertaken.

If I may add a final word, I should think that it would be entirely appropriate
to seek foundation sul)port for a project of this importance and national Interest.

Sincerely, H. .HEiN z 1.

EXflxbT V

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE BOARD, IND.,
New York, N.Y., Apr(I 28, 1969.M r. I. 3. HEINS II,

Chairman of the Board, H. J. Heins o.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

DEAR MR. HEIs: We are most favorably disposed toward your proposal that
the board undertake a full.cale study of the economic implications of our foreign
Investments. As you know, we have greatly expanded'our International activities
and Intend to devote an Increasing portion of our resources to efforts such as the
International Industrial Conference and to new studies similar to those on com-
parative costs and foreigu'base corporations we Issued during the past year.
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But over and above the specifics of our program, your suggestion also goes
directly to the board's fundamental role of an Independent factltnding Institution,
There are few topics today In greater need of additional knowledge than those
ltvolving the future of our International economic relations and of the vast
changes now taking place In world markets.

I think particularly that there is a great need to pursue the pioneering work
begun last year by the group of 10 companies under your leadership. Secretary
I)lilon's recent presentation before the Senate Finance Committee has further
added to the urgency of this need. Regardless of the outcome of the current
s olley Issues, a deeper understanding of the role and implications of private

foreign investment has become essential.
While It 1 too soon to determine all the specifics of an adequate research

project, we can foresee very considerable advantages In at least twO alternative
types of study. One of these would expand the approach of th, 19 companies to
it more representative base. The other would be a more Intensive Inquiry, going
bt'yond the accounting categories of the 1901 Inquiry Into both their Individual
components and Into the underlying business considerations and experience
they reflect.

It would seek, for example, not only broader based estimates of company Im.
ports from overseas subsidiaries but also valuable new knowledge of their com-
position, the portion of them which actually competes with domestic products,
and explore their future trend. Further valuable Information could also be
assembled at the same thne on corporate policies, objectives, and motivations.
'This would go far to dispel some of the present uncertainties and test the validity
of some of the assumptions commonly made concerning our foreign Investments.

An Intensive study of this nature would clearly have lasting value. Our present
lack of concrete information on many key issues hampers proper discussions of
problems of adjusting to rising worldwide competition and of methods of meeting
the challenges and opportunities that the success of the European Common
Market has raised.

A thorough examination of these Issues and the collection of the necessary new
data would obviously be a major project. Its financing would have to be secured
from an external source, whether it be a foundation as you suggest or from some
(other means. Perhaps the next step should be a meeting In which we might
jointly explore the many possibilities and attempt to draw up a preliminary course
of action.

I look forward to your reply to these comments.
Cordially yours,

CLYDE L. RooErs, Vice President.

(The prepared statement and appendixes of the United States Coun-
cil of the International Chamber of Commerce, Inc., follows:)
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UNITED STATES COUNCIL
OF

THB INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, INC.
CAIL11 USINTCHAM 1O PAlK AVIMUE mIW To&% 17 H. T. MUIRAY HILL 6-11l

STATEMENT OF ELLSWORTH Co ALVORD
CHAIRMAN, COMMITTEE ON TAXATION,

ON
H.9. 1o650

APRIL 25, 1962

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Committee on Finance:

This statement is submitted on behalf of the United States

Council of the International Chamber of Commerce. The U.8. Council

is a private organization which is the United States affiliate of

the world-wide International Chamber of Commerce. The O.5. Council

has some 350 members, including business firms in virtually every

field of enterprise and from all parts of the country.

The U.S. Council has requested this opportunity to appear

before the Senate Committee on Finance because the operations of

its members, and the operations of virtually every other American

firm doing business abroad, would be affected -- adversely affected

-- by the provisions of H.. 10650 and by the Treasury recommenda-

tions with respect to the bill.

Thea TaX Neut ality Hyth

At the outset, I want to correct the erroneous notion that the

foreign income provisions of this bill and the Treasury's recom-

mendations in the foreign income area would make the United States

82190 0-62-pt. --28
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Income tax neutral In the choice between domestic and foreign in-

vestment. This bill would not make the tax system neutral. On

the contrary, its provisions were conceived and designed to dis-

criminate against and to discourage foreign investment.

The bill contains a credit against tax equal to ?% of the cost

of now Investment In machinery and equipment. The Treasury has

recommended that the Committee Increase the credit to 8%, the

figure originally adopted by the Ways and Means Committee.

Secretary Dillon pointed outin his statement to this Committee that

an 8% Investment credit will Increase the rate of return after

taxes on a 10-year asset from 5% under straight line or 5.6%

under double declining balance depreciation to 7.9% per year. As

he pointed out, this would represent an increase in profitability

of more than 40%. If the credit is left at 7%, the effect on a

10-year asset will be to increase the profitability of the Invest-

ment after taxes by 35%.

Under the bill and under the Treasury's proposals, the in-

vestment credit would not be available for investments made outside

the United States. Even Investments in the underdeveloped coun-

tries would not be eligible.

The effect on foreign Investment of limiting the investment

credit to domestic investments is obvious from the Treasury's own

figures. Furthermore, this effect has been recognized by the

Treasury. Secretary Dillon told this Committee that the Invest-

ment credit closely complements the foreign income proposals

because, in his words, "if we make Investments in the United

States more attractive, and at the same time we are making
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investment abroad somewhat less attractive, I think the chances

are much greater that they will make additional investments

here."

This is not tax neutrality. It is Incredible that the

Treasury has not heretofore been challenged on Its pretentions

of tax neutrality in the foreign income field in view of its

policies on the investment credits

Furthermore, the ostensible tax neutrality ideal is flatly

contradicted by the provisions in the bill, and by the Treasury

proposals, which would discriminate between investment in de-

veloped countries and Investment In less-developed countries.

Even the foreign Income tax proposal itself -- to tax the

United States shareholders as though they had received as

dividends the Income earned by controlled foreign corporations --

is inconsistent with the concept of tax neutrality. This would

not produce the same results as taxing the income earned abroad

by a branch of a domestic corporation.

The deductions taken into account in computing earnings

available for dividends are not the same as the deductions to

arrive at the taxable income of a branch operation. A loss in-

curred by a controlled foreign corporation cannot be used under

the bill to offset other income, either foreign or domestic, of

the United States shareholder. Under the bill a loss Incurred

by a controlled foreign corporation cannot even by carried back

or carried forward to offset current earnings of the same
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corporation in other years.

This should suffice to lay at rest, finally, the tax

neutrality myth. Neither this bill nor the Treasury proposals

would make the United States income tax neutral between foreign

and domestic investment. If these proposals are to be defended,

they must be defended on some grounds other than that of tax

neutrality.

TaxatInn of Forelgn ILnnme. Tn Perspgntiv

The impression has been conveyed to the Committee that

foreign corporations with American shareholders are getting

away with something or in some manner avoiding a United States

tax which they should be paying with respect to their income

earned in other countries. To place these insinuations in their

proper perspective, let us look at the relationship between the

United States income tax and foreign Income.

The United States taxes the income of foreigners when that

income arises from United States sources. At the same time, the

United States taxes the income of Americans even though that

income arises from sources in foreign countries. Thus, with

blithe unconcern for consistency, the United States has embraced

two contradictory principles of taxation. It taxes on the basis

of source of income, and it also taxes on the basis of its

sovereignty over the recipient of the income, when it is to its

advantage to do so.

The principle of taxing income arising from sources within

the country is universally accepted among nations. Therefore,

what the United States says, in effect, to the other countries
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is, "What is mine is mine, and what is yours is also mine."

The U.S. Council has long taken the position that neither

the United States nor any other foreign country should tax

Income which has Its source In another country. While we

recognize that, as a practical matter, the United States is

unlikely to recede from Its position of taxing American corpora-

tions on their income from foreign countries, we must protest

against the present proposals that the United States reach out

and tax income earned by foreign corporations In foreign

countries.

The Peongmig Rf'fet.Q

The Treasury defends the proposed tax on earnings of U.S,

subsidiaries abroad on the grounds (a) that it would improve

the balance of payments, (b) that it would increase the domestic

level of investment and national income, and (c) that it would

not Impair the competitive position of U.S. enterprise abroad.

These contentions, however, are based upon an Inadequate and

Inconsistent analysis and on dubious assumptions and unwarranted

inferences.

The ffaet_ on the Balnee or Payment.R and the DNiaatli

& i Secretary Dillon has assured this Committee that the

proposed tax on earnings of foreign subsidiaries particularly

on the earnings of manufacturing subsidiaries, would improve

the U.S. balance of payments for two reasons: it would deter

the outflow of new direct-investment capital and it would

accelerate the inflow of foreign earnings. These conclusions
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are based upon a hypothetical "model" as set forth in Exhibit III

attached to his statement before this Committee.

It is assumed in his Exhibit III that the elimination of tax

deferral will at least retard the outflow of new capital by re-

ducing the rate of return after tayes on foreign subsidiary

operations. It is also assumed that the availability of foreign

earnings after reinveslment abroad would be reduced, partly because

of the need to meet higher current tax payments to this country,

and partly because a higher proportion of such earnings would be

remitted in dividends.

These assumptions Imply that the proposed tax provisions of

section 13 would have an adverse impact on the long-run balance

of payments as shown clearly In the Treasury's analysis in Exhibit

III, It is there recognized that a cumulative reduction in capital

outflow would be largely offset by a cumulative reduction in re-

ceipts from exports generated by or related to direct Investments

abroad and from income (including royalties and fees) earned from.

such operations. Indeed, on the basis of the Treasury's analysis of

the so-called deterrentt effect" resulting from the elimination

of tax deferral in the Industrially advanced countries (as set

forth in Exhibit I#II Table A-?)# the incremental reduction in

total receipts would exceed the annual reduction in direct

capital outflow within about five or six years.

Similarly, the beneficial effects upon the balance of payments

supposedly attributable to the accelerated repatriation of earnings
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would be cumulatively offset by a loss In ne.t export and other

receipts. The Treasury in Its analysis of the so-called "switch

effect" (Exhibit III, Table A-?), in contrast to its analysis

of the so-called "deterrent effect," assumes that the capital

outflow in direct investment would continue to increase at an

annual rate of 10 per cent. Even so, the cumulative loss In net

export and other receipts would eventually exceed the cumulative

gain in dividend receipts as the level of direct investment with-

out deferral would be reduced below the corresponding level under

existing law because of a substantial cumulative reduction in

the availability of foreign earnings for reinvestment.

The Treasury's analysis shows that on net balance in the long

run the cumulative loss of receipts in the balance of payments

accounts would exceed the possible gains from the retarded outflow

of capital and the increased dividend remittances. The factors

causing this cumulative deterioration in this country's balance

of payments position would bring a corresponding deterioration

In our direct investment position abroad and a reduction in total

earnings drawn from such Investment. Indeed, this fact is ap-

parently recognized by the Treasury, as evidenced, for example,

by the statement in Exhibit III that foreign investment "may

contribute positively to our balance-of-paymentsat liquidity

position in the very long-run."

Clearly then, the supposed beneficial. effects resulting from

the elimination of tax deferral would be gained at the expense

of a long-run decline in the investment and trading position of

this country in the foreign markets of the industrially advanced
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countries of West Europe. During the next year or two when improve.

ment in our balance of payments position will be most urgently neodl

the maximum potential gains shown by the Treasury's analysis would

be relatively insignificant. Thus, for example, the maximum gains

which Secretary Dillon has assured his Committee can be confidently

expected would, at an annual average rate during the first two

years following the elimination of tax deferral, amount in his

"model" to appreciably less than $200 million a year as compared

with an annual deficit of about $3.9 billion In 1960 and about $2*4

billion in 1961.

Hypothetical gains of such a magnitude would be small even

compared with the essentially fortuitous month-to-month variations

in the components of capital movements and merchandise exports#

This fact alone should indicate the need for caution In asserting

whether the proposed tax provisions would in the short run have a

favorable or unfavorable impact upon the balance of payments.

Additional uncertainties are suggested by the Treasury's

analysis of the effects of these tax provisions on the competitive

position of U.8. enterprise abroad. Indeed many statements in this

analysis are Inconsistent with the Seoretaryts assurances concerning

the balance of payments.

The Treasury concedes that the Plimination of tax deferral may

reduce the foreign subsidiary's after-tax rate of return below the

corresponding level of its foreign competitors and that in such a

case the subsidiary could retain Its share of the foreign market only
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by reducing the dividend payments to U.S. shareholders = by bor-

rowing additional funds and thus incurring a differentially higher

interest cost. If the share of the market in such a case is main-

tained by an off-setting reduction in dividend payments to this

country, clearly there would be no gain for the balance of payments.

It the increased tax payments were made by borrowed funds, the

precise effects upon the balance of payments would *depend In part

on whether the funds were obtained from domestic or foreign sources.

If, for example, the payments were made by the parent company as

the Treasury suggests, then the balance of payments would not show

a gain but the availability of capital for domestic investment may

be reduced. These and other possibilities as suggested in the

Treasury's statement are sufficient to exemplify the contradictions

and inconsistencies running through so much of its contentions.

These possibilities indicate, furthermore, the uncertainties under-

lying the Treasuryts assumptions, particularly concerning the effects

of the proposed tax provision in retarding the outflow of capital.

Such uncertainties are greatly enhanced by the inadequate

"model" on which Secretary Dillon based his testimony concerning

the effects of tax-deferral elimination on the outflow of direct-

investment capital and on U.S. "net exports" generated by such

capital.flows. This "model" is offered by the Treasury as a basis

for its attack on the testimony of many witnesses presented during

the Hearings last Spring on the tax proposals considered by the

Ways and Means Committeo of the House. Without getting into many

technical questions which are mainly of interest to statistical
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and other experts, this "model" is conceptually defective in some

respects and is based on inadequate data.

(1) Specifically, Secretary Dillon ,concedes that the inflows

from export receipts and dividend income related to direct invest-

ments abroad normally exceed the new capital outflow. He contends,

however, that these two flows "IM D" related M t Igoer ," on

the ground that such receipts are related to the accumulated

capital built up from past investments and that the current out-

flows of capital are not related to such Inflows, This contention

is conceptually defective, Clearly the amount of income receipts

and exports sold to or through U.S. manufacturing subsidiaries

during any given year would reflect in large part the levels of

business activity abroad and thus the rate of utilization of the

plant and equipment of such subsidiaries. The higher the levels

of such business activity abroad, the larger will be the level

of earnings of such subsidiaries available for dividend payments

to this country And for reinvestment abroad and the larger will

be the demand for U.S. uxports of capital goods and Industrial

materials.

Similarly, as the levels of business activity and plant

utilization expand abroad the demand for capital funds for plant

and equipment and for working capital will expand, and this ex-

pansion will lead to a larger outflow of direct investment capital

ang ~r to increased reinvestments of larger foreign earnings. If

the Secretary wishes to remind us that there is a difference
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between the stock of accumulated capital at any one time and the

rate of additions to such capital and the flow of income earned

by it, then of course, he is quite right. Both of the current

flows (rates of addition to capital and of Income drawn from it)

reflect, nonetheless, conditions of long-term economic growth and

cyclical fluctuations here and abroad. It is necessary, therefore,

to reject the Secretary's contention that these two rates of flow

are not related one to the other.

(2) The Treasury also insists that exports sold to or through

U.8. subsidarires should be "netted" against imports purchased

from such subsidiaries. "Net exports" to subsidiaries are then

used to measure the impact of their operations on domestic pro-

duotion and employment and to project the long-term "net export"

effects on the balance of payments. This proposition is essentially

defective. Oiven relative prices and possible alternative sources

of supply, the level and composition of U.S. demand for imports

will depend chiefly on the corresponding components of ONP

(including changes in business inventories) while U.8. exports will

respond to similar demand and supply factors abroad. Thus, even

If annual exports to subsidiaries were uniquely related to the

book value of direct-investment capital abroad at the beginning

of the year, the inference would not be warranted that imports

are so related. Partial evidence for this conclusion is the fact

that while exports and Imports trend in the same direction, the

rates frequently diverge under the impact oftcyolical and other

factors. This fact is shown in the data used by the Treasury.
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(3) The foregoing conceptual defects are obvious from the

Treasury's computation of the "net export" ratios. Even if the

basic approach were adequate, the specific application by the

Treasury would not yield reliable results, as data for a mere

one or two-year period cannot be an adequate basis for projecting

long-term changes in the balance of payments or domestic pro-

duction. For example, the ratio between (a) 1959 "net export'

to European manufacturing subsidiaries and (b) outstanding direct

investments would yield a negative value - a result which would

contradict the clear and admitted fact that such investments do

give rise to substantial exports.

(4) Furthermore, the impact of direct-investment activity

on such long-term developments involve many inherent uncertainties

which are not subject to quantitative measurement. The fact is

that such investments have greatly increased the quantity and

quality of resource supplies available to the domestic economy

and have proably reduced their cost and thus contributed to the

expansion of domestic output and employment. Secretary Dillon

apparently means to ignore or minimize this fact In his discussion

concerning the supposed beneficial effects on domestic output

resulting from the elimination of tax deferral. He also apparently

overlooks the contribution that direct Investments have made to

the level of income of U.S. dividend recipients, inasmuch as he

limits his discussion of the Income and employment effects to

the lnfluen% of net exports. It is also an admitted fact that

direot-investment activity has contributed substantially to the

development of U.S. export markets and has also made substantial
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contributions to the building of the industrial strength of the

free world.

Despite such inadequate analytical groundwork, Secretary

Dillon insists that we should rely firmly on the "parameter values"

computed in his Exhibit III model, and assures us that the elimina-

tion of tax deferral will stimulate investment and promote employ-

ment in this country. This assurance is given despite the fact

that no evidence was offered to show that domestic investment

has been impeded by a shortage of funds attributable to the out-

flow of long-term capital to subsidiaries overseas or to the re-

investment of their earnings.

AMerican-Owned Corporations in Competition. Secretary Dillon

argues that the privilege of tax deferral has operated as a sub-

ttantial subsidy inducing the flow of direct investments abroad

and causing an uneconomic allocation of resources and that the

elimination of this privilege would not impair the competitive

position of U.S. enterprises abroad. These contentions are not

correct.

There are many economic factors affecting the flow of direct

investments to the industrially advanced countries. U.S. business

must compete in foreign markets by both exporting and investing.

In some cases these modes of competition may be substitutive

for each other, but they are also complementary as evidenced by

the demand ror exports generated by or related to such investments.

The large increase during recent years in dirbot-investment

activity, particularly in manufacturing subsidiaries in Western
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Europe, is in a large part attributable to cost advantages that

may be obtained from the location of operations in those countries,

While the choice of the most advantageous location is influenced

by many other factors, the fact stands that the increasedinvestments

in these manufacturing subsidiaries has moved partly in response to

more favorable production costs and the opportunity for the more

efficient coordination of production and distribution activities.

To this extent, direct investments have permitted U.S. firms to

compete through their subsidiaries more favorably with foreign firs

in domestic and foreign markets.

The rise in such Investments In West-Europe has also resulted

in part from the rebuilding of the industrial economy of these

countries and their high growth rates during the past decade, rein-

forced by unusually strong boom conditions during the more recent

period. Another Important factor has been the rapid and successful

development of the Common Market with its prospects for further

enlargement and increased freedom of movement for labor and capital.

At the same time American businessmen are faced with the external

tariff barrier. In this context the Treasury itself seems to con-

cede that tax deferral has not been an Important factor causing the

outflow of new direct investments from the U.S. to these countries

as evidenced by the statement in Exhibit III that "presumably only

a small proportion of new capital outflow over this period was actu-

ally tax Induced." Tax deferral has, however, enabled our sub-

sidiarien to participate in this expansion on a larger scale than

would have otherwise been possible.
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What the privilege of deferral has done is to permit

U.S. subsidiaries to operate under conditions more nearly equal

to their rivals In the West European countries by permitting

them to finance a larger part of their Investments out of re-

tained earnings. It is in this sense that the competitive

position must be understood. Whatever the dimensions of com-

petition, they must be defined in respect to the activities of

rival firms operating under similar market conditions. In re-

spect to relative prices and cost, the reinvestment of earnings

has enabled American firms to establish and enlarge their opera-

tions under more favorable cost conditions and with more efficient

management, without any drain on this country's balance of pay-

ments. In this connection the fact should be noted that the

amount of reinvested earnings in manufacturing subsidiaries in

West Etwope has exceeded the net outflow of capital to such sub-

sidiaries every year for about the past decade (including 1960

if the large non-recurrent $370 million purchase of outstanding

equity securities in the U.K. is not counted),

Competitive survival in the long run depends not only on the

relative prices at which given products are sold in given markets.

It depends also in large part on the capital resources available

for financing research and development programs, technological

innovations and other investment opportunities (including new

and diversified product-lines and the development of new sources

.f industrial supplies). The reduction in retained subsidiary

earnings in advanced countries would most surely impair the

competitive responses of U.S. manufacturing subsidiaries in West
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Europe relative to those of their foreign rivals. Finally, the

freedom of capital to move in response to the relative pro-

fitability of Investment opportunities and the relative avail-

ability of funds here and abroad, and to perform abroad under

conditions more nearly comparable to their foreign rivals,

contributes to the more efficient allocation of resources

within the free world.

The proposals of the Treasury and some of the provisions

of this bill are virtually unprecedented among economically

advanced countries. Indeed, most countries of the world

actually encourage foreign investment through their tax laws,

If these proposals become law, the American businessman will

find his foreign subsidiary struggling to compete with business-

men from countries which levy no tax at all on foreign income,

or grant preferential rate differentials to foreign income,

or include in their laws provisions which explicitly recognize

and permit the use of foreign base companies incorporated in

other jurisdictions.

It is Important that the Committee be aware of the tax

treatment received by our competitors abroad. The attached

Appendix I contains a digest of the tax treatment of their

corporations on income arising outside the national borders

in the case of Canada, England, Prance, Germany, Netherlands,

Belgium, Italy and the Latin American countries generally.

It is apparent that these countries are moving in pre-

cisely the opposite direction from the Treasury's proposals.

They want their businessmen to succeed in the competitive

struggle for world markets.
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.1 It Wrong to save roryn Tnxe ?

The U.S. Council would have no objection to any measures

which are necessary to prevent the diversion of United States

source income to foreign corporations to avoid the United States

Income tax. This is not, however, the objective of the Administra-

tion, and it is not the objective of section 13 of the bill.

Instead, section 13 and the Treasury's recommendations are

primarily designed to prevent Americans from using foreign

corporations to save foreign Income taxes.

The proposals are not limited In their application to in-

come from United States sources or to administrative provisions

to assist in determining what Income is from United States

sources. The bill would Impose our income tax as a penalty

on Americans who have either utilized a two-tiet system of foreign

corporations or have utilized a corporation incorporated in

one foreign country to trade In other foreign countries. This

may have been done to minimize Income taxes in foreign countries;

It may have been done to minimize foreign excise taxes; or it

may have been done to avoid risking investments In a country

where currency devaluation or expropriation is a possibility.

For all of these reasons and many more, American business-

men have utilized foreign corporations to trade in other foreign

countries, to own stock in operating foreign subsidiaries in

other countries, and to license, service, and lend money to

operating subsidiaries in other countries, None of this is,

or should be, of concern to the United States Treasury except

in cases involving transactions carried out between two foreign
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corporations whose stock ownership connection is through a Unit.

States taxpayer.

If United States Investors abroad set up a system of foreign

subsidiaries owned by a foreign holding company or If they set

up a foreign subsidiary to trade in other foreign countries,

and If the effect of this arrangement is to reduce the taxes

paid to foreign countries, the Americans should be congratulated

by the United States, not penalized. This will help our balance

of payments, not harm it.

Yet the admitted result of the Treasury proposals would be

to wipe out the foreign tax savings which American-owned foreign ,

corporations have succeeded In achieving. Secretary Dillon told

this Committee that the Treasury had estimated a relatively low

figure as the revenue yield of the so-called tax haven legis-

lation In the bill, "because one of the things that this may

do is simply make tax havens less attractive in Europe. Com-

panies may operate more normally In the country in which they

are manufacturing, in which their manufacturing concern is

located, and pay taxes there, so we will not get the actual

tax."

Surely forcing American-owned corporations to pay higher

foreign taxes cannot be justified as helping our balance of

payments.

Traeatw, Obllaton and the pill

Section 21 of the bill would order the United States to

renege on all of its treaty obligations with other nations

which conflict with provisions of the bill. Secretary Dillon

has recommended that this section be deleted from the bill,
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and we warmly second his recommendation.

We do not, however, share the Secretary's opinion that none

of our income tax treaties are affected by the bill. The foreign

Income provisions of the bill are replete with conflicts with

treaty provisions.

Section 11 of the bill, which would require dividends re-

ceived from foreign corporations to be "grossed-up" by the

foreign income taxes paid by the foreign corporation and at-

tributable to the dividends paid, as a condition to obtaining

foreign tax credit, would violate the income tax treaties with

13 nations. These are the countries to whom the United States

has promised to allow taxes of the treaty country as a foreign

tax credit in accordance with the provisions of our income tax

law at a time when our law permitted the crediting of foreign

taxes paid by foreign corporations without grossing-up. These

13 nations are AUstralia, Austria, Belgium, Finland, Oermany,

Honduras, Ireland, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland,

the Union of South Africa, and the United Kingdom.

If the references to the foreign tax credit provisions

of our law in treaties which do not specify that the tax credit

provisions referred to are those In effect on a particular date

are construed as references to our law in effect at the:times

the treaties were agreed to -- and this is certainly a reasonable

construction -- section 11 would likewise conflict with our

obligations under the income tax treaties with Canada, Denmark,

Frances Oreece, and Italy.
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Section 13 of the bill, by taxing income earned by foreign

corporations of treaty countries which do not have permanent

establishments in this country, would conflict with a provision

of general application in the income tax treaties with Austria,

Germany, and New Zealand. Each of these three treaties provides

explicitly that industrial or commercial profits of an enterprise

of the treaty country shall not be subject to United States tax

unless the enterprise is engaged in trade or business in the

United States through a permanent establishment situated here.

Section 13 would likewise be contrary to the spirit, if not

the letter, of all of the other income tax treaties. All of them

provide that an enterprise of the contracting nation shall not

be subject to taxation by the United States except inspect to

profits allocable to a permanent establishment in this country. It

could be argued by the Treasury that, since section 13 taxes the

United States shareholders, it does not literally tax an, enter-

prise of the treaty country. However, section 13 would clearly

contravene the principle of these treaty provisions. Even this

technical defense would not be available to the Treasury in the

case of the treaties with Australia, Germany, and New Zealand,

since the United States contracted there not to tax the profits

of an enterprise of another country -- not merely the enterprise

itself.

Every income tax treaty to which the United States is a party

provides for the exemption by the United States of income derived

by an enterprise of the other contracting nation from the operation
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of ships, or aircraft, or both. None of these treaty provisions

limit the exemption to an enterprise of the other contracting

nation. Instead, the exemptions apply to Income derived by

an enterprise of the other country. Thus, section 13, by taxing

United States shareholders on the income of corporations of the

treaty countries derived from operating ships or aircraft, would

be in conflict with these treaty provisions.

The Treasury's proposals for separate application of the

limitations on the foreign tax credit to foreign income taxes

on portfolio investments will conflict with the same treaty

provisions as does section 11 of the bill. It will cut down

on the foreign tax credit for income taxes of the treaty coun-

tries, contrary to the covenants in the treaties to allow a

foreign tax credit under the law then in effect.

The provisions of the various treaties which are in con-

flict with the bill are contained in the attached Appendix II.

In making his sweeping assertion that none of the Income

tax treaties are affected by any section of the bill, Secretary

Dillon may have relied on a provision contained in many of our

Income tax treaties to the effect that, notwithstanding other

provisions of the treaty, the United States, in determining

the taxes of its citizens, residents, or corporations, may

include In the base upon which the taxes are Imposed items of

Income taxable under its revenue laws as though the treaty had

not come into effect.

In the first pl'ce, no such saving clause is contained in

the income tax treaties with Australia, Ireland, New Zealand,

Pakistan, and the United Kingdom or in the income tax treaty
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with India which is awaiting ratification.

While the treaties with Austria, Denmark, Finland, France,

Germany, Honduras, Italy, Japan, Norway, Sweden, Switterland,

and the Union of South Africa contain saving clauses, in these

treaties the covenant to allow a foreign tax :credit for the

taxes of the other contracting nations is an exception to the

saving clause. Thus, the saving clause is, by its terms, not

applicable to a reduction in tho benefits of the foreign tax

credit. In the remaining treaties which contain saving clauses,

these clauses are written in terms of the right of the United

States to include Income in the base upon which its taxes are

imposed, so the clauses do not relate to the promises In the

treaties to allow foreign tax credit against United States

tax.

Furthermore, in all of the income tax treaties which con-
tain saving clauses relating to the taxation of American na-

tionals, the clauses refer to inclusion of items of income

taxable under the revenue laws of the United States as if the

treaty had not come into effect. The most reasonable construo-

tion of this language is that it relates only to items which

were Included in income under the revenue laws of the United

States in the form in which those laws were written when the

treaties went Into effect. Under this construction, the saving

olbuses would have no application to income included In the

base of the tax of United States shareholders for the first

time under section 13 of this bill.
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SECTION BY SECTION COMMENTS

Section 6 (Amendment to Sectionj 482 of the Code)

If the present section 482 of the Internal Revenue Code needs

to be strengthened to preventavoidance of tax on income from United
States sources through the use of foreign corporations, then such

in amendment should by all means be enacted. It would appear, how-

ever, that section 482 in its present form is fully broad enough to

reach any abuses through deflection of United States source income

into foreign subsidiaries. The section now provides:

"In any case of two or more organizations,
trades or businesses (whether or not incorporated,
whether or not organized in the United States, and
whether or not affiliated) owned or controlled,
directly or indirectly by the same interests, the
Secretary or his delegate may distribute, apportion,
or allocate gross income, deductions, credits, or
allowances between or among such organizations, trades,
or businesses if he determines that such distribution,
apportionment, or allocation is necessary in order to
prevent evasion of taxes .or clearly to reflect the
income of any of such organizations, trades, or
businesses."

If the Committee decides that amendment of section 482 is needed,

two serious deficiencies should be corrected in the proposed amend-

ment now contained in the bill.

First, the scope for judicial review.of discriminatory adminis-

trative action under the proposed section 482(b) is not clear.

There is a danger under the present wording of the bill that court

review of administrative reallocations of income might be defeated

by a simple recitation in an administrative finding that all of the

factors listed in the statute had been taken Inito consideration.

Second, the reallocation of foreign income to a domestic tax-.

payer under proposed section 482(b) may result in an unconscionable

burden of double taxation. The problem is recognized in the bill,
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and provision is made for the domestic taxpayer to claim credit for

foreign income taxes which have been paid with respect to the reall

cated income. However, in most cases this provision will not be

effective because the per country or the overall limitation on the

foreign tax credit will make it impossible for the domestic taxpayo

to credit the foreign income taxes which the bill attributes to it.

To avoid the double tax burden and make the foreign tax credit full

effective, the reallocated income which has borne foreign income ta

should be treated as foreign source income for purposes of the limit

tions on the foreign tax credit.

Section 11 (The Oross-un ProDosal)

The U. S. Council has consistently opposed the proposal that

dividends received from foreign corporations should be grossed-up by

the foreign income tax paid with respect to the earnings from which

the dividends are paid. As explained above, the proposal is in

conflict with most of our income tax treaties. If enacted with

section 21 of the bill the result will be the deliberate abrogation

of treaty provisions, with all that that implies for the United

States, international reputations If enacted without section 21

the result will be hopeless confusion as to the scope of the provis-

ion and discrimination between taxpayers who are protected from

grossing-up because of the treaty provisions and those who are not.

Section 12 (Earned Income ,f Americans Abroad)

It is the position of the U.S. Council that Americans who are

bona fide residents of foreign coontries should be permitted to

continue to exclude all of their earned income from foreign sources,

without limitation as to amount and regardless of whether they live

in developed or undeveloped countries. We strongly oppose the

Treasury proposal that the earned income exclusion be terminated
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completely both for bona fide residents and for persons physically

present for 17 out of 18 months in the developed countries.

It would be unfair to impose United States income tax on the

earned income of an individual who goes abroad to work on the same

basis as though he were here where he could take advantage of the

Government-financed benefits which are available to domestic resi-

dents* It would be particularly unfair to change the rules now for

individuals who accepted foreign employment in reliance on the

existing foreign tax treatment. The Treasury proposal will cause

a serious morale problem among American employees abroad. It is

another instance of the roadblocks which the Troasuryis attempting

to throw up to block the future progress of American businesses

abroad.

Allowing credit for income taxes paid to the foreign country

of residence is not a full solution for the American living abroad.

Frequently, the foreign government does not furnish services equiva-

lent to those provided by this Government for residents of the

United States. Also, if the foreign tax system depends primarily

on excise taxes which are nQt eligible for credit against our income

taxes, the American living in the foreign country will be subjected

to an unfair double tax burden because these foreign excise taxes

will be passed on to him and borne by him as a consumer.

If the dollar limitations on the earned income exclusion of

bona fide residents is retained in the bill, the logical treatment

of pensions would be to exempt the portion of'the pensions which is

a return of employer pension plan contributions which, had they been
ourrentl o h e lm

paid to the employee/as la es would have been excluded from the

employees taxable income because they would have been within the

dollar limitations on the foreign-earned income exclusion.
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Jection11 (Controlled Foreign Corporations)

The treatment of United States shareholders in foreign corpora.

tions which is proposed by section 13 of the bill is an attempt to

reach beyond the boundaries of our normal taxing jurisdiction to

hamper and discourage the conduct of American-owned businesses abro

The United States Council strongly urges the Committee to reject

section 13 in its present form.

Section 13 would tax income of four different sorts. Only one

of these -- the insurance or reinsurance of United States risks -..

is directed at an asserted avoidance of tax on United States source

income.

The bill would tax American shareholders on the income of forei

corporations from patent and copyright royalties# regardless of the

disposition made of this royalty income and regardless of whether it

is from developed or Undeveloped countries* The proposed treatment

is contrary to the long-established rules in the Internal Revenue

Code defining the source of income.

It is not clear why royalty income has been singled out for this

discriminatory treatment. If enacted, the effect will be to discour

age American business from giving technical help to the less-develop

countries.

Section 13 would not merely tax royalties received by foreign

corporations. It would also impute royalties to foreign corporation

if they make any use of patents, royalties, or exclusive formulas or

processes either developed in the United States or purchased from

related United States persons.

Taxing imputed royalty income where none is actually paid will

result in fantastic administrative problems. These are precisely

the sort of problems which the Treasury Department has complained

that it cannot handle under the present provisions of section 462o
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If the proposed tax on imputed royalties is enacted, it will

make the Revenue Service's present difficulties with section 482

seem mild by comparison. At least, section 462 creates administra-

tive problems only in the cases in which it is invoked by the

Revenue Service. The proposed tax on imputed royalties would

'apply every year to every instance in which a controlled foreign

corporation makes any use of patents, copyrights, or formulas

developed in the United States or acquired from related United

States person. I

The third category of income tax to American shareholders

under section 13 is called foreign base company income. It

includes interest, dividends, rents, mineral royalties, and

merchandise trading income of controlled foreign corporations.

This portion of section 13 has the objective of penalizing

American shareholders who use foreign corporations to save foreign

taxes or to facilitate or protect their foreign operations.

American firms with operating subsidiaries in a number of

foreign countries have frequently found it expedient for sound

management reasons (having nothing to do with the United States

income tax) to centralize their ownership in a principal affiliate

in one country. Typically, this will be done where the group of

operating foreign subsidiary companies are within one large

economic unit or geographical area covering several foreign

countries -- for example, the European Common Market. This can

result in a high degree of cooperation among the affiliates, and

it tends to make planning more effective and operations more

efficient. This benefits the American owners and thus, indirectly

benefits the United States as a whole, Nonetheless, the dividend
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and interest income of the foreign holding company would be taxed

under the bill as foreign base company income.

Secretary Dillon is apparently recommending that the broad

definition of foreign base company income already contained in

section 13 of the bill be further broadened to include income

from the performance of services for other affiliated foreign

corporations. This would strike another blow at the efficient

operation of American-owned businesses abroad. It is another

illustration of the proclivity of the Treasury to substitute its

Judgment on the proper form of business organization for that

of the businessmen who know what is involved and whose money is

at risk.

Section 13 would include in the taxable foreign base company

income of American-owned foreign corporations their income from

the purchase and sale of property produced outside the country

of incorporation and sold for use outside that country, if the

property is either purchased from or sold to an affiliate. The

provision is not limited to transactions with related domestic

taxpayers where there might be a possibility of channeling United

States source income into foreign corporations. That problem

is adequately covered by the changes proposed in section 482.

This provision is apparently designed primarily to penalize

the use of foreign corporations which sell in countries other

than the country of incorporation. United States shareholders

would be confronted with a virtually impossible burden of proof

in attempting to show that goods, after their sale, will not be

used in another country.

The discrimination against foreign corporations engaged in
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business outside their country of incorporation is typical of

the approach in section 13, which is to force American-owned

businesses into a competitive strait Jacket. Keying tax

consequences to whether income is earned inside or outside the

country of incorporation would force a policy of senseless and

inefficient fragmentation -- the creation of a separate corpora-

tion in each country where business is done.

A foreign corporation may be used to sell products in a

number of foreign countries simply because this is more efficient

than setting up separate selling subsidiaries in each foreign

country. In fact, for many small or medium-sized American firms

the cost of setting up and staffing a separate foreign corporation

in each country would be prohibitive.

Section 13 of the bill would apparently dictate the creation

of a costly number of local affiliates, with a resulting decrease

in profits to the United States shareholders. It is unreasonable

for national boundaries between foreign countries to be such a

decisive factor on the United States income tax. A country such

as Canada might support more than one affiliate, but the sum

total of operations within the several governmental units of the

Windward Islands and the Leeward Islands, for example, would

dictate only one affiliate if the decision is made on business

grounds and not to comply with section 13.

At a time when American-owned businesses need all the help

they can get in establishing themselves in the new common markets,

section 13 proposes to impose tax penalties on trading across

national borders. It is as though our Federal tax law were to

penalize a Delaware corporation for doing business in the other
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49 states. The emphasis in the bill on national boundaries

between foreign countries is particularly ironic since the United

States has actively encouraged foreign countries to enter common

market arrangements to reduce the barriers between them.

The proposed definition of foreign base company income is

largely keyed to transactions by controlled foreign corporations

with related persons. If enacted, it would place a premium on

having foreign subsidiaries buy from outside sources instead of

buying from the United States parent corporation. Also, the

provision will be an inducement to set up manufacturing operations

in the various foreign countries in which products manufactured

in the United States are now sold through a foreign trading subsi.

diary. These consequences are the direct opposite of the balance

of payments objectives of the bill.

These provisions in section 13 would impose tax penalty

without regard of the many non-tax reasons which dictate the use

of separate operating foreign subsidiaries owned or serviced by

a foreign holding company or which dictate that trade in a given

foreign country be conducted by a subsidiary incorporated in

another foreign country.

For instances one foreign corporation may be used to market

in another country to save the cost of local incorporation or

because of currency controls. In other cases a corporation

organized under local law may be undesirable because of a require-

ment that a certain percentage of the stock of a local corpora-

tion must be owned by nationals.

The fourth category of income which would be created for

American shareholders by section 13 is the increase in investments
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by their foreign corporations in the United States or in different

businesses not located in the les-developed countries. The

taxed amount would not be limited to he earnings of the foreign

corporation for the year. Instead# the tax could apply to the

total earnings accumulated in years after 1962.

Reinvestment of profits in a developed foreign country would

be limited to the same trade or business in which the foreign

corporation is already engaged. This is an incredible requirement.

It serves no apparent policy or equity purposes# yet it places a

tax penalty on dynamic and progressive business practices. It

penalizes switching to new products. It could conceivably be

interpreted as penalizing the opening of new branches of the

corporation's old business. It is unbelievable that Congress

would saddle this sort of a restriction on American-owned busi-

nesses in the European Common Market at the very time when this

area is on the threshold of the greatest growth in economic

activity and competition that it has ever experienced.

Irrational as the present provisions in section 13 are, they

would not be quite as bad as the Treasury'-s proposals. The

Treasury would tax all earnings of American-owned foreign corpora-

tions in the developed countries, even though the earnings are

reinvested in the same trade or business.

Even in developed foreign countries which have income tax

rates which are as high or higher than our own# either the present

section 13 or the Treasury proposal would be extremely burdensome

because of the accounting requirements they would imposes Regard-

less of how high the foreign tax rate is# it would be necessary

to compute the income of a controlled foreign corporation each
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year under American accounting concepts and in accordance with

the definition of, earnings and profits in our tax law.

Accounting principles in nearly all foreign countries differ

markedly from those we are accustomed to in this country. Rules

of inventory valuation for tax purposes in countries of Continenta:

Europe are more liberal than they are in the United States. Some

countries have permitted asset revaluation for tax purposes in

prior years. In two countries great latitude in establishing

depreciation rates for tax purposes is permitted. These are only

a few of the significant variations from our concept of income.

Attempts to translate foreign concepts of earnings and profits

into the United States tax law concept are further complicated

by the problem of what to do about elections$ or options, provided

in the United States tax law for United States taxpayers. There

are no mechanics provided either in the present law or in the

bill whereby a foreign corporation which does not file a United

States tax return can make such basic elections as installment

sales treatment, treatment of research and development expendi-

tures, or use of LIFO inventories.

Tremendous administrative costs would be incurred in trying

to determine the basis, for United States tax purposes, of assets

of foreign corporations.

The failure to take into account loss carry-overs, which

under our tax law do not offset current earnings and profits,

would result in indefensible double taxation situations.

On the question of whether section 13 of the bill or the

Treasury proposal is constitutional, the opinion which the

Treasury General Counsel gave last year does not provide a

complete answer. The June 12, 1961 memorandum by the General
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Counsel of the Treasury, Robert H. Knight, on the constitutional

power to tax shareholders on undistributed income of foreign

corporations, took the position that the original Treasury

proposal last year with respect to shareholders of existing

foreign corporations would not differ constitutionally from the

tax on foreign personal holding company income "when the congress-

ional purpose is to prevent avoidance by U.S. taxpayers of paying

U.S. income taxes." Mr. Knight's memorandum advanced an alterna-

tive defense of the Treasury proposals under the 16th amend-

ment which did not rest on the premise of prevention of avoidance

of United States income taxes. However, his defense of the

Treasury proposals under the due process clause of the fifth

amendment was based on this premise:

"Accordingly, since the rro osed legislation isdesigned-to-preyent tax avoidance-by the use or

foreign cor oraions #controlled' within the mean-
ing of the proposed legislation, In the United States,
I believe that the Supreme Court under established
doctrine would find the tax consonant with the due
rocess requirements of the fifth amendment."
emphasis supplied)

In the principal area of their proposed application, neither

section 13 nor the Treasury proposals can be defended as being

designed by Congress to prevent avoidance of United States tax.

Where is the avoidance of United States tax if a Swiss corpora-

tion is used, for example, to minimize German or French income

taxes?

The U.S. Council strongly urges the Committee to strike out

section 13 of the bill and to substitute in i4ts place a provision

designed to correct abuses in the use of foreign holding companies

without hampering or discouraging the operations of legitimate

American-owned businesses abroad. Such a provision was tentatively

82100 0-62-pt. 0-25
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adopted by the Ways and Means Committee and announced by that

Committee on February 1. Briefly, it would have taxed United

States shareholders on unreasonable accumulations of income by

their foreign corporations. This provision would not, however,

have penalized the reinvestment of foreign earnings in legitimate

active businesses, whether these businesses were carried on

directly or through subsidiaries of the controlled foreign corpora-

tion,

This concept is embodied in the attached Appendix III, which

contains legislative language designed to carry out the proposal

adopted tentatively by the House Ways and Means Committee on

February 1, 1962. It offers d reasonable solution, as contrqstod

with the unbridled attacks on American-owned businesses abroad

which are contained in section 13 of the present bill and in the

Treasury proposals. We strongly recommend adoption of the

proposal contained in Appendix III in lieu of the present section

13.

Section 16 (Ordinary Income on Sale or Liquidation of Foreign
Corporations)

Section 16 of the bill would tax gain on the sale or

redemption of stock of foreign corporations, in certain circum-

stances, as ordinary income to the extent of the stockholder's

share of the earnings and profits of the foreign corporation.

A stock redemption is treated as a dividend so that an American

corporate shareholder is entitled to foreign tax credit for a

proportionate share of the foreign income taxes paid by the

redeeming foreign corporation. However, the bill makes no such

provision for foreign tax credit if the United States shareholder

sells his stock instead of causing the foreign corporation to
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redeem it. There does not appear to be a valid basis for this

distinction. The U.S. Council, therefore, recommends that

foreign tax credit for foreign income taxes paid by the foreign

corporation be made available to the United States shareholder

who has ordinary income under the bill by reason of selling

his stock in the foreign corporation as well as the United States

shareholder who redeems his stock.

Section 20 (Information on Foreign Entities)

The U.S. Council does not object to authorizing the Revenue

Service to obtain any information it needs to prevent tax abuses

through the use of foreign corporations. We do not think, however

that any purpose would be served by requiring duplications of

effort in complying with the information requirements or by

assembling a vast file of information returns which the Revenue

Service will not use.

Section 20 of the bill in its present form is susceptible

to these abuses. Furthermore, the severe penalties imposed for

failure to comply with the information return requirements

should be modified. Much of the information which would be

required by the bill may prove impossible to obtain in accurate

form. In such cases, penalties should not be imposed where

there has been a bona fide attempt to comply to the best of

one's ability.
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Appendix I

Digest of Tax Treatment by Other Countries of
Foreicin Income of Cor2ora!tio .s

United Kinadom

Except in the case of Overseas Trade Corporations, resi-
dent corporations are taxed on their foreign earnings by the
United Kingdom. If a resident corporation is a subsidiary,
its losses may be consolidated with its parent corporation's
earnings for profits tax purposes.

A non-resident corporation is taxed on its business in-
come only when the income is remitted to the United Kingdom
-- that is, only when the income is actually received in the
United Kingdom.

A corporation is resident in the United Kingdom if its
central control and management is located there. This is de-
termined primarily on the basis of the place of meeting of
the board of directors.

The place of incorporation is irrelevant for purposes of
determining whether or not a corporation is resident in the
United Kingdom. Thus, the place of incorporation is irrele-
vant for determining when business income is taxed. However,
the place of incorporation determines the domicile of the
corporation, and this, in turn, determines when the corpora-
tion's investment income is taxed. If the corporation is dom-
iciled in the United Kingdom it is taxed currently on its
foreign investment income. if the corporation is domiciled
outside the United Kingdom, it is taxed on its foreign invest-
ment income only when it is remitted to the United Kingdom.

Capital gains and returns of capital from abroad are not
taxable. The foreign income of a non-resident subsidiary
which is distributed on dissolution of the subsidiary will

W I I
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be received by the parent corporation in the United Kingdom
as tax-free capital profits.

A foreign tax credit is allowed, either by treaty or
by law, for foreign taxes comparable to the United Kingdom
income or profits taxes.

Corporations managed and controlled in the United King-
dom but operated entirely abroad may qualify as Overseas
Trade Corporations. Qualifying corporations are not taxed
on their trading profits until either these profits are dis-
tributed in the United Kingdom or the corporation ceases to
qualify for Overseas Trade Corporation treatment.

To qualify for Overseas Trade Corporation treatment, a
corporation must either carry on its trade wholly outside
the United' Kingdom or it must be a holding company owning
more than a 50% interest in an Overseas Trade Corporation
subsidiary and not owning stock in any subsidiary which
trades in the United Kingdom. Overseas Trade Corporation
status is not available to corporations engaging in bank-
ing, money lending, dealing in securities, selling insur-
ance, shipping, or air transport, or if its business re-
ceipts are mainly payments for professional or similar serv-
ices of United Kingdom residents or are royalties on works
of authors who are residents.

Investment income of an Overseas Trade Corporation does
not receive tax deferral.

Closely held Overseas Trade Corporations are subject to
the surtax on unreasonable accumulations of profits.

Corporations pay the standard tax of 38.75%. The re-
cipient of a dividend of a corporation is treated as having
received the dividend before the payment of the standard
tax and may credit against his own tax liability the stand-
ard tax which has already been paid by the corporation.

In addition, corporations are subject to the profits
tax at the rate of 15%.

(Source: TaxAtion nthe Uited Kinadom.
World Tax Series, Harvard Law School.)
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Canlada

With the exception of Foreign Business Corporations,
corporations which are resident in Canada are taxable on
their income worldwide.

The test of residence is where the corporation's cen-
tral management and control is located. As a general rule,
central management and control will be found in the country
where the corporation's directors reside and hold their meet-
ings. A corporation incorporated in Canada is deemed to be
a resident if it carries on business in Canada during the
year.

Resident corporations, in computing their taxable in-
comes, may deduct the dividends they have received from non-
resident corporations or from corporations qualifying as
Foreign Business Corporations if the dividend recipients
own over 25%. of the stock in the corporations paying the
dividends.

Capital gains are not taxed.

Canadian resident corporations are not taxed if they
qualify as Foreign Business Corporations.

A Foreign Business Corporation must carry on its busi-
ness outside Canada, and all its property except securities
and bank deposits must be situated outside Canada. A For-
eign Business Corporation can engage in business operations
of an industrial, mining, commercial, public utility, or pub-
lic service nature. If its stock is listed on an exchange
it can carry on business of an investment or financial na-
ture. A Foreign Business Corporation cannot derive over 10.
of its gross revenue from leasing or operating ships or air-
craft. Closely-held investment companies, called 'personal
corporations," are not eligible for Foreign Business Corpor-
ation treatment.

Foreign Business Corporation treatment applies only to
corporations which have qualified since before 1959.

The Canadian corporation tax rate is 50%, including a
3% Old Age Security tax.

(Source: Canadian T Reprter, Commerce
Clearing House.)
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France follows the principle of territoriality -- that
is, corporations are taxed only on income arising from with-
in French territory. The company tax is not payable on pro-
fits earned outside France through a branch or permanent
establishment.

The 24% withholding tax payable on distributions by a
corporation to its shareholders applies both to profits
earned at home and to profits earned outside France.

While capital gains realized by corporations are tax-
able, those realized by individuals ordinarily are not.
However an individual stockholder is taxable on the profit
from saie of a major participation in a business if he or
a relative is on the board of directors.

(Sources: n Sept. is, 1961
and Oct. 15 196 an --W s LI,2, 0
(2nd ed.), federaiio o r shIdstries Taxa-
tion Studies. )

BoelciMa

In general, Belgium taxes the foreign income of corpor-
ations which have either their registered office or their
principal administrative office in the country. However,
some new surcharges and temporary taxes imposed by the Loi
Unique of February 14, 1961, apply only to Belgian source
income.

Belgium does not tax foreign income at the same rates
as domestic income. Business income from other countries
is taxed at one-fifth the rate for Belgian business income.
Investment income from foreign sources is taxed at 12%, com-
pared with tax rates on various types of investment income
from Belgian sources ranging from 14% to 21%.

The tax of 24o on corporations distributing business
income from Belgian sources in the year earned is reduced
to 4%o if the distribution is of foreign business incom-.

Dividends paid by a Belgian corporation from Belgian
source profits are, in the case of "earned" income, taxed

*I II
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to the shareholders at the rate of 30% plus a 5% temporary
surcharge, while dividends paid by a Belgian corporation
from foreign source profits of the same sort are taxed to
the shareholders at 12% plus a 5% temporary surcharge.
Dividends from foreign corporations are taxed at 12, with-
out any surcharge.

(Sources: Euro ean T.tion, Oct. 31, 1961;
and Taation in etern Europ(and ed.), Federa-
tion of Briti h Indus ries Taxation Series.)

Netherlands

Dutch corporations are taxable on their income from
foreign as well-as domestic sources. However, relief from
double taxation is provided in the case of the following
types of income from foreign sources:

(a) business income carried on through a
permanent establishment or a permanent repre-
sentative outside the country;

(b) income from foreign real estate; and

(c) income from debts secured by mortgages
on foreign real estate.

The relief provided in computed by first computing the Dutch
tax on the corporation's total income and then reducing this
by an amount which bears the same ratio to the total tenta-
tive tax as the foreign income bears to the total income,
To qualify for this relief the foreign income must be sub-
ject to an income tax levied by the foreign country in
which the income arises.

Both portfolio holding companies and holding companies
with substantial holdings in subsidiaries are eligible for
exemption on dividends received from non-resident corpora-
tions (as well as from resident corporations) if the corpor-
ations distributing the dividends are subject to a tax simi-
lar to the Dutch corporation tax.

Capital gains realized by corporations are taxed. Cap-
ital gains by individuals on the sale of stock are taxed if
the shareholder is selling a major participation in the cor-
poration.
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The maximum corporate tax rate is 47%, which has been
reduced to 45% effective in 1963.

(Source: Ao May 1, 1961,
May 31, 1961, and Jan. 31 May, 11962961

Italy

Income earned outside Italy is exempt from the company
tax and also from the personal income tax. Income produced
abroad but brought into Italy is subject to the progressive
surtax on personal incomes.

Capital gains realized by corporations are taxable, but
capital gains realized by individuals on corporate securities
are not taxable except for speculative gains in some circum-
stances.

The income tax on company profits is approximately 30%.
In addition, the company tax is a combination of a tax of
0.75% on issued capital plus reserves and a tax of 15% on
income in excess of 6% of capital and reserves. Dividends
are not again subjected to income tax, but they are subject
to the progressive surtax on personal incomes.

(Sources: Euronoan ,Taxaion, Sept. 15, 1961;
and Taxationn Western urope (2nd ed.), Federa-
tion of British Industries Taxation Studies.)

GermanX

Corporations which have their management or their reg-
istered offices in Germany have "unlimited tax liability"
-- that is, they are taxed on their income both from within
and outside of Germany.

"Management" means the center of effective management
of the corporation. The standard applied is where the de-
cisions are made which are important to the conduct of the
corporation's business. As a rule, this is the place where
the offices of the management are located.

The corporation tax on corporations with unlimited tax
liability is 51%, reduced to 15% on profitq distributed as
dividends. Non-resident corporations, taxable only on their
German-source income, are taxed at the rate of 497. on both
their distributed and their undistributed profits.
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The trade tax, an income tax levied by the communal
authorities, generally at a rate of about 13%, does not
apply to income which arises from a place of business outside
Germany.

Capital gains realized by corporations are taxable at
normal income rates. Capital gains realized on corporate
securities by individuals are taxed if the individual is
selling part of a major participation (over 25%) in the cor-
poration's stock which has been held by him or his family.

(Source: -i~ Jn erony-, by Dr. Rudolf
Mueller and Dr. rnes S eefel.)

LATIN AMERICA

Corporations are not taxed on their income from sourcesoutside Brazil.

(Source: Taxation & B , World Tax
Series, Harvard-aw ch00 World

Resident corporations are taxed on their income from
foreign sources. They may credit foreign income taxes up
to the amount of Mexican income tax computed separately on
the foreign income.

A corporation is a resident of Mexico if it is organ-
ized under Mexican law. Other corporations which regularly
engage in taxable transactions through permanent establish-
ments in Mexico are treated as residents only to the extent
of the operations of their Mexican establishments.

(Source: kj.ij _, World Tax
Series, Harvard Law School.j2

Venezuela taxes income from Venezuelan sources only.

(Source: Investmeont J Yenezuela, U. S.
Department of Commerce.)
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The income tax applies only to income arising from ac-
tivities developed, property situated, and rights financially
exploited in Uruguay. Nationality, domicile, or residence
are not material in determining whether or not income is sub-
jeot to tax, except that for purposes of the complementary
progressive tax on income of individuals, income obtained
abroad by persons domiciled in Uruguay is taxed if it is
brought into the country.

(Source: Diario Official of Uruguay, Dec.
16, 1960.)

The Latin American countries generally impose income
taxis on the principle of territoriality -- that is, they
tax only income arising from sources within their terri-
tories.

IF-
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Appendix II

Income Tax Treaty Provisions
Which Conflict With 5K{R, 10650

CONFLICTS WITH SECTION 11

"(1) Subject to section 131 of the United States In-
ternal Revenue Code as in effect on the date of signature
of this Convention, Australian tax shall be allowed as a
credit against United States tax.

0(2) * * *"

(Article XV)

Atust ria

"(1) . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of sections 901-905, Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, as in effect on the entry into force of this
Convention, deduct from its taxes the amount of Austrian
taxes specified in Article I of this Convention.

"(2) * * * 0

(Article XV)

"(2) In accordance with the provisions of section
131 of the United States Internal Revenue Code as in ef-
fect on the day of the entry into force of the present
Convention, the United States agrees to allow as a deduc-
tion from the income taxes imposed by the United States
the appropriate amount of taxes paid to Belgium, whether
paid directly by the taxpayer or by withholding,

(3 ) * * * 
"

(Article XII)
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Finland

"(1) It i. agreed that double taxation shall be avoided
in the following manner:

*(a) . . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of section 131, Internal Revenue Code,
as in effect on the date of the entry into force of this
Convention, deduct from its taxes the amount of Finnish
taxes specified in Article I of this Convention.

0(b) * * * N

(Article XV)

germany

*(l) It is agreed that double taxation shall be
avoided in the following manner:

0(a) . . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of section 131, Internal Revenue Code,
as in effect on the date of the entry into force of this
Convention, deduct from its taxes the amount of Federal
Republic taxes specified in Article I of this Convention.
It is agreed that by virtue of the provisions of subpara-
graph (b) of this paragraph the Federal Republic satisfies
the similar credit requirement set forth in section 131
(a)(3), Internal Revenue Code.

"(b) * * * "

(Article XV)

Hondur-as

"(1) It is agreed that double taxation shall be
avoided in the following manner:

"(a) . . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of sections 901 to 905, inclusive, of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (as in effect on the
date of signature of the present Convention) deduct from
its tax the amount of the tax of Honduras. For this pur-
pose, the compensation received by a citizen or resident
of the United States for services aboard Jhips flying the
Honduran flag while on the high seas shall be deemed to
be income from sources within Honduras.

"(b) * * * N

(Article XVI)
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.'(1) Subject to section 131 of the United States
Internal Revenue Code as in effect on the day on which
this Convention shall have come into effect, Irish tax
shall be allowed as a credit against United States tax.
For this purpose, the recipient of a dividend paid by a
corporation which is a resident of Ireland shall be deemed
to have paid the Irish income tax appropriate to such divi-
dend if such recipient elects to include in his gross in-
come for the purposes of United States tax the amount of
such Irish income tax. For the purposes only of this Article
income derived from sources in the United Kingdom by an
individual who is resident in Ireland shall be deemed to
be income from sources in Ireland if such income is not
subject to United Kingdom income tax.

"(2) * * * 0

(Article XIII)

"(1) It is agreed that double taxation shall be
avoided in the following manner

"(a) . . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of section 131 of the Internal Revenue
Code as in effect on the first day of January 1954, de-
duct from its tax the amount of the tax of Japan. In
determining the credit under the said section 131 of the
Internal Revenue Code, any interest received from an en-
terprise of the United States with a permanent establish-
ment in Japan shall be treated as income from sources
within Japan to the extent so treated under the laws of
Japan, if the debt with rospect to which such interest
is paid is made in connection with the business of such
permanent establishment of such enterprise.

"(b) * * * N

(Article XIV)

New Zealand

"(1) Subject to section 131 of the United States In-
ternal Revenue Code as in effect on the date of signature
of this Convention, New Zealand tax shall be allowed as
a credit against United Stativs tax.

"(2) * * *

(Article XIII)
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Norway.

"(1) It im agreed that double taxation shall be
avoided in the following manner:

"(a) . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of section 131, Internal revenue Code,
as in effect on the date of the entry into force of this
Convention, deduct from its taxes the amount of Norwegian
taxes specified in Article I of this Convention.

"(b) * * * "

(Article XIV)

witeland

"(1) It is agreed that double taxation shall be
avoided in the following manner:

"(a) . . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of section 131, Internal Revenue Code,
as in effect on the date of the entry into force of this
Convention deduct from its taxes the amount of Swiss
taxes specified in Article I of this Convention. It is
agreed that by virtue of the provisions of subparagraph
(b) of this paragraph, Switzerland satisfies the simi lar
credit requirement set forth in section 131 (a)(3), In-
ternal Revenue Code.

"(b) * * * "

(Article XV)

Union of South Africa

"(1) . . * The United States of America shall, how-
ever, deduct from the taxes thus computed the amount of
Union income tax paid. This deduction shall be made in
accordance with the benefits and limitations of Section
131 of the United States Internal Revenue Code as in of-
feet on the day of the entry into force of this Convention.
It is agreed that by virtue of the provisions of paragraph
(2) of this Article the Union of South Africa satisfies
the "similar credit" requirement set forth in subsection
(a)(3) of that section.

"(2) * * * 0

(Article IV)
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United Kingdom

"(M) Subject to Sections 901 to 905 of the United
States Internal Revenue Code as in effect on the ist day
of January 1956, United Kingdom tax shall be allowed as a
credit against United States tax. For this purpose

"(a) the recipient of a dividend paid
by a corporation which is a resident of the
United Kingdom shall be deemed to have paid
the United Kingdom tax appropriate to such
dividend, and

"(b) the recipient of any royalty or
other amount coming within the scope of Ar-
ticle VIII of the present Convention shall
be deemed to have paid any United Kingdom
tax legally deducted from the royalty or
other amount by the person by or through
whom any payment thereof is made,

if the recipient of the dividend or royalty or other
amount, as the case may be, elects to include in his
gross income for the purposes of United States tax the
amount of such United Kingdom income tax.

0(2) * * -

(Article XIII)

Canada

a * * *

"As far as may be in accordance with the provisions
of the United States Internal Revenue Code, the United
States of America agrees to allow as a deduction from the
income and excess profits taxes imposed by the United
States of America the appropriate amount of such taxes
paid to Canada."

(Article XV)

Denmark

"It is agreed that double taxation shall be avoided
in the following manner:

"(a) . . . The United States shall, however, subject
to the provisions of section 131, Internal Revenue Code,
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deduct from its taxes the amount of Danish taxes specified
in Article I of this Convention.

"(b) , .. "

(Article XV)

France

"It is agreed that double taxation shall be avoided
in the following manner:

A.--As regards the United States of America:

, a . The United States of America
shall, however, deduct from the taxes thus
computed the amount of French income tax
paid. This deduction shall be made in dc-
cordance with the benefits and limitations
of Section 131 of the United States Internal
Revenue Code relating to credit for foreign
taxes.

(Article 14)

Greece

'(2) Subject to section 131 of the United States
Internal Revenue Code, Greek tax shall be allowed as a
credit against United States tax.

"(3) * * * M

(Article XIV)

Italy

"(l) It is agreed that double taxation shall be
avoided in the following manner:

"(a) . . . The United States shall, however, subject
to -he provisions of sections 901, 902, 903, 904, and 905,
Internal Revenue Code of 1954, deduct from its taxes the
amount of Italian income taxes.

"(b) * * * "

(Article XV)

82190 O-42-pt. -26
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CONFLICTS WITH SECTION 13

Exemption of Industrial and Commercial Profits

Austria

"(l) Industrial or commercial profits of an enter-

prise of one of the contracting States (including gains
derived from the sale of any of the assets used by that
enterprise) shall not be subject to tax by the other State
unless the enterprise carries on trade or business in such
other State through a permanent establishment situated
therein. If it is so engaged, such other State may impose
its tax upon the entire income of such -nterprise from
sources within such State and will limit its taxation of
the enterprise to income from such sources.

-(2) . .. (4) . . .-

(Article III)

Germany

"(M) Industrial or commercial profits of an enter-

prise of one of the contracting States shall not be sub-
ject to tax by the other State unless the enterprise is
engaged in trade or business in such other State through
a permanent establishment situated therein. If it is so
engaged, such other State may impose its tax upon the en-
tire income of such enterprise from sources within such
State and will limit its taxation of the enterprise to
income from such sources.

"(2) . . . (5) , , . N

(Article III)

New Zealand

M(M) * * *

'(2) The industrial or commercial profits of a New
Zealand enterprise shall not be subject to United States
tax unless the enterprise is engaged in trade or business
in the United States through a permanent establishment
situated therein. If it is so engaged, United States tax
may be imposed on the entire income of such enterprise
from sources within the United States.

w(3) e P * (6) .

(Article III)
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Exemption of Enterprises of the Treaty Country

Australia

"(1) An Australian enterprise shall not be subject
to United States tax in respect of its industrial or com-
mercial profits unless it is engaged in trade or business
in the United States through a permanent establishment in
the United States. If it is so engaged, United States tax
may be imposed upon the entire income of that enterprise
from sources within the United States.

-(2) .. . (6) .. .

(Article III)

Bel.iumq

"() An enterprise of one of the Contracting States
is not subject to taxation by the other Contracting State
in respect of its industrial and commercial profits ex-
cept in respect of such profits allocable to its perma-
nent establishment in such other State.

"(2) . .

(Article III)

Canada

"An enterprise of one of the contracting States is
not subject to taxation by the other contracting State
in respect of its industrial and commercial profits ex-
cept in respect of such profits allocable in accordance
with the Articles of this Convention to its permanent
establishment in the latter State."

(Article I)

Denmark

(M) An enterprise of one of the contracting States
shall not be subject to taxation in the other contracting
State in respect of its industrial and commercial profits
unless it is engaged in trade or business iq such other
State through a permanent establishment situated therein.
If it is so engaged such other State may impose its tax
upon the entire income of such enterprise from sources
within such other State.

-(A ) . . . (3)
(Article III)
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Finland

"(1) An enterprise of one of the contracting States
shall not be subject to taxation in the other contracting
State in respect of its industrial and commercial profits
unless it is engaged in trade or business in such other
State through a permanent establishment situated therein.
If it is so engaged such other State may impose its tax
upon the entire income of such enterprise from sources
within such other State.

N(2) & , e (4) . . .

(Article III)

France

"An enterprise of one of the contracting States is
not subject to taxation by the other contracting State
in respect of its industrial and commercial profits ex-
cept in respect of such profits allocable to its perma-
nent establishment in the latter State."

(Article 3)

Greece

"(1) An enterprise of one of the Contracting States
shall not be subject to taxation by the other Contracting
State in respect of its industrial or commercial profits
unless it is engaged in trade or business in the other
Contracting State through a permanent establishment sit-
uated therein. If it is so engaged the other Contracting
State may impose the tax only upon the income of such
enterprise from sources within such other State.

"M2 a * @ (4) .. .

(Article III)

Honduras

"(1) An enterprise of one of the contracting States
shall not be subject to the tax of the other contracting
State in respect of its industrial or commercial or a-
cultural profits unless it has a permanent establishment
situated in such other State. If it has such permanent
establishment such other State may impose its tax upon
the entire income of such enterprise from sources within
such other State.

"(2) . . .

(Article III)
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India

"(1)(a) An Indian enterprise shall not be subject
to United States tax in respect of its commercial or in-
dustrial profits unless it is engaged in trade or busi-
ness in the United States through a permanent establish-
ment situated therein. If it is so engaged, United States
tax may be imposed upon the entire income of such enter-
prise from sources within the United States.

of Wb . . . (2) . . . of

(Article III)

Ireland

"() An Irish enterprise shall not be subject to
United States tax in respect of its industrial or commer-
cial profits unless it is engaged in trade or business
in the United States through a permanent establishment
situated therein. If it is so engaged, United States
tax may be imposed upon the entire income of such enter-
prise from all sources within the United States.

-(2) . a a (4) . . .

(Article III)

Italy

"() An enterprise of one of the contracting States
shall not be subject to tax by the other contracting State
in respect of its industrial and commercial profits unless
it is engaged in trade or business in such other State
through a permanent establishment situated therein. If
it is so engaged such other State may impose its tax upon
the entire income of such enterprise from sources within
such other State.

-(2) a o a (5) . . .

(Article III)

Javan

"() An enterprise of one of the contracting States
shall not be subject to the tax of the other contracting
State in respect of its industrial or commercial profits
unless it has a penanent establishment situated in such
other State. If it has such permanent establishment such
other State may impose its tax upon the entire income of
such enterprise from sources within such other State.
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"(2)... (5) "

(Article III)

Netherlands

'(1) An enterprise of one of the Contracting States
shall not be subject to taxation by the other Contracting
State in respect of its industrial or commercial profits
unless it is engaged in trade or business in the other
Contracting State through a permanent establishment sit-
uated therein. If it is so engaged the other Contracting
State may impose the tax only upon the income of such
enterprise from sources within such other State.

"(2) * @ & (4) .. .

(Article III)

Norway

"(M) An enterprise of one of the contracting States
shall not be subject to taxation in the other contracting
State in respect of its industrial and commercial profits
unless it is engaged in trade or business in such other
State through a permanent establishment situated therein.
If it is so engaged such other State may impose its tax
upon such profits of the enterprise from sources within
such other State.

0(2) * e e (4) . . .

(Article III)

Pakistan

"(M) * * *

"(2) A Pakistan enterprise shall not be subject to
United States tax in respect of its industrial or commer-
cial profits unless it is engaged in trade or business in
the United States through a permanent establishment sit-
uated therein. If it is so engaged, United States tax
may be imposed upon the entire income of such enterprise
from sources within the United States.

(3) . . .

(Article III)
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Sweden

"An enterprise of one of the contracting States is
not subject to taxation by the other contracting State in
respect of its industrial and commercial profits except
in respect of such profits allocable to its permanent es-
tablishment in the latter State. The income thus taxed
in the latter State shall be exempt from taxation in the
former State."

(Article II)

Switzerland

0(l) (a) A Swiss enterprise shall not be subject to
taxation by the United States in respect of its industrial
and commercial profits unless it is engaged in trade or
business in the United States through a permanent establish-
ment situated therein. If it is so engaged the United
States may impose its tax upon the entire income of such
enterprise from sources within the United States.

"0(i) Wb . . . (5)..."

(Article III)

Union of South Africa

"(1) An enterprise of one of the contracting State
is not subject to taxation by the other contracting State
in respect of its industrial and commercial profits except
in respect of such profits allocable to its permanent es-
tablishment in the latter State, Provided that if such
enterprise is a private company having a permanent estab-
lishment within the Union of South Africa nothing in this
paragraph shall affect any provisions of the law of the
Union of South Africa regarding the imposition upon the
shareholders of that private company of the taxes payable
in respect of its income.

"(M. . e * (3).. ."

(Article V)

United Kingdom

"(M) A United Kingdom enterprise shall not be sub-
ject to United States tax in respect of its industrial
or commercial profits unless it is engaged in trade or
business in tle United States through a permanent estab-
lishment situated therein. If it is so engaged, United
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States tax may be imposed upon the entire income of such
enterprise from sources within the United States.

"M2 . . . (4)•••"

(Article III)

Exemption of Income From

Operation of Ships and Aircraft

Australia

"(l) Profits which an Australian resident derives
from operating ships or aircraft registered in Australia
shall be exempt from United States tax.

"(2) . . . "

(Article V)

Austria

"Profits derived by an enterprise of one of the con-
tracting States from the operation of ships or aircraft
shall be exempt from tax by the other State."

(Article V)

Belaium

"(M) Income which an enterprise of one of the Con-
tracting States derives from the operation of ships or
aircraft registered in that State shall be exempt from
taxation in the other Contracting State.

w(2) . . .

(Article VII)

Canada

"Income which an enterprise of one of the contract-
ing States derives from the operation of ships or aircraft
registered in that State shall be exempt from taxation in
the other contracting State.

(Article V)
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Denmark
"(1) Income which an enterprise of one of the contract

ing States derives from the operation of ships or aircraft
registered in that State shall be exempt from taxation in
the other contracting State.

"(2) . . .

(Article V)

Finland

") Income which an enterprise of one of the con-
tracting States derives from the operation of ships or
aircraft registered in that State shall be exempt from
taxation in the other contracting State.

"(2) . . -

(Article V)

France

"Income derived by navigation enterprises of one of
the contracting States from the operation of ships docu-
mented under the laws of that State shall continue to
benefit in the other State by the reciprocal tax exemp-
tions accorded by the exchange of notes of June 11 and
July 8, 1927, between the United States of America and
France.

"Income which an enterprise of one of the contract-
ing States derives from the operation of aircraft regis-
tered in that State shall be exempt from taxation in the
other State."

(Article 6)

Ge rmany

"Profits derived by an enterprise of one of the con-
tracting States from the operation of ships or aircraft,
shall be exempt from tax by the other State."

(Article V)

Greece

"(i) Income which an enterprise of one of the Con-
tracting States derives from the operation of ships or
aircraft registered or documented in that State shall be
exempt from tax by the other Contracting State. Income
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derived by such an enterprise from the operation of ships
or aircraft not so registered or documented shall be sub-
ject to the provisions of Article III.

N(2) . . . @

(Article V)
:" .. uras

"Profits derived by an enterprise of one of the con-
tracting States from the operation of ships or aircraft
or from the operation of motor vehicles for hire between
the United States and Honduras by way of the Inter-American
Highway, shall be exempt from tax by the other contracting
State, if such ships, aircraft or motor vehicles are regis-
tered under the laws of the former State."

(Article VI)

India

"Income derived by an enterprise of one of the ter-
ritories from the operation of aircraft registered or
documented in that territory shall not be taxed in the
other territory."

(Article V)

Ireland

"(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles III
and IV of the present Convention, profits which an indi-
vidual resident of Ireland or an Irish corporation derives
from operating ships documented or aircraft registered
under the laws of Ireland, shall be exempted from United
States tax.

"(2) . . . (3) . . . "

(Article V)

Itall

"(M) Income which an enterprise of one of the con-
tracting States derives from the operation of ships or
aircraft registered in that State shall be exempt from
taxation in the other contracting State.

(2) . .

(Article V)
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aan

"(I) Notwithstanding the provisions of Article III
and Article IV of the present Convention, income which an
enterprise of one of the contracting States derives from
the operation of ships or aircraft registered

"(a) in such State, or

"(b) in a third country which exempts (A) such enter-
prise and (B) an enterprise of the other contracting State,
from its tax on earnings derived from the operation of
ships or aircraft, as the case may be, registered in the
respective States
shall be exempt from the tax of such other contracting
State.

"(2) . . .

(Article V)

Netherlands

"(M) Income which an enterprise of one of the Con-
tracting States derives from the operation of ships or
aircraft registered in that State shall be taxable only
in the State in which such ships or aircraft are regis-
tered. Income derived by such an enterprise from the
operation of ships or aircraft not so registered shall be
subject to the provisions of Article III.

-(2) a . a (3)

(Article VI)

New Zealand

"(M) Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles III
and IV of the present Convention, profits which an indi-
vidual resident of New Zealand or a New Zealand corpora-
tion derives from operating ships or aircraft shall be
exempt from United States tax.

"(2) . . .

(Article V)

Norway

"(1) Income which an enterprise of one of the con-
tracting States derives from the operation of ships or
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aircraft shall be exempt from taxation in the other con-
tracting State.

N( ) . . .

(Article V)

Pakistan

'Profits derived by an enterprise of one of the con-
tracting States from the operation of aircraft registered
in such State shall be exempted from tax by the other con-
tracting State, unless the aircraft is operated wholly or
mainly between places within such other contracting State."

(Article V)

Sweden

"Income which an enterprise of one of the contract-
ing States derives from the operation of ships or air-
craft registered in that State is taxable only in the
State in which registered. Income derived by such an
enterprise from the operation of ships'or aircraft not
so registered shall be subject to the provisions of Ar-
ticle II."

(Article IV)

Switzerland

"Income which an enterprise of one of the contract-
ing States derives from the operation of ships or air-
craft registered in that State shall be taxable only in
the State in which such ships or aircraft are registered."

(Article V)

Uniola of South Africa

'(2) Profits derived by a Union enterprise from the
operation of aircraft registered in the Union of South
Africa or ships whose port of registry is in the Union of
South Africa shall be exempt from United States of America
tax."

(Article I)
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United Kingdom

6(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of Articles III

and IV of the present Convention, profits which an indi-
vidual (other than a citizen of the United States) resi-
dent in the United Kingdom or a United Kingdom corpora-
tion derives from operating ships documented or aircraft
registered under the laws of the United Kingdom, shall
be exempt from United States tax.

&(2) . () . . .

(Article V)
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April 25, 1962

Appendix III

Proposed Substitute for Section 13 of H.R. 10650

SEC. 13, CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

(a) IN GENERAL.--Part III of subchapter N of chapter
1 (relating to income from sources without the United
States) is amended by adding at the end thereof the follow-
ing new subpart:

"Subpart F--Controlled Foreian Corporations

"Sec. 951.

"Sec. 952.
"Sec. 953.

"Sec. 954.
"Sec. 955.

"Sec. 956.

"Sec. 957.
"Sec. 958.

Amounts included in gross income of
United States persons.

Subpart F income defined.
Investment of earnings in nonquali-
fied property.

Controlled foreign corporations.
Rules for determining stock owner-
ship..

Exclusion from gross income of pre-
viously taxed earnings and profits.
Special rules for foreign tax credit.
Adjustments to basis of stock in con-
trolled foreign corporations and of
other property.

"SEC, 951. AMOUNTS INCLUDED IN GROSS INCOME OF UNITED
STATES PERSONS.

"(a) AMOUNTS INCLUDED.--

"(1) In General.--If a foreign corporation is
a controlled corporation on any day of a taxable year
beginning after December 31, 1962, every United States
person (Including a citizen or resident of the United
States, and a domestic partnership, corporation, es-
tate, or trust) who owns (within the meaning of section
955(a)) stock in such corporation on the last day, in
such year, on which such corporation is a controlled
foreign corporation shall include in his gross income,
for his taxable year in which or with which such tax-
able year of the corporation ends--

REVENUE ACT OF 1982

United States Council
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"(A) his pro rata share (determined under
paragraph (2)) of the corporation's subpart F
income for such year, and

"(B) , his pro rata share (determined under
section 953(a)(2)) of the corporation's increase
in earnings invested in nonqualified property
for such year (but only to the extent not ex-
cluded from gross income under section 956(a)(2)).

"(2) Pro Rata Share of Subt2art F Ineoome.--The
pro rata share referred to in paragraph 11)(A) in the
case of any United States person is the amount--

"(A) which would have been distributed
with respect to the stock which such person owns
(within the meaning of section 955(a)) in such
corporation if on the last day, in its taxable
year, oi-which the corporation is a controlled
foreign corporation it had distributed pro rata
t'o its shareholders an amount (i) which bears
the same ratio to its subpart F income for the
taxable year, as (ii) the part of such year
during which the corporation is a controlled
foreign corporation bears to the entire year,
reduced by

"(B) the amount of any distribution re-
ceived by any other United States person during
such year as a dividend with respect to such
stock.. I.. -

"(3) Limitation on Amount of Pro Rata Share of
Investment in nnai Poe r GrossInvetmen i Nnqualified Property In~iuded in rs

Income.--For purposes of paragraph (1)(B), the pro
rata share of any United States person in the increase
of the earnings of a controlled foreign corporation in-
vested in nonqualified property shall not exceed an
amount (A) which bears the same ratio to his pro rata
share cf such increase (as determined under 'section
953(a)(2)) for the taxable year, as (B) the part of
such year during which the corporation is a controlled
foreign corporationn bears to the entire year.

"(b) LESS THAN 10-PERCENT OWNERSHIP.r-No person shall
be required to include any amount in gross income under sub-
section (a) unless he can'be considered, by applying the rules
of ownership of section 955(b), as owning,' directly or in-
directly, on any day during the~taxable year'ofithe corporation
on which it was a controlled'foreign corporation, 10 percent
or more of the total combined voting power of all classes of
stock, or of the total value of shares of all classes of stock,
of such corporation.
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"SPEC. 95. SUBPART F INCOME DEFINED.

"(a) IN GENERAL.--

"() Items Taken into Account.--For purposes of
this subpart, the term 'subpart F income' means, in
the case of any controlled foreign corporation, the sum
of--

"(A) income derived from insurance of
United States risk (as determined under sub-
section (b)), and

"(B) the net foreign base company in-
come (as determined under subsection (c)),
except that this subparagraph shall apply
only in the case of a controlled foreign
corporation in which 5 or fewer United
States persons own, by applying the rules
of ownership of section 955(b), more than
50 percent of the total combined voting power
of all classes of stock entitled to vote.

"(2) Exclusion of United States Income.--Sub-
part F income does not include any item includible in
gross income under this chapter (other than this sub-
part) as income derived from sources within the United
States of a foreign corporation engaged in trade or
business in the United States.

"(3) Not to Exceed Earninas and Profits.--The
subpart F income of any controlled foreign corporation
for any taxable year shall not exceed the earnings and
profits of such corporation for such year.

"(b) INCOME FROM INSURANCE OF UNITED STATES RISKS.--

"(1) General Rule.--If a controlled foreign cor-
poration receives premiums or other consideration in
respect of any reinsurance or the issuing of any insur-
ance or annuity contract--

"(A) in connection with property in, or
residents of, the United States, or

"(8) in connection with property not in,
or nonresidents of, the United States as the re-
sult of any arrangement whereby another corporation
receives a substantially equal amount of premiums
or other consideration in respect of any reinsur-
ance or the issuing of any insurance or annuity
contract in connection with property in, or resi-
dents of, the United States,
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then for purposes of subsection (a)(1)(A), the term
'income derived from the insurance of United States
risks' means that income which (subject to the modi-
fications provided by subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C)
of paragraph (2)) would be taxed under subchapter L
of this chapter if such corporation were a domestic
corporation.

"(2) Special Rules.--For purposes of paragraph(1)--

"(A) In the application of part I of sub-
chapter L, life insurance company taxable income
is the gain from operations as defined in sec-
tion 809(b).

"(B) A corporation which would, if it were
a domestic corporation, be taxable under part II
of subchapter L shall apply paragraph (1) as if
it were taxable under part III of subchapter L.

"(C) The following provisions of subchapter
L shall not apply:

"i) Section 809(d)(4) (operations
loss deduction).

"(ii) Section 809(d)(5) (certain non-
participating contracts).

"(iii) Section 809(d)(6) (group life,
accident, and health insurance).

"(iv) Section 809(d)(10) (small busi-
ness deduction).

"(v) Section 817(b) (gain on property
held on December 31, 1958, and certain sub-
stituted property acquired after 1958).

"(vi) Section 832Jb),(5),(certain cap-
ital losses).

"(D) 'Gross amount' to the extent provided
in section 809(c) (1) and (2), less 'increase in
certain reserves' as defined in sabction 809(d)(2),
and' remiums earned' as defined in section 832
(b)(4) shall be taken into account only to the ex-
tent they are in respect of any reinsurance or the
issuing of any reinsurance or the issuing of any
insurance or annuity contract described in para-
graph (1).
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"(E) All items of income (other than those
taken into account under subparagraph (D)) and
all items of expenses, losses, and deductions
shall be properly allocated or apportioned under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his
delegate.

"(C) NET FOREIGN BASE COMPANY INCOME.--For purposes of
subs.ction (a)(1)(C), the term 'net foreign base company in-
come' means--

"(1) the foreign base company income for the tax-
able year, determined under subsection (d), reduced by

".(2) the increase in investment in qualified
property for the taxable year, determined under subsec-tion (e.).

"(d) FOREIGN BASE COMPANY INCOME..-

"(1) In General.--For purposes of subsection (d)
(1), the term 'foreign base company income' means the
foreign personal holding company income (as defined in
section 553) for the taxable year, modified and adjusted
as provided in this subsection.

"(2) Insurance Income Excluded.--The term 'foreign
base company income' does not include any income derived
from insurance of United States risks (as determined
under subsection (b)).

"(3) Income of Certain Banks and Bank-Controlled
Corporations Excluded.--The term 'foreign base company
income' does not include--

"(A) the income of any corporation de-
scribed in section 552(b) (relating to exception
for banks and exempt corporations), or

"(B) the income of any foreign corporation
if 50 percent or more of the fair market value of
its outstanding stock is owned directly or in-
directly by a domestic corporation which is either
organized under section 25(a) of the Federal Re-
serve Act (12 U.S.C., secs. 611-631), or has an
agreement or understanding with the Board of Gover-
nors of the Federal Reserve System under section
25 of the Federal Reserve Act (12 U.S.C., secs.
601-604), if all of the stock (except qualifying
shares) of the domestic corporation is owned by a
National or State bank which is a member of the
Federal Reserve System.
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"(4) Rule for Determning Foreian Base Companv
Income.--For purposes of this subsection if the for-
'eignbase company income (determined without regard to
paragraph (5)) is less than 80 percent of gross in-
come, no part of the gross income of the taxable year
shall be treated as foreign base company income.

"(5) Deductions to be Taken into Account.--The
foreign base company income for the taxable year shall
be reduced so as to take into account deductions (in-
cluding taxes) properly allocable to such income.

"(e) INVESTMENT IN QUALIFIED PROPERTY OUTSIDE THE
UNITED STATES.--

"(1) General Rle.--For purposes of subsection
(c)(2), the increase in investment in qualified prop-
erty for any taxable year is the amount by which--

"(A) the aggregate amount of property de-
scribed in sections 953(b)(2) held at the close
of the taxable year, exceeds

"(B) the aggregate amount of property de-
scribed in subparagraph (A) held at the close
of the preceding taxable year.

"(2) Investments After Close of Year.--Under
regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his dele-
gate, a controlled foreign corporation may elect to
make the determinations under subparagraphs (A) and
(B) of paragraph (1) as of the close of the 75th day
after the close of each taxable year.

"(3) Amount Attributable to Property.--The
amount taken into account under paragraph (1) with
respect to any property shall be its adjusted basis,
reduced by any liability to which the property is
subject.

"SEC. 953, INVESTMENT OF EARNINGS IN NONCALIFIED PROPERTY .

"(a) GENERAL RULES.--For purposes of this subpart--

"(1) Amount Q Investe t.--The amount of earn-
ings of a controlled foreign corporation invested in
nonqualified property at the close of any taxable year
is the aggregate amount of such property held at the
close of the taxable year, to the extent such amount
does not exceed the sum of (A) the earnings and profits
for the taxable year, and (B) the earnings and profits
accumulated for prior taxable years beginning after
December 31, 1962.
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"(2) Pro Rata Share of Increase for Year.--In
the case of any United States person, the pro rata
share of the increase for any taxable year in the earn-
ings of a controlled foreign corporation invested in a
nonqualified property is the amount determined by sub-
tract ing--

"(A) his pro rata share of the amount de-
termined under paragraph (1) for the close of the
preceding taxable year, reduced by amounts paid
during the taxable year to which section 956(c)
(1) applies, from

"(B) his pro rata share of the amount de-
termined under paragraph (1) for the close of
the taxable year.

"(3) Amount Attributable to Pronerty .--The
amount taken into account under paragraph (1) or (2)
with respect to any property shall be its adjusted
basis, reduced by any liability to which the property
is subject.

"(b) NONQUALIFIED PROPERTY DEFINED.--For purposes of
this subpart--

"(1) General Rule.--The term 'nonqualified prop-
erty' means any money or other property (tangible or
intangible) acquired after December 31, 1962, which is
not qualified property.

"(2) Qualified Property.--The term 'qualified
property' means--

"(A) Any money or other property which is
located outside the United States and is ordinary
and necessary for the active conduct of a trade
or business carried on almost wholly without the
United States by the controlled foreign corpora-
tion.

"(B) Property which would qualify under sub-
paragraph (A) except for the fact that it is lo-
cated in the United States, but only if such prop-
erty is--

"(i) obligations of the Unitad States,
money, or deposits with persons carrying on
the banking business;

"(ii) property purchased in the United
States for export to, or for use in, foreign
countries; or
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;(iii) any loan arising in connection
with the sale of property if the amount of
such loan outstanding at no time during
the taxable year exceeds the amount which
would be ordinary and necessary to carry
on the trade or business of both the lend-
ing corporation and the borrowing United
States person had the sale been made be-
tween unrelated persons.

"(C) Stock owned by the controlled foreign
corporation in another controlled foreign corpora-
tion in which it owns at least 10 percent of the
voting stock and 10 percent of the value of all
classes of stock; but this subparagraph shall ap-
ply only if substantially all of the property of
such other controlled foreign corporation is
ordinary and necessary for the active conduct of
a trade or business engaged in by it almost wholly
without the United States.

"(D) Any investment which is required be-
cause of restrictions imposed by a foreign coun-
try, and any investment which, when made, was so
required and which would result in substantial
losses if withdrawn.

"(3) Situs of Certain ProDprtv.--Property which
is an obligation of, or pledges andtiguarantees made
with respect to obligations of, United States persons
shall be considered as property located in the United
States.

OSEC, 954. CONTROL LLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

"(a) GENERAL RULE.--For purposes of this subpart, the
term 'controlled foreign corporation' means any foreign cor-
poration of which more than 50 percent of the total combined
voting power of all classes of stock entitled to vote is
owned directly or indirectly (within the meaning of section
955(bS), by United States persons on any day during the tax-
able year of such foreign corporation.

"(b) SPECIAL RULE FOR INSURANCE.--For purposes only of
taking into account income described in section 952(a)(l)(A)
(relating to income'derived from insurance df United States
risks), the term 'controlled foreign corporation' includes
not only a foreign corporation as defined by subsection (a)
but also one of which more than 25 percent of the total com-
bined voting power of all classes of stock is owned directly
or indirectly (within the meaning of section 955(b)), by
United States persons on any day during the taxable year of
such corporation, if the gross amount of premiums or other
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consideration in respect of reinsurance or the issuing of
insurance or annuity contracts in connection with property
in, or residents of, the United States, exceeds 75 percent
of the gross amount of all premiums or other consideration
in respect to all risks.

"SEQ. 955. RMLES FOR DETERMINING STOCK OWNERSHIP.

"(a) FOR PURPOSES OF SECTION 951(a).--

"(1) General Rule.--For purposes of section

951(a), stock owned means--

"(A) stock owned directly, and

"(B) stock owned with the application of
paragraph (2).

"(2) Stock Ownershin Through Foreian Entities.
--For purposes of subparagraph (B) of paragraph (1),
stock owned, directly or indirectly, by or for a
foreign corporation, foreign partnership, or foreign
trust or foreign estate shall be considered as being
owned proportionately by its shareholders, partners,
or beneficiaries. Stock considered to be owned by a
person by reason of the application of the preceding
sentence shall, for purposes of applying such sentence,
be treated as actually owned by such person.

"(3) Special Rule for Mutual Insurance Com-
Danies.--For purposes of applying paragraph (1) in
the case of a foreign mutual insurance company, the
term 'stock' shall include any certificate entitling
the holder to voting power in the corporation.

"(b) OTHER PROVISIONS.--For purposes of sections 951
(b), 952(a)(l)(C), and 954, section 318(a) (relating to con-
structive ownership of stock) shall apply to the extent that
the effect is to subject a United States person to the re-
quirement of section 951(a), to treat 5 or fewer United
States persons as owning more than 50 percent of all classes
of stock entitled to vote of a controlled foreign corporation,
or to make a foreign corporation a controlled foreign cor-
poration under section 954, except--

"(1) In applying paragraph (1)(A) of section
318(a), stock owned by a nonresident alien individual
(other than a foreign trust or foreign estate) shall
not be considered as owned by a citizen or by a resi-
dent alien individual.
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"(2) In applying the first sentence of subpara-
graphs (A) and (B), and in apple in clause (i) of sub-
paragraph (C), of section 318(a)(2)--

"(A) if a partnership, estate, trust, or
corporation owns, directly or indirectly, more
than 50 percent of the total combined voting
power of all classes of stock entitled to vote
of a corporation, it shall be considered as own-
ing all the stock entitled to vote, and

"(B) if a partnership, estate, trust, or
corporation owns, directly or indirectly, more
than 50 percent of the total value of shares of
all classes of stock of a corporation, it shall
be considered as owning the total value of all
of the outstanding stock of such corporation.
-The application of this subparagraph shall not
have the effect of increasing voting power of a
partner, beneficiary, or shareholder, for pur-
poses of subparagraph (A).

"(3) Stock owned by a partnership, estate, trust,
or corporation, by reason of the application of the sec-
ond sentence of subp&ragraphs (A) and (B), and the ap-
plication of clause (ii) of subparagraph (C), of section
318(a)(2), shall not be considered as owned by such
partnership, estate, trust, or corporation, for the pur-
poses of a applying the first sentence of subparagraphs
(A) and (B), and in applying clause (i) of subparagraph
(C), of section 318(a)(2).

"(4) In a pplying clause (i) of subparagraph (C)
of section 318 (a)( 2), the 50-percent limitation con-
tained in subparagraph (C) shall not apply.

"SEC. 956. EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOME OF PREVIOUSLY TAXED
EARNINGS AND PROFITS.

"(a) EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOME OF UNITED STATES PER-
SONS.--For purposes of this chapter, the earnings and profits
for a taxable year of a foreign corporation attributable to
amounts which are, or have been, included in the gross income
of a United States person under section 951(a) shall not,
when- -

"(I) such amounts are distributed to, or

"(2) such amounts would, but for this subsection,
be included under section 951(a)(1)(B) in the gross in-
come of,
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such person (or any other United States person who acquires
from any person any portion of the interest of such United
States person in such foreign corporation, but only to the
extent of such portion, and subject to such proof of the
identity of such interest as the Secretary or his delegate
may by regulations prescribe) directly, or indirectly through
a chain of ownership described under section 955(a), be again
included in the gross income of such United States person (or
of such other United States person).

"(b) EXCLUSION FROM GROSS INCOME OF CERTAIN FOREIGN
SUBSIDIARIES.--For purposes of section 951(a), the earnings
and profits for a taxable year of a controlled foreign cor-
poration attributable to amounts which are, or have been,
included in the gross income of a United States person under
section 951(a), shall not, when distributed through a chain
of ownership described under section 955(a), be also included
in the gross income of another controlled foreign corporation
in such chain for purposes of the application of section
951(a) to such other controlled foreign corporation with re-
spect to such United States person (or to any other United
States person who acquires from any person any portion of
the interest of such United States person ini the controlled
foreign corporation, but only to the extent of such portion,
and subject to such proof of identity of such interest as
the Secretary or his delegate may prescribe by regulations).

"(c) ALLOCATION OF DISBRIBUTIONS.--For purposes of
subsections (a) and (b), section 316(a) shall be applied
by applying paragraph (2) thereof, and then paragraph (1)
thereof--

I(l) first to earnings and profits attributable
to amounts included in gross income under section 951
(a)(1)(B) (or which would have been included except for
section 956(a)(2)),

'(2) then to earnings and profits attributable
to amounts included in gross income under section 951
(a)(1)(A) (but reduced by amounts not included under
section 951(a)(1)(B) because of the exclusion in sec-
tion 956(a)(2)), and

W(3) then to other earnings and profits.

0(d) DISTRIBUTIONS EXCLUDED FROM GROSS INCOME NOT TO BE
TREATED AS DIVIDENDS.--Except as provided in section 957(a)
(3), any distribution excluded from gross income under sub-
section (a) shall be treated, for purposes of this chapter,
as a distribution which is not a dividend.
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"SEC. 957. SPECIAL RUL FOR FOREIGN TX CREDIT.

(a) TAXES PAID BY A FOREIGN CORPORATION.--

(M) General Rule.--For purposes of subpart A
of this part, if there is included, under section 951
(a), in the gross income of a domestic corporation any
amount attributable to earnings and profits--

"(A) of a foreign corporation at least 10
percent of the voting stock of which is directly
owned by such domestic corporation, or

"(B) of a foreign corporation at least 50
percent of the voting stock of which is directly
owned by a foreign corporation at least 10 per-
cent of the voting stock of which is in turn
directly owned by such domestic corporation.

then, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary or
his delegate, such domestic corporation shall be deemed
to have paid the same proportion of the total income,
war profits, and excess profits taxes paid (or deemed
paid, if, paragraph (4) applies) to a foreign country
or possession of the United States for the taxable
year which the amount of earnings and profits of such
foreign corporation so included in gross income of the
domestic corporation bears to the entire amount of the
total earnings and profits of such foreign corporation
for such taxable year.

"(2) Taxes Previously Deemed Paid by Domestic
Cortoration.--If a domestic corporation receives a dis-
tribution from a foreign corporation, any portion of
which is excluded from gross income under section 956,
the income, war profits, and excess profits taxes paid
or deemed paid by such foreign corporation to any for-
eigh country or to any possession of the United States
in connection with the earnings and profits of such
foreign corporation from which such distribution is
made shall not be taken into account for purposes of
section 902, to the extent such taxes were deemed paid
by such domestic corporation under paragraph (1) for
any prior taxable year.

"(3) Taxes Paid by Foreian Corroration and Not
Previouslv Deemed P1id by Domestic Corporation.--Any
portion of a distribution from a foreign corporation
received by a domestic corporation which is excluded
from gross income under section 956(a) shall be treated
by the domestic corporation as a dividend, solely for
purposes of taking into account under section 902 any
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income, war profits, or excess profits taxes paid to
any foreign country or to any possession of the United
States, on or with respect to the accumulated profits
of such foreign corporation from which such distribu-
tion is made, which were not deemed paid by the dcwes-
tic corporation under paragraph (1) for any prior tax-
able year.

'(4) Taxes Paid by a Foreian Subsidiary.--If sub-
paragraph (A) of paragraph (1) applies with respect to
an amount included in gross income under section 951(a)
for a taxable year, then such amount shall be considered
a dividend for purpose of the application of section
902(b).

M(5) Inclusior in Gross Income.--

"For inclusion in gross income of amount
equal to taxes deemed paid under paragraph (1),
see section 78.

"(b) SPECIAL RULES FOR FOREIGN TAX CREDIT IN YEAR OF
RECEIPT OF PREVIOUSLY TAXED EARNINGS AND PROFITS.--

"(l) Increase in Section .904 Limitation.--In
the case of any taxpayer who--

"(A) either (i) chose to have the benefits
of subpart A of this part for a taxable year in
which he was required under section 951(a) to
include in his gross income an amount in respect
of a controlled foreign corporation, or (ii) did
not pay or accrue for such taxable year any in-
come, war profits, or excess profits taxes to
anty foreign country or to any possession of the
United States, and

."(B) chooses to have the benefits of sub-
part A of this part for the taxable year in
which he receives a distribution or amount which
is excluded from gross income under section 956
(a) and which is attributable to earnings and
profits of the controlled foreign corporation
which was included in his gross income for the
taxable year referred to in subparagraph (A),
and

"(C) for the taxable year in which such
distribution or amount is received, pays, or is
deemed to have paid, or accrues income, war
profits, or excess profitstaxes to a foreign
country or to any possession of the United
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States with respect to such distribution or
amount,

the applicable limitation under section 904 for the tax-
able year in which such distribution or amount is re-
ceived shall be increased as provided in paragraph (2),
but such increase shall not exceed the amount of such
taxes paid, or deemed paid, or accrued with respect tosuch distribution or amount.

"(2) Amount of Increase.--The amount of increase
of the applicable limitation under section 904(a) for
the taxable year in which the distribution or amount
referred to in paragraph (1)(B) is received shall be
an amount equal to--

"(A) the amount by which the applicabY.e
limitation under section 904(a) for the taxable
year referred to in paragraph (1)(A) was in-
creased by reason of the inclusion in grosi
income under section 951(a) of the amount in
respect of the controlled foreign corporation,
reduced by

"(B) the amount of any income, war profits,
and excess profits taxes paid, or deemed paid, or
accrued to any foreign country or possession of
the United States which were allowable as a credit
under section 901 for the taxable year referred to
in paragraph (1)(A) and which would not have been
allowable but for the inclusion in gross income of
the amount described in subparagraph (A).

"(3) Cases in Which Taxes Not to be Allowed as

Deduction.--In the case of any taxpayer who--

"(A) chose to haive the benefits of subpart
A of this part for a taxable year in which he was
required under section 951(a) to include in his
gross income an amount in respect of a controlled
foreign corporation, and

"(B) does not choose to have the benefits
of subpart A of this part for the taxable year
in which he receives a distribut on or amount
which is excluded from gross income under sec-
tion 956(a) and which is attributable to earnings
and profits of the controlled foreign corporation
which was included in his gross income for the
taxable year referred to in subparagraph (A),

no deduction shall be allowed under section 164 for the
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taxable year in which such distribution or amount is
received for any income, war profits, or excess prof-
its taxes paid or accrued to any foreign country or to
any possession of the United States on or with respect
to such distribution or amount.

"(4) Insufficient Taxable Income.--If an in-
crease in the limitation under this subsection exceeds
the tax imposed by this chapter for such year, the
amount of such excess shall be deemed an overpayment
of tax for such year.

"SEC,. 958. ADJUSTMENTS TO BASIS OF STOCK IN CONTROLLED FOR-
EIGN CORPORATION AND OF OTHER PROPERTY.

"(a) INCREASE IN BASIS.--Under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate, the basis of a United
States person's stock in a controlled foreign corporation,
and the basis of property of a United States person by reason
of which he is considered under section 955(a)(2) as owning
stock of a controlled foreign corporation, shall be increased
by the amount required to be included in his gross income
under section 951(a) with respect to such stock or with re-
spect to such property, as the case may be, but only to the
extent to which such amount was included in the gross income
of such person.

"(b) REDUCTION IN BASIS.--

"(1) In General.--Under regulations prescribed
by the Secretary or his delegate, the adjusted basis
of stock or other property with respect to which a
United States person receives an amount which is ex-
cluded from gross income under section 958(a) shall
be reduced by the amount soexcluded.

"(2) Amount in Excess of Basis.--To the extent
that an amount excluded from gross income under section
956(a) exceeds the adjusted basis of the stock or other
property with respect to which it is received, the
amount shall be treated as gain from the sale or ex-
change of property."

(b) TECHNICAL AND CLERICAL AMENDMENTS.--

(1) Section 551(b) (relating to foreign personal
holding company income included in gross income of
United States shareholders) is amended by adding at
the end thereof the following new sentence: "The amount
included in the gross income of any United States share-
holder for any taxable year under the preceding sentence
shall be reduced by such shareholder's proportionate
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share of the undistributed personal holding company
income which is included in his gross income under
section 951(a)(l)(A) (relating to amounts included
in gross income of United States persons) for such
taxable year as his pro rata share of the subpart F
income of the company."

(2) Section 901 (relating to foreign tax credit)
is amended by striking out "section 902" and inserting
in lieu thereof "sections 902 and 957".

(3) Section 902(e) is amended to read as follows:

"(e) CROSS REFERENCES.-=

"(1) For application of subsections (a) and
(b) with respect to taxes deemed paid in prior
taxable year by a United States person with
respect to a controlled foreign corporation,
see section 957.

"(2) For reduction of credit with respect
to dividends paid out of accumulated profits
for years for which certain information is not
furnished, see section 6038."

(4) Section 904(f) is amended to read as follows:

"(f) CROSS REFERENCES.--

"(1) For increase of applicable limitation
under subsection (a) for taxes paid with respect
to amounts received which were included in the
gross income of the taxpayer for a prior tax-
able year as a United States person with respect
to a controlled foreign corporation, see section
957(b).

"(2) For special rule relating to the appli-
cation of the credit provided by section 901 in
the case of affiliated groups which include
Western Hemisphere trade corporations for years
in which the limitation provided by subsection
(a)(2) applies, see section 1503(d)."

(5) The table of subparts for Part III of sub-
chapte, N of chapter 1 is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following:

"Subpart F. Controlled foreign corporations.'

(6) Section 1016(a) (relating to adjustments to
basis) is amended--
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(A) by striking out the period at the end of
paragraph (18) and inserting in lieu thereof a
semicolon; and

-(B) by adding after paragraph (18) the fol-
lowing new paragraph:.

"(19) to the extent provided in section 958 in
the case of stock in controlled foreign corporations
(or foreign corporations which were controlled foreign
corporations) and of property by reason of which a
person is considered as owning such stock."

(c) EFFDJTIVE DATE.--The amendments made by this sec-
tion shall apply with respect to taxable years of foreign
corporations beginning after December 31, 1962, and to tax-
able years of United States persons within which or with
which such taxable years of such foreign corporations end.
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The CHKA1MAx. The next witness is Mr. Joseph B, Brady of the
National Foreign Trade Council.

Take a seat, Mr. Brady, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF JOSEPH 33, BRADY, VICE PAE8IZNTv NATIONAL
FOREIGN TRADE COUNCIL, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY DONALD F.
HEATHERINGTON, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL FOREIGN TRADE
COUNCILS. Mo .

Mr. BRADY., Mr: Chairman and membersof the C0mmittee on Fi-
nance, my name is Joseph B. Brady. I am a vice president of the
National Foreign Trade Council, Inc., and secretary of its tax com-
mittee. I am accompanied by Mr. Donald F. Heatherington, a vice
president of NFTC; and secretary of its balance-of-payments group.

The National Foreign Trade Council, which was founded in 1914,
is composed of l.S. corporations engaged in all aspects of foreign
trade and business. Its basic function is the protection and promo-
tion of American foreign trade and business.

NFTC is iterested in those sections of H.R. 10650, the Revenue Act
of 1962, and amendments thereto suggested by the Secretary of the
Treasury which directly affect U.S. foreign trade and business. The
National Foreign Trade Council has prepared a written statement
which it is respectfully requested be inserted in the record.

I offer the written statement for inclusion in the record, Mr. Chair-
man. i

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will appear in the record
following your oral presentation.

Mr. BRADY. In this statement we have commented on the following
sections:

Sectign 5, amount of distribution where certain foreign corporationsdistribute property in kind.
Section 6, amen dments to section 482.
Section 11, domestic corporations receiving dividends from foreign

cporations.
Section 12, earned income from sources without the United States.
Section 13, controlled foreign corporations. I
Section 16, gain from certain sales or exchanges of stock in certain

foreign corporations.
Section 20, information with respect to certain foreign entities.
Section 21, treaties.
We also have commented upon the amendments to the bill concern-

ing taxation of income from foreign trade and bilsiness suggested by
the Secretary of the Treasury in his testimony before this committee,
including his proposal that there should be enacted into law "general
elimination of deferral in the taxation of foreign subsidiaries.' Be-
cause of shortness of time available today we will limit our oral re-
marks to a summary of some of our views set forth in the written
statement.

NFTC is most concerned that all segments of U.S. business operate
at the highest economic level possible. However, it is urged that the
overall economy will not be benefited by depressing foreign trade and
business which represent an extremely important sector of our total
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economy. If any action sliuld be taken in the fiscal area in respect
to foreign trade and business, it is that burdens should be made less
onerous.

The overwhelming majority of U.S. businesses abroad are carried
on solely for sound business reasons. Their operations and the form
in which they are carried on are, with possible minimal fringe excep-
tions, planned and executed without any attempt to avoid U.S. taxa-
tion.

Foreign trade and iAvestment complement each other, both with
reference to individual companies and the U.S. economy as a whole.
In other words, investment is an essential factor in the ability of busi-
ness to maintain and extend its exports.

In many instances, a single company is engaged in one or more of
the following activities: exporting from the United States, producing
abroad, marketing of U.S. and foreign products, exporting of tech-
nical information, and related financial activities. In complex opera-
tions different forms of organization and various types of transactions
are required for business purposes.

There is no certainty that any foreign trade and business which
would be curtailed because of the enactment into law of this bill will
be balanced either by trade an'd investment in different form in foreign
countries, or that any income remitted will be invested in the United
States. Frequently, the choice is not between exports from the United
States and investments abroad, but between investments abroad and
loss of trade. Similarly, the choice is not between investments abroad
and investments in the United States. The investment must be made
abroad or no investment will be made. Frequently because of legal
and business reasons not connected with U.S. tax considerations the
trade of investment must be made through a particular form of corpo-
rate arrangement.

Other aspects of American foreign economic policy should be con-
sidered in connection with the provisions in this bill including the
trade bill, H.R. 9900, and the balance-of-payments effects.

The President has announced on a number of occasions that exports
must be stimulated. It seems likely that to some extent, at least, the
proposals in H.R. 10650, particularly those in section 13, will hamper
exports.

Further, the provisions of this bill seem to be contrary to the pur-
poses of the Alliance for Progress, commercial activities in and with
underdeveloped countries, and especially activities in and with the
Common Market.

The report of the House Committee on Ways and Means and the
statements of the Secretary of the Treasury indicate that the provi-
sions of this bill proposing changes in the taxation of 'income from
foreign trade and business have as a principal purpose the correction
of tax haven abuses.

The National Foreign Trade Council is in sympathy with the desire
of the administration to eliminate abuses in connection with tax
havens which have as their principal purpose improper avoidance of
Federal income tax.

However, we wish to emphasize that in our opinion the foreign in-
come provisions of the bill go far beyond curbing tax haven abuses.
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Further, the proposal to tax U.S. shareholders on all or most of
the undistributed income of foreign corporations should not be con-
fused with or ado pted to solve the tax haven problem. .

Statements of Treasury Department representatives indicate that
they believe that tax haven corporations have the following five
characteristics: . I

(1) A tax haven corporation is organized in a country which im-
poses little or no tax on foreign income allocated to or routed through
entities incorporated under the laws;

(2) A tax haven corporation is designed to minimize the impact of
taxes on its foreign activities;
(3) Its activities normally are with related entities;
4) Its income is generated from sources outside of the country in

which it is incorporated: and
(5) Its activities are generally not substantial in nature.

BASIC POSITION CONCERNING POSSIBLE TAX HAVENS' LEGISLATION

The basic position of the National Foreign Trade Council concern-
ing possible legislation with reference to tax havens may be sum-
marized as follows:

(1) Present statutory provisions, if properly enforced, should pre-
vent tax haven abuses.

(2) If new legislation is deemed to be essential it should not pe-
nalize legitimate foreign business.

(3) If legislation is adopted it should not. provide for the taxing
to U.S. shareholders of profits of foreign corporations which have not
been distributed to the shareholders.

(4) Complex and extensive legislation should not be enacted to
correct a problem that to a considerable degree at least has been at-
tributed to administrative difficulties.

SECTION 13---CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS!

Section 13 of H.R. 10650 is a lengthy and complicated section set
forth on 35 pages.

The overall thrust of this section has been briefly summarized as
follows:

Shareholders of controlled foreign corporations are to report for tax purposes
the undistributed earnings of these corporations to the extent they represent
income from insuring U.S. risks. income from patents, copyrights, and exclusive
formulas or processes developed In the United States, passive types of income
generally, and Income from certain sales. In these latter two cases reductions
in the income tax to the shareholders are allowed for Investments of the income
in certain businesses in less developed countries To the extent that the share-
holders are not taxed on the income of the controlled foreign corporation under
the above provisions, they are to be taxed on the undistributed earnings of con-
trolled foreign corporations which are not invested in substantially the same
trade or business or invested In less developed countries in new trades or busi-
nesses or in certain controlled subsidiaries (H. Rept. No. 1447, p. 3).

Roughly, the effect section 13 would tax to the U.S. shareholder of
certain foreign corporations:

(a) Certain types of profits of the foreign corporation even though
such profits had not been distributed to the U.S. shareholder. The
types of profits so taxed would include certain income of the foreign
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corporation from: (1) insurance; (2) patents, exclusive formula, etc.;
(8) "passive income"; for example, dividends, interests, and rents;
(4) sales income.

(b) In addition section 13 would tax to the U.S. shareholder all
other types of profits of controlled foreign subsidiaries if they were
not invested in certain vays.

The National Foreign Trade Council urges that this section should
not, be enacted into law because: (a) It constitutes a drastic and unde-
sirable departure from tqx principles which have been consistently
followed in U.S. income tax law; and (b) a number of adverse busi-
ness consequences to legitimate foreign operations would result from
this section and would far outweigh any advantages in curtailing the
tax haven problem.

A. LEOAL REASONS FOR REJECTING PROPOSAL

The proposal to tax the U.S. shareholders of a foreign corporation
on the undistributed income of such corporations is contrary to basic
lax principles which have been followed since 1913.

A departure from these principles would constitute a drastic change
in this fundamental area of tax policy. It would constitute a devia-
tion from the recognition of the separate entity of the corporation,
without which concept it would be impossible to conduct much of
modern business. It would raise serious constitutional questions and
questions in the international field.
* Possibly one of the most important questions that should be con-
sidered would be the precedent that enactment of such a proposal
might constitute for tax U.S. shareholders on the undistributed in-
come of U.S. corporations.

It is a fundamental principle of all aspects of American domestic
and international law that a corporation is regarded as an entity sep-
arate from its shareholders.

With reference to tax jurisdiction, since the enactment of the 1913
act the United States has claimed jurisdiction to tax only on the basis
of either citizenship and residence, or source of income in the United
States. It is undesirable, if not improper, for the United States to ta"'
foreign corporations directly on their foreign income. These same
considerations should apply to taxing this income indirectly by taxing
the shareholders of such corporations.

The principles referred to above are reflected in all income tax
treaties to which the United States is a party. If this 'proposal were
adopted, the United States would, in effect, invade the jurisdiction of
the other party. Extraterritorial taxation of this type would certainly
violate the intent, spirit, and basic principles of the 21 tax treaties
which are in effect.

The Treasury's proposal to tax shareholders on the undistributed
income of foreign corporations, which is earned outside the United
States, is a principle which has no counterpart in the tax systems of the
major industrialized countries of the world.
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B. ADVERSE EFFECTS OF SECTION 13 ON U.S. LEGITIMATE FOREIGN TRADE
AND BUSINESS

The proposal to tax to the U.S. shareholder certain undistributed
profits of controlled foreign corporations will have unfavorable effects
on U.S. foreign trade and business as a whole. Although it is our
understanding that the Treasury officials intended to penalize tax
haven operations, apparently there has not been adequate considera-
tion of the adverse effects of the proposals on the overall economy and
on legitimate foreign business. These adverse consequences would be
substantial both to the affected shareholder and also to the economy
as it whole.

The U.S. shareholder would be adversely affected in all cases where
such profits are earned in foreign countries whose income taxes are
lower than comparable U.S. income taxes on such profits.

In many foreign countries the concept of income varies from that
in the United States; for example, requirements for legal reserves,
depreciation on revalued assets, etc., and, also, many foreign countries
rely more heavily for revenues on taxes other than income taxes.

In addition to suffering a tax disadvantage, all U.S. foreign sub-
sidiaries would have to take into consideration novel and artificial
factors in determining their course of action.

For example, any foreign subsidiary which bought goods from out-
side the country in which it is incorporated, processed them, and then
sold such goods outside the country, would have to be mindful that
the purchased goods have to be substantially transformed in order
that the sale of the goods outside the country would not be regarded
as giving rise to "foreign base company income." In implementing
this and other novel concepts, time-consuming and expensive analysis
and recordkeeping would have to be instituted.

The indirect effects of section 13 of the bill on shareholders might
be several. It is likely that foreign nationals would hesitate to par-
ticipate with U.S. nationals in the ownership of foreign operations
because the income from such operations might be regarded as "Sub-
part F income or an increase in earnings in nonqualifled property"
for purposes of U.S. law and thereby adversely affect the reinvestment
policy of the enter rise.

In addition, U.S. shareholders, who might have reached the conclu-
sion that the most efficient method of operation in several countries
was through a single foreign subsidiary, might decide because of the
provision of this section that they must operate in the more inefficient
method through a number of corporations.

The provisions of this section are so broad that they would label
as "tax haven transactions" many operations which were established
for sound business reasons not related to U.S. tax considerations.

Frequently, the operations which would be adversely affected bave
been carried on for many years in the -normal course of business." In
many cases they existed prior to the time the present-*3 , parent
acquired its interest in the foreign company.

Further:
(1) The provisions of section 13 are lengthy and complicated.
(2) Apparently, if section 13 were enacted, there would be con-

flict between U.S. and foreign accounting concepts.

2W
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(3) Section 13 will prevent diversification.
(4) Section 13 does not contain provisions similar to those in earlier

drafts which excluded legitimate operations.

SECTION 11-GROSS-UP"

The National Foreign Trade Council urges that the provisions in
this section should not be enacted into law because:

(1) The present tax treatment of dividends from foreign subsidi-
aries has been in effect for some 40 years. It has been reenacted in
all revisions of the income tax law, including the revisions of 1939
and 1954.

(2) It was considered by the Supreme Court in 1942.
3) The present provisions are not the result of inadvertence.

(4) The present statutory system does not allow both a deduction
or exclusion and a credit for the same foreign taxes. There is no in-
equality in the present law when viewed from the standpoint of in-
come received from foreign corporations.

(5) Equating of tax burdens between foreign branches of U.S. cor-
porations and foreign subsidiaries is not as simple as is assumed by
the comparative computations which are used for the purpose of
showing that use of a branch may result in a greater total tax burden.
There are some situations where foreign branches have distinct ad-
vantages over foreign subsidiaries from a tax viewpoint. For ex-
ample, losses of a branch can be deducted from U.S. source income;
losses of a foreign subsidiary cannot.

(6) This provision of the draft bill conflicts with the tax treaty
program. Many of the treaties now in existence generally provide
that the United States will allow credit for foreign income taxes in
accordance with the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code in effect
on the date of ratification of the treaty.

SECRETARY'S PROPOSAL To TAX UNDISTRIBUTED INCOME TO FOREIGN
CORPORATIONS

The Secretary of the Treasury in his appearance before this com-
mittee on April 2, 1962, urged far-reaching amendment to the bill
namely that:

The privilege of deferring U.S. taxes until income is repatriated as dividends
should simply be eliminated for our subsidiarte in advanced industrial countries.

REASONS FOR REJECTING PROPOSALS

The legal arguments against taxing to the U.S. shareholder undis-
tributed profits of foreign subsidiaries are fully developed above in
connection with our discussion of section 13 and have been summar-
ized. The economic arguments are developed at length in our
memorandum.

26"4
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In particular, attention is invited to our discussion concerning the
balance of payments. Our memorandum states:

While the National Foreign Trade Council is Itself deeply and urgently con-
cerned by the continuing serious deficit in the U.S. balance of payments, it
questions whether this is the moment to undermine, discourage, or impede the
International flow of private capital. The council is convinced that private direct
investments are a consistent and substantial source of longrun strength to the
balance-of-payments position of our country. It disagrees with the premise that
the proposed tax changes are necessary to meet the balance-of-payments prob-
lem. It believes, on the contrary, that the fiscal devices now proposed, if adopted,
would contribute little or nothing toward the shortrun solution of the problem
and that in the long run could have extremely adverse effects on the balance
of payments.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Brady.
(The prepared statement of the National Foreign Trade Council,

Inc., follows:)
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I. nOW , X, U

The National Foreign Trade Counil, ihich es founded In 19111

Is composed of UIted States corpo tions engaged In all Uaspot of foreign

trade sad business. Its basic function Is the protection and promotion of

Arican foreign trade and business. IM Is most concerned that all scents

of United States business operate at the highest level possible. However,

it Is urged that the overall eoono@r vill not be benefited by conclously

depross ng foreign trade snd business which represent an extremely important

sector of our total econcq. If any action should be taken in the fiscal

area In respect to foreign trade and busineee, it Is that burdens should

be mode less onerow.

A. Sections of larticular interestt to RTC

MM is partfcularlv interested in those sections of the proposed

"Revenue Act of 1962" (a. R. 106"0 87th Congres ) Snd the amendments

thereto suggested bT the Seretay of the Treasiu7, which directly affect

United States foreign trade and business. As pointed out by other witnesses,

the sequence used in the bill does not group related subjects together# but

rather sets forth sections in accordance with the order In hlho If enacted

they will appear In the Internal Revenue Code. In our moments related

subjects will be considered together.

Theme subjects Include:

Section 13 - Controlled Foreign Corporatienj
1

Section 6 - Amendment of Section 1821j

Section 16 - Gains frou Certain Sales or zoia~nges of

Stock in ForeIgn Corporationl 1 and

See Pages 57 and 58 of House Report to. 11117 for a umra7r of the inter-
relationship and general scheme of Sections 13. 6, and 16# copy attached
Appendin 1zB.
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Section 5 - Amount of Distribution Where Certain Foreign

Corporations Distribute Property in Kind. 2

A brief sumary of these various sections in discussed in the

Report of the committee on Ways and Heans. (See Pages 2, 3 and 4 of

House Report Nos 1447 excerpt attached, Appendix A.

Section 1 - Domestic Corporations Receiving Dividends from

Foreign Corporations.

Section 12 - Earned Income of United States Citizens.

Section 20 - Information With Respect to Certain Foreign

Entities.

Section 21 - Treaties.

B. Amendments ProoS*ed by the Seretary of the Tresury

The Secretary of the Treasur7 in his statement before the Senate

Finance Committee on April 2, 1962, suggested amendments to several of the

* sections referred to above. Speoifioially, he urged the followings

Section 11 - "Gross-Un" - Fgren Tax Credt

In oonneotion with Section 11 he stated that "The House Bill

postpones the effective date of this provision in two ways"o (Page 40)3

U9 *** urge that this chang* be made applicable to all distributions after

December 31P 1961.0 (Page 4i).3

In connection with the foreign tax credit computation, the Secre-

tary also urged a now amendment, the effect of which would be "that the

foreign tax credit for certain investment income be computed apart from

the foreign tax credit for all other foreign incomes. (Page 53).3

2 See Page 27 of House Report No. 1447 indicating that Section 5 "is
a -companion provision toSection 16".

3 Reference is to pages in the Statement of the Secretary of the Treasury
before the Committee on Finance, April 2, 1962.
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Section 12 - Earnod Income of Individuale

In connection with Section 12 the Secretary urged that he

President's original reoommendation on this subject be adopted, i...,

"elimination of the exemption privilege for American oitisens living

in economically developed countries also 00*1exemptioi for our citizens

who qualify as foreign residents of *e less developed countries 000 but

only to the extent of $20,000 a year". (Page 36)03

Section 13 - Controlled Foreign Cornorations

In connection with Seotion 13 the Secretary urged that "the

exemption of 'tax haven' profits invested in less developed countries

should be limited to eiings generated in the less developed oountries"a.

(Page 42).3 He also recommended the "general elimination of deferral in

the taxation of foreign subsidiaries*. (Pages 43-51).3

C. Provisions of Limited Interest

It is noted that provisions in other sections are of some, but

more limited, interest to American companies engaged in foreign trade and

business. For example, in connection with the proposed credit for invest-

ment in certain depreciable property, (Section 2 of the Bill), it is provided,

in general, that this incentive will not affect property which is used

predominantly outside the United States. Also in the proposed amendment

affecting withholding income tax at source on interest and dividends (Section

19), there are exceptions affecting foreign corporations# non-resident aliens,

eta. Further, the following sections are of limited Interest to certain

companies mainly in connection with portfolio investments.

Section 7 - Distributions of Foreign Personal Holding Company Income;

Section 9 - Distributions by Foreign Trusts; and

Section 15 - Foreign Investment Companies.

Section 18 - Inclusion of Foreign Real Property In Gross etate.

The National Foreign Trade Council Is not commnting on the

provisions mentioned In this pasagraph.

3 See Footnote 3 above.
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ii. 0~GNAL SATU(KNrS COMCMDINO T1 TIATION OF UDI SV WrD
PR0FrTS VS. TUMOINI 0? SOmGALUI1 UTa M M1PRFTS

As stated in Nouso Report No. 17 accompanying H. I. 1O0,

four of the sections of the bill (Sections 13, 6, 16, and 5) are directed

in hole or In part to ihat have been called "taz havens". The proposals

set forth in Section 13 would be to tax the undietributed Income of for-

ein subsidiaries with certain limited ezcoptions. The provisions in

this section are acntrnry to basic concepts of our tax law which have

been in effect since 1913. Accordingly, the proposed changes should not

be adopted by CoMress without complete hearings and consoderstion of

their Impact an our econcm, and our future business prospects in the

foreign field. This Is particularly Important n vim of the "Comon

Market" evolving in both Zurope and Latin America.

The National Foreign Trade Council would like to esphaize,

gensrally, the following three points before coenting on the specific

provisions of the bills

1. The current hearings before the Committee on Finance con-

corning the "tax haven" proposal Is the first public hearing on the

particular proposals contained in the sections of the bill or, for that

matter, on any proposals in bill form.

2. Any proposal to tax to United States shareholders the un-

distributed profits of foreign subsidiaries arising from legtiate

transactions in the foreign field should be clearly distinguished from

any proposals vhich sight be necessary to resolve the so-called "taz

haven" problem.
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3. It has been stated that the bill# a. paSed by the NOU*#

"does not elimiato tax deferral in the case of operating businesses

owned by Asericana which are located in the economically developed

countries of the world". (Bee ezcerpt from Iouso Paport No. UM?,

Appendix B.) 5te National Foreign Trade Counil strongly disagree

with this statmet. Section 13 of the bill, by its toers applies to

all foreignn controlled corporations". in all parts of the world. The

practical effect of its limitatoa on the use of patOent., *to o and the

limitation on the use of any profits earned by the foreign corporation

is to eliminate tax deferral oven in the case of operating businesses.

A. Frkt Public Bearing on "Tar Ravens"

With reference to the first point, it will be recalled that

the proposals of the Treasury concerning "tax havens" wore not available

in bill form at the hearings on this aubjeot before the WIY@ and Means

Comalttee last spring. As a resultp non-governmental witnesses Veo

required to surmise what might be proposed. (See I Statement,

Volume k,, Hearls before the Comittee on Ways and Means, Now* of

Representatives, 87th Cwgreses on the President's 1961 Tz Becon-

mendatiomo, Page 260.) The first proposal In draft bill form wo

ade available by the Treasury on July 28, 1961. Another version vs

released on January 31, 1962. Some Indication of the confused legis-

lative picture Is Indicated by the fact that the proposal on this

subject tentatively adopted by the aoe ad Means omittee on February

1, 1962, differed drastically from those finally adopted, and Included

in R. R. 10630, as Introduced on Marcb 12, 1962.
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3 . 92d far Dfinitign of "Taz Rayn', Problem

With reference to the second point, no definition of "tax

havens" In set forth In the bill or in the committee Report. The Secretary

of the Treasury in his teetaony both before the Comitte. on ye and

Mems last April and before this Co mittee cn April 2, 1962, discussed this

subject, (Pege 4l of the Secretary's statement before the Senate Coittee

on Finance). Additional comet concerning "ta havens" vus ado In the

Treasury memoranda submitted to the Mqa and Meano Couittee last June,

(see Volume h, Hearings on the President's 1961 Tax Reommendationsp Pages

3522 to 3551). Also, this subject va discussed In the release of the

Treasury Department, January 31, 1962, explaining the draft bill n this

subject released that date. From these releases and this testimony, it

vould seem that "tax haven" companies and their operations have certain

characteristics. A typical "tax baven" corporation:

1. Is organized in a country "vhich Imposes little or no

tax on foreign income allocated to or routed through en-

tities incorporated under their law"; and,

2. Is "designed to minimize the impact of U. S. and for-

eign taxes on their foreign activities; and,

3. Its activities are normally vith related entitles; and,

4. Its income i generated or derived from sources outside

of the country in *ich it Is Incorporated; and,

5. Its activities are generally not substantial In nature.
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A January 31 T r uS 7 release stated in parts

" *** On the other hand tax haven companies 4o not typically

oarry on subetantial activities such as maufacturIM, or roCesstzgj,

asseublyingp or other production that is substantial in natures Such

activities are not considered to give rise'.to tax haven profits 5**

Still other *** trasactifs which do not typically reflect tax haven

company operations Ear-J

a. The resale of agricultural or mineral products

purchased by a controlled foreign corporation in Its

country of Incorporation;

be The resale of purchased products for use In a

country of Incorporation; or

a. The receipt of dividends and interest by a

holding company Incorporated in the san country as the

psyor corporation.

Also, transactions *** which give rise to profits that do not escape

normal tax burdens by reason of the country of incorporation, vould not

be included Eao tax haven transaction J. Construction would not in

general be directly affected ***, Shipping activities are also not

covered."

At least in the early discussions of the "tax haven" problem,

the typical examples suggested as needing correction were those Involving:

1. exports from the United States to industrialized

countries sold through subsidiaries incorporated in

"tax haven countries", and,
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2. holding ocomanMie in *tax haven Countries' which

socuulete Lnc= earned bV U. S. subsidiaries in coun-

tries other thanthe Rtaz haven' country.

Iven a oursory examination of the pertinent sections in H. i.

10650 indicate that they cover mny situations beyond the *tax haven prob-

le and in effect they unjustly penalise legitimate foreign enterprises.

The arguments In support of these provisions advanced by the Administration

have been based in large measure cm administrative difficulties. Thee pro-

visions, if enacted Into law, would add Imeasurab]y to the difficulties of

administration and compliance.

C. The STax Haven" Problem Should Be Diotinguishsd From The
Proposal to Tax Undistrilt d Profits of Foreigg Subidiaries

The 'tax haven* problem which is complicated and controversial in

itself should be separated from another oe fundamental change in tax law

proposed by the Treasury, ie.*, the proposal which would effectively tax

all profits of foreign subsidiaries to the United States shareholder whe-

ther or not distributed, except in limited instances.

The not effect of many of the proposals advanced as being necesar to

solve the 'tax haven" problem would be to tax to the United States shre-

holder, with very few exceptions, the profit. of all foreign subsidiaries

whether or not distributed to the United States shareholder. The radical

change in tax concepts which have been Interwoven in the proposals con-

cerning ftax havens' probably have not received the consideration which

they warrant* It is urg'd that this committee safeguard legitimate busi-

ness from the harsh penalties which may be imposed on them in an attempt

to solve what has been labeled the *tax haven" problem.
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Aseuming that a "tax haven" problem exiets, undoubtodly Its

solution ivolves a number of complex Interrelated factors vhioh under

the best circumstances are difficult to resolve. Any consideration

given to curing "tax haven3 abuses should not be confused with the far-

raohing proposal to eliminate tax deferral generally, which would be

the practical effect of & R. 10650. Such action would be to the

detrimnt of United States foreign enterisie and the United States

econcoW, of which foreign trade and business is a vital part.
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D. Basic Position of INc Concerning The Taxation of The
distributed Profits of United States Foreign

Subsidiaries as Contrasted With measures Needed to Curb 01ax Raone Abuse

The National Foreign Trade Council Is in sympathy with the

desire of the Administration to eliminate abuses in connection with "tax

havens* which have as their principal purpose Improper avoidance of Federal

Income tax. Howevr, a legislative action to curb such abuses should

be carefully drafted in order not to penalize the legitimate trade and

business of United States subsidiaries. Further, the long-established

legal principles upon which the present system of taxation is based should

not be subject to radical change merely to eliminate a relatively few tax

abuses*

The Internal Revenue Code presently contains provisions which

through effective enforcement should be adequate to enable the Treasury

to correct abuses such as the diversion of taxable income to foreign

corporations. Furthermorep vell-established judicial doctrine permits

the disregard of corporate shams*

Since 1960, the Internal Revenue Servioe, is in the process ef

obtaining more detailed information regarding transactions between domestic

corporations and their foreign subsidiaries, Further the Office of

International Operations of the Internal Revenue Service has increased its

staff and its scope of activities. MC 'believes that the expanded information

nov being received by the Treasury should make possible the enforcement of

existing corrective provisions.

If it is decided that some legislation is required in connection

with "tax haven abuses', the proposal contained in Section 13 of H.R. 10650

that certain profits of controlled foreign subsidiaries should be taxed to
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United States sharshlders even though not distributed as dividends,

should not be enacted into law because this concept is contrary to basic

United States tax policy. This proposal would constitute a drastic and

undesirable departure from tax concepts which have been consistently

reflected in Federal income tax law, including the followings

(1) The corporation is an entity separate from its shareholders,

and the shareholder has not been taxable on the undistributed

income of the corporation.

(2) Taxpater are only subject to tax on realized income

(3) The treatment of a foreign corporation as an entity distinct

from its shareholders is recognised as a fundamental principle

in 21 tax treaties, affecting sae foreign jurisdictions,

to which the United States is a party.

(4) Even in the absence of tax treaties the United States has

recognized foreign corporations as separate entities and

has never claimed tax jurisdiction over then simply because

they were owned in whole or in part by U. So shareholders*

(5) The practical effect of this proposal is essentially the

same as an attempt to tax the foreign corporation directly.

This proposed policy of taxing by indirection is question-

able from the standpoint not only of domestic policy, but

also of international comity.

(6) The Constitutionality of taxing American shareholders of

foreign corporations on their shares of the income of

those corporations before the income Is distributed, has

been seriously questioned.
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(7) U. S. shareholders are not taxable on the undistributed

Inome of U. S. corporations fra domestic sources; similarly,

U. 8. shareholders should not be taxable on the income of

foreign corporations from sources outside the United States

before it is distributed.

In addition, no other economically advanced country ignores the

corporate entity.

All of the above points are discussed more completely in our

omento concerning Section 13 of H. R. 10650.

The provisions of N. Re 10650 are so broad that they would

adversely affect aq7 aspects of American foreign business operations.

Decisions as to whether or not an operation should be undertaken,

and the form in which it should be undertaken are made in response to a

broad and complex range of considerations covering every related aspect

of a firm's operations. Frequently the operations which would be adversely

affected have been carried on for many years in the normal course of business.

In many cases they existed prior to the time the present United States

parent acquired its interest in the foreign oompanyo He Re 106" would tax

man operations which have been established for sound business reasons not

related tQ United States tax considerations.

It is urged that the following excerpt from the statement of the

National Foreign Trade Council on the "Trade Expansion Act of 1962" (H. Re

9900) is most pertinent.

"The National Foreign Trade Council on many occasions has

emphasized the importance of a large and expanding volume of international

trade to the security and eoonomio well-being of the United States and the

free world. It believes, in general, that the legislative proposals embodied
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in H. R. 9900 would lead toward these goals, provided it is clearly reog0ised

that international trade cannot be stimulated to the desired ends if at the

same time other measures are adopted which would hamper or restrict the

expansion of such trade, or the freedom of international investment. In a

practical senie, expanding trade and expanding international investment are

interdependent and continually complement one another. Of prime importance,

therefore, is the need for tax and other measures which consistently promote

both international trade and the international investment of private enter-

prise capital-"

The principal objections to the bill are those referred to shaoves

(a) taxing to United States shareholders (under certain conditions) the

undistributed profits of foreign corporations; and (b). treating as *tax

haven traneacti6no" the legitimate operations of United States foreign

businesses which were not established to avoid U. S. tax. There are also

ma technical defects in H. R. 10650.

In oonneotion with any proposal to change the taxation of income

from United States foreign trade and business it is urged that several

important general considerations should be kept in mind. Foreign trade

and business is an extremely important sector of the United States econcaq

and axW action whioh would hamper it should be most seriously considered.

The choice generally is not between operating abroad and operating in the

United States but rather between operating abroad in a particular manner

or losing the particular market for American business.

The National Foreign Trade Council opposes thp taxation of United

States shareholders on the undistributod profits of foreign corporations.

From a business and economic point of view any such proposal would place

American foreign trade and direct investment In a lep favorable position

to compete with local nationals and nationals of third countries and to
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met the threat of Soviet economic penetration. Thus, to deliberately and

consciously hamper American enterprise in our view is against the best in-

terests of the United States. In addition, this proposal, if enacted into

law, would constitute a drastic and undesirable departure from tax principles

which have been consistently followed in the Federal Income Tax Law.

Accordingly the National Foreign Trade Counoil urges that

(1) Present statutory provisions, if properly enforced,

should prevent "tax haven" abuses.

(2) If legislation is adopted it should not provide for

the taxing to U. S. shareholders of profits of foreign

corporations which have not been distributed to the

shareholders.

(3) Complex and extensive legislation should not be en-

aotod to correct a problem that to a considerable degree

at least has been attributed to administrative difficulties.

(4) In aw event, s legislation should not penallse egit-

imate foreign trade and business.
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xII. OOWZNS ON SPEIFIO SZcTDNS OF BIlL OF PARTXCUIM DhTf TO NF C

As noted in our introduction the National Foreign Trade Council In

particularly Interested in certain sections of the bill concerning which comments

will be made, including the following sections. Sections 5, 6, 31, 12, 13, 16,

and 20. Because of their. interrelationship we will first commnt on the sections

dealing with Otax havens*, in the following order, namely, Seotions 13, 6, 16,

and 5.

A. Sectin 13 - Controlled Forelin CornoratIcns

1. Intreduat go

Section 13 of R. R. 10650 is a lengthy and complicated section set

forth on thirty-five pages (Pages 103 to 137 of the bill). It- Is discussed at

some length in House Report No. 1447 which accompanied N. R. 10650 at the

following pages Pages 57 to 66; Pages A89 to A106; Page B6; Page B21 to Page

B27; ar , Pages B33 to B35.

The overall thrust of this section has been briefly summarized as

follows "Shareholders of controlled foreign corporations are to reprt for

tax purposes the undistributed earnings of these ooporations to the extent they

represent income from insuring U. S. risks, income from patents, copyrights#, and

exclusive formulas or processes developed in the United States, passive types

of income generally, and income from certain sales. In these latter two oases

reductions in the Income tax to the shareholders are allowed for investments of

the Inoome in certain businesses in less developed ountries. To the extent

that the shareholders are not taxed on the income of the controlled foreign

corporation under the above provisions, they are to be taxed on the undistributed

earnings of controlled foreign corporations which are not invested in substantially

the same trade or business or invested in less developed countries in new trades

or businesses or in certain controlled subsidiaries," (Hout, Report Noe 1447,

Page 3).
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It is claimed that Section 13 is directed priMarilY "t oax hae"

transecticns (see Pago 7 of Nous Import No. 1447 attached, A-.-'endiX D).

Me Secretary of the Treasury n his statement before this Committee discussed

Seatkon 13 as a *tax haven" proposal. No stated that It "deals only perlherally

with tax deferral of foreign Incomo. As mentioned above, Section 13 has adverse

offeots on legitimate business operations and, In our opinion, goes far beyond a "tax

haven problem."

The National Foreign Trade Council urges that this section should not be

enacted Into law because It constitutes a drastic and undesirable departure from tax

principles vhIch have been consistently followed In United States Income Tax iav. A

number of adverse business result to legitimate foreign operations would result from

this section ad would far outweigh any advantages in curtailing the "tax haven

problem."

2. Logal Reasons for RejectInQ Proposal to Tax U. S. Shareholders on
Undistributed Profits of Foreian Corporations

The legal reasons for rejecting the proposal to tax to the United States

shareholder undistributed profits of foreign corporations, as provided by Section

13, are discussed belov.

(a) History and Reasons for Present Law

The basic provisions of United States lav relating to taxation of incoe

from foreign sources have been in existence for nearly fifty years. All United

States foreign Inveetments have been made with these provisions a a backgromd. In

addition, Important foreign investments have been ade under an announced policy of

the United States Government to encourage such Investment.

Under the 1913 Act Income received by foreign corporations from sources

outside the United States me not taxed. United States shareholders were taxed

only on the dividends from such corporations. These basic provisions have been

retained in all subsequent reenactments of the Income Tax Lv, including the 1939
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and 19% versions. Contrary to the Impressions of sm pereSs, no provislos were

Introduced into United States tax law after World War 11 to encourage investment and

trade in Zurope by tited Statee companies.

Like most features of tax lav these provisions reflect both theoretical

and practical conslderaticns. These considiertlons generally fall ztther within the

fiscal area, or the combined area of public policy and trade. The reognlton of

the importanoe of foreign trade and Inveetmsnt, a reoagnitln that Income from

foreign sources ia Initially subject to tax in the foreign country, and the need for

revenue, all form a p rt of the background for the emotment of our ts laws on In-

coe from foreign trade and Investment.

The concept that a corporation Is an entity separate from its shareholders

has always been recognized so fundamental In every phase of the law. fthe principle

of the non-taxbllity of the shareholder c the undistributed Income of a corporation

has been one of the pillars on which our tax system has been constructed. In addition,

considerations of International law and comlty, as well as United States oostitutional

and admnitrative problems, are among the wide variety of factors that have affected

the formulation of the buslc Vatted States tax provisions.

(b) ZPonoal is Contrar to Basl. thited States Tax Policy

It is a fundamental principle of all aspects of American and international

law that a corporation i, regarded as an entity separate from Its shareholders hus

the shareholder is not obligated by the contract of the corporation, and Is not

responsible for its wrongful acts. This principle has been Incorporated in the Meral

Income Tax Law. A corporation Is taxed on its Inom , and the shareholdor- are taxed

caly on dividends distributed to them. Any ropoeal to tax the Vaited States share-

holders an the Income ot the corporstlon would be an exception to this basic principle,

vhlch has been followed consistently by Congress, the Treasury Department and the

Supreme Court. The basic principle has bee reflected in United States tax trOetie

and In the claim of tax jurisdiction which the United States has ede In the absence

of tax treaties.
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Both In the domestic an foreign field, taxpayers are only subject

to tax on Income actually realized. Corporations and Individualn owning shares

of stock are not taxable because of accumulated earnings of the companies Is-

suing the shares, nor are they taxable in respect of Increases in the quoted

market prices of those shares. Holders of corporate securities are not en-

titled to deduct frca their taxable Income any decrease. In quoted market

price or generally any operating loses .f tho companies which my dissipate

their surplus or evin impair their capital. The United States 'ucom tax

system recognizes fully the corporate entity. A United States parent corpora-

tion Is taxed upon the dollar dividends received from a foreign subsidiary,

because that is the correct measure of its realized Income.

The principle that ioms must be realized before it is taxable has

frequently been upheld by the Supreme Court. In 1918 the Suprem Court drew

a distinction between corporate accumulations and distributions, treating only

the latter as taxable Income. The Court stated: "It Is evident that Congress

intended to draw and did draw a distinction between s stockholder's divided

share or Interest in the gains and profits of a corporation, prior to the

declaration of a dividend, and his participation in the dividends declared

and paid treating the latter In ordinary circuntences, as a part of his

Income for the purposes of the surtax, and not regarding the former as taxable

income unless fraudulently accumulated for the purpose of evading the tax".

(Lync v. m 247 U. S. 339 at page 343). 7he fact that Income wust be

"realized" is clearly set forth In lisner v. Kacomber, 252 U. S. 189, 40 Sup.

Ct. 189 (190) and has never been reversed.

2he Treasury Departmet has followed the concept that Income must be

realized in order to be taxable, e. g. Regulations 1.61-1 provides in part:

"Gross Imm Inocludes incoe realized in any form". (Underscoring added)

Furthermore, the treatment of a foreign corporation as an entity

distinct from Its shareholders Is recognized as a fundamental principle in 21

ta treaties, affecting sae 14 foreign Jurisdictions, to which the United
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States Is a party. Woan In the absence of tax treaties the Vnited States hag

recognized the foreign corporatica as a separate entity and has never claimed tax

jurisdicticn over thee, because It was owned In whole or in Sort by U. S. shareholders.

Since the enactment of the 1913 Aotp the United States has claimed

Jurisdiction to tax on the basis of (1) citizenship and residence, an4, (2) source

of Income In the United States.

To expand this jurLedictional oala, so as to tax, directly the income of

foreign corporations because of American ownership of shares In such corporations would

run counter to all U. S. jurIsdictional claims and might veil bring about ccmflicts with

the Jurisdictional claims of foreign governments. It Is undesirable, if not improper,

for the Vnited States to tax foreign corporations directly on their foreign Income.

These came consideration should apply to taxing the foreign corporation indirectly

by taxing the shareholders.

the Jurisdicticnal claims of the United States reflects the recognition that

other eoveregn nations have rightful claim to the primary Jurisdiction of Income

earned by their corporations In their home country and in all countries other than the

United States. The jurisdictional concepts o the United States are formally reflected

In tax treaties between the unitedd States and foreign countries which are discussed

below.

The Secretary's explanation of his proposal states that "precedent for

this tex treatment may be found In the provisions of exLting law dealing vith U. S.

shareholders of foreign personal holding companies". These provisions are not an

adequate precedent for such a broad departure from established tax policy. The pro-

visions were enacted on the assumption that foreign personal holding companies were

"created with the sole purpose of avoiding or eadingL the Imposition of the surtax on

their shareholders" and the legislation we Intended "to encourage the prompt dissolution

of existing companies of this type", which were regarded as topunlous" (Report of the

Joint Comttee on Tax Ivasion and Avoidance, August 3, 1937, 73th Cong. lIt Sess.,
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House Document No. 337, pp 21 and 22). However, these provisions were never intended

to, and do not by the definition of foreign personal holding companies in the Internal

Revenue Code, affect bona fide foreign business companies.

The foreign personal holding company provisions are strictly limited to the

case where the foreign company to controlled by not more than five U. S. citizens or

residents and derives 50% or more of its gross income from certain categories of income,

such as dividends, interest and capital gains (Seas. 551-557, I..O.). The proposed

reoeendation by the Secretary, Is addressed to a situation which Is quite different

from that of the foreign personal holding company. With relatively few exceptions the

foreign subsidiaries which will be affected are operating companies that would iot be

within the purview of the foreign personal holding company provisions. These foreign

corporations have not been *created with the sole purpose of avoiding or evading the

imposition of Lai tog on their shareholders*. Rather these subsidiaries were formed

to carry on United States trade and business in a pert of the world most important from

the vieopoint of national as well as business considerationso Further, it is not

believed that fthe prompt dissolution of existing companies of this types is intel.ed

even by the Treasury. Therefore, it is urged that the foreign personal holding oompany

provisions should not be regarded as a precedent for the proposed legislation. An

additional point which should be considered is that the foreign personal holding company

provisions are primarily an extension to foreign companies of a punitive provision

which previously was in effort domestically, namely, the personal holding company

provisions.

The proposal to tax a shareholder on unrealized profits is, i. effect, taxation

by indirection of the current earnings of the foreign corporation and is designed to tax

indirectly what could not be taxed directly. This policy of taxing by indirection is at

least questionable from the standpoint not only of domestic tax polAoy but also of

international comity. Probably any attempt by the United States to tax directly or

indirectly foreign corporations on Income not earned in the United States would be
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objected to by foreign countriee. In the past, foreign countries have objected to the

extraterritorial effect of other U. 8. lavwe for example, the extesion of the antitrust

and export control law.

The proposals of the Secreteay to Inpoes taxes on U. S. shareholders of for-

sip corporations measured by the earnings of the foreign corporations as they ac&re

ill result in a nullification of tax incentive program designed by foreign coumtries to

attract Investment and reinvestment by foreign corporations. It would defeat the purpoee

of provLsioIs under foreign taz law, such " Investment alloacoes s accelerated de-

preciation, snd tax oxoptions designed to promote economic development In the forog

country. It would also ignore r j uireents of the foreign country that legal and

statutory reserves be set aIde before dividends can be paid. It would be contrary to

the practice in som countries which Impose through private agreement restrictions an

dividend distributions.

Foreign competitors of U. S. business would still enj the benefit of those

Incentives. Where American Inveetentme are an Important factor the foreign country

might revise its Incentives program and attempt to bring ite tax rates up as high as

52% in order that it my obtain taxes which otherviso vould redound to the bemef it of

the United State.

he proposal will have an adverse effect both on the corporations and

shareholders. In may Instances, shareholder* mAy not have funds available from

other sources to pay the taxes. This, of course, vill place pressure on the foreign

corporation to remit income to pay such taxes. Where local nationals are also

shareholders and have a controlling voice In the company this pressure to distribute

funds vhich othervise would not be distributed In order to pa U. 8. tax will be

resisted. From a long-range point of view, it my deter local participation In

companies in vhich American capital Is Invested. Furthermore, the Individmual

shareholder who in most instances would have no control over' the foreln corporation

vtsoever could receive no foreign tax credit and vould be required to pay such

1&ome tax out of his capital. Yn foreign incorporated subsidiaries have incurred

long-term financial commitment on the areas able assumption that neither the
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subsidiary nor the shareholder would be subject to United States tax on the

undistributed in~oae of suoh subsidiaries. The proposed imposition of United States

tax on U. S. shareholders might affect drastically the ability of the subsidiary

to meet its finanoil obligations.

The proposal to tax the United States shareholder of a foreign corporation

on the uxietrit %4d Income of such corporation is contrary to baslo tax principles

which hav.s i . *ollowod since 1913. A departure from these principles would

costif: it,  k%&stio change in this fundamental area of tax policy. It would

-onot.tate a deviation from the recognition of the separate entity of the corporation

O.! , vbt* concept it wauld be impossible to conduct much of modern business,

It wo',.1 raise serious questions In the international field. Possibly one of the

most Important questions that should be considered would be the precedent that

enactment of such proposal eight constitute for taxing United State. shareholders

on the undistributed Income of United States corporations,

(a) 0o"stitut nalit

Under the proposal, American shareholders of foreign corporations would

be taxed on their share of the income of those corporation even though it is

not distributed. It has been held to be a violation of the due process clause of

the l4th Amendment to the Constitution for a state to measure the tax on one

person's income by the income of another. Hoaner v. Tax oNmIssion, (1931) 284

U. S. 206. It would seem equally a violation of the due process clause of ths 5th

Amendment for the Federal Ooverniment to measure the proposed tax on the American

shareholder by the income of another person, the foreign corporation.

Under the 16th Amendment Congress may tax incomes, from whatever source

derived, without apportionment. It should be noted, however, that the 16th Amendment

is applicable only to true income taxes and that a tax cannot be brought within the

scope of that Amendment merely by calling it an Income tax,
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hlaner v. Macomber (1920) 252 U. S. 189, 206, held that income

consists not in a growth or increment In value of an investment, but same-

thing of exchangeable value proceoding from the property, severed frm the

capital and coming Into, or received by, the taxpayer, and that a stock

dividend was not Income within that definition because it did not accomplish

an actual distribution of corporate earnings. The Court refused (page 21k)

to "Indulge the fiction" that the stockholders "have received and realized

a share of the profits of the company which In truth they have neither re-

ceived nor realized" and hold that the corpoiatiom must be treated as a

substantial entity separate from the stockholder. It vent on to say that

"enrichment through Increases In value of capital Investment is not Income

in any proper meaning of the tem" and (page 217) that to tax the share-

holders upon their property interest in the stock of the corporation vould

be taxation of property because of ovnorshlp, and would require apportion-

ment under Article I of the Constitution. The Court expressly stated

(page 219) +.hat "what is called the stockholder's share In the accumulated

profits of the company is capital, not income". It follows from the

holding in this case that the proposed tax on American shareholders of

foreIgn corporation,, measured by their shares of the undistributed Income

of those corporations, which they have not received as dividends, vould be

a direct tax on the shareholders because of ownership of shares and vould

not be a tax on Income within the meaning of the 16th Amendment. Under

Article I of the Constitution direct taxes must be apportioned among the

states according to population. In Pollock v. Farmer's Loan & Trust Co.

(18") 158 U. 8. 601 It was held that taxes on personal property or on

the Income of personal property. are direct taxes.
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In connection with the question of the constitutional powr to

tax shareholders on undistributed Income of the corporation, the Council

has noted and subscribed to the cements and conclusions on this subject

contained in the memorandum submitted to the Ways and KMen. Comittee by

Colin 7. Stan Chief of Staff, Joint Comittee an Internal Revenue Taxa-

tin, Nay 1, 1961. (Volume 1, Hearings before the Comittee on ifa and

Neens, House of Representatives, 87th Congress, on the President's 1961

Tax Becomendatians, PMe 311 - 313 Inclusive).

(d) The Major Developed Countries Do Not Tax Earnings
Derived Abroad by Foreign Inooroorated Companies

The proposal to tax shareholders on the undistributed income

of foreign incorporated companies vhich Is earned outside of the United

States is a principle which has no counterpart In the tax syste'as of the

mejor industrialized countries of the world. An analysis by local fiscal

experts of the tax systems of Australia, Belglum, Canada, Desasrk, trance,

Germany, Italy, Japan, Ntherlande, Norvsy, Swden, and the United Kingdom

Indicates that none of then applies such a principle. In 1939 the German

Government enacted a provision under which a foreign subsidiary which is

dominated by a Oerman compare my be regarded as resident in Germany and

taxed on all its income. Such tax would be Imposed on the subsidiary and

not on the shareholder. It is understood that this provision has been

rarely applied in the past and that it is not anticipated that it will be

enforced in the future. he United Kingdom and Japan also have in ex-

ceptional cases treated a foreign corporation as, a resident for tax

purposes if its mind and management are within the country, but this means

that the corporation Itself become liable for tax and not its share-

holders. Under present practice the mind sad snagement of a company will
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not be located in the country it the administrative office, directors'

meetings and general menageriel functions are a enducted outside the coun-

try.

The prepoesal attempts to expend the Jurisdiction of the United

States, beyond that normally considered by er7 other country, sas to tax

the shareholders solely by reason of his ownership en his share of the

earnings of a foreign corporation before such earnings are distributed,

Inasmuh as such a policy, if adopted by United States, would add a new

principle in the international tax field we do not believe that the Con-

qress will wish to attempt to expand its taxing jurisdictions to such

extremes.,

(e) Tax Treaty Obligations

In his appearance before the Comittee on Weys and Hans the

Secretary of the Treasury stated in discussing the proposal to tax to the

U, S. shareholder the undistributed income of foreign corporations

"This method of taxing would eliminate possible conflicts with

U. S. treaty obligations, which ight occur if the tax were imposed di-

reatly on the income of foreign corporations

He considers that treaty obligations would not be violated if the

domestic shareholders were required to *include in gross income each year

that portion of the undistributed earnings and profits of the foreign oor-

poration which they would have included in gross income had the foreign

corporation distributed its entire profits for the year. Nevertheless,

the tax Is levied on the basis of income that belono to the foreign

corporation and not to the shareholder.

Treaties are founded on respeot by one party for the laws of the

other, except insofar sto the treaty limits their respective Jurisdiction

to avoid double taxation. They respeoit the pinciple that the oeoratios
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of the other country may conduct their affairs In accordance with the law

of the other contracting party. Treaties are founded on reciprocity and

if the United States invades In effect the jurisdiction of the other party

to levy a tax, even if it collects the tax from its own resident share-

holdere, the United States could not object if the other foreign govern-

ment levied a reciprocal tax based on the undistributed Income of Us S.

corporations. This initiation on a wholesale basis of extraterritorial

taxation of this type could seriously damage International investments

and business relations conducted through subsidiaries and would certainly

violate the intent, spirit and basic principles of the 21 tax treaties whioh

are in effect vie-a-vie some 4J4 foreign governments.

The principle that a tax can be levied generelly on the basis

of a foreign corporation's Income or a portion thereofbut collected

from the shareholder is absolutely contrary to long-established principles

of internatial tax treaty law as well as American jurisprudence. It

has been argued that, under the treaties, the United States, In determining

its taxes in the case of its citizens, residents or corporations, may, re-

gardless of any other provision of the treaties, include In the basis upon

which such taxes are Imposed all items of Income taxable under the revenue

lave of the United States as if the treaties had not come Into effect.

This is the so-called saving clause. However, the doctrine of lisner v.

Macomber, that ths income tax is Imposed on realized Income, pervaded at

the time of entering Into the treaties and since that time iu U. S. tax

law. This doctrine must be considered as reflected In the meaning of the

treaty provisions. The saving clause should therefore be rea. to refer

only to item of realized income , Including dividends from a corporation

of the treaty oountry, and not to unrealized Income.
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Our first tax treaty we entered into with France. The primary

objective of the treaty was to prevail upon France to give up its tax on

dividends distributed by U. a. corporations which were -sooed to be paid

out of income from French sources. Because of this tax the United Statet

adopted the provision for a retaliatory tax against discriminatory or

extraterritoria1 taxation nov found In 8eotion 891, I.R.C. The French

agreed to vaive their extraterritorial dividend tax in cosideration of a

treaty provision authorizing the French government to collect tax from

the French company on any income shown to have been diverted from It to

an American corporation. However, when this convention vith France and

each subsequent convention wes negotiated, no other country sought to tax

shareholder resident in Its territory on undistributed Income of a for-

eign corporation because of control or ownership.

It vill be observed that the United States reacted sharply to

an extraterritorial impoeition of tax by France. In effect the Treasury

proposal would tax income of foreign corporations derived from foreign

sources. The treaties specifically limit the jurisdiction of the United

States over a foreign corporation to income from sources within the

United States, and therefore the United States is obligated not to tax

the income of a foreign corporation from sources without the United States.

Would It be too much to expect that foreign countries in general, and treaty

countries In particular, would react sharply by similar retaliatory taxes

to United States taxation of the Income of their corporations before it Is

paid out in dividends?

Congress has, through the enactment of tvo provisions in the Code,

clearly expressed Its policy to be against the violation of tax treaty

obligations. See. 894 requires that lnco'o of any' kindp to the extent

requIredby any treaty obligation of the United Statesi, shall not be in-

eluded in gross Income and shall be exempt from tax under this subtitle.
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This should include the foreign ino of a foreign corporation to the

extent It is not distributed to U. S. shareholders.

Section 7852(d) provides that no provision of this title shall ap-

ply in any case where its application vould be contrary to any treaty

obligation of the United States in effect on the date of enactment of this

title, and respect for international comity would require a similar pro-

vision be incorporated in any future tax legislation vith international

implications.

There is another provision in a number of tax conventions sad

executive agreementa that would also be violated by the proposed amendment

naiely , the provision for exemption from U. S. tax, on condition of

reciprocity, of income derived in the United States from the operation of

ship. and aircraft which provides that such income shall not be included in

the gross Income of a foreign corporation and shall be exempt from taxation.

Yet, if the foreign corporation which benefits from this exemption happened

to be within a developed country or to be classified as a tax haven corpora-

tion, the recomendation would tax the income that is thus not includible

in the gross Income of the foreign corporation.

The Supreme Court has declared: "The principles which should

control the diplomatic relations of nations and the good faith of treaties

ad well, require that their obligations should be liberally construed so

as to effect the apparent intention of the parties to secure equality and

reciprocity between them". (Jordan v. Tashiro, 278 U. S. 123). ObviouslY,

all our tax treaties were concluded with reference to the United States

and foreign laws in effect when the treaties were negotiated and it was

not contemplated that the United States might some day tax U. S. share-

holders on the profits of foreign corporations before they are distributed.

This it is believed, violates the spirit and Intent of tax treaties.
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3 . fect. of Sectian 13 of I L10650 on
United StaMtas Foreln Trade and BusnMess

(a) General iscAuson

The proposal to tax to the United States shareholder certain un-

distributed profits of *controlled foreign oorprationa' will have unfavor-

able effects on United States foreign trade and business as a whole. Although

it is our understanding that the Treasury officials intended to penaliso only

"tax havenw operations, there has not been adequate consideration at the ad-

verse effects of the proposals on the overall econoi and on legitimate for-

eign business. These adverse consequences would be substantial both to the

affected shareholder and also to the econoq as a whole. This proposal sews

to conflict with other features of United States foreign economic policy. i.e.,

the proposed Trade Expansion Act, the Alliance for Progress program, the etim-

ulation of exports, and the stimulation of investment in underdeveloped ocun-

trios generally.

The United States shareholder would be adversely affected in all

cases where such profits are earned in foreign countries whose income taxes

are lower than comparable United States income taxes on such profits. The

total income tax payable in a number of foreign countries in mW cases Is

lower than that bich would be imposed by the United States in accordance

with the bill. This may exist because of a number of different factors

(1) the income tax rates of some countries are not as high as those of the

United States; (2) other countries apply lover taxes to income from exports,

while others do not tax income from export; (3) preferential rates are some-

times granted to Income from new investment; (4) in many foreign countries
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the concept of inoome varies from that in the UnAited States, og. require-

ments for legal reserves, depreciation on revalued assets, eta.; and,

(5) foreign countries rely more heavily for revenues on taxes other than

income taxes. If Section 13 were enacted into law, it would place United

States private enterprise abroad in a much less favorable position to com-

pete with local nationals and nationals of third countries.

In addition to suffering a tax disadvantage, all United States

foreign subsidiaries would have to take into consideration novel and artifi-

cial factorsin determining their course of action. For example, any foreign

subsidiary which bought goods from outside the oountr) processed them, and

theu sold such goods outside the country, would have to be mindful that the

purchased goods have to be "substantially transformed" in order that the

sale of the goods outside the country would not be regarded as giving rise

to Foreign base company income". I implementing this and other novel con-

cepts time consuming and expensive analysis and record keeping would have

to be instituted and maintained.

The indirect effects of Section 13 of the bill on shareholders

might be several. It is likely that foreign nationals would hesitate to

participate with United States nationals in the ownership of foreign opera-

tions because the income from such operations might be regarded as "Subpart

F income or an increase in earnings in non-qualified property" for purposes

of United States le and thereby adversely affect the reinvestment policy of

the enterprise. In addition, United States shareholders who might have

reached the conclusion that the most efficient method of operation in several

countries was through a single foreign subsidiary might decide because of
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the proposed change that this effiolent method would be more expensive than

the less efficient method of establishing individual oompnies in each country.

The long-range effects of the proposed changes are also difficult

to evaluate. They would ourtall to some extent exports from the United States

and participation by United States companies In the marketing abroad of for.-

sign source comodities. Investments abroad would be curtailed* There Is no

certainty that trade and business whioh would be curtailed because of the on-

aotment into law of the provisions in Section 13 will be balanced either by

trade and investment in different form in the foreign country, oi that any

income remitted will be invested in the United States. Frequently, the

choice is not between exports from the United States end investments abroad,

but between investments abroad and loss of trade. Similarly, the choice is

not between investments abroad and investments in the United States. The in-

vestment must be made abroad or no investment will be made. If the latter

eventuates, there will. be long-range adverse effects on the United States

eooncq and lose of UoS. tax revenue, A curtailment of U. S. investment

abroad will deprive the United States of a ready market for the export of

goods and equipment to United States subsidiaries abroad.

As noted above, Section 13 seems to conflict with other aspeits

of imerican foreign economic policy. The President has announced on a num-

bar of occasions that exports must be stimulated. It seems likely that to

some extent, at least, this proposal will hamper exports. Further, the

provisions of this section seem to be contrary to the purposes of the "Alli-

ence for Progress', and commercial activities in and with underdeveloped

countries, and especially activities in and with the Common arket.
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The provisions of this Section are so broad that they would label

as *tax haven transaction m maz operations which were established for sound

business reasons not related to United States tax oensiderationa. trequtntly

the oprations which would be adversely affected have been carried on for

mW years in the normal course of business. In mmq oases they existed

prior to the time the present United States parent acquired its '-ztrest in

the foreign Compan.
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The Ways and 14sans Comittee In their report concluded that It was

desirable to tax income from patents, copyrightsp *to. devellqed or created

in the United States but transferred to foreign corporations. It is provided

in I. R. 10650 that a 10% United States shareholder of a *controlled foreign

corporation" vould includ, in taxable Income his ratable share of the inae

from patents, copyrights, eta., not only where the foreign corporation re-

ceives a royalty or similar payment for use of the property, but also where

the foreign corporation itself uses the patent, copyright, or exclusive for-

mula or press in the nanufaoture of goods and derives income from the sale

of the manufactured articles.

This provision is predicated on the assuption that if It wero not

for lower taxes abroad, the domestic company would retain the rights and merely

license their use by the foreign corporation.

There certainly has been no public testmotW to this effect in any

hearings on the taxation of foreign Income. It is urged that there are a

number of business reasons aside from taxation that induce United States

companies to assign their patents to foreign corporations in a form other

than licensing. One obvious reason is that the United States compel may

desire to enter into an ownership relationship with an existing foreign oar-

poration and such corporation my demand the United States patents in return

for ownership rights. Further there may be situations where the value of

the patent is unknown at the time of transfer and the only possible way of

fully exploiting its value is through exchanging it in return for ownership

in a foreign corporation.
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This provision Is an extreme example of the over-zealous attempt to

hit the occasional tax evader resulting in the penalizing of normal and legitim

transaotions. While it maybe true that in some cases lower taxes have been

a factor in the transfer of patents or processes to foreign corporations, it

is equally true that such is not so in the veast majority of cases. For ex-

ample, one of the most common cases is where a U. S. company, having developed

a patent or process, wishes to embark on a broad scale lioensing program in

Western Europe. This takes a lot of tine, effort and money - not only to

sell the licenses, but to police the patent against possible infringers and

to render technical assistance to licensees. For sound legal and business

reasons, this y be best done by a foreign company. Thus, In France,

where a suit for infringement must be brought by the patent owner, there are

obviously many good reasons why the patent should be transferred to a local

subsidiary.

Another very coamon example is the oase where a license to use Is

granted without a cash consideration, but in lieu thereof, the licensee is

expected to carry out further research and development on the process and

it agrees to grant back to the licensor a royalty-free license under any

patents or inventions it may develop Or there rmy be an outright exchange

of patent licenses.

Tax avoidance is also obviously not a factor where there is a sub-

stantial foreign minority of shareholders in the foreign corporation, since

any reduction in taxes would be offset by the Income given over to the minor-

ity shareholders.
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Still another comon situation in which tax avoidance is patently

not a factor is found where a patent or process is transferred to a controlled

foreign corporation for stock pursuant to rulings under Sections 367 and 351

of the Internal Revenue Code, which rulings hold that the transfer Is not for

the purpose of avoiding Us S. tax and that the transfer shall be free of tax.

And yet, even in these case, the proposed tax measure would apparently inputs

taxable income to the U. S. shareholder.

Furthermore, it should be unnecessar7 to point out that the over-

wheling majority of controlled foreign corporation acquiring patents or

processes which are developed in the U. S. are located in suh highly de-

veloped countries as Canada, Great Britain, Qirmany, France, Netherlands,

Norway, Sweden, Finland and Japan. Yet the taxes borne by these companies

are substantial and in most cases as great or greater than those borne by

U. S. taxpayers. Surely It cannot be said that tax avoidance in a motiva-

ting factor in these oases.

Thore is yet another case where tax avoidance cannot be a motive

in the transfer of such property or right to a controlled for6in corporation

and in which it would be manifestly unfair to impose a tax upon imputed in-

come of the U. S. shareholder. This Is where, as in Thailand, the govern-

ment nay not approve for exchange remittance an agreement by a Thailand con-

pny to pay a royalty or service fee to its majority shareholder. Where

the foreign government will not permit the payment, an imputed payment is

clearly unjustifiably harsh and arbitrary.

It should be clear from the above that t4ere are a great man

cases where tax avoidance plays no part in the transfer to or acquisition
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t a controlled foreign corporation of patents or processes, eta., developed in

the U. S. If the proposed tax cannot be justified in these cases under the

cover of *tax avoidance', then they should be excluded from the proposed tax

measure.

In addition to the objections to the proposal based on the Oor-

siderations set forth above, there are a numt ir of provisions the meaning of

which are not clear including the following.

1. 'Exolusive formulas and processes*

2. 'Ordinary and necessary expenses" Incurred in the receiptt

or production'

3. 'Taxes and any amortization or depreciation of the cost...

of such property or rights'

4. Substantialy developed, created or proditoed in the U.S.*

For example, suppose a British compass develops a new pro-

duct or process which is patented and licensed to a controlled

foreign corporation. If the U. S. parent of the controlled for-

eign corporation supplies the controlled foreign corporation with

a modification or improvement of the basic invention, how would

one determine the income attributed to the U.S. improvement. This

problem has an infinite number of variations, all of which would

be most complex and difficult of solution.

5. If a royalty being paid were held by a revenue agent to be

inadequate, would additional royalty be attributed to U. S. share-

holder? If so, would the attributed royalty include the royalty

actually being paid? Would a foreign tax credit under proposed

Section 957 be available with respect to the entire amnt?
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6. How would one be able to determine what an *arm's length'

royalty would be? Patent and process licensing, for example,

are frequently extremely oomplicated and diverse. It would be

a rare oase to find sny two substantially alike. Such things

as the nature of the obligations uasumed tr the licensee, the

state of technical development of the process, the importance

of the speifio process to the end product, the ais of the mar-

ket, the amount of toohnial assistance required, eta., are but

a few of the very difficult things to evaluate.

7. This section would apparently have the unfair result of im-

puting income in the case of a U. S. shareholder who may have

had absolutely nothing to do with the transfer or development

of the U. S. patents or exclusive processes, eto. - even though

the controlled foreign corporation may have acquired such U. S.

property in an arm's length transaction. At least, only the

shszeeholder from whom the property was acquired should be af-

fected by this provision.

8. Now would income from the use of such property rights ty a

controlled foreign corporation be determined?

It an existing royalty agreement is in effect, would the

royalty rate in such agreement be acceptable? If not, would

the royalty actually paid be allowed as a deduction in figuring

the not amount includible under Section 952 (a)?

9. If the U. S. corporation and the controlled foreign corporation

have an agreement for exchange of patents, processes, and know-how,

would such a reciprocal agreement be considered in determining In-

come from the use of U. S.-developed patents, etc.?
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10. Where, under existing agreements, royalties are being re-

ceived from a foreign affiliate, which royalties are now aub-

ject to U. S. income tax without arT credit for foreign income

taxes peid by e foreign subsidiary, would inoome attributable

to the U. S. parent under Section 932 (o) Lgg3W the Income

actually received under the existing royalty agreement?

It such royalty Income would be included, does Section 957

provide credit for foreign tax with respect thereto?
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(a) tcioue and Sle of jPrgqArt

The bill provides, in general, that the purchase and sale of personal

property "derived in connection with the purchase of personal property from

a related person and its sale to any person, or the purchase of personal

property from any person and its sale to a related person', (Page 112,

Lines 22 to 25) gives rise to foreign base company income if the property

which is purchased is manufactured, eto. outside the country under the laws

of which it is incorporated.

Many varied business reasons may exist for decisions to carry out

marketing operations for several countries through a single foreign sub-

sidiary which subsidiary in turn my or may not have branches or sub-

sidiaries. The advantages of efficiency in management, accounting and

finance frequently Indicate such'a procedure.

Marketing in a general geographic area, such as the Central American

or the Evropean Comon Market areas, might be best handled by one foreign

subsidiary. Marketing operations designed to take advantage of certain

tariff considerations has been another reason for the establishment of

foreign subsidiaries Classical examples of this consideration were

reflected in the formation in Canada and the United Kingdom of subsidiaries

of American companies because of the mImperial Preference" plan (now

generally referred to as "Commonwealth Preference')* These two factors,

naely, the close proximity of several countries, and the reduction of

tariff barriers have been combined in a number of instances, e.g., the

European Comon Market. Undoubtedly, a number of marketing operations

established or set up in Europe during recent years have reflected the

actual and anticipated results flowing from the development of the Coninon

Market.
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Zn a number of cases foreign corporations purchase goods In one

foreign country sod sell them In another. o *conomlo contact ,vith the

United States &rise* in situations such as this. To impose U. S. tax on

income arising from such activities hardly can be regarded as prevetlng

"diverIona of U. S. lncumo.

Proposed Sectiom 952(e)(2)(D) refers In part to "oc property ::

sold for use, consumption or disposition outside such foreign coutry.

This provision is one of the tests for determining whether or not certain

income from sales le to be treated as "foreign base company income".

Frequently at the tim of sale It is not possible to determine vhether or

not property may be ised etc. outside a particular foreign country, aid

yet it would seem that the enactment, Into law of this provision vould

introduce an additional test which vould have to be considered In connection

vith the sale of goods abroad. It should be stressed that here again the

taxpayer, even if certain sales income In excluded because of this pro-

vision, must keep records and otherwise take additional time-consung

and eapensive steps to be certain he is complying vith the particular

exemption.
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(d) ZutakiAaaJ

The WLF.T.C. is opposed to that portion of Section 13 providing

for the current taxation of U. S. shareholders on the income of controlled

foreign corporations which Is designated as "foreign base company income".

Such provision would include passive income suh as dividends, interests,

royalties, gains from the sale or exchange of stock or securities, amounts

received under personal service contracts, and all rents. It would also in-

clude certain sales income from property purchased, and sold, outside the

foreign country of incorporation. If th- foreign base company income con-

stitutes more than 80% of gross income, the entire gross income of the

controlled foreign corporation is to be considered foreign base company

income and is to be attributed to the U. S. shareholders. If the foreign

base company income constitutes 20% to 80% of gross income, then such

portion of the foreign base company income will be attributed to the U. S.

shareholders.

This provision could seriously affect United States companies

which have foreign subsidiaries which in turn have subsidiaries. In many

cases, subsidiaries of foreign subsidiaries have been In existence many

years and weirs established for sound and valid business reasons not con-

nected with United States tax lave. Frequently there is substantial

ownership participation by local nationals in the various levels of foreign

subsidiaries and the form of organization has reflected the decision of

the foreign owners. Frequently, products manufactured abroad by United

States subsidiaries are marketed by foreign incorporated subsidiaries of

the manufacturing company.
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In a number of cases foreign subsidiaries my have been

established in order to comply with local law. The laws of som coun-

tries provide that only locally Incorporated companies with local

citizens on the boards of the local company may engage in certain activi-

ties, or in certain geographic areas, e.g., companies operating shipsp

companies engaged in activities within a certain number of miles from the

border.

This provision would result in unjustly penalizing and, In many

cases, rendering noncompetitive legitimate foreign rAerting subsidiaries

vhich, for sound business reasons, and in accordance with local laws and

customs, have in turn established operating subsidiaries in either the

sase or other foreign countries. Dividend receipts by the parent foreign

subsidiary could be greater than 20% of its gross income with the result

that the U. S. parent would then be taxed on income which it had not

received.

It is common business practice in all parts of the world for foreip

operating corporations to establish subsidiary financing corporations

within the same country for the purpose of providing the necessary financing

for sales of consumer products. In some foreign countries this is required

to comply with local banking lave. The financing activities of such sub-

sidiaries clearly constitute the active conduct of a trade or business,

and the income derived from active financing operations can in no proper

sense be considered as passive ncome. In any case where -he financing

corporation is a controlled foreign corporation within the meaning of

Section 13, the total profits of the corporation would be immediately

subject to U. S. tax since all of its income would consist of interest

income.
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2hese provislons disregard principles long hold inviolable In the

lay of taxation and corporate-shareholder relationships. It has always been

held that a corporation and Its shareholders are separate and distinct en-

tities whether tho shareholder is an individual or corporation. Shareholders

are not taxed on the earnings and profits of a bon fide corporation until

they are distributed In the form of dividends. This principle has been

disregarded only in the rarest of circumstances involving "paper" or sham

corporations.

The foreign personal holding company provisions nov existing

under the Internal Revenue Code constitute a narrow exception to the

principle that the corporation and its shareholders are, for tax purposees,

separate and distinct. over, It Is clear that such provisions wre

enacted vith a specific background of glaring tax avoidance and vere

expresely designed to preclude the frequent use of Incorporate pocketbooks.

Even in such cases, however, the constitutionality of these provisions have

never been considered by the Supreme Court.

Under the existing foreign personal holding company provisions

the passive income test is 60%, and under the domestic personal holding

company provisions the passive income test Is 80%. Under section 13, these

long existing passive Income tests are now being substantially altered, and

an unrealistic test of 20% is to be imposed. It would appear that the use

of a 20% test is open -o serious doubts from the standpoint of con-

stitutionality. The 20% test is so low as to constitute in Its effect

an attribution of undistributed earnings to the shareholder - exactly the

type of approach which wae considered legally unsupportable last year by

the Chief of Staff of the Joint Comittee. (Hearings, Vol. 1, pa e 311).
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The attribution of undietributed income to one entity upon being

earned by a bona fide operating foreign corporation, having no semblance of

tax avoidance or evasion, could be considered as a prelude to application

of the same concept to the domestic area.

The effect of Section 13 seems to be that a United States share-

holder nmy be taxed on "imputed " income from a sub-subsidiary even though

the sub-subsidiary did not declare dividends to the subsidiary. It obviously

can work considerable hardship on U. S. shareholders in view of the fact

that the complicated rules for determining stock ownership could as a prac-

tical matter give any one U. S. shareholder little effective control.

The Treasury Department itself has announced in the January 31st

release that the receipt of dividends and interest by a holding company in-

corporated in the sea country as the payor corporation would not be con-

sidered as income of a passive nature.

It appears inappropriate to consider rentals which are normal to

the active conduct of a trade or business as passive income when such rentals

are an integral part of the companss business.

In its present form, Section 13 of H. R. 10650 would have a serious

adverse impact upon U. S. shareholders of foreign corporations engaged in

active commercial shipping operations abroad. To the extent that such an

impact should result, it would seem clearly to thwart the intended pur-

poses of the Bill, as expressed by the Ways and Means Committee itself.

In its Report, the Committee stated its Intention to tax U, S.

shareholders currently on two types of Income of controlled foreign cor-

porations o
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(1) nveotmet-type Income not roiwested in ls do-

voloped countrle, and

(2) Incom arising from the active conduct of a trade

or business It the Income is not reinvested In the same

trade or business" outside of the United 3tate. 4

These proposal. were submitted because the Comittee saw Ono need

to maintain deferral of U. 8. tax where the investment aro portfolio typos

of invostmsnts, or wher, the oompany is merely pessively roolving investment

incomee 5  At the sme tine, however, the Comittee acknovlodged

the need to maintain active business operations abroad on an equal compti-

tivo footing with other operating businessOeso

&ilo it Is indeed questionable whether such a result was ever

contemplated ]V the Comittee, it appears that Section 13 could result in

taxing shipping Inoome as if It vare passive rather than active business

Income. We believe that, to the extent such a result whero to onsue, tho

overall aim of the Bill would be thwarted rather then fathered.

for example, It Is oonoovable that proposed Section 932 (o) (3)p

whioh Includes 'all rents' as foreign bee. oompea Income, might be *on-

strued to reach oorteJn income received b7 shipping oampanie as charter

toe on Its vessels. This possibility Lo presented, notwithstanding the

distinct difereoo between the fos earned btr an active shipping business

and the trMdtional low-risk, portfolio tM of rent proeumbly contemplated

b1 the Oamttee, because of a provision In tho existing V. I. Treauy

Reulatioms under another section of the Code (Soo. 543) WSei the teor

retse Is defined to include 'ohartor foes'. Nowever oontrary suoh an

lnterpretatLon, miht be to the intent of Congros in the present Bill, tho

Possibility ot such an Lnadvertent appliostion of the low cannot be overlooked.

4 House Report No. 14479 87th Congress, 2nd Session; 58
5 Ibid.; 62
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The applloation of Section 13 to U. 8. controlled foreign shipping

companies would, in mawW cases, totally ignore the fact that subsidiaries

of Amrlcan industrial or commercial companies have been incorporated in,

and their vessels registered under the flags of, foreign countries for

important legal and comercial reasons. For example, the law of a number

of countries requires that certain goods imported into the country or trans-

ported in Its coastwise trade be carried in vessels registered locally. In

other countries, strong expressions of national sentiment have indicated

th, economic and political advantages of following such a course. Foreign

ourrenoy controls have likewise exerted an influence over business decisions

as to the place of registry of a vessel and the place of Incorporation of

the shipping company.

To the extent that such dispositions resulted in a transfer nt

control of ships registered under the laws of countries which permit agree-

ments by the owners pledging their vessels to the United States in the event

of war or national emergency, the defense posture of our country would be

weakened. Our Government has officially encouraged the buildup of this 'ef-

fective oontrolm fleet, and it would be unfortunate if this enoouragement

were now to be negativod by IL . 10650.

The W 7 s and Neans Committee has acknowledged the desirability

of maintaining active American business operations abroad on a plane of

competitive equality with other operating business concerns in the sers

foreign countries. There ia certainly no lesson reason for mainaining

active American shipping operations abroad on an equal competitive footing

with competitors in the see maritime watorso
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Section 13 would impose a perticularly severe financial burden

upon owners of stock In foreign shipping corporations. In mmeroum oases,

such independent corporations have pledged their entire charter income over

a period of years to lending Institutions as security for the pquemnt of

amortization and interest on their vessel mortgages, and have contractually
restrictedd their right to declare dividends during the amortization period.

If these owners are placed in a position where they are called upon to pay

U. S. taxes currently, on Income which they have not only not received but

which they are contractually prohibited from receiving for a period of years,

they could be forced to dispose of their controlling interest in the foreign

corporation to non-U.o interests.
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House Report No. 2.447 tends to indicate that income fro operating

businesses, which are located in the economioally developed countries is not

subject to taxation to the United States shareholder. However# this seeming

exception is subject to a number of qualifications. The income from mnu-

faoturing, for example, which certainly would seem to qualify as "operating

business* inoome is subject to the following limitations among others

1. Such operations now must be the subject of now and complicated

record keeping and management must be aware of the imposition of the U, S.

accounting and legal concepts which, until the present time, would not have

to be taken into consideration.

2. Most frequently in foreign manufacturing operations there may

be use of U. S. patents, exclusive formula, or processes. As pointed out

in our discussion concerning patents, etc., this would introduce an entirely

new concept into the tax law. It could as a practical matter constitute a

serious limitation on various manufacturing activities.

3. Certain sales income will be taxable to U. S. shareholders. The

House Report indicates that the type of sales income is that of certain

selling subsidiaries which have been separated from the manufacturing opera-

tions of a related company. Undoubtedly, this again in practice places a

limitation on a corporate complex centered around manufacturing operations.

As indicated in our discussion of purchase and sale of personal property,

many selling operations may be separated off from the manufacturing opera-

tions for sound business reasons. Again in connection with the possible

indicated effects of o-called *foreign base company sales income",

the penalty will not apply in oases where "significant amount of manufacturing
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100 is carried out. On the other hand, "minor" activity would not be

sufficient In such cases,

4. As noted above, even if the income arises from manufe.turing,

such income must be used in certain ways# e.g., invested in qua'Lified

property" or it will be subject to U. S. tax. Undoubtedly, thit factor

will have to be taken into consideration in any long-range financial

planning, e.g., the sale of shares of stock, both to United Stattes and

foreign nationals. This is due to the adverse effect that would flow

from the shift in the ownership between U. S. individuals or goreign

nationals under the requirements of Section 13.
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Cr) gulified Invetments

It is generally conceded that diversification of activities of a corpor-

ation 1%q be a necessary element of maintaining a profitable enterprise. Usually,

such diversification is for other than tax reasons. It is to maintain a market and to

met competition from local and third country companies.

Under Section 13, certain earnings of a foreign corporation will not be

considered as foreign-base company income subject to immdiate taxation to the Onited

States stockholder, if such earnings ard invested in *qualified property. The

4finition of *qualified property, however, is so limited that it would only permt

investment in (1) the sa trade or businesal (2) an O-owned ,Tubsidiary; (3) an

active trade or business in a loss-develped country, and (4) in at least 10% of the

stock of a company more than 50% owned by no more than five United States persons, and

engaged in an active trade or business in a less developed country and incorporated

therein.

There can be no doubt that these requirements for investment by foreign

corporations under threat of United States taxation to their United States stockholders

are a serious limitation on the concept of freedom to use and dispose of property.

The marrow definition of 'qualified property" will seriously discourage the

diversification of foreign corporations, and hamper their participation in the foreign

trde program of the United States, especially in the Common Market area. If they

ae to be limited to "the sawe trade or business", the result could be diminution of

VAite tates private enterprise overseas.

The requirement of Section 13, that an investment in companies engaged in

trade or business in the developing areas must be limited to a stock participation

i a locally incorporated company, does not give recognition to the accepted athods

meoyed by United States private enterprise in financing nwe industries. Limiting

the imetment in the developing areas to companies with only a stock capitalsaton,

ad vith a further requirement that not more than five United States citisens a ow
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more than 50% of the voting stock, will greatly discourage the flow of capital funds

from the developed areas of the world. It would seen that the aims of the United

Sta ,es to help these emerging nations would best be served by not so narrowly

restricting the type of investment that can be made by foreign corporations in these

areas. Whether an investment is made in stock or other securities, including debt,

would seem to be immaterial as long as the company in which tke funds are invested is

engaged in actual operations in the less-developed countries. Further, a foreign

corporation should be permitted to meet the "qualified property" test if it invests

in a company incorporated in the United States but conducting an active trade or

business in a less developed country or countries.

Another possible source of difficulty in comnection with qualified

investment might arise under proposed Section 953(b). To meet the test of

qualification, it must be shown that the property in question is located, and the

trade or business carried on, "outside the United States". It is conceivable that

the position might be taken that a vessel which touched a U.S. port from time to

time was not, for that reason, L "qualified" property and that the trade or business

was likewise not a qualified one. However inconsistent such an interpretation might

be with the legislative intent in approving the quoted language, the possibility of its

being adopted is a source of concern.
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() The Distinotio Between Underdeveloped and Developed
Countries a Produce Uesirable Results

The National Foreign Trade Council supports the exceptions granted

In Section 13 to U. B. activities carrd an In underdeveloped countries. it

Is our basio posiion that the ie treatment should be sive to operations in

developed countries. However, aon unfortunate liaitation In tb. bll Is that

it, apparently, would tend to Impoes tae burdens cn subsidiaries Incorporated

in developed coumtries and currying on activities In both developed and mnder-

developed comtrle. in a number of mLstenes, businesses do operate acros. a

number of geographical boundaries. To dray distinctions between de eloped ad

underdeveloped countries, leads to undesirable r straints on the ccpeniteu which

in the long run, s hamper what otherwise would be normal business developments.

In addition, there Is no certainty as to the area which vAll be coneieored

developed or underdeveloped in a future year or the criteria to be used in such

a determination, 'Thie uncertainty as to the future classification of a country

will add another risk to the hazards of Investing In the underdeveloped countries.
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to paregrajh (1) and (2), eA, fm the stad-

poiat of the shareholder, the amount of earn s and

profits allocable to him under parsvrpha (1) and (2)

Is alwys equal to the amount of income he ae been

taxable on under seotia 9l (a) (and for which he has

not received an actual distributing)."

(b) Conflict of U. S. and forelaa Acgotia Conoepte

The bill by Its terms applies to all "controlled foreign corporations".

It will be necessary a a result for the U. S. sbareholdere of each "controlled

foreign corporationt to keep new and elaborate records In order to determte whether

or aot the "foreign controlled corporatloa" has any subpart I incoe, whether or not

It is invested in "on-qualified" property, sad whether it Is distributable income.

Th&i bill, Is effect, would attempt to impose U. S. tax accounting concepts with

relatica to inome derived through "ontrolled foreign corporations". Briefly,

som of these which would be pertiamat, If this bill were enacted Into law, are the

following

The bill in a number of instances refers to income which has been

distributeds

(1) The term distributioa Is referred to in a number of sections of the

Iateraal Revenue Code particularly those in Sub-Chapter C. In general, the term

distribution, as such, Is not defined In the Code, although several deflnltl.. re-

lating thereto are contained in Section 316 and 317 of the Code. Certain very

broad characteristics of the term are clear, however, namely that a distribution Is

to a shareholder "with respect to ite stock"; also that a distribution is either a

dividend or not a dividends that a dividend is a kind of distribution. The Code It-

self contains a number of complicated inter-related provisions Involving distributions

and, In addition, the courts have further refined the term. For ezamplep a number of

cases have been concerned with the concept of disguisedd dividende.
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(2) Wll U. a. tax and acoounting concept$ be Imposed on calculating

the income of foreign subsidiaries without respect to either the absence of

local lava an these concepts, or local law which vary from the United States

concepts, e. g. that no distribution may be made out of current year's earnings.

(3) One anomaly of the draft is that It vil nov treat as a distribu-

tion in the nature of a dividend certain profits of a subsidiary which by defini-

tion are undistributed. On the other hand, when an actual distribution Is made

In the form of a dividend to the parent, this is to be regarded as a distribution

which is not a dividend (955 (a)).

(Ii) Throughout the bill the term "earnings and profits" is referred to

frequently. Although It ie to be used in measuring the "qualified Investments"

ad "unqualified investmAents" to be made by controlled foreign corporations, It

is a concept probably unknown to foreign accounting procedures. In fact,

frequently It is difficult to determine even in the United States what actually

constitutes the "earnings and profits" of a corporation. any questions will

arise on the calculation of rates of return, profit det..rminations, exchange

requirements and even the tw.ation of Incoae within the foreign country.

The complicated revisions of accounting procedures In these foreign

countries which will be required to comply with the provisions of Section 13

will be eztremely costly and the a&ninistretlon of this Section will raise

U. 8. tax problem for years to come.
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5. Variations from Earlier Treasury Drafts on Tax Havens

Section 13 apparently is intended primari y to be directed against

tax haven activities but, by its terms, it adversely affects a number of

business operations which obviously are not tax havens. It even penalizes

profits from activities which were not Included In Treasury drafts of bills

previously released. For example, the present provision would tax "the

receipt of dividends and interest by a holding company incorporated In the

same country as the payor corporation". The former proposal did not tax

such dividends and interest.

Further, Section 13 as contrasted vith earlier drafts does not

permit "an offset of losses in previous years against tax liabilities. A

three-year loss carryback and five-year loss carryforvard would be permitted".

Again, the bill as compared to earlier drafts, does not "permit

earnings from existing 'tax haven corporations' to be taxed in the same

manner as those of ordinary domestic corporations, if desired by the companies

Finally, Section 13 as contrasted vith earlier drafts does not pro-

vide "that a specific company which can establish that it is not avoiding

taxes by reason of its place of Incorporation and which should not, there-

fore, be subject to the provisions of the legislation, will not be covered".
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B. Section 6 - Amendment of Secticon 42

This section provides, in effect, that where goods are purchased

or sold by a domestic corporation to a related foreign corporation the in-

come received from these transactions is to be allocated between the parties

on the basis of the location of the assets used in the operations, the pay-

roll attributable to them and the related selling expenses, This in one of

the provisions directed at so-called "tax haven" situations. Serious con-

sideration should be given to eliminating from the proposal the allocation

of income arising from the sale of goods originating in one foreign country

but purchased in another foreign country. While it my seem desirable that

appropriate rule. be set forth in case of goods originating in the United

States or sold in the United States serious question is raised about the

propriety of imposing U. S. allocation rules with respect to goods bought

and sold in foreign countries which do not touch the United States.

The purpose of Section 6 of H. LI 10650 is to amend Section 482

of the Internal Revenue Code so as to make it easier for the Treasury Depart-

ment to allocate sales prices between a U. S. taxpayer and a related foreign

organisation. No additional power is given the Secretary of the Treasury

by this now subsection, except that rules for allocating sales are provided

and definitions of "arm's-length" price are added- The Secretary is empowered

to determine intercompany prices under present Section 482, the addition of

the proposed Section 482(b) may create more problems than it will solve.

It any revision of Section 482 is enacted, the legislation should

satisfactorily cover the following problmwa
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1, Section 482 (b) (8) is defective in that any sale ad-

justment is not treated as foreign income for purposes of

figuring foreign tax credit, even though the amount of the

adjustment may already, in effect, have been included in

net income of the foreign organization end have been sub-

jeted to foreign tax, thus subjecting such income to double

taxation. The Code should provide that, for purposes of

figuring the foreign tax credit under Section 482 (b) (8),

the amount of the income adjustment shall, to the extent it

has been included in the taxable net income of the foreign

organization, be treated as income from foreign sources.

2. There is no provision under Section 482, or other pro-

visions of the Code, such as Section 956 (a) for the exclu-

sion from dividend income of an amount equivalent to the in-

come adjustments previously required to have been included

in gross income of a U. S. taxpayer under Section 482. If

an adjustment is made under Section 482, the low should pro-

vide that an equivalent amount should be treated like a re-

ceivable from the foreign organization, without being again

inoludible in gross income as a dividend.

3. If the Treasury would apply present Section 482 without

recourse to arbitrary definitions or formulas, reasonably

just apportionments could be determined. The theoretical

allocations in Section 482 (b) may lead to arbitrary results

which would not be as representative as could be arrived at

under present law.
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4. If arq suggested allocation formula is to be provided,

the definition should recognize price level differences

between the United States and foreign countries, and the

effect of such price level differences on wages, asset bases,

and on costs and expenses used as allocation factors.
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C. Section 16 - Oain from Certain Sales on Exchange of
Stock In Certain Forelan Corporations

Section 16 of H. R. 10650 adds a nev Section 1248 to the Internal

Revenue Code. Section 1248 would tax, as a dividend to a U. S. shareholder

owning 10% or more of the voting stock of a foreign corporation in which

U. S. persons own more than 50% of the voting stock, the gain on the re-

demption of stock in an exchange to which Section 302(a) applies or the

gain in complete or partial liquidation in an exchange to which Section 331

applies. If such stock is sold or exchanged, the gain from the sale or

exchange is treated as gain from the sale or exchange of property which is

not a capital asset. The amount treated as a dividend in the case of a

redemption or liquidation is the taxpayer's proportionate share of the

earnings and profits of the foreign corporation accumulated after February

28, 1913, The amount treated as gain from the sale or exchange of property,

which is not a capital asset, is the amount of the taxpayer's share of the

earnings and profits of the foreign corporation accumulated during the

period the stock was held by the taxpayer. Appropriate provision is made

to exclude from the amount treated as a dividend or as gain from the sale

or exchange of property which is not a capital asset, amounts already in-

cluded in taxable income under Section 13 of H. R. 10650.

The effect of Section 16 would be to tax, at ordinary income

rates, the gain realized on sale of the stock of a foreign corporation

it would tax at ordinary income rates the gain on redemptions In liquida-

tion. In the case of a liquidation, the foreign tax credit vuld be

allowed as if a dividend had been paid. However, in the case of a sale

no such credit would be allowed. In the case of a redemption of stock in
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liquidation, the gain would be taxable to the redeeming corporation as a dividend

to the extent of the earnings of the corporation aooumulated since 1913. In

the case of a sale of the stock, the gain would be taxable at ordinary income

rates to the extent of the earnings aooumulated during the period the seller

held the stock. No allowances would be made for losses.

The National Foreign Trade Council is opposed to Section 16 of the

bill in its present form for the following ressonss

(1) Section 16 proposes radical changes in the concepts, applicable

to both liquidations and sales of stock, which have prevailed in our tax laws

for 40 years. It Is unfair and unreasonable to change the rules retroactively

with respect to earnings already accumulated. The effect Is to tax, retroactively,

earnings aooumuleted over many years in a manner different from that which

prevailed at the time of the sooumulations. Such a tax le will result in

Inequitable treatment to taxpayers who would be similarly situated taxviae

except for the fortuitous date of the sale or liquidation of their subsidiaries.

It is therefore proposed that the application of Section 16 should be limited to

earnings aouulated after December 31, 1962, and that the amount taxed as a

dividend or treated as ordinary income on a sale should be limited to the lesser

of the gain or the earnings accumulated after that date.

(2) The portion of the gain taxed as a dividend at the time of

liquidation should be limited to earnings accumulated while the stock of the

liquidated company was owned by the shareholder to whom the dividend is paid.

(3) Section 16 is Inequitable in that the taxpayer is required to

treat gains incurred on transactions covered by this section as ordinary

income while, at the same time, losses incurred on similar transactions ust

be treated as capital losses. It can result in ordinary income taxes being

paid twice on the sam amount of income.
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(4) Oredit for foreign taxes is allowed with respect to liquidations

of foreign corporations but such foreign tax credits are not allowed with respect

to the sale of a foreign corporation.

It i not clear why such a distinction is made and a provision might

be ade to permit n ,reign tax credit allowanos in the case of a salo to the

extent of the credit that would be allowed had an actual distribution been mode.

(5) Appropriate provision is not mode for reducing the cooumulated

profits of a foreign corporation for the amount treated as gain from the sale

or exchange of property which is not a capital asset, and for elimlinating a

deficit in accumulated earnings and profits to the extent that a taxpayer

has been allowed to deduct as an ordinary lose the taxpayer's proportionate

share of the accumulated deficit in earnings and profits of a foreign corporation

accumulated during the period the stock sold or exchanged we held by such tax-

pGaYr.
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D, Section 5 - Amount of Distribution Where Certain Foreign
Coriporations Distribute Pronertv in Kind

Under existing law, dividends paid in appreciated property by

domestic or foreign corporations are taxed to U. S. corporate recipients

at the adjusted basis (usually cost) of the particular asset in the hands

of the distributing corporation (Section 3O1(b)(1)(B)). This is in accord with

other provisions of the lay which require use of adjusted basis for purposes

of determining remaining earnings and profits of the distributing corporation

(Section 312(a)(3))o and also for ocputing foreign tax credit allovances

under Section 902.

The new Bill would unfairly penalize U. S. corporate shareholders

receiving distributions in kind from a foreign corporation after December

31, 1962; first, by amending Section 3O1 so as to tax such dividends at

fair market value seoondp by amending Section 902 so as to require that

foreign tax credit applicable to arn such dividend in kind be computed on

the adjusted basis of the asset distributed; and third, by making no change

in the rule of Section 312(a) that earnings and profits of the distributing

corporation shall be reduced only by the adjusted basis of property distributed

as a dividend.

Thus, the U. S. corporate shareholder receiving a dividend in

appreciated property from a foreign corporation as distinguished from a

domestic corporation is subjected to maximum U. S. tax, minimum foreign

tax credit# and the likelihood of being subjected to a double tax on an

amount equal to the unrealized appreciation of the asset distributed. This

is illustrated in the following example, which assumes that the foreign

subsidiary pays to its domestic parent a dividend in property having a $50

fair value but a $10 cost basis, and thereafter pays a second cash dividend
it

of $90 equivalent to its remaining surplus (foreign tax credits are ignored).
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ForeIgn Subsidiarm

After After
Before Dividend DividendDividends N I o

Cash $100 $100 $ 10
Asset (Fair value $50) 10 -0" -0-

Other Assets 140 140 140

Total

Capital Stock $150 $150 $150
Surplus

Total I Am

Reduction

Amount of in Surplus
Taxable U of Foreign
Dividend Rae Subsidia

Dividend No. 1 $50.00 52% $26.00 $ 10.00
Dividend Mo. 2 9 52% ",8 9000
Total VWOO.O0

It is respectfully submitted that it is unconscionable to exact

a tax of almost 73% from a U. S. parent corporation upon payout of its foreign

subsidiary's surplus merely because the subsidiary is a foreign corporation

and not a domestic corporation.

By limiting the reduction in accumulated earnings and profits of

the paying corporation to the adjusted basis of the appreciated dividend

property, the net effect is to tax the same earnings twice. This vicious

result is then compounded by minimizing the foreign tax credit by requiring

that such credit be computed by valuing the dividend at the lesser of the

adjusted basis or the fair market value. If the paying corporation happens

to be incorporated in a so-called underdeveloped country, the result achieved

is completely contrary to the stated purpose of the Adminietrationp which

is to encourage private investment in the les developed countries of the world.
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It would appear that the application of Section 5 of the bill would

be disoriminatory and that there should be no tax on property distributions

which remain in corporate solution,

If the Senate believes it necessary to adopt this method of taxing

foreign dividends in kind, we recomend (1) that the earnings and profits

of the paying foreign corporation should be reduced by the fair market

value of the property distributed, and (2) that the foreign tax credit

should also be computed on the sam basis.
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Its Aqqti 1 Datio. Gorppo.ationis Reo6Wvng

It is again proposed to require an American corporation claiming

foreign tax credit with respect to dividends from a foreign corporation to

add to its actual income the amount of foreign taxes claimed as a credit.

The present law taxes the actual dividend and allows credit for only the

appropriate part of the foreign taxes paid by the subsidiary on its after-

tax income; the proposal would base the credit on the foreign tax paid on

the entire income of the subsidiary. The resulting U.S. tax on the divi-

dends would be larger except when there is no foreign income tax or when

the foreign income tax equals or exceeds the U.S. rate.

Thus the proposal would increase the United States income tax on

dividends received by American corporations from many of their foreign-incor-

porated subsidiaries, including those located in underdeveloped countries.

This would be in conflict with Administration recommendations for the en-

couragement of American investment in underdeveloped countries and increas-

ing exports of American products.

The justification given for the proposal is that it will correct

what has been expressed as a lapse in legislative draftmanghip 39 years ago,

which it is implied, has been overlooked by Congress in the subsequent re-en.

actments of the provision. This has been described as a duplication or over-

lapping of both a deduction and a credit for f6reign taxes and is illustrated

by arithmetical examples representing that this results in some cases in an

overall tax burden on foreign-source income of less than the United States

rate. It is urged that this defeats the police of subjecting all foreign-

source income to the United States rate as an overall minimum.

The fact is that the statutory system which has been in effect for

this long period does not in any case actually allow both a deduction or ex.
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clusion and a credit for the same foreign taxes. In the case of dividends

received from foreign subsidiaries there is no deduction or exclusion from

the American corporations actual Income of any foreign taxes paid by the

foreign subsidiaries, and credit is allowed for only part of those taxes.

No credit is allowed for the foreign tax on the income which is not received

as dividends because it was used by the subsidiary to pay its foreign tax.

There is no overlap or duplication.

Computations illustrating that more United States tax would be

paid if a United States corporation or its branch were substituted for the

foreign subsidiary prove only that recognition of the separate entity of

the foreign corporation prevents application of the United States tax to

income which never comes within its Jurisdiction.

The long-standing method of taxing dividends and allowing foreign

tax credit with respect to them was thoroughly considered and was described

with approval by the United States Supreme Court in 1942 in the case of

American Chicle Company v. United States, 316 U.S. 450. The court said:

"If, as is admitted, the purpose is to avoid double

taxation, the statute, as written, accomplishes that result.

The parent received dividends. Such dividends, not its

subsidiary's profits, constitute its income to be returned

for taxation. The subsidiary pays tax on, or in respect of,

its entire profits; but, since the parent receives distributions

out of what is left after payment of the foreign tax, -. this is,

out of what the statute calls 'accumulated profits', it should

receive a credit only for so much of the foreign tax paid as

relates to or, as the Act says, is paid upon, or with respect

to, the accumulated profits".

Thus the existing system assures that the full United States rate
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will be applicable with respect to the full amount of income received as

dividends by the United States parent. The proposal would require the United

States parent to add to its own actual income a portion of the foreign subsid.

iary's income which it has not received and never can receive as dividends.

As a comment on the philosophy of this proposal t the following quotation from

the opinion of the Court of Claims, affirmed by the Supreme Court, in the

Agerican Chiole gga case, 41 Fed. Supp. 537, is interesting,

"it is hard to see why the American tax authorities should be

interested in that portion of the foreign corporation's income

which was taken away from it by the foreign government as taxes,

either for the purpose of taxing it, which the statute does not

purport to do, or for the purpose of giving credit for taxes paid

upon it, which is what the plaintiff seeks to have done. The

taxes paid upon that portion of income are in no sense taxes paid

upon American income, and there is no reason why they should be

credited upon American income tax."

Thus the merits of the existing system were thoroughly considered

by our courts 19 years ago. The arithmetical result of the existing provision

was clearly understood. The construction of the statute by the courts

was the construction which was urged by the Treasury Department. It is more

reasonable to view the new proposal as a novel and unwarranted extension

of the scope of the United States income tax than to criticise the present sya

The "deemed credit" provision was enacted to improve the competi-

tive position of U.S. corporations having foreign subsidiaries. There is no

basis for an assumption that the benefit given was greater than was then in-

tended. The fundamental legislative policy is better inferred from 39 years

of history than from pure supposition that the true policy should have been

to tax income never accruing to a U.S. taxpayer.
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Before any amendment ,-j made which would change the established

method of computing foreign tax credit on dividends from foreign corporations,

consideration must be given to the effect on the existing tax treaties between

the United States and twenty-one foreign nations. These treaties obligate the

United States to allow credit for foreign income taxes in accordance with the

Code as in effect on the date of ratification of each treaty.

Section 7852 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 provides that

no provision of the Code shall apply in any case where its application would be

contrary to a treaty obligation of the United States in effect on the date of

enactment of the Code.

It is evident that unilateral action by the United States to amend

its foreign tax credit provisions adversely would either be ineffective as to

a treaty country under section 7852 (d), or else would supersede and abrogate

the treaty, a bilateral obligation entered into by the United States after

careful negotiation and consideration, and involving many valuable safe-

guards for our citizens and corporations with businesses in the other country.

The matter of equalizing tax burdens as between foreign branches

of United States corporations and foreign subsidiaries is not so simple as

is assumed by the comparative computations which are used for the purpose

of showing that use of a branch may result in a greater total tax burden.

The United States tax law gives various advantages to the use of branches

of domestic corporations or domestic subsidiaries operating abroad which

are not available if foreign subsidiaries are used. Losses of a branch or

domestic subsidiary can be deducted from United States-source income;

losses of a foreign subsidiary can not. Thus the savings from the use of

a branch during initial development periods, or during later years of loss

operations, may easily outweigh whatever tax differential my arise at
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other times i favor of dividends from a foreign subsidiary. When the for-

sign income includes a substantial amount of capital gain or income treated

br U.S. law as a capital gain, the branch operation may have an advantage

over the subsidiary. Some depreciation methods permitted 1V the U.S. law

may favor the use of a branch.

Theme are some of the situations in which the foreign branch opera.

tion may pay less taxes than a foreign subsidiary operation. The sole argu-

ment for the proposal is that in certain situations the taxes of a foreign

subsidiary operation are less than those of a branch operation. We have

shown that this is not the case in a number of situations. To increase the

taxes of the foreign subsidiary operation, as proposed, would merely aggravate'

disparity between the tW types of operations whiah exist under present law in

these situations.

The present U.S. tax treatment of dividends from foreign subsidi-

aries is a part of the background against which American enterprise has

built up its foreign investment over the past 39 years. At a time when

national policy dictates the encouragement of investment in the underdeveloped

countries and when the administration is urging measures to foster increased

exports from the United States, it seems ill advised to pass a measure which

would penalize the use of existing foreign subsidiaries in such countries as

well as the formation of new ones.

It should not be assumed that foreign subsidiaries are chosen

solely for the purpose of saving taxes. A locally incorporated company is

frequently regarded as most appropriate for a foreign operation, and in

many cases it is required by local law. If local capital is to participate

in the venture, local incorporation is usually necessary. Particularly in

the marketing abroad of American exports, the necessary good-will and pub-

lic acceptance is increased bl the use of a local subsidiary

82190 0-62-pt. 6-38
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Foreign subsidiaries are common for operations in Nurope and other

highly developed areas where the supposed tax advantage of foreign subsidi-

aries does not exist, because income tax rates are high and the arithmetic

of the foreign tax credit computation produces little or no difference between

branches and subsidiaries.

-The effect of the proposal would be most felt where the foreign in-.

come tax rate is in the median range of the U. S. rate, as Is likely to be the

case in less developed countries. Not only would the proposal place U.S. in-

vestment at a further competitive disadvantage in these countries, but it

would furnish an incentive for those countries to increase their income taxes,

since it would remove the residual advantage accruing to American investment

from the lower foreign rate.

The proposal would increase the tax burden on U.S. corporations

with foreign subsidiaries used in the sale, distribution and servicing of

American eaxnrts.

The supposed inequality attacked by the proposal does not exist when

all factors are considered. It would unfairly penalize a long-established method

of doing foreign business, by making an unwarranted change in the consistent

legislative policy of 39 years. It runs counter to national policy in favor

of American investment in underdeveloped areas and the increase of American

exports to all areas.
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F. Seationa - ,,, Z,,,,,, . Sp_,. Without th_ U,,ted Se

This provision passed ,h the House would impose an arbitraz7 limi-

tation on the excludable income of a U. S. resident of a foreign country. In

doing so, it seems to go too far in its attempt to orroot alleged abuses

in this area. Aq abuses that exist in this area appear to be few in number,

This is shown in the Troasury's own testimorq before the Wqos and Nans Cow-

mitt" last year.

The $20,000 liaitation is unreasonably low. This amount wes estab-

lished in 1951 as a limitation for individuals who met the "physical presence

test. Living oots, particularly abroad# have soared since 1951. The

$20,000 limitation presently in the law for individuals physically present

abroad should be increased to take oognisanoe of this fact.

We must recogniso that no other eoononioally advanced country of

the world seeks to tax the employment income of its overseas oitisons. We

must recognize that we have to compete with foreign owned oompnies and that

in order to compete effectively, particularly in the lose develcped countries,

our companies 'must be able to attract skilled managers and technicians from

the United States. If Americans are to be subject to a significantly higher

tax than their foreign counterparts, we will either not +be able to attract

then in sufficient numbers or we will be forced to compensate then at a sig-

nifioantly higher rate. An7 combination of these two will hamper our efforts

to compete effectively.

We wish to emphasize what we stated last year in our testimory be-

the Ways and Nouns Comittee. There are several countries, in underdeveloped
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areas, which provide income tax incentives to induce experts with certain

skills to come to their countries for limited periods of time. To Impose

United States income tax on the compensation of these experts will defeat

the domestic policies of foreign governments designed to develop their

economies. Further, we believe the present provisions of Section 911

should be continued for the following reasons.

1. The principle of excluding from gross income the total oompensa-

tion earned by U. 8. citizens working abroad, who are bona.fide

foreign residents has been in the U. S. tax law since 1926.

2o U. 8o citizens working abroad should be on the sam basis as local oiti-

sens and oitisens of other countries working locally; that is

they should be subject only. to the local tax.

3. An arbitrary income ceiling which does not recognize the wide

range .of additional costs to U. S. citizens employed in foreign

countries could produce great inequities. It is customary for

U. So companies to provide necessary allowances to cover such

costs. Among the more amon allowances made when costs in for-

sign countries are higher than U. S. costs are the followings

131 For cost of living

For rental allowances
For education

4o In maW foreign countries, particularly in Latin Amerio, the

looal lav provides that in the case of termination of service as

an employee, the employer is required to make a termination pay-

ment in a lump-sum based on length af service. The proposed change

in section 911 (a) (1) br thu addition of a nonetary ceiling might
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work a considerable injustice to these U. citizens if the termina-

tion payment places them over the ceiling in one year irrespective of

the fact that such payment may have been earned over a long period of

yeMB.

For these reasons we conclude that a monetary limitation on exclud-

able income is undesirable. If it is determined that one is necessary to ctb

alleged abuses it should be so designed that it will not affect those who are

not perpetrating the abuses. It should not be less than $35,000 per year re-

gardless of the number of years resident overseas.

There is insufficient logical ground for the three year "seasoning"

period and dual exclusion limitations found in the provision passed by the

House. If there av)re to be a "seasoning" period, once an employee qualified

he should not be required to start the period again if his bona fide resi-

dence overseas is interrupted by a temporary assignment in the United States.

Under the provision passed by the House no exclusion would be

allowed for annuities attributable to employer contributions for overseas

service after 1962. We believe that employer contributions to the cost of

annuities should be considered as employee costs to the extent that they are

below the annual limitation.

If a monetary ceiling is put into section 9fl of the Code, there

will be no need to change the pension section of 72 (f). For example, if

a $35,000 ceiling were established in section 911, employer contributions

to oompaoy pension plans would be considered as part of the employee's cost

only to the extent that amounts contributed, when added to compensation, are

below the ceiling provided.
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0. Section 20 - Information with 0sa to Certain ForeiM 1=tities

Under section 6046 of the present law, U.S. citizens or residents who

are officers or directors of a foreign corporation within 60 days after its

creation, organisation or reorganization, and U.S. persons who, within the

the same 60 day period, own 5% or more of the stock of the foreign corporations

must supply information. It -is possible to avoid giving this information where

these United States relationships to the foreign corporation are deferred util

after the 60 day period expires. The bill requires that all U.S. persons who are

officers, directors or 5% shareholders must file a return with respect to their

relationships on January 1, 1963 and with respect to such relationships arising

thereafter. The bill would also impose a penalty for failure to file the return

within the time required, which is 90 days after the creation, organisation or

reorganization or after becoming a 5% shareholder.

It is believed that the requirement that a return be filed within the

90 day period is unnecessary, and that a single annual return should be adequate.

A single annual return has been found adequate with respect to the gift tax, even

where there are nuerous gifts at various times during the year, and there seems

to be no reason wby it should not be adequate in the case of the information

required by section 6046. It is therefore proposed that a single annual return

be permitted.

Under the bill, it is necessary to report stock ownerships of 5% or more,

whether direotl]y or indirectly owned, and without regard to the number of intervening

corporations, or to whether these corporations are controlled. For instance, if

a United States person owned 30"% of the stock of a foreign corporation, and that

foreign corporation owned 30% of the stock of a second foreign corporation, whioh
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in turn organized a 60% owned third foreign corporation, the United States person

would be required to file a return. The information to be given in the return

is not specified in the bill and is such as the Secretary may deem necessary. In

such a situation it is not at all unlikely that the United States person would

never know about the organization of the third foreign corporation since the United

States person would not control the operations of the intermediate companies. It is

believed unnecessary to the adequate operation of the income tax laws for the bill

to require reports in such a situation. As a practical matter, the necessary

information may very well not be forthcoming from the majority owners of the

intermediate foreign corporations, particularly if they are not United States persons.

It is therefore proposed that this provision be limited to requiring a report by

each United States person of the oreatLon, organization or reorganization of foreign

corporations which are directly or indirectly controlled by him, and of his acquisition,

directly or indirectly, of a controlling interest in a foreign corporation.

Under present law, and under the bill, a return must be filed by each

United States shareholder, officer or director* It is believed that there is no

need for a requirement for separate returns by each of them, with the same information

being given in each return The Internal Revenue Service has provided in its

instructions on the return form used under the present law (no regulations having

been issued) that a single return will be adequate, provided it is signed by all

persons required to make the return. It is believed that no real purpose is served

by requiring the signature of all persons on one or mork returns, and that it should

be possible for a single return to satisfy the legitimate needs of the Treasury. It

is therefore proposed that the bill be amended so as to provide that, if a return

is filed ty ev one of the persons obligated to file the returns, the others need

not 0l0#1
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. ,.8qto 21.--&W

Section 21 of the bill provides that the provisions contained

in H. R. 10650 are to have precedence over any existing treaty obligation.

Speoifically it provides that Seo. 7852(d) I.R.C. shall not apply in respect

to any amendment made by this act.

In addition to Seotion 7852(d) there is a provision in Section

'894 I.R.O. that income of any kind, to the extent required by any treaty

obligation of the United States, shall not be included in gross income and

shall be exempt from taxation under the subtitle of the Code relating to

income taxes.

In his statement to the Senate Finance Committee on April 2, 1962,

the Secretary said he wished to dispel the impression that "e are overriding

our treaty obligations" and reoomended the elimination of Section 21 "to

ake it oleir that ve are honoring" them.

As we have indicated above, we believe that any provision which

would tax to U. S. shareholders undistributed income of corporations in

countries with which the United States has income tax conventions would be

contrary to the intent and spirit of these Gomvntions.

As pointed out in the recent study of "Legislative History of United

States Tax Conventions", prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee on

Internal Revenue Taxationp *the United States, being a full member of the

OECD, is obliged by the terms of the resolutions to notify the OECD of the

reasons why provisions of the model tax convention recommended by the OECD

have not been adopted in any bilateral tax convention concluded between the

United States and another country which is a member of the OECD."
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In view of this, attention is invited to the recomendations of

OECD in regard to dividends.

The Commentary on Article XX, Concerning the Taxation of Dividends

states, ir AUJp that: "Under the laws of all European Countries, ..*,

joint stock companies are legal entities with a separate juridical personality

distinct from all their shareholders or members." The shareholder *is not a

trader- and the company's profits are not his so they cannot be attributed

to him. He is personally taxable only on those profits which are distributed

by the company .... From the shareholders' standpoint, dividends are income

from the capital which they have made available to the company as its share-

holders.' 6

It is indicated by the foregoing that the basic principles of

the laws of all European countries regarding recognition of the separate

identity of a corporation and its shareholders are the same as those which

exist in the United States.

Against this background, the significance of paragraph 5 of

Article XX is clear. This paragraph reads:

"Where a company which is a resident of a Contracting

State receives profits or income from the other Contracting

State, such other State may not levy any tax on the dividends

paid by the company to persons who are not residents of that

other State, or subject the company's undistributed profits

to a tax on undistributed profits, even if the dividends

paid or the undistributed profits consist wholly or partly

of profits or income arising in such other State." 7

6 CUO, Fourth Report of the Fiscal Comittee, 19611 37
7 'Ibid.; 25
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According to the oonmentaryt "Paragraph 5 adopts a provision

already contained in a number of Conventions. It rules out extraterritorial

taxation of dividends and further provides that non-resident companies are

not to be subjected to special taxes on undistributed profits," 8

Yet Section 13 of H. R. 10650 would tax undistributed income of

corporations organized in other OEOD countries which would obviously contra-

vene the spirit of paragraph 5 even if the tax were collected from U. S.

shareholders.

The United States has income tax convention with 14 of the 19

other members of the OEOD, i.e., Sweden, United Kingdom, Germany, France,

Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Switzerland, Austria, Italy, Belgium, Greece,

Ireland and Canada. It has carried on negotiations with Luxembourg and

Portugal. The remaining 3 members are Iceland, Spain and Turkey. 9

The conventions entered into by the United States with the members

of the OECD are all predicated upon respect by the United States for the

existence of a corporation of the other contracting State as a legal entity

with a separate Juridical personality distinct from its U. S. and other share-

holders. Consequently, the U. S. shareholders as well as other shareholders

"are taxable only on those profits which are distributed by the company."

8 Ibid.i 46
9 Ibid.; 13
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IV. SICRITANY'B PROPOSAL TO TAX UNDITRIBST7RD INCCH3
TO IORXIN CORPORATIONS

fhe Secretary of the Treasury In his appearance before the Com-

mitte on Finance cn April 2, 1962 urged that several amendment be made to

1. B. 10650, as pased by the House of Representatives. He also urged a

far-reaching amendment to the bill, namely that: "The privilege of defer-

ring United States taxes until income Is repatriated as dividend. should

simply be eliminated for our subsidiaries In advanced industrial countries".

In support of this suggestion, he introduced a number of argu-

ments of an economic and business nature, Closely related to this proposed

amendment of the Secretar7 of Treasury is his suggestion that Section 13 be

amended so that "the exemption of tax haven profits Invested In les

developed countries should be limited to earnings generated In the less

developed countries".

Our comment concerning the legal, business- and economic reasons why

this proposal should not be enacted Into law are set forth belov.
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A. 3. Reasons for Uejlctln Proposals

The legal argument against taxing to the V. S. shareholder

undistributed profits of foreign subsidiaries are fully developed above

In connection with our discussion of Section 13 (Page. 17-29)..

Mhese reasons Include:

1. Hietor7 and Reasons for Present Law

2. Proposal is Contrary to Basic United States

Tax Policy

3, Constitutionality

4. The Major Developed Countries Do Not Tax

Earnings Derived Abroad By Foreign In-

corporated Companies

5. Tax Treaty Obligations
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B, Ecomnia ed Duainess Conidarationa

The "Privilege of Tax Deferral" is a
Masleadine Characterization

It is incorrect to refer to "profits earned abroad by American firm

operating through foreign subidiaries" as enjoying "tax deferral'. The proper

time for imposing a United States tax on shareholders of corporations, whether

domestic or foreign, is when those shareholders receive the income, ie., when a

dividend is received. Under the present system, the tax is imposed at the proper

time. Any attempt to impose it at an earlier point of time, ice., when income is

earned by the corporation but not distributed, is an improper imposition of tax,

and certainly would be a drastic change in the fundamental concept of U. So and

international law, i.e., the separate identity of a corporation and its share-

holders.

The proposal assumes that it is plausible to argue that the treatment

of income earned by a foreign subsidiary of a United States corporation should be

the same as the treatment of branch income. This is based upon the erroneous

assumption that the profits of a corporation are income to the United States

shareholder before distribution, and an inference that the U. So shareholder

has escaped taxation through the inadvertence of the Congress since 1913. It

seems clear, therefore, that the use of the words "privilege of tax deferral" is

a misleading characterization. The proposal is to 'tax each year American

corporations on their current share of the undistributed profits realized in

that year by subsidiary corporations organized in economically advanced countries".

This phrasing indicates an awreness that the U. S. Government must look to the

American corporation as being the one properly subject to its taxing jurisdiction,

whereas the proposal in reality would impose tax on a mere equity in a corpo-

ration's undistributed profits.
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True deferral would exist only if the Vaited States permitted a taxpayer

to postpone the payment of United States tax on its own income to a time after

the year in which such income was actually realized.

%xing U. S. Shareholders on Undistributed Profits

If so-called "tax deferral" were a significant factor unduly stimulating

U, S. private direct investments in Europe, and reducing remittances, it is

curious that this did not occur in other years long before 1957-1960. After all,

such income has not been taxed by the United States for nearly fifty years. Over

the years the tax aspect has been only one factor among the considerations that

have had to be taken into account in arriving at decisions to invest abroad. Such

decisions are made in response to a much broader and more complex range of con-

siderations, covering every related aspect of a firm's operations and requirements

in the production, distribution, sale and servicing of its product, Particularly

is this the case in regard to developments since 1957 in respect to Europe. What

is happening there, in integration of that economy and in recasting its diverse

markets into single common market or free trade areas, is unprecedented in the

whole history of the European Continent, and in the history of U. S. trade

relations with the European markets. The progressive elimination of tariff and

other barriers within largb sections of Europep and the stimulus thereby given to

expansion of productive facilities, has also - to an unprecedented extent -

called for rapid and effective adjustments on the part of U. S. companies it they

are to continue to compete both in Europe and in other markets of the world.

During recent years, in which the United States Government has actively

supported and encouraged the establishment of the European Comnon Nhrket, American

business has moved to anticipate and adjust to the new patterns of trade and invest-

sent which the progress in Europe toward economic integration requires. It is no

longer a question of increasing U. S direct investments in Europe for the purpose
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of aiding in Ppost-war reconstruction",, Even during the Marshall Plan Years -

it should b en~hasised - when the U. So Government sought to encourage U, S.

direct investments for reconstruction purposes, no special incentives were

provided to promote such investment by modification of existing U. S. tax laws.

Accordingly, It is not now a question of the U. S. Government withdrawing any

temporary or special tax incentives relating to the Narshall Plan period of

reconstruction. It is a question of the U. S. Government avoiding any action

which might hamper or penalize U. S. business in making whatever adJus4ments are

necessary to preserve and increase the sale of its products and services within

the now large and increasingly mss-produoing and mns-consuming European mrket.

This has been the compelling reason for the expansion in recent years of U. So

direct investments in Europe, and American business has had no effective

alternative. Moreover, in the future, any negotiated reductions in the Common

market's external tariff are unlikely to keep pace - at least in the imediate

critical years at hand - with the internal reductions, so that many U. S. firms

will be hard pressed to maintain sales of their products within the area except

as they move to produce them there.

Even if it were possible to show by how much so-called "tax deferral'

has increased the outflow of investment or deterred the inflow of income, there

would be no Justification for singling out this particular item or result as a

cause of the serious balance of payments problem which our nation has been facing.

The deficit in the U. S. balance of payments is not due to any single cause. It

results from the relationship which exists between the t of the outpayments

and inpayments in our international accounts, from whatever source# whether in

goods and services; tourist expenditures; SU forms of capital movements including

government and private, direct and portfolio, short or long-erm; government

assistance program; or whatever,
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Balance of Niuments Imnlications

While the National Foreign Trade Council is itself deeply and urgently

concerned by the continuing serious deficit in the U. So balance of payments, it

questions whether this is the moment to undermine, discourage or impede the inter-

national flow of private calp tals The ounoil is convinced that private direct

investments are a consistent and substantial source of long-run strength to the

balance of payments position of our country. It disagrees with the promise that

the proposed tax changes are necessary to meet the balance of payments problem.

It believes, on the contrary, that the fiscal devices now proposed, if adopted,

would contribute little or nothing toward the solution of the problem and that

in the long-run could have extremely adverse effects on the balance of payments

First, with respect to the investments which in recent years have been

mde in Europe and in Canada, it is conceded in Treasury Exhibit niI, submitted

to this Committeep that insofar as the years 1952 through 1960 are concerned

"presumbly only a small proportion of new capital outflow over this period was

actually tax induced** Furtherp it in elsewhere stated that with the exception

of Belgium and Italy statutory corporate income tax rates in most developed

countries appear to be at least fairly near the existing U. S. rate. Ma this

connection, it tight be noted that neither Belgium or Italy have been the leading

European recipients of U, S. direct investment in recent years. Rather$ the

major European areas where investments have been made are the United kingdomp

West Germary and Francep all with corporate tax rates roughly comparable to those

of the United States. This would seem to cast some doubt on the estimted amount

by which the outflow would be reduced. Moreover, to the extent that such a

reduction did take place, it could very well have an adverse effect on export

sales, transportation earnings and other miscellaneous receipts in the balance of

payments by a comparable or even greater amount. To the extent that the

reduction in capital outflow would not offset by these other reductions, the
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current balance of payments position could be improved. Exactly the same result

would ensue were there to be a reduction of military outlays abroad, curtailment

of foreign aid or a curbing of imports, In other words, there would be in each

instance apparent short-run gains in the balance of payments. At the sfi .o tize

there very well might also be in each instance serious long-run disadvantages

created 8o that the over-all political and economic position of the United States

in the world would be irreparably damaged.

The Secretary of the Treasury in his testimom before this Committee also

stresood the gains to the balance of payments from increased remittance of income.

The expectation seems unrealistic on at least two counts# First, as noted earlier,

the developed countries where much of the U. S. direct investment has been made

have corporate tax rates closely comparable to thous which apply in the United

States. Secondly, in those other instances where the rate may Le lower, it is

altogether probable that prompt action would be taken to collect additional tax

should there be a change in U. So taxation of income.

In other words, it is incorrect to assume that the projected "savings"

could or would occur without affecting, adversely ad prumptly, other items in

the balance of payments, and without forcing Uo S. companies here and their sub-

sidiaries abroad to take other actions to protect their participation in overseas

markets. If an American subsidiary in a growing and highly competitive market

is unable because of a lack of capital to expand and move forward, this could mean

an ultimate falling behind its local competitors and a less profitable operations

The subsidiary would then have less to remit to the United States with a consequent

reduction in the income contribution to the U. S. balance of payments.

ith respect to the present situation, it is quite true that current

dividend inflows relate to and arise out of past investments and do not derive

from those now being made. Thus, for the time being, the dividend inflows would
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contL * irrespective of the alse of the current capital outflows. At the same

time, however, it is clear that the dividend inflow will cease to grow unless

inves uwnt abroad can be maintained at a pace consistent with the economic growth

there taking place.

In addition to this long term effect, there is also a short-term relation

between the size of the capital outflow and the dividend inflow. Thus, while

Treasury Exhibit III notes that a large amount of the new capital outflow to

Erope and Canada has consisted of 'short-term credits for working capital", it

fails to distivguish between the income generating effects of fixed and working

capital. In other words, additions to working capital undoubtedly have a much

quicker and more immediate impact on earnings and on income than would the

equivalent amount of fixed capital investment, so that there would be a much more

direct relationship between the amount of dividend inflow and aMV reduction in

capital outflow.

In its ERxhibit III the Treasury Department has developed what it refers

to as the "net export factor' and has made elaborate statistical calculations

based thereon. Much of the argument advanced is highly conjeotural, inamteoh as

there are serious statistical gaps in the evidence, a fact which the Treasury

Department concedes. In subtracting imports from foreign subsidiaries from exports

to subsidiaries to arrive at the Onet export factor', however, there is also a

failure to differentiate between the different types of imports and exports and

to take into account the general benefits to the American econoa whioh such

trade my offer. In this same connection, the implicit assumption seem to be

that the so-called export displacement effect of foreign subsidiaries can be

avoided. This assumes both that the particular exports could continue to enjoy

a market in the absence of a subsidiary and that the secondary market created for

other American products by the establishment of the subsidiary would also develop

independent of this investment.

8210'0--82-pt. 6-34
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While it is vitally important that exports from the United States be

greatly expanded, this in not going to be'acoomlished by hapering or impeding

U. S. direct investments in developing countries. If the Treasury is correct in

its contention that there is a low ratio between current investments and exports,

does this not confirm the fact that in many instances American exports already

are either non-oompetitive in these markets or are faced with serious disadvantages

in finding outlets. Most subsidiaries of American firm would prefer to purchase

machinery and equipment from established parent company suppliers in the United

States. If for cost and other reasons they can not afford to do soit is unlikely

that foreign competitors will be attracted to these products. In any event, it is

not the amount cf exports to foreign subsidiaries that is significant, it in the btoade

benefits to our e export trade that is the important contribution which foreign

investment makes to the balance of payments.

The Fiscal Device Proposed Subjects Business to the

Uncertainties of Arbitrary and Discretionary Authority

The whole proposal, as presented# seems to be based on the idea that

American corporations are under a compulsion to invest some place, and therefore

if by a fiscal device investment can be rade ler attractive in certain overseas

areas, then the investment will be made in other overseas areas or, preferably,

in the United States. This is not a reasonable or practical concept. Business

does not make investments anywhere for the sole purpose of saving taxes. The

proposed enterprise mst offer the opportunity for profit in the first instance

and must fit in with over-all company requirements and objectives within its

intended fields and areas of operation. Otherwise, management of a company is

doing something contrary to the interests of its stockholders and its employees.

What is being proposed essentially is for Congress to place in the hands

of the kteoutive Branch a fiscal device by which private investment in some measure

can be impeded from flowing to certain countries or markets and encouraged to flow

to others.
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If the President of the United States declare$ a country to be "less

developed', the so-called deferment of U. S. income tax on earnings of a foreign

corporation with respect to that country will be continued; but any area or

country not so designated would be considered as "developedO solely on the

President's judgment. Such delegation of authority by Congress would lea"

American business completely in the air as to what taxation they might be sub-

jected to in their foreign operations n many parts of the world - and especially

in respect to the less developed countries in which the interest is to encourage

private investment. Countries initially not declared as Oless developed' could

conceivably later be declared such because of political, strategic, or other

reasons; and currently less developed countries as they are developed - and it

is assumed every effort will be made to develop them - could at any time be

declared in effect as developed 3 and therefore subject to different tax treatment.

This scarcely is a proposal to encourage private foreign investment. It is a

substitution of discretionary authority for the certainty of law. It is contrary

to the principles of conduct which American investors consistently have advised

must be adhered to if less developed countries are to attract foreign investment.

Direct Invogstments aW the "Rinort of JTobs

It must be nov recognized that U. S. enterprise - if it is to compete

in world markets - no longer has a choice'in deciding whether it wl compete by

producing within the United States or by producing abroad. Due to improvements

in mass production methods abroad, increasing efficiency and cost reductions in

the foreign field, as well as close proximity to markets and the accompanying

reduction in costs of transportation and selling, the only choice left to U. S.

enterprises in mny cases is whether to continue to sell U. S. goods in overseas

markets by producing them abroad, or to withdraw from the foreign field and not

to produce at all. I
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As recently stated in the staff report on the "Overseas Investment Problem"

to the Comnittee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce of the United States Senates

*The question, therefore, is really not whether these products
will be manufactured abroad, but by whom. * * * Thus, for example,
if the Fruehauf Company had not decided to build a new trailer truck
factory in Auxerre, France, it is just possible that the EEC trailer
truck market might have been supplied by exports from Detroit. But
it is far Nor. likely that a French or British or German plant would
have been erected in France instead of an American one."

If for any reason, U. So enterprise is unable to export goods into a

foreign area on a competitive basis, the jobs in the U. S. dependent on this

export are lost. Some of the reasons favoring foreign competition are higher

relative production costs in the U. S., the imposition of high U. S. income tax

rates on foreign operations, and those restrictions which can be and are imposed

by foreign countries on U. S. importations, to name a few. The setting up of an

operation overseas in competition with nationals of that country or with nationals

of other countries does not mean that jobs have been exported; it means that we

are taking advantage of trade preferences otherwise unavailablep that we are

maintaining U. S. products in the foreign market, that we are selling U. S. know-

how in these areas, that the stockholders of these foreign corporations are

receiving a benefit and that the Treasury is receiving tax revenue which might

otherwise have been lost forever. Furthermore, this investment overseas will

engender exprts by U. S. enterprises in the form of machinery, compon nt parts

replacmnt jkrts# and other related products, so that total U. S. exi cts, and

W,*X U. S, jobs depending on such exports, will increase instead of decline.

Dj.Eoat j&.mp~gj an U. S. InMorts

The quoqtion arises of possible interference or competition within the

U. 0. econonw from imports of manufactured goods produced in U. S. direct invest-

mnt enterprise# overseas. A point to be emphasized is that such products can be
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and are being manufactured in foreign countries by our foreign oopaotitoral and

that such products will continue to be manufatured abroad for the American market

vhether or not U. S. controlled enterprises participate in such manufacture. The

mere fact that imports from American subsidiaries or branches enter the U. S.

market does not mean that investment abroad is damaging to the American economV#

and is niot proof that these imports would not have been manufactured abroad by

foreign competitors and sold in this country if a U. So investment had not been

made in the foreign country.

If it should develop that individual U. S. industries are damaged by such

imports, then protection should be applied through existing procedures and safe-

guards to all of the imports in question, whether manufactured by U. S, subsidiaries

or their foreign coapetitore., U S. tax policy should not be used to favor foreign

owned enterprises over U, S. enterprise operating abroad in owpeting in the U. S.

market,

World Economic Development and

Private Direot Investments

Private foreign investment is inherently a phenomenon of the free enter-

prise system. As such, it is also a reflection of the inherent confidence which

the business community has in the benefits of that system, and in the sustained

growth potential of the world economW. Toward this growth private capital has

in recent years contributed much and, given the opportunity# will make an even

larger contribution in the future. Direct foreign investment acts as a multiplier,

stimulating higher levels of economic activity which is of mutual benefit to

both the capital supplying and capital receiving countries.

But it is worth noting that private investment abroad is not undertaken

as an act of charity, nor as one that is politically motivated, but rather that

it ooistitutes a part of the continuing response of private enterprise to economic

needs and forces. The investment of private capital should not' be regarded as
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an arbitrary process which can be turned on and off at will or conveniencep or as

a supply of fund which can be channeled without proper profit motivation Into

areas where conditions do not attract nor warrant private capital investmsntj

What the world needs is free open, capital mrketsp coupled with an international

climate favorable to the aaxim feasible movement of productive private capital

investment to all parts of the Free World - here it is needed, when it is needed

coupled with a tax system that enables U. S. enterprise to compete in those markets

at local tax rates, uagmpered by a U. 8. tax rate which is appropriate only to

the U. 8. domestic 6oonoW.
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The Seretary' s reomendation for a new provision requiring separate

foreign tax credit amputations for "investment income" and other Income are based

on an example shoving that a taxpayer having business income from Canadap with

a higher corporation tax rate than the United States# can make a temporary interest-

producing investment in Canada and receive a limited amount of interest Income at

the cost of the Canadian withholding rate of 15%.

The proposed amendment to meet this situation extends to all interest

income# whether from a temporary or a long-term investment and whether or not Induced

tb tax-saving motives.

It also extends to dividends except from a more than 10% owned foreign

corporation. It is difficult to see how the type of situation described by the

Secretary would load to investment in Canadian stocksp since domestic dividends can

be received by a U. 8. corporation at a tax cost of 7.8% as compared with the

Canadian withholding tax of 15%. Considering the risks of stock investment# it Is

Implausible that any U. 8. corporation would make temporary foreign stock investments

for the purpose of getting dividends at a lesser cost than the U. S. intercorporate

dividend tax.

The proposal discriminates against investments in the stock of domestic

corporations with most of their operations abroad since the exemption of stock

investments of 10% or more is limited to stock of foreign corporations.
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The Secretary's proposal recognizes that If a U. a.

corporation has both foreign operating Income and dividends from

substantial foreign stock investments, it should be allowed to

apply the principle of combining and averaging the foreign taxes

under the existing limitations. It failsp however, to recognize

that permanent and substantial foreign Investments are often made

In the form of interest-bearing loans to the same companies in

which stock is held. It vrongly assumes that all interest from

foreign sources is the fruit of temporary tax reduction plans.

The proposal should not apply to Interest received from corpora-

tions of which at least 10% of the stock Is held by the taxpayer.

In its application to dividends and interest from In-

vestments made In the past, the proposal has an inequitable

retroactive effect. Especially since It is aimed at "short term"

investments, it can have no reasonable application to the con-

tnued holding of past investments.
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APPENDIX A

Shareholders of controlled foreign corporations are to report for
tax purposes the undistributed earnings of these corporations to the
extent they represent income from insuring U. S. risks, income from
patents, copyrights, and exclusive formulas or processes developed in
the United States, passive types of income generally, and income from
certain sales. In these latter two cases reductions in the income tax
to the shareholders are allowed for investments of the income in certain
businesses in less developed countries. To the extent that the shareholders
are not taxed on the income of the controlled foreign corporation under
the above provisions, they are to be taxed on the undistributed earnings
of controlled foreign corporations which are not invested in substantially
the same trade or business or invested in less developed countries in nv
trades or businesses or in certain controlled subsidiaries Section 11,

Where goods are purchased or sold by a domestic corporation to a
related foreign corporation, the income arising from these transactions
is to be allocated between the parties on the basis of the location of
the assets used in the operations, the payroll attributable to them and
the related selling expenses. This rule will not be used where an arIs-
length price can be established for the purchases or sales. /Section W

Where there is a redemption or liquidation of the stock of a
controlled foreign corporation or where stock in such a corporation
is sold, then any gain to the extent this gain represents earnings and
profits of the corporation accumulated abroad is to be taxed to the
principal shareholders as ordinary income or as dividends. section l7

Distributions in kind from foreign corporations are treated as
having a value equal to the fair market value of the property (and
not the adjusted basis of this property in tke hands of the distributing
corporation where this is lower.) ZSection

Where a domestic corporation receives dividends from a foreign
corporation, the amount included in its tax base if it elects the foreign
tax credit is to be, not only the divi end itself but also the tax mid
by the foreign corporation as well. !Section b o a

The unlimited exclusion from U. So tax of income, earned abroad by
U. S. citizens who are bona fide foreign residents is reduced to $35,000
($20,000 for the first 3 years). In addition the contributions which
employees make hereafter toward employee pensions based on foreign
employment will be taxable to the employee when received. Section 12

Additional information is to be provided the Treasury Department by
corporations and other businesses engaged in foreign operations. Section 127
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APPENDIX B

REVENUE AT OF 1962

XIV. CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

(Sec. 13 of bill and sees. 951-958 of code)

A. Remo= for provo
Under present law foreign corporations even though they may be

American controlled are not subject to UA. tax laws on forei source
income. As a result no U.S. tax is imposed with respect to the
foreign source earnings of these corporations where they are controlled
by Americans until dividends are paid by the foreign corporations to
their American parent corporations or to their other American share-
holders. The tax at that time is imposed with respect to the dividend
income received by the American shareholder, and if this shareholder
is a corporation it is eligible for a foreign tax credit with respect to the
taxes paid by the foreign subsidiary. In the case of foreign sub-
sidiaries, therefore, this means that foreign taxes are paid currently,
to the extent of the applicable foreign income tax, and not until distri-
butions are made will Ian additional U.S. tax be imposed, to the extent
the U.S. rate is above that applicable in the foreign country. This
latter tax effect has been referred to as "tax deferral."

The President in his tax message last year questioned the desirability
of providing tax deferral with respect to e earnings of U.S.-controlled
companies except in the case of investments n less developed countries.
However, his primary emphasis was on removing tax deferral in the
case of what have been called "tax havens." In this respect he
stated:

The undesirability of continuing deferral is underscored
where deferral has served as a shelter for tax escape through
the unjustifiable use of tax havens such as Switzerland.
Recently more and more enterprises organized abroad by
American firms have arranged their corporate structures-
aided by artificial arrangements between parent and sub-
sidiary regarding intercomany pricing, the transfer of
patent licensing rights, the shifting of management fees, and
similar practices which maximize the accumilation of profits
in the tax haven-so as to exploit the multiplicity of foreign
tax systems and internatiOhal agreements in order to reduce
sharply or elimhinate completely their tax liabilities both at
home and abroad.

In this area the President recommended the:
* * * elimination of the tax haven device anywhere in the
world, even in the underdeveloped countries, through the
elimination of tax deferral privileges for those forms of
activities such as trading, licensing, insurance, and others,
that typitally seek out tax haven methods of operation.
There is no valid reason to permit their rema'iiigt untaxed
regardless of the country in which-they are located.

Your committee's bill does not go as far as the President recom-
menditons. It does not eliminiatetx deferralin the case of operating
businesses owned by Americans which are located in the economically
developed countries of the world. Testimony inhearifgs before your
committee suggested that the 1c6atioh of investmeits in these countries
is- an imnportaht factor in stimulitiftg Amherician exports to the same
areas. Moreover, it appeared that to IMpose the U.S. tax currently

2766
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on the U.S. shareholders of American-owned businesses operating
abroad would place such firms at a disadvantage with other firms
located in the same areas not subject to U.S. tax. .

Nevertheless, the testimony before your committee did convince
it that many have taken advantage of the multiplicity of foreign tax
systems to avoid taxation by the United States on what could ordinar-
ily be expected to be U.S. source income. In part your committee
has met this problem elsewhere in this bill (see. 6) through the addition
of a new subsection to the existing section 482 setting up specific
factors to be taken into account in more accurately allocating income
from purchases and sales of goods between American corporations and
their controlled foreign subsidiaries. However, certain of the provi-
sions set forth in this section are also designed to meet this problem
of diversion of income from U.S. taxation. This is true, for example,
of the provisions taxing to the U.S. shareholders foreign income
arising from controlled foreign corporations in the case of insurance
on American risks. This is also true of the provision taxing income
derived by controlled foreign corporations from patents, copyrights,
etc developed in the United States.

Vour committee has also concluded that U.S. tax should be imposed
currently, on the American shareholders, on income which is held
abroad and not used in the taxpayer's trade or business unless, in
accord with the policy enunciated by the President, it is invested in
businesses in less developed countries. Because of this your commit-
tee's bill taxes to U.S. shareholders investment-typo income not
invested in less developed countries and also income which may arise
from the active conduct of a trade or business if the income is not re-
invested in the same business (outside of the United States) or in a
less developed country.

A third objective of the tax measures described below is to prevent
the repatriation of income to the United States in a manner which
does not subject it to U.S. taxation. This accounts for section 16
of this bill which gives assurance that upon the liquidation of a cor-
poration, the redemption of stock, or the sale of stock in a controlled
foreign corporation the earnings and profits of the corporation-
not previously subject to tax by United States-are to be so taxed to
the extent of the excess of the U.S. tax over the foreign tax. This
objective also accounts for some of the features of this provision, which
deny tax deferral where funds are brOUght back and invested in
United States in a manner which does not otherwise subject them to
U.S. taxation.

Your coflittee also has ended tax deferral for American share-
holders in certdtin situations where the multiplicity of foreign tax
systems has been taken advantage of by American-controlled busi-
nesses to siphon off sales profits from goods manufactured by related
parties either in United States or abroad. In such cases the separa-
tion of the sales function is designed to avoid either U.S. tax or tax
imposed by the foreign country.
B. General explanation of provision

. In general.-The bill provides that certain undistributed income
of controlled foreign corporations is to be included in the income of
U.S. shareholders in the year the income is earned by the foreign cor-
poration, whether or not it is distributed. In these cases, the share-
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. John J. Powers, Jr., president and chairman
of the board, Pfizer Internatiofal.

STATEMENT OF OHN 3. POWERS, 1., PRESIDE AND CHAIRMAN
OF BOARD, PFZR INTERNATIONAL, ACCOMPANIED BY
WILLIAM 0. RITTMAN

Mr. PowERs. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, may I have
my assistant, Mr. Rittman, with me?

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. Powras. Thank you, sir.
My name is John Powers; I am president and chairman of the board

of Pfizer International which consists of subsidiaries wholly owned
by Charles Pfizer & Co., Inc., a 118-year-old American company.

One of these subsidiaries is an American company handling our
export of direct shipments to customers abroad. The other 'is a
Panama company which, in turn operates through its own branches
and subsidiaries all over the world.

This form of organization is the result of a decision, taken near the
beginning of our real entrance into international trade, to build a
pharmaceutical and chemical organization throughout the world out
of the profits made in that operation.

As a result, in the past 11 years in. which Pfizer International has
exised, we have established Pfizer organizations in 47 countries. We
also have manufacturing facilities in 25 countries, which are the prin-
cipal recipients of our exports from the United States of bulk ma-
terial, semifinished goods, finished goods, and equipment.

I am addressing myself to the provisions of H.R. 10650 relating to
the taxation of foreign business income, and as well to the broader
concepts which have persistently been urged by the Treasury Depart-
ment.

Since my allotted time does not permit me to discuss the provisions
in detail, I shall confine my oral remarks to a number of salient as-
pects of the issues under discussion, all of which are amplified in my
separate written statement, which I respectfully request be made part
of this record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will follow your oral presen-
tat ion.

Mr. PoweRs. Thank you, sir.
At the outset I should like to comment that I find it difficult to

accept the term "tax deferral" when there is no tax to defer. I have
also been disturbed by implications that "tax deferral" means "tax
abuse" when what it really means is that the United States has never
extended its jurisdiction to tax income unreceived either actually or
constructively. It is dismaying to see the term "tax haven," with
its implications of "tax abuse," used so broadly as to cast a cloud
over even the most reputable of foreign-based company operations.
I have no argument with the applicatulch of the term to paper com-
panies.

Regarding the effect of direct investment abroad on the U.S. bal-
ance of payments, it, should be observed, I believe, that the Depftrt-
ment of Commerce figures overstate the outflow on direct investment
by including noncash items and understate the inflow because they
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shoQw only dividends tond Anterest and do otincldde related export,
royalties, fees, nd so forth. *Butoven, with the overstate outflow and
the understate inflow figtrea .such investment -abroad has'resulted in
a substantial net infloaw of dollars in 39,of the past43 yearsthat such
records have been kept.
As Spelled outn my written statement, after adjusting overstate-

inent of outflow and t he understatement of inflow, I have estimated
that the inflow related to direct foreign. investments of all US. in-
dustry for the year 1961, for example, exceeded the: year's outflow by
$4 bIflion.

I was interested to note that in a press release 2 days ago the Office
o? Business Eiconomics of the Department of, Commerce stated that
as compared with annual capital outflows now running at about $1.6
billion, Such investments abroad "remit about $3 billion to the United
States annually as income

Since this does not e a fi re for lated exports (which,
based on available over ent gures, I at about $3 bil-
lion), it would m amply to support my estimate a $4 billion net
inflow.

Indeed e net inflow ultin fro rect busin investment
overseas a substa ly tter effect on our balance payments
than our rade sur s if the , s it should for this
purpose by amou ts flnan rnment nds and irect in-
vestme itself.

May now refer to my pan s e perie ce. Pfize Inter-
natio I has reall been e 19 1. In th period
1951 t rough i net i ow to
the U ited Stat of as
Thi is despit the favery recent years hat we

have gun to pa subst tal- div n s parent company . Prior
to that ime nea y al ro, ea rad w reinvested In the
fact of ch a circ tance we el achieve this hi favor-
able bal ce because we ex almos $200 ion of .S.-made
goods to izer foreign. sidiari s an bec we,b ght home
some $50n lion, addit nal in divi ends, o ties, fees to.

Now that r investmen b n to mature and, rge dividends
are being brou t home we are returning dollars an annual rate
of about $40 mil . The parent company has t made any direct
dollar investments a d in many years a t lpohcy of our
company that its internat I provide n financing.

Against the hard realities of t ie foregoing flgy own com-
pany, and, of even broader si giflcance, of the Department of Com-
merce for all industry, it is dIf ltet to accept Treasury's new approach
to an evaluation of the effect of direct investment' 'upon the balance
of payments, as shown in exhibit III of the Secretary's testimony
before this committee. I

I have dwelt on this at some length in my written, statement so I
will only add here that I believe that the Treasury's 13-year projec-
tions into the mid-1970's are based on inadequate data anddubious
assumptions.

In my written statement I have show the effect of contitklifg the
projection to, 20 years, which demonstrates the overwhelming long.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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term advantage of direct business investment, far outweighing any
alleged short-term harm, using Treasury's 6wn.assumpti611s.

I should now like to turn to the adnitistration's new concept, of
"tax neutrality" which to them means tax equality among different
tax jurisdictions. This is not the traditional principle t U.S. law
of tax equality within any one tax jurisdition. The professed ob-
jective to divert to the United States, capital which is now being
invested overseas is based upon what I believe to be fallacious assump-
tions, both because its implication of a shortage of capital at home
is not supported by the evidence and because income tax considera-
tions are by no means determinative of investment decisions.

The proposal, in the name of "tax neutrality," to tax unreceived
foreign business income as if it had been earnedor received at home,
is uniqte in the world and would place American business abroad at
a competitive disadvantage.

The contention that such competitive disadvantage is offset by the
fact that Western European countries still have exchange control
laws on their books is hardly relevant, because such controls do not
result in competitive burdens comparable to those which would be
imposed by the proposed tax.

A brief comment on the allegation that there has been an "export
of jobs." Direct business investment overseas in prospering manu-
facturing countries has not displaced American jobs because only
an insignificant proportion of goods manufactured in these facilities
is sold to the United States.

Furthermore, no evidence has been submitted to support the repeated
allegation :that sales abroad from foreign subsidiaries of American
companies displace any significant amount of exports from the United
States. The evidence submitted by businessmen as to their reasons
for investing abroad indicates that the charge is untrue.

This latter view was concurred in by a special study staff of the
Senate Commerce Committee last year. Quite contrary to the impli-
cations of the slogan "export of jobs," direct investment overseas hasprovided additional American jobs by creating new markets for mate-
rials, components, and machinery mantifactured in American plants,
as well as finished American goods.

H.R. 10650 seems mainly nimed at tax abuse, but what is a tax
abuse in the use of a foreign corporation? It seems to me it simply
comes down to this:

(1) Diverting to a foreign corporation in another country income
earned in this country; and

(2) Chahging the form 'of what is really intended to be a foreign
subsidiary dividend-to its U.S. parent cothpfty to an utftaxable form,
such as S loan.

My principal concern aboiit H.R. 1060 is that its provisions are
not specifically aimed at tax abi~es and would penalize normal 'opera-
tions and regular trtfisactions with those that may be -busive in
character.

In addition this is an unnecessarily compliJcted and difficult bill
to administer. "My reasons for opomitiIn to specific provisions of
H.R. 10650 Are set forth in mv written statement. Rather than dwell
on them, I should like to cohilItfd by stating what actions I thifik
should be taken to curb abuses of U.S. tax law. I would"like to de-
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viate from that for just one moment to say I certainly am opposed
to the provisions respecting gross-up, which are based on grounds
that I think fallacious that now in computing the foreign tax credit
the U.S. taxpayer receives both a deduction and a credit. I have
analyzed that statement further, sir, in my written statement.

With respect to the improper diversion of income abroad, I agree
with the principle of the proposea amendments to the Internal Rev-
enue Code, section 482 (contained in section 6 of H.R. 10650).pri-
marily because their thrust is mainly against "paper company" op-
erations, and secondarily because there is a need or clarification of
the intercompany pricing problem.

It is urged, however, that this pilindiple first be made part of
Treasury regulations under section 482 ana that Government and in-
dustry try, over the next few years, to arrive at a lasting solution to
this problem, which might then be enacted into law.Diversion of income abroad by intercompany transfer of patents,
secret processes and other intangible assets raises the same problem
as intercompany sale of goods. This suggests that they should be
handled in a similar manner, but it is not clear that this would be
entirely practicable.

It is, therefore, recommended that such transactions should be re-
ported annually to the Treasury by the U.S. taxpayer in order that
Treasury may consider each transaction in the light of its specific
circumstances and perhaps later develop an approach which can be
enacted into law.

With respect to the second area of potential abuse, in which profits
intended as dividends are brought home in some other nontaxable
form such as loans, definite action should be taken. This can be
achieved, I think, by assuring that Treasury has full information on
such loans.

Further, it should be provided that such loans will be taxed as
dividends unless repayment is made within a reasonable period or
unless the taxpayer can demonstrate the bona fide nature of such
loans, to the Treasury.

Such measures would strike at, the root of the abuse of U.S. tax
law in the use of foreign corporations. Nevertheless, there still hangs
over American business activities abroad, a shadow cast by repeated
charges that foreign subsidiaries of American companies deliberately
retain abroad excess funds, simply to avoid the U.S. tax which would
apply to them if remitted home.

The accumulation of liquid assets abroad by a foreign subsidiary
of an American cam p any in excess of the needs of the business is
opposed to sound business practice, as well as to the natibinal inter-
est. It is difficult to believe that this is a major problem bitt to the
extent it exists such an accumnlation should be considered, as far
as I am concerned, as amufiting to a constructive dividenfd.

It is recommended that it be curbed by appropriate appliAtifn -of
measures such as those in Internal Revenue Code section 531-7.

Finally, it is recommended that the entire subject of taxation of
foreign business income in relation to the U.S. balance of payments
and the role of direct investment abroad shoUld receive contiiting
active study, not only to eliffilai te tax abase but also to achieve-
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under fair priiiples of law-results best suited to the national in-
terest.

Such study will also help resolve any new intercountry tax problems
which we may encounter as we become more closely related economi-
cally to the developing North Atlantic trading community.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Powers, Pfizer International was one of the 19

for which Mr. H. J. Heinz spoke in his testimony before the House
Ways and Means Committee; is that correct.?

Afr. POWERS. That is correct.
Senator GORE. Do you object to telling the committee what statistics

your company furnished to Mr. Heinz or Mr. Sawyer for inclusion
in Mr. Heinz s statistics which he presented to the Ways and Means
Committee last year?

Mr. POWERS. I will be glad to furnish a copy, Senator.
Senator GORE. Do you have it with you?
Mr. PowERs. No; I do not.
Senator Gon. But you will supply it?
Mr. PowERS. I certainly will.
(The information referred to will be made a part of the committee

files when received.)
Senator GORE. Were these statistics relating to dividends received

from foreign subsidiaries, capital outflows, royalties and fees, and
exports applicable to Charles Pfizer & Co., Inc., or to Pfizer Interna-
tional as Mr. Heinz stated?

Mr. POWERS. No. This was, this report, as I recall it, and I haven't
read it for some time, was based on the questions addressed to the
parent company, Charles Pfizer & Co. But. I would rather let the
report speak for itself, if I may, Senator.

Senator GorE. You may.
You spoke in your testimony of paper organizations. I wonder if

you would be willing to state to the committee what is the relationship
between Charles P1 fzei & Co., Inc., on the one hand, and Pfizer
Corp. of Panama, Pfizer Overseas, Inc., which is a Delaware corpora-
tibn, Hopmar Realty Corp., a New York corporation, and Pfizer In-
ternati6fial, Inc., another New York corporation?

Mr. POWERS. The three corporatiis that are doing business abroad
are wholly owned by Charles Pfizer & Co. Hopmar Realty Corp., I
believe, is also owned by Charles Pfizer & Co., but its business is con-
fined corhipletely to real estate in the United States, I think just the
problems raised by the purchase and hAMlitig of real estate for com-
pany use in its operations.

Senator GORE. What does the Paninima eorporath6do?
Mr. POWERS. Well, the Panama corporation operates throughout the

world, through branches and thrdtgh subsidiftties of its own.
Senator GORE. What are the subisidiavies of your Panhna sub-

sidiary I
Mr. Powmis.,Well, there is a list of, it must be-close to 40, sub-

sidiaries. We htve-maybe I cai ex.plainit tlt way: Mostof our-
Senator Gone. First, would you iiflid reading us the list 6f the sub-

sidiMresw6f the Pa"ia subsidiary?
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Mr. PowERs. I don't have a written list here. I can do a good part
of it from memory if you wish me to.

Senator GoE. I would be glad to have it from memory, and then
supplement your memory with the full list..

(.The information referred to will be made a part of the committee
files when received.

Mr. PowERs. Well then, I can put it this way: That we have at-
tempted strongly to decentralize all-of our operations, and most of our
field people to whom we would look to make this decision fayVor corn-
pletefy nationalizing the operation, including registering as a domestic
corporation of the country concerned.

As a result of this, we have developed quite a few of these sub-
sidiaries. They cover most of the countries of Europe, many of the
countries of the Far East.

Senator GORE. You are speaking now of subsidiaries of your Panama
company?

Mr. POWERS. That is correct.
Senator GORE. Is your Panama subsidiary wholly owned by Charles

Pfizer?
Mr. POWERS. In all but a few cases; we have jointly owned com-

panies in France
Senator GORE. I am speaking now of the Panama subsidiary. Is

it wholly owned by Charles Pfizer?
Mr. POWERS. Oh, yes, sir; yes, sir.
Senator GORE. Now you were going to give me the list.
Mr. POWERS. Yes; and I will be glad to furnish it.
Senator GORE. From your memory.
Mr. POWERS. That is right. That would include United Kingdom,

Belgium, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Switzerland, joint-
ly owned company in France; Germany; Austria; Italy; a jointly
owned company in Spain; Portugal; Greece; a jointly owned company
in Turkey; India; Ceylon; Pakistan; jointly owned com p any in
Japan; Philippines; Hong Kong; I thhik Malaya; Austral a; New
Zealand; and throughout most of the-well, I should not say most
of the countries in Africa any more but the Union of South Africa;
.Iozamblque; Kenya; Angela; the Kederat ion of the Rhodesias and
Nyasalani-d; Ghana; Nigeria and in Latin America we tend to have
more brantbies than subsidiaries.

I thiik we have a subsidiary only in Chile or Argentina.
Senator, that is about the best I can do at themoment.
Senator GORE. These are all subsidiatries?
Mr. POWERS. Yes.
Senator GORE. Of youtr Panama subsidiary?
Mr. PowEns. ThAt is correct, sir.
Senator Gotny. Now tell me why you would organize a subsidiary

i Panfima in order foirit to-own these 40-dddother subsidiftries.
Mr. PowERs. Well, as I said in ny openitlg stateolet, when we

made the decisiontfo really build abrottd nil ng the lines thait we have
achvly carri"id'ot, meanil that. we were going to reinvest for a
tihe all of our profits, it would thardly seem wise to britig money which
we were gd n g to reinvest abroad home and t eA send it out again.
So we ch se that fbrm 6 6rgafnizat16nat thfit time.
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Senator GoRE. Which means that you decided to take advantage
of the U.S. tax laws to reinvest all your profits and build your business
abroad instead of repatriating any substantial profits, which would
subject you to U.S. tax liability.

Mr. POWERS. That is correct sir.
Senator GoRE. That is certainly a frank statement.
Now, do any of the subsidiaries of the Panama subsidiary, in turn,

have subsidiaries I
Mr. POWERS. I am pretty sure not.
Senator GORE. What do you mean by "pretty sure"? Wouldn't you

know?
Mr. POWERS. This is, as I have already indicated, a large complex

of companies. Whether for some unusual reason somebody found the
need to form a further subsidiary I do not recall, but I do not think so.

Senator GoRE. Would you supply that for the record?
Mr. POwERS. I would be glad to do that, Senator.
(The information referred to will be made a. part of the committeefiles when received.)senator GORE. ow, you also referred in your statement a few

moments ago to branches of the Panama subsidiary. What are those
branches and where are they located?

Mr. POWERS. Well, these branches at present, I believe, are mainly
in Latin America.

Senator GORE. Would you name them.
Mr. PowERs. In Brazil, Guatemala I believe in Colombia and Vene-

zuela. We are out of business in Cuba. There are a number of oth-
ers, Senator but I just do not recall.

Senator dOR. Would you supply that for the record?
Mr. POWERS. I would be glad to do so.
(The information referred to will be made a'thart of the committee

files when received.)
Senator GORE. What other holdings in addition to subsidiaries and

branches does the Panama subsidiaryliave?
Mr. POWERS. I believe no other holding.
Senator GORE. Does the Panama subsidiary own any part of a U.S.

corp oration?
Mr. PowtRis. No, it does not--yes, pardon me.
Senator GORE. I think you are overlooking something.
Mr. POWERS. Well, we have a management com1ip1tny. For con-

venience in the early days of setting this up, we formed an American
company called Pfizer International, Inc., which is owned in turn by
Pfizer Corp., Panama Company, and by Pfizer Overseas, the Dela-
ware corporfition.

Senator GonhE. All right. Give us the details of that. Whatt part of
this corporation does your Paithnia subsidiary own?

Mr. PowERs. I believe it is a 50-50Wwnership between the two com-
paniies, but I do not recall,

Senator GoRE. You would not recall? Aren't you chairmaifn of the
board?

Mr. POWER6. Well, this is not-a very significant matter, Senator. It
is a service organization for ceotvenience. It lends its name to the
whole group. It gives us a single payroll. Rather than likvitig to
divide 6vrybddy in the New York office up among several corp~ra-
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tions, they can be on the payroll of Pfizer Interniati6nal and that, in
turn, is charged to the two owners.

So it is purely a convenience, this corporation. There is no question*'
of profits or losses within it.

Senator Goiuv. Yest it is a convenience, and a tax convenience.
Mr. POWERS. 'rliat is not true, Senator.
I wish you would describe what you mean by that.
Senator GoRE. Well, you have just said, Mr. Powers, that-a few

moments ago, in response to my questions, you answered affirmatively
that you decided in the beginning to org nize your international
operations, your foreign operations, in such a way that all of your
profits would be reinvested abroad and not repatriated to the United
States because they would be subjected to tax liability if repatriated.

I asked you that, and you said, yes.
Why do you say now that my statement that this is a tax con-

venience-maybe I used the wrong word "convenience"--tax advan-
tage, is untrue?

Mr. POWERS. Because we are not talking about Pfizer Corp. now, if
I understand your questions. We are talking about why we created a
service company called Pfizer International.

The creation of this company, Senator, is what I was referring to
when I said it is not true that this was formed for tax purposes or tax
convenience.

Senator GoE. If I made an incorrect statement then I certainly am
willing to be corrected.

I do not yet quite understand why your Panama subsidiary would
be a part owner or, perhaps, a majority owner, of Pfizer International.
What is the degree of the ownership of Pfizer International by your
Panama subsidiary?

Mr. PowERs. I would have to supply that. As I said before, I do
not recall. It may be 50-50 with Pfizer Overseas, but I simply do not
recall.

(When received the information will be made a part of the commit-
tee files.)

Senator GORE. Codld it be more than 50-50 owned by the Panama
corporation?

Mr. POWERs. It is possible.
Senator GoRE. Then what does Pfizer International do?
Mr. Pow.as. Well, as I said, it is a service company.
Senator GORE. I know you said flat for the third time. What does

it do specifically ?
Mr. PowvRs. All the employees in our New York headquarters of-

fice are on the payroll of Pfizer International.
Senator GoRE. Why?
Mr. Pow m s. For convenience purposes.
Senator GoRE. What convenience now?
Mr. PowEns. Because we would otherwise have had to put them on

a payroll of severalcotpatties, these two, aid this is an inconvenience.
There were problems that had nothing to do with a lower or higher
tax rate, Senator, but simply this sheer matter o6f convenience of han-
dliig the empiloyees in the office.

Senator GOoE. What do these employees do?
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Mr. POWERS. Well, these people are concernedd with the-there is
finance department that is concerned with-correlating the figures ani
establishing a consolidated profit-and-loss statement and balance shee
for the whole operation and-

Senator GORE. These are not functions exclusively of Pfizer Inter.
natiothl?

Mr. POWERS. Yes. These functions are performed by Pfizer Inter.
national exclusively for international companies.

Senator GORE. What fee iq paid?
Mr. POWERS. Simply-there is no fee, but the expenses of Pfizer

International are charged to the two companies, Pfizer Corp. an
Pfizer Overseas.

Senator GORE. And none to Panama?
Mr. POWERuS. Well, Pfizer Corp. is a Panama company; in that

sense, yes.
Senator GORE. You mean your Panama subsidiary, you are refer-

ring to it as Pfizer Corp.?
Mr.'PowERs. Yes; that is correct.
Senator GORE. Not Charles F. Pfizer?
Mr. POWERS. No, sir.
Senator GORE. Corporation.
Mr. PowEats. No expenses of any kind which we have in Pfizer In-

ternational, in any of its companies in the United States, are charged
to Charles Pfizer & Co. We absorb those ourselves and they run at
the rate of about $4 million a year.

Senator GORE. Then your-how many employees do you have in
Panama?

Mr. POWERS. About 200 to 250.
Senator GORE. And how many employees of Pfizer International?
Mr. POWERS. None.
Senator GoRE. I thought you said that that was a service
Mr. Po wERs. You mean in New York, I am sorry. I thought you

asked how. many employees of Pfizer International in Panama. If
you meal in New York I would say abn{t, I think it is now about,
265.

Senator (ot. How many employees do you have physically in
Paimna?

Mr. POWERS. About 250.
Senator GORE. Well, it may be that I am not following you-well,

I will strike out "may be." I am not following you. In one case you
say-whiCh subsidiary has no employees?

Mr. PowEis. None.
Senator GOR. Well I asked you a few moments ago how many em-

ployees a certaili subsidAhry had atd yo said none.
Mr. PownEs. I said none in Panama. Thftt is what I thought your

question was directed to, and I guess what you meant was in the
United States.

Let'us go back over it. once more.
Senator GonE. All right. [Laughter.]
It wclt ltl~bepm*oflthble to me, I am sure.
Mr. POWERS. I will tell you, Senator, I have not adverted to this

subject for 6 or 7 years, and you have tak h me qtite by surprise.
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But the situation is this: We have a group of some 265 people in New
York headquarters for our world operations.

Senator Got. "We." Are you speaking now as chaiinan of Pfizer
of Pfizer International or Panama or Liechtenstein or what?

Mr. POWERS. There is a group of some 265 people who are working
ill New York as a headquarters for the worldwide operations of the
Pfizer companies. These people

Senator GORE. Now, the Pfizer International Co. is domiciled where?
Mr. POWERS. I made that plural companies.
Senator GORE. Companies?
Mr. POWERS. Yes. These people, because the do work for both

Pfizer Overseas and Pfizer Corp. would have had to b given, would
have had to be put on the payroll of both comnpanies and be given sep-
arate checks with a number of inconveniences having to do with social
security and what-not.

As a convenience, in the beginning we formed Pfizer International,
a Delaware company. We put all of the.New York employees on the
payroll of that company.

We then.charged to the owners of the company, namely, the Pan-
ama organization, Pfizer Corp., and Pfizer Overseas, the Delaware
company, the expenses of International, so that in that sense yu could
say that Pfizer Corp. has no personnel within the United States but
depends on Pfizer international, the service company, to carry out
these operations.

Now, in Panama, as quiite another subject, there happened to be
about 200 or 250 employees of Pfizer Corp., the Panama company.

Senator GORE. Are any of the employees of Pfizer International
working in the United States paid by the Panama corporation?

Mfr. POWERS. No, but charges are made to the Panama corporation.
Senator GORE. The charges of the corporation are made?
Mr. PoWERs. Such charges are made for the personnel by the

corporation.
Senator GORE. You have quite a complicated setup. '
Mr. POWERS. That one poifht makes it sound as if it is complicated,

but it sounds very simple tome.
Senator GORE. To accomplish the purpose which you set out to ac-

complish, to avoid paying any taxes to the U.S. Goverliffent on the
profits earned abroad, and build your international empire on those
profits untaxed.

Air. POWERS. But Pfizer Internatioifil has nothing to do with that.
The fact thht we organized it does not affodt thft one way or another.

Senator GORE. I see.
Mr. POWERS. I grant you readily we have dote ust what you have

said ad we are now in position to retain $40 mu i~On a year on that
very investment which, it seems to me, has a pretty beneficial effect on
tills country's balance of payments.

Senator GORE. Well, let us go ito-thitt.
Ii you1r anuitafl report you show an overall tax rate of a little less

thfli 33 percent. Most other companies seem to have to pay about 52
percent. Will you explinthlat?

Mr. POWERS. What year ire you speaking 6f, Sen tor?
iSeliftn61.' Gn6. I amh speatiff of-well, in 19I0 it was a little less

thfila 33 perenfit.; in 1959 it: was a litleless thah 30 p recent,
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Mr. PowEms. Yes.
Senator GoPm. In 1958 it was 35 percent.
Mr. Powiens. I think this is mai-nly due to two factors. One is our

domestic operations were in some difficulties in the years you are
talking about, and our foreign operations were prospering greatly,
and the tax mix was such that we therefore had more pretax income
abroad by far than we had in the United States.

Furthermore, we were in 199-I do not believe we paid any divi-
dends home.

In 1960 we paid relatively small amounts of dividends; I think it
was about $4.5 million.

As a result, the overall U.S. and foreign tax rate tend to be closer
to the foreign rate than an average between them, for example.

Senator (ORE. So your answer is that while your competitors were
paying in the order of 50 percent in taxes, you were paying 30 or 33
percent because of this interconnected link with foreign subsidiaries.

Mr. PowEs. If you are referring to competitors, I am not quite
sure what you meant by that. Which competitors?

Senator Gonp. I am referring to the other drug companies.
Mr. PowERs. And are they paying 50 percent or 52?
Senator GoRF.. I was speaking of a general figure. I have the

st atistics here.
The average tax payment for seven ethical drug companies combined

for 1960 was 48.6. The seven did not mclude -Pfizer.
Abbott Laborttories paid 44.6; Eli Lilly & Co. paid 52.8; Merck &

Co., 43.4; Parke, Davis & Co., 48.2; Charles Pfizer & Co., 32.6; Smith
Kline & French Laboratories, 53.4.

Is that sufficient?
Mr. POWERS. Yes, sir.
Well, the answer to that is partly what I have already told you.

I think you will find that we do fa.r more business abroad than any
of those companies, and I regret to say that in those years they were
probably doing a great deal better domestically than was Pfizer.
Whether they were also paying large dividends home which would
have raised the tax rate I do not know, but I suggest it would for
this reason: At the present time, Senator, our tax rate is now running
something in excess of 45 percent, and the two things which have
changed most from the years you are talking about are that we are
paying large dividends and our domestic operation has improved
substantially, so that it has actually been going ahead at a faster rate
than is the international operation. That would put us'in line with
a number of tlose companies.

Now, why anybody would be at 52 percent-I can only suggest this,
that there are two accounifig -principles involved here. There is one
school that 'feels there should be a reserve for U.S. taxes against all
your foreign earnings even though they are not remitted, and there is
another school of which we are a part that only shows actual U.S.
taxes paytble ii any given year as a result of remitting dividends,
and does not accrue U.S. taxes ag~iist uhreffitted dividefids.

Senator Oom . Would you call that honest bookkeetingI
Mr. POwsps. I wish ydu wold explain why it is dishonest, if that.

is youriinhli~titn; sir.
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Senator Gots. You set up no reserve for U.S. taxes on profits, earned
abroad.

Mr. POWERS. Not when we intend to reinvest them. What would
be the purpose?

Senator GoRn. That is a very interesting statement, because I would
like to read here from your own company's statement filed with SEC:

The company's equity in the net assets of its foreign and domestic subsidiaries
was $98,115,815, and $115,479, respectively, in excess of the costs of Its Invest-
ment in the subsidiaries at December 31, 1960, and these amounts have been
included in consolidated earnings retained and employed In the business. Com-
parable amounts at December 31, 1959, were $78,485,747, and $214,777. The
increase during the year represents the earnings of these subsidiaries less divi-
dends paid to the registrant as follows: Foreign, $4,236,107; domestic, $250,000.
No provision for foreign income dividend tax In respect to the subsidiary com-
panies' earnings retained at December 31, 1960, is included in the consolidated
statements inasmuch as it is considered that such earnings are essential to
the continued operation of the subsidiaries' business.

I can but conclude that either you never intend to repatriate these
earnings and, therefore, they will never be taxed, or you are indulging
in sharp bookeeping practices in your own report..

Mr. POWERS. Well, Senator, this is a practice which is well rec-
ognized by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
It would be actually an understatement of profits to reserve U.S. taxes
on money which is retained abroad for reinvestment purposes.

Now, if money is retained abroad, not for reinvestment purposes
it seems to me we are getting close to this subject of accumulation of
excess capital which has been discussed in connection with this bill,
and which I personally think is wrong.

But that quoted statement, I think, is a sound practice as long as that
money is intended for reinvestment, and I think I have made it clear
today, sir, that these profits have been intended for reinvestment.

Senator GORE. And, therefore, your books show not even the slight-
est indication of a contingent U.S. tax liability.

Mr. PowERs. Why would you suggest a contingent tax liability? I
don't quite see why you say thait.

Senator GonE. Well, either there is some plan to repatriate them or
there isn't. Do you ever intend to-let me p6int out to you that ac-
cording to this statement your had foreign subsidiary earnings of
over $24 million in 19060 with dividends of $4,200,000 remitted to the
parent corporation.

Do you or do you. not intend to repitrifte anyipart of the $20mil-
lion of foreign earnings, over and above that which was repatriated?

Mr. POwERs. Well, $13 million of that we eouldi't possibly repatri-
ate because it is already going-it has already gone into biiicks and
mortar and machinery. About $7 nmillihn of it that year went iOt
working calitil bectglse of ificreased business and I suppose theoreti-
cally it could be repftte'fited btt it is considered as a necessity of the
business at thelevel at whihit now stafids.

Theefore-
SenatOr GORE. You arrive at an interesting g poll t. A concern oper-

atih in the United States w6ufldrfnt have the privilege of adding
$7 ni flibn to its working capital without taxation,
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It would not have the privilege of adding $13 million to plant and
facilities out of its untaxed profits. Yet you tell us quite candidly
that you set out with that purpose and that you have accomplished
that purpose, and your own books show-

Mr. POWERS. It is a very worthy purpose, I think, under our present
laws and if the Congress changes the situation that is another matter.

Senator GORE. That is the point under present laws, but we are
going to change those laws.

Mr. POWERS. That is what this hearing is about, I guess.
Senator GORE. Please understand that you are not the only tax-

payer, in my opinion, who takes advantage of whatever tax laws
exist. All of us all taxpayers, take whatever deductions to which the
are legally entitled. The poilit I am raising is not that you are moral-
ly or otherwise to be indicted on this particular point, but rather
that the Congress is remiss in permitting such a provision of law to
remain, and that is the subject of your testimony today.

When I ask you whether you intend at any time to repatriate $20
of the $24 million of your foreign earnings, you say that $13 million
of it can't be repatriated because you have invested it in additional
plant facilities. You say $7 million can't because you have added
that to your working capital abroad, which means, I suppose, if you
can't do it then you would have no intention of doing it.

Mr. POWERS. That is correct.
If I had the intention of doing it I think I would set up the U.S.

reserve that you have been talking about.
Could I mention one subject, Senator? You did mention that

these
Senator GORE. You are a very fruitful witness. I am delighted

for you to add whatever you would like.
Mr. PowERs. I don t know whether to be pleased by that or not.

rLaughter.]
Senator Gon. Well, at least I mean you provide an example, you

provide a reason, by way of example, why the present tax laws should
be changed. You have been frank, and so far as I have been able to
detect, you have been both frank and full in your response and I don't
mean it in any uncomplimentary reference to you.

Mr. PowERs. Thank you, sir, r would just like to make a quick point
wherein you talk of untaxed earnings, that isn't quite the case. It is
uintaxed by the United States, but we are, of course, taxed abroad.

Senator GoRE. I was referring to the United States.
Mr. POWERs. Yes.
Senator GRnE. Do. you have a subsidiary in Liechtenstein?
Mr. POWERS. No, sir.
Senator Gout. Congratfulations.
Mr. PowERs. Thank you. [Laughter.]
Senator GORE. Mr. Chdhiufidn, I believe I will conclude. This wit-

ness, I believe, has helped ite miike iny pottit so I don't think I will
have any further qetitl6ns.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very nih, Mr. Powers.
The coliftittee will 'ecess until 2130.
(Mr. Powers' prepared statement follws:) I
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SUMMARY

PART I. THE NATURE OF TREt.SURY'S PROPOIJAL TO TAX UNRECEIVED
FOREIGN INCOME(pp. 1-2) ......

The proposal to tax unrecelved foreign business income is
not the "elimination of a special privilege of tax deferral," as
many have said, but rather a fundamental departure from the tradi-
tional tax principle of the United States (and, so far as known,
of all other countries) of not taxing unreceived income. It is
unnecessary and inappropriate to the objectives set forth by the
Administration and is of doubtful constitutionality.

PART II. DIRECT BUSINESS INVESTMENT OVERSEAS -- ITS ROLE IN THE
NATION'S ECONOMY (pp. 2-7)

The net inflow of dollars resulting from direct business
investment overseas contributes more to the positive side of our
balance of payments than does the true or "unaided" trade surplus.
A review of direct business investment abroad makes evident its
vital contribution to the domestic economy, as well as its essential
relationship to Administration policies of increased exports and
expanded trade in the North Atlantic trading camunity. Such invest-
ment should, therefore, be increased.

PART III. DIRECT BUSINESS INVESThENT ABROAD AND THE U. S. BALANCB
OF PAYMENTS (pp. 7-14)

Direct business investment abroad has been and continues
to be beneficial to the balance of payments, as evidenced by Depart-
ment of Commerce records from their inception in 1919. The same con-
clusion is overwhelmingly demonstrated by the individual company
statistics which have been introduced into the public record since
this debate began. The Treasury's distitiction between industrialized
and underdeveloped countries as a basis for analysis is not valid
but, in any event, does not reverse this positive result. The
approach that there is a "short-term" emergency which can and should
be partially relieved by tax penalties Is basically fallacious. The
demonstration in this connection in Treasury's Exhibit III (as per
Charts 1 and 2) is based on insufficient data and questionable
assumptions. The tax means proposed to relieve the alleged emergency
will not work. These measures will result in long-term harm far
greater than any supposed short-term benefit.

PART IV. "TAX NEUTRALITY" AND THE EFFICIENT ALLOCATION OF OUR CAPITAL
RESOURCES (pp. 15-20)

The new concept of "tax neutrality" introduced by the Admin-
istration means tax equality between different tax jurisdictions.
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It is not the traditional principle in U. S. law of tax equality
within any one tax jurisdiction. The professed objective to divert
to the U. S. capital which is now being invested overseas is based
upon fallacious assumptions, both because its implication of a
shortage of capital at home is not supported by any evidence and
because income tax considerations are by no means determinative of
investment decisions. The proposal in the name of "tax neutrality"
to tax unreceived foreign business income as if it had been earned
or received at home is unique in the world and would place American
business abroad at a serious competitive disadvantage. The con-
tention that such competitive disadvantage is offset by the fact
that Western European countries still have exchange control laws
is hardly relevant, particularly because such controls do not result
in competitive burdens comparable to those which would be imposed
by the proposed tax.

PART V. "EXPORT OF JOBS" (pp. 21-23)

Direct business investment overseas in prospering manufac-
turing countries has not displaced American jobs because: (a) only
an insignificant proportion of goods manufactured in these facilities
is sold to the U. S. ; (b) it is not true to any significant degree
that goods from American plants could have been exported and sold
abroad in place of goods manufactured in such overseas facilities.
quite contrary to the implications of the slogan "export of jobs,"
direct investment overseas has provided additional American jobs by

creating new markets for materials, components and machinery manufac-
tured in American plants, as well as finished American goods.

PART VI. THE ISSUE OF TAX ABUSE (pp.24-30)

All reputable American businessmen are in accord with the
objective of eliminating tax abuse. However, the proposed legisla-
tion goes far beyond tax abuse, levying penalties on the normal
business income of American companies operating abroad where there is
no question of tax abuse. The "tax haven" issue has been overstated,
confoupding normal overseas distribution methods with tax evasion by
paper companies. It is recommended that:

1. The principle of the proposed amendments to I.R.C.
Sec. 482 (contained in Sec. 6 of H.R. 10650) be
maintained, primarily because their thrust is
mainly against "paper company" operations, and
secondarily because there is a need for clarifi-
cation of the inter-company pricing problem. It
is urged, however, that this principle first be
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made part of Treasury regulations under Sec. 482
and that Government and industry try over the
next few years to arrive at equitable approaches
through the regulations to a lasting solution to
this problem. Such a solution might well then be
enacted into law.

2. The foregoing approach to inter-company sales of
goods should not be applied to the transfer of
patents, secret processes and other identifiable
intangible assets because it is impractical, but
the need for action probably exists. However,
all such transactions should be reported annually
to the Treasury by the U. S. taxpayer in order
that Treasury may consider each one in the light
of its specific circumstances.

3. Transactions whereby foreign subsidiaries may
send profits home to affiliated American companies,
ostensibly as loans when they are really intended
to have the permanence of dividends, should be
curbed. This can be achieved, however, under
already existing legislation by assuring that
Treasury receives full information on such loans
and by requiring that repayment be made within a
reasonable period as evidence that the loan was
bona fide.

4. The accumulation of liquid assets abroad by a
foreign subsidiary of an American company in
excess of the needs of the business is opposed
to sound business practice, as well as to the*
national interest. Such an accumulation should
probably be considered as amounting to a con-
structive dividend. It should, therefore, be
treated as such in principle, and in practice
it is recommended that it be curbed by applica-
tion of measures such as those in I.R.C. Sec-
tions 531-7.

Overall administration of the bill as drawn would impose
monumental accounting and reporting burdens upon the taxpayer, as
well as extremely complex tasks of enforcement upon the Internal
Revenue Service, both because of the nature of various provisions
and in consequence of the variety of countries, languagest currencies
and differing commercial accounting systems which would be involved.
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Finally, it is recommended that the entire subject of taxa-
tion of foreign business income in relation to the U. S. balance of
payments and the role of direct investment abroad should receive con-
tinuing active study, not only to eliminate tax abuse but also to
achieve -- under fair principles of law -- results best suited to the
national interest. Such study will also help resolve any new inter-
country tax problems which we may encounter as we become more closely
related economically to the developing North Atlantic trading com-
munity.
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Part I

THE NATURE OF TREASURY'S PROPOSAL TO TAX UNRECEIVED FOREIGN INCOME

For the past year, since this legislation was first proposed
by the Administration, official statements and public pronouncements
by Treasury officials and some members of Congress have made extensive
use of the phrase "elimination of the privilege of tax deferral" in
relation to foreign business income. There could hardly be more mis-
information in so few words. In none of the legislative drafts has
there been any proposal to repeal an existing provision of the Internal
Revenue Code -- simply because there is no such provision. Under the
law the Government does not have any right to levy taxes against such
income and therefore no taxes have been deferred. For this reason
also the colorful reference to the present absence of tax as an
"interest free government loan" is grossly misleading and inaccurate.

Whatever the labels, Treasury is in fact proposing (and to
a significant extent has been successful in having incorporated into
HiR. 10650) a radically new scheme of taxing U. S. shareholders in
advance on income which they have not earned, which is not theirs and
which they may never receive. Such a measure conflicts with tradi-
tional principles of tax jurisdiction and is unnecessary for the
accomplishment of any of the stated objectives of the legislation.
No other country employs such a tax measure. Finally, if enacted it
would create a constitutional issue that could leave American industry's
overseas activities and plans in a state of uncertainty for many years
to come.

The Constitutional Issue
As stated by the United States Supreme Court in Eisner v.

Macomber, 252 U. S. 189 (1920), the Congress has the power to levy a
tax measured by the increment in value of shares of stock belonging
to a shareholder, due to earnings of the corporation. However, the
Court went on to hold that such a tax is not an income tax authorized
under the Sixteenth Amendment and hence could be levied only if appor-
tioned among the states as prescribed in the Constftution. There is
no such apportionment provision contained in the proposed legislation.

The superficially similar tax under the Foreign Personal Hold-
ing Company provisions of the Code is often cited as authority for tax-
ing a shareholder on undistributed income of a corporation, and the
decision in Eder v. Commissioner, 138 F.2d 27 (2d Cir.,1943) has been said
by some to uphold the constitutionality of such a tax. That is not the
fact. The constitutionality of such a tax has never really been tested i
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the courts. In Eder, the petitioner specifically and explicitly conceded
the constitutionality of the provisions levying this tax. The only
question raised was whether the taxpayer's admitted share of the corpora-
tion's admitted income could constitutionally be taxed to him in view of
the fact that, if distributed to him, he could not convert the Colombian
currency so received into U. S. dollars. This issue was decided against
him.

There is, then, an unresolved and serious doubt as to the con-
stitutionality of the current proposal to tax U. S. shareholders on
the undistributed foreign earnings of a foreign corporation. The bare
existence of such a doubt must raise a serious question as to the wisdom
of such legislation, particularly when it is neither necessary nor
appropriate for the attainment of the Administration's desired objectives.

Part II

DIRECT BUSINESS INVESTMENT OVERSEAS.--

ITS ROLE IN THE NATIONS'S ECONOMY

* It is only in recent years that direct business investment
overseas has assumed the vital place which it now occupies on the American
economic scene. It is not surprising therefore that its role in relation
to our domestic and foreign economic policy is still the subject of con-
siderable misunderstanding. To make meaningful, therefore, any discussion
of proposals to tax earnings from direct overseas investment, it is
necessary to restate its role, particularly in relation to the U. S.
balance of payments and to the nation's program for expanding foreign
trade.

In terms of the effect on the balance of payments, there has
been a tendency to understate the contribution of direct investment abroad
and to overstate the role of exports. First of all, the direct investment
figures appearing in the statements published by the Department
of Commerce include not only an outflow of cash but also the value of
invested capital equipment, which does not involve an outflow of any money
whatsoever. This value of capital equipment is not normally available
but in a special study for 1957 the Department of Commerce estimated that
it amounted to about $1 billion out of a total direct investment abroad
of $2.5 billion for that year.

Secondly, the figures published by the Department of
Commerce show, as an inflow from direct investment, only dividends
and interest although the Government concedes that if one is attempting to
state the effect of direct investment on the balance of payments there
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should also be shown the even larger inflow from exports to manufacturing
subsidiaries (net of imports), royalties and fees. In the 1957 special
study these three items amounted to $2.4 billion, more than the inflow
of $2.2 billion from dividends and interest alone.

The Department of Commerce has recently made another interest-
ing analysis in which it deducted from the published export figure those
exports which were financed by foreign aid and other Government funds.
If, similarly, exports dependent upon direct investment overseas are
also deducted from the regular export figure one arrives at an "unaided"
or true export figure.

When the necessary reclassifications such as those Just de-
scribed have been made so that our trade position is then, so to speak,
shown as standing on its own, we find that in 1961 there was a trade
surplus, not of $5.4 billion, as published, but of only half a billion
dollars and there was inflow attributable to U. S. business investment
abroad of $4 billion. I- Thus, contrary to widespread belief, it is not
the trade surplus, but the inflow attributable to U. S. business opera-
tions abroad in the form of factories, warehouses and sales offices
which contributes most to reduce the amount of our balance of payments
deficit.

Nor is this picture true alone of 1961. Applying the same
reclassifications to 1959 and 1960 the unaided export surplus for 1960
was even lower and showed a small deficit for 1959.

Exports and Direct Investment
So much for the background. Now the question is: What can

be done in terms of trade and direct business investment overseas to
help correct the deficit in our balance of payments and to help strengthen
our entire economy in the face of increasingly freer competition with
Western Europe?

Any attempt on a substantial scale to reduce the outflow of
dollars by reducing imports would be such a sharp reversal of the U. S.
Government policy in favor of freer trade and a greater economic unity
in the West as to be almost unthinkable at this time.

Can the dollar inflow to the United States be increased through
increased exports? From a balance of payments standpoint this must of
course imply that there would be no corresponding increase in imports
to offset the export gain. To what extent is this possible? We now have
a small surplus of one-half billion dollars of "true" or unaided exports

I/ For the computations, see Appendix A.
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over imports. The point has already been made that the remainder of
what is usually discussed as the export or trade surplus (i.e., $5.4
billion in 1961) is tied to Government financing and direct business
investment activities abroad.

What can be done to increase the unsupported export surplus?
Not a great deal, probably. The increase of exports of agricultural
products, at this moment, holds some promise but seems dependent almost
entirely on political negotiation. Aside from increased consumption
by U. 8 factories abroad, the increase of raw material exports depends
almost entirely on prices and demand and no spectacular change seems
possible.

When examined realistically, increased exports of manufactured
goods present the principal possibility. But this means hard selling
in almost every instance. While exhortations, speeches and trade fairs
serve to spur the American manufacturer to internationalize his thinking,
what he must ultimately do is to go abroad, hire salesmen, fill ware-
houses and even package, assemble or otherwise finish abroad the pro-
cessing of American-made products in such a manner as to give him the
best possible competitive position in the foreign market. This is pre-
cisely what is meant by direct investment. Furthermore, the biggest
and most promising markets are in the industrialized countries and
therefore while investment in the underdeveloped countries is helpful
what is needed most from a balance of payments standpoint is increased
direct investment in the industrialized markets of the world.

Direct Investment and Changing Markets at Home and Abroad
It is time that we achieved a full appreciation of the vital

function of direct investment abroad, realizing that it represents an
unusual opportunity now -- while our mass production and distribution
know-how are still relatively unique -- not only to help create a favor-
able overall balance of payments but to give us new strength through
diversification overseas and a solid position in the developing North
Atlantic Trading Community.

The United States has gone further in the process of indus-
trialization than any other country in the world. It has reached the
stage where mass production and mass distribution can be so efficiently
employed as not only to feed, maintain and expand industrial activity
and provide for a large military establishment but also to satisfy as
never before in history the demands of the consumer. With so much
accomplishment already behind us, the degree of opportunity is bound
to have become to some extent selective, industry by industry. To
continue to keep our capital, our know-how and our people fully employed,
to maintain our strength through diversification, to insure continued
growth, many American companies have been virtually compelled to build

82100--62-pt. 6-36
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abroad. This does not mean to belittle the home market, for this is
the greatest and most important of all markets, But with our excess
energies and monies we have given free rein to the vaunted American
know-how by bursting out of our boundaries, very much as we did in the
early days as this country's business pushed westward and spread
throughout the land.

The Europeans see the need to grow and expand throughout the
large markets of the West. The industrialists of Europe are enlarging
their plants to mass-production levels, modernizing to take advantage
of the most recent discoveries and even beginning to adopt American
techniques for mass selling and distribution. They are ready for a
great competitive struggle for the markets of the Western world. Hence,
this is no time for us to stay at home. To sell means to be on the spot
with salesmen, warehouses and often packaging or assembly lines. This
goes for Maine or California or France or Italy or anywhere else. That
is why direct investment in business operations abroad is not only an
opportunity but at the same time an important defensive move in a tough
competitive struggle.

In Summary e.g

To summarize, direct investment of U. S. business in operations
abroad is important to this country because:

1. It results in a substantial and reliable inflow of
dollars year after year.

2. It provides American manufacturers with important
areas for expansion and diversification.

3. It provides jobs in American factories through the
development of exports, including both those which
otherwise would be cut off and those which are
stimulated by U. S. business activity abroad. More-
over, in times of recession at home profitable
activity abroad encourages maintenance of domestic
payrolls.

4. It has proved to be an effective vehicle for spread-
ing throughout the world the American concept of
democracy and is one of the best practical methods
of establishing ties and relationships with our
neighbors of the free world.

5. It is essential if we are to do business freely and
advantageously within the North Atlantic trading
community.
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Secretary of Commerce Hodges expressed his understanding of
the intimate relationship between exports and direct business invest-
ment overseas in a statement to a business group in Washington in March
of this year when he said:

"U. S. investment abroad is important to our export
expansion program. Direct investments in manufactur-
ing facilities abroad stimulate our exports of capital
equipment, our exports of parts and raw materials, and
our exports of finished products to fill out the lines
of subsidiaries producing and selling abroad.

"To the extent that U. S. investment abroad increases
the financial strength and the competitive capacity
of American companies, it reinforces our domestic
economy. And, to the extent that the earnings on these
investments are returned to the U. S., they make a direct
contribution to improving our balance of payments.

"Our over-all economic objectives require the continued
expansion of U. S. investment to help develop (particu-
larly in the underdeveloped countries) the prosperous
customers with whom we expect to expand our trade."

But the view of Secretary Hodges is not supported.L;ewfiere
in the present Administration, particularly by the Treasury Department.
Much of the Administration's thinking appears to be dominated by what
The Economist has called the "myths" about American direct investment
overseas. In a March 17 article entitled "Why Businessmen Leave Home,"
The Economist takes the point of view that American firms are investing
in Europe because the market is large and growing; that this investment
does not hurt the balance of payments; that tax factors are not a
primary cause in such investment; and that such investment does not
result in the export of jobs to Europe. The first paragraph of the
article reads:

"A series of surprisingly tenacious myths continues to
dominate much of the discussion, both inside and out-
side the United States, of American direct investment
in Europe. Like most legends, the four main myths have
a tiny element of truth in them, which sustains the myth-
makers. But there is some evidence that the facts are
gradually beginning to be recognized in the United States,
though the Administration -- perhaps to avoid that worst
of government embarrassments, admission that it has been
wrong -- continues to repeat the old slogans."
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Perhaps the full value of American investment in overseas
operations is beginning to be seen more clearly as the debate on this
subject continues, but so far there is little evidence of this recog-
nition in Washington.

Part III

DIRECT BUSINESS INVESTMENT ABROAD AND THE
U. S. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

The overwhelming weight of the statistical evidence submitted
at the May-June 1961 Hearings before the House Committee on Ways and
Means by a large number of American companies contradicted the Treasury-
assertions that direct U. S. business investment abroad adversely affect
our balance of payments. Treasury's own evidence, as originally sub-
mitted to the Ways and Means Committee of the House, suffered from the
substantial and fundamental error that it showed as inflow from direct
investment only dividends and interest and did not take into account the
inflow from related exports, royalties and fees. In addition, its figure
were based on selected countries and selected years. In testimony sub-
mitted to the Senate Finance Comittee, Treasury now concedes
that its continued study of the matter indicates the validity of showing
related exports, royalties and fees, in addition to dividends and interest
in determining the inflow attributable to direct business investment abro

Treasury persists, however, in emphasizing a distinction between
developed and underdeveloped countries. But there is a substantial inter.
play between such countries in any one company's international operations
which makes such a distinction unrealistic. For example, money reported
as earned in an underdeveloped country may have come from sales in a
developed country. Dividends-reported as received from a foreign based ca
pany often are made up of branch profits or sub-subsidiary dividends from
all over the world. Money earned in developed countries provides funds
for investment in underdeveloped countries. But the point of greatest
significance in Treasury's presentation before the Senate Finance Comnitt'
is that it abandons reference to the historical record of the inflows and
outflows related to direct investment overseas in favor of new theoretical
projections which attempt in a difficult and rapidly changing world to
make long-range predictions based on the sketchiest of statistical data
and a number of dubious assumptions.

Treasury's reason for abandoning the simple approach of looking
at the past record is that the inflow from direct business investment,
as shown in the record for any one year, is "not related" to the outflow
for direct investment shown for the same year, since it takes a while
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for money invested abroad to begin to return home. This point is called
"crucial" in dismissing the past record as a suitable means of demonstra-
ting the effect of direct investment overseas on the balance of payments.
Let it be conceded that the inflow of dollars -- be it in the form of
dividends, interest, related exports, royalties or fees -- which is shown
in any one year is attributable in large part to direct investment made
in previous years. This only proves that it is misleading to take the
inflow and outflow of any one year as a demonstration of the effect of
direct investment on the balance of payments and only points to the need
to cover a sufficient period of time.

If we look at the Department of Commerce records on balance of
payments, from the time they were initiated in 1919, we find more dividends
and interest returning to the U. S. than new direct investment going out
in all but 4 of these 43 years and that the net inflow over all these years
was $16.4 billion. This factual record of the contribution of direct
overseas investments would be even more overwhelming if figures were
available to show the inflow from related exports, royalties and fees
and if the outflow had not included the non-cash item of capital equipment.

The table below presents the available figures of the Depart-
ment of Commerce on direct investment outflow, and on inflow from dividends
and interest for the past decade:

DOLLAI VM AMQ CUI TO DIl l WSUWT
COWANIU AAOAD

A ARAS - AM AC tTI S - WARM SUMIUDMAJ

(millions of Dollars)

M2~ 19 M 195 1935 m - =l~ t938 i2m I960 Tot RAl
"et invetent-Outflov* 621 328 850 721 664 179 1,659 2,482 1,101 1,372 1,694 1,661 16,432
/vfhdnds and Interest-

IflioV* 1,294 1,492 1.419 1.442 1.725 1.912 2.120 2.249 2.140 2,206 2.34S 2.637 21.964

ht Invest. t Inflow 673 964 569 721 1,061 1,133, 261 (233) 959 834 6S4 921 1.:

aunrusitted branch sarninas are included both In Diraect Investmnt and Dividends
and. Interest.

The indication of the substantial benefit of direct investment on the
balance of payments during the decade seems clear even though the figures
are incomplete. 4W

352
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But the Department of Commerce made a special study for 1957 show-
ing all inflow in that year related to direct investment, with the foll
ing effect:

(Millions of Dollars)

1957

Direct Investment-Outflowk 2,482
Dividends and Interest-Inflow* 2,249

Net Investment Inflow (233)

Other Inflow from Direct Investments:
Exports net of Imports 2,073
Royalties 54
Management Fees 187

Total Other Inflow

NET INFUN FROM DIRECT INVESTMENTS 2,081

* Unremitted branch earnings are included
both in Direct Investment and Dividends
and Interest.

The change from a net outflow of $233 million in 1957 to a net inflow
of $2.081 billion is dramatic evidence of the full effect of direct
business investment on the balance of payments.

Finally, even if one accepts Treasury's assumptions that the most
meaningful figures are those relating to industrialized countries and
manufacturing operations only a substantial net inflow on direct invest-
ment is still demonstrated by the Department of Commerce figures given
below:
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DOLL" INWLOW AND OUTYLOW TO DIRECT INVESTMNT
HANIJACTURtHO COMPANIES ABROAD

CAADA6 IESTERNI EUROPE, OCEANIA AND JAPAN - BRANCHES & SUBSIDIARIE8

(Millions of Dollara)

1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1953 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 Total

Direct Inveltmant-Outflow 127 56 133 14 78 103 189 317 188 387 676 2,266
Dividends and Interest-Inflo* 208 240 200 228 271 317 316 343 388 469 459 3,521

Net Inveetuent Inflow 161 184 67 214 193 214 127 28 200 82 (215) 1.25

other Inflow from Direct InveatMent

Kxporte Net of Imports
Royalt ies
Management Fee

Total Other Inflow

4TL L1UN rym RPXIC? IfVfl us

341
27
62

(Figures not available) 430 (Not available)

458

'Unremitted branch earnings are included both in Direct Investment and
Dividends and Interest.

The Treasury Department's Approach

Treasury's ultimate position is that while direct investment
abroad may, in the long run, have a beneficial effect on the balance of
payments, it nevertheless has a short-term deleterious effect. This is
simply a recognition of the obvious fact that a dollar invested today
will not be returned until some time later. Thus, it follows that if
the dollar were not invested, then during the period it would have taken
to return it, the balance of payments would be favorably affected. But
later, when the return from dividends, interest, exports, royalties, fees,
etc., would have exceeded the prior capital outflow, the balance of pay-
ments would be permanently hurt, and to a far greater extent than it had
been temporarily helped. The farmer who is short of money can cut down
on his expenses by not planting seed in the Spring. But where will he
stand at harvest time?

The Treasury is taking a short-sighted approach, which should
not be taken unless there is no alternative. Are we truly in such
desperate circumstances and, if we are, should we rely on the indirect
means of a penalty tax to reduce investment? Should we not meet truly
desperate needs with clear-cut measures, such as exchange controls?
Exchange controls can be directed specifically at the problem -- short-
term or long-term. Tax legislation, designed to achieve a control on
capital movements, will not achieve its purpose and will be difficult to
reverse. But to repeat, are we in such desperate circumstances? Is
such an assumption consistent with the Secretary of Treasury's recent
statement that he expects that the deficit in the balance of payments
will be eliminated by the end if 1963? l/

I/ Journal of Commerce, February 28, 1962
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In any case, one major aspect of the problem is definitely
not short-term -- namely, defense needs and foreign aid disbursements.
As the President said in teply to a question at his press conference
of March 8: "... the balance-of-payments problem of the United States
could be settled overnight if we withdraw our security efforts around
the world. It is the combination of the $3 billion that we spend
keeping our defense forces overseas, combined with assistance we give
in other ways, which provides for our dollar. drain." I/ Short-term
solutions are hardly adequate or appropriate to cope with a situation
created by this "dollar drain" which is certainly long-term in nature.

The labored approach presented by Treasury 2/ -- in which an
attempt is made to project the effect of direct investment abroad into
the mid-1970s in order to show the significant short-term disadvantage
is a valiant but impossible effort. It is already evident from the
earlier discussion of the past record, as indicated by the Department
of Commerce figures, that only the sketchiest of data is available on
which to make such assumptions regarding the future. 3/ Further, in
such predictions of the future, there can be no factors for the great
imponderables of the years ahead.

Has account been taken of the effect of the formation of a
larger Common Market -- of the passage of some form of Trade Expansion
Act -- of the probable creation of a North Atlantic trading community?
What will be the competitive impact on international trade of the in-
dustrial growth of the Soviet Union and Red China -- of the possible
defection of any of the Communist satellite countries? Will there not
be substantial effect upon international trade from the growing indus-
trialization of the newly developing countries? What will be the
impact of the unknown and quite possibly revolutionary inventions and
discoveries of the next decade -- of the use of atomic power for
peaceful purposes -- of unforeseen changes in political and economic
alignments of the old and new nations of the world?

It should be particularly noted that the figures shown in
Exhibit III do not answer the simple question: How long will it

1/ From the report of the press conference in the Wall Street Journal,
March 9, 1962.

2/ As indicated particularly by Chart 2, and supporting tables, in
Exhibit III of the Secretary of the Treasury's presentation to the
Senate Finance Committee.

3/ Note that in Chart 1 of Exhibit I1, Treasury applied these assump-
tions in developing the outflow and ififlow figures for 4952-60 (re
Canada and Western Europe) to evaluate them by the same approach.
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take to get back an investment made today? Using Treasury's bases
for computation of its long-range figures (as contained in the
various tables of Exhibit III) one would arrive at an answer of --
a little over 4 years in the industrialized countries, with a range of
2 to 4k years for the various parts of the world used in Treasury's
analys is.o

The 10 to 15 year period referred to by the Treasury in
Exhibit III is the period it would take for the cumulative inflow from
direct investment abroad to pass the cumulative outflow, based not on
one investment but on continued investment each year accelerating at
the rate of 10% per year. While, as has been indicated, Treasury's
projections are founded on what is believed to be inadequate data, this
assumption of a 107. acceleration is particularly questionable. An
assumed 10% annual increase in investment into the long future is
highly questionable, not only from the standpoint of the ability of the
U.S. to supply it, but also from the standpoint of the ability of the
capital-importing countries to absorb it.

Putting aside all these questions as to the bases for
Treasury's projection, what about the method of making the projection?
What does it purport to show? First, with an investment in the first
year of 1,000 and increasing that investment by 10% each year, it
attempts to show how many years it will take, from any given point,
before:

(1) The outflow during any one year will be exceeded
by the inflow during that same year; and

(2) The total outflow on a cumulative basis will be
exceeded by the total inflow on a cumulative
basis.

Drawing on the data contained in the various tables of Exhibit III and
applying the method used in Charts 1 and 2 (and supporting tables
thereto) to the various areas of the world used in the tables one would
arrive at the following results:

(1)(2)
Years on Years on

Area Annual Basis Cumulative Basis

Canada ' 6 9
Western Europe 8 13
Canada & Western Europe 7 12
Latin America 3 5
Rest of World 2 4
Latin America and Rest of World 3 5
World 5 9
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This approach concentrates entirely on the harm to the
balance of payments during the period of years before inflows catch
up with outflows but it neglects to show the sharply increasing
benefit to the balance that results once these two hurdles have been
overcome. If, instead of focusing on the 10 to 15 years of harm,
these projections are extended to a total of 20 years, the relatively
modest harm in the short-run becomes insignificant in comparison with
the huge benefit In the long run. The following figures show the
year in which the cumulative net outflow of direct investment reaches
its largest amount, the size of that amount, and the cumulative net in-
flow at the end of 20 years (based on an original investment of 1,000).

Year Cumulative Amount of Maximum Cumulative Net
Net Outflow Cumulative Net Inflow at End

Area at Maximum Outflow of 20 Years

Canada 5 3,381 73,323
Western Europe 7 5,553 40,225
Canada & Western Europe 6 4,690 51,339
Latin America 2 1,861 215,715
Rest of World 1 1,521 391,604
Latin America and

Rest of World 2 1,767 259,610
World 4 3,188 101,914

Thus in a projection of this data for Canada and Western
Europe there is a net outflow which reaches a maximum of 4,690 in the
sixth year, then starts to reverse itself in the seventh year, becomes
a cumulative net inflow by the 12th year, and then climbs sharply for
eight years to reach a cumulative net inflow for the 20-year period of
51,339. Accordingly, any portion of the 4,690 maximum cumulative net
outflow saved by legislation discouraging direct investment abroad
will have the result, over the 20-year period, of a loss of a pro-
portionate amount of the cumulative net inflow of 51,339. It seems
clear that the possibility for saving in the short-run is minimal in
comparison to the possibility of gain in the long-run) in fact, if the
data in Exhibit III proves anything it is that the potential boost to
the balance of payments from direct investment abroad is so great that
we cannot let the present short-term problem divert us from obtaining
that goal.

Summarizing the Treasury approach, it is simply an elaborate
way of showing what every businessman is prepared to concede -- that
one must wait a reasonable period of time after investing money before
it comes back. By concentrating on this waiting period, this approach
over-emphasizes and thereby distorts the harm to the investor during
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the wait. Simply by extending Treasury's computations for a few more
years to include a period when the return on the investment has begun
to mount, one is able to put into proper perspective the relatively
short period and small amount of short-term harm which the investment
causes to the balance of payments, contrasted with the great contri-
bution which it makes longer-range. If the basic ratios are changed
in recognition of the effect of the new tax proposals, there would be
virtually no change in the short-term waiting period; and although
there would be a modest betterment of the short-term damage to the
balance of payments, there would also be a substantial loss of inflow
to the balance. of payments in the long term. Finally, over both the
short and long-term there would be a loss of U.S. income tax revenues
because of the reduction of income from direct investment abroad as
yell as the loss of export sales to foreign subsidiaries.

In analyzing Treasury's approach by extending the compu-
tations to 20 years there is no intention to indicate that it is
feasible to make accurate estimates of this type over a 20-year
period. Whatever the fallacies in the Treasury's statistical pre-
dictions, they also exist of course in further extensions based on
the same assumptions. In fact, the somewhat outsized results for
the extended period suggest that it may well be impossible to make
forecasts of this type far into the future.
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Part IV

"TAX NEUTRALITY" AND THE EFFICIENT ALLOCATION
OF OUR CAPITAL RESOURCES

In its recent constant references to "tax neutrality" the
Treasury has introduced another new concept which bears examination.
Treasury's use of the term seems to stem from the older and, indeed,
well established "tax equality"* concept in American law, meaning equal
application of the eax laws to all within any one tax jur sdiction,
For example, a taxpayer states a good cause of action if he can show
that his property has been assessed at full value while most other
properties in the taxing jurisdiction -- be it city, county or state--
are assessed at, for exampl% 50%of full value. He would have no
right of redress, however, if his claim was that his property is
.valued higher than properties in another taxing jurisdiction, i.e.,
another city, county or state. This is the basic meaning of "tax
equality" as we have understood it in the United States -- equal
application of the tax law within the jurisdiction of the taxing
authority.

Treasury has taken this long accepted principle, changed it
to mean equal taxes in all tax jurisdictions, gtven it the new name of
"tax neutrality" and then claimed that'Neutrally to a fundamental
principle of taxation in the United States." 1

-  !n ;he sense described
by the Treasury Department, "neutrality"* bears a new meaning and is not
part of the laws, traditions or fundamental principles of U. S. taxation,

The concept of neutrality, moreover, is a completely impractic:
one. This would seem to be conceded when Treasury grants that ideally
tax neutrality would provide that all "corporate tax rates would be2qvery.
where the same, assuming that Government services are comparable."
It is, of course, Government services that one pays for in taxes and it
is their variety that makes inevitable varying taxes throughout the
thousands of tax jurisdictions which exist within the United States and
throughout the world. The suggestion, therefore, that "tax neutrality"
per se is desirable has no justification in logic.

1_/ Page 1, paragraph 1 of the Summary Statement in Exhibit III of the
Secretary of the Treasury's statement before the Senate Finance
Committee, April 2, 1962.

2/ Page 1 of Main Statement of Exhibit !It.
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The attempt to equalize taxes between different tax Juris-
dictions, in this case, between nations, cannot be achieved, both be-
cause Government services are not comparable and because of the com-
plexity of U. S. and, indeed, all income tax laws. To achieve tax
equality as between foreign and domestic income it would be necessary
not merely to equalize tax rates but all other elements entering into
the computation of the tax as well. For example, the same treatment
of deductible expenses, loss carry-forward, charitable contributions,
capital gains, depletion and numerous other features of U. S. tax law
would also have to be applied to the foreign income to equalize the tax
burden.

Finally, there must be taken into account the substantially
different pattern of taxation abroad, where income taxes tend to be a
far smaller source of revenue than in the U. S. Treasury's reply that
most other taxes collected abroad are excise taxes, all of which are
passed on completely to the customer does not dispose of the issue. In
making comparison of total taxes on income earned in the U.S. by a U.S.
corporation and earned abroad by a foreign corporation all taxes in the
nature of income taxes should be taken into consideration even though,
for Federal income tax purposes, they may not be deemed to be "in lieu
of" income taxes, such as "turnover taxes", other excise taxes, and
excessively high "Social Security taxes".

'Diversion" of Capital
Quite apart from the theoretical approach to tax neutrality,

there remains Treasury's contention that because income earned abroad
- pays less tax than income earned at home, Americans make decisions to

invest abroad in lieu of investing at home. Treasury would like to
change this presumed circumstance by taxing unremitted foreign earnings,
at least in the industrialized countries of the world.

Treasury's proposal assumes, of course, that there is a need
for Government action to change investment decisions -- that there is
a shortage of capital in the United States which compels a choice to
be made between investment at home or abroad. Those in a position to
make such investments are confronted by no such shortage of capital and
if they were, the important United States home market necessarily would
be given priority. Treasury further assumes that, to the extent taxes
on foreign earnings are lower than on domestic earnings, the decision
will be made in favor of investing abroad. This assumption, too, is
wrong. No one can afford to permit differences in the income tax burden
on operations in different localities to dictate' where investments should
be made,

In the business world we have not, in fact, been faced with
the need or opportunity to invest both at home and abroad, with ofily
enough capital to do the one or the other. This was testified to
repeatedly before the House Ways and Means Committee in the May-June 1961
Hearings and no evidence to contradict that testimony has been put forward
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by Treasury. Indeed, all the evidence indicates that adequate capital
is available -- interest rates are relatively low, the cost of equity
financing is unusually low, prices are firm and there exists substantial
over-capacity in many of our industries. We have been building factories
warehouses, sales offices, etc., abroad not in lieu of but in addition
to our building at home. We never forget that the United States is still
the largest and the richest market in the world. It is also our home ba
and we must be strong at home. We must continue to meet the constant
competition of the American marketplace or we disastrously weaken our
entire structure. There is no question where we would put our money if
we were confronted by the need to make a choice.

Undue emphasis has been placed on income taxes as a reason
for investment decisions. Businessmen welcome and often seek reductions
in income taxes. For example, the investment credit proposed in HR 1065
may influence the timing of investment decisions. But does anybody con-
ceive that it will actually lead a businessman to build an unnecessary
plant? Another example: if the decision has been made, because of market
conditions, to construct a factory in the southeastern part of the U. S.
and one town or one county offers special tax inducements, then it is
quite possible, all other things being equal, that the businessman will
elect to build the factory in that locality. Or, once the decision is
made to build a factory, the form of organization or manner of carrying
out the decision may well be the method which will give the most favorab'
tax result. Thus, secondary decisions of businessmen are influenced by
tax considerations but it is difficult to conceive of taxes determining
the original decision to build. This would be like getting married to
obtain the advantage of a joint tax return.

If there actually existed a capital shortage in the U. S. and
a need to change investment decisions, the taxation of unremitted foreign
earnings would not accomplish the purpose. Indeed, if there were any
need to divert capital from investment abroad to investment at home the
simple and certain way to do it is through the requirement of Government
approval of transfers of capital abroad. This is not a popular concept
for understandable reasons. But if there really exists a true emergency
this is the solution and the matter certainly deserves most careful study.
Moreover, the reasonable exercise of exchange controls, when and to the
extent necessary to handle any emergency, is far more appropriate than
to levy a permanent penalty tax which would put Americans abroad at a
competitive disadvantage in world markets.

Competition Abroad

No other country taxes business income earned by one taxpayer to anoth
taxpayer until it is received by the latter. Thus under the tax proposals
the foreign industrialist in countries levying a lower tgx than the U.S.
have a clear advantage. Even in countries levyihg about the same tax as"
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an important advantage will lie with other competing non-nationals who,
like the American, are carrying on operations in that country. Such a
competitor's overall tax rate may be considerably below that of the
American who, under the new proposals, would always be taxed on such
Income at not less than the U. S. rate, now 527..

Suppose anAmerican-owned and an Italian-owned company are
competing in Germany, where the income tax rate is about 51% (22% if
all profits are distributed). The American's home tax is 52% and the
Italian's is 31%. The Italian's operations and corresponding profit
are divided between Italy and Germany. His overall tax rate falls
somewhere between 31% and 517. (or less if all German profits are dis-
tributed). The American would be taxed at 527. under the new proposals.
Further, it is interesting to note that when the Italian brings his
German profit home as a dividend he pays only a 15% company tax since
the Italian income tax applies only to profits from domestic sources.

Or take a French subsidiary firm and an American competing in
Belgium. The French rate is 50%. The Frenchman's profit would be
taxed partially at the 50% rate in France and partially at the 30%
rate in Belgium whereas the American would pay 52%. Once more it is
interesting to note that when the French concern brings the Belgian
part of the profit home as a dividend, France exempts 75% of it from
tax (all remitted earnings of branches would be exempt from French
tax). It should be noted that neither of these examples involves a
foreign subsidiary engaged in a multi-country operation, a "tax haven"
in the language of Treasury. But a so-called "tax haven" is often used
by foreign industrialists; by and large their governments are not so
concerned about taxation of foreign earnings and at times even seem to
encourage the use of "tax havens." Moreover, the use of a "tax haven"
can also be perfectly proper, even necessary, for the operations of a
business. Assume a Swedish company, paying a 407. tax on home income,
uses Brussels as a distribution point for goods manufactured in Sweden
and sells from Brussels to France, Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Brussels, housing a normal business operation, is entitled to a part
of the total profit. This part may not be taxed at all by the Belgian
government or a small tax may be levied, depending upon direct negotia-
tions between the taxpayer and the Belgian government. The total profit
is divided among all the countries involved and the various parts are
taxed as follows: at 407. by Sweden; at, let us say, a negotiated rate
of 5% by Belgium; at about 50% by Germany and France; 52% by Austria;
something over 207. by Switzerland. The average of all these rates will
fall well under the American rate of 52%. Therefore the American,
using exactly the same distribution route, will be taxed substantially
more than his competitor.

In Exhibit III of the Secretary of Treasury's testimony before
the. Senate Finance Committee it is said that "uch has been made of the
argument that the elimination of tax deferral will put U. S. subsidiaries
abroad at a competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis foreign competitors, in
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particular in third-country markets." V The Treasury then proceeds
to rebut this by saying: "But companies in most European countries
are subject to direct controls of one kind or another ...". Both in
his testimony and in replying to questions afterwards, the Secretary
deferred to the existence of exchange controls in European countries
as if their mere existence were an adequate reply to the business'
man's contention that the proposed U. S. tax on unremitted foreign
earnings means that Americans will bear a heavier tax burden than most
of their competitors abroad.

Why the Secretary considers that this competitive burden will
be lightened because some measure of exchange control still exists in
Western Europe is not entirely clear. The meaning that may have been
intended -- and which seemed to be implied by previous testimony of
the Secretary before the House Ways and Means Coimnittee -- is the con-
tention that Western European countries require as a condition of
approving overseas investment the repatriation of all profits annually,
and tax those profits as if they had been earned in the home country.
If, at the same time, the tax burden in the home country approximates
the tax burden in the U. S. then truly the reference to exchange controls
would be a valid one. But no evidence has been adduced that any country
requires repatriation of all profits or, for that matter, of any amount
of profits in excess of what would be a normal return to the home country,
There was some implication that this might have been a requirement of the
French authorities, It is not known if this is so but if it is, the
comparison does not stand up; when foreign profits are brought home to
France from a branch there is no tax at all and, if from a subsidiary,
only 25% of the normal tax is applied. Before the Senate Finance Conmitte
the only specific reference to controls by the Secretary was to the state-
ment of the Chancellor of the Exchequer of the United Kingdom in July 196

"The test for new investment in the non-sterling area
will be that it will produce clear and comnensurate
benefits to U. K. export earnings and to the balance
of payments."

1/ Page 24 of the mimeographed text of Exhibit III.
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It is understood that this policy has caused some
stiffening in Britain's approval of foreign investment in the
non-sterling area but at least through 1961 it is understood
that such investment was still at the high level of over 200
million pounds. And while some applications may have been
rejected, so far as is known no applications were approved only
on condition that all profits be repatriated annually. Indeed,
such a condition would be a practical impossibility fov a
going concern.
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Part V

"EXPORT OF JOBS"

The importance of direct business investment abroad to our
balance of payments and its value for the economy as a whole and for
increased exports have been demonstrated earlier in this statement.
Nevertheless the view has been expressed during the past year's debate
that such investments, particularly when made in Canada and Western
Europe, amount in substance to the "export of American Jobs," and this
too is offered by the Treasury Department as one of the reasons for
the proposed tax legislation -- i.e., to discourage such investment.

The point has already been made that taxing foreign earnings
would not in any case be determinative of investment decisions. There-
fore, the desired job effect would hardly be achieved, but there is no
need to labor this point.

The key point is that those who say that direct business
investment abroad results in the export of American jobs are simply
wrong. For this to be true it would have to be demonstrated either
(a) that such investments have been made for the purpose of producing
goods for import into the U. S. in lieu of producing such goods in the
U. S., or (b) that U. S. direct investments abroad have produced goods
for sale abroad which could otherwise have been exported from the U. S.
The facts do not significantly bear out either of these assumptions.

For example, U. S.-owned manufacturing subsidiaries in Canada
and Western Europe had total sales in 1960 of $18.2 billion, of which
only $259 million was exported to the U.S. / It is preposterous to
charge that U. S. business has gone abroad for the specific purpose of
reselling a grand total of 1.4% of production back to the U. S., or
that $259 million of such imports from foreign subsidiaries could cause
any appreciable loss of jobs. Using ratios (jobs to sales) cited by
labor officials, $259 million of sales cold mean about 30,000 jobs,
or less than 1/20 of 1. of the U. S. labor force -- assuming that the
goods represented by the $259 million would have been made in the U. S.
But this assumption is not justified, for if U. S.-owned subsidiaries
in Western Europe and Canada had not sold these goods to the U. S.
market, it is more likely that other foreign companies would have supplied
the goods, not U. S. factories. Thus it is hardly justifiable to say
that the imports cited were responsible for the loss of any significant
number of jobs.

l/ U. S. Department of Comerce figures.
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While U. S.-owned facilities in Canada and Western Europe
were selling $259 million of goods to the U. S. in 1960, these same
subsidiaries were importing $1,246 million worth of goods from the
U. S. Using the same job-sales ratio, these exports from the U. S.
created more than 100,000 jobs.

That is the picture -- imports from U. S.-owned foreign
subsidiaries have minimal effect on U. S. employment but exports to
those subsidiaries have a very significant effect on the creation of
jobs.

The second charge -- namely, that sales abroad by U. S.-owned
foreign subsidiaries displace U. 5. exports and therefore jobs at home --

is rather more complicated and theoretical. The charge is based on
speculation and no evidence exists to support it.

A recent study of U. S. foreign trade made by a special study
staff appoLtited by the Senate Commerce Committee I has the following
to say:

"IU. S. foreign investment does not on the whole --
certainly not on balance -- mean the export of Ameri-
can jobs any more than the introduction of labor-saving
equipment at home really destroys employment. American
companies manufacturing abroad are not, necessarily,
making things which displace American exports or which
are sent back to the United States to take the place of
American goods in the home market. While some displace-
ment does occur, it is a very small part of the sales
of such U.S.-owned facilities. Host sales are made in
world markets outside the United States in response to
quickly changing market situations. Business judgments
as to whether a particular product should be made abroad
must consider costs and whether a sufficient demand for
the product exists in the U. S. market to justify a tool-
ing up of the U. S. plant.

"The international competitive prowess of the United
States depends on the huge domestic market, which makes
possible a relatively low unit-cost performance for the
American producer. To suggest that in the absence of
foreign investment the goods involved would be exported
from the United States is to ignore differing income levels
in the United States and abroad and the fact that products
manufactured in the United States may not reflect world
market tastes.

1/ "The United States and World Trade -- Challenges and Opportunities,"
June 26, 1961, Pages 26-27.

. . . . . . . . /I .. ... .. .. . . . . . . . . ... .... .. .... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . II I .. .I . ... .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. ..
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"At least so far as Europe is concerned, it appears
that in the great majority of cases foreign plants
have been established or expanded to reach a market
which could not reasonably be served through normal
exportation. In some instances the cost of U. S.
manufacture plus transportation charges plus customs
duties would have made foreign sales at competitive
prices impossible under almost any circumstance.
But even where this is not true exports may still have
been unfeasible. The reason for this is that with the
expansion of European industry and a rising demand for
more and more goods, there is inevitably a growing
list of products which now can be supplied more
economically by on-the-spot manufacture than by importa-
tion."

As the report goes on to state: "The question, therefore,
is really not whether these products will be manufactured abroad but
by whom." (Emphasis theirs.)

Stating the situation another why,' the fact is that the U. S.
export is lost first -- or was never/& real possibility -- and in con-
sequence the U. S. businessman must invest in production facilities
abroad or yield the market to a foreign producer. The need to go to a
country in order to sell in it -- to invest money there in order to make
possible the required selling effort -- has been dwelt on at length in
earlier pages. Moreover, a combination of the higher wage rates payable
in the U. S., transportation costs to foreign markets, plus tariff and
other border costs, not to mention quota restrictions putting an absolute
barrier on imports from the U. S., have made it impossible to export a
great many items to foreign markets at competitive prices:

Therefore, the setting up of an operation overseas which is
competitive within the country or which because of particular trade
preferences may be competitive in a third market does not mean that jobs
have been exported; rather, it means that we are maintaining American
products in these areas, that the stockholder of these companies are
receiving benefit, and that the Treasury either immediately or some time
in the future will receive revenue. And, let it be repeated, we are
maintaining American jobs by exports of materials, components, machinery,
etc., to such American-owned operations, as well as a substantial volume
of finished goods to fill out the line, which many countries would not
allow to come in if there were no investment in a local productive facility.

Reduction of American investments abroad would mean, by
and large, foreign cometitors would fill the &ap. In other words,
those Jobs do not exist for American workers in any case.
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Part VI

THE ISSUE OF TAX ABUSE

It always has been the policy of the United States, as it
is of virtually all other countries, not to tax foreign business
earnings of a foreign corporation until received by a U. 8. taxpayer.

No other country in the world taxes income neither earned
nor received by the taxpayer. Many countries apply the principle
of territoriality and do not tax their nationals on income earned
beyond their borders, even if received as dividends. Others afford
special forms of tax relief with respect to income earned abroad.

The British normally tax income earned by overseas acti-
vities of a corporation operated and controlled from the U.K., but
this is on the theory that income is earned where the operating
management and control are located. Hence, it is taxing income
which it regarded as being earned within the U.K. Recently, however,
Britain passed a new law establishing the British Overseas Trading
Corporation, which is taxed only on the profits it brings home.

There is nothing inherently wrong about foreign corporations,
whether they be operating in one country or in several countries.
Nor is our long-standing method of taxing their income unfair in
relation to the tax treatment accorded income earned within the
United States. The United States asserts jurisdiction to tax cor-
porations on the basis of two factors, namely, domicile and source
of income. Because of its U.S. domicile, an American company is
taxed on foreign income which it earns itself or which it receives
as a dividend from a foreign subsidiary. In other words, the right
to tax is claimed by the U. S. the moment the foreign income is
received by the American company. This concept -- that the realiza-
tion of the income is necessary to create tax liability -- applies,
of course, to domestic as well as foreign earnings, Thus, the earn-
ings of a domestic subsidiary of a U.S. company are not taxed to
the parent until received by the latter. U. S. income tax is, how-
ever, payable by the domestic subsidiary just as foreign income
taxes are payable by foreign subsidiaries in the countries in which
they operate.

The fact that the U.S. does not tax the U.S. parent com-
pany on the foreign earnings of a foreign subsidiary until received
as a dividend is, therefore, no special privilege but part of a
uniform application of policy with respect to Jurisdiction to tax
which has been in effect since the inception of the income tax in
1913. Nor is there any impropriety suggested when a company chooses
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to engage in foreign trade through a foreign-based company whose
earnings will not be taxed until remitted home as long as it is a
real and not a paper company.

Why then is the present law respecting the taxation of
foreign earnings under attack? The economic reasons have already
been discussed earlier in this statement. Speaking now strictly from
a tax point of view, it would seem that the reasons must be largely
because of the belief of the proponents of this legislation that
foreign subsidiaries, be they registered in "tax haven" countries or
not, are sometimes used in a manner which constitutes "tax abuse".
What then is meant by "tax abuse" in this connection?

"Tax abuses" in the use of foreign corporations are:

1) Diverting to a foreign corporation in another
country income earned in this country and there-
fore taxable here (under existing law): and

2) Changing the form of what is in fact, and really
is intended to be, a dividend from a foreign sub-
sidiary to its U.S. parent company (and hence tax-
able here under existing law), to a non-taxable
form, such as an ostensible creation of an
indebtedness.

The problem is that Treasury's proposals go far beyond any-
thing reasonably necessary to contain such abuses. This presumably is
because its objectives include in addition to the correction of "tax
abuse" the economic ends which have been discussed. H.R. 10650, on
the other hand, seems to have the correction of possible tax abuses
as its major, possibly its only objective.

H.R, 10650

This section will be devoted to a number of areas of possible
tax abuse, as well as other subjects raised by H.R. 10650.

Inter-Company Pricing

H.R. 10650 proposed to add to the existing I.R.C. Sec. 482
provisions giving the Treasury authority to adjust income arising from
intercompany sales between domestic and foreign organizations where
the U.S. taxpayer is unable to prove that sales have been priced on an
arm's length basis. Adjustment of intercompany conmissions in similar
circumstances likewise is authorized. No specific formula for allo-
cating income between those engaged in such sales is prescribed, but
the bill suggests certain factors which, in certain circumstances,
the Internal Revenue Service is to take into consideration in com-
puting the amount of additional income to be allocated to the domestic
taxpayer. It also provides that all the income of a mere "paper"

corporation or organization may be treated as domestic (U.S.) income.
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Any attempt to settle the difficult question of inter-
company pricing is, of course, a worthy effort, for this is certainly
an area of uncertainty for many. Moreover, the existence of this
fundamental problem at the key point where U. S. goods are trans-
ferred by a U. S. taxpayer to a non-U.S. taxpayer has created a
great deal of the prejudice against the operations of foreign sales
subsidiaries. If it were possible by a pricing formula to make sure
that a fair measure of income had been attributed to the U. S. on
these intercompany sales, there probably would be less concern
about alleged abuses further down the line. But it is doubtful if
it ever will be possible to find one formula that would apply
equitably to every transaction in every industry. Nevertheless
any clarity which can be brought to this area will be helpful, and
to make a beginning is worthwhile.

In principle, therefore, the objective of these provisions
is approved. It would be preferable, however, not to embody them
in the statute at this time, but to make them part of the Regula-
tions until Government and industry have had an opportunity to
evolve a satisfactory approach to this difficult problem. Under
existing law the Treasury will have, or be able to obtain, all the
information needed to make any appropriate adjustments of U. S.
income.

Overseas Trading Profits
In the proposals to tax U. S. corporations on undistributed

income earned abroad by foreign subsidiaries, trading profits have
been singled out for particularly harsh treatment. This is accom-
plished by classing with passive or "foreign personal holding com-
pany income" normal operating income earned from buying a product
from a related company outside the country of incorporation of the
buyer and reselling it outside that country. This does not neces-
sarily involve tax abuse; it is a typical -supply or depot
operation, long used throughout the United States and the rest of
the world to minimize distribution costs. To penalize it because it
might involve "tax abuse" is obviously unfair. It could lead to the
organization of a separate subsidiary and the maintenance of a
separate inventory in each country in which sales of such goods are
to be made, thereby increasing costs and decreasing the ability to
compete.

This provision would handicap our overseas business in a
field in which America still leads the world -- distribution and
merchandising. It is this activity which best promotes the export
of U. S. products. The effect of the proposed tax, however, would
be to discourage the merchandising abroad of U. S. products purchased
from a U. S. parent company, and favor the purchase of goods from
other sources.
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Investment of So-Called "Passive Income"
Passive income (other than income from insurance of U. S.

risks and from patents, exclusive formulas and processes, discussed
further below) and income from selling activities would not, under
the present proposal, be taxed before receipt by the U. S. taxpayer
if invested (by the foreign corporation receiving such income) in
TIqualified property" in "less developed" countries.

The effect of this gesture towards underdeveloped countries
is simply too conjectural to have much meaning. But to regard the
existence of this type of income, on the one hand, as an abuse of
the U. S. taxing system and then to say, on the other hand, that the
taxpayer could exculpate itself by investing such income in a less
developed country, is a strange new development in our tax laws.

Income from Patents, etc.
Another feature of the bill which will cause great diffi-

culty is the provision to impose an immediate tax on income derived
abroad by a foreign subsidiary from the use, license, or sale of
any patent, exclusive formula or process if it was acquired from a
related U. S. person or, what is more extreme, if such patent, for-
mula or process was developed in the United States, regardless of
when or by whom it was developed or how or when it was acquired by
the foreign corporation.

This is an extraordinary tax proposal. It is not simply
a question of paying an adequate royalty for the use by a foreign
subsidiary of its U. S. parent's patents and know-how. The pro-
vision would necessitate a complete examination of every aspect of
a foreign subsidiary's manufacturing operations to determine whether
and how far the broad scope of this provision applied. The taxpayer
would be overwhelmed with questions with respect to rights obtained

under license agreements. While the royalty may be deemed adequate by
the American licensor, will the Treasury agent take a different position?
What if, in accordance with the license, the obligation to pay royalties
had expired but the rights were still usable? What if a patent pur-
chased at an arm's length price proved later to have great value in
new applications of the processes covered by the patent? The taxpayeL
would be obliged to deal with these and many other 'difficult problems
in computing his taxable income each year, not just in reply to a
challenge of a particular transaction. He would have to compute the
amount of income which would be attributable to the use of such rights,
report that amount as U. S. income and then in all probability be com-
pelled later to negotiate with the Treasury agent as to a final valuation.
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This provision regarding assumed royalties clearly goes far
beyond the typical example of what the Treasury describes as an abuse
in this area -- the transfer to a paper company in, for example, Switzer-
land of a patent or other asset for inadequate consideration.

All transactions involving transfers of patents, exclusive
processes, copyrights, trademarks, trade names and similar identifiable,
intangible property to foreign subsidiaries should be reported annually
by the U. S. taxpayer so that each transaction is clearly brought to
Treasury's attention and each transaction can be considered in the
light of its particular circumstances.

Disguised Dividends in the Form of "Loans"
It has been alleged that foreign corporations sometimes

make payments to a U. S. parent company (or other shareholders)
which payments in fact are, and are intended to be, distributions
of its profits, but are given the form and appearance of a loan
(or other obligation) and not reported by the recipient as income.
Legislation specifically designed to reach any such abuse should be
given wholehearted support by all those engaged in international
trade. However, a rifle and not a shotgun should be aimed at this
abuse; the cure should not do more harm than the ill.

Under existing legislation, sufficient information is
now available to the Treasury to enable it to discover the existence
of any taxable transactions of that kind. Hence there is no neces-
sity of imposing burdensome provisions on legitimate business activi-
ties. Certainly there should be a questioning attitude by the tax
agent. towards any loan from a foreign subsidiary to an affiliated
U. S. company and the furnishing of information concerning such
loans should be required by Treasury. But repayment within a
reasonably short period should be sufficient evidence .that the
loan was bona fide, with an opportunity afforded to the U. S. tax-
payer to establish the bona fides of a loan outstanding for a
longer period.

Accumulation of Liquid Assets beyond Reasonable Business
Needs -- The "Catch-All" Provision

Under this provision whatever portion of a foreign sub-
sidiary's income had not been taxed to its U. S. shareholders under
any other provisions of the bill would be taxed to them, except to
the extent invested in certain "qualified" assets prescribed by
statute. These could be assets used in the subsidiary's regular
business (conducted for a prescribed prior period of time) or in a
"less developed country." They could not be assets constituting a
diversification of the subsidiary's business.
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The purpose seems to be to restrict the expansion even of
existing U.S.-owned businesses abroad and not solely to correct
alleged "abuses." Such a restriction will surely be welcomed with
Joy by the overseas competitors of U. S. business. It is hoped that
the previous discussion of the value of direct business investment
overseas will serve as a sufficient reply to this restrictive pro-
posal.

Accumulation of liquid assets beyond the reasonable needs
of the business is not believed to be common in the case of U.S.-
owned foreign corporations, nor is it entirely clear that it could
constitutionally be reached by statute. In the first place, most
foreign subsidiaries are owned by widely held U. S. business cor-
porations, which are forced to bring home foreign profits as soon
as available, for the prupose of satisfying their stockholders'
expectations of dividends. That being the case, they are little
inclined to allow their foreign subsidiaries to accumulate liquid
assets beyond their reasonable needs. If such accumulations do
exist, they certainly should be questioned.

But what can properly be done? To tax the U. S. share-
holders on income earned abroad by a foreign corporation, in advance
of their receipt of such income, is, as has been previously dis-
cussed, a serious departure from present law. On the other hand,
the accumulation of unneeded liquid assets is itself so artificial
that it might well be considered as constituting a constructive
dividend to the U. S. parent company. This is on the basis that
such funds are excess to the needs of the subsidiary and their
proper disposition therefore is as dividends to the U. S. parent.

If this view stands the test of further study, then it is
suggested that consideration be given to applying something like the
I.R.C. Sections 531-7 to this situation. Certainly, in principle it
is agreed that spree steps should be taken to prevent the accumulation
abroad by foreign subsidiaries of liquid assets beyond their reason-
able needs.

Increase in U. S. Tax on Dividends from
Foreign Subsidiaries by the "Gross-Up" Method

Finally, the proposal to increase U. S. taxes on dividends
from a foreign subsidiary by abandoning the existing method of com-
puting the foreign tax credit with respect to dividends received
from a foreign subsidiary and substituting the newly devised "gross-
up" method, appears to have no real justification. This proposal
apparently results from a theoretical and entirely inaccurate obser-
vation that both deduction and credit are allowed for the same
foreign income taxes. This simply is not so. It is the foreign
subsidiary which earns the income and which pays the foreign income
tax on it. The income before foreign taxes was never something
that could be considered as available to the parent company. Its
interest starts with the after-tax or net income of the subsidiary.
And when the parent receives a dividend paid out of such net income,
the parent gets credit only for that portion of the tax applicable
to that portion of the net income which it actually receives as a

dividend. It does not get the benefit of any deduction, for the
foreign tax.
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The basic change involved in gross-up is that in deter-
mining the foreign tax credit on a dividend from a foreign sub-
sidiary the U. S. parent would be required to include in its U. S.
income tax return, not just the dividend received, but the total
amount of the subsidiary's income, including the foreign income
tax which the parent never received and never could receive. This
is the most extreme possible case of taxing unremitted foreign
earnings. It is virtually a tax on a tax.

Complexities of Taxpayer Compliance and Treasury Administration
In addition to the foregoing fundamental objections to the

way in which many of the provisions affecting the taxation of foreign
income are drawn, a serious problem would result from the monumental
and practically insurmountable task of assembling, recording, report-
ing and verifying, for this purpose, accounting information not
heretofore required for either business or tax purposes.

The determination of tax liabilities in this bill would
make essential the extraction of an enormous quantity of facts from
numerous sources, including records kept in foreign languages and
currencies and under theories of commercial and industrial
accounting fundamentally different from ours. From these facts
certain conclusions would then have to be drawn as to geographical
sources and amounts of income and expenses, as well as costs and
related amounts of depreciation, segregating such items according
to nature and source of goods sold, and their destination. All
this would involve endless allocations, each being an exercise of
judgment as well as of accounting skill and technique.

Once all this.work had been done -- and, under the bill,
an enormous amount would have to be done, somehow or other, before
work could be conmmenced on the preparation of a U. S. corporation
income tax return for any corporation with active overseas sub-
sidiaries -- it then would be necessary to get all of these facts
into the prescribed schedules and exhibits making up such returns.

Finally, if the law was to be equitably and uniformly
enforced, would come the task of the Internal Revenue Service in
verifying the return, involving not merely determination that all
the income and expenses of the U. S. corporate taxpayer were properly
reported but. also that income earned abroad by a large number and
variety of foreign subsidiary corporations (not subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States) had been properly reported, under
this new theory, in the taxpayer'a return.
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Conclusion
In summary, H.R. 10650 in its present form is not an efficient

or even a proper approach to the two broad problems of tax abuse as
defined on page 25. It penalizes equally the normal business trans-
action and the abuse of our tax laws. It is unnecessarily complex
and cumbersome. In the case of some areas of potential tax abuse it
is difficult, if not impossible, to establish specific restrictive
provisions and penalties; the only feasible method is to consider
each case in the light of its particular circumstances. What is
needed is to be sure that the details on transactions of this type
are readily available to Treasury. This alone should sharply curtail
existing tendencies to tax abuse. Some of the provisions of H.R.
10650, while acceptable in principle, would be better handled in
the flexible area of regulations than in the fixed terms of law.
There is still much to be learned in the field of taxation of foreign
earnings and the objective now should be to retain as much flexi-
bility as possible. This becomes of greater significance as we draw
economically closer to other countries in the Western World, a trend
which may soon make it advisable to consider this area of taxation
on a multi-country basis.

It is recommended that:

1. Principles along the lines suggested in the bill
for application to inter-company pricing should
be employed but preferably, indeed almost neces-
sarily, prescribed in regulations which permit
greater flexibility than the fixed form of law.

2. Loans from foreign subsidiaries to American-
affiliated companies should be considered as
dividends unless repaid within a reasonably
short period or unless the taxpayer can demon-
strate to the satisfaction of the Treasury that
they are bona fide loans. Such a provision is
not now in the bill and it is probable that,
like the first recommendation, it should first
appear in regulations.

3. All transactions involving transfers of patents,
exclusive processes, copyrights, trademarks,
trade names and similar identifiable,intangible
property to foreign subsidiaries should be
reported annually by the U. S. taxpayer so that
each transaction is clearly brought to Treasury's
attention and each transaction can be considered
in the light of its particular circumstances.
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4. All accumulations of liquid assets abroad by foreign
subsidiaries in excess of the reasonable needs
(including reasonably anticipated needs) of the
business might be considered as a reasonable exten-
sion of the principle of a constructive dividend to
the U. S. parent company. This would require a new
provision in the Internal Revenue Code and it is
assumed that such a provision would not be incon-
sistent with the basic premise that U. S. tax Juris-
diction should extend only to income received
(actually or constructively) as that premise is
nov understood and recognized in U. S. tax ltw.

Finally, it is recommended that the Government undertaken
with the cooperation of industry and labor, extensive study of all
facets of international trade, the balance of payments and direct
investment overseas, with particular emphasis upon those aspects on
which there has been substantial difference of opinion during the
post year's debate.
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Effect of Extraordinary U.S. Government Expenditures Abroad
and of U.S. Business Activities Abroad upon U.S. International

Balance of Payments Position (for 1961)

Per
Balance

of
Payments As

Statement Reclassified

(in Billions of Ila)

Items Net Items Net

I. TRADE SURPLUS (From Exports and Imports)

a) Exports (Non-Military) 19.9 14.6(1)

b) Imports " o 14.5 J (L

c) Trade Surplus 5.4 0.5(1)

2. U.S. BUSINESS INVESTMENTS & ACTIVITIES ABROAD

a) Dividends and Interest (Inflow) 2.7 2.7

b) Related Royalties, Fees, etc. (Inflow) .3(2)

c) Exports Attributable to U.S. Business
Activities Abroad 1.00)

d) Total Inflow as above 6.0

e) Less: U.S. Business Outlays Abroad 1.6 1.6

f) Surplus from U.S. Business Investments
Abroad (as usually shown) 1.1C==

g) Less: Imports of Goods Manufactured
Abroad by U.S. Plants .40 )

h) Total of Above Deductions (e) and (g) 2.0

i) Surplus from U.S. Business Investments and
Activities Abroad 4.0

(SEE NOTES, PAGE 2)
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90 tesa

(I) Trade Surplus -

a) Exports - decreased by

I) Exports AttributAble to U.S. Government Grants and
Capital Expendtturrn, tnken from the U.S. Dept. of
Commerce Survey of Current Mi.nfnenn. $2.3 billion

if) Exports Attributable to U.S. Business Activities
Abroad (amount estimated by Dept. of Commerce for 1957). 3.0 "

iti) Total Decrease in Amount of Exports (to exclude
amounts attributable to overseas activities). 5.3 "

b) Imports - decreased by Amount Attributable to U.S.
Business ActivitLea Abroad (This estimate is based
on Dept. of Commerce studies for 1957). 0.4 "

(2) Related Royalties, Fees, etc. (Inflow). (This estimeke is
based on Dept. of Commerce studies for 1957). 0.3 "

General Comments

V.S. exports financed by government grants and capital outlays," U.S. exports and

Imports attributable to direct business investment and activities broad, and income

on royalties, fees, etc., are not regularly shown in reports published by the Depart-

cent of Commerce,. but are shown in special studies made by that Department. For

example, the exports financed by government grants and capital outlays were first

ihown in the Survey of Current Business for Harch 1962. These exports include agri-
cultural shipments under P.L. 480, non-military aid shipments and shipments under
Ixport-Import Bank loans.

hiport and import figures attributable to direct business investment and activities
broad have been taken from U.S. Business Investments in Foreign Countries which
presents figures for 1957. The figure for such exports includes $1.0 billion of

M.. manufactured capital equipment and $2.0 billion of other U.S. products shipped

to facilities built by U.S. business investment overseas. The imports into the

United States comprise manufactures and semi-manufactures, exclusive of newsprint,

pulp and aluminum which are classed, for this purpose, with non-manufactured goods.
the 1957 figures have been used for 1961 as no figures are as yet available for

subsequent years, These figures are deemed to be conservative estimates for 1961
ilnce direct investment has increased sharply since 1957 and, in any event, all

exports attributable to direct investment are not Included In the 1957 figure but
only those shipped directly to the operations built by the U.S. investors.

legarding inflow,of royalties and management fees, etc., the 1957 Comnerce Department
survey shows a figure of $241 million. The Department stated that income of this

hind has been rising steadily. Consequently, it Is felt that $300 million can be
considered as a conservative estimate for 1961.
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(Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee stood in recess until
2:30 p.m., the same day.)

APIVERNOON SESSION

Thle CHIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. John F. Creed, of Baker, McKenzie & High.

tower.
You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF IOHN F. CRFFD, OF BAKER, McKENZIE &
HIGHTOWER, CHICAGO, ILL.

Mr. CREED. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Fi.
nan ce, I am John F. Creed, of Chicago, Ill. I am a partner in the law
firm of Baker, McKenzie & Hlightower, and am appearing on its be.
half.

I propose to confine my remarks principally to a technical examina-
tion of those provisions of section 13 of H.R. 10650 (controlled for.
eign corporations) that deal with the concepts of "foreign base com.
pany sales income" and "investment in nonqualified property." By
way of preface, however, something need be said of the general char.
acter of the sect ion.

To the extent that any proposed legislation in this area is honestly
dlirected tt curbing the abuses of the "paper" foreign cor portion and
the artifiil diversion of income from U.S. taxation, such legislation
(leserves-and will receive-the unremitting support of thei Ameri-
can business community, provided this objective is pursued within
the bounds of reason and restraint. Sadly, these virtues are rarely
to be observed in section 13 of the bill, which would change drasti-
Cally-in fact, -evolitionize-the taxation of income earned by
legitimate foreign subsidiaries.

The major thrust of the section is to subject U.S. comnpanies to cur-
rent taxation with respect, to broad categories of. income in fact earned
by their foreign subsidiaries, irrespective of whether such income is
actually distributed in the form of dividends. And in. this regard,
it cannot be doubted that the bill would raise serious constitutional
issues. Finally, the section is fairly susceptible to the criticism that
it would introduce an incredible complexity and uncertainty into the
taxation of foreign income,, with extensive litigation the almost in.
evitable result.

Tiurning to an examination of the technical provisions of section
13, it is apparent that a prime ambition of that section is to discour-
age the use of the foreign trading subsidiary. To accomplish this
ambition, the section creates a category of sales income-cal led "for-
eign base company sales incoime"-tliat would be taxed to the U.S.
parent corporation unless invested by the selli-ng subsidiary in less
developed countries. The term "foreign base company sales income"
refers to income realized by a (eontrolid foreign corpoiition in con-
nection with the purchase of personal property.from a relateUd cor-
poration and its sale to any person, or the purchaseof such property
from any person and its sale to a related corporittion, where--
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(1) The property is produced outside the country under the
laws of which the controlled foreign corporation is organized;
and

(2) The property is sold for use, consumption, or disposition
outside such foreign country.

These provisions would generally apply to the profits earned by a
foreign trading subsidiary on the resale abroad or merchandise pur-
chased from its U.S. parent. In view of the revisions to section 482
of the Internal Revenue Code proposed by section 6 of the bill, this
would seem neither necessary nor proper. But of even greater con-
cern is the fact that those provisions would reach the income earned
by. such trading subsidiary on the foreign sale of property manufac-
tured abroad by a related foreign corporation. For example, if a con-
trolled Swiss corporation were to purchase property manufactured
by a related German company and resell such property to a Dutch
customer, the resulting profit or U.S. tax purposes would be classified
as "foreign base company sales income."

It is difficult to see how the United States has any legitimate claim
to the income generated by such wholly foreign transactions, which
involve solely foreign entities. Nonetheless, the bill proposes to tax
such income to the U.S. parent company, as if through some alchemy
there were an avoidance of U.S. tax.

Section 13 further provides for the current taxation to U.S. com-
panies of post-1962 earnings of controlled foreign corporations in-
vested in "non ualified property." Investments by such corporations
in property ordinary and necessary for the active conduct of a trade
or business carried on abroad-whether by the controlled foreign cor-
poration of its 80-percent-owned foreign subsidiary-would normally
be construed as a qualified investment, provided the particular trade
or business was carried on as of December 31, 1962. If the trade or
business is commenced after 1962, however, it will not constitute a quali-
fied trade or business-and hence not be an appropriate receptacle
for qualified investment-for a period of 5 years.

In connection with this requirement, the report of the Ways and
Means Committee, at page 64, states the following:

In order to prevent foreign corporations from starting relatively sinall trades
or businewes (incurring relatively small penalties in denial of deferment) and
then permitting additions in later years to these investments to qualify as invest-
ments in the corporation's "trade or business," the bill provides a 5-year "season-
WIg" rule.

The problem is that the technical provision goes far beyond this
intendment. In effect, the provision would deprive any foreign sub.
sidiary formed after 1962 from utilizing its earnings in its own trade
or business, and this would be so even though the initial investment
in such subsidiary emanated from the after-tax earnings of the U.S.
parent.

Consider, for example, the following situation: A U.S. company
in 1963, based on sound business considerations, makes the decision to
invest substantial capital in manufacturing facilities in Belgium. To
this end, it organizes a wholly owned Belgian subsidiary as the vehicle
for this venture, investing $§ million in the form of equity participa-
tion. Additionally, the subsidiary borrows $8 million at low interest
rates from Belgian financial institutions to construct a plant, intend-
ing to repay this debt from future earnings.

82190 -- 62-pt. 0-38
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In due course, the Belgian company commences manufacturing
operations, selling the bulk of its products in the local market. The
subsidiary is subject to corporate lelgian taxes of about 30 percent.,
and in its initial years is eligible for certain tax incentives, such as
accelerated depreciation, that the Belgian Government has seen fit to
extend to new industrial enterprises. And in these respects the sub-
,idiary is on an identical footing with its Belgian competitors.

But it will not be able to maintain this footing for long. For the
fact is that the Belgian subsidiary is a controlledforeign corporation
carrying on a trade or business it commenced after 1962. Conse.
quently, it finds that until 1968 it cannot invest its current earnings
to finance or expand its business or to repay the $8 million debt with-
out thereby subjecting its U.S. parent to appreciable taxation in this
country with respect to the entire earnings of the subsidiary. In
fact2 the subsidiary is virtually powerless in any manner to prevent
the imputation of its income to the U.S. parent. Admittedly, it could
avert this result by investing its earnings in less developed countries,
but surely this cannot be reasonably expected of a newly established
manufacturing company. $

I have referred earlier to the profound complexity and uncertainty
inherent in section 13 of the bill. Nowhere is this more evident than

in those provisions dealing with investment in nonqualified property.
We are confronted with a bewildering array of concepts and termi-
nology that are not, and probably cannot be, defined *With the requisite
preciseness and particularity. Enforcement-or perhapss , more ac-
curately, attempts at enforcement-of these provisions would result
in extreme administrative and financial burdens on taxpayers and
the Internal Revenue Service alike. And in final r esult, these provi-
sions would prove almost wholly unworkable, and in any event-and
to this we think the Treasury Department would agree-the provi-
sions would not increase the revenue appreciably. For these reasons,
we respectfully urge.that the committee reject that portion of section
13 relating to investment in nonqualifled property.

If the committee feels that some measures must be taken to prevent
the recourse by controlled foreign corporations to portfolio-type in-
vestments, then it might well consider extending to such corporations
the concept embodied, in H.R. 5 of the 86th Congress, the Boggs bill,
that would generally classify as prohibited property investments rep-
resenting less thah 10 percent of the stock of other foreign
corporations.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CnAMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Creed.
Senator Carlson.
Senator CA rSON. Only one comment, Mr. Chairmtan. I appreciate

very much the very good illustration lie used of a U.S. coil any or-
ganiztlng this company in LBelgtfrt, I think it is simple enough so that
I can understand it, and I thik it is a very worthy cont ibtin to
this he ving.

Mr. CRUFED. Thank ytiu, sir.
The CH-AUtMAjN. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. Eldridge Haynes, Business Internat61fl0.
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STATEMENT OF ELDRIDGE HAYNES, PRESIDENT, BUSINESS
INTERNATIONAL CORP., NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. HAY*NES. Mr. Chairman, in the interest of brevity I will skip
a few pages of the statement which I believe that you have before you
and summarize a few of the points on tile charts that I brought along.
My name is Eldridge Haynes. I am president of Business Inter-

national Corp. of New York. Our company publishes two weekly
services: Business International, in New York; and Business Europe,
in Geneva, Switzerland. We also publish research reports including
an.annual study called "Investing and Licensing Conditions- in 40
Countries." Finally, in a researcli and advisory capacity, we serve
some 90 large U.S. corporations.

I am not presuming to represent any of our client companies on this
occasion. I am here solely as a U.S. citizen who is deeply concerned
about the impact of this bill upon U.S. exports, on U.S. employment,
on our balance of payments, and on the effect that this bill can have
on the unity and strength of the free world in its struggle against
Communist economic aggression. This bill will adversely affect all
aspects of the foreign business of the United States, but owing to
limited time I shaltuse the few minutes that I am privileged to
spend before you commenting upon the impact of this bill on the
foreign sales subsidiaries of U.S. corporations.

I assume that the committee knows that exports cannot be effec-
tively )romoted abroad by writing letters from Chicago to an inde-
pendent foreign sales agent or distributor. Exports are successfully
developed by the setting up of one or more selling com panies abroad,
staffed with their own managers abroad, their own advertising and
sales promotion departments abroad, their own sales training,
and.-of course-their own salesmen abroad. According to the
Treasury Department, there are 293 U.S. sales subsidiaries in Swit-
zerland alone. And there are many more-in Belgiumii, Iollaid. tile
United Kingdom, Canada, Venezuela, Puerto Rico, Panama, and
elsewhere.

The Department of Commerce made a study of Chese subsidiaries
along with its study of all kinds of IT.S. subsidiaries in response to a
request of the House Ways and Means Committee last year. When
the report was published by the Department, the data for the sales
subsidiaries was not shown separately. However, Business Inter-
national wrote to a group of companies that we assumed had received
the Department's questionnaire and persuaded 21 corporations to send
us photostats of the data which they had furnished the Depart-
mnent on 32 trading companies abroad together with certain informa-
tion we requested. The results are shown on chart I. These 32
subsidiaries, incidentally, all maintain'offties abroad and employ 2,384
persons. . Not one was in any sense a. "shai" foreign corporation--
a sign on a door-a letterhead. All were legitimate, hard-working,
well-stafred, operating subsidiaries.

I eat save a bit of time if I may slow you those charts, Mr. Chair-
man, over here.

The CRATRMAN. You may proceed.
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('11ARIT I

PERFORMANCE OF 32 OVERSEAS TRADING COMPANIES
OF 21 U.S CORPORATIONS IN 1959-1960
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INFLOW INTOThE US
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Mfr. 1t.tN.Es. The flrst chairt. shows the porfo inance bf those 32
oversen trading companies of 21 U.S. (orporltions in the years 1959
101d 196 O. Altogether there was invested in. those corporations a total
of $10,548,000 from the timfe that they were incorpornted until the time
the study was niade.

In the years 1919 and 190 those (,ampalnies retuoiled to the UTnited
States $277 ,251,000, mostly in exports, some in royalties, fees and
dividetids.
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'Now, ill aidlitioll, 1111d out of the i)rofits Iy those corporations, they
ivnested $24 million in) now facilities, and 83 percent of those invest-
flits were nlnlde i) the tll dtordeveloed i areas of ie world.

It is a l)roPel. qtlestion to ask, Why did the 83 percent of the il-
yest niIts go it o tlhe illderdeveloped t-reas. Tlllt is not like the
typical investllents nidfe from the Ii ited States. We don't plUt 83
percent of our' in)e'Stillenits ill the iil1de,-developed areas. But those
complillis lid. And the reasoll is that the boards of directors ofAkl eli'i, i corporltions are niore willing to risk their money in high
risk teas, which by definition are. the under-developed areas of the
wotldl, that, have not been taxed by tile I nited States, thaln to take
*IM-ceit dollars that have l)nen taxed Iy ile limited States and put
themi Into high risk comitries.

Now, we enii skip to page 5.
(This portion of Mr. Iaynes statement not read before the com-fiittee follows:)

Nitiety-six percent of the cash Invested In these overseas trading companies
wetit fhroild sille 1954. The (dividenld tilflow Into the Tnited States, therefore,
hits Ibeen Illodest. But It shotild he remembered tilt the Pit lent (Olllplihs profited
from the exports, royalties, and service fees which, taken together, aflflntllttd to
$277 million for 2 years alone.

Time capital for the foreign Investments made by these oversen trading comi-
itimlies arose from profits earned by these stlsihiaries. Evei If till the capital

transferred from the V'ited States ($10.5 million) had been retrMsferred to
third countries, it would ilave been less than half the amount that was actuially
Invested ($24 million).

II'here inOD('meV1 t,s were, llde by 32 orep-sea trading eompaies iii. 1907.9-40

Amount Percent

Less developed coUltries:Venezuela . ..--------------------------------------------- $0,631,000..............
Argentina ............................................................... 4.86.438--
M exico .............. ................................................... 4,470,000 ..............
Brazil ................................................................... 1,034,100 --------------
('tile .-.............................................. 987,748..........
Colombia ...............................--------------------------- 719,000 ..............
M orocco ................................................................. 400,000 ..............
Lebanon ---------------------------------------------------------------- 400,000..........
Iran ..................................................................... 23000 .......
Others ................................................................. 239,356 ..............

Total .................................................................. 20,040,642 83
Developed countries:

t doly.: 7,700..........Fra le- - -- -- ... ............................................ I ........... . 714, 800 ..............
Germany ........................................................ 602, 881 ..........
Fo tAran e .. ........................................... ................ 74 ,00 ----- --
Otersan ................................................................ 62 ,1, - -- -- -- --South Africa---------------------------------------------------- 422,000..........---
Others--------------------------------------------------------- 201,695 ...........

Total .................................................................. 3,907,076 17

Grand total ........................................................... 24, 007, 718 100

Why (lid these trading compifflies put 88 percent of their Investments Into
the less developed areas of the wold? There Is a very undorstandable reason.
Less developed areas-Latin Amerlea, Asia, and Africa-are considered to be
high risk areas. Most boards of directors are more willing to gamble money
that has been earned abroad and that has not yet been taxed by the Uflited
States in high risk areas. If we shut off this means of generating capital we
will sharply reduce U.S. private investment In thoseareas. The Allianza p a el
Progreso wlllbe hurt, badly hurt.
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Mr. HAYNES. Clearly these U.S. oversea trading companies are
valuable to tile United S states. They are developing exports; they are
creating jobs in the United States; they are earning foreign exclihange
needed to balance our international accounts; they are generating Capi-
tol outside the United States for investment outside the United States,
thus preserving the capital of their parent companies to invest within
the United States. And they are putting 83 percent of their invest-
ments in the less developed areas of the world.

Almost all of them are located in countries which impose little or
no tax on foreign income! Would it have been better if these coin-
panies had incorporated in Germany than in Switzerland, for ex-
ample, where the tax rate on income arising from outside Switzerland
is only about 20 percent--or less? No one would have called them "tax
havens" if they hiad-but would the United States have benefited in
any way? I submit that the United States would have been the loser-
in three ways. First, these compaies would have had less money and
be able to borrow less money to-inlvest or to reinvest in greater selling
effort and therefore our exports would have been less. Secondly, they
would have been less able to meet competition with lower prices if
they did not have the margins to work on which Swiss taxes permitted.
Thrdly the U.S. Treasury would collect practically nothing when
the profits came home if they came from Germany. When they come
home from Switzerlaid, the Treasury gets 52 percent less only about
20 percent, including a 5-percent Swiss dividend tax.

How would H.R. 10650 affect, the operations of these U.S. oversea
trading corporations? Through the act itself, or by action of the
Treasury required by this act, these subsidiaries would be so ham-
strung as to make their continued sales efforts on behalf of U.S. ex-
ports ahnost useless.

First, the Treasury could fit the price that these selling companies
would be required to pay the parent. company for the goods they are
now selling-or to fix the conlihission which they would be allowed
to collect from the parent, (sec. 6, pp. 36-42).

Second, they would be forbidden to make any use of their profits
except at a tax penalty-apart from investing in less-developed areas
(sec. 13, pp. 111-112). They would not, for example, be permitted
to expand their own operations by the creation or acquisition of a
foreign distribution company except by paying a U.S. tax for doing so.

Third, they would not know, from one year to the next, what is a
less-developed and what is not a less-Zdevelopd country (sec. 13, pp.
121-122).

Fourth they could invest only in common stock of a subsidiary
in a less-developed country; they could not make loatns to such com
pafnies (sec. 13, p. 119). It is common practice for local nationals
to share the ownership of enterprises in the less-developed nations-
and this provision means that, the local shareholders'would be re-
quired to put in additional capital themselves to maintaii their equity
Ipositi6n.

Fifth, the company in the less-developed areas in which the selling
com pAny can invest must be owned by five or fewer U.S. stockholders
to the extent of more thian 60 percent of the voting shares. Less than
50 percent is permitted-if the loelftlaw fol'bids maijo ity foreign owner-
ship. Biut there are mainy U.S. affiliAtes in the less-develbped nations
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where the U.S. interest is less than 50 percent. by choice, or by local
government pressure rather than by law. There are to be denied this
oure of capital, see. 13, p. 119).
Sixth, in addition, the T.S. oversea trading company must itself

own at least 10 percent. of the shares of the company in the less.de-
velopedl area. 'I1here are many 1.S. affiliates in less-developed areas
whose U.S. interests are held entirely by the U.S. parent company.
But there is no provision in the bill for the tax-free transfer of the
10-percent. interest to the U.S. overseas trading company (see. 13, p.
119).

Seventh, the teinptation to invest in the less-developed areas of the
world in partnersip with local nationls (as AID urges), is made al-
most zero by the fact that the Treasury can impose a tax on the par-
ent company for a nonexistent royalty owing to the. subsidiary's use
of processes, formulas, patents, or copyrights of U.S. origin or fur-
nished to the sulsidlary by a related U.S. person (see. 13, pp. 110-
111). This tax would be collected even if the local partners de-
clined to agree upon a royalty, or if the local government refused the
necessary dollar exchange, or if the local government refused to al-
low the loyaltyy as a deduction for loal tax purposes.

On the other hand, if the U.S. overseas trading company were en-
gaged in importing into the United States, instead of exporting U.S.
products, its profits would doubtless be much greater because the
allocation formula (see. 6, pp. 36-42), gives more weight to capital
invested in producing versus selling and therefore favors the country
where the goods are produced.

Similarly, if a .. overseas trading company were engaged in
selling goods made in unrelated foreign factories everywhere in the
world instead of U.S. made goods, it, would be free altogether of price
fixing by the U.S. Treasury (see. 13, p. 37). Finally, if the U.S. over-
sea trad ilg company were to sell 50 percent of its shares to the
foreigners resulting in the subsidiary being run for the benefit of a
foreign country rather than the United States, it would be completely
free of ditation by the U.S. Treasury and free to maximize its profits
(see. 13, p. 122).

These provisions clearly suggest that our overslea trading con-
panies will find it very difficult to continue to promote U.S. exports
abroad if this bill becomes law. I respectfully submit that these pro-
visions mhke H.R. 10650 an antiexport bill.

Over and over and over again the Secretary of the Treasury in his
appearance before this committee, insisted that U.S. corporations must
be competitive in world markets. He said-in response to questions
put to him by the distinguished chairman of this committee:

We do feel, though, we have to give our industry equity before the tax
law with their cometitors In the rest of the world. We are moving Into a world
where we are in niuch closer competitfif. The competitin is becomintg Much
stronger. We are thilking about reducing our tariffs which will make the coin-
petitl4i even greater. We ,ulut earnimit live in that world If we do not give olr
Industry the same rules that the rest of the world has.
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And again the Secretary said:
All we are asking Is to give them (U.S. corporations) the same opportmlilties

that their (omlpetltors have abroad, and which would put them on a ba1sis of
equality with the rest of the world.

And finally the Secretary said.
I believe entirely In the free competitive enterprise system and it is Just be.

cause of that that I feel our industry ought to have an equal chance e to compete
with foreign Industry which It does not presently have, Mr. Chairman.

Of course, the Secretary, when he uttered these words, was talking
not about the foreign income provisions of this bill-but the domestic
tax credit. But the words are worth remembering. They are true.
Of course, it is vital that our production facilities be competitive. But
that is not enough. We shall have invested money in new equipment
in vain if we are not also competitive in selling. What good is the
finest product if we don't sell it? 'What good is a modern plant and a.
crippled selling organization?

When the Secretary insisted that "oar industry ought to have an
equal chance to coMpete with foreign industry," lie told you all about
the tax credits and depreciation rates that other countries give to their
home industries. He did not tell ydiu about the tax incentives that
other governments give their industries to earn foreign, exchange
abroad whieh they need to balftnce their international accounts. My
second chart will'give you that infortlmation quickly (see chart II).
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CHART II

HOW THE MAJOR DEVELOPED COUNTRIES
OF THE FREE WORLD TAX FOREIGN INCOME

"ee countries Reuce or eliminate taxes on Incomefom ouftide theirordermrnce-ved bytbeir 'iosfr
c iw~rotInth.formof: ow. crprto.

INCOME OF DIVIDENDS OF
______________ FOREIGN SRANOIS FOREIGN SUBS _ _ _ _ _

'TAX HAVE COUNTRIES

AUSTRALIA YES YES NO (a)
BELGIUM YES YES NO
CANADA Ys (b) Y1CS NO (a)
DENMARK YES YES /yO (a)
FRANCE YES YES NO
ITALY YES NO NO
NETHERLANDS YES YES NO (a)
NORWAY YES YES NO (a)
SWITZERLAND YE YES NO

FIVE OTHERS

GERMANY NO NO NO (a)
JAPAN NO NO NO (a)
SWEDEN NO NO NO
UNITED KINGDOM (c) NO NO (a)
UNITED STATES (d) NO Proposed

(a) UIe'nd n mme 'tcnc1p, ttpt--$
(b) o~. p-mi isnfwdnCng f,, ,tkwrbww)n

S.hnlukas cSon wmdn 

~~corporatfoM 0no1oa ps U t
(d) No..soh %ohm NomomplubCopotwmmndccpatioqAWvjwri 0iinshd.At
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This chart shows how 14 major developed foreign nations of the
free world tax income earned outside their borders. Nine countries
reduce or eliminate taxes on income from outside their borders re-
ceived by their corporations in the form of income from foreign
branches or dividends of foreign subsidiaries. You will see here that
Australia, Belgium, Canada, I)eunark, France Italy, Netherlands,
Norway, and Switzerland all either reduce or eliminate income re-
('eived from foreign branches. Likewise, all those countries except.
Italy reduce or eliminate taxes on income received in the form of divi-
(lends from foreign subsidiaries. Only three countries, Germany,
Japan, and Sweden, tax foreign income the way we do, The United
Kingdom has a special provision for a ITnited Kingdom oversea trad-
ing corporation whose business is conducted outside of the United
Kingdom, and whose profits are not subjeet to tax until a dividend
is declared and 1aidto the parent.

Now, then, does any country levy a tax ol the foreign subsidiaries
of their own corporions, anly country? The answer is not one.
Only in the case of the United States is such a tax proposed. Eight
coulitries shown on on the. chart, Australia, Canada, Denmark Nether-
lands, Norway, Germany, Japan, and the U united Kingdom, deal with
the fake foreign corporation, the sham foreign eorporation. The pa-
per eomplany, by providing special legislation known as the "mind and
ilanageth1"t"' principal. If the mind and management of the coin-
pany is in fat. it home. then the cornorhte veil is disregarded and the
profits of the alleged foreign subsidiary are taxed as the profits of
ordinary domestic companies.

We can now skit) to thebottom of page 12.
(This por-tion of Mr. Haynes' statement not read before the com-

mittee follows:)
The 14 cOtintries shown on this (.hart-accoulnt for 69 percent. of the free

world's exports and for 70 percent of the GNIP of the free world. And they
account for almost all of the free world's private foreign investments. The
list inelldes all of our major competitors In world i/llt'kets-and increasingly
in ouir home market.

Anmong other steps to encourage their bulsinessmen to earn foreign exchange,
10 of these coifitries have created tax Incentives to boost exports and foreign
Inivestfment. Eight of the ten-Australla, Belglium, Canada. Denmark, Fralce,
Netherlands. Norway, and Switzerlnd-reduce or ellnitnate taxes on Income
of both foreign brateies and foreign subsidiaries. A ninth, Italy, reduces its
tax on income earned by its foreign branches. The 10th, the Ufllted Kingdom,
encilrages both exports and foreign investment by providing for United King-
dom oversea trading corporatinlha (OTC) through which United Kingdom
corporatflhns may conduct. their foreign business. No taxes are imposed upon
the profits of an OTC intil the OTC remits a dividend to Its parent cotupanly.
Foreign corporations, includilig t'.S. corporations, may own United Kingdom
oversea trading corporatiOns and pay no Utiilted Kingdoin tax whatever on
thlr earnings.

Only three of our major world conipetltors fall to provide some tax incen-
tive to boost business ablrod by b)th emptfl'ts and foreign investment. They
are Germany, ,Iapa., atid Sweden.

The third column shows whichcotifftries levy a tax on foreign subsidiaries of
their own cobilorations as the Treasury proposes for the Tlhited States. The
answer is-not a single one. Eight of our competitors have adopted the "mfind
and management concept." This means that if a subsidiary of an Australifall
parent cnfl$ tny, for example, is incorporated outside of Australia, carries on
its business activities outside of Australia, manages Its own operatl~s oitAlde
of Australia. and its board of directors hold their ieetings otitside of Aus-
tralli--thh that subsidifiry is not sutbJect to Austrailian tax. The purpose of
the "mind aid management" concept is to prevent the use of the "sham ot-oratioh."
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Mr. .IATNES. In addition to enjoying tile tax incentives which their
governments provide to boost exl)orts and foreign investments, our
European competitors also use sul)sidilies iln low tax countries. This
is especially true of the Germans whose tax treatment, unlike that
of most deovelol)ed countries, is the same as ours. The fact that Euro-
peans llse these suhbidiaries, even more than V.S. corporations, is
shown in a table furnished you i)v th'e Se'retary of the Treasury
which is summarized below together with population and GNP fig-
ures to make the coml)arisons even more meaningful.

Number of Population Total ONP
Swiss 19w (billions,

subsidlaries (millions) 1959)

1lti1ted States ......... ....................................... ,025 180.5 $504.4

Total, 6 European countries .................................. . , 474 172.3 211.9

United Kingdom ........................................ 230 52.4 70.6
Western Oermany ........................................ 710 53.4 65. 7
France .................................................... 347 45.5 52. 5
Netherlands .............................................. 112 11.5 11.2
Belgium .................................................. 69 9.5 11.9

According to the Treasury, there tre 1,025 U.S. subsidiaries in
Switzerland. But five Eurojean counties have 1,604 subsidiaries in
Switzerland: the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Netherlands
and Belgium. Just those five. Those five countries combined have
50 percent more subsidiaries in Switzerland than we do-but a popu-
lation less than ours, and a total GNP less than half of ours.

In his statement before the Ways and Means Committee on April
29 of last year, the Secretary of the Treasury stated:

As long as the tax system of various cotlhtries differ-and I ventureto predict
that this will be the case for years to eonme--we must make a firm choice. Either
we tax the foreign Income of U.S. compfilies at U.S. tax rates and credit the
income taxes paid abroad, thereby elimlnati g the tax factor in the U.S. investor's
(,hole between domestic and foreign investment; or we perlnit foreign income
to be taxedi at the rates aliplicable abroad, thereby removing the itlphct, if any,
which tax rate differences may have on the competitive position of the American
Investor abroad. Both types of neutrality cannot be achieved at once.

And that, I think, fairly states the issue.
In summary, I suggest that there should be a distinction made be-

tween the sham foreign subsidiary and the legitimate, substantive op-
erating foreign subsi diary. Tlhe evidence. is overwhelming that we
need U.S. foreign-trading companies to maintain and further to build
our exports and employment at home, to earn foreign exchange needed
to balance our tnternatonal accounts, to meet foreign competitiOn,
and to generate capital outside the United States needed for the eco-
nommic development of the less developed areas of the world. Clearly,
these subsidiaries, no less than our fittories at home, shotfld be allowed
to comfl)ete on equal terms with our foreign competitors.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank ydo, Mr. Haynes. You have made a very
interesting statement.

Now, wouldyou go back to this flt-st chart? Under'neath the rettun
of $258,257,000 you have got "exports." What do you mean by "ex-
porfts"? ?
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Mr. lIAYNEs. Well, these companies bought back $277,251,000--
remember, they are trading com panics, they are engaged in selling
American goods, and the), sold American goods, and sent back as a
result of those sales $258,257,000 of exports.

In addition, they sent in about $19 million of royalties, fees, and
dividends.

The CHAIRMAN. They were companies operating in this country, I
assume?

Mr. ITAYNES. Operating abroad; all of these are foreign-trading
company subsidiaries, and there are more of them in Switzerland than
in any other place.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't exactly understand the exports. Are they
exports from this country?

Mr. HtYNEs. Yes, all from the United States.
The CHAIRIUAN. In other words, they have factories here as well as

abroad, is that it?
Mr. HAYNFS. All of them had factories here. Some of them had

factories abroad and also sold some goods made in factories abroad,
but' those sales are not included in these figures; these are figures of
exports of V.S.-made products only. And the total volume of busi-
ness done by these cormpanes was greater than is shown here, because
some of them also sold some goods made in foreign factories. One
of them for example, was Procter & Gamble. Procter & Gamble
sold millions of dolls' worth of goods mede in the United States
which are shown on this chart-I say they are, I am not sure whether
Procter & Gamble was in that list or not-but Procter & Gamble also
through its Swiss trading company sells some goods made in their
British factory.

But the sales from foreign factories ar not included in this figure,
Mr. Chairman; the $977 million is only exports of U.S. products, and
royalties, fees, and dividends to IT.S. parent companies.

The CHAIRMAN. I don't understand fully the signiflcance of the
$277 million.

Mr. HAYNrEs. This was an enormous help in our balance of pay-
ments, this inflow of dollars resulting from these exports, which it cost
only $10-million to set up.

The CHAI MAN. Of course, the exports are .much greater than that
in total for this country; they are about $17.5 billion.

Mr. HAYNES. This figure of $277 million is just for the 21 oversea
trading companies.

The CHAIRLAN. How did you select these companies?
Mr. HAYNRS. Well, the study was made by the Department of Com-

merce, Mr. Chaitema, in response to a request made by the House
Ways and Means Committee. And it is published in the hearings of
the H use Ways and Means Committee on this bill. But the Depart-
ment of Commerce did not separate the trading companies from all
subsidiaries; they included assembly pafits and mn .itufacturing plants
atid all kinds of subsidiaries. In order to get a picture of what the
trading companies are doing for the United States-.

The CHAIRMAN. Explain what a trading company is.
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Mr. HlYNES. We wrote to a group of companies that we expected
might have received the questionnaire from the Department of Com-
merce and asked them if they would send us photostats of the returns
which they had made to the'iepartment of Commerce. And 21 corn-
Ironies did so, 21 companies that had 32 overseas trading companies.
o we received plhotostats of the same information that 11d been sup-

plied to the I)epartment of Commerce.
The (1 11.\M.,. What, exactly, is a trading company?
Mr. I[,rF:s. A trading company is a company that is selling

roodss either through 1)ureliase and'resale, or by selling goods on a
commission basis.

The ('[.mi AN. It, is not a manufacturing company?
Mr. HAYxE.p It is not a manufacturing company. Some exam-

pies of these-and I would give anything if we could persuade this
committee to go to Europe and visit a few of them-I would like
you to see Chrysler Co. in Geneva, Switzerland; they have 300 em-
ployees in that.compiny in Geneva alone. And since they set up
there they have increased their sales from $200 million to $500 million
per year in less than 5 years, creating many jobs in Detroit, and
foreign exchange for the United States. And all they are doing is
.elling P.S.-made products.

The CIIA11CMAN. Now, have you got any figures that will show the
taxes that are paid by these 32 oversea trading companies under the
present law? And 111tewise figures to show the taxes they would pay
under the'bill as passed by the House?

Mr. HAYNES. I think we could make a calculition of that for you,
Mr. Chairman. We haven't done that. But I would be happy to
make the calculation and send it to you.

The CHMn M.AN. That would be very interesting to the chairman,
if you Would show what taxes these trading compaiies pay now under
the present law, and what they would pay in the event the House bill
is enacted into law.

Mr. HAYNWES. We will make the best estimfite that we can, Mr.
Chairman, and supply it to you.

(The following w as later received for the record:)
BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL,

New York, N. Y., May 3, 1962.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Scitate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: While I was testifying before your committee on April
25, you asked what taxes had been paid by 21 U.S. corporations on the profits
generated by their 32 oversea trading companies during 1959 afitd 1960, and what
taxes would be paid by them If H.R. 10650 had been U.S. law. The question was
Inspired by chart I In my testimony, which provided on Indication of the contri-
bution to our bdlance of payments and U.S. employment by these overseas trad-
ing comptliiies.

Only a careful, painstaking, and time-consuming research could yield precise
answers. But I promised you the best calculations that I could make In response
to your question.

Inquiries made antuong the conlpfites participating in this study suggest that
the taxable Income to the United States amounted to atpproximat ly 10 percent
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fill exports and 70 iercenlt oil royalties, fe(s, ind dlivildel. ( )n tills basis, fite
Inite States collected taxes of $20.3 million, as shown below:

J, stimat(d tax paid in. the Uiilted 'ta,4e by 21 eorporatimm r,.thiin from
Income generuted by their .12 nerscu tnidilly compJics

fln millions of dollars)

O {ros. U a~ie[(.S.tW%
11 income " ne'ome [ (2'preen I

Exjor.';...... ..................................... ...... i773.8 13.8
Rxoatis,..s,....l1vdeids................. ............ 18.0 13.2 6.9

lVnder HR. 1MMO0, all these taxes wvoillhl -ontitillO and in a(ditioll the U.S.
tax would apply to that part of the undistributed profits of the overseit trading
,ollipanles not Invested in less developed areas. less a foreign tax credit. A

(cheek of the 21 companies reveals that there overseas trading companies earned
aipproxmlaltely $53.7 million in the years 19,19 and 190 tifter payment of foreign
taxes and dividends paid to the parent companies ('hart I shows thai these
ovrsea trading eo(pllanIles Invested $20 millolln tn less develoqd countries.
The remalinig $33.7 mniflion would then become taxable to the l'nilted States
fi Addition to the taxes already colleeted from tlhe penlllit Shown by the table
above. This would add an additional tax of $11 million offer allowing for the
foreign tax credit.

Whether the Treaslury would in fact collect. mich if any, of the theoretical
$11 million would (depend 111)011 several developments including tlhee:

1. Action taken by the foreign govetritinents to levy a wlithholding ttx on
divilends, royalties, and fees so as to collect the very tax which the Treasury
proposes to colle ct.2. Possible decisions by appropriate courts that the taxing of undistributed
profits earned by a foreign entity i either mn('onstitttlonal In the United States
or (ontravenes U.S. tax treaties, or both.

3. Changes In corlmrate prctihe stlitiltited by this bill. For reasons given Ii
my testimony, U.S. corporations nay take any of many steps to avoid being put
in a noneonin(Retive position by this )il. Among them-to sell 50 percent of
the shares to foreigners which would put these oversee trading compnlies be-
yond reach of thils law; or to curtitl foreign operations altogether, which would
not only reduce or elitihnte this added revenue but ,also reduce the revenue
the Treasury Is already collecting (table love) and thlis worsen our balance
of payments owing to reduced exports, ad add to our lilemployilellt.

The Treasury, as you know, Is opposing the IptiIslon In HR. 10650 that
wohil permit U.S. overseas trading compliitles In the development areas to invest
in the less developed countries wvivthput U.S. tax penalty. This change, If
ado)ted, woild stilJect the fill $53.7 nilhion to itnedlate U.S. tax. This surely

'tild be a mortal blow to U.S. exports, our Ibalne of payments, and to the
mnillins of Jobs that hinge on exports. And It would seriously reduce, not In-
crease, the revenue of the Treasury, owing to the grim necessity of U'.S. cor-
porations retiring from the hot competitive battle for foreign business.

Respectfully submitted.
ELDfttt)O ItAYNV.a, Precldent.

The CmintmI ,. Woulld you mi|d plotting that other chal't back?
As I Understand y6or statement, companies from these countries

that you have mentioned thit go ahroand from those colt'ries and
matltiffcttlre, they do not pay any taxes until the funds are returned
to the parent countries?

Mr. HIAYNES. What this chart is intended to show is how France,
for example, treats their industries wlho go abisoad from France.

The ChTARMAN. Now, compare France to the present law in this
country.
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"Ni. IAv :s. kinder the present law in this country, when th1e divi-
dend comes in it is taxed f ully at 52 percent less the foreign tax cledit.
When a dividend comes into France from a French subsidiary, it is
not subject to the full 50-percent French tax: they reduce the tax to
encourage Frenchmen to go abroad. When a French company sets
up a branch abroad

I'he ( 1 iI.\Rir..N. Suppose they don't declare a dividend; what hap-
pens then?

Mr. HAYNEs. There is no tax on it until it comes-
The CHrAIRIMAN. Is there any tax on those profits that are not re-

turnied 
?

Mr. HAYN S. None. We would be the first country in the free
world to reach out and tax the profits of a foreign corporation.

The C1rAlrA,,N-. Explain the U'nited Kingdom taxation as compared
to that of the United States under the. present law.Mr. HAY,-s. The United Kingdom taxation of foreign ieome is

the same as ours, except that they provide for a special kind of United
Kingdom corporation known as an overseas trading corporfition, in-
corporated within the Utnited Kingdom. That company must do all
its business outside the United Kingdom, and lts earnings are not sub-
ject to tax in the United Kingdom until that company pays a divi-
dend to its shareholders.

Incidentally, an American company can own a United Kingdom
oversea trading corporation. And theie are a few of those.

The CHAIR1,MA-. Now,.under the present law it is not necessary to
declare a dividend, but if the money comes back to this country, to the
parent company, from the country'where the operation is, is that tax-
able?

M. HAYNES. Yes.
The CHAITRMAN. You use the word "dividends," but it isn't neces-

sary to declare a-dividend, is it?
,Mr. HAYNES. Yes; for the .United States to collect to tax under

present law from a U.S. subsidiary abroad, a dividend must be de-
clared and paid to the parent.

The CTATIRMAN. In other words, they are different companies in a
sense, they have different-organizations?

Mr. HAYNES. Yes, sir; entirely separate entities.
The CHAIRMAN. And the only way that money can be returned

here is by dividends?
Mr. HAYNES. That is right.
The C11AIRMAN. That is an interesting chart. And you make the

statement tlat there is no cointry that taxes the profits of a foreign
subsidiary unless a dividend is declared.

Mr. I-AYNES. None. We would be the first country in the world
to do it if we did. I hope we don't. I think it is an invitation to
chaos and perhaps even ecohomnic warfare. If one nation asserts its
right to reach out and tax profits made by a foreign corporation, then
obvioUsly the other nations have the rig!it to-do the same thing.

The ChAIRIMAN. We have been discussing the question of,taxation
when a dividend is declared and comes bi ak. Now, what other differ-
ences would there be in taxation in the-House bill as compared to tax-
ationin other countries?
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Mr. IAYNES. Well, there are a great'many. I listed about seven
in my pa)er. The bill submitted by the House has a special signifi-
cance to the underdeveloped areas, because it provides for a tax on
nonexistent royalties. Now, the underdeveloped areas obviously need
technology as nch as they need capital. They haven't any local tech-
nology. So we bring down our processes, our patents, aid our copy-
rights, and use them, together with our capital, in partnership with
local (apital. But un(ler this bill the Treasury would have the power
to declare that a royalty should have been paid and to impose a tax
on the royalty that was not paid.

Even though the l)artners of the enterprise-Latinos, for example-
had never agreed to a royalty, even though the local government may
never agree that a roylty is a deduction, and even though the local
government may not grant the exchange of dollars to pay the royalty,
under this bill tlhe 17.S. parent that had the courage to go into the
underdeveloped areas would be subject to that tax.

The CHAIRMAN. I think one of the witnesses complained of the lack
of a clear definition of what is an underdeveloped area. Can you de-
fine that?

Mr. IAYNES. I have no definition, Mr. Chairman. The Treasury
has listed some countries which, if this law passes, can under no condi-
tions be declared to be underdeveloped. But they give to the Presi-
dent the power to name from year to year what coMntries they consider
to be developed and what countries they consider to be underde-
veloed.

Th eCIAIRMANN. They have a standard, I assume.
Mr. HIAYNES. No standard is provided in the bill.
The CHAIRMAN. Is it done by the Internal Revenue Department,

or what?
Mr. HAYNEs. I don't know. I had a call from the State Depart-

ment yesterday; I wenlt. over and visited them. And they are very
much concerned about West Berlin. And they wanted every bit of
help that we could give them to encourage American investment in
West Berlin.

Well, under this bill West Berlin is not likely to be listed as an un-
derdeveloped area and is not eligible for any of the guarantees offered
under the AID program, and a IU.S. corporation will be penalized
under this bill for investing in a developed area, whieh would include
West Berlin.

And the State Department. was perplexed as to how to encourage
more capital to get into West Berlin when they c.6oldn't prove that-it
is an underdeveloped area.

The CHAIRMAN. Are there any underdeveloped areas as defined in
Europe?

Mr. HAYNES. Yes, southern Italy; we have put hundreds of millions
of aid dollars in there., This bill rules that italy, along with all of
Western Etuibpe, is developed. We have put hundreds of millions of
dollars of AID money into southern Italy, which is surely an under-
developed part of the world.

Greece and Turkey presumably would be excluded, bectuse they are
part of Europe. And there are important underdeveloped areas in
Belgium where the abandoned coal nmines are, and the Belgians are
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olei'liug ill kinds of i(hlucenenit to l)ersuade American investment to
coine into their undeveloped areas.

There are many un(lerdevelol)ed areas in Europe, but they would
iiot be regarded by this bill its eligible.

The (IlIIMN. 1 suppose (entril America is almost undeveloped,
is it.

Mr. IIAYNES. I don't know] how to define an undeveloped country.
Ti Ci AUIMAN. Who determines what countries are undeveloped

and, therefore, should get a different tax treatment? Is such a deter-
nination made by the State I)epartment?

Mr. HayNES. i believe the bil-I don't have it copy here-says the
Ilresident shall name the underdeveloped countries on the first day of
the I axable year each year.

The CIlAIRMA.N. And that lasts for that year, I suppose?
Mr. HAYN FS. Yes, just for 1 year.
The CHAIINIAN. And what is the difference in the taxation, then,

bet ween the underdeveloped countries and the so-called developed
countries?

Mr. IJYNEs. What it means is that these trading countries that we
are sl)eaking of here Wnder the way the House has l)rovided would
continue to take their profits and invest them in the underdeveloped
areas. But they would never know from year to year which are de-
velol)ed and which are underdeveloped. And they would not be per-
nitted to take their profits free of U.S. tax and invest them in
developedd areas.

The CuIIATUAN. in other words, the underdeveloped areas would be
governed practically entirely by the existing law, is that it?

Mr. HAYNEs. No, under present law we cani take profits earned
abroad and invest them anywhere we wish.

The CHAIRMVAN. That is what I man. But under the proposed
House bill the underdeveloped countries would )e treated under exist-
inglaw is that right ?

Mfr. HAYNES .No unfortunately not, wnder existing law-
The COAnIMAN. "hey would be on the dividend question, would

they not?
Mr. HAYNES. Under the existing law, Mr. Chalimnan, we can Invest

in the underdeveloped areas by making loans Under the House bill
we cannot, except, with a tax penalty, we can only buy stock. Now, the
problem in the underdeveloped areas is long-terin credit. For in-
stance, it is very difficult to borrow money for 3 years or 5 years or 10
years in Brazil vety difficult. They need medium- and long-term
credits. Now, a~liated American corporations are often in a position
to make medium-ternm and long-term loans, or hard-currency loans.
It is hard for a Brazilian to borrow hard currency. But American
affiliates in Europe have hard currency, it all belongs to the family,
and they are prepared to make these loans. But under this bill they
couldn't make these loans except by giving the Treasury a tax bite
as the money went I)y. iThey would be permitted only to2uy cocemon
stocks.

The CHI MAN. Commm11 stocks in tlese subsidiaries?
Mr. HAYNES. Pages 121 and 122 of this printed version of the bill

spells outtliftt.

82190 0-2-pt. 6-30
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The (BiA.MA. lut tlle proits wO(Uhl not lbe taXed 1 less they de
largee ( a (livi(lend ?

Mr. IP.rYofE. 1'rotits earnedil in the underdeveloped areas; that is
right.

The ('iiAMAN. III other wor(Is, what I aim trying to get. it is that
the tax laws applying to the ulinderdeveloped areas are slubstllntially
the samltie ias existing la w?

Mr. HAYNES. Except for the flow of new capital, this bill woull
alter present l lw ite flow of new capital into the liderdeveloped
Ireais, it would tile flow of lnew capital.

The CI IAIIIMAN. What is the logic Ihack of tft ?
Mr. HVINT:s. I don' knowt
The (Oii,ivn. In other words, yol have got to invest in commoll

stocks?
Mr. I ,V,'s'. That is right.
The CIll.wiCMAN. Ill aii l)sidilry of an under'develop)ed country?
Mr. ttAYNES. lhat- is right. 'he secretary is advocated before

this committee r ,liovilg the provision ill the IRouse bill which would
still allow tile troling complilies in (leveloped areas to invest ill tlhe
comnioni stocks ill the underdeveloped areas. Tie wllts to eliminate
that prvision. So they couldW't put it dime ill the underdeveloped
aieas ex(le)t with a1 tax Tpnalty.

The ('C.I\AwAN. Let's take 'Europe: what parts of Europe are classi-
fied for the present taxes as underdeveloped ?

Mr. A NES. None.TPhe ( 'II.\uiM!\ x. Thiis bill stairts ai new c'lassificat ion ?

Mr. JT.hxi.s. The Treasury has announced that they consider the
whole of lrestern Elrope is developed, and Japan, Canida, and South
A fricl.

Tiie (13AIii- ut t 'you sitid some hing about t south Italy.
r I,. LxYS. That. is iin(terdeveloped, lut not according to the

Treasury. According to the rest of our Government, southern Italy
is eonsiderel un(er(leveloped and we have put. AID money into
southern Italv.

The. CmiTAMAN. Which areas of the world would be regarded its
underdeveloped by this bill ?

Mr. IAYNEs. The underdeveloped areas would be badly lhurt by
this bill.

The (IIAIIIMAN. I Say, where are they?
Mr. TAYNES. Everywhere except. lXesteril Eutrope, Japan, South

Africa, Australia-New Zealand-all of Latin America, all of Af'ica,
all of Asia except Jaiai woiild be classified as underdeveloped areas,
and the present freedom to earn money abroad and invest it in the
underdeveloped areas would be curbed by this bilL

The CHATiI\,. Japan is not ?
Mr. ITAYNES. Japan is considered developed, the same as EuroPe.
The (I N.\ulr, N. And what other countries in that area except.Japan ?
f 1. HAYNES. Australia, and New Zealand are considered developed.

The CiAlIMAN. What about hong Kong?
Mr, HAYNES. Hong Kong is put, down as developed.' I stron)gly

suspect there. is a tax reason for classifying that as developed.
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The CHAIJR3AX. It is not developed because I have been there, and
they have got about 1 million people living on floats. ,

Mrh.. tAYNES. That is on the list of countries that would be declared
developedd if this bill passes.

The ('CATIIrAN. You have made a very interesting statement.
Seiator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. )id I understand you to say that in the House

bill the President would have the power to name on the first day of
the tax year the countries that are underdeveloped?

M'. HAYNES. Yes, sir.
Semator WILIAI1MS. Does that mean that conceivably lie could de-

clare all the countries in Europe, Western Europe, as underdeveloped?
Mr. HAYNES. Yes.
Semtor WILLIAMS. Then the approval of this bill would in effect

confer upon the President the power to raise or lower taxes on for-
eigrn subsidiaries at his discr-etion; is that correct.?

11'. HAYNES. I want to amend my answer of a minute ago. I think
under this bill he would be prohibited under any circumstances from
naming the following countries as underdeveloped: Australia Aus-
tria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Hong kong,
Italy, Japan, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, New
Zeafand, Norway, Union of South Africa, San Marino, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom. He would never be permitted to name those
as underdeveloped.

Senator WILIIA,s. That was my understanding; that is the reason
I asked if he could conceivably name any country as underdeveloped
at, the beginning of the tax .year. He could not.

Mr. HIAYNES. No. But, he could say Brazil has developed.
Senator WIILIA-MS. He could say a country was developed 1 year

and underdeveloped the next, and raise or lower the tax.
Mr. HAYNEs. Yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. Have you or your organization given any con-

sideration to the constitutionality of this legislation?
Mr. HAYNES. We are not lawyers, but the lawyers we know-and

I was profoundly impressed by the report of the distinguished chief
of staff of the Joint Committee, Mr. Colin Stam-my lawyer friends
believe that Mr. Colhin Stain was right in the paper that he prepared
for the House Ways and Means Committee on this subject.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARTSON. Just this: I think Mr. Haynes made, a. very valu-

able contribution to this hearing . " I
The CnIAIRAWN. Any further questions?
(No response.)
Thank you very much, Mr. Haynes.
The next witness is Thomas J. Ieger.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS 3, LEGER, HOUSTON, TFX.

M. LEGER. I am Thomas J. Leger, a crtfied public accountant
frofm Houston, Tex., rer tsem.ig myself. my ments are directed
to t 16 of H.. 060, .Gam Frbm Certan Salesor Eo changes
of Stock inCertain Foreign Corpoi*,ations,"
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The capital gains provisions of the Internal Revenue Code havy
been with us for many years and although minor modifications are
continually being made, section 16 is a major departure from the
basic capital gains principles. Section 16 will discriminate against
particular citizens and taxpayers retroactively to February 28, 1913,
and additionally becomes effective upon enactment of the bill. Since
other sections of the bill, and in particular section 13 "Controlled
Foreign Corporations," will almost entirely eliminate the individual
and small groups of investors from the foreign area, section 16 does
not give the taxpayers time in which to get their house in order, so
that they can live with all the new sections proposed in the bill relating
to foreign operations.

rn the part of the country where I live, there are many citizens who
conduct business activities in Mexico and Central America prin-
cipally due to the proximity of these countries to Texas. Their busi-
ness associations date back many years and as contrasted with the
major industrial concerns, many of these investments have been made
by the individuals and by small groups. With the profit motive first
in mind they have risked their capitalin foreign countries; they have
had to overcome the problems of being a foreigner; in many instances
they face the threat of expropriation and they have many other addi-
tional risks and hazards not found in the United States. Many of
these people are residents of the foreign countries and their sole live-
lihod is derived from the business they own and operate, and which
is usually operated in the corporate form.

An application of the harsh treatment of this section may be illus-
trated by the following example involving U.S. citizen X who lives
in Mexico and owns 100 percent of the stock of Mexican orporation A.
X has a basis of $25,000 in A and a holding period of 15 years. A
conducts a metal manufacturing business ana has reinvested $210,000
of its earnings and profits in the business during the past 15 years.
X is now at retirement age and since A is his' principal asset lie must
sell A to provide retirement incme. Since a sale of the capital stock
would create a larger tax liability, X arranges with the purchaser
whereby A is liquidated and the purchaser buys the assets of A.
Since A has paid $90,000 inMexican income taxes during the past 15
years, X would be required to report as a dividend $300,000 in the
year of liquidation. Filing a. joint return X's tax liability would be
$223,040 less a tax credit of$90,000 for a net tax liability of $133,640.
Without section 16 X's tax liability would be 25 percent of $215,000
or $53,750. Section 16 has imposed an additional liability of $79,890
upon X because A is a foreign corporation.

Another injustice in section 16 is that it does not apply to, the
unsuccessful: Unfortutely not every business venture makes a
profit. The investment of venture capital in foreign countries has
produed bitter pills as well as sweet oiies, but more publicity and con-
versation is directed only toward those ventures that have made large
profits. Placement'of venture capital in a foreigii duhtry is by no
means a guarantee of large profits and no income taxes. If a citizen
risked a& considerable sum of money in 'a controlled f reign corporationand had a loss from a sale or liqi.idat6n, his loss wottld still be a
capital loss. It he has to pay ordinary rates on the increase in. earn-
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ings and profits, why not an ordinary loss when a sale or liquidation
results in a loss?

The term "tax haven" countries is used very loosely and there ex-
ists no more than 10 good "tax haven" countries in the world. H.R.
10650 contains provisions to correct the so-called ineluities that have
arisen through the use of "tax haven" countries. Tie Republic of
Mexico imposes a corporate tax rate up to 40 percent and although
this does not equal the 52 percent U.S. corporate rate, their other
types of taxes cause the taxioad to be almost as burdensome as the
United States.

In the Treasury Department and joint committee estimates of reve-
nue to be produced byH.R. 10650, section 16 is included in the caption
"all other items relating to taxation of foreign income, etc." This
caption also includes sections 5, 6, 7, 9, 12, and 18 and in 1962 they
estimate that it will produce $30 million of tax revenue after taking
into account the effect of the economy. For the year 1963, they esti-
mate this caption will produce $5 million of tax revenue. In compari-
son to the present total tax revenue of the country, this is a very minor
amount and yet will inflict more hardship on a particular group thaii
any legislation in recent years.

if this section is enacted the citizens and residents affected have
the following alternative when they find themselves being governed
by this section:

(1) They can pay their taxes.
(2) If they are residents of a foreign country, they can become

citizens of that country thereby avoiding the tax.
(3) They can evade the tax.
As I mentioned before, it is estimated that this section will produce

small revenue, but the hardships on certain taxpayers wil be so
great that I predict that this particular section will produce little or
no revenue when it governs an individual or small group. Put your-
self in the place of Mr. X mentioned in the example. He certainly
is going to do something to escape the additional $79,890 tax liability,
and the most obvious means would be a change of citizenship.

Obviously, this section will stop the investment of capital by indi-
viduals and small groups in foreign countries. The Treasury De-
partment is concerned with the flow of capital out of the country be-
cause of the adverse effects on the balance of payments. The Treas-
ury Departxnent has taken the position of penalizing its citizens to
curtail the flow of capital from the country, whereas the most logical
and expedient method would be to reduce the Federal Gboernment's
expeditures in foreign areas. Why not reduce foreign aid? Why
not reduce the budget to conform with present revenueI Although
the House Ways and Means Committee reported .this bill out on bet-
ter terms to the taxpayer, the policies and thinking of the Treasury
Department are shown very clearly. These policies are more taxes,
for larger Government revenues, for larger Government expenditures.

Last week I received part I of the hearings before this committee
on H.R. 10650. It was very gratifying to read the questions and re-
marks made by your chairman, Senator Byrd, and by Senators Kerr,
Williams, and Calson to Secretary Dillon regarding the budget defl-
cits and the adverse balance of payments.
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When speaking or writing about our income tax laws the so-calle-
loopholes are a favorite subject. Th6se so-called loopholes are usually
expressed in the term "loss of re%'enue to the Government." This tern
is seen regularly in newspapers and periodicals and is a term that I
thirk is untrue. How does a Government have a loss of revenue when
it was never entitled to tle revenue ? A realistic approach to our Con-
stitution and our republican form of government, would not see us here
today presenting views against proposed tax increases.

When World War IT was concluded, instead of reducing the tax
rates to the prewar level, Government expenditures were increased
to spend the excess income because war expenditures were no longer
necessary. In closing, I implore you to review the history of the past
q reat nations of the world and the causes of their decline and fall.
3y far the major causes have been excessive taxes and too much gov-
ernment.

Thank you.
The CiAIr.I'MAx. Thank you very much.
Any questions?
Senator CAjSON. Mr. Leger, I notice from your statement that

you are a certified public accountant in Houston, Tex. And you
mention in your statement some of the problems that these foreign
investment companies, and individuals, assume, you state that some
of them face the threat of expropriation of their property. As an ac-
countant have you had any experience with any of our corporations
or individuals that faced that situation?

Mr. LEGER. Not directly, Senator. Whenever I have been with
groups that have made investments or have made a. purchase, for ex-
ample, to go in business in a foreiirn country, in the consideration of
the terms of credit to be extended toward the purchase there has al-
ways been a lot of wrangling about expropriation, and in the event
that it came about, the'payment of the money borrowed against the
business to buy it.

Senator CARLSON. Of course, wehave had some'experience in Mex-
ico, and some in Cuba. and I just wondered if you hedd had any con-
nection with it yourself directly. It might have. been interesting ind
helpful.

Mr. LO.oEn. No, sir, not directly.
Senator CART oN. That is all.'

The CHAIRMAN. Thflaik you very much, Mr. LeTger.
The committee has finished the list of witnesses, and we will adjotirn

until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)

STATEMENT oF J. D. 1SItrP, CONTROLLER, Jos. L. MUSOARELLE. INC., MAYWOOD,
N.J., OF OBJECTIONS TO REVENUE Bnxi 1902 (H.R. 10650)

This memo deals pflinarly with the provlAlone of sections 12,18, 6nd 16, regard-
ing the foreign corporations and must be divided Into 1hree sections; the first
of which deals with current earnings and profits; the second with a' sale or
liquidation; and the third covers the earnings of American citizens abroad.
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CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

Under the provision of this bill, there are no distinctions made between a bona
tide foreign operating corporation whose earnings and profits accrue from sources
without the United States and foreign corporations whose earnings and profits
accrue largely from sales within the United States.

The bill is also discriminatory against American capital which Is used in the
development of foreign countries. The United States, for many years, has spent
billions of dollars for the rehabilitation of war destroyed nations as well as the
development of the underdeveloped nations of Asia, South America, and the
newly emerging nations in Africa; and, at the same time, American capital has
probably more than matched any Government grants by making direct invest-
ments in these countries which has helped to raise the standard of living of the
entire Western World which, in itself creates new markets for American prod-
ucts. Much of this investment is from the earnings of foreign corporations and
the source of the income is outside the United States.

Since the arrival at a point of self-sufficiency by the war ravaged nations of
Europe, American industries have found themselves in a position where it is
almost impossible to compete with the products of these nations due'to the higher
cost of production in this country. For this reason, many American corporations
have formed so-called tax haven companies which are used as selling agents
for prodlicts overseas. By this device, they have greatly reduced their tax load
thereby permitting the companying to maintain a respectable profit margin and
still compete with foreign products since they do not require as high a profit mar-
gin to return the same net profit. Through this method, the United States has
been able to maintain a high level of exports. Much of this profit has been re-
tained by these foreign corporations and reinvested In mortgages, properties, and
exploration In underdeveloped and other friendly nations; such as Canada.

As the tax bill is now written, this advantage Would completely disappear with
the following effects:

1. The retained earnings would have to be returned to the United States each
year in order to pay the income tax, thereby drying up the largest single source
of mortgage money for foreign investments. It would also have a detrimental
effect upon the expansion of American enterprise abroad since most corporations
finance expansion out of earnings and profits., It is almost impossible to deter-
mine in the year In which the money is earned, how much is going to be earned;
therefore, the expansion cannot take place and the money be reinvested in "quali-
fied property" as defined tinder proposed I.R.C. section 953D. It would appear
that this bill would open all foreign corporations which are owned 50 percent
by American interests to the provisions of the American Internal Revenue Code
as opposed to the provisions of the revenue laws of the country in which it is
domiciled. It is, therefore, entirely possible that items which are allowed and
recognized under the laws of the country in which the company is domiciled would
not be recognized by the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. Therefore, the stock-
holders who owned 10 percent or more of the stdek would be taxed on fictitious
earnings and profits. It would also appear that the earnings and profits are
taxed year by year with no provision for reserves required by local law, deduc-
tions for loss years, or the feelings of resident stockholders or directors with
regard to dividends. The cost of enforcing such a law would be enormous and
there would be constant squabbles between the U.S. taxing authorities and the
taxing authorities of the country in which the corporation is domiciled. This
would have a particularly bad effect on the foreign relations with those countries
and more so in the cases where there is partial ownership by the foreign nationals.

2. The effects on the economies of the various foreign countries as a result of
American owned business closing due to inability to compete would undoubtedly
have serious repercussions particularly in countries such as Canada and Panama,
which c6blntries have been great beneficiaries bf Amerjean investment in the last
10 to 15 years. Undoubtedly, some of this gap would be filled by the Germans
and Japanese who are waiting in the wings to take over the position of the
Americahtilnvestors.

3. Proposed I.R.C. section 981 requires the earnings of a foreign corporation
that hhve not been reinvested In "qualified property" as of the close of a taxable
'Year to be Included In the current income of st~chholders owning 10 percent or
more of the stock. This would place a serious hardship oh many of these stock-
holders to meet their tax obligation in hny given year due to their inability to
obtain money. With regard to U.8. citizens living abroad, it would probably
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result in a mass surrender of their American citizenship. It appears that this
provision would apply to any 10 percent stockholder even if the remaining stock
was owned 1 percent each by 90 U.S. citizens'

4. The bill would probably result in a far greater distribution of the ownership
of foreign corporations thereby removing the Incentive which causes many Amer.
leans with technical skills and know-how to Invest abroad and to contribute
their skills to the development and the raising of the standards of living of the
peoples of the world.

5. It would probably result in restrictive laws being passed by foreign nations
regarding information required under proposed section 6038 thereby forcing the
sale of the stock of foreign corporations.

SALE OF STOCK OR LIQUIDATION OF CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATIONS

This bill is especially diabolical when it comes to the disposition of all or a
portion of the U.S. citizens Interest in a foreign corporation since it removes from
stockholders of the foreign corporations the favorable capital gains treatment
accorded to stockholders of the U.S. corporations. In other words, a group of
people who own a foreign corporation and who may wish to dispose of a portion
of their stock would be penalized to the extent that they would have to include
as ordinary income in the year in which the sale took place, their proportionate
share of the earnings and profits of the corporation that had accumulated from
the beginning of the U.S. income tax laws in 1013. This Is assuming that they
have been able to year by year reinvest the earnings in "qualified property"
whether in developed or undeveloped countries.

This retroactive provision is going to cause the immediate liquidation of many
foreign corporations with the resulting chaos in some countries that Is going
to be hard to determine. In addition, it would greatly reduce Incentive for
Americans to work and expand their skills abroad.

The entire bill is pure discrimination against any American citizen whQ has
capital to invest in a foreign country and wants to maintain control of same to
insure the the success of the enterprise. In other words, it would appear that
the net effect of this bill would be to destroy the American sphere of influence
In the guiding of the economy of any of the undeveloped nations and result in an
isolation of American capital within this country. The void will be taken up
either by foreign competitors or by greater demands on the U.S. Government for
additional funds to keep many foreign governments afloat. It does not appear
that in its search for taxes, the Treasury Department has given any thought to
the end result of their proposals for it would seem that no matter how much
revenue is obtained from these provisions, it will certainly not be sufficient to
offset the aid demands of the nations affected. It would further appear that due to
the noncompetitive position in which American-owned corporations would find
themselves in in countries where the tax rates are much less than the U.S. 52
percent, they would certainly be unable to compete with their foreign com-
petitors. This would probably result In a great drop in American exports
particularly in industries where the component parts are manufactured In the
United States and assembled In the foreign country due to protective tariffs.
There is no doubt that this bill will certainly backfire not only with regard to
foreign trade and balance of payments, but also with regard to American control
of many vital natural resources, as well as completely upset the economic and
tax stability of the Western World.

EARNINGS OF AMERICANS ABROAD

Proposed IRC section 911 places a limitation of $20,000 for an individual living
abroad for a period of 3 years and subsequent to that time a limitation of $3,000.
These limitations are most unrealistic since the base pay of a highly skilled
technician or engineer being sent to the wilds of Brazil or Canada usually starts
at a minimum of $25,000 with certain profitsharing benefits. This, in itself,
will deter the expansion of American ability and know-how and undoubtedly
would result in a greatly Increased cost due to inefficiency for many of the larger
development projects which are financed by U.S. Government grants.

Flor many people who have been residents of foreign coufltrjes for many years
and have established businesses, it will undoubtedly, as stated before, result in
the surrendering of their American citizenship. It wbuld seem that neither of
these Is a deslrable'end.
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CONCLUSION

It is apparent that the Treasury Department is seeking control of all money
which will subsequently accrue to the benefit of a~n American citizen 'regardless
of its source, and undoubtedly, 'the Government wants control of all oversea
expenditures that are being made by American capital. Under all of our tax
treaties, the U.S. Government has no right to tax the income of foreign corpora-
tions except in the case of foreign personal holding companies.

No one disputes the right of the American Government to tax the income of
its citizens when it is received. However, this bill would have the effect of
placing a constructive receipt approach on all American individuals without
any regard to the feelings of foreign stockholders. It would also place a tremen-
dous burden of additional bookkeeping, which would result in additional costs.
It would further reduce the competitive position of an American corporation.

At the present time, the U.S. Government has the power under IRO section 482
to allocate income between controlled corporations whether they be domestic or
foreign. It would seem that this is sufficient to cover most of the "tax haven"
situations from either an import or export angle where earnings are being pro-
duced either through sales in the United States or U.S. production facilities.

With regard to "out and out sham corporations," there is plenty of precedent
under present court rulings to permit the Government to reach the income of
such fictitious corporations. As to other income whose source is primarily in
the United States, the matter could be covered by extending the provisions of
the Personal Holding Company Act, or through tariff restrictions. This would
seem to close the present loopholes affecting income earned primarily in the
United States but escaping taxation through a foreign corporate entity. The
result of these changes would leave legitimate foreign enterprise to continue its
present path of expanding our sphere of influence. It would still permit bona
ide foreign residents to maintain their businesses abroad and expand them
without the penalty of severe discriminatory U.S. tax laws. It would further
permit U.S. residents to expand technological skills and profit from them in
foreign lands and still remain competitive.

STATEMENT BY DONALD C. LEVIN, GENERAL COUNSEL, CARGILL, IN#C.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

IMPACT OF CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATION TAX LEGISLATION ON THE
U.S. AGRICULTURE ECONOMY

The purpose of this statement is to request that agricultural commodities
grown in the United States be exempted from proposed foreign corporation tax
legislation.

Approximately $5 billion of U.S. farm products were exported in the past
fiscal year, the great majority of which was commercial or "free dollar" sales.
It will not be necessary to detail here the importance of those sales to American
farm income and to the Nation's balance of payments situation. Of the t6tal
export volume in that period, there were 1.18 billion bushels of U.S. grains.
Most of the companies handling the largest volumes of grain in world trade are
companies of non-U.S. origin 'or are foreign controlled.

In our opinion it is necessary for, U.S.-owned-and-controlled firms, with an
American viewpoint, to increase their part-in the merchandising of our grain in
world markets, particularly in view of the threat posed by policies,within our
largest customer area, the European Common Market. If foreign owned firms
control world trade in farm products, with no primary interest in selling tY.S.
grain in particular, the United States often will be in a position -f a distressed
seller. On the contrary, a U.S. owned firm, with investment in facilities to
originate U.S. grain, if purely from self interest, will make much more strenuous
efforts to promote the sale of U.S. agricultural goods in world markets. The
results are larger markets and better pftces for U.S. rains, and more important,
nn improvement in our balance of payments stuation.

Cargill's success in" this field (by which the company has increased both' its
U.S. inestthents and its taxable earnings) began after determinatth in 1958
that such a business could be conducted only by a substantial and skilled organ.
ization based Outside the United States. Accordingly, there was organized,
separately from Cargill, a foreign corporation called Tradax Internactional,
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S.A. (which comes within the defintion of a controlled foreign corporation under
the proposed tax bill, H.R. 1060), with principal European operating head.
quarters in Geneva, Switzerland, and subsidiaries and offices in most of the
major customer areas of the world. Cargill has worked closely with Tradax,
selling the great majority of its free dollar U.S. exports to it. Cargill's share
of the U.S. export business has been earned largely at the expense of the foreign
controlled firms and is principally due to the vigorous, competitive, and skillful
efforts of the Tradax group.

U.S. grain exports have tripled in 10 years, due in large measure to Depart.
ment of Agriculture emphasis fostered by Congress. Cargill and Tradax also
contributed substantially to this development of increased export volume, par.
ticularly in free dollar sales. They have applied American ingenuity, invest.
meant, energy, and advanced techniques to increase generally the efficiency of
the handling, marketing, and distribution systems, to reduce margins and to
make our grains more competitive with those from other countries.

Further, in order to increase volume and efficiency, Cargill has built, pur-
chased or leased export elevators at the following ports: Seattle, Portland,
Sacramento, Port Arthur, Baton Rouge, Norfolk, Albany, Bale Comeau (Quebec)
(which handles a large volume of U.S. grain shipped via the St. Lawrence Sea.
way), Toledo, Chicago, Milwaukee, and Duluth-Superior. These facilities are
improved continuously and have made it possible to handle the greatly ex-
panded U.S. grain export volume.

As the Tradax companies became seriously competitive in the world grain
trade, it became apparent that the natui'e of the business of world trade in
grain, as opposed to the U.S. domestic trade in grain, practically eliminates the
possibility of hedging risks in the traditional manner. Therefore, while sub-
sidiary sales and service companies are necessary in its organization, in order
to balance total risks it became imperative that one corporate entity as prin-
cipal in respect to purchase and sale of commodities, foreign exchange dealings,
and ocean freight positions was absolutely necessary. Thus, it would be virtu-
ally impossible to qualify under the proposed tax legislation by organizing and
operating through controlled foreign corporations each organized in a country
of destination and thus avoid earning "foreign base company sales income"
under the proposed definition.

The experience of Tradax has also made it apparent that, in addition to the
need for a substantial organization, trading skill, knowledgeable people in re-
spect to commodities, ocean freight, and foreign exchange, other factors com-
bine to require increasing equity capital or retained earnings. These large
amounts of capital are required for taking ownership of the great quantities of
the valuable commodities merchandised, for development and improvement of
storage, handling, and transportation facilities, and, in order to increase markets
for U.S. agricultural commodities, for construction of animal feed and vegetable
oil processing plants abroad. These should be located in consuming countries,
whether or not classified as "less developed." Without access to earnings or a
continuing investment of U.S. equity capital abroad, these needs cannot be met
and business cannot endure, let alone increase. Immediate payment of U.S.
taxes or other reduction of earnings of an American controlled firm, when its
direct competitors suffer no such disadvantage, must force not only retirement
from such business but reduction also of earnings of U.S. corporations selling
to it.

As to arms-length dealing with such a related foreign firm, there can be no
problem of artificial pricing because world trading in grain is noted for the
ready determinability of proper, prices. Competition in price is so keen and
instantaneous, with world prices in fact recognized daily in setting 'of U.S. ex-
port subsidy rates, that profit margins are remarkably small.

Those who take the view that a merchandising organization does not add value
to raw materials, as does manufacturing, are mistaken. Value is added con-
sistently and margins are earned for financing, distributing, developing sources
of supply, handling facilities and markets for the products, assumption of price
and position risks and for supply of services and information.

Finally, the motive for investment*(whether U.S. or abroad) is profits for US.
owners-profits coming either directly from the foreign corporation or through
improved earnings for the tU.S. corporation doing'business with it. Neither will
be realized, however, if foreign, competitors are given the advantages that would
result from the proposed legislation.,

p
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We strongly urge, therefore, that if for other reasons it is deemed in the na-

tional interest to enact the proposed controlled foreign corporation tax legis-
lation, it is also and equally in the national interest that income from mer-
chandising U.S. origin agricultural products be excepted from the definition of
"foreign base company sales income." A special exemption for agricultural
products would not represent a congressional change of policy in such matter.

Accordingly, we propose that H.R. 1050, section 13, subsection 952 subpartt
F: Income Defined) (e) (2) (A) should be amended to read as follows:"The property which is purchased is manufactured, produced, grown (ex-
cepting agricultural commodities grown in the United States) or extracted
outside the country under the laws of which the controlled foreign corporation
is created or organized, and".

STATEMENT SUBMITTED BY MR. OTTO L. WALTER, ATTORNEY AT LAW,
NEW YORK, N.Y.

The contents of this statement are limited to some of the foreign aspects of
H.R. 10060. They are submitted primarily in order to call to the attention of the
committee some of the adverse effects and inequities which could result from
enactment of the revenue bill of 1902 in its present form.

I do not favor the passage of the legislation in view of its deterrent effect
upon the role of U.S. industry in international trade. However, if in the-con-
sidered judgment of your committee, the bill should be approved, then I hope
that some of its particularly unfortunate effects can be corrected before submis-
sion to the Senate floor.

Iv

ABROGATION OF TREATY PROVISIONS

Section 21 of the bill is intended to give precedence' to the new legislation
over any treaty provision which it may contravene (see p. 906, H. Rept. No. 1447).'

The unilateral abrogation of treaties by act of Congress would be an unfortu-
nate method indeed of canceling obligations which we have undertaken toward
other nations. It has been the practice to vary taY treaty terms only through
mutual negotiation and agreement with all parties concerned. In this connec-
tion, I would refer to the negotiations currently in progress with the'Netherlands
which are aimqd at conforming our income tax treaty with that country to a
pending revision of the Netherlands tax law.

The enactment of section 21 could set a very unfortunate precedent for coun-
tries which no longer desire to be bound by treaty Obligations to follow the simple
unilateral route of summary legislation in lieu of the present accepted practice
of treaty negotiation. Such a step would considerably rduce the value of the
tax treaties as a reliable indicator c. the extent to which foreign jurisdictions
may tax U.S. citizens.

In addition, section 21 as now drafted would conflict with section 894 which
now reads: "Income of any kind, to the extent required by any treaty. Obliga-
tion of the United States, shall not be included in gross income and shall be
exempt from taxation under this subtitle."

In view of the above comments, I strongly recommend that section 21 of H.R.10650 be delete. I1EQUALITY WITH DOMESTIO CORPORATIONS

In advocating the proposed current taxation of irtually all'income of foreign
corporations to U.S. shareholders, representatives of the Treasury Department
have repeatedly pointed out that they desire only to remove "special pref rences"
which such foreign corporations presently enjoy (see statement of Hon. Douglas
Dillon, Hearings before the Comulittee on Finance, U.S. Senate on .R. 1060
pt. 1, p. 102).

It is submitted that, if H.R. 10050 is enacted In its present form, foreign opera-
tiois will be seriously impeded by considerable tax disadvantages which U.S.
shareholders of foreign corporations will experience in relation not only to their
foreign competitors, but also as compared to the tax treatment which would be
accorded to their subsidiaries if these were incorporated in the United States.
Let me hasten to add that local regulations and/or business considerations
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brought about by local nationalistic tendencies make It mandatory in many In.
stances, to operate In foreign countries through locally incorporated companies.

Some examples of these potential disadvantages follow:
1. The bill (sec. 18) proposes to tax controlling U.S. shareholders currently

on "subpart F Income" and "earnings invested in nonqualified property" of their
foreign corporations. No provision is made whereunder such Income could be
offset by losses of foreign sister corporations. Furthermore, the bill does not
permit losses of the foreign corporations to offset income of the U.S. shareholders.
Neither can such losses be carried back or forward against prior or subsequent
years' "subpart F Income." Foreign (other than certain Canadian and Mexican)
corporations cannot join In consolidated returns (IRC sec. 1504(b) (3)).
Moreover the shareholders of a foreign corporation or a domestic corporation
which derives more than 80 percent of gross receipts from foreign souces are
not eligible to elect under subchapter S to be taxed as a partnership (IRC sees.
1371(b) and 1372(e) (4)).

2. IRC sections 367 and 1491 severely restrict the organization; reorganiza.
tion, or liquidation of foreign corporations or capital contributions to such cor-
porations, by requiring an advance ruling that the contemplated transaction
Is "not In pursuance of a plan having as one of Its principal purposes the avoid.
ance of Federal Income taxes." Requests for such rulings usually delay any
contemplated transaction for several months. Often, favorable rulings are
denied solely because some possible tax advantage could result from the trans-

.action even though compelling business reasons and/or foreign tax reasons are
the major motivating factors. If Congress should remove some of the advan-
tages arising from foreign operations, It would only be reasonable that these
disadvantages should also be eliminated.

3. Under section 13 of the bill, a U.S. shareholder could be taxed on current
earnings of a foreign corporation even if this corporation is In a cumulative
deficit position. (See proposed sec. 952(a) (3).) It would not appear reason-
able to tax current earnings of a corporation which cannot be paid out as divi-
dends, in view of the lack of surplus.

4. The provisions of section 13 of the bill which would subject "earnings in-
vested in nonqualified property" to current taxation (proposed sec. 951 (a) (1)
(B)) bear a close resemblance'to the accumulated earnings tax provisions con-
tained In IRC sections 531-537. However, in view of the failure to include
in section 953(b) an exempt amount such as the $100,000 accumulated earnings
credit under IRC section 535(e) (3), constant disputes would develop between
taxpayers and the Commissioner with respect to amounts which are "ordinary
and necessary for the active conduct of a qualified trade or business."

On the basis of the foregoing, It is recommended that If It is deemed neces-
sary to enact H.R. 10650, the bill should be amended as follows:

(a) To allow foreign corporations to Join In consolidated returns with
U.S. parent companies.

(b) To allow shareholders of foreign 'corporations and U.S. coi'po-
rations with a large percentage of 'foreign Income to elect to be'taxed as a
partnership under subchapter S.,

(o) To allow losses of foreign corporations to be carried back or for-
ward to be applied against subpart F Income..

(d) Tof litit the amount which, can be taxed under subpart F to an
amount not to exceed accumulated as well as current- earnings and profits
(as provided In proposed section 952(h) (2)).

(e) To allow an exemption of $100,000 prior to subjecting "earnings
invested in nonqualifled property" to tax uhder proposed code section
951(a) (1) (B).

(I) To repeal IRC section 367 and to amend section 1491 so as to pre-
lude its application to transfers to foreign corporations.
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AMERIOAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY CORP.,
New York, N.X., April 24, 1962.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We are a corporation carrying on extensive manufac-
turing operations both in the United States and in a number of foreign coun-
tries. As such, we would be affected by certain provisions of H.R. 10650 now
pending before your committee. We would like to comment particularly on the
provisions of the bill concerning the investment credit and on certain aspects
of it that affect the taxation of foreign source income.

INVESTMENT CREDIT

In order to stimulate investment in capacity expansion and modernization,
and thereby provide essential economic growth, section 2 of the bill would allow
a tax credit for investments in most tangible personal property and for certain
real property, other than buildings and structural components thereof, if the
property is used directly In manufacturing, production, transportation, and cer-
tain other uses.

This investment credit is Independent of the depreciation reform which we feel
Is long overdue. To the extent that the proposed credit tends to be in lieu of
that reform or otherwise contributes to a postponement of the Treasury's an-
nounced program for such reform, we oppose it.

Beyond this observation, our principal comment is that the investment incen-
tive is discriminatory because of its limited scope. It should be expanded to
apply also to new investments in real property, held for productive use or for
Investment. This would include not only factory buildings, but also hotels,
motels, apartment houses, office buildings, and real estate developments.

Why are those things which house and make production equipment useful
excluded from credit. The buildings in which such equipment is Installed and
the "structural components" of those buildings, which include the plumbing,
heating. and air-conditioning products we make, are every bit as necessary as
production machinery to a growing economy. Without shelter, and in most
cases, without heating or cooling, production machinery has little or no useful-
ness. So we fall to see any wisdom, let alone justice, in this exclusion.

Not only would the products that we manufacture be ineligible for the credit
In the hands of our customers, but there is an additional discrimination in the
sense that our own manufacturing facilities, on balance, carry estimated useful
lives considerably in excess of the 8 years required for full credit. An investor
In assets having lives of 8 to 10 years, for example, will, under the bill as pres-
ently drawn, consistently obtain larger investment credits than the investor
In facilities of lives substantially more than 8 years. The effect of the provision,
therefore, is to favor Industries which by their nature utilize shorter-lived assets
at the expense of industries whose facilities do not wear out as fast.

FOREIGN SOURCE INCOME

Money earned by American companies in forelen countries is Justly subject to
equitable taxation by the (7S. 'Government. Since operations are carried on
abroad by American companies in different forms and under varying conditions,
however, Identical tax treatment is not always equal tax treatment. It is im-
portant, therefore, that policies be devised to assure that the end result of taxa-
tion is equitable and that it does not iniptaitr the ability of American companies
to compete with foreign-controlled companies.

Wth this belief, and with the experience of nearly 60 years of successful
foreign operations behind us, we offer- the following comments:
Gross-p of foreign d ividends

We think the nr6t0sal Is unwise because, in our otpliion, It will not achieve tax
neutrality, but will widen the existing tax Ineonualtles between the foreilen branch
versus the foreign subsidlarv form of organization; and because it will create
numerous detrimental side effects.
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The treatment of a foreign branch of a U.S. corporation under our taxing laws
is far different from the treatment of a foreign subsidiary of a U.S. corporation.
Three of the principal differences are that, in the case of a branch, (1) losses
are Inmediately recognized, (2) gains or loses resulting from foreign exchange
are immediately recognized, and (3) the many elections for treatment of specific
Items, which the Internal Revenue Code provides, are available to a branch but
not to a foreign subsidiary.

In view of these significant differences, it is evident that identical tax treat-
ment cannot be equal tax treatment.

The bill assumes that there is a free choice between the two forms of organiza.
tion. With the Increasing trend toward foreign participation in U.S.-controlled
enterprise, the corporate form Is, In many instances, the only feasible way to
organize the operation. This trend receives current Impetus from the desire
of foreign countries to participate in new enterprises, coupled with the desire
of American management'to disperse equity holdings to reduce the risks that
are inherent in less-stable political climates.

One of the major side effects would be the reduction in tax revenue in instances
where the foreign rate is already in excess of the U.S. rate and where the ex.
cess credit can be used to reduce the U.S. tax on royalty or other foreign income.
In such Instances, the limitation Is increased so that the grossing-up proposal
will result In higher credits than under present law.

Even where there is no royalty or other income, gross-tip could reduce taxes
where there tire a number of foreign corporations involved, some of which are
subject to income taxes at rates lower than the U.S. rate, while others are taxed
at rates in excess thereof. Where the foreign tax rate exceeds the U.S. rate,
the mechanical effect of gross-up Is to increase the amount of taxes that other-
wise are creditable, were it not for the limitation. Under the overall limitation,
these can be used as offsets to countries where the foreign rate is less than that
of the United States.

There are a number of other side effects which may or may not have been
considered by Congress. These are largely technical in nature, and in general,
arise as a result of the mechanical change proposed by H.R. 10650 which In-
creases gross Income by the amount of the foreign tax. Generally speaking,
there is an effect in every instance where gross income is employed as a measure,
or as a limitation within the Internal Revenue Code. Among the more obvious
examples are its effect on earnings and profits, loss carryovers, deduction limita-
tions such as charitable contributions, for example, and definition limitations as
in the case of Western Hemisphere trade corporations and personal holding com-
pahies.
Taxation of controlled foreign corporation.

Section 18 of H.R. 10650 contains a series of highly elaborate and complex
provisions which are designed to correct "abuses" with respect to controlled
foreign corporations. Our objection to these proposals is that they would 'im.
pose various restraints upon legitimate private enterprise abroad, since they
would apply to all foreign operations, whether "tax haven" or not.

The bill requires a high degree of analysis of income in order to ascertain
what portions constitute tax haven income as it is defined in the bill. It also
entails a balance sheet analysis designed to trace the disposition of earnings
and profits into "quilfled" property as distinguished from "nonquailifled" prop-
erty.

Where tax haven income exists, it will be subject to immediate U.S. tax to the
extent that it is not invested in less developed countries. Even where tax haven
Income does not exist, the foreign corporation will still have to account for any
Increase in earnings and profits realized during* the year either by investing
them in Its trade or business or by investing them in a less developed country.
The combination of Income statement-balance sheet analysis that is required by
these provisions will subject the foreign subsidiary of a U.S. company to rc-
strletionq and reeordkeeping requirements that ItN foreign-controlled competi-
tors will not have.

If abuses in this area exist, we believe the Commissioner already has ex-
tensive administrative powers to deal adeqfiutely with them Present section
269 of 'the 1954 code grants hlin powers to distribute, apportion,, Or allocate
gross Income in the case of acquisitions made to evade or avoid Income taxes.
Section 367 permits him to recognize gains (but still continue to treat losses as
nonrecognizablO) In transactions Involving foreign corporaftis which, except
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for this section, might otherwise fall within the several nonrecognition pro-
visions of the code. Finally, section 482 affords him power to distribute, ap-
portion, or allocate gross Income, deductions, credits, or allowances between con.
trolled organizations whether or not incorporated, whether or not organized in
the United States, and whether or not affiliated.

These provisions or their counterparts have been part of the income tax law
for mnalmy years. In addition, section 6038 of the 1954 code, which became ef-
fective with respect to annual accounting periods beginning after December 31,
1960, requires detailed information with respect to controlled foreign corpora-
tions which should facilitate Ildentification of abuses In particular circumstances.

Modern business is extremely fluid and in any alert company, the management
is constantly reviewing investment and marketing opportunities. These may
not necessarily be readily identifiable with Its particular product line, nor are
they always found in a market characterized as being in a less developed
country. As a matter of fact, they are most often found in a country that has
already reached a degree of economic maturity. If American-owned enterprise
is to be hampered in the search for and investment In new opportunities vis-a'is
Its foreign-controlled competitors, the readily predictable outcome is that Amer-
con-owned enterprise will In such circumstances have to yield.

It seems to us that the proposals covering controlled foreign corporations
would surely serve as a series of harassments to American-owned foreign enter-
prise, and could cause us to suffer in our competitive position abroad.

The foreign subsidiaries of American-Standard are staffed completely with
nationals of the country In which the subsidiary is located, a policy of long
standing with us. Our experience with these foreign associates of ours and
with other nationals of countries where we have companies convinces us that
these foreign countries would consider some of these provisions as unwarranted
meddling by the United States In their own internal affairs-and we find this
argument of theirs impossible to refute.

We trust that your committee will give the above presented points the most
serious consideration.

Sincerely yours,
JOSEPMr A. GRAZIER.

(Whereupon, at 3:45 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Thursday, April 26,1962.)


